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for the enthusiast!
As a
ireless enthusista constiuctor, repairer, service
man - you will Únderstand the necessity
a good

of

accumulator with present-day high efficiency sets.
For years of satisfaction you cannot better the C.A.V.,
the pionier British battéry.
Such famous firms as
CÓLUMBIA, H.M.V:, MARCONIPHONE, McMICHAEL,
MURPHY, ORMOND and PORTADYNE have chosen it
season after season. That seems to be a seriible reason
why you should make it your choice next time.
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ACTON GLASS
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FREE. A useful little notebook svitO moroccograined cover will be sent to all sending for
details of C.A.V. Radio Batteries.
C. A. VANDERVELL LTD., (DEPT. W.I..
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UNACORE
At Christmas, more than at any other
time, your radio entertainment must
be at its best. SouseaJ.B.'Linacore'
tuner for your set-it gives a 3-valve
set performance equal to a Superhet.
There are three models..
'-a

ÊC

Send 4d. in stamps for a copy of' VIVID RADIO
large broad sheet with
three full size blue-prints to help you incorporate a Linacore tuner in your set.

JACKSON BROS. (LONDON) LTD., 72.,St. Thomas Street,LondonS.E.1.
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"Alike as two pas" has long been a simile for
uniformity of appearance, but the uniformity of
T.M.C-HYDRA condensers goes far beyond looks.
T.M.C.HYDRA condensers are uniformly efficient.
Every one is stringently tested for capacity and
insulation resistance-you can be quite sure that
every T.M.C.-HYDRA condenser offered for salern
has passed its tests with flying colours.
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If you would like to make this an outstandIng
-Christmas in ,our wireléss experIence, buy a Blue
Spot Super Dual Speaker. By fitting this speaker,
which is not only amazingly sensItive but whIch
responds to a frequency band twice as wide as that
of a normal speaker, you will bring out of your set
qualities whIch you did not know were there. To
hear the Blue Spot Super Dual is a new experience.

V
V
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PBLUE

«TBLUE SPOT
-:

London, W.C.2

THE BRI1ISH BLUE SPOT

CO. LTb.
Sptt Scuse, 94/96, Recoman Street,
Rtsebery Avenue, Lernten, E,C«1.
Dis),-ibulors(orXortlsernEng/aod, Scotland sd
No/tu \Va)es: H: c:.RAwsoN (Shefliek) asid
Loisdnn)Ltd., xso,LondooRoad,SHEFFIELD;
ea, St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester; 177,
Westgate RoadNewcastle-oo-Tyne; 37.39, 31.
Clyde Place, Glasgow; 45, Syeingbank, Hull.

«

Blue

fra,o Neo Oofn,-d Street)
Telephone: Tee«ple 8«, 0055 (3 lices)
(A fece fao,-c

Made bs:TELEPON.E«'ÑCTURÍNG

«

Co.,L.
-

-

V

This model presents many attractive features. Tracking error
is reduced to the minimum. The bead lifts back for nec-dic
changing, eliminating risk of damage to records. Perfect repro,tuctloñ of all treqoencies without overloading. Screened leads.
An earth connection provided. Special Volume Control giving
,siient
and distortionless adjustment.
Price £1. 7. 6, nr wIthout Volume Control £1. 1. 6
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SPOT "STAR"
V
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«

realty outstanding speaker giving a remarkable degree of
naturalness in reproduction.
lt has a wonderful magnet.
die -Cast chassis, novel estertor suspension, independent on/ott
snitch, and many other features.
Cabinet Model in walnut and Chromium, 98/Price 70/Blue Spot Remote Volume Control and on/Off Switch, price 10/6

T.M.C;HARWELL
«

-----------

A

Write for a copy of the new
illustrated price list.

LTD.

DUALfl

concentrically mounted, the larger cone being
completely free-edged. Frequency response 40 to 10,000 c.p.s:
Hass frèq uency resonance at 32 c.p.s. (inaudible). Transformers
and Input Fitters tapped for Universal matching. Very poss'ertul
magnets give a high degree of sensitiveness, and even the most
powerful amplifier will not overload the loudspeaker.
Prices-: Permanent Magnet Model
-- £11. 11. 0
Energised Model
£8. 8. 0
Tuvo movements

«
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UNIN
Permea bility

a

new

tuning

is

here-

Varley's great improvement on

tuning

the old system of variable con-

that. wdl greatly impr6.vé

your

radio reception

denser

ftning

that

has

held

unchallenged sway for 12 years!

What

a

to your

diffrene

it could make

set-giving you better

:radioentertainmént'thanyou havé
ever had before;

.,

L

Be one

of the

first to ùse this great new Varley

fjner. Write fòr full informatión
(Poprieors: Oliver

to-day.
eIl

onirol.

LPd)

VARLEY (OLIVER PELL CONTROL LTD.), BLOOMFIELD ROAD, WOOLWICH, LONDON; S.E.18.
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"IF IT ISN'T 'ATLAS'
S.

WITH THEEXCLIJSIVE
SPECTRUM TUNING. AND
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receiver in the world ives
you
sikh
NOother luxuriously perfect superhet
performance PLUS these THREE ESSENTIAL
AND EXCLUSIVE "ATLAS" FEATURESSPECTRUM TUNING,
the simplest and
onl" certain station identification system
yet devised, TILTING DIAL, a unique
corsideratÍon 'of -- 'ou'i" comfort, and the
superb "ATLAS" CABINET
the finest
example of cabinet craftsmanship you
have ever Seen
Words cannot do lustice
to the new ATLAS 7 5 8 Superhet-the
sensation of Olympia. You must see, hear
and test it for yourself. Ask your-dealer
to-day, for a FREE démonstration and
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Ballot Northern Radio

Exhibition, Sept. 1934.
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High Grade
Non-inductive.
paper dielectric. Wire Ends.
Tested to 1,500 V.DC. Working
35oV.DC.
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HAS PICKED UP.

ROLA

THE ENGLISH
SHORT WAVE

STATION ON AN

EXTENSION SPEAKER

DY S T O N E
K I L O D Y N E
AND IS HIGHLY
E D

Few Minutes.?

in a

AMUSED TO

lis

essenbal thatthe Speech Coil impedance
and general chaacteis tics of the Extension
Speaker match the speaker in the factory
madcrecelcer. ROLA SUPPLY THE
LARGE MAJORITY OF RADIO MANUFACTURERS SO THAT THERE IS A
I

REAR THAT ONE)F HIS DEEP

-

-

DEPRESSLONS

ROLA SPEAKER EXACTLY SUITABLE
TO YOUR NEEDS. Ant, clle,xpt I,, cliii,,

F A S
P E A

'f

l,cnsfcnne, tapping,
,pe,ke, with a l'rgc non,he,
may,,, oli i, pone yoolìtu . ,,p,cdcplioc l,gth ix IS,
the
,,lensicn
a, well a
,p,ak,,. . THE

J

U S T
C H E D

ENGLAND.

REASON. IS, OF COURSE, THAT BY
THIS PROCEDURE ONLY A PORTION
OF TIlE OUTPUT TRANSFORMER IS
BEING USED ON ALL TAPPINGS.

:.
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S
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- q
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Dust-ProofFllter
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IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES

NO1 AVAILABLE

EXTENSION
SPEAKER
MODELS

t

.

:

Construction)

-

.

32/.
39/6

CABINET MODELS

Model 1. Complete w ith FR6-P.M.
Speaker with transformes. as per our
Extension Speaker Broadsheet ............
blndel 2. Con, plete with FP6-P.M57vt.
Speaker (without transformer). ..........
CABINET alone (with Celoleosoonding
board attached) ................................

£3.lO.O
£3. 2.6
£1.1O.O

JUST PUBLISHED

"A

direct toRola(Dept. W.W.)forthe Extension
Speaker Broadsheet just published.

THE

e/nestRea,ocycers
BRITISH
ROAD,
Phc::e

ROLA
PARX

,

-

5.

i

..

.

-

(

-

_,

_-.L

-

'-' -

-

'

.

-

si

Rigid one piece diecast aluminium. chattis, baltieship grey cellulose
finish. Baleelite wood finish panel. Automatic grid bias. Drop fed.
Gramophone PU.
decoupled HT.
Genuine one-dial luninq.
3/82 incIses and 260/5(0 metres, bui
Terminals. Wuverange
adaptable
any oilier wavelength up lo 2,000 mel réa if required.
Complete u'ilh erection and instruct ion booklet. Price does not inducle
salves or cabinet, but AC. Model includes M.C. Spealeer.
.

CO.,

Will,:d,:: 4322.3.4.5.6

Menjion

LTD.
N.W.15

ROYAL.

of

si

ij

PRICE-BATTERY MODEL..
A.C. ALL MAINS MODEL

..

Folder K.\V.6 free

&

ost

£13OO

request.

CO.

Tdephcve:

CERR.4RD

.
N

-

LTD., Bromogrove St., BIRMINGHAM.
London Service Depot:
WEBBS' RADIO STORES, 14, Soha St., Oxford St., WI.
STRATTON

;.''

£6-19-6

AC. Model inCiudnn MC. Spexkor.

has a copy of the RPIa Eote,ssio,s
Speaker Show Card giving the correct Rola
Eotension Speaker for your factory-made
roceixer. Ask to see lt or alternatively write

MINERVA

'"

TI
KIsdYce

COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS FOR BATTERY OR AC.
MAINS WORKING :-Four valve staaes. SG. Del. L.F. Penksde.

Your dealer

't.

-

-

Model FRg-P.M.M. without transformer.
Model FR6-P.M. with transformer as per our
Extension Speaknr Broadsheet ..................

0

oowner of an EddystoneKiIodyne need uffer from.
The set will pick up short-wave
deep depressions.
all
over the world and must be
transmissions [rom
handled to appreciate its wonderfur capabilities. Unlike
many "All Wave" receivers, the Kilodyne is not anordinary set adapted afterwards for short-wave working,
but an instrument designed for efficient short-wave
reception as a first consideration and adapted later for
The features of the design
the higher wavelengths.
excellent
slow-motion open
of
an
are ease
operation,
vision tuniñg control, freedom from objectionable body
capacity eftects, even on the shortest waves, no spots
L
in any waverange, and smooth and definite reactjon
reception 'of
everywhere.
Ideal for world-wide
shirt-wave programmes,
-

it

(100% Dust-proof

'J

-

2089.

Olasgoo' Service Depot:
JAMES R. HUNTER, 138, West Nile Street.

FOEDYSTONE'.

KILODYNE
r- ----

4°
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AMPLFIER

A.Ç.

Complete with-Mullard Valves
AC044

354v

VP4

934.

T-

-

U U

1W3

For gramophone or microphone
station radio
reception of sound or vision.
Audio-frequency response: 12 to
30,000 Cycles with zero decibel loss:
Triode anode-behd detector and

'use, and for local

-

--

-

'

-

Size:

0

-

-

x6?,x7

high.

approximately 3-watt undistorted
output.
Adequate HT, available for ener
gising a moving_coil speaker.
Cash

with

oreron

7

days' approval.

FO-XINDUSTRIAL LTD.,29, DingieyPlace,City Rd., London, E.C.1
T.I,:

'A topping.Christmas présent, Dad
bet youil. use it as much as dothoughr

RADIO RECEIVER
MEASU REME NTS

I

I

The eyes of the Radio enthusiast will sparkle with
delight at the sight of a Pifco ROTAMETER De
Luxe. This wonderful instrument enables every
kind of test to be made and saves much valuable
time in thetracing of Radio faultss lt is finished in
black bakelite, and supplied complete with leads,
in velvet-lined case. The turn of a knob brings the
required scale into operation.

A1JER
O-5

MC.B

Clerkeawell 6039

volts
oIts

.

4. 0-400 colts

ByRoy M.

Barnard, B.Sc., A.M.I.R.E.

7. O-250milliaosperes

tee this Radio necessity at your dealers or *rite for the ne Trstmeter
O
15O
Folder to PIFCO LTD., SHUDEHlLL, MANCHESTER
Charing C,oss Road Loodon, W.C.2.

Although primarily designed for the benefit of the radio
srvice
this concise handbook is also of practical
value to the amateur experimenter.

:

Ives

engineere

iIFI Rl TA(VETE R S
:PIFCO

lt decribes the methods of measuring reiver performanceand provides provisional standards as a basis for

II

TRACE YOUR TROUBLES:LIKE A SHOT

ON THE1POTWlLL
-

judging performance. Measurements of sensItivity, selec.tivity and fidelity are explâined at length and the interpre.
tation in estimatingreceiverperformariceiscarefullysetout.

EI..ECIRI C

B

G RA IVI O P H O N E
PIIO

I"

TRUSPEEDAC

Details are given of up-to-date methods of receiver testing
uith fúlI descriptions of commercial signal generators
and their application to the adjustment of modern
superheterodynes and straight "receivers.

.1

O RS

with fifty-three illustrations and
diagrams, summaries of method, four appendices
and a general index.

Complete

100/250 Volts
S

PRICE

S

4/6

By post

49F6
The most powerful

Machine

A1C,.

dl

ILIFFE

Other

Free

Booklet

-,

UNIVERSAL for

"

4G. 490

.

.

B

Price
and

otomstUo

67/6

top

99/6

,oitolie.,

described.

II'-

-.

,

THE- BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON COMPANY LIMITED, RUGBY, ENGLAND

Mention of

-

PRICE 15/- 'net. By jost 15/9
Obtainable
from all leading booksellers or direcl from Ike publishers
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A n Analysis
In the process of preparing these
pages it has come as rather a surprise
to find how very few manufacturers
design sets with the intentiQn that the
loud speaker should be used separated.
from the set itself. When there are
so many advantages from the listener's
point of view in having two instruments so arranged that they can be
separated and the speaker placed in
the most convenient position in the
room, it seems astonishing to us that
each manufacturer should not have
arranged that at least one of his models
.

XXXV.

Nè.

23

COMMENT

-J

make provision for turning
the
loud speaker contained in the set
whilst leaving the extension speaker
in operation.
It would be fair to say that in the
case of the large radio-gramophones
there is considerable justification for
incorporating the speaker or battery
of speakers in the same cabinet. In
the case of a battery of speakers,
cònnections, etc., might be unduly
and
complicated
for separation,
the solid construction of the cabinet is
such as to provide a good baffle and
freedom from box resonances. Nevertheless, even in such cases, although
convenience may dictate this compromise, the arrangement can never
be regarded as ideal.
Manufacturers seem rather too prone
to accept standardisation in a matter of
this kind, when it would be so easy to
try out public response by having, a
model available where the loud speaker.
was independent.
off

Advàntages of Separation

The separation of the two units
would provide the user with opportunities, which 'are not at present
available to him, to use improved types
of speakers with sets which would do
justice to them instead of being compelled to use only the particular type
of speaker originally installed in the
set. Although this consideration is of
should be so designed.
interest, there are many other imMany sets are provided with an portant advantages which would in
extra pair of terminals for an exten- nearly all cases result from ability to
sion loud speaker, but this is not the place the loud speaker in the ideal
same thing. In such cases the manu- position in the room from the listener's
-. facturers almost invariably, have in point of view and to have the set
mind that the extension speaker would itself in such a location' that it
be in use in some other part of the could be operated conveniently. The
house and listened to whilst the main present position is that almost in
set was also in operation. There are variably ideal conditions of listening
hardly any sets where the provision are never achieved, for the reason that
for the extension lOud speaker is. not in order to be able to operate a set
'quite subservient to the rest of the the loud speaker, being a part of it, is
design, even though a good many now brought far too close to the listener.
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New

Single-Span Battery Four
An Economical Fbur-valve Superhe Réceiver
-:

ECENT articles in

The Wireless World "have
contained details of tile latest developments in
single-span tuning, which have been embodied in a
receiver designed for economical battery operation. The
points of special importance are the new
aerial filter and a novel reaction system.

O

j!
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-
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of the battery-

-

operated type,
,
although 'apparently simpler than a mains
n'iodel, may set its designeran even moredifficult problem, for not only are the valves
available less efficient but the power consumption must be kept very small if the
operating costs are not to be prohibitive.
Even in these days of quiescent output
systems it is rarely feasible to provide as
large an output as that commonly associated with even the smaller class of mains
set. It is not difficult, however, to obtain an output in the region of 1,000 muli-

.

-

watts while still preserving economy, and
although the purist will justly demand a
considerably greater output for the finest
reproduction, it is sufficient for a high
standard of quality, provided that it is not
wasted by the use of än inefficient type of
loud speaker.
The two chief 4uiescent output systems
are Class "B" and QPP, and with them
it is possible economically to obtain maximum outputs of roughly z,000 milliwatts

T.

COCKING

and 1,000 milliwatts respectively. Although not excessive, the current consumption of the former is the greater,
simply because it gives a greater output.
Experience with the two systems shows
that it is difficult to obtain as good reproduction with Class "B" as with QPP,
particularly at low volume levels, and the
distortion is often most noticeable on the
transient sounds of the piano. It is easy
to see the reason for this when it is
remembered that the two systems are
essentially the same as far as the anode
circuit of the output valve is concerned,
and are consequently likely to be on a par
as regards distoi'tion at this point. The
essential difference lies in the input, for
grid current is permitted to flow in Class
"B" working but not in QPP. Grid
current necessarily means that the preceding stage distorts, and although this
distortion can be kept at a low value at
the expense of anode current consumption
oi amplification, or both, it cannot be completely eliminated.
It is theoretically
possible so to arrange matters that the
distortion introduced by the driver valve
balances that caused by the output valve,
but it is extremely difficult to arrange this

-

¿F

f,shH

jj1
Fig.

i.-The

IJT?.I

:

Yc5ij
1d1:TR6

.

IpLUG

complete circuit diagram of the new receiver shows that reaction is controlled by the variable resistance R7.

I

L
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Single-SpanBatteryFoursatisfactorily in practice; so that we must
conclude that in its present form Class
B" is less desirable than QPP from
the quality viewpoint.

50 c/s the response falls by about .8.5
nd tertiary, which feeds the diode, also
decibels and this is advantageous in that gives the greatest amplificatIon, but poor
it prevents the output stage from being selectivity.
The best compromise is
overloaded by frequencies which cannot reached with a ratio of I-2, and with this
be reproduced at audible strength unless a stage gain of 58.5 times can be obtained
the maximum available output greatly ex- with good selectivity.
ceeds i watt. At high frequencies the
The LF Equipment
response is substantially flat up to 5,000
We. decide, therefore, to employ a c/s and falls only ii db. at io,000 c/s.
iiiiiuIIiHiiHhi
quiescent push-pull output stage and with
Turning now to the radio side of the
+10
iiiiqiniiii= liii
one of the, double pentodo valves, such equipmnt, the LF valve derives its input
IHIIIIIIPIIIIIIii
as the QPax, an output of some 900 milli- from the output of one of the diodes which
watts is obtainable with an HT supply of functions as a detector. The diode is fed
volts, and the quiescent current with the modulated carrier by a winding
consumption is no more than 6 mA. on the coil assembly L7, having one half
i1111.1111Hi11i1
IIIlIIUIlIflUflP
When operated with its correct load the number of turns of the tuned winding.
impedance such a stage is capable of The load resistance R8 is given a value of
uuuuuiunuuiuuiuii
giving very good reproduction.' It is 250,000 ohms and the by-pass condenser
111111111111U1111H
10,000
necessary; however, to take precautions C12 is of 0.0001 mfd. capacity. A filter
FREQUENCY C/s
against parasitic oscillation, for should comprising the HF choke Chi and the li
this occur it will result in serious distoro.000i mfd. condenser Ci3 is included to
Fig. 2.-The fidelity curves of the complete
tion. Unlike the Class " B" stage, it is réstrict HF currents to their proper cirreceiver are shown here for both gramophone
usually easy to prevent parasitic oscilla- cuits, and the coupling to the LF valve is
and radio.
tion with QPP, and the insertion of a completed through the 0.1 mfd. condenser
resistance of 150,000 ohms in the lead to Cii.
The ampljfication obtainable, of course,
The preceding stage consists of a depends on the operating potentials of the
the centre-tap on the input transformer is
very effective. This resistance is shown variable-mu valve which is operated at a IF valve, and it was found that the
as Ru in Fig. u, and the only other pre- fixed bias of zero volts. This is permisgreatest amplification for a given anode
caution needed is the use of by-pass con- sible with a battery valve since grid current current consumption is obtained by using
densers Cu5 and Cu6 across each half of does not flow until the grid potential is .a high anode voltage with zero grid bias.
the output transformer primary. With appreciably positive with respect to nega- The full HT supply of 150 volts is accordthese simple precautions parasitic oscilla- tive LT. The coupling between the valve ingly applied to the anode, and with this
and the diode detector comprises a three- the optimum screen potential from the
tion is a most unlikely occurrence.
The maximum input required by such winding transformer L7, on which the point of view of amplification is about 7ò
a stage is 21 volts peak, so
volts. By using a screen
that it is necessary to feed
supply of some 56 volts,
it through a high ratio
however, the amplification
transformer. The comfalls by only 9 per cent.,
ponent employed has a
whereas the anode current
.
ratio of i-8 and is resistdrops by 59 per cent., so
ance-capacity fed from the
that the saving is well
preceding stage by the
worth while.
Actually,
i
25,000
ohms resistance
the screen is operated from
i
Rio and the i mfd. con
the 6o-volts tapping on the
denser Ci4. This stage is
I
HT battery, for the true
¡
-:
the triode section of a duovoltage will soon fall to
diode-triode, and it need
about 6 volts and remain
\
I
.
7
give an output of no more
at this figure for the
L
7
major portion of its life.
than
.625 volts
,
...
't
peak. The valve itThe IF valve is preself gives an amplificeded by a frequency.
cation of 12.6 times
changer of the heptode
J
j.r'
r
s,,,
and consumes 1.5
1 type, the coupling consisting of two coupled
mA. with
-1.5
'
\
J'
tuned circuits of
volts grid bias. The
r
band-pass form, but
LF volume control.
-,
loosely
]'
-_...
.
ctual1y
R9 is included in
sake
linked
for
the
its grid circuit and
EL
I
of selectivity. The
.
functions on both
.
.
first circuit L5 is a
radio and gramo/ ..
I
transformer of i-i
phone, while the
-.
.
-.--_.
ratio, since the AC
.
.
switch Sr permits
resistance of the
the change over to
heptode is fairly
be made.
.
C
high,
and
the
On gramophone
second.
L6,
is
a
Si breaks the fila1
single coil.
The
ment circuit of the
circuits are tuned
two early valves so
A rear view of the set
with the coil screens removed.
by the two airthät they consume
dielectric trimming
no anode or filacondensers, C6 and C7 respectively,
basic winding is the tuned secondary.
ment current and interference from broadand the coupling is provided by the
Since the [F valve is of fairly high AC
casting is avoided. The fidelity obtained
common capacity C8 of o.oi mfd., the
resistance a i-i ratio between primary and
on gramophone is governed largely by
the LF transformer, and the overall res- secondary gives the best amplification and xo,000 ohms resistance R6 being included
so that there is a conductive path between
is satisfactory from the selectivity viewponse curve of the purely LF equipment is
point. A i-i ratio between the secondary the grid and the filainént of the IF valve.
shown by the dotted curve of Fig. 2. At
New
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New Single-Span Battery

Four-

The intermediate frequency is r,600
kc/s, so that to receive signals in the range
of 150

kc/s to

1,500

kc/s

(2,000-200

metres) the oscillator need tune over the
range of 1,750 kc/s to 3,100 kc/s only.
This can be covered by a small variable
condenser in conjunction with a single
coil, so that waveband switching is unnecessary. The tuned winding of the
oscillator coil assembly L4.. is included in

milliwatts is shown by the solid line curve
of Fig. 3. This is without reaction, and
the effect of using regeneration is merely
to reduce the input needed for standard
output by a factor constant for all signal
frequencies.' Using reaction, the input
need be only one tenth to one twentieth,
of the figures indicated by the curve.
The dotted curve 'of the same figure
shows the second channel ratio, that is,
the number of times an interfering station
must be stronger than the wanted one for
it to give the same output. The ratio
varies between 500 times and 3,000 finies,
and as the wanted station will usually be
itself much stronger than any which
could cause interference, it can be seen
that the possibility of second channel interference has virtually been eliminated.
The adjacent channel selectivity depends
entirely upon the IF circuits, and although
it is only of a moderate order when reaction is not employed, it is unusually high
for the modest number of tuned circuits
employed and the high frequency at which,
they operate. When reaction is used,
nowever, tne selectivoty is enormously increased and becomes adequate for general
distant receptkin. This is well brought
out by'the curves of Fig. 4, which show
the selectivity. both with, and without
reaction.

through the agency of R3 and the coilL3.
reThe sensitivity obtainable with
ceiver of this type is quite constant with
fre4uency save for two factors-the variation in efficiency of the aerial filter and
e change in effective stage gain of the
requency-changer. The latter is quite
small, but it falls off a little at the,lower
frequencies, with the result that the shape
of the sensitivity curve differs somewhat
from the curve of the filter alone. The
carrier input, modulated 30 per cent. at
400 c/s. for the standard output of 50
LIST OF PARTS
I Aerial filter (RI, Ri,

CI, C2, LI, L2, L3)

R3,

W carite

or set of putts comprising:
2 Paxolin tubes, in. dia.

i,s.

n

i

long

bobbin (see text)
resIstances, 300 ohms,
watt
700 ohms, 1 watt
i condenser, 0.000125 n,fd. Accurate to within plus
condenser, sotol mro, f or mi nus iper cent.
Quantity No. 38 DOC and 42 DOC wire
Mounting hoard, brackets, etc.
3 IF
coils, L5, LO, L7
Wearite
Weaeite
or 3 l'axOlin tobes, ils, dia, n jis. loig
Quantity No. 32 DSC and 38 DOC snire
I
Oscillator cull assembly, LO
Wearile
or I Paxolin tube, fIn, dia. s 2tn. long
Weaeite
Quantity No. 30 DOC wire
(Goltone)
I Variable condenoor, 0.00016 mid., Cs
Polar Type
Edclyslono 973
i Tuning dial
i Copresson condenser, 0.0001 mid.,' Ca
Coiveen
3 Variable condensers, o.otoj mid., C5, Cl, Cb
Eddystone 900
3 Knobs
Bulgin K6
3 screenIng cans, 2tin. dijo. x 311e. height
Collonc R9/321
(Mains Power Radio)
i screening can, 3(in. dia, s 4jin. height
Collone R9/322
(Colsero)
i Variable resistance, 50,000 ohms, RO Haynes Radio
(Boigin, Colsero, Watmel)
i Variable resistance, wire-wound, 50 ohms, with knob,
2

i Cesistance,
i

o

.

3

FREQUENCY

ke/s

"E"

Fig. 3.-The sensitivity and second channel
ratio are shown by these curves. The use.
of reaction increases the sensitivity over
ten times.

-

the oscillator grid circuit, and tuning is
carried out by the o.000i6 mfd. condenser
C5, the adjustable condenser C4 being for
the purpose of obtaining the correct minimum capacity. The oscillator anode circuit includes the reaction coil, which is
coupled very tightly to the tuned vvinding
in order to secure maximum conversion
conductance. The oscillator anode tself
is operated at about 6o volts, and the
grid lead includes a ioo,000 ohms resistance R5 in order to obtain the correct
operating potential. The heptode screen
is taken to a 75-volts tapping, and the
anode is run from the full 150 voUs, these
potentials having been found to give the
best performance with the valve selected.

.

R7

Owing to the use of a high intermediate
frequency, second channel interference
from any station within the tuning range
is an impossibility, and it can only occur
from stations on wavelengths below ioo
metres. It is permissible, therefore, to
dispense with signal frequency tuning,
thus making the oscillator condenser C5
the only tuning control and eliminating
any need for ganging. An aerial filter
which passes the required range of fre
quencies and cuts off others may be used,
therefore, and the development, of, a new
tve of filter was described in a recent
iue of The Wireless TVorld.' It is
essentially a band-pass type of filter, and
the values of Lx, L2, Ci, C2, Ri and R2
are selected for an even response over the
range of 550 kc/s to 1,500 kc/s, with a
sharp cut-off at higher freuencies. The
response over the range of 150 kc/s to 280
kc/s, the long waveband, is maintained
November róth, 0934.

Kabi-h.

W. Lechiier & Co.,
ti, Spencer Street,

i

QPP transforerer,

i

i

2
1

CB battery, 4 s'olts
CB battery, O s'olts
CB battery diOs
HT battery, SSO -colts

'..

to the coupling from the diode, and for
some reduction in the high freauencv response, caused partly by lsses ii the letec-

tor circuit and partly by sideband cutting.
The results obtained are shown by the
fulI-linècurve of Fig. 2, and it can be shown
that for good reproduction up to some
'6,000 c/s a' curve of this shape is correct,
owing to the tendency of the loud speaker
in conjunction with the pentode type out-

Ci,x

"A"

o
i-.

13

o
i..
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BulgS'n No.

2

z

-

I LT accumuiatór, 2 volts
i length Screoned sleeoing
lo,. No. 22 tinned, copec wire,

-

When reaction is not used the fidelity
ts the same as on gramophone, save for
a slight loss of bass '(about 1.5 db.) due

(Wearite)

ratio 1 8
Lisses LNS318
(Graham Forint,, Sluttitone)
1 0MB
toggta SwitCh, LOPDT. SI
Buigin Sei
i QM toggle switch, S-point, S2
Butgin 507
i Speaker plug-and sockel, 3-way
Belting-Lee 1112
4 Ebonite shrou,led termInals,
A., E., PIck-up (20
Bntiing.Lee ' B
i Connector, C-sOny
Bryce
i Batterj cable, 6-way, s: itS termiSalo sod spade ends
CoImee 059/472
5 SCander plugs, 2 GB+, 1 GB-, S GB-1,
GB-2

i

The Fidelity Curves

Ltd.,.

London, ECl.
i Tapsred solomo control potentiometer, 2541,000 oho,s,
Forran li Typo ' PC"
RS
(CIude Lyons, Magnum, llotlaei'mel)
Resistances:
1, 10,000 obmo, I watt, 116,
Erie
Erie
5, 05.000 olams, i yrstt, RiO
Erie
1, 100,000 ohms, i watt, R5
Erie
i, 150,000 olìius, i watt, Oli
Erle
1, 250.000 eI,u,o, i watt, RS
(Bryce
l)uhitier, Ferranti, Graham LanoSi, Claude
Lyons, Po!dr-NSF, Watml)
Fixed cOndInsses:
.1, 0.1 mId. teb:ilar, Cii
TIaC Hydra T21
TMC Hydra 'ti?
1, 0.05 mId. tubular, CO
TMC Hydra Ti5
2, 0.005 mId. tut,nlar. 015, C16
3, 0.0001 mId, tubular, Cl, Cil, C13 TMC Hydra T3
TMC Hydra 25
1, 5 mId, C14
2 isfds., Ci
TMC Hydra 25
S
(Dutilier, Graban, Fartek. Peak, Polar-NSF, T.C.C..
Tel yen)
2 Valse holdirs, 5'pir
Clix Chassis Mounting
Standard Type
2 Valse holdars, 7-pin
Clix Chassis Mounting Type
(Goltone)
lScrennod HF Ctixke, -Chi
Batgin HFO

Second Channel Interference

The Wireless World,

71h, '934.
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Coitan,

C
plengtlis Syntoflex,
.
wood, etc.
Wood panel, lain,
lOUn.
Plyman baseboard, O o 14 o fila:
Peto-Scott
Screcs: 20 flic. No. 4 S/Sd.; 20 fin, No. 4 h/Sd.;
fin.
4
No. 4 R/hd.; 1 fin No. 6BA with nut
and washers.
Valses: I Ferranti Vt1T2; I Onram or Marconi V024;
i Osram or Marconi 111)22; 1 Osram or MIrconi QP21
Loud speaker with oniversal or QPF transformer
-.
W B.PMS2 Stentorhan
Cabinet
C.A.C. Cahi,,etn, Ltd.

i.arp

-iIIihIHHI
4.-The selectivity, both with and without reaction, can,be gauged from these curves,
Fig.
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New Single-Span Battery

Four-

'a battery receiver, and simple diode AVG
proved ineffective in controlling the fading
of a weak station and incapable of preventing overloading by a strong signal.
The difficulty is due in part to.the inherent
reduced, with the result that the apparent delay in the AVC diode of a battery duocontrol grid-anode capacity is increased. diode-triode and partly to the particular
It becomes possible, therefore, to obtain value of the normal detector input in this
reaction effects by the simple expedient of receiver. A pre-detector volume control
inserting an impedance in the screen- for use chiefly in local reception is incircuit.
cluded, therefore, and takes the form of
A . ariable resistance, R7 in Fig. i, is
a 50,000 ohms variable resistance R4 inthus included in the screen lead and makes cluded in the aerial lead.
of the required range, for even the smallest
neutralising condenser i,s much too large.
If the screen grid is not at earth potential as far as HF currents are concerned,
however, its effectiveness as a screen is

put stage to accentuate the upper register.
The response on gramophone is actually
too good and will oftenhae to be reduced
in the manner indicated later.
The use of reaction increases sideband
cutting, and so the high frequency response deteriorates as shown by the dashline. The apparent increase in the bass
is due to 400 c/s being taken as the zero
level. In general, it will rarely be necessary to use as much reaction as this, sud
the use of only a moderate amount of

,----
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The positions of the chief components in the receiver can be clearly seen in this illustration.

-

reaction will give a better fidelity curve.
It can be seen, however, that reaction may
be employed not only for the purpose of
increasing the sensitivity and selectivity,
but also as a tone-control.
The method by which reaction is obtamed is unusual but very effective. It
is well known that feed-back occurs
through the grid-anode capacity of a valve,
and that it will cause instability if it be
sufficient.
It would, therefore, be
theoretically possible to. obtain reaction
simply by connecting a variable condenser
between the grid and the anode of the
IF valve. This fails in practice owing to
the impossibility of obtaining a condenser
.

a very simple and effective reaction control.
The value of resistance required for selfoscillation is some 6o ohms. All wirewound variable resistances of normal construction possess some inductance, however, so that a lower value suffices to

produce oscillation.
Indeed, the resistance is really of less importance than the
inductance, so that in this particular position it is essential, to employ the specified
component.
It may be remarked at this point that
AVC is not fitted, since it was found impossible to. devise a method which would
prove of any practica' advantage. Amplifled AVC is really out of the question in

LESS DANGEROUSLY
PEAKING at a recent meeting of the

LIVING

S

Association of Supervising Electrical
Engineers, Mr. W. Lang, M.I.E.E., dealt
with the gradual evolution of the safety
measures advocated in the lEE. Regulations for the Electrical Equipment of Buildings. According to Mr. Lang, the regulations were originally framed mainly with a
view to avoiding fire risks and consequent
damage to property. It is only comparatively lately that the risk of danger from
electric shock has been taken seriously into
account, and it may be that too much stress
has been laid on this aspect of the subject,
and that the precautions required are unnecessarily elaborate.
-
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Combining
of More

than

One Record
is Achieved
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The new transfer desk at the E.M.I. studios,
where four turntables are available for the
purpose of grafting
two or more existing

it is sometimes necessary to aller a word or izote
in a gramophone record. This article describes the " sound surgery"
by which the exclusion of one sound and the substitution of another
can be achieved imperceptibly. The blending of separate records is
also dealt with.

V

various reasons

j

''

-

-

-

average listener is unaware of
the gradual improvement that
has been made in the last few
years in the broadcasting and recording of gramophone records.
As each side of a record has a playing
time limited to 4 minutes, it must be
of considerable interest to listeners to
know how the B.B.C. is able to give programmes of records often lasting a
quarter of an h&ur or more without an
interval, the change-over from one record
to another being imperceptible. Multiturntables are, of course, used in the
B.B.C. Studios, and it is understood that
an ingenious method has been adopted by
members of the B.B.C. staff to ensure that
the change-over is made without a break
when a work is being broadcast that is
recorded on two or more sides of discs.
The usual procedure adopted by B.B.C.
announcers is to play through the records
before a broadcast and note a distinctive
phrase, such as a drum beat, in each
record about a quarter of an inch from
the end. The needle is then placed on
the record just before this phrase, and
as soon as it occurs a stop watch is started
and immediately the record is finished the
watch is stopped for example, we will
say that the time occupied is twenty-five
seconds. The next record of the work is
then placed on the turn-table and the
.stop watch started as soon as the needle
is slid into the first groove, and stopped
as soon as the performance is recorn-

mHE

Behind each turntable; mounted
vertically, is an 8m, circular scale calibrated with five hundred equal divisions,
so arranged that as the pick-up moves
across the record the pointer revolves
round the scale. This is accomplished by
having an extension fixed on to -the pickup arm pivot, so that as the pick-up tracks
across the record the far end of the extension describes an arc. By an ingenious
wire and pulley system the pointer is
moved round without any appreciable
friction being apparent in the pick-up arm
pivot.
Each division on the scale is equal to
one'groove of a record. It is obvious,
therefore, that the pick-up arms are calibrated to a single groove of a record. The
engineers are at the moment working on
a scheme whereby they will be able to
divide up a groove so that a single word
can be picked oat without difficulty. This
has, in point of fact, already been done
in practice.
A short while ago it was
decided to issue-in England a record that
had been made in America by a comedian,
but on which he sung a word -which was
not considered to be suitable for English
ears. As the gramophone companies are
always anxious not to release any records
which are likely to offend any section
of the public, it was decided to pick out
the offending word and insert the sound
of a steamboat whistle. This was accomplished quite satisfactorily, and the revised
record was released.
The way in which a feat of this kind is
carried out is that a copy of the original
record is played through on the transfer
table and re-recòrded on a new wax blank.
When the offensive word is reached, the
volume control operating. the pick-up is
speed.

I

inenced. This may give a reading of four
secopds, which shows how long it takes
to play the .grooves on the beginning of
the record on which no entertainment is
recorded. The procedure which i.s then
adopted during the actual transmission is
that when the distinctive phrase on the
first record is reached a stop watch is
started, and when it shows twenty-one
seconds the needle is lowered into the
first groove of the second récord; thus,
immediately the music on one record is
finished it should be carried on by that
from the second, and so on.

Recording Methods
Different methods are employed for
timing sections of records when composite
records are being made in the gramophone
companies' studios, or records are being
used for providing effects when an artist
is recording.
The general principles by which gramophone records are made have been
described previously in this paper (The
Wireless World, pages 143 and 544, March
2nd), but details of the latest achievements
of E.M.I. engineers in transferring or
editing "His Master's Voice," Columbia,
and their associated companies' records
have not, we believe, been published
They have now constructed a
before.
four-turntable desk, on which each turntable is driven by a. gravity motor to
ensure absolutely constant and correct

-

-
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Record Gratting-

momentarily turned down, and anothef
volume control in circùit A'ïth the pick-up
on another section of 'the desk which is
playing the record of a steamboat whistle
is turned up.
A similar scheme was used when it was
found that a well-known musical comedy
star had made a mistake in one line of
the chorus of a popular hit. Thç artist
concerned had already left the, country
on an American tour before the records
were procdssed. The musical committee
,vas in a quandary, as he would not be
able to repeat the performance for some
'months, by which time the song 'ould
be out of date. The engineers, by using
'two copies, produced a new record by
grafting a line from the chorus that had
been sung earlier on in the performance,
in pJ.ace'of the wrong one.

At the Transfer Desk

It is in .the editing 'of public performance recordings that the transfer recording engineers excel. During the military
'tattoos and similar events as many as
thirty records may be made by a mobile
recording equipment. These are then processed and sample records played through
and the most interesting item selected by
a committee. These sections of the record
are then calibrated on the transfer desk
and re-recàrded on to a new record, often
being linked together by a commentator,
who speakf from a separate studio.
Probably the two most famous examples of a recording engineer's ingenuity

- .-
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-
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designed to flatten out resonances' and
remo\ e as much as possible the "horn '
tone which is apparent in most records
made by the' acoustic system.
The orchestral conductor has also
memorised every note of the record and
made suitable orchestrations. As the
original accòmpaniment is, in most cäses,
extremely weak, the new accompaniment
is superimposed on that of the old without
the fact being apparent in the finished
A
symphony orchestra is
record.
assembled in a studio and the conductor
housed in a soundproof cabinet immediately before his musici'an, so that he
can see them and they can see him
through a làrge glass window. A copy
of the original record is played on the
transfer table, the, volume control being
set at à minimum during those passages
in which Caruso is nòt singing and only
the old orchestra is playing. The conductor hears Caruso through a loud
speaker in his cabinet and is thus able to
direct his orchestra so that it is. in abso-'
lute time with the great tenor's, original
recording. The volume of the singer in,
proportion to the orchestra is adjuted by
engineers in the recording room. The output from the microphoe in the studio,
and the amplified sound from the pickup after it has passed through the filters,
are, of course, fed in parallel to the recording instrument, which cuts a. new
record.
In the making of a duet record the
singer first gives an ordinary performance,
the record is then processed, and he
returns to the studio on another day and
.

Below is shown the recorder with
a new wax blank ready to receive
the grafted output from two or
more original records. A sapphire
stylus is used for cutting the groove.

r
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NEW'

BOOKS

Scientih
Life, by Sir Ambrose
MA., D.SÓ., FRS., pp. 244
with frontispiece. Marshall. Morgan and
Scott, Ltd., London and Edinburgh. Price'
3S. 6d. net.

Memories

of

a

Fieming,

Any book from the' pen of Sir Ambrose
Fleming is bound to contain a good deal of
electrical and wireless interest, and this
new book of memoirs is no exception. The
volume is written
chiefly for the
general nonscientific reader,
and is illuminated
frôm time to time
by short
gres-

sions giving

simple
explanations of various
scientific phenomem. The simplicity 'of these
explanations does
however,
not,
render them the
less atifactive to

thetechnical

reader.
Although not a '
consistent autoThe Author.
the
biography
volume traces the
author's long scientific career from start to
finish, beginning (aftir a foreword by Sir
Oliver Lodge) with a chapter on "A
Juvenile Scientist," and closing with Scientific Friends and Recognitions. The whole
is of interest to electrical and wireless
readers, sii'ice the author was connected
with telephony in this country from its very
earliest. Naturally the chapter containing
reference to the invention of the valve is
the most interesting, and the author (writing of the introduction by de Forest of the
third electrode) permits himself to regret,
"But, sad to say, it did not occur to me
to place the metal plate and the zigging wire
in the same bulb and use an electron charge
of positive or negative on the wire to control the electron current to the plate."
An occasional obvious slip can be detected, one of which is the reference to the
National Physical Laboratory as being at
South Kensington.
.
J. F. H.
Radio Round the World, by A. W. Hasiett.
5S. net.
Cambridge tiniPp. vii.+ 196.

4z.
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A close-up of one of the turntables
of the transfer table. Behind the

record is seen the calibrated scale
showing the exact groove on which
the pick-up needle is travelling.
On the left is the pick-up volume
control and meter.

have been the records of Caruso singing
with a modern orchestra and the disc of
Danny Malone singing a duet with himself.
In the former case the Caruso
record which is to be treated is played
through a number of times by the engineers and suitable equaliser circuits

t

I I

J

t

I

I

Î

sings again whilst listening to it through
a pair of headphones, no orchestra being
used for the final recording. This system
was also adopted when Quentin McClean
made a record of a pianoforte concerto
with organ in which, he played both mstruments.

versity Press.
Clerk Maxwell proved mathematically
that wireless waves were possible and pre-.
dicted their nature more than twenty years
before they were actually détected in 1887
by Heinrich Hertz. In "Radio Round the
World" the author tells, in simple language,
with many delightful and convincing anal-'
ogies, the whole fascinating story of wireless
waves from the time of their prediction by
Maxwell to the present day.
The major part of the book is a dissertation on the production of radio waves and
the phenomena associated with their propagation round the earth's surface. This is
followed by discourses on the future of
ultra-short waves, their uses in televasioñ
and medical science, and the uses of radio at
sea and in war.
The book is writteO in a vein that makes
its reading a recreation to the scientifiçally
minded whether they be directly concerned
with the science of radio or not.. O. P.
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Çùrreit
Brussels

The Wireless League

RUSSELS No. i includes in
'-? its programme for December z4th 'Le Noel de M.
Scrooges."

Post Office and Ultra
Shorts

annual general meeting
of the Wireless League will
be held at 12, Grosvenor Crescent, London S.W.i, on Wed.

THE

/

General Post Office hopes
-- to have a wireless telephone
service worKing on uiera snort
waves between Belfast and Port
Patrick, Scotland, before Christma.s. The distance is approximately thirty-five miles.

Electron Optics

L. C. MARTIN, DIC.,
DR.A.R.C.S., will lecture on

The Elementary Theory of
Electron Optics" at a meeting
of the Television. Society on
Wednesday next, December
12th, at 7 p.m., at University
College, Gower Street, London,
W.C.i. Cards of invitation may
be had on written application to.
the hon. business secretary, Mr.
J. J, Denton, 25, Lisburne
Road, Hampstead, London,

nesday next, December 12th, at
3.15 p.m.- All members of the
Wireless League are invited to

attend.

.

-

The One and Only

'

THE town of Lilie seems to
have been envied by the
rest of France on account of its
numerous broadcast transmitters. The real truth is that LilIe
has only one station, but it has
been given so many naines in
the Press, such as Radio-Lilie,
Lille P.T.T., Lilie-Radio, etc.,
that an erroneous impression has
been created.
The management have now issued a special
circular drawing attention to the
fact that the one station in existence in LilIe is officially entitled
"Radio-P.T.T. Nord."

War in the Ether
ALITTLE war of the ether is
being waged between Germany and Lithuania. According to our Berlin correspondent,
the trouble began a few days ago
whn the German Ministry of
Posts lodged a complaint with
the Lithuanian Government in
regard to a telegraphy transmitter near Memel alleged to be
systematically interfering with
the special programmes from
Köiiigsberg intended for Memel
listeners.

1935.

.

-

-

French Regional Scheme
DESPITE the change of
French Government, work

is being pushed on with the development of the Regional

scheme. The Toulouse-Pyrenees
transmitter has reached an advaiiced stage, and first trials
with low power are expected at
the end of this month, with
regular programmes in the early
.Spring.
At Realtor, a splendid site
near Marseilles, 700 feet above
sea lével, the new Marseilles
Provence transmitter is under
construction and may be expected to be operating by next
May.

=1

Counting thé Instrument

-

i-

-J

tron advertisements, and the
competition consists of identifying the number of instruments
used by the orchestra in making
the record.

p

-
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Anti-Static Moves in U.S.
I

I

-

-

.

FIXED CONDENSERS BY. THE BUNCH. A scene in the H.M.V.
factory, Hayes, showing the 80-ton press which turrfs out 90 fixed
condensers simultaneously.'

Records

at

Christmas

JT has often been dangerous to

give gramophone records as
Christmas presents for the
reason that, should the recipient
already possess the number, it
is rarely possible to effect an exchange at the shop. Now the
His Master's Voice" Company are introducing a new
scheme of Christmas certificates
whereby the donor can visit a
gramophone dealer and buy a
certificate which entitles the recipient to purchase any records
of his choice to thc value of the
certificate.

-

:.,.,-

German Short-wave
Developments

"f'HE German broadcasting
authorities have carried out
experiments on various wavelengths, using a Post Office experimental transmitter at Döbe-,
ritz, to find suitable wavelengths for the various new
zones which are being opened for
the regular short-wave broadcasts. As a result the new transmitter DJN began a regular service on December Ist for the
benefit of Southern Asia. It
works from 8.45 to 16.30
(G.M.T.) on a wavelength of
With another
3r.45 metres.
beam aerial, experimental transmissions are provided to Central
America between 22.15 and 3.25
(G.M .T.).
The German short-wave station has also reserved the following wavelengths for possible
future use: DJM, 49.35 metres;
DJO, 25.43 metres; DJL, 19.85
metres; DJR, 59.56 metres.

...

' NATIONAL
aviation
meteorological
station,"
whose programmes will consist
only of daily weather reports,
weather forecasts, and warnings, for airmen, is to be erected
by the Marconi Company on behalf of the Air Ministry at Cranwell, Lincoinshire.
The z-kilowatt transmitter
will operate on the wavelength
now used by Heston, which it
will supersede, namely I,I58
metres (253 kilocycles).
It is probable that most air
ports and flying clubs will install
suitable receivers to enable their
users and membeis to listen-in
to the Air Ministry weather
broadcasts from the new station.
The station is expected to be
opened in the early summer of

GAIN of 45000 in the number of licensed listeners is
reported by the. Canadian Department of Marine for the six
months from April to Septemher. The Canadian radio licences
tost 2 dollars per annum,
and the total number of licences
issued at the end of September
was 548,249.

1ySCRIMINATING listeners
will be interested in a novel
competition announced by the
makers of Triotron valves. A
special gramophone record of
the "Blue Danube" is being
distributed free in exchange for
a coupon printed in the Trio-

i93.

A

A

NW.3.

-

71/i,

Radio Weather Station

More Canadian Licences

THE

December

'Fòjpics

Events of the Week in Brief Review

Dickens Night in

WorldS

Soon afterwards a transmitter,
announcing in German "Hallo,
this is Munke-Punke," started
interfering with the Lithuanian
station, Radio-Kaunas, which
was obliged to change its wavelength from 1,935 to 1,955
metres.
Each country now
alleges that the other is causing
deliberate interference.
The Lithuanian Government
has decided to increase, the
power of Radio-Kaunas and has
invited tenders for a high-poweistation to be erected near
Memel. A number of British
firms have submittèd estimates.

-

AMERICA has now launched
a definite offensive against
man-made static. The Institute
of Radio Engineers, in collabora.
tion with the Radio Manufacturers' Association, is calling a
Committee of outstanding radio
scientists to attack the problem.
The major effort will be to induce electrical equipment manufacturers to fit proper shielding
devices in apparatus turned out
from the factories.
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, the
well-known radio engineer, has
been designated chairman. One
Committee member will be provided by each of the following -Federal Communications
Commission, Bureau of Standards, Edison Electrical Institute, American Radin Relay
League, Radio Branch of Dpartment of Marine, Dominion
of Canada, National Association
of Broadcasters, Electrical Testing Laboratories, Institute of
Radio Engineers, and the Society oi Automotive Engineers.
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rÏNSTRUMEÑTS THAT ARE DEPENDABLE:

The illustration shows a group of highly s nsitive yet
moderately priced instruments, which should appeal
to the discriminating wireless enthusiast.
Ammeters, Milli-ammeters and Voltmeters supplied
for Flush mounting 1Y', 2", 2-", and
diameter,
sizes.
or Projecting type in the 2-' and

-

3"

3/

Send for descriptive literature.
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STRAFFORD PARK

MANCHESTER
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A Combiñed

Diary and Reference Book

for Every Keen

Amateur
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Wireless
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r

World

DIARY

for

1935

j

Every wireless enthusiast should have this handy little diary.
In addition-to the usual pages-one week at an opening-it
contains 79 pages of facts, formuhe and general information of
the kind that is always wanted but is difficult to memorise.
There is a complete list of European Broadcasting Stations and
Short-Wave Statiòns of the World. In addition an important
section contains all the essential technical data relating to valves
on the British market, Including the latest type of frequency
changers, pentodes and multi-electrode valves.

Fourteen pages of circuit diagrams of receivers, amplifiers
and-rectifiers are also included, as well as useful information
on the prevention of mains interference, and data for
winding coils.
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balance of tone etas obtained, and
reproduction had a solid foundation
of bass with very clear.cut reproduc-tion in the middle and upper register,.
No res onance could be detected which
would be ik the least lIkely to be
noticed even after one had lived with
the set for ueeeal weeks,
ange is adequate withaut being
sufficient to accee taate background '
noise between stations.
A nauusuaty attractive feature is the
prosision al the back of an aerial
trimming control which is fitted with
a large.slaed instrument knob.
le the matter of second . channel
the nel was decidedly
above th e average, and any whistles
arising from this cause would have to
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Variab1è::Condensers.
Characteristics of Modern Types
condensers in on for;n
are employed in every
modern receiving sel, but the requirements
naturally depend upon the, functions
zvhich they inusifulfil. The characterielics
of the chief types of condenser in general
use are dealt wit/i in this article together
with the points to look for when selecting
a component

tVARBLE
or another

-

of

z,goo

eH
Perhaps the
portant part of
denser is the
matching of 'Its

-

inductance.
most ima gang conaccuracy of
sections, for
lithe ganging is to hold accurately i.t is essential that tt
any dial setting the caflaAn Ormond
citiès of all the. sections
the left, and
should be alike within very
of the same
close limits. Until recently
it has been customary to express the rating of the condenser by a
formula such as accurate within i mmfd.
below roo nrmfds. and within plus or minus
i per cent, for higher capacities." This
means, not thaf the sections are accurate
wjthiñ this amount relative to some arbitrary standard, but to each other. Thus, if
at some particular'di.al setting the capacity
of one sectkuri s exactly o.000z mid., the
capacity of another section might possibly
be as high as 0.000202

-

-

IT

is generally accepted that a receiver
should have only a single tuning con:
trol, and as the majority of sets employ more than one variably tuned
circuit the tuning elements' are mechanicaiiy linked together. Condensers still form
the variable elements of the circuits, and
they are available in two-, three-, and fourgang assemblies, so that it is readily possible to control any number of circuits by
a single knob.
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air-dielectric midget condenser can b'e seen on
solid-dielectric differentiál reaction condenser
make on the right. In the centre is a Formo
tuning condenser.
'
-

-

smooth and free from any suspicion of play,
and the shaft must not only be perfectly
straight, but' rigidly fixed to the moving

vanes.-

The vanes themselves must be ¿ut from
the' correct type of metal and be free from
stress, otherwise they will certainly warp
after a time. In many cases they are braced
by a cross-strap, but this is not always considered necessary. Often, too, the end
vanes of -each section are split, and the
manufacturer matches the sections by bending these vanes appropriately.

mfd. or as low as

mid.
For capacities below
o.000l
mid.,
however, the percentage ermr increases,
for a constant differ0.000X98

lnsulating Material

-

Although the moving vanes are all
mounted on a common metallic spindle, a
ence of i mmfd. is separate earthing connection for each secallowed between section must be provided if instability and
'l
tions. When one sec- other results of stray couplings are to be
tion has a capacity of avoided. It is common, therefore, to find
50 mmfds., therefore,
a rubbing earth contact arranged on the
the other may be spindle between each section.
between
mmfds.
In spite of the stringent mechanical reA group of three-gang condensers; the ones on the left and right
and 51 mmfds., a dis- quirernents, electrical efficiency must not
are, respectively, Polar and J.B. straight condensers, while that in
crepancy of ± 2 per be forgotten, and the condenser must introthe centre is a Utility superheterodyne model.
cent. The more accu- duce a minimum of 'loss into thè tuned
rately a gang concircuits. The chief source of loss lies in the
On the mediuin. waveband,, tumng must
denser is matched the greater are the sensi- materials employed for insulating the fixed
extend from 550 kc/s to 1,500 kc/s, a ftc- tivity and selectivity of a receiver likely to plates, and here there is room for improvequency or wavelength ratio of 2.725-I, SO
be; so that accuracy is a matter of consider- ment in most present-day types. The
that the ratio of minimum to maximum able practical importance.
material rfiost favoured is Paxolin, or some
capacity must be 7.45-I. The maximum
Although it is possible accurately to paper-base substance of similar nature, and
capacity required in a vanable condenser match any type of gang condenser, it will its dielectric properties leave much to be
does not depend upon its minimum capanot retain that snatching unless it is pro- desired. The use of Keramot, or some nf
city alone,i taut upon the total stray, capaperly built and carefully handled. The the new German materials, would lead to
city of the circuit. If the variable con- frame must be very rigid, and modern con- an appreciable improvement.
denser gives a change of çapaçity of structions
often embody
die-casting.
In parallel with eaoh section of a gang
0.0005 mid., it is easily calculable that ,the
although in some cases steel is employed., condenser will usually be found a trimmer
mist be
total minimum capacity
for equalising the stray
0.0000775 mfd. in order to obtain .the
capacities of the various
correct waveband coverage. Of this figure
circuits Almost invarithe condenser itself may account for
ably the trimmèr has a
to
mmfds.
30
mmids.,
the
stray
20
so that
single moving plate, the
circuit capacities must be kept at some
.'
position of which rdae
57.5 mmfds. fo 47.5 mmfds., a feat which
tjve to the frame can be
\
.,
is often quite difficult.
adjusted by a screw.
i'
Mica is used as a dielectric, and, provided that
Accuracy of Matching
- .
. it is of good quality, it
It is usually impracticable to employ, a
has fairly low losses ' of
smaller
maximum
condenser
capacity
The latest types of
than 0.0005 mId., and it is unnecessary to
j
gang condenser are conuse. a larger one. This figure is now stansiderably more accurate
dard, therefore, but the variation of capathan their oredecessors.
city is usually somewhat smaller than this
Typical modern tuning dials. From left to right, the Utility,
although thy may also.
figure. Provided that care be taken in
the J.B., and the Polar.
be physically smaller. lt
keeping stray circuit capacities at a
is not uncommoxl for an
Even the most rigid frame may be slightly accuracy of matching of within plus or
low figure, f uil waveband' coverage can be
secured when the coils for the medium -twisted .by sqewing it to an uneven bed, so minus 0.5. per cent. to .be' daimed, but it
that rsiierjt ,00pnting f e,et must be con- must never be forgotten that, no matter
"waveband have an inductance of .'s7.j!L
and those for the long waveband are sidered a necessity. The bearings must he how good a condenser may be, it will not
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withstand rough treatment, and it should
be handled at least as carefully as a valve-,
Even with the greatest car« it will not
last for ever, but mismatching of the sections is likely to occur before wear in the
bearings sets a limit to the life. It is almost
impossible to obtain metal for the vanes
which is completely free from stress, with
the result that after a time the accuracy of
matching is bound to deteriorate.
-

t,as

A paddrng condenser is
of 1,056 LH
needed for the long waveband. There is
a tendency towards the use of a fairly high
intermediate frequency in the neighbourhood of 465 kc/s, and this demands a differeut modification of the oscillator condenser
vanes. Few specimens of this type of condenser are yet to be found, however.
Other types of condenser all fail into the
single category, and, as they do not call for
snatching, a simpler construction can be
adopted with a relative lowering of the
price. Single air-dielectric condensers are
not now greatly used, except on the short
wavelengths, but solid dielectric types find
wide application in reaction circuits and
for trimming purposes.

Compression Condensers
Trimming or compression condensers consist of a number of plates of springy metal
interleaved by mica, and, as their name
implies, the capacity is varied by altering
the compression by means of a screw. They
are available in capacities up to some
0.002 mfd., and find their way into many
different types of receivers, since they may
be employed for a wide range of functions.
Reaction condensers are usually of the
rotary pattern with a dielectric of bakeliserl
paper, and are available in two distinct
types-plain and differential. The latter
are provided with two sets of fixed plates
for one of moving, so arranged that the
capacity to one set decreases as the other
increases. In general use, one set is used
to control reaction, and the other for the
detector anode-cathode by-pass condenser,
so that the by-pass condenser is reduced as
reaction is increased.
In this brief review of variable condensers
it has not been possible to deal with more
than the chief types in common use at the
present time. Before concluding, however,
it may be as well to make some comment
on tuning dials.
These are probably
governed by fashion as muçh as anything,
and the straight horizontal scale seems the
favourite to-day. It is, however, less useful
than the older- semicircular type, for its
effective length is usually much shorter,

1934.

.

ratio accompanied by backlash, elasticity,
or a jerky motion. In most cases a dial is
designed for a particular condenser, and it
is as well to remember that if the components are not selected to work with one
another some difficulty in fitting may be
experienced.

.

-

S

S

Superhterodyne Types

Condensers of this type are widely used
in both straight sets and superheterodynes,
but
for the latter receiver are available with specially shaped vanes for the
section tuning the oscillator circuit. This
section has a smaller maximum capacity
than the other and is so designed that the
oscillator always tunes to a frequency
higher than that of the other Circuits by
Most con-the intermediate frequency.
densers of this type are designed for an
interthediate frequency of sio kc/s, and it
is important that for the medium waveband
the signal-frequency coils should have an
inductance of 157 gH, and the oscillator
coil iz6.g H, while on the long waveband
the inductance of the signal frequency coils

7f

'

and, consequently, it cannot be read as accurately. The dial'nearly always includes the
condenser drive, and here it is well to stress
the importance of a smooth and definite
action free from any trace of backlash oi
elasticity. A smooth drive of low ratio is
infinitely to be preferred to one of high
-
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Visits to Foreign Broadcast Stations
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XX- Bari

(Italy), 1059 kc/s,
2833 metres, 20 kW.
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Signorina Rosa

I

di Napoli

-,
.

.

-
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FTER a pleasant ramble past the
battle-scarred fortifications frosvning
over tise Adriatic Sea, and through
the fine gardens and squares of present-day
Bari, I ended my search for the broadcasting
station in the Via Potignani. The director,

V

,1-

I

Ifi1I

'

-

The studio control room at Bari. Cables
connect studios to the transmitter at Ceglie.

Giuseppe Damascelli, greeted me cordially
and conducted me round the station.
The 20 kW. voice of Bari, I was told, had

-

The trrmitter
bLLding.

,

-

chiefannouncer

at Bari. (Left)

-

-.

-

is

-

penetrated to countries as far flung as New
Zealand, China, Japan and Vancouver. Bari
is connected by special cables with Rome,
Naples and Palermo, Sicily, thé stations
comprising the EIAR's southern circuit, and
exchanges and relay programmes from these
stations. Local broadcasts are given every
Monday.
The spacious studio with its sawdust-filled
wails is somewhat futuristic in design, and
in appearance is much more impressive than
many other Continental studios.
In a corner of the studio is an ingenious
model of the transmitter in the picturesque
suburb of Ceglie. Orchestral performances
are given in the large studio, and for solo
items I found a smaller room. Recording of'
programmes is carried out extensively by
the Italian stations, and in the announcer's
studio I noticed a Blattnerphone machine.
The usual transmission hours are 22.30 p.m.
to 2.15 p.m., 4.30 to 6, and 6.30 to II.
I was pleased to have a tête-d-tête with
the announcer, Signorina Rosa di Napoli,
whose voice I had, previously heard when
tuning in to Naples. Rosa, although she has
left her native town, still retains her former
soubriquet.
A talented soprano and an
accomplished elocutionist, Resa is among
the most popular announcers in Italy.
A tram with a high-pitched warning
whistle reminiscent of an oscillating set
took me the six kilometres to the transmitter
at Ceglie.
The station, with its 24o-ft.
lattice masts, is situated in a trim little
garden. The transmitler is of standard
design and is housed in a concrete building
which looks like a church.
WANDERLUST.
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Extúson 'Loud Sneaker
-I-.-

T is not many wéeks since I was writing about the use of an extension
speaker for getting more realistic reproduction.
When one comes
actually to carry out a scheme of this
kind, or indeed to connect an external
loud speaker for any purpose at all, almost
the first question that arises is where to
tap on to the receiver.
The presence-of a pair of neat sockets
provided for the purpose may not solve
the problem at all, for if the loud speaker
is plugged into them the odds are approximately 2 to i in favour of failure. Manufacturers have entirely different ideas as
to how these sockets shuld be connected
to the mternal workings. I have been
rather interested in analysing the circuits
of the last two seasons' sets, of which I
have examined about sixty models froto
among the well-known makes. Four
methods emerge The first method is to pr6vide no facilities at all. As this is of little technical
interest, we pass on to the next, which
is to put the external loud speaker terminals in parallel with the primary of the
output transformer. Another plan is to
take them from the secondary of the saine
transformer. And -the last makes use of
the transformer - primary (or the loud
speaker itself) as a choke to divert the
output, via a condenser, to the external
loud speaker.
To compare these three.
systems, refer to Figure i.
The first of these (a) is supported by
the longest list of makers, including
Philips, Ekco, Cossor, McMichael, Telsen, Halcyon, Atlas, Climax, Bush, Sunbeam, Regentone, Lissen and Portadyne;
also Marconiphone and G.E.C. (battery
models only).

"Various N4ethods

-loud
I

-

:

of Connection
-

Discussed

LOUD

SPEAKER

CH

-

By "CATHODE RAY"

-

loud speaker when one or even several
others, are plugged in. 'That assumes, of
course, that they are all of at least as
high impedance. A low impedance loud
speaker, such as a moving coil without a
transformer, would merely reduce both to
a whisper.

-

-

-

Loss of Volume
-

I

Suppose the added speaker has the same
impedance as the original one. Then with'
a triode output valve each gives slightly
less than half the original volume. If'you
have never tried it you may find it difficult to believe that this difference is hardly
noticeable to the ear. But the vast
majority of the sets enumerated use pentdes,. and then each speaker gives only a
This really is
quarter of the output.
noticeable. Moreover, there is a greater
tendency to distortion near the full
yolume. Fortunatelythe modern pentode
has a large reserve of power for listeners
who do not abuse it by annoying their
neighbours, and the drop due to extra
loud speakers can be made, good by a
slight clockwise adjustment of the volume
control.
On the whole, it is better for the extra
loud speakers to be too high in imped-

I

-

-

2±__

SOCKETS

POR

EXTERNAL
.

LOUD SPEAKER

The addition of a switch to isolate the speaker
on the set when the extension speaker only
is required is provided on some of the Philips
models.

manufacturers, who make no provision for
Apart from the usual eye on the
it.
cost, the probable reason is that the
eeneral nublic cannot be trusted to have
he extenal speaker connected, and kept
connected, all the time the other is disconnected. There is risk of damage to
person and property if a pentode has its
load unplugged.

li-

Don't Touch!

TLSjL

'_._e

i

(a)

Various methods adopted by

(b)

-

e

(c

-

-;

tle

leading set manufacturers for providing suitable terminals
for extension loud speakers.

Now although, strictly speaking, an
output valve works at its best when it is
feeding a definite load, in practice there
is a good deal of latitude, more especially
with triodes. It is really surprising how
little difference it makes to the original

ance rather than Qtherwise; particularly
if one does not mind them giving less
volume than the internal one. But quite
often one may want to cut off the internal
speaker altogether. This want, incidentally, is not encouraged by most of the

-

Method (a) involves some risk in any
case, and does not conform to the I.EE.'
Regulations, for the loud speaker terminals aie live to the extent of the full
H.T. voltage. And a minor drawback is
that if the added speaker has a lower resistance than the internal transformer it
will take most of the feed current, which
may be enough to be undesirable.
So
some makers adopt it for battery, models
only, where the voltages and currents are
not likely to be large. On the other hand,
method (a) for DC or "Universal" sets
is likely to lead to strained relations with
one's electric supply company if the extension is tarried out with the usual haphazard wiring, for it is in direct touch
with the mains.
This is probably why Philips and Burndept adopt method (c) for their DC sets.
Varley, G.E.C., and C.A.C. are also upholders of this system for AC. The loud
speaker is effectively in parallel so far
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The Extension Loud Speakeras impedance is concerned, but
denser blocks off the DC voltage

the conand cur-.
rent and enables the speaker to be safely
earthed.
Incidentally, there is a slight
advantage in keeping the extra "signal"
current out of the HT source.
Method (b is favoured by some of the
largest and most famous firms in the industry-Ferranti, Pye, Marconiphone,
H. M. V., Ultra, Murphy, Kolster-Brandes
and R.G.D.
Quite a number of them
make provision for disconnecting the in
ternal speaker; usually when a tríode is
used.

The impedance of a loud speaker for
(a) or (c) would have to run into thousands of ohms. But it is unlikely that anything much over io ohms- would be satisfactory for (b). As low as i ohm would
be right for some sets. The choice depends
on what the designer of the internal

speaker finds most convenient, and there
is no obvious indication of what this is.
Ofle has to go rushing around to find the
instruction book, and even that may not
be of much help. It is extremely unlikely,
too, that one's spare speaker will match.
Then, again, if the coil impedance is only
an ohm or two, the extension wiring must
be kept down to a fraction of an ohm,
which may mean heavy-gauge wire.
Apart from these possible difficulties
there is everything to be said for. (b). It
is even safer than (c), because the speaker
is completely isolated (Philips isolate
theirs with two blocking condensers) and
the signal voltage is far too low to be
felt, whereas one can get quite a nasty
shock off (c) if the volume is turned well
up! So the G.E.0 and Halcyon use (b)
for their "Universal " sets
Perhaps you can say finally which is the
best method. I prefer to leave it to you.

.

HAVE you tried recently for transatlantic stations? If you do so you
will find that many of them are
coming in with wonderful strength even before midnight. WTIC, of Hartford, Connecticut, which works on 288.4 metres, is

frequently receivable at an early hour provided that Leningrad and Rennes have
closed down. It then has a free channel,
and comes in without interference from
European stations. Another channel always
worth trying is that occupied by Katowice
on 395.8 metres. Thif station often closes
down quite early, and then WJZ, New York
City, on 394.7 metres, may be heard, provided that the Midland Regional on 391.1
metres can be cut out,
After midnight numerous stations in the
United States are to be picked up. Amongst
the best of them are WGY, Schenectady;
\VBZ, New York; WLW, Cincinnati;
WABC, New York; KDKA, Pittsburgh;
and WCAU, Philadelphia.
Once more France has a new Minister
of Poste and Telegraphs! He has a big
task in front of him in tackling broadcastiñg, for at the present time, after so many
lightning changes in her PTT Ministers,
France has one of the most chaotic broadcasting systems in Europe. One word from
exactly
a Minister, and the stations do
what they like would seem to be a very fair
description of the position at present.
The Eiffel Tower, so frequently dead and
buried in recent -months, is still as lively
.

Still

On the medium waveband the Lucerne
Plan seems to be working out very well.
No station of importance is regularly interfered with, though occasional heterodynes
are to be observed on several. Prague, for
instance, sometimes has a whistle produced
by Barcarena, Lisbon; Breslau is apt to be
affected by Algiers; and Bordeaux by
Madrid. But on any evening the hoice of
good programmes from thé Continent is a
wide one, and the adoption of the Lucerne
Plan, in spite of its critic s, has very nearly
doubled the number of programmes that we

may sample at will.
Between 450 metres and the top of the
medium svaveband some fine stations are to
be found evening after evening. Amongst
the best of them are Budapest, Beromünster
(now in its .best form again), Stuttgart,
Vienna, Brussels No. s, Lyons, and Cologne
A little below comes a further good groupStockholm, Rome, Munich, and Leipzig
The last of these seems to be entirely free
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Luxembourg in Trouble

-

Still working downwards, we find a very
profitable belt for the long-distance man between 300 and 370 metres. The pick of the
stations are Milan, Berlin, Hamburg,
Brussels No. 2, the Poste Parisien, and
Hilversum.
The next 50 metres between 250 and 300
metres contains only a few stations of note,
but most of them are well received as a rule.
They include Bordeaux (the heterodyne referred to above is not frequent), Königsberg, Frankfurt, and Hörby.
The lowest part of the medium waveband
is chaotic, sine so many stations within its
limits are making no attempt to work
according to the Lucerne allotment. The
only good stations in this belt are Nürnberg
and Trieste, though Juan-les-Pins is sometimes well heard.
D. EXER.

.

asever!

covered for themselves. The whistle which
often accompanies both its daytime and its
early evening transmissions appears to be
due to Kharkov, working but two kilocycles
away, and on the other side Warsaw, with
a 7-kilocycle separation, also causes trouble.
It seems a pity that no solution of the longwave problem can be found, for at thern
present time the majority of stations with
wavelengths over i,000 metres are either
causing or suffering from interference.

Finding the Best Stations

.

'

'

.

Luxembourg is having rather a bad time
just now, as many readers will have dis-

:

O

THE Central Council for School Broadcasting has recently been approving
receivers suitable for use in reception
of the educational broadcasts to schools.
It is interesting to note that the Council
shows a decided preference for the use :,f a
separate speaker mounted on a baffle board
for school requirements.
Radio Instruments, Ltd., are supplying a separate
speaker mounted oñ a soin. baffle board for
use with their three-valve AC receiver,
which has received the approval of the
Council. The undistorted output of this re-'
ceiver is given as 2 watts.
The range of Ferranti receivers, tho
Lancastria, the Ascadia, and. the Gloria
superhets, has received the endorsement of
the Council, and their Mx + permanent magnet moving-coil speaker has been approved
for use in schools separately and also as an
extension speaker to be used with the
Ferranti sets mentioned above.
The recommendation of the Central Council for School Broadcasting is a high testimonial of the reproduction, particularly of
speech at large volume, as this is the first
requirement of a receiver for school broadcasting use.

Problem.

a

from the heterodyne which was such a
nuisance a week or two ago.
.

SCHOOLS RADIO

DISTANT. RECEPTION NOTES
Long Waveband

71h, 1934.
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Mr. J. N. Roe (G 2VV) in his wireless room at St. Margaret's-on-Thames, Middlesex.
AC mains-operated transmitter is a single valve TP-TG using an LS6A or T25D type.
station maintains daily contact with the U.S.A on 20 metres, using 8 or io watts.

The
The
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Breakfast Broadcasts
ROM being a hardy annual
the question of breakfasttime broadcasting has become a

F

hardy monthly, and I can say
that the matter is at last being
conscientiously
discussed at
Broadcasting House. Morning
broadcasts are now within
measurable distance.
It is felt that, with programmes already going out at
8 am. for the most distant parts
of the Empire, very little additional expense would be incurred
by
diagonalising
this
material on the National wavelength. or, alternatively, broadcasting an original programme
from Droitwich which would also
be suitable for Empire transmission No i (Australia).

Jerks

No Physical

The romance which seems to
cling around physical jerks 'a
not likely to be transmitted
into English homes at breakfasttime, although, of course, this
has long been a leading item in
early morning broadcasts in the
United States. British listeners
may, however, expect to get
"something snappy" and not
long feature transmissions such
as "Wuthering Heights.'
And there must be nOthing
having such a sustained appeal
as to cause John Citizen to lose
his business train.

Midland Regional Testing
A FTER, Droitwich,

the new
Midland Regional. I learn
that the medium-wave station
at Droitwich is making good
headway, and its radiations
may be expected early in
January on a wavelength of
296.2 metres.
It is hoped to
begin regular transmissions in
February, when that faithful old
transmitter, 5GB, will close
down for the last time.
'

A

-

Hoary Pioneer

5GB was a wonder station
when Captain Eckersley opened
it in August, 1927. If I am not

;

-

Queslion and Answer

A,FTER two long sessions of

"Wuthering Heights" last

week I left a message for Mr.
Val Gielgud at Broadcasting
V

BRJE.VITIES
By

Our

Special

House pleading for the introduction of intervals in radio
plays just as in broadcast opera
and concerts. The dramatic
producer's reply is that such
intervals would serve no artistic
purpOse

This is a great consolation to
listeners, 'for, however hard it
may be to concentrate on the
spoken word for an hour-and-ahalf continuously, we may now
assume that some artistic purpose is being served.

Correspondenc
of a straightforward account of

the construction and potentialities of The Grid" this new
electric system will be brought
to light in a vividly dramatised
form.

Mr. Salt, who is preparing
this feature, feels that there is
unlimited material for such
talks in the industrial aiid

scientific field, which if given
in a prosaic manner might be
a complete failure.
.

Holding the Listener.
I gather that thé Dramatic

'

''

r

fi

sequel came?

-

'

'

[

,-

I

Scotsmen as
Correspondents
Broadcasting
ALTHOUGH
House, London, is the
headquarters of the broadcasting system, the provincial
centres are jealous of their independence when it comes to
aorrespondence from listeners.
A friend who recently visited
the Scottish Regional office at
Edinburgh tells me that he was
shown many letters received
from Scotsmen in Capada, Australia, New Zealand and other
far-flung Empire outposts-all
expressing appreciation of- the
Scottish material in the programmes.

"O.B.s"

A recent innovation in the
Edinburgh transmissions has
been the introduction of more
Scottish dance music, which is
proving
extremely popular.
Edinburgh is also going ahead
with ambitious O.B.s" which
have not hitherto figured very
largely in tile programmes 01
the North.
-

Drumutising the Talks
E wireless men are all more
or less interested in the
electric grid system, and it is
interesting to note that this subject has been chosen for another
experiment in dramatising broadcast talks. The talk occurs on
December aoth. when, instead

j

V

seasonable gaity, which will
reach a pitch with the Christmas party on December 25th,
lasting from 7.35 to 9.30 o'clock.
This broadcast will be arranged
by those tireless young men,
John Watt and Max Kester.

"Bluebeard" and "Oliver
Twist"
On Boxing Day cmes the
Bluebeard" pantomime, repeated on December a7th, when
the 'Café Colette" Orchestra
will also appear in a "Seaonable Session "
The Dramatic Department is

making a special Christmas
effort with "Oliver Twist," tu
be broadcast on December 27th
and z8th under the direction of
Howard Rose.

Round the Empire

Department
find
difficulty
enough to hold the listener's
attention at any time, and fear
that an interval would lose him
for the rest of the evening. But
surely the "curtain " 'on the
first pas-t could be contrived in
such a way that listeners would
be left on tenterhooks until the

More Scottish

mistaken, it was this experimental station which inaugurated low-power. modulation,
which the B.B.C. have stuck to
ever since. In a sense 5GB is
still experimental it has never
had the finished appearance uf
its successors in the Regional
scheme, the design of which
was largely governed by the
results achieved at Daventry.

V

465
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H.M. The King

-

J

FILMING THE BBC; A
"snap" taken in Queen Street,

Edinburgh, last week, showing
members of the G.P.O. Film
Unit "shooting" the Scottish
Regional headquarters.

A

Christmas Problem

QO magnetically attractive are
"-' the Christmas programmes

that there seems a danger

of

listeners becomin chained to
their sets to the neglect of their
shopping duties. This thought
enables me to be the first to
raise the isnportant question:
Is the B.B.C. a Menace to
Trade?

Two-hour Party
Yuletide fare really begins
with the broadcasting of the
Nativity Play from St. Hilary,
Cornwall, on December i8th.
The Light Entertainment
branch gets busy on. December
2Iit and 22nd with the return
Ridgeway Parade,"
of the
and, also on the 22nd, with a
special Christmas " Music Hall,"
arranged by John Sharman.

"Entertainment

The round-the-world broadcast on Christmas Day is to be
called "Empire Exchange."
The aim will be to give listeners
a vivid impression of the great
diversity of Empire interests
against a background of the
bells of Bethlehem, the message
of which will be echoed by a
circle of bells sounding around
the British Commonwealth-in
India, New Zealand, Canada
and Ireland.
Big Ben, in
London, will be heard striking
z p.m., and thus establishing
London as," Empire Exchange.

Hour"

oiT

Christmas Eve will vibrate with

-

The speech of His Majesty the
King will be relayed from Sandringham at 3 p.m., as on
previous occasions.
Voices
broadcasting from
diflerenl. parts of the Empire
will include those of an Indian
Army officer in the Rhyber
Pass, a Canadian fisherman, a
native chief in South Africa, a
toll-keeper on duty on Sydney
Bridge, a tea-planter in South
India, and, fiuially, a party of
Chelsea Pensioners at the Royal
Hospital, Chelsea.
-

Honour to Whom-.

..

-

Although the B.B.C. carries
the -responsibility for this stupendous broadcast, the feat
would be impossible without
the close co-operation of the
engineering branch of the
British Post Office, the African
Broadcasting Company, the
Australian Broadcasting Commission, the Canadian Radio
Broadcasting Commission, the
Irish Free State Broadcasting
Service, the New Zealand Broadcasting Board, the P.M.G. 's
Department at Jerusalem, and
the Department of Industries
and Labour. Govemùient of
India.
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AMERE catalogue of broadcast receivers with bald technical specifications.. :
makes dull reading. To avoid this.we have endeavoured, in presenting
Guide to apparatus available on the British market, to pick out the out/
standing and more interesting features of each set and to show in what way it differs
7
from others of its class.
_
It will save needless repetition to say that, failing a statement to the contrary,
it is to be assumed that sets are for operation with an outside aerial (but nearly
all these have provision for a mains aerial). Similarly, all receivers are table models
except where stated, and power rectifying valves, metal rectifiers, and Westectors are not counted in the total number of valves. Thus there will often be
discrepancies between our rating and the makers' rating. Most receivers include
provision for connecting external loud speakers and gramophone pick-ups, but in
cases of uncertainty, the makers will be pleased to give information çn these and
.
similar matters.

'j

-

.

-

*

CLASSIFICATION:
Radio-gramophones: below. 30
Radio-gramophones: 30 guineas and above.
guineas.
Receivers: 15 guIneas and above.
Receivers: below 15 -guIneas
and above 10 guineas.
Receivers: below 10 guineas.

i

-

-

-

-

RADIO-GRAMOPHONES: 30 GNS. AND ABOVE

-

Special All-wave Model
ALLWAVE SUPERHETERODYNE
RADIO-GRAMOPHONE
50 gos.
Unversal Seven-valve Superheterodyne
For AC or DC Mains.
Four Waveranges: 15-27m., 26-58m.. 200-560m.,
900-2.000m.

The chassis of this radio-gramophone is basically similar to that
of the highly specialised Aliwave
superheterodyne, which is designed
for reception of both, short and
normal wavelengths. Extra power
output is, however, provided, the
speaker is larger, and a filter to
eliminate needle scratch is fitted,
An important feature of the
design is that, as far as is possible,
the reception of short waves is
made as easy aod certain as that
of stations on the normal broadcast bands.
Aliwave lnfernational Radio anal
Television, Ltd.. 242, high Street,
Beamte
le,it
.

-

-_

-

High-fidelity Reproduction
85 gos.
B.S.R. MODEL VS8
Seven-valve Superheterodyne Radio Grcsut for AC Mains only.
Automatic
Record Changer

Twin loud speakers giving a fre-

.quency response from 40 to 12,000
cycles and continuously variable
selectivity to enable the widest

possible frequency response to be
obtained on any given station are
outstanding features of this instrument.
Delayed and amplified
AVC and an adjustable noise
suppressor control are iiacluded,
and the large triode in the output
stage is capable of an undistorted

Output of 6 watts. A piezo-electric
pick-up is used for gramophone reproduction, and it is evident that
the makers have omitted nothing
which will help towards the best
possible quality of reproduction
with the knowledge at present
available.
Bzrniinglsaun Sound Reproducers,
Ltd., Cfareuizont Street, Old Hill,
Staffs.

All-wave' Reception
BRITISH RADIOPHONE

'

-

a'g

'

'

In the design of an allwave receiver special attention must be paid to
-the AVCsystens 1f it is to
be effective in combating
the effects of fading on the
shorter svavebands
The
time constant of the control system in the present
receiver has been shortened
with this object in view,
The
signal frequency
stage is effective on all
wavebands,
and
true

Í
I

-

"
.

I

"

-

.

,

-

-
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100 gns

AWGIOI
Eight-valve AC Mains Superheterodyne
with three Wave Ranges:
5-55 m
190-560m 800-2000m

,

-

.

P

-

-

.

'

-

"quiet"

.

.

-

,

.

'

I
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,
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'

5"

.

(Above) British Radiophon
AWGxox, with all-wave chassis,

-

-

-

R.S.R Model VSI incorporating variable selectivity,
(Left)

AVC

is

Con-

trolled by a separate valve
which performs no other
functioii. Another highly
desirable fitment for allwave work is a two-speed
-- drive for the ganged tuning
V
condenser,
The loud speaker is of
the large "auditorium"
type, and there is an automatic
record changer.
The Beil isla Radioplaone, Ltd.,
Aidwych house. Aidwych, London, IV.C.a.
'

-

--C

Special Sound Diffusion System
BURNDEPT RADIO32 gns.
GRAMOPHONE MODEL 203
Universal Five-valve Superheterodyoe for
AC or DC Mains, operating on Internal
or External Aerial

An unusual system of angular

mounting for the twin loud
speakers (described as "flood
lighting of sound ") is a feature of
this instrument. The object is to
ensure more equal distribution of
acoustic radiation.
Due to the relatively large size
of the cabinet, space is available
for a built-in aerial of more than
usually effective dimensions. The
circuit ariangement includes an
elaborate system of wave-traps for
the elimination of second-channel
interference.
Burndefst, Ltd., Light Gun Factory Erith, Kent.
Gramophone Record Pottbox
AUSTIN MODEL" B" 32 ges.
Four-valve Superheterodyne for AC Mains
The C.A.C. model chosen for
description embodies a most interesting and novel device which
simplifies the mechanical process
of playing gramophone records,
and thus adds considerably to the
aesthetic enjoyment of the listener.
This device, known as the Collaro
Automatic Record Player, takes a
record after it has been placed in
a slot, and then telieves the user
of all subsequent operations;
finally, the played record is passed
out through the same slot.
Twin loud speakers are fitted,
and the chassis is that of the
Austin AC Super, with tone con,trot and AVC.
Other models, with plain equipmeut and with an automatic

u

C.A.C.
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for the restoration of musical conis of almost equal interest.

RADIO-GRAMOPHONES - 30 GNS - AND ABOVE
record changer, are sold at 29
guineas and 36 guineas respectieIy. lt should be mentioned
that the makers cater especially
tar unusual requirements in the
matter of cabinet work; where required, their productions can be
combined with articles of furniture, or housed in cabinets of
special dfsign to match exiStiog
furnishing schemes.
City Accumulator Co., Ltd.,
i8-zo, Norman's Buildings, Centrai Street, London, E.C.i.

light Tuner is incorporated. An
alternative model with universal
valves is available at 33 guineas,
but in this model the neon pointer
is replaced by a travelling light

AC Mains only

70 gos.

-

.

;

130 gns.
DYNATRON ETHER
EMPEROR
Straight " Receiver
Seventeen-valve
Circuit for AC Mains only. Automatic
Record Changer Standard
The wave-range of this receiver is

.

.

metres. There are
three stages of HF amplification
with Ferrocart coils for the normal
wavebands and three additional
valves and their associated circuits
are used for the short wavebands.
Variable 'selectivitj' and a new
system of LF amplification, using
six valves with an output of i2
watts undistorted, are important
items of specification.
z.000

nv"

....

.

' '

' '

.

i
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i

'

'

C.A.C. Austin, showine
postbox
rçcord player.

versy with regard to the triode-.
pentode output valve question. it
may be said that many listeners
prefer the three-electrode valve, as
fittCd to this model.

Technically speakin
designs
into which price considrations do
not enter are alsvays themost interesting. Hardly a single known
refinement is absent in the H.M.V.
luxury " nìodel, but perhaps its
most valuable feature is variable
selectivity, whereby the frequency
response may be adjusted to suit
prevailing conditions. A device

'

from i4 to

H.M.V. SUPERHET FLUID- 33 gos.
LIGHT AUTORADIOGRAM
Four-valve AC Superheterodyne
%Vjthout reviving the old contro-

.

Straight
Receiver

--

Triode Output

Regardless of Expense
H.M.V. HIGH-FIDELITY' 110 gis.
AUTORADIOGRAM
MODEL 800
Thkteen-valve AC Superheterodyne
13-80 metres and Normal Broadcast
Wavelengths
-

-

..

Although less ambitious than
the "high-fidelity" model, this
instrument inclodes many unusual
refinements.
For example, the
variable selectivity control,
whereby the acceptance band'
width may be adjusted to either
4 or 8 kc/s, should provide valuable help towards the elimination
of heterodyne interference.
A new form of loud speaker,
with a large reinforced elliptical
diaphragm, is designed to improve
the distribution of sound and to
strengthen high-note response
without the need for a separate
"tweeter." An automatic record
changer and the latest type of
pick-up are fitted.

Based on the "Arcadia" receiver, this instrument incorporates the same tuning and indicating dial, and is housed in a
cabinet of modern design carried
out in walnut and macassar ebony
'with chromium fittings. The control panel and loud speaker panel
are inclined to give a slight upward
projection of sound.
The "Arcadia" Autogram is a
similar instrument incorporating
an automatic record changer, and
costs 39 guineas.
Ferranti, Ltd., Hollinwood,
La'ncs.

Almost every conceivable refinement is included in this "luxury
model," which embodies an interstation noise suppressor, automatic
.tone correction, and uniform sensitivity. Like all other sets made
by Edge Radio, it includes ironcored coils in both signal-frequency
and IF circuits. Triode valves
(PP3/25o's in push-pull) are fitted
in the output stage.
A still more ambitious model
(RG8 de luxe) is fitted with 'a
crystal high-note speaker.
Edge Radio, Lt d., Bolton,
Lancs.
.-

Adjustable Band Width
H.M.V. DUO-DIFFUSION
48 gns.
AUTORADIOGRAM
Eight-valve AC Superheterodyne

Good Sound Distribution FERRANTI ARCADIAGRAM 30 ges.
Four-valve Superhet. Racho Circuit for

Eight-valve AC Superheterodyne

An All-wave

Naturally,
the gramophone
equipment is in kêeping svith the
rest of the set, and ais automatic
record changer in fitted.

beam.
H. Hacker and Sons, Ray Lea
Road, Maidenhead.

Refinement in Design
DRUMMER ROE

The circuit is fairly conveDtional, refinements including AVC,
visual tuning, asid noise suppressor
switch. Eight soin, or 12m. records are dealt with by the automatic record changer' while the
cabinet work and layout of the
controls follows the usual H.M.V.
practice.
- The
Gramophone Co., Ltd.,
8-io8, Cierkenweti Road, London,
E.C.x.
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Cabinet Styles
ETHER
75
len-valve
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Siraight " Receiver Circuit
for AC Mains only. Opional Automatic
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(Right)

H.M.V.--

Duo-Diffusion

--

Autorad ogram

pu

Retainiiig the essential Dynatron features designed to give good
quality of reproduction; this model
has been simplified in design to
bring it
th n th range of tho
of moderate means Th r a e two
HF stages and diode detection
with delayed AVC, and the
Dynatron Variable Neon Search-
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Quality at Moderate Price
ETHER.
32 gns

DYNATRON

.
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Three HF stages with six
Ferrocart tuned circuits and variable selectivity, a separate valve
system for amplified and delayed
AVG and a high-quality LF
amplifier delivering 6 watts, undistorted, are the mains features
of the circuit. The instrument is
available in'a Louis XV walnut
cabinet at 75 guineas or in a
mod n tyle cabinet at 78 gUm as
An automatic record changer may
be fitted for an extra charge of 8
guineas.
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RADIOGRAMOPHONES: 30 GNS. AND ABOVE
HALCYON MODEL 6701G 39 gns.
Six-valve Superhet. Radio Circuit for
AC Mains only Record Changer
optional
This is the radio-gramophone
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ment a'nd has an even wider waverange coverage.
A signal-fre.
quericy HF stage is included, and
there is a silent tuning " device
with a visual indicator. Of course,
the same universal valves are
fitted.
A
table
radio-gramophone
model is produced at 30 guineas.
Universat Higlz-Vottáge Radio,
Ltd., 2829, Southanipton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2.
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Marconiphone Model 292, with
adjustable selectivity.
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Hartley-Turner RGSI2 in

oak

cabinet.
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This instrument incorporates all
the refinements of the foregoing
models on the gramophone side,
but is equipped with a simpler
radio chassis. AVC is, however,
included, as well as visual tuning,
static suppressor and toue control.
The output stage is a single PX4
giving an undistorted output of 2
watts.
Marconi/shone
Co.,
Ltd
Tottenhatn Court Road, London,

Novel Speaker System
PYE CAMBRIDGE "
40 gns..
MODEL CR/RG/AC
Five-valve AC Superheterodyne for AC

-
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Simplified Radio Chassis
-MARCONIPHONE
33 gns.
MODEL 289
Four-valve Superhet. Radio Circuit for
AC Mains only.
Automatic Record
Changer Standard

.

'

.-.---.-.
.
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.
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-

40 gns.

niversa
x-va ve Superheterodyne for
AC or DC Mains. Four wave-ranges
13.27m., 26-53m., 200-550m., 800-2,000m.
This set is similar to the smaller
.

watts, and the moving.

this instrument to the discriminat.
ing buyer.

-

Hyvoltstar model, but employs a
more ambitious circuit arrange.

I

Marconiphone Model 289 with
automatic record changer.

ment is

coil loud speaker is inclined behind
the vertical grille to give good
sound distribution. Duplex tone
contiol for correction both of bass
and trebleand an adjustable noise
suppression control will commend

:

e

,

.

one orrec ion
UP ex
MARCONIPHONE
42 gns.
MODEL 291
Six-valve Superheierodine Radio. Circuit
for AC Mains only. Auiomatic Record
Changer Standard
The power output of this instru-

.

All-Wave Universal Modèl-

-

.

.

.

Marconiphone range of radiogramophones and is notable for the
special elliptical moving-coil loud
speaker designed for wide range
freqency response and horizontal
sound distribution. The radio circuit includes, in addition to quiet
AVC, a tone compensated volume
control and variable selectivity
giving alternative 6 lcd/s and ja
kc/s separation. The output stpge
consists of two push-pull triodes
and the power output is 5 watts
undistorted.

.

-

-

,

.

.

t

£53 5s.

' '

,

:

j

48gns

MODEL 292
tight-vatve auperheterodyne Radis tarcuit for AC Mains only.
Automatic
Record Changer Standard
This is the leading model in the

planned that the user can exercise
discrimination in the choice of Circuit arrangement, it is not easy
to classify them in the usual ss-ay.
A typical high-power radiogramophone outfit consists of a
tuner unit cOmprising 2 HF stages
and detector with a total of four
circuits (including a band-pass
filter), followed by a 6-watt resist.
aoce-coupled duopliase LF amplifier Unit. These units are mounted
on a solid wood cabinet, with
1-laynes enior speacer anu gramophone equipment, at the price
given above, but the units and
speaker may be obtained separately for ¿37 5s.
A superhet tuner, or, for shortdistance work, a
i-HF " unit,
may be substituted.
Similarly,
output units of lower or higher
may
be
The two
used.
liower
uiiits are bolted together, forming
a neat chassis.
Haynes Radio, Queensway, Enfield. Middlesex.

Designed primarily for highquality reproduction both of
broadcasting and records, this instrument incorporates the Hartley.
Turner loud speaker in conjunction svith the no-called " boffle
non-resonant mounting. The power
output is sa watts with harmonic
distortion less than 5 per cent.
aisd the audio frequency response
is claimed to be flat within n db.
The
from 40 to 03,000 Cycles.
standard oak cabinet costs 6e
guineas, but a de luxe cabinet
with timber and finish to the customer's own requirements may be
obtained for an extra 8 guineas.
A whistle ejector may also be supplied for 2 guineas extra.
An instrument of similar specifi.
cation incorporating the M12 radio
chassis with two HF stages is also
available at 70 gUineas in the
standard oak cabinet and 78
guineas in the de luxe cabinet.
Hartley-Turner Radio. Ltd.
Road," Istewortli,
Tliornbury
Middtesex.

-

Variable Selectivity

Six-valve "Straight " Receiver for AC
Moins
As }faynes receivers are s'o

AC Mains only

.

is

1934.

MARCONIPHONE

HAYNES RADIOGRAMOPHONE

-

60 gus.
HARTLEY-TURNER
MODEL -RGS12
Five-valve " Straight" Radio Circuit for

version of the Halcyon six-valve
nine-stage AC superheterodyne.
The power output, however, is
increased in this model from 21s to
5 watts and the loud speaker is
inclined to gis-e improved distriThe Model
bution of sound.
6705GE is fitted scith additional
.side cabinets and bookshelves and
the price is 47 guineas. Both
models may be fitted with an automatic record changer at an additional cost of 8 guineas.
Halcyon Radio, Ltd., Valetta
Road, Acton, }V.3

-

(Continued)

"Flexible" Receiving System

Medium- and Short-Range Quality
Radio-Gramophones

Alternative Cabinet Designs

,'

71h,

-

is

claimed that the special
of loud speakers

arrangement

tlsiseceverves

.

1

hih4ìde1Y

for a large grille area ita the front
of the cabinet. Reproduction of

.

-.

4

......

L

I

I

i

.-..

L
.1

L-...

.

radio-gramophone.

Pye Cambridge

L_____

-

Haynes radio-gramophone, obtainable
with various chassis assemblies.

-

-

.

Halcyon ModeL67oIGE, with side cabinets
and bookshelves.

--
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Ali-wave Ratho Reception

-

The valve ratiñg adopted in this Guide does not
include the power rectifier
----------------- ------ --------- ------------------ ----I

TANNOY RADIOGRAM

.

-

models. the receiver in this instrument can be relied upon to give
adequate range and selectivity
with a powerful output. The
audio frequency cut-off is controlled by a three-position switch
giving response up to 3,000.
4,000 and 7,000 cycles
respectively.
Twin loud
speakers are employed,
and the power output is of
the order of 3 watts.

.

.

.

.

202

.

-

j

i
.

.

.

-

.

.j

.

gsa.

.

...

e

.

Seven . valve Superheterodyse
Radio Circuit
Automatic
Record Changer optional

i
.

The smallest radio.gramophonn
in the R&D range-Type .703.

.

.

ij

.

-

-

.

Although
production
down to a once is not
allowed to iifiuence performance in the slightest
degree, the makers have
succeeded, by economies
in cabinet design and in
other directions, in producing in the Model 700 a
receiver having a performance comparable with that
of the Model 703 at a
somewhat lower cost.
Radio Gramophone Deuelop enf Co Ltd IS20, Frederick Street. ßjr
iningliatii.
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RGD Type 1203 all-wave radio-

-.

gramophone.

,

i

-

00 gns.

Twelve-valve Sttperheterodyne Radio Ciranger optionaj
cuit. utomatic ecor

Although the speciñcaon of
the radio receiver, indicates tsat
the performance will lack nothing
in range and selectivaty, the
primary iiiterest 01 lois receiver
is in the steps which have been
taken to attain the highest possible quality of reproduction.
There are three degrees of selectivity; and with the broadest
tuning the circuit is simplified to
give the highest possible quality
from the local station. There are
two cone-type moving-coil loud
speakers and a special high-feequency horn designed to extend
the frequency response up to
Io.000 cycles. - A piezo-electric
pick-up is used for the reproduction of gramophone records, and
an automatic record-changer can
be fitted at an extra charge of
7 guineas.
High. Selectivity
88 ges.
R.G.D. MODEL 201
Twelve-valve Superheterodyne Radio Circuit. Automatic Record Changer optional

Incorporating most of the
features of the Model 1202, including automatic noise suppression
between stations, this model does
not, however, include variable
Twin
moving-coil
selectivity.
loud speakers are used, and the
power output is 6 svatts. The
equivalent "auto" model costs
95 guineas.

.

.

.

.

.

R.G.D. MODEL

,

-

.

frequency.

octode

-

70
-

for AC Mains only. Record Changer
Standard

High-Fidelity Reproduction with
Triple Loud Speakers

the

cedes

.

.

.

Wavelengths from 15 to 2,000
metres are covered by this instrument, which incorporates every upto-date refinement in design. In
addition to delayed and amplified
AVC there is true inter-station
noise suppression for which a
special valve has been included.
The paraphase push-pull output
st ge dei vers 6 watts und storted

:

Simplified Cabinet Design

Wide Range Radio Performance
R.C.D. MODEL 1203
130 gos.
Thirteen-valve Superhet. Radio Circuit
.

ChangerStandard
Tlt tuning range is divided into
four bands as follows 03 to 36,
27 to 55, 200 to 550, 800 to 2000
metres. A signal frequency HF
pentode designed to give amplification down to i3 metres pre-

.

the lower notes is carried out by
a cone speaker fitted to an inclined
baffle insuch a way that sound is
projected from under the cabinet.
A horn loud speaker, fitted behind
a small grille. takes care of the
high notes.
Like. all Pye sets, this model indudes a signal-frequency HF stage
and a Westinghouse metal rectifier.
Due to the exceptional high-note
response, manual tone control is
regarded as being of special importance.
A model with automatic record
changing is available. Similar sets
for DÇ supplies are also produced t.
Pye Radto. Lfd.. Africa House,
Ktngsway. London. W.C.2.

65 gns.

Six-valve Superheterodyne Circuit for
AC Mains only.
Automatk Record

.

I_

49

W©iM

...

-

Adjustable High-note Cut-off
- 63 ges.
R.G.D. MODEL 703
Seven-valve Superheterodyne Radio Cecuit. Automatic Record Changer optional

Although omitting several of
the refinements of the foregoing

New Ideas in Outward Form:

Rl. MODERNE MODEL

38 gos,

Four-valve AC Superheterodyne

The chassis of this model is
similar to that of the cheaper RI.
radio-gramophone; the same novel
system
of
valve-cinerated noise
suppression is inclu'ded.
With regard to externals. the
layout is distinctly unusual and
appears to be highly practical.
The cabinet is of advanced design
and contains space for the storage
of records, etc. A special loud
speaker is fitted.
Radio Instruments, Ltd., Purley
lVay, Croydon, Surrey.

changer, svliich is followed by-an
IF amplifier and a double-diodetriode second detector.
The
volume control between the triode
portion of this valve and the output stage is matched to fioo ohms
in order that suitable filters may
be included to cive the highest
possible response in the iìpper
register wifhout introducing interference.
The standard output
chassis gives an undistorted power
of 6 watts, hut a de luxe model
with an undistorted output of
i6 watts and a separate loud
speaker is available at 95 guineas.
Tannoy Products, Canterbury
Grove, West Norwood. SEa7.
-

-

RADIO-GRAMÓPHONES

BELOW 30 .GNS.

-
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Climax Model RG/S5.

straightforward design; a Magnavox speaker is fed with an oùtput
of two watts from a
entode
valve.
The gramophone motor
and turntable are of Garrard

-'i

make.
C. F. and H. Burton, Progress
Works, Bernard Styeet, ¡Valsait.

An Inexpensive Model
CLIMAX RG/S5
18 gis
FsurvaIve AC Superheterodyne
The chassis of this instrument
is the saine as that of the Climax
S5 table model receiver. Simplification of the circuit design
and ' consequent avoidance of
possible. sources of breakdosvn
are important features.
The gramophone equipment is
complete, and includes a Collaro
induction motor.
Climax Radio Electric, Ltd..
Haves-sf ock Works, Park hilt Road,
Ha;n/sstead, London, N.W.3.
..

Good Components in a Low-

priced Instrument

AERODYNE "ÍARDINAL" 20 ges.
Four-valve Superiset. Radio Circuit for
AC Mains only. Garrard Pick-up and
Motar Unit
There can be no doubt that good

value is given in this insfrument
for the latest type of circuit is
employed with an octode frequency changer. pentode IF,
double-djode-trjode second detec
tor. and pentode output valve.
Selectivity is assured by a bandpass input filter, and full ÄVC
is provided.
The gramophone turntable is
oLset slightly to the left, and in
the space thus provided a
Lucerne plan station chart is
mounted where it can be conveniently consulted by raising the
cabinet lid.
Aerodyne Radio, Ltd.,
thamstow, Londön, E.i.

Wal-

Novel Valve Arrangement
AMPLION RADIOLUX
21 ges.
RADIOGRAM
Four-valve Superheteradynt for AC Mains
A rather unconventional circuit
arrangement in which the usual
separate IF valve is replaced by a

signal-frequency stage, is included
in this instrument. Instead of the
usual multiple diode as a second
detector and AVC device, there is
a power grid detector, AVC voltages being obtained through a pair
of Westectors.
Ant/ilion (2932), Ltd., 82-84,
Rosonsan Street, Rosebery Avenue,
London, ECo.

HF-det.-LF Circuit
-BURTON AC MODEL
17 ges.
Three-valve "Straight" Circuit for
AC Moins

This low-priced model is fitted
with an HF-det.-LF chassis of

-

"Straight-circuit" Chassis
COSSORSUPER

16

ges

FERRODYNE MODEL 536
Three-valve Cecuit for AC Mains

-

-

A strong case can be made out
for the inclusion of, the simpler
type of " straight " circuit in
radio-gramophones; this in spite
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RADIO-GRAMOPHONES: BELOW 30 GNS.
of the fact that the superheterodyne circuit is so widely
used for the purpose nowadays.
Be this as it may, there is no
doubt that the (.ossor model offers
what will generally be considered
as an adequate performance at a

set

(Costinued)

.

,.

.

f,

.

.

eight records, Costs 27 guineas
The Gramophone Co.. Ltd..
98/108, Clerkenivell Road, Loa-

-

j

:

that

The circuit of this instrument
of flic l-IF-det.-LF type, and
iron-cored tuning coils are emthroughout.
An
HF
ployed
pentode is employed as a detec-

d Ofl,
i

-

:

.

l

cabinet work of this model will
meet with the approval of all followers of moclerii tendencies in
decorative art
An automatic record changer
capable of playing eight jo-inch
or ia-inch records is a standard
item of the specification, and the
superheterodyiie receiving circuit
incorporates AVC aiid a backgrouiid noise suppressor switch.
The tuning scale is calibrated both
in stations and wavelenisths.
H. S. P. Wireless Co.Langford
lVorks, lVeston-super-Mare.

I

k

tor

Cossor, Ltd., Cossor
Works, !-Iighbury Grove, London,
N.5
A.

C.

Combined Tone Control and
Scratch Filter
FERRANTI LANCASTRIA
24
RADIOGRAM
Three-valve Superhet. Radio Circuit for
AC Mains only. Optional Record

:
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H.M.V. Model Five-Forty
Radiogram.

-

,

-.

Leanger

well-known
Based on the
Lancastria receiver, this instrument is housèd in a well-proportioned cabinet of modern design.

-

-

.

.

.
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-

.

iprice
_-

i
-

-

The circuit of this instrument is
much more ambitious than the
number of valves uscii and the
might lead one to suppose.
\Vestectors" are used for
sound detection and the l)roVision of AVC bias, which is
arranged on original lines. The
control panel includes a visual
tuning indicator.
Both volume
and tone controls are operative of
fadio and gramophone reproduction, the tone control being operated by a three-position switch.
The permanently installed antiinterference unit in series with
the mains is an unexpected
refinement in a set giviiig such
good value for money in other
directions. The equivalent model
with automatic record changer
costs 33 guineas.
Halcyon Radio, Lfd., l'aletta
Road, Actora, London, lV.3.
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G:E.C. Radiograrn AVC5.

-

r

-

r

Volume the only Exterior
Control

i

G.E.C. RADIOGRAM AVC.5 22 gns.
Four-valve Superhet. Radio Circuit for
AC Mains only. Inducton Type Gramophone Motor

-

sos. 6d.
General ElEctric Co., Ltd.,
Magnet House, Kingsway, Loudon, IV.C.s

-

-

-

Radiogram.

i

.

-

Solid Cabinet Work
HIGGS MODEL 55TG

'
.

:
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Hyvoltstar Miniature

Radiogi-am..

.

-

Ij

j

The Smallest H.M.V. Model
H.M.V. SUPERHET FIVE20 gns.
FORTY RADIOGRAM
Four-valve AC Superhcteroclyne
This, the cheapest I-J.M.V.

radio-gramophone, embodies a
straightforward superheterodyne
chassis with provision for toise
control and a pentode output
valve rated at 2 watts.

.

Halcyon Model 4501G.

26 gnu.

Four - valve
Superheterodyne
Radio
Circuit. Separate Models for AC and

DCMains
The chassis incorpo'ated in this
radio-gramophone is similar to
that of the Model 55T receiver
and incorporates the same ingenious oil-damped tuniiig indicator. Instead of the 'dual movingcoil loud-speakers, however, there
is a single so-inch unit mounted
on a solid baffle inclined in au
upward direction to give better
distribution of sound. 1'he instrument may be obtained for operaj
tion from I)C mains at an extra
cost of 2 guineas, and a Garrard
automatic record charger may be
specified at ais extra cost of
guineas.
C/mellon Hìggs Radio, Lid.,
JI'estbourne Place, hove, Susse.r.
A

'

H.S.P. Auto-Radiogram RGS5.

-

Four-valve Superhet. Circuit for AC or
DC Mains. Tone Control on Radio and
Gramophone

-

Ferranti Lancastria

-

Incorporating a Mains Filter
HALCYON MODEL 4501G 22 gns.

Cossor Super Ferrodyne 536.-

The use - of a double-diodepentode in the output stage
combines the functions of second
detection, AVC control and power.
output, and reduces the number
of valves to three. The tone control serves also as a scratch filter
for the gramophone, and another
interesting feature is the cornbined tuning and indicating dial.
A similar model-the Lancastria
Autogram-incorporates a Garcard record changer capable of
playing eight so-inch or ia-inch
and is
records . consecutively,
priced at 33 guineas:
Ferranti, Ltd.,
Hollinzeood,
Lanes.

Essentially the radio circuit is
the same as that of the AVC5
receiver and incorporates full
AVC, a sensitivity control for
tuning in posverful stations only
with a quiet background between,
and a horizontal, tuning scale with
coloured indicating dial lamps
mounted inside the lid in the
\Vith the lid
motor board.
closed the oiily accessible control
is that of volume.
A large energised loud speaker
is fitted, and a silencing key is
provided by means of which tise
internal loud speaker may be 'Cut
out of circuit when onl- the external loud speaker is required.
Special models for 25-Cycle or
low-voltage AC mains are available at an additional charge of

I.

Modern Cabinet Design
fl.S.P. MODEL RGS5
27gns.
Superheterodyne Radio Circuit for AC
Mains only. Automatic Record Changer
Of strikingly original design, the

-

j.
i

:

is

EC
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-

-

-

u

u

Miniature Eatho-grano,hons

HYVOLTSTAR TABLE
15 gns,
RADIOGRAM
Two-valve AC-DC Mains Set with
High-vollage Universal Valves

-

In every respect this model is
distinctly unconventional.
Ex-
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enumerated that it is unnecessary to describe them
here, are produced by sorne manufacturers.
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Murphyradio-gramophoae.

,

.

-.

Ultra Model

-

22,

-

:-

.

-

Maus
The chassis of this set is that of
the popular KB666 model, which
The
embodies an H.F. stage.
cabinet, of Queensland walnut with

-
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Rl. RITZ DUOTONE
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for AC Mains only
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Pye SE/RG/AC.

.

ULTRA MODEL 22
20
Three-valve AC Superheterodyne

-

fih'.W U
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Many so-called noise-suppression
systems are in fact nothing more
than manually controlled limiters
of sensitivity, and cannot fairly lac
compared with the R.!. method,
which is valve-controlled.
Au
extra diode anode in the second
defector, which is a triple-diodetriode, is employed for this purpose. The extent of suppression
and the initial sensitivity of the
set is, however, under the control
of the user.
'fie position of controls seems
to be distinctly more convenient
than in the average radiogramophone.
Radio Instruments, Ltd., Purley
H'ay, Croydon. Surrey.

-

-

Ultra

Philips Type 538A,

Marconiphone Q/286.

.

The appearance-it is-adnsittedly
often nothing more-of top-he'kviness that characteriss so many
radio-gramophones lias been ciitirely avoided in tisis model; the
cal)inet is of a particularly wellbalanced design, and should be
coitceisient in operation.
By using a double-diode-pentode
as a combined second detector,
AVC device, and output valve, it
has been possible to carry out all
tise normal functions of a small
superheterodyne with only three
valves. The Ultra radio-gramophone, in addition to the usual
features of its class, embodies tone
control and a "clock-face" tuning
system. A D.C. model costs z
guinea extra.
Road,

-

--'-i

Well-balanced Cabiast Design

.

MURPHY
24 gns.
RADIO-GRAMOPHONE
Four-valve Ssiperheterodyne Radio Circuit. Separate Models for AC and
DC Mains

26 ens.

Four-valve AC Superheteodyne

S

.

-

-

i

-

Real Noise Suppresakn

.

''5---....
This instrument is a development of the Lucerne Special Radiogram with the addition of quiet
RL Ritz with dual speakers,.
lt
automatic volume control.
follows established Marconiphone
practice in having only the volume
control on the front of the cabinet.
the remaining controls being
mounted on the motor board
J.,
- underneath the lid. The quiet':
4i
action of the AVC is controlled by..
I
an adjustable static suppressor
which can be adjusted to comply
with local conditions.
MarconiIwnc Co.. Ltd.; Tollen-f'r
hiwi Court Road, London, IVa.
-

Superheterodyne
Mains

.

26 gns.
for AC

-

-

-

A Popular Model Improve
fAARCONIPHONE.
22 gns.
MODEL Q/286
Four-valve Superheterodyne Radio Circuit

i.

Although the Pye radio-gramo.
phone chassis embodies the sanie
number of valves as the more conventioiial set of to-day, there is a
radical difference ii, their sequence.
Iii the present set, ail 11F. stage
is Jitted, but this apparent ex.
travagance is compensated for by
usiiig, at the other end of the circuit, a double-diode-pentode for
the combined functions of second
detector, AVC, and output.
Pye Radio. Ltd., Africa House.
Kingsway, London, W.C.z.

,

'

AC

With the radio rejroduction
safely catered for by the same
chassis as is used in the A24 and
D24 table models, we can give our
undivided attention to the gramophone side. A special high torque

"HF"

.

chromium-plated fittings, is a
striking departure from conveiition.
An externally similar instrument with a four-valve AC. chassis is available at 22 guineas, and
there is also a battery model at
the sanie price.
Koister-Brandes, - Ltd., Cray
Works. Sídcup. Kent.

t

Inexpensive

'

.

Modern Cabmet Design
KOLSTER-BRANDES KB378 27 ges'

Non-resoisant Reproduction

/ii mps Lamps, Lt d.,
Charing Cross Road. London, WC. 2.

i

-

-

The rather unusual feature of a
pnritode as an intermediate LF
amplifier is embodied in the chassis of this instrument.
Tone control and AVC are fitted, and unusual precautions are taken to prevent secoñd-channel interference.
On the gramophone side, a
Philips pick-up of new design is

'-I

-

.

provide rectification and A\'C
voltages.
With regard to layout, the table
radio-gramophone natùrally occupies lesa space than the nsore coil.
ventioimal form of upright instrument, and has been proved to be a
very practical alternative.
Universal High-Voltage Radio.
Ltd., 28-29. Southampton Street,
Strand. London. W.C.2.

for

Five-valve Superheterodyne for AC Mains

-

'

This model, which covers wavelengths between 59 and 2.000
metres in three steps, is fitted
throughout with universal highvoltage valves (operating at full
mains voltages) and a \Vestector
The
acts as a second detector
first valve is a pentagrid frequencychanger and the output is a highpower pentode. Two \Vestectors

Superheterodyne

booming'S

Pentode LF Ampiifier
PHILIPS TYPE 538A
23 ges.

S

.

Four-valve Superheterodyne
for AC or DC Mains

Five-valve

top or a

Murphy Radio. ¡Veiwyn Garden
City. Henis.

.

material. The loud .spesker itself
is a very different affair from the
cheap standard moving coils often
fitted in large cabinets. The dilñrutty of obtaining good high-note
reproduction from records without
the attendant trouble of needle

motoria provided on a flush fittipg
motor bdard The heèdle cups'are
felt-lined to prevent'rattle. Special
attention has been 'given to the
acoustic design f. the cabinet,
which is open at ghe bock and

milliwatts.

Universal

pesky
01155.

RADIOGRAM
-

vonelee1c.n eincisewth

-

An All-wave Universal Model
24
HYVOL'I'STAR TABLE
-

scratch has been solved by a
specially designed filter, and the

.-------- -----------

Guide to Reeeiversternally, it is probably the most
iieat
is still more unusual.
Only two valves and a Westector
are used, the first valve is reflexed,
and acts as both H.F. and L.F.
amplifier. The second valve is a
pentode, rated for an output of

471

-

N.W.3.

Electric,

Chalk

Ltd.,

Farm,

r

S

..

Erskine

London,
-
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27-58m.. 200-SóOm.
2,000m,
This receiver is designed

-

'

both
for home aùd overseas use, and
accordingly special importance
attached to reception of short
svaves. It. embodies the unusual
feature of two IF stages, and the
AVC system is designed to combat
the effects of high-speed fading,
which is particularly apt to affect
shom't-svave reception.
In order to facilitate operation
on the short-wave ranges, a twospeed drive is provided for the
this fact,
tuning condenser;

-

coupled with the special system of
calibration (in both metres and
kiloccles) should make the set
almost as easy to svork as an ordvnary broadcast set, Another important point is that the manual
volume control does not affect the
true sensitivity of the set to weak
signais,
Altease International Radio
soci Television, Ltd.,' 242, High
Street, Bromnley, Kent.

BURNDEPT ETHODYNE
8 gns
SUPERHET
(with AVC, 20 gin.)
Four-valve Superheterodyne for AC

BUSH RADIO SAC7
16 gos
Five-valve Superheterodyìie for AC Mains
operating with built-in Frame Aerial

Mains
'

Distribution of sound from loud
speakers is a subject to svhmch the
most careful attention may profitably be paid. In the latest Burndept model the aim is to ensure
more equal distnbution, and to
this end the twin reproducers are
mounted at an ìgle to each other,
The system is compared with

'

-

flood-lighting.
The AVC model is recommended,
by the makers for long-distance reception or In all districts where
signals from even the local station
are subject to fading.
A "high-fidelity" model, with
a more ambitious circuit with triode output, is sold at 22 guineas,

Transportable for AC or DC
BURNDEPT MODEL 211
15 ges'

AC Superheterodyne

Eight-valve

with

threeWave-ranges: 15-55m.,190560m..
8O-2.000 in
Console Cabinet
libt
A
ChSiS. fitted in the correspond-

.

' '

distortion
.

-

-

Dual-speaker Battery Set
BURNDEPT ETHODYNE
22
BATTERY REIVER
Five-voice Battery Superheterodyoe
In this model we have what is

-

-

'

'

Burndept universal AC/DC

k

t,

-

C.A,C,

,:

--

--'

Austin Battery Superi

,

Five-valve Battery Superheterodyne

same way as

'.''

'

,,_,'.-

-

(Right) Buridept

superhet,

AC

F-

-

its

mains-fed

-

,

Ethodyne

in

counterpart, which it closely re-

Radiophone allwave receiver.

-

'

Over-accentuation of high notes
as a result of slight mistuning is
avoided in this receiver in the

(Left)British

.,

'

'

-

SET

system, but the circuit is of necessity modified to suit the characteristics of battery valves.
The inclusion of a signal-frequency HF stage should ensure
good sensitivity, while at the
other end a double pentode, opec-

re

-I-

matched loud speakers
seldom found in a small superhet:
are fitted, and there is continuously variable toue control.
Bias Voltage Compensation
,AC AUSTIN BATTERY 16 gns.

practically a battery counterpart
of the mains-fed
ndept set. It
i

k

-

-

,i

to be avoided.

This limitation to its general usefulness can now be overcome in
two ways-by fitting a visual tuning indicator, or by modifying the
circuit design in order to avoid the
distortion that would otherwise
result from slight mistuning. In
the Austin receiver the latter plan'
has been chosen, as precise tuning,
stili needed with an indicator, is
no longer necessary to ensure high

ternal adjustments to suit mains
voltage variations between 200 and
250 volts.
Variable tone control
and a special wave-trap system for
eliminating second-channel iiiterference are included
A similar receiver, with the addition of AVC and an extra valve, is
sold at t9 guineas

.

-

s

theordinarysup&heterodynernust

tte

.

'

Avoiding
Side-band Shriek "
C.A.C. AUSTIN AC SUPER
8 gns
Four-v iv S
ht od I AC

'

'

-

This completely self-contained
receiver employs ami HF stage, a
Westector as second detector, and
a triode valve as an intermediate
LF stage. The overall magnificadon would therefore appear to be
exceptionally high, even when
compared with other frame aerial
sets which naturally require more
magnification than more couventional types.
A second Westector provides
voltages for the AVC system,
which affects three valves-though
not to an equal extent. A special
circuit arrangement is employed to
minimise inter-station noise.
The same chassis is fitted in a
chair-side table of unusual design;
it operates either with an internal
or external aerial and costi 23
guineas.
Radzo. Ltd.. Woodge
Road. Shepherd's Bush. London.
W.12.

Being independent both of the
nature of the electrical supply and
? an aenal. this type of receiver
particularly convenient.
A
current-regulating device (a bar-

AWC2O2
-

-

Universal Four-valve Superheterodyne for
AC or DC Mans, operating on Internal
Aerial

.

.

-

Unusual Speaker Mounting

'

15 to 2,000 Metres
75 gos.
BRITISH RADIOPHONE

.

The chassis of the smaller Bush

ployed in most table sets is included. The functions of second
detection, AVC, and output are
combined in a double-diode-pentode valve, but the circuit is
otherwise straightforward.
Self-contained with Aerial.

'

Two high-frequency stages svith
variabis'mu pentode valves and
band-pass coupling between the
stages precede a duo-diode-triode
deteptor which proviIes delayed
and amplified AVC. Tue output
valve is a triode delivering 3 watts
undistorted, nd a multi-ratio output transformer designed to match
loud speakers from 1.5 to ifi ohms
is incorporated in the chassis,
Feriocart tuning coils are employed, and a visual tuning indicator is fitted. The makers recommend their Heavy Duty Permanent Magnet Speaker at 5
guineas for use with this receiver,
The instrument is available as a
'radio-gramophone, which, cornplete with automatic record'
changer, costs 45 guineas,
ReproBirmninghani
Sound
ducers, 'Ltd.. Claremont' Street,
Old Hill. Staffs.

AC

'superhet is fitted in a large upright cabjiset, and a larger loud
speaker than can be usefully em-

'

«straight» Quality Receiver

Aliw ve International receiver

BUSH UPRIGHT GRAND
Three-valve Superheterodyne for
Mains. Console Cabinet

screened and trimmed, thus avoiding interaction..
A slightly simper model, with.
out the "Q suppressor valve,
and mounted in a table cabinet
of the horizOntal type, is sold at
45 guineas.
Tise British Radiophone, Ltd.,
Aidwych House, Aidwycli, Loodon, W,C.i.

PE R3W
B.S.R.
Four-valve "Straight" Recever for AC
Mains Only

71k, '934.

ating in a QPP circuit, feeds the
loud speakers.
Burndept, Ltd., Light Gun Fac-..
tory, Erith, Kent.

ing radio-gramophone, is used in
this model. Special features indude an "aeroplane" type of tuning dial with two-speed drive,
True QAVC, operated by a separate
valve, is included.
Coils for
all wave-ranges are separately

AND ABOVE

GNS.

Specialised All-wave Design
ALLWAVE INTERNATIONAL
£35
SUPERHETERODYNE
Universal Six-valve Superhetrodyne for
AC or DC Mains. FourWave-ranges:
IS-27m.,

-

DECEMBER

'

-

--

-

-

-

Bush Radio SAC7.:
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Ekco frame-aerial seta

FerrantiArcadia.

-

Edge Radio (Drummer) twin-speaker
model.

sembles in- essentials. There Is,
however, a single loud speaker
(with a tun. cone), aiid the latest
type of Class "B" valve is used
in the output position.
Excessive grid-bias voltage is a
common cause of distortion in battery sets; this is because the bias
battery does not deliver current,
and so its voltage is maintained
longer than that of the HT batterv. In the Austiii set this source
of trouble is avoided by imposing

t'e

Drummer all-wave receiver.

Ferrocart tuned circuits precedes
the detector, and the large-size
loud speaker is fed through a single
power outnut valve
The variable neon tuning indicator serves
also as a pointer on the circulaituning dial. The standard catsnet is finished in walnut and bird'seye maule, but a walnut and rosesood cabinet is available at an
extra charge of z guinea.
hacker and Sons, Ray Lea
Road, Maidenhead.

.

tat

r

EKCO ADT95

-

.

gss.

16

aenaleceiver.

l3l

3O-fiOm., 2OO-SiOm_ SOO-2,000m.

-

This, the latest Climax model,
is certainly one of the least expensive of sets offersng the attractions of reception of both short
and normal wavelengths,
So far as reception on normal
wavebands is concerned, the circuit differs little from that of the
usual four-valve superheteredyne
but, with an eye to the requirements of short-wave working,
special measures have been introduced in the AVC and tone-control
systems.

pecia1 precautions must be taken,
and in any case extra sensitivity
will be needed. In the Ekco set,

"direction-finding" practice is
folloseed. so far as the screening
of the long-wave frame is concerned.
The cabinet is of moulded bakelite, and a very sensible station
scale of large diameter is fitted,
A battery counterpart of the set
is produced at the same price.
E. K. Cole, Lid. Ekco Works,

.

Electric, Ltd.,
Haverstock Works, Parkhill Road,
Hampstead, London, NW.3.
Radio

Short and Normal Wavelengths
17 gns.
DRUMMER MODEL M65
Four-salve Superheterodyne for AC
Mains. Three Wave-ranges:

200-560m., 900-2,000m.

This is a development of the
Drummer M55 model; it includes
coverage of an extra waveband,
and, in addition, provision of interstation noise suppression.
Iron-cored tuning coils are used
throughout in the normal radiofrequency and IF circuits. Automatie volume control is fitted.
Another model, MT75, contains
nrovision for recention of waves
between too and mo metres.
Edge
Lancs.

Radio,

Ltd.,

Bolton,

-

An Ingenious Tuning Indicator
19 gos.
DYNATRON MATADOR
Four-valve "Straight" Receiver for AC
or Universal Mains Operation

A single HF stage with

four

.

-

Superhet Concert Seven

H M

folios d b
d y r y Ive ctu
ating the Class " B " output stage,
-

-

Sou (liend-on-Sea. Essex.

-

Superhet with Triode Output
15 gns.
FERRANTI ARCADIA.
Feue-valve AC Superhet for External

or Mains Aerial

Pentode output valves are
almost universal in the less expensive type of receiver, and it is
seldom that one encounters a
high-power triode in a set costing
as, little as 15 guineas.
The Arcadia model includes a
special system of tone correction,
and also fully variable tone control. In addition, it has the attractive tell-tale tuning panel of
the smaller Ferranti set.
An Efficient Battery Receiver
FERRANTI BATTERY
5 gris.
CONSOLETTE
Vive-valve Superheterodyne Circsiit with
Class "B" Output

The heptode frequency changer
in this receiver is preceded by a

band-pass input filter, and the
single IF stage leads into a duodetector,
diode-triode
second
which also provides AVC. This is

i.

which is caoable of delivering z
Thgre is a
svatts undisjorted
continuously variable toue control and the standard Ferranti
ttmin oanel includes a tuninO
vb1une ndicator.
Portable Battery Superheterodyne
16 gnsFERRANTI BA1TERY
PORTABLE
Six-valve Superheterodyne Receiver with
Self-contained Frame Aerials
The circuit of this receiver is
similar to that of the Battery Consolette but is fitted with a signalfrequency HF stage. The cabinet
is mounted on a ball-bearing turntable. The dimensions are iqin.
xcj3in., and the weight is
x

!in.

5lb.

.

.

-

..

Synchronous Clock
22 gss.
FERRANTI GLORIA
Six-valve Superheterodyne Circuit for AC
Mains Only

The heptode freqiency changer
preceded by a pentode HF
amplifier, and a single stage of IF
amplification is followed by a duodiode-triode fed into a high-power
Fully
output valve.
triode
delayed AVC is provided and a
separate valve is devoted to automatic inter-station noise suppression.
The synchronous clock,
which is fitted às standard, is
marked both in the twelve-hour
and twenty-four-hour systems for
the convenience of thosé who
listen to foreign programmes.
is

Ferrant i,

Ferranti Battery Portable.

J

"
t

'

''L
-,

-

.,

-

'

Clíniax

.

-

gns.

satisfactory mains-operated and
self-contained set than the substi-

,

.

-

"s

Universal Five-valve Superheterodyne for
AC or DC Mains
There is more in the design of a

.

New All-wave Set
CLIMAX MODEL 534
r-valve Superheterodyne

:
-

'

-

Specia'ised Frame armai Set

age will remain
in step
with
the HT supply.
City Accumulator Co., Ltd.,
i8-zo, Nornian's Buildings, Cestrai Street, London, E.C.i.

-

Ltd.,

1-lollinwood,

Lancs.

..
-

-'

.

.,

H.M.V. frame-aerial

set

for

AC mains.

loud speaker grille. The remaining knobs and the tuning scale are
mounted horizontally under the
lid. The cabinet is of simple and
dignified design, arid unsightly external aerial svires may be dispensed with if one is content with
the more powerful stations, as a
special "wound-up " aerial is incorporated. The circuit is essentially the same as that of the table
model AVC, and the power output is of the order of 3 vvatts.
General Electric Co.. Lt d., Magnet House, Kingsway, London,
W.C.2.

Internal Aerial for Powerful Stationa

Threshold Sensitivity Control

17 gos
C.E.C. CONSOLE AVC5
Four-valve Superhet. Receiver for AC
Mains Only

H.M.V SUPERHET
17 gns.
CONCERT SEVEN
Six-valve Superheterodyne; AC ¿nd DC
models at the same price

\Vith the lid closed the only control requiring the attention of the
listener is that of volume, which
is plàced immediately above the

-

A separate oscillator valve,
signal-frequency HF stage, and
metal rectifiers for second-detec-
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phase"

push-pull output unit
giving 24 watts. Alternatively,
higher power but shorter range
would be obtainable svith a s-HF;
U-watt combination.
Again, a
superhet. tuner might be substituted for the "straight" tuner.
Hayises Radio, Queensway, Enfield, Middlesex.

-

(Cohtinue)
Medium-Range Quality R tceiver
HARTLEY-TURNER

tion andAVC purposes are distinctive features of this set. Threshold
sensitivity may be adjusted to suit
local receiving conditions with
regard to electrical interference,

MODEL M12
Six-valve

etc.

"Straight" Set for A c M ai

s

Two HF pentodes coupled by
highly selective circuits are followed by diode rectification and
tone compensation in the LF amplifier. AVC is provided, and the
power-output and frequency response are similar to those of the
model S12. Cabinets are supplied
to customers' Own requirements.
Hartley-Turner - Radio, Ltd.,
Tliornbury
!sleworth,
Road,
Middx.

A ti-jode output valve is fitted to
the AC model, but for DC supplies
a prir of push-pull pentodes are
employed; the -circuits are otherwise basically similar.
No Aerial Needed
16 ges.
H.M.V. 463AC
Fve-valve Superheterodyne for AC Mains
with built-in Frame Aerial.
Although we describe self-con-

tained mains sets as ' portables"
for want of a better word their
real appeal is seldom on the score
of portability. Occasionally such
sets are moved from room to room
-that is a definite advantaee of
their design-but more often'they
are used merely to avoid the need
for external connections to aerial
and earth.
Thanks to continuous technical
improvements these sets now have
an ample range. The H.M.V. sersion includes AVC, visual tuning,
and is mounted on a turntable so
that advantage may be taken of
the directional properties of the
frame aerial.
A similar battery set Costs
15 guineas.
The Gramophone Co., Ltd..
98/ io8, Clerkenwell Road, London. E.C.i.

£30 5s.

"Straight" Receiver

for AC

Mains

The old unit system of receiver
assembly, with its untidiness and
general air of impracticability, has
given way to an improved scheme,
retaining all the advantages but
none of the drawbacks of the old
one. The Haynes system permits
the user to choose apparatus suited
to his own particular needs and
tastes; the component units are
then bolted firmly together into a
single chassis.
A table-model receiver on -this
system might Consist of a tunerdetector with two automatically
controlled HF stages. plus a duo-

'

HYVOLTSTAR ALL-WAVE 26 gis.
SUPERHET. SEVEN
Universal Six-valve Superhet for AC- or
DC Mains. Four Wave-ranges: I S-27m.,
26-53m., 200-550m., 800-2,000m.

Four-valve superhet. for AC Mains only

A Modern Unit System

Six-valve

Four Wave-rangeu

Duil Loud Speaker - Units
HIGGS MODEL 55T
15 ges.

-

HAYNES RADIO 2-HF:
20-watt (without Speaker)

the heater elements are designed to
operate, like the filament of a
lamp, at full mains voltage.
The present model employs a
pentagrid frequency.changer and
two Westectors, one of svhiCh provide's AVC voltages.
The loud
speaker is fed by a pentode rated
at 3,500 rnilliwatts.

An HF pentode precedes the
octode frequency-changer which is
coupled without amplification
through an IF transformer to the
second detector. This is resistonce-coupled to the pentode output valve, and a sepitrated "\Vestector" is employed to provide
AVC. Apart from the dual loud
speakers the most interestin constructional feature of the set is the
tuning indicator, which i5 of the
meter type working in a vertical
glass cylinder filled with oil,
Cha rif on Higgs (Radio). Ltd..
Westbourne Place. Hove, Sussex.

Although basically similar to the
smaller Hyvoltstar model, this set
is of considerably more ambitious
design and covers a wider waverange. It embodies a signal-frequency HF stage, and the output,
provided by pentodes in ush-pu1l,
is given as 7,000 milliwatts.
A "silent tuning" device, working in Conjunction with a visual
indicator, is fitted, and, as the set
is wavelength-calibrated on all
ranges, tuning should be easy.
Universal High-Voltage Radio.
Ltd.. 28-29. Sou tha,nl,thn Street,
Strand. London. W.C.2.

All-Wave AC-DC Set
IS gns.
HYVOLTSTAR ALL-WAVE
SUPERHET. FIVE
Universal Four-valve Superheterodyne
for AC or DC Mijos.
Three waveranges:. 19-52m., 200-550m., 8002000m.
An important point of difference

-

A

KOLSTER-BRANDESKB888 25
Superheterodyne for

.

.

..

HALYCON MODEL 6701
19 gns
Sx-valve Superheterodyne for AC Mains

This receiver, one of the most
ambitious of the K-B range, is
fitted with
quiet" AVC, the
degree of background noise suppression being manually adjustable. Like all the sets produced by
Koister-Brandes.. it is specifically
designed for use with a special
screened-aerial system, which, with
proper care in installation, materially reduces the disturbing effect
of electrical interference.
An exceptionally large output
for the loud speaker is provided
by a pair of pentodes in push-pull.

,

.

-

.

I

only.

.

J

Separate tuning scales for
medium and long waves appropriately illuminated according to
the setting -of the wave range
switch are an unconventional featurc of this receiver. The arrangemeut of the AVC circuit is another
departure from standard practice,
and it is claimed that the scheine
adopted gives improved reception
of weak stations. The horizontal
type cabinet is of massive proportions and the loud speaker baffle
which is of special -material, is ins ava I
cl ned
A co sole m d
able at 22 guineas
Radio. Ltd. Vale/ta
Road, Acton, London, W.3

..

-

-

HARTLEY-TURNER

£28

-

I

_
.

.

.

.
-

-

Variable Slectivity
KOLSTERBRANDES KB383
.

I

.

'

.

-

.

.

.

t

Universal Six-valve Superheterodyne foi
AC or DC Mains.
Upright Model,

Hyvoltstar horizontal model
All-wave Superhet. Five.
-

-
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by a band-pass filter designed to
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(Below) Halcyon Table

dIF

transformer vvith rea tion vvhich
may be use-d to narrow the frent fe ncc
quency
o e wh
is present.
power-grid detector,
metered to indicate distortion, is
followed by a first LF stage feeding a push-pull output stage giving

e

- -

I.,
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harmonic distortion.
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The audio

Variable Selectivty Battery Set
KOLSTER-BRANDES KB398 16 gns.

-

A
i db. from 40 to 13.000 cycles.
..similar set known as the Sr has
an Output stage giving 12 watts,
and its price is £30 lOS. Kits of
parts for the constroction of the
S7 and SIa receivers cost 17
guineas and £'9 4S. 6d. espect vely e clusi\ of valves

an imperfect world, the wise
man adjusts himself as comfortably as may be to the inevitable.
In br adcast ng for ample we
all know that sigh frequencies are
necessary for realistic reproduction, but it is comparatively seldom that receiving conditions are
good enough for full use to be
made of good high-note response
ma receiver. With variable selec.tivity, however. 't ts possible to
make good use of an extended
high-note response when conditions are good, and to narrow
down the frequency band when
mterferenc is pr cnt
In addition to the valuable featurc of variable selectivity, this
an nu ual lay
r r er embod
out. It is so designed that its
controls can be conveniently operated when it is standing on the
floor. A hif her console model

sas

.

-

9 gos.

.

7

'

--

'

%

MODEL S7
Receiver with a
Five-valve " Straight
Wide LF Response. For AC Mains oniy
A single HF pentode is preceded

.

-

-

-

-'-------

.

Short-Range Quality Receiver

.

-.

1

-

.

f

A1

Mains

between Hyvoltstar receivers and
those of more conventional design
is that they are fitted with OstarGanz high-voltage valves, of which

--

.

g

Seven-valve

-

Dual Tuning Scales

Quieter Background

L.'

.

I

-

.

..

..."
-

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

-

Higgs Model 55T ar.d pedestal
bas

Six-valve

Battery

Superheterodyne

This is probably the only bat.
tery receiver to include the feature
of variable selectivity, of which
the advantages were discusséd in
connection with the KB383 model.
The ba ic circuit arrang ment in
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eludes a signal-frequency HF stage
md Class ' B" output, and, in
spite of the relatively ambitious
nature of the circuit, HT consump
tion has been kept within reasonable limits,

The latest set embodies automatic bias, and is fitted with a
moving-coil speaker.

-

.

Built-rn

Aerials

McMICI-IAEL SUPERHET.
16
MAINS TRANSPORTABLE
Five-valve Superheterodyne for AC Mains
operating ori Frame Aerial

"Universal"

Mains Transportable
Set
KOLSTER-BRANDES KB405 15 gn
Universal Five-valve Superheterodyne
for AC or DC Mains Operating on
Built-in Frame Aerial
As is usual in self-contained

frame-aerial sets, the KB4o5 includes a signal-frequency HF
stage, which is a necessary cornpensation for the loss in sensitivcty due to the absence of an
outside aerial.
From this point
onwards, tne circuit is, witfl tise
exception of a push-pull detector
fairly conventional, and includes
a pentagrid frequency-changer and
an output pentode.
A set of this type is particularly
attractive to those who cannot
erect an effective aerial.
Cray
Koisfer-B candes, Lid.,
Works, SidcuP. Kenf.

Thé makers are specialists in
self-contained receivers for mains
supply. Although battery sets of
this type have long been in corn-.
mon use, it is only comparatively
recently that mains-fed versions
have enjoyed widespread popularity. There can be no doubt
that a frame forms the most satisfactory alternative to an outside
aerial.
Apart from special features connected with the tvne of -- sina1
collector" employed, the McMichael set employs a fairly conventional superheterodyne circuit,
and, in addition to the usual AVC
system, embodies vanable tone
control.

-

q

-

-

i

-

-

McMichael self-contained
set.

Koister-Brandes mains
transportable.

-

--_

AC

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

'

-

Twin-speaker Table Model
McMICHAEL TWIN18 gns.
SPEAKER SUPERHET
Five-valve Superheterodyne4or AC Mains
In addition to a pair of matched
loud speakers, this receiver in-

,

Self-contained Mains Receiver
MARCONIPHONE MODEL

Admirably adapted for carrying
from room to room, this receiver
io equipped with an HF amplifying stage before the frequencychanger valve. An external aerial
and earth may be attached. but
this should &ily be necessary
where extreme range is required.
AVC is provided, and should go.
far to eliminate- the directional
properties of the frame aerials.
The power output is two watts and
the energised loud speaker is of
new design with a high flux
density.

i

.

-

.

-

.

.

eludes many circuit refinements.
includng a relatively ambitious
system of noise suppression.
Matters are so arranged that the
sensitivity in the absence of an
incoming signal (and consequently
the intensity of background noises)
may be set at two different levels,
depending on whether one wishes
to receive only strong transmissions, or those of any strength
within the limitations imposed by
the full normal sensitivity of the
set.
As in other McMichael sets, HT
supply is derived through a Westinghouse metal rectifier..

-

-

-

'

'

.

-

.

McMichael Twin Speaker
Superhet.

-

v---.--

.

.

e-

.

.

Mareoniphone Model 273.

'°
AiJ

.

-

.,

.

.

.

-

....

-2'

.

..

L

I

l

-

.

..

.

.
.
I

-

.

..

.

'

6 gns.
279
Five-valve Superhet. Receiver with Intemal Frame Aerials. For AC Mains
only

-

.

.

i!

.

-

.

I

-

.

-

-

-

McMichael Radio, Ltd.. Slough,

-.
.

Bucks.

Advanced Battery Receiver
Design
15
MARCONIPI-IONE MODEL

--'i

I

'

.

An Acoustically Designed

.

273

-

Five-valve Superhet. for Battery

.,

Operation

.

The hare bones of the circuit
c

HF

iy

lifi

f

change
IF ampi fier
qu
double-diode-triode second detector. first LF amplifier and
valve
double-pentode output
These are amply embellished with
a second-channel filter in tite
inpùt circuit, delayed AVC and
a local-distant switch for reducing
Tite QPP output
sensitivity.
stage gives a peak output of
watts for ait average HT current
consumption. under normal conJitions, of 7 5 mA
Range with Economy
h'IARCONIPHONE MODEL

l5 gns.

269

Six-valve

Superhet. Battery Portable.
Internal Frame Aerials.

signal-frequency HF stage
precedes the frequency-changer,
and there is a single IF stage.
Diode metal rectifiers are used for
second detection, and AVC and a
triode LF stage precede the pushpull output pentodes. The latter.
are arranged on the modified
QPP principle known as "parallel
which
ensures
conductance."
A

I

MURPHY CONSOLE

REIVER

.

£17
-1

our-v ve uperhet. Receiver. Separate
M d
f r AC
d DC M

..,

j

Cabinet

.

.

i

t''"-,__._
i

.

.

- -

.1

-

.

-

-

.

.

-.

-

j-

-

.

.

-

.

-

-

-

-,

-

Mclvlichael Portable is. no exception to this rule, as the present

-

battery economy without distortion at low volume levels.

The loud sneaker is of tite PM
niovitig-coil type, and there is proVision for extra loud speakers as
well as a gramophone pick-up.
Afarconip/zone Co., Ltd., Tottenliana Coart Road, Ldzadon. IFs,

Murphy Console receiver.
.

.

-

.

.

Marconiphone frame atrial set
for AC mains.
-

.

.

-

-

version bears little resemblance
to its original prototype. It does,
however, represent a real process
of evolution; succeeding models
have been gradually modified in
accordance with technical progress.
.

AFamous Portable
15
McMICHÀEL SUITCASE
PORTABLE
Four-valve "Straight Battery Receiver

rating on

ut1t-u

FrazeAeial

ours, it is hardly to be expected
that a receiver should survive year
after year. In some respects, the

The performance of this receiver
is identical with that of the As4
table model with the exception of
the quality of reproduction, which
has been improved in the bass
below too cycles by the adoption
rif a large loud speaker with a
higher flux density in the gap.
fhe cabinet has heeii designed
pnmarily from the acoustic
standpoint, and its dimensions
and lining are proportioned to
eliminate "box resonance."
At
the same time the designers have
succeeded in producing what is
undoubtedly a very beautiful
piece of furniture.
Murphy Radio, Ltd.. Weiwyn
Garden City, Herts.

-

j

r-- ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

The Guide to Receivers will be continued in
next week's issue, which will deal with the
remainder of the above 15 guineas" class and
also with part of the lower-priced categories.
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Outstanding
'THE SHOW BOAT."
THAT Drury Lane favourite,

/

"The Show Boat,"

-,

"

-

'

II,

t

H

membered, took the part of
"Joe" and sang the famous
"01' Man River." This part
in the broadcast performance
will be taken by Ike Hatch.
Edith Day appears with Alberta Hunter, Percy Parsons
and Mary O'Farrell.
The play may lose some of
its colour in the broadcast version, but not much. The music
by Jerome Kern, and the book
and lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein, radiofied by Henrik Ege,
will force their way over.

p

-

T

'

i.PäulR0bes0ntwbe1-

.

..

..

.

-

,

)'

'

i.
a«

î

J

.

q

r-

"j.

-

WHAT WE EXPECT.
"MAGNIFICENT"

would

have been the verdict ten
years ago on the programmes for the next seven
days. To-day the verdict is
something between a forced
smile and a sniff. Perhaps the
B.B.C. has fed us too well,
with the result that every week
is expected to be as good as, if
not better than, its predecesSor.

Next week's ptogrammes arc
good, but not outstanding, as
we expect them to be, though
I would repeat that ten years
ago it would all have been
magnificent.
-o
.o
LINER LAUNCH BY WIRELESS.

NOVELTY

breaks through at

10.45 this morning (Friday)
with the launching of the

Orient liner "Orion" at Barrow-in-Furness by the Duke of
Gloucester at Bnsbane, Australia.
His Royal Highness
will press a button which will
provide a radio impulse sufficient to set "Orion" in
motion down the slipway. As
she moves off, a "tripper
will be actuated automatically,

/

-.

-.

.

.

-.

.'

-

DRAMA WITHIN DRAMA-a hectic moment in "The Show
Boat," as performed at Drury Lane. This great musical success
is to be broadcast on Monday and Wednesday next, with Edith
Day as "Magnolia." Paui Robeson's part of "Joe " will be taken
by Ike Hatch.

breaking a bottle of Empire
wine against her bows.
The Duke's speech will be
heard by the crowds at Barrow as well as listeners in this
country and throughout the
Empire, and a running cornmentary on the whole proceedings will be given by Commander D. A. Stride, R.N.
(Ret.), a Freeman of the
Honourable Company of
Master Mariners.
AFOOT IN THE SAHARA.

Is the "Rolling Stones"
series spreading a spirit of dis
content among the youth of
the land? Brian Stuart, the
next contributor to the series,
will stir the spirit of wanderlust
at 9.35 p.m. on Wednesday
next, December 12th (Regional), with tales of wandering in the Sahara Desert.
4>

4>

<e

TRIBUTE TO

A KING.
BELGIUM pays homage to
King Leopold III in a con-

cert by the St. Caecilia Choir,

augmented Station Orchestra
and soloists, relayed by Brussels No. i, from the Palais des
Beaux-Arts, at 8 o'clock on
Tuesday, December iith. The
concert will be devoted en-

-

DR. GOEBBELS.
I
SHALL not

-,

-

r

''

-

which
sailed for 350 pçrformances
during 1928 and 1929, is to be
broadcast on Monday next,
December ioth (Natisnal, 8
p.m.) and the following Vednesday (Regional, 8.35 p.m.).

tirely to Belgian music, which
is quite distinctive, though
little performed outside its own
country.
.o
THE WEEK'S OPERA.
OPERATIC programmes this
week are many and varied.
To-night (Friday), Verdi's
Rigoletto is being broadcast
at 7.45 from the Rome studio.
On Sunday, Paris National
offers the operetta "Mlle.
Nitouche " by Hervé, at 8
p.m., and later, from ii p.m.
to i am., Frankfurt and Stuttgart vill be giving selections
from Wagner's "Parsifal."
Monday brings us the opera
"Lalla Roukh," by David,
from Radio-Paris, at 8 p.m.
Wednesday brings a concert
version of "La Bohême"
(Puccini),, from Toulouse, at 9.

promise to
listen for a solid hour to the
special broadcast from Berlin,
Funkstunde, to-morrow evening (Saturday, 7.30 to 8.30) in
celebration of the Day of
National Unity, but I shall tune
in for a time, if only to hear
the address by the animated
Dr. Goebbels. These German
orators, whether one understands them or not, have an
eloquence which transcends
language.
The cataract of
gutturals alone is a tonic after
the soporific sweetness of the
Spanish and the Italians.

A

GREAT

DUCTOR.

WOMAN

Carmen

cori-

Studer-

Weingartner, who conducts
Schubert's Unfinished Symphony at Budapest on Tuesday,
December sith, with a concluding movement composed
by her husband, the eminent
conductor, Felix Weingartner.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF ThE WEEK

t

ne V

CC

Home

Broadcasts' at

N ARNOLD BENNETT
COMEDY.
"THE GREAT ADVENTURE"
is probably Arnold Bennett's

best piece of work for the
stage; it will be interesting to
see whether it "gets over"
the ether on Thursday nêxt,
when it is to be broadcast by
Regional at 8 o'clock.
The late Earl of Oxford
(H. H. Asquith), though confessing in his "Letters" that
he was "not at all proBennett," wrote ten years ago:
"We went to a really goòd
thing last night: Arnold Bennett's 'The Great Adventure'
it amuses the whole time,
and the two principal parts
were quite admirably played
by Leslie Faber and Hilda
I was surTrevelyan.
prised at the excellence of the
dialogue."
.

.

-

by Berlioz increase infavour year by year.
All the French P.T.T. stations
are broadcasting his musical
drama; "Benvenuto Cellini," ..
at 8,30 p.m. on Tuesday,
December 11th. This should
be worth the attention of all
who have a fondness for orchestral colour effects, at which
Berlioz was an adept.
THE works

\'s

Station Orchestra

SATURDAY, DEC. 8th

Nat, 8.30, "Music Hall."
i.

!'

''

j

":"ø"

-.

w-

MARTIN'S - IN - THE
FIELDS, viewed from the portico of the National Gallery,
The Rev. Pat McCormick is
the preacher at the broadcast
service on Sunday evening next,
at 7.55.

"

i

i
i

i'

MONDAY, DEC. 0th.
Nat., 8, Edith Day
The Show
Boat."
London Reg., 7, "The Air-doWdls." 8, Concert by the
B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra (Sec.

-

i

i

i

-

i

Strasbourg; 5, Pasdeloup Concert
from the Opéra Comique, Paris.

Sr.

-

A

-

.

.

.

.

London Reg., 8.50, Opera "Cart
men" (Bizet), Act Il, relayed
from Sadlers Wells.

SUNDAY. DEC. 9th.
Nat., 9, Hastings Municipal Orchestra, conducted by Julius Harrison.
IO, The Serge Krish Septet.
London Res., 6.45, Oratono Pro'
gramme: The B.B.C. Orchestra
(Section E), conducted by Joseph
Lewis. Sties Allen (soprano),
Margaret MacArthur (contralto),
Berkeley Mown (organ). 9.30,
B.B.C. Sunday Orchestral Concert, directed by Sir Henry Wood.

HOUR"

at 8 o'clock in Thursday's
National programme is full of
good things. We shall hear
Bobby Howes and Binnie Hale
on the stage of the London
Hippodrome in "What Are
We Going to Do? " Earlier
in the programme Marius B.
Winter and his Dance Orchestra give us "-Music Box," No.

''

,4

L

Abroad.
Paris (P.T.T.), Symphony Concert
by the National Orchestra.

.

p'

Abroad.
Prague, 8, Wagner Concert by the

I

CROWDED HOUR.'
"ENTERTAINMENT

i

.

p.

oa.

,

-iv

Byng.

BERLIOZ NIGHT.

A

rm

London Reg., 8, Jack Hylton and
His Band. 9, B.B.C. Chamber
Concert, with Conchita Supervia
(sopraro), Thelma Retos ('cello),
John Ireland (p,anofoñe).

and Abroad

-.

.

Nt

Hall, Manchester, includes
Variations on a
Brahms
Opus 56
Theme by Haydn
and Mozart's E Minor Symphony No. 40.

.

-

'j

i

i

1

i

E)
W

saw 8 Co cet hytit Ch mbe
Orchestra at the Conservatoire,

i

1

.

-'
-

,
.
.

-.

.

-

.

-

j

"

-

.

'

-

JACK HYLTON and his Band make two studio appearances in
Entertainment Hour " to-night (Friday) at 8, on Regional wavelengths, and to-morrow afternoon between 4.15 and 5.15 (National).

Hilda Trevelyan, I am glad
to say, is repeating the part
of Janet Cannot in the broadcast version, with Harold Scott
as the famous artist, 11am
Carve. The play is, of course,
founded on the novel,
Buried Alive," and suggests
what happens when a corpse's
identity is at stake.

4°.

°

EARLY OPERA.
COPENHAGEN is now running
an interesting series of broadcasts on the history of opera.
At 8.5 p.m. on Ihursday,
December 13th, the illustrative
excerpts will be taken from the
works of that early French
composer, Lilly, and our own
Henry Purcell.
-

ii,

with songs from the latest

shows;

Jean Harley and
George Barker appear in
"Humour and Harmony at
the Piano," and at 8.30 comes
the second batch of "Dotty

Ditties."
Perhaps the most impresive
item is the appearance of Mr..
Murgatroyd and Mr. Winter-

botham- "two

minds

not a single thought."
4°

with

4°<>

THOMAS BEECHAM IN
MANCHESTER.
SIR THOMAS BEECHAM, Con-

SIR

ducting the Hallé Orchestra,
offers a real treat to London
and North Regional listeners
at 7.30 p.m. on Thursday
next. The cóncert, which will
be given in the Free Trade

ThESDAY, DEC. 11th.
Nat,8, 'The Air-do-Wells" 9

WELSH FROM DROITWICH.
GEORGE BORROW was one of
the few Englishmen who ever

took the trouble to learn
Welsh. However, a knowledge
of the language is unnecessary
to appreciate . the s p e cia 1
flavour of the Welsh service to
be relayed from the Zoar Congregational Church, Merthyr
Tydfil, at ii o'clock next Sunday morning from Droitwich.
Wales is justly proud of
which
hymn-singing,
its
reaches a high standard even
in ma1l chapels.
r-

.

4°

ConÍéa.

from Vienna at last? I greet
"Chateau de Madrid" on
Wednesday, December 12th
(Nat., 7.30 to 8.15 p.m.), as
a welcome holiday. This gala
night of Spanish song and
dance will be inspired by the
pew.
Orquesta
Hispanica,
which is really a Spanish version of Ye Olde "Café
-

Colette."

IO,

"The Night Sb,"

Liu1bxf
bdge

rd o Ca

-

R'by'atch at Ts'vicken.
ham: Running Commentary by
Capt. H. B. T. Wakelam. 8.
The Great Adventure,C' a
comedy of pre-War London, by

,

Arnold Bennett.
Abroad.

:

.

Kalundborg, 9.15, Beethoven Con-

i

i

4°

SPANISH NIGHT
ARE ve really getting away,

-

works by Corelli, Haydn, Tastini,

i
i
i

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 12th.
Nat.. 7.30, "Chateau de Madr,d."
a Gala Night with the Orquesta
Hispanica. 8.30, B.B.C. Symphony Concert-V, conducted by
Adnan Boult.
London Reg., 8.35. "The Show
Boat."

Abroad..-

Leipzig, 9.20, "Ulrich von Hutten," for baritone and orchestra.

i
i
i

.

i
i

i
i
i

f

THURSDAY. DEC. 13th.
Nat., 8, "Entertainment Hour."
London and North Reg., 6.30,

"Sonos from the Radin Shos5ul"

i

7.30, Hallé Concert from Man- .1
chester, conducted by Sir Thomas
Beecham. Abroad.

Luxembourg, 9.30, German Symphonic Music.

THE AUiHTOR.
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Part 111.-Circuit « Elements in Series and Parallel
IT

is only in the simplest cass that a
circuit contains one elemdnt a1one A
battery lighting a single lamp or a
single valve-filament is one of the
few practical examples.
The circuits
usually contain several elements, connected either in series or in baral1el.
Two elements are said t be in series
when, in tracing out the path of the
current we encounter them senally,. one after the other. In Fig. 8 (a) the two re
sistances Ri and R2 are connected in this
way.
Remembering that :an electric
current is' an electron-flow,; it will be
evident that the same 'current
02'S
through both o/ them.
Two elements are said to be in parallel
if they. are so connected in the circuit
that they form two alternative paths for
thi' urrent flowing between a pair of
points. In Fig 9 (a), for example, Ri and
R2 are alternative paths for conveying
current from A to B It will be 'evident,
from the nature of things, that the same
potential 1ifference exists across both of
them.

-

,

g

Rl

Ii

E

R2

-r.
a)

¿

IR
Hb)

8.-Resistknces in Series. The circuit (b) is equivalent to the circuit (a), in
the sense that both take the same current
from the battery E, if R = Rs + R2.
Fig.

-

It does nat follow that because two circuit elements have the same potential
difference across them that they are necessanly to be regarded as connected in
parallel. If in Fig. 8 (a) Ri and R2 had.
the sameresistance, it would follow, since
they both carry the same current, that
the potential difference across Ri would
be equal to that across R2. In spite of
this fact, they are very evidently not connected in parallel; the equality of voltage
across them is an accidental result of the
particular relative magnitudes we have
arbitrarily assigned to them, and not, as
in the case of the parallel-connected resistances of Fig. 9 (a), a necessary consequence of their mode of connection into
the circuit.
In other words, Ri and R2 of rig. 8 (a),
if of equal resistance, have equal voltages
across them, whereas Ri and R2, of Fig.
9 (a), irrespective of their relative magnitudes, have the same voltage across
them. Rather a fine distinction, perhaps,
but a very vital one for the clear understanding of circuits of all kinds. Bearing

-

By A. L:

1'*I.

SOWERBy, M.Sc.

-

'7HE

t'lements of circuits, resistances, inductances and., condensers are considered in this instalment, and the effect of
various arrä>igeinents of these elements in â circuit is dealt wit/i

.

quantitatively, wit/i examples.

-

(Continued from page 426 of November 23rd issue)
this point in mind, we can shorten our
definitions by saying that:'In Series" means the same current,
/
'In Parallel" means thé samé voltate.
:

Resistances in Series

Resistances in Parallel
Tumin

to the parallel-connected resistances of Fig.. (a),. we have the funda-

mental fact that they have the same voltage across them; in this case the EMF
of the battery. Each of these resistances
will take a current depending on its own
resistance and on th EMF of the battery;

E!___
(b)

Fig. 9.-Resistances fl Parallel.' The circuit
(b) is equivalent to the circuit (a), in the sense
that both take the same current from the
battery E,

if

iJR

=

ifRi

+

IR/z.

-

.

g

-

In Fig. 8 (a) two resistances, Rs and
R2, are shown connected in series with
one another and with the battery of
voltage E. To relate this circuit to the
simpler ones already discussed we need
to know what single resistance R (Fig.
8 (b)) can be used as a substitute for Ri
and R2 taken together.
We know that the current in the circuit
is everywhere the same; call it I. Then
the potential difference across Ri is IRi,
and that across R2 is 1R2 (Ohm's Law).
The total voltage-drop is the sum of these
two, namely I(Ri + R2), and is equal to
the .voltage E of the battery. In the
equivalent circuit of Fig. 8 (b), E is equal
to IR, and since, to make the circuits
truly equivalent, the current must be the
same in both for the same battery-voltage, we see that R=Ri+ R2. Generalising from this result, we conclude that:The total resistance of several resistances in series is equal to the sum of their
individual resistances.

(a)

the simplest case of Ohm's Law. Calling
the currents respectively Ii and 12, we
therefore know that Ii = E/Ri and 12
E/R2. The total current drawn is the
sum of the two: it is I=E/Ri+E/Rs

Rx=ioo

R,=soo ohms, 53=500 ohms,
ohms, i5.-0000 ohms, E-4o volts.

olmos,

R'.io

Fig. so-A complicated network of resistances. The current through and .voltage
across each can be computed with the aid
of the rules already discussed.

E(iJRi + I/R2). In

the equivalent circuit of Fig. 9 (b) the current is E/R,
which may also be written E(i/R).
Since, for true equivalence between the
circuits, the current must be the same for
the same battery voltage, we see that
i/R = i/RI + I/R2. Generalising from
this result, we may conclude that
If several resistances are connected in
parallel the sum of the reciprocals of their
individual resistances is equal to the reciprocal of their total resistance.
If the resistancs of Fig. 9 (a) were mo
and 200 ohms, the single resistance R
that, connected in their place, would draw
the same current is given by i/R=i/ioo
+I/2000.OI+O.0050.015.
Hence,
R=I/o.o15=66.67 ohms. This could
be checked by summing the individual
currents through ioo and 200 ohms, and
comparing the total with the current taken
'from the same voltage-source by 66.67
ohms. In both cases the result is 0.615
ampere per volt of battery.
Summing up, we have the two rules
which, expressed in symbolic form, are:r. Series Connection. R=RI+R2+

:-

R3+R4+.
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Parallel Connection.

I/R2+I/R3+

-

iJR=i/Ri-i

These rules can be extended_ to cover
quite a complicated network of resistances.
In such cases the algebra required, though
perfectly simple, is inclined to ge't very
long-winded if an attempt is made to
work out a general formula; we will therefore content ourselves with one example,
worked out numerically. The example will
be the circuit of Fig. io; we will find the
total current flowing, the equivalent resistance of the whole circuit, and the
voltage and current of every resistor individually.

Simplification
Tue bunch R2, R3,. R4, R5 is obviously
going to be our stumbling-block, so .we
will begin by simplifying it. In doing
this it is always necessary to work from
the inside outwards. Writing R23 to symbolise the combined resistance of Ri and
R3 taken together, we know that I/R23
= I/R2 + I/R3 = 1/200 + 1/500
0.005 + 0.002 = o.007.
Therefore, R23 =
1/0.007=142.8 ohms. This gives us the
simplified circuit of Fig.
(a). If R23
and R4 were one resistance, they and R
in parallel would make another simple
case, so we proceed to combine R23 and
R4 to make R234.
R234 = R23 + R4
142.8 + 150 =
292.8 ohms. Now we have the circuit of
Fig. ii (b). Combining R234 and R5 to
make R2345, I /R2345 = I/R234 + i fR5
= 0.00341 + 0.001 0.00441;
therefore,
R2345=I/o.00.4I=226.5 ohms. This
brings us within sight of the end; Fig
ii (c) shows us that the total resistance of
the network now is simply the sum of the
two remaining resistances; that is, R of

n

Rl

Rl

¶
R23

E

R5

_L

-

j_R234

R5

'R4

(a)

(b)

t_1IIR
.R2345

_L

_L

.

(C)

479

.

.

(d)

xx-Successive stages in simplifying
the circuit of Fig. io. R23 stands for the
single resistances equivalent to Ri and R3
R234 to that equivalent to R2, R and R4,
and so on. R represents the whole system.
Fig.

A resistance is rated on the basis ofthe opposition it offers to the flow of
current, while an inductance is rated on
the basis of the opposition it offers to a
change in that flow. Two inductances in
series, like two resistances, will evidently'
offer a greater opposition than one,
while if two are
placed in parallel,
thus providing alter':native paths for the
current, the opposii
tion offered by them
jointly will be less
I
DIRECTCIJRRE.NTPILUANMtTLR
j than that of either
We vill
l alone.
therefore jump to the
conclusion that inductances and resistances obey the same
laws, in the sense
that they must be
combinedin the same
-.
way, and will enunciste the rules:
(i) The total inf
ductance of sévgral
¡
if II
inductances in series
i
is equal to the sum of
their individual in_______________ - ductances, and
(2) 1f several inMilliammeter with front removed. The coil lies t ehind the pivot beare conductances
tween the poles of the magnet. When mov ed by a current it
nected in parallel,
sweeps the pointer over the sc ale.
the sum of the revious results. Since Ri carries the whole ciprocals of their ipdividual inductances is
current of 122.5 mA, the potential differ- equal to the reciprocal of their total inductence across it will be 100 X 0.1225=12.25 ance. In symbols
volts. R2345 also carries the whole cur- Series Connection: L = Li + L2 + L3 +
rent (iic); the pd across it will again be Parallel Connection:
I/L=I/LI+I/L2+I/L3+
the product of resistance and current, in
this case 226.5 X 0.1225=27.75 volts. This We shall meet more convincing proof of
same voltage also exists, as comparison the truth of these rules when we come to
of the various diagrams will show, across consider alternating currents.
the whole complex system R2 R3 R4 R5
Condensers
in Fig. io. Across R5 there lies the whole
of this voltage; the current through this
The larger the capacity of a condenser
resistor will therefore be 27.75/ loco
the greater the quantity of electricity reamp.=27.75 mA.
quired to charge it
The same pd across R234 of Fig. ii (b),
to a given voltage.
or across the system R2 R3 R4 of Fig. io,
Note the contrast:
will drive a current of 27.75/292.8=94.75
mA. through this branch. The whole of more ohms or more
this flows through R4 (lia), the voltage henrys connote less
E
current, whereas
across which will accordingly be 150 x
0.09475=14.21 V Similarly, the pd more farads conacross Rg3 in Fig. ii (a), or àcross both note more current.
Take, for exRz and R3 in Fig. io, will be 009475 X
Fig. 12.-Condensers
142.8=13.54 volts, from which we find ample, the circuit
inparaflel. Eachconthat the currents through R2 and R3 will of Fig. 12, where
=
denser takes its own
=
izF.,
Cz
Ci
be respectively 13.54/200 and 13.54/500
charging- current
21LF. The charging
amp., or 67.68 and 27.07 milliamps,
without respect to the
other. Since condenmaking up the required total of 94.75 currents flowing into
sers are rated by their
the two condensers
milliamps for this branch.
charging-current, the
This gives a complete analysis of the are quite independcapacity equal to
entire circuit; we can now collect our cnt; when the curthese two in parallel
stops,
each
conrent
is given by C = Cx
scattered results in the form of the follow+ C2.
denser has accepted
ing table:tne quantity oi eiecRESULTS OF SOLVING FIG. io.
tricity necessary to charge it to the voltage
Current
Voltage
Power
of the battery.
One microcoulomb into
Resistance. (milliamps.). (volts)
(watts)
Ri
122.5
12.25
1.501
Ci, and two into C2, for each volt of the
67.68
13.34
Rz
0.916
battery; total, 3 microcoulombs per volt,
R3
27.07
13.54
0.367
which, by the definition of capacity, is the
R4
14.21
1.346
94.75
amount required to charge 3sF. EviR5
27.75
27.73
0.771

current taken from the battery will there-

.=I22.5
fore be 40/326.5=0.1225
milliamps.
To find the current through each resistor
individually now merely means the application of Ohm's law to some of our pre.

-
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.

L
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-

-

-

Fig. ii (d) is R2345+RI=226.5-i-Ioo=
326.5 ohms. From the point of view of
current drawn from the 40-volt source
the whole system of Fig. io is equivalent
to a single resistance of this value. The

-
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dently, the total capacity of Ci and C2
taken together is the sum of the separate
capacities, and we. may formulate the
rule:
If several condensers are connected in
parallel, they make up a total capacity
equal to the,sum of their individual capa-

'

.

This consists of an instrument in which
the current to be measured is caused to
pass through a coil of wire suspended on
light bearings between the poles of a permanent magnet (see illustrations). The
magnetic field set up by the passage of the

-

cities.

1T

,

C = Ci + Cz ± C3 +
Observe that the rule for condensers in
parallel has the same form as that for
resistances or inductances in series,
Now let us consider the same two condensers connected in series, as in Fig. i3
Owing to the insulation between the two
pairs of plates, the portion of the system
including the upper plate of Ca and the
lower plate of Ci is completely isolated
from the rest of the circuit. In consequence, every electron entering the upper
plate of C2 must involve the loss of one
electron from the lower plate of Ci that
is, the same individual quantity of electricity charges both condensers.
The voltage to which each condenser is
charged by this quantity of electricity Q
depends on its capacity; by the definition
of capacity, Vi=Q/Ci and V2=Q/C2.
In the same way, the capacity C, which, if.
connected across E, would take the same
quantity of electricity to charge it, is given
by C=Q/E. Since the two voltages Vr
and V2 together make up E, C =
Q/(Vr+V2). Putting in place of Va and
V2 their equivalents Q/Ci and Q/C2, we
get C=Q/(Q/Cr+Q/C2) = r/.(x/Cx+
I/C2), whence I/C=r/Ca+I/C2.

.

j ,ì

j

/
-

'

-

/

.

-

r'

"

.

-

;

-

-J.c1
L2

L

L-T

T--i

(a)

(b)

Fig: 13.-Condensers in Series. The voltage
E is divided between the condensers ; hence
each take less charging-current than if it
For
were directly connected across E.
the same charging-current in the two cr'cuits, I/C = I/Cz + I/C2.

-

This is our old friend the "reciprocal.
:aw" atrived at in a new way, and we conclude that:
-

If several condensers are condected, in
series, the sum of the reciprocals of their
separate capacities is equal to the reciprocal of their total capacity.
The rule for condensers in series thus
has the same form as that for inductances
or resistances in parallel.

Measuring Instruments
Although much has been said of current,
voltage, and resistance, the methods of
measuring these have not been discussed.
In everyday practice, as distinct from
laboratory work, current only is measured,
using for this purpose an ammeter or nilliammeter.
-

current through the coil is acted upon by
the field of the magnet, the two being so
disposed that the resulting mechanical
force tends to rotate the coil. Except for
the restoring torque of a light spring, this
is free to turn, carrying- with it a pointer
which moves across a scale calibrated in
amperes or milliamperes.
In order that the current in à circuit may
not be appreciably altered when the meter
is, inserted to read it, an ammeter or milIi
ammeter always has a low resistance.
A voltmeter, which is scaled to read volts
directly, is in reality a milliamrn,eter in
series with a, fixed resistance of high value.
If scaled iii milliamperes, all readings
would have to be multiplied by the. value..
of this resistance (since E = IR) to find thé
corresponding voltages; in a proper voltmeter this multiplication is done once and.
for all by the maker of the instrument when
he engraves the scale, which therefore
reads volts directly.
Although, very much better methods
exist, and are used in laboratory work, it
is usual to measure resistance in everyday
wireless practice by observing independently th current tF'rough, and'íhe.voftage
across, the, resistance to be measured.
Ohm's Law then gives the resistance by.
simple division of voltage by current.
-

j
-

,,'

'934.

-

-

-

-«-

Enlarged view of pivot
The coil can be seen here;
angles to the pointer.
weight on the

'

of enilliammeter.
it moves at right-

Note

balancing

latter.

Che Diary of

dii

SOMEWHAT uneventful week iii which
small trials and disappointments have
seemed too prevalent. More than
once, when I picked out an inviting programme and had settled dosvn to enjoy it,
some unwanted station butted in and marred
reception. However, on calmer reflection,
perhaps things were not so bad as I thought.
On November 22nd I turned first to
Copenhagen for the accustomed Thursday
concert by the Radio Symphony Orchestra
conductéd by Fritz Busch, and heard a
spIrited performance of Brahms' Second
Symphony in D and 'cello solos by Cassado,
who began with an adagio by Bach and fol)flwed .this with his own arrangement of an
allegretto by Schubert.
On Friday evening the usually safe and
reliable Berlin Funkstunde seemed rather
spasmodic, and as I was unable to get satisfactory reception, of Beethoven's Second
Symphony I went on to Strasbourg, where
the orchestra was playing waltz music, apparently in one of the intervals between the
plays which constituted the station's advertised programme.
Searching around somewhat casually I
came in for part of a concert by the small
station orchestra from Munich, and heard
that familiar song "The Rosary " sung
,by a contralto with a voice of such depth
and power that I mistook it at first for a
light tenor.
Saturday proved an unlucky day for me.
I baci settled down comfortably to enjoy the
Beethoven concert by the Basic Music
Society, conducted by Weingartner, which
was being relayed from Beromünster, when,
in, the middle. ?,f the-4th Symphony', Athione
began to iitrude, and I found it practically
impossible to get it quite clear. - I then
went over to Cologne f or a Bach programme
by Prof. Hans Bachern, but here again I
encountered a very perceptible background
from North Regional.

-

Ordinary Listener
Mpnday.was rather a short evening as far
as my own listening was concerned, but I
heard Chopin's Polonaise in A flat played
very clearly and crisply by Herr Grundeis
at Leipzig, änd then -found Juan-les-Pins
coming in without any interference and
transmitting a- gramophone record of the
Toreador's song from "Carmen." Going
over to Milan I came in for some more
records, including several of Caruso's famous
songs, notably "O Sole Mio."

-

When Journals Disagree
On Tuesday 1 turied ììrst to Vienna to
hear Weber's opera, "Euryanthe," by the
Staté Opera Cisoir and the Symphony Orchestra, picking up the concluding portion
of the first act. Then, feeling that I had
neglected Luxembourg for some time, I
switched over to that statioti and found it
coming in clearly and well with a concert
of light music.
The news interval followed, so I went on
to Berlin, wondering what sort of programme I should find there, as none of the
three journals I consulted agreed. Fearing
that I should find myself in the midst of
a lengthy discourse, I was agreeably surprised to discover the orchestra playing
most pleasing music. Later I went over to
Cologne for a number of waltzes by Dvorak,
admirably played on the pianoforte, though
these were slightly marred by a background
of "Wuthering Heights" from North Regional, which did not make a very happy
blend.
From Brussels No. i I heard the Symphony Orchestra and M. Caraei.in Mozart's
"Horn Concerto" in E flat, after which
I settled -down to Radio-Paris for the re-.
mainder of the evening, renewing oid and
almost forgotten memories of the tuneful
music of "Les Cloches de Corneville."
-
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you can have the Merriest Christmas with 'an AUSTIN Set,
and particularly with an ASTIN Radiogram; Just making a
noise is not happiness; neitheris a noise from a'receive' music.
You must have.QUALITY, and A-USTIN Sets -ive QUALITY
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Test Reports March 2nd and August
emphasized ths
High Overall Eflciency
Outstanding Quality ' of Austin Receivers.
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AUSTIN AC. RADIOGRAIVi
GREAT "AUSTIN" RADIO PRILE COMPETITION..
Nothing to Buy
No Entrance Fee:
FIRST PRIZE £25 SECOND PRIZE £22-b
THIRD PRIZE £20

ívw:&i
Adt,i.

oJ

The City AccmuJoio,

Mention oj

Co., Lid.,

....

-
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The STANDARD AUSTIN RADIOGRAM contains the
chassis of our A.C. Super, described above, and is supplied
with three different types of gramophone motors, the handsomely finished cabinet being either burr walnut, mahogany
or oak.

Au8tIn " Receivers at 18 Ono,

50 Vouchers of £10 each.
(in addition to the above prizes, a cheque for £10 will be forwarded
to the Dealer of the F&ro', Second and Third Pr,ze Winners)
You are invited to visit your local dealer for a demonstration of either of the two Austin models, namely, AC.
Super or the Battery Super, and at the same time obtain
from him a free competition entry form.
You are then required to write two paragraphs, each not
exceeding 50. words, on (.A) APPRECIATION, (B)
.
CRITICISM of the Instrument.
If your local dealer is unable to demonstrate send direct
to us for entry form giving full rules and conditions
We will also send the
goveming this Competition.
name and address of your nearest approved Austin dealer.

L'

-

Controls :-(I) Tuning. (2) Wave-bard ani Gram. (3)
Volume and On-off. (4) Tore
(or 12 monthly payments of 35s. 5d.)

for

20 PrIzes ot

.

.

-
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SUPER

A C

Table Model Five-Valve (including Rectifier), Super/set for AC. Mains, wit/i
Twin Matched 8iss. Energised "Rola" Sprake'r. Provision for Pick-up, Extra
Speak arid M ns A
1
Tb i p 1 C
t ns t f Band p os F lt
w th
an inductirely coupled link. The first- Valid is sui of She new Oscars MX4O
Heptode/requency dsangers, having i/se high conversion cooiductanèe of 570 microns/sos.
The 1F. Transformers, of 8 fiJe. find peak separation, have o dynamic resistance
of approxinsalely 200,000 o/sois, so i/sai i/se stage gain of tise frequency changer in
Iso 146
Th ¡ F V lee
pl si
O m VMP4 Va fil mu H F Peni d
loa Double Diode-Triode, tise Osrarn MHD4 one Diode of so/idi is used for Delayed
A.V.C. and the other for Signal Rec.tiJlcation. The output Valve is as Osram
MPT4 Catkin Pentole, giving an output of 3 watt undistorted volume.

--

.

-

-

.

.

.

.

MODEL A, fitted wjth the' well-known Collaro Motor
and Pick-Up
29 Gns.
MODEL B, incorporates the Collaro Automatic Player. The
record switches the.current on when inserted and off when
-
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-

.
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playing. has fiiìishèd

--:

-

'

-.

-

-

32 Gns.

MODEL'C. Fitted-With Gsrrard Automatic Record Changing
-

.

Unit, which plays 8-IO in: or 12 in. records of any
-.
make consecutively - 36 Gns.
.

We shczllbe glad to send
you our

fully illustrated

catalogue upon request

'ai
Norman

BIdg..

i
Cenital Sired.

E.C.I
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Phorr:

Clerkenujell 6205.
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cydes.*
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POWER HANDLING CAPACITY-Two to fifteen watts:
-

FfELI) POWER-Twelve

.:

ti thirty-fie

watts, both D.C.. and A.C. models available.

SENSITIVITY-Probably unsurpaed by .any other cone type moving coil unit.*
-

FLUX DENSiTY- -11,500 tb.. 14,000 lines per rquare. centimetre dependent on field
power.

-

.

-
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TRANSFO.iMJl- Large tapped transformer ínclude4' for trio4e, peAttde
BUM NEUTIlALISING COIL íneluded and ûn AC. model
metal rectifier.
CONE DIAMETEE, eleven- inches.
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-

-
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:ful1

or push-pull.

aiuoothing circuit and

-

See " W. W." test report, sent with full data and curves in "Somechnica1 det.isofMagnavux Modet-.Sìxty'-Six." Price 3d.,post free.
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New

Valves for Old Receivers

Further Points to Consider When Replacing Obsolete Valves

CONTINUING his subject from last

week the author discusses
the replacement of obsolete LF valves hy modern types and
refers also to the employment of pentodes, both HF and LF,
to improve performance of old sets.

V

(Concluded from
page 433
of last week's
issue)

By F. E. HENDERSON

.

.

powered"
In

the

stati on s.
case

of

battery-operated sets I
the HT current feed
there is special scope for improving
is one of the most imold sets by substituting new valves,
L
portant
considerations,
for advantage can then most freand
by
a
careful
study
quently be taken of improved mutual
of valve characteristics
conductance. This improvement takes one
it is often possible to
of two forms-either higher amplification
jsraT
econornise
in
h
t
e
factor or lower impedance. The former
current drain corn'
case results in a shorter grid base for â
patible
with
a
certain
.
given HT voltage, .thus necessitating a restandard of amplifica- 'duction of the applied negative grid bias.
tion in the HF stages.
-aLHaving revised the bias, the effect of such
Here, again, the into
a change is to increase the sensitivity
t
troduction of a variweak signals, but increased control of the
able-mu
is
valve
of
The VMP4K ami
stronger signals becomes necessary to
benefit in that the HT HF screen pentode
avoid over-modulation and distortion.
current taken is very with interelectrode
If a valve of higher mutual conductance
small when biased capacity as low as
is chosen on account of its lower impedto such a negative the gi
ance value, the effect in an output stage
grid voltage as will
is to increase the potential power output.
reduce the volume.
In some cases an audible improvement
sufficiently -for local-station réception, and
modiin this may be accomplished without
an economy is effected.
fication of the circuit, but it is preferable
The reverse state of affairs exists at the
to adjust the output load resistance to
low-frequency end of the set, where any
suit the optimum figure for the valve by
improvement designed to benefit power
means of a suitable transformer or choke.
output will increase the anode-feed curGrid BlasAppros.
Very often_particularly in receivers of
at Max.
Type.
Power Output, - rent and must be considered in conjuncolder design_the decoupling provided is
HT volts.
Mllliwatts
tion with the naturef the HT-whether
inadequate to prevent feed-back when the
battery or mains-rectifier equipment_as
P215
9
150
stage gain is increased, and in many cases LP2
35
-41
any such- increase in power must necesno uecoupiing at au was necessary witn
saily involve eithr larger-capacity
the older low-efficiency valves. Insufficient S'X25 ..........
5,500
- 31
batteries or a more generous rectifier
or badly arranged decoupling results in
output.
Should the replacement of a screen-grid
audio-frequency oscillation, or "motorboating," and this factor should be taken HF valve be under consideration, the
Grid-Current Characteristics
into consideration in making any in- introduction of a variable-mu type may
be
well
worth
as
permitting
an
easy
while
amplification
to
the
by
introcrease
the
Under the heading of grid-current
duction of new valves. The table below and efficient means of volume control. The charácteristics should be included the forgives a comparison of maximum voltage grid-bias volume control method may be ward and reverse currents taken by the
amplification and power output, showing applied in addition to any other method control grid and also the currents taken
the differences in these respects between already in use with the original valve, and by any other grid, such as the "screen"
old type and modern valves of com- is likely to produce a valuable improve- grid of a tetrode.
parable classes.
ment in these days of "more and higherFortunately, with modern hard valves
correctly used, the variation in reverse
COMPARISON OF CHARACTERISTICS-OLD AND NEW TYPES
grid current which indicates softness of
vacuum need not seriously enter into the
Optimum
Overall
Approximate
picture, and seldom does the question of
Class
Type
Amplification
Voltage
Impedance
Power Output
Load
Factor
Resistance
Magnification (at 150 volts).
positive grid current affect the position as
regards replacement valves. It should,
OhflTh
OhmS
however, be noted that with large power
9
Detecthr DER
HL2IO
24
20.000
40,000
16
alveo
valves a total resistance in the grid circuit
R1.2 ........
40,000
27
18,000
10
of more than 250,000 ohms is not recom40
l)etector I MH4
11,000
30,000
30
mended, this resistance to include grid
MR41
80
53,100
30,000
35
Valves
leak, any HF blocking, decoupling, etc.
13
11
12,000
24,000
7.5
¡ L210
16
Valves i L21
8,900
18,000
10.5
-The screen-grid current in tetrodes and
pentodes is important as its value will
l5
Valves
affect the actual voltage applied to the
a
screen grid.
It might thus be quite

IT

is on the audio-frequency side that

In replacing a valve of one type with
one of another it seldom happens that a
simple interchange of valves can be
effected without any modification to
supply voltages, and particularly is this
the case with LF amplifying or
power valves.
The non-technical user
is liable to be misled by advertisements extolling increased amplification
by the introduction of this and that
new valve and to forget that any triode
valve to give greater voltage aniplification, or higher "amplification factor,"
can only do so by reason of a closer grid
control. (Increased amplification in a
screen-grid tetrode or pentode valve is
mainly a function of the mutual conductance, and in such cases "ap-iplification
factor" has little or no practical meaning.) Higher "amplification factor" involves a shorter grid base, and hence the
replacement of an LF or power triode by
another of a higher factor means a reduction in the grid bias, or anode current
distortion will result.
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Receiversfeasible to obtain poorer' results from a
replacement valve even though of higher
efficiency, simply. because its screen current being higher than that of the original
valve, a lower actual screen voltage is ob-.
tamed, thus restricting the input and
magnification. The remedy is to adjust
the values of resistance in the screen- grid
feed circuit to those recommended by the
makers.
Interelectrode capacity is an exceedmgly
important characteristic which has marked
éffects on receiver performance, more
particularly in receivers incorporating
ganged circuits.
When substituting
valves in sets in which the tuned circuits
are ganged, therefore, it is essential that
some attention should be paid to the trimming condensers if the anticipated improvement is to bé realised. Different
types of valve vary considerably in capacity_from about 0.002 mmf. to 0.01 mmf.
for the anode-grid capacity in screen grid
valves, and from 3 mmf. to over 14 mmf.
for triodes.
The high values present
with certain power triodes call for precaùtions.in the gridçircuit to prevent distortion caused by spurious oscillation.
Introduction of a series resistance in the
grid-filament circuit, or across the intervalve transformer secondary, is helpful in
enablirg full advantage to be taken of
improved yalves.
New Valves for Old

-

¿

Pentodes

F

It is a common belief that the introduction of an HF pentode in place of a screen
gridj tetrode will result in considerable
benefit in HF gain, and in certain cases
this may be so. Such a step, however,
should not be taken without due consideration for other constants in the
circuit.
For instance, it may be that the anodegrid capacity of the pentode in combination with a high value of mutual conductance will introduce such feed-back in a
circuit as to render the whole HF ampli:
fier unstable. Some HF pentode valves
show an anode-grid capacity very much
in excess of the screen grid tetrodes, and
thus necessitate the use of tapped tuning
coils if stability is to be maintained and
selectivity not spoiled: Later types, an
example of which is the VMP4K type (illus-.
trated on the previous page), have an
interelectrode capacity as low as a screen
grid tetrode',' and these valves can usually
be employed in place of tetrodes with'
improved gain providing suitable tuning
coils of high dynamic impedance are
used to take advantage of the pentode
characteristic.
Another point to bear in mind is, of
course, the difference in the pin arrangement; most HF pentodes bearing a sevenpin base which enables the metallised
coating to be earthed, and thus a change
is necessitated in the type of valve holder
and the wiring of this.
A third point to bear in mind is that the
resistance network suitable for an original
screen grid valve in a set is not neces-

Wfill

-

-

sarily applicable to the HF pentode, and
the manufacturers' instructions should be
carefully followed in such cases.
The introduction of an HF penode to
the detector.stage is also often worth consideration as tendirrg to improve both the
selectivity and the sensitivity of the
receiver.

The Output Stage -.
Many users wishing to increase the sensitivity of a receiver are desirous of changing the output valve, if a triode, for one
of the pentode class. While this modification will undoubtedly result in an increase in magnification, certain precautions are necessary if quality is to be
maintained.
For instance, it is never advisable to
adopt such a change if the LF amplifier
employs an intermediate stage of amplification between the output and the etector. 'the use of pentodes should be
restricted to sets with a single stage of LF
only. Secondly, it is extremely important
to make certain that the correct matching is employed between the pentode and
loud speaker by means of a suitable transformer. In the third place a filter to prevent ùndue amplification of the higher
frequencies is essential, and this usually
takes the form of a condenser and resistance in series across either the output
transformer primary or the grid filament
circuit of the pentode.
When employing pentodes it is also
advisable to ilse as high a value of HT
voltage as 'permissible, as the quality of
reproddction deteriorates with a falling
voltage on the -pentode to a greater extent
than,is noticeable with a triode.
'

000
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manufacturers...

Space does not permit of further discussion on the mechanical developments
which have taken place in valves, but
modifications in mechanical technique
over the past few years woul1 alone
justify the re-valving of an old-type
receiver by a reduction in the chances of
microphonic noise and background interference, and by introducing a general improvement in robustness and reliability to
the whole set.

THE RADIO' INDUSTRY
ABROADSHEET showing the appropriate
Rola extension speakers for use with
most well-known receivers has just been
issued by the British Roia Co., Ltd., Minerva
Road, Park Royal, London, N.\V.io.
,'

,'

4>

Baker's Selhurst Radio, Ltd., are about to
produce a synchronous electric clock which
will be mounted in a bakeiite cabiiiet to match
the Fydelitone loud speaker. The price will
be 29s. 6d,
4>

0

7th,

output stage in place of that hitberto employed. The double pentode of the QP2I
type facilitates this owing to the fact that
no driver stage is required, and all that is
necessary is to modify the output valve
circuit and introduce the correct push-pull
transformers.
It need hardly be said that in mainsdriven sets no such modification of the
output stage is desirable unless the whole
rectifier circuit is taken into consideration
at the same time.
In considering the re-valving of an AC
mains ,set it is important that the rectifier
valve should not be neglected.
This
valve is the source of power to the set,
and is normally operating under even
more severe conditions than any of the
amplifying valves. A good plan, therefore, is to see that the rectifier is replaced
at regular intervals, and in this case there
need be no hesitation in utilising the same
class of valve again-here it is helpful that
rectifiers have fortunately been more or
less standardised between various valve

4,'

/0

DECEMBER

It

4>

4>

4>

wlll hardly be news to most readers

that

valve manufacture is an increasingly important
part of the Ferranti activities. The new valve
list just introduced by the firm is an exceptionally useful publication containing as it
does characteristics, typical circuits and base
connections for each type. Copies are obtainable from Hollinwood, Lancs.
4>

4>

4,'

4>

Henry Ford Radio', of 56, Howland Street,
Tottenham Court Road, London, Wi, are
suppliers of American valves, and have just
issued a list 'describing the principal, types in
stock.
The QP2I, a double pentode, which with
proper precautions, can be used for the
final stage as a class "B " output.

In addition to the simple changes of
valves which have been outlined above,
together with the precautions to be observed before any such change can be
adopted, there are, of course, more complicated modifications which can be
attempted by the more experienced
reader. Thus it is sometimes possible
in battery sets to introduce a Class "B"

As stated reeeñtly in this column, the Radio
Development Company, of Aidwych House,
Aidwych, London, W.C.e, have taken over the
manufacture and distribution of Epoch loud
speakers. A catalogue has just been issued.
4,.

s

<e

preparation sold under the trade name of
Non-resona" has just been iniroduced by
Radio Acoustics Company, 15, Pembroke Road,
\Valthainsto,v, London, E.17. It is claimed
that the substance, when used for treating the
interior of radio cabinets, will practically
eliminate resonance and definitely reduce
distortion due to reflection effects.
A
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Modrn..:..odpeiker'
Extension Units and Quality Reproducers
\/ the loud speakers fitted as standard to the majority of moderate
priced receivers a tendency to stereotyped performance ss to be
not ed. There is, however, no lack of diversity on the loud speakers

manufactured for sale as separate untts, and it is in this category
thai we may look for new and original developments;

quencies from the larger unit, and the
possibility of over-accentuation in the overlapping region is thereby reduced. On the
other hand, troubles may arise due to the
resonance of the tweeter" capacity with

.
.
.

IN

principal factor governing the reproduction
of transients, but experience indicates that,
provided the frequency range extends fai
enough in the top, the reproduction of
transient sounds will be amazingly realistic,
even though the mass of the moving parts
reponsible for the low notes may be quite
considerable. Now that "tweeter" units.
sones. To-day the are becoming available to the general public
speaker is as it is not difficult to extend the frequency
\ loud
much an integral range of existing loud speakers, provided.
of course, that the receiving set is already
The Rothermelpiezodelivering these frequencies to the output
electric "tweeter "
stage. Theoretically, it is desirable to use
has a useful Irequency range from - electrical filtars to separate the component
O
*
3,500to 12,000cycles
frequencies passed to the low- and high-note
and a sharp acoustic
loud speaker units, but the majority of the
below
cut-off
3,000
existing high-note units have an inherent
cycLes.
acoustic cut-off at the lower end of their
part of the commercially produced set as frequency range which is sufficient to preelectrical equipment is of the modern car.
But the fact that every car now has its standard lighting set has not diminished the sale
of auxiliary spot lights or fog lamps, and
special head lamps with optically worked
lenses are still in demand at 2O or 3O a
pair.
Iii the loud speaker field a very similar
state of affairs exists at the present time,
and there is a market both for extension
loud speakers for use as accessories to existing sets and for specially built reproducers
designed to meet the demands of those who
are prepared to build receivers with the
necessary frequency response to do them
justice.
The demand for high quality of reproduction has never been more insistent than
it is at the present time. Those who have
been fortunate enough to listen to a widerange reproducer are seldom satisfied until
.,J

the early days of broadcasting makers
of receiving apparatus invariably left
the choice of a loud speaker to the
discretion of the purchaser, just as the
motor car manufacturer expected his custo find his
-'
own lighting equipment and acces-

-tomer
\

-

L,

.,
-

Designed for use with a horn baffle, the
Voigt moving-coil unit has a subsidiary diaphragm which becomes a strong radiator of
energy in the extreme top.

the inductance of the output transformer,
and unless a suitable low-frequency unit is
already in use it is probably better to itivest
in a complete assembly in which the matching troubles have already been cleared up
by the manufacturer.
There are several alternative and equally
successful methods of extending the frequency range without resorting to the use
of a separate unit. In one case a subsidiary
cone of small diameter and acute angle is
attached to the moving coil on the apex of
the main diaphragm. At high frequencies
the sound energy is transmitted direcfly
into this small cone, and the junction of
the main cone is sufficiently resilient to by-

-.

-r

'

-

-

A large-diameter cone for the bass and a
moving-coil "tweeter-" for the treble are
merged in the Blue Spot "Super Dual.

/
.

T-

-

-

'

''

.

1

vent serious overlapping. In the case of
horn-type units the cut-off- is determined by
the diameter of tite fiare of the horn, and
in the case of piezo-electric units by the
diameter of the cone diaphragm.

\,
-

i

I..

Combining Dual Units
-

,

p.

An example of dual
s

matched units-the
Celestion Model Szg.

¶

.

'

,

e-_-

--'

-

they have found some means of extending
the frequency response of their own equipment to a similar extent.
It hat often been argued that the inertia
of the moving parts in a loud speaker is the

L

-

-

it is, therefore, quite feasible simply to
connect the "tweeter" in parallel with
the existing loud speaker, and quite vatisfactory results will be obtained provided
that the low-frequency unit does not show a
pronounced resonance in the region of the
overlapping of the frequency ranges, and
that the unit is of a type which will not
be damaged mechanically by the large amplitudes associated with the low-frequency
components of the transmission. Capacitative units, such as those of the piezo-electric type, tend to by-pass the higher fre-

-

-

/

j

.

A hard

'

.

-

baklised

cone material
gives good response
to high frequencies
in the
Hartley
T

urn e r

I

speaker.

ou

.

.

-

-

.

-

d

pass vibrations which might otherwise pass
into the main cone. At low frequencies the
small diaphragm is carried as a passenger,
and only slightly increases the mass of the

-
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The Modern 'Loud Speakersystem as a whole. Much can be done to

quate reproduction of the bass s far' too
large to accommodate in the 'average room,
but a reproducer has recently made its appearance in which a big step forward has
been made in the solution of the probleni.
It is designed to fit in a corner of the room,
and the walls form an extension of the
loud speaker baffle. The dimensions have
further been reduced, by the judicious use
of reflectors, and the lower frequencies,
which might be attenuated by the restricted
dimensions of the horn, are strengthened by
a special "bass chamber" with an outlet
in the floor of the cabinet. The characteristics of this reproducer are almost identical
with those of a straight horn, having
virtually four times the volume.

'

'

'.

strengthen the upper register by the use of
a hard material for .the main diaphragm,
but this method requires skilful handling if
resonances are to be avoided.

-.

-.

f
.

.'
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Matching Devices

Apart from quality reproducers, the most
important class of separate loud speaker
:

/

i

..

..

.

.,,.
'

'

'

.

,

The Magnavox Model "Sixty-Six " is
equipped with .a powerful energised field

magnet.'

.:
.

-

'

units are those used as extension units for
existing receiving sets. The matching re4uirements for an extension unit difler.
widely from set to set. Some sets are designed for a high-impedmnce load on the
extension loud speaker terminals, while
others require a load of r*t more than one
or two ohms. For the low-impedance loud.

For..tbose» who have not yet had experience with a wide range reproducer a word
of warning is necessary. An extended high-

"

-

'

\

\

.

frequency response tends to accentuate
clicks and background noises due to interference from electrical machinery, and the
wide-range reproducer can only be fully
enjoyed in.districts which are free from this
trouble. In such cases it is better to invest
in one of the better-class single-diaphragm
units, which, although they may only go
up as far as 5,000 or 6,000 cycles, are capable
of handling the range below these. frequencies really well. In all the best examplès

.

.

F!

,

j

,

,.

I

'

-

.

.

-

«

/

I
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.

.

.

.

7
.

.

Rapid comparison of results with different
matchin" ratios is made possible in the W.B.
"Stentoan" units by the rotary tapping
switch,

.

'

.

;

.

.

-

-. ..
b

i

.

-

'
.

,

.

.

.

speaker it may be said that the effects of
capacity between the leads is negligible, but,
on the other hand, the resistance may be,'i,m,ssrshlp

wifh

the

s
..
-

-

-

-

-

An examplè of the
.application of nickel'aluminium alloy in
a quality loud
speaker of the permanent-magnet type
-the Goodman's
"12 watt" unit.

of this type it will be found that the secret
of success is a high flux density in the gap.
This is easily recognised in the energised
type by the physical dimensions of the magnet system, and the new nickel-alumiiiium
alloy has improved the performance of the

equivalent permanent-magnet types 'beyond
recognition.
There are many who hold that the horntype loud speaker, on account of the improved air loading and the fact that the
diaphragm is not called upon to develop
such large amplitudes, is. capable of better
quality of reproduction than the latter
type of unit. Unfortunately, a horn of
sufficiently large dimensions to ensure ade-

-

Designed to fit into acorner of the room,
the latest Voigt domestic loud speaker retains
the acoustic characteristics of its large-sized
straight " horn equivalent.'

.,

.

f

.

.
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'

.

-
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.

\

g

imnedani-.e

nf

the moving coil. In the case of the highimpedance unit the reverse is the ease, and
the resistance of the leads may be neglected,
but capacity is important. As many sets
employ pentodes in the output stage, however, and as a by-pass condenser is probably
already fitted in the set itself, the extra
capacity of the leads may be neglected.
The problems of matching are solved in
the majority of extension loud speakers by
the use of a multi-radio output transWhile this may result m some
former.
slight loss of efficiency on a few of the
ratios, there can he no doubt that this policy
is the correct one, for the user who is not
certain of the correct ratio to employ can
at least adjust his loud speaker by ear to
.
-

...
-

-

Atypicalexample
of the modern
extension loud

speaker-the
'i

Baker

tone"

Fydeli-

'.
--

-

'

.

.,,

ti;L.
-

'

F

1,

g

.

in moulded

bakelite cabinet.

i.:,

i1

I.lULTlMU
i

-.,

.

ii»

The principle of "impedence tuning" with
a switched multi-ratio transformer is incorporated in the R. & A. "Multi-Mu" loud
speaker.

-

the best results from the point of view ol
efficiency and quality of reproduction.
One great advantage of an extension loud
speaker is that it can be installed in the
room in the best position from an acoustic
point of view. The fact that many sets are
equipped with a "silencing key " for the
internál loud speaker sdggests that instructive experiments might he carried out by
way of comparison. In fact, we may find
ourselves, at some not far distant date back
in the position of the pioneers with receiver and loud speaker invariably built as
separate units-the latter without any of
the restrictiojss imposed by the limitations
of the receiver cabinet.
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It is a gratifying fact that the only correapondence commenting on our
advertising we have had so far has been from W.B. " Stentorian " users,
who accuse us of understating our case
As production has never quite caught up to public demand, we. are not
unduly disturbed about that; and in this advertisement we shall content
ourselves with reiterating our claims and inviting the reader to test
them for himself.
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MODEL PMSI

natural and colourful reproduction 0f low flotes. Top
response is adequate up to broadcasting limits.
The improved "Microlode
device, giving accurate
matching and also enabling the Stentorian' to be usedwithout alteration-as a low-impedance "extension"
if desired, brings better "balance" of reproduction
(see "Wireless World," 9/11/34).
thousand of Stentor n
r now h
u ed in the horn
of r dio nthu
t and nine
dealers Out of ten stock thei. Test one for yourself.
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The eictusive magnetic material(prov. pat.) used in W.B.
Stentonans provules nearly double the flux of any other
at similar cost. Therefore sensitivity and range of reproducon are supenor Xo those obtainabk in any other way.
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PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING-COIL SPEAKERS
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For
yone ssho i
d o mind d th AvoM no
s
the supreme Xmas Gift. It gives a pleasure that
wili endure, (or it ensures improved and permanently
trouble.(ree set performance.
Every fault can be
quickly traced-every radio problem solved at home.
TI-te AvoMinor is TEN separate testing meters in
one, giving ten different ranges of direct readings in
enilliamps, volts and ohms; No other combinatIon
instrument affords sùch convenient testing facilities
with such dependable accu racy.
The AvoMinor is the ideal gift to give AND to
receive. Suitably contained in a handsome presenta.
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RADIO SERVICING SIMPLIFIED
This invaluable book makes a eselcome gift. lt
is a complete survey of radio testing in nontechnical luncuage. The testing of modern valves
and every phase of fault-finding are caplained in

.

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER& ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO. LTD.
Winder House, Douglas Streo, London, S.W.1.
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enthusiastic appreciation.
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Mention o/ " The Wi,-eless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure tro'npt attristant.
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MISCELLANEOUS. ADVERTISEMENTS
NOTICES.

.

TRE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these
colamos is
12 weeds or less. 3/- and 3d. loe every
additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
address most be counted.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.

.

Fer the convesienre of peis'ate advertisers, letters
may be addressed tonambers at " The Wireless World
Office, When this is desired, the sum of lid, te defray
the cast of registration cod to cover passage on replies
mast be added lathe advertisement charge, which most
include tIse words Bon nos, c/n "The Wireless World,"
All replies should be addressed to the Bas number
abosen in the advertisement, e/o "The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Stamford Street, London,

AS ÖTHERS,
HEAR' US

SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed te Trade Advertisers
as toliows on ordersfor consecutiveinsertionu,ltrovsded a
contract is placed io advance, sodio the absence at Crush
instructions the entire" copy" is repealed them the
previousissue 13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 26 consecutiee, 10% ; 52 cotssecntive, 15%.

S.R.m.

Rewires who er/dy lo Box No. adveefioceae,tts see
,cueoed agolad oexdiug ec,ss'ltaewe through the Port
except i,t ,'eg,'sle,'ed casarlo/seo; lai tall ouch casco the ,00e
o/the Da/costi Syoless is rrcoo,etr,clrd, and Ihr encele/ce
should bectciarty ,saiked "Deposit Depaet,uesmi."
-

ADVERTISEMENTS Cor these columns are accepted
np to FIRST POST on MONDAY MORNING (previous
to dale of issae( al the Rend Offices of "The Wireless
World," Dorset Rouse, Stasotocd Street, London, SEl,
er on SATURDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
19, Rertlord Street, Coventry ¡ Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham. 2; 260. Deaassgate,
Manchester, 3; 26s, Renileld Street, Glasgow, C.2.

Advertisements that arrive loo lute for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the tollowingissue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly peepaid.

-advertisements
The proprietors retain the right to retase or withdraw
at their discretim.

--

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for adverpayable to ILIFFE
tiaemeot,should be made
&SONSLtd.,aod crossed ..._---Notea being
untraheable if lost in transit should not be sent as
remittances,
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement
and tIse date of the issue io which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible 1er clerical or
printers' errors, althoogb every care is taken to avoid
mistake,.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

Mussfacture,o
rilochn offered is

Ssrpisc, Clearasce

nod

Bojfle."

'The

first thing to note is that an output power
of 12 watts AC. is more than s usuaily thought
necessary for any home citnditions. But there is a
greal feeling of ease when one knows that there are
ample reserves to be called on when required-as,
for example, when a heavy orchescral passage
approaches a climax. Onedoes not hove to apologise
either to another or to oneself because s heavy note
just began to crack. We believe in having a large
margin of power, particularly for local transmissions, with which one
to be able to achieve
a hih standard of quality.
We have already stated or implied that this is ais
instrument of quality. But that does not by any
means completely describe our judgment 0f it.
Indeed, we find it alittle difficult to put our views
into words, for even a casual hearing is sufficient
to indicate that the diararteristics are different from
those of any other commercial receiver that we have

est5

No one who is familiar with what has been
achieved in the art ofsound reproduction ran have
the slightest doubt that this Hartley-Turner approximation to realism io a particularly close one.
One need only itemise its solid achievements. .

issue can be accepted up to FIRST
DECEMBER 14th.
FRIDAY,
POST,

tot

Extract from report in the December "Gramophone"
on the Hartley-Turner Sf2 receiver and the HartleyTurner load speaker mounted in the "Truc-Basa

1.

2.
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RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS, ETC.
ARMsT1«»b0_1935 Radio Chassiu Programme.

3.

4.

5.
-

bnsdpuns oupehrtrrudy
5e.
A RMSTRONG.-Lutrot
chassis, nith fully deluyrd %.V.C., 7 highly efficient
tuned circuits. bandpnso input, Marconi Heptsdr frequency
chancre, combined 1t detector aod oie,illntor. bandpast
IF. coupled to Marconi HF. protude, bundpass coupled
lu Cerose Dus ble Diode. giciug diotortionleoo detection
und '..V.C., rciint.,nrr croo pled to Mondo high lupe Peoiodr, Monsoni bi-phone rectifier, toll siuiun illoeoinated
tuning, calibrated inwueelengths, coiobined rodio nod
geuniophose colonIe control. coerertost pentedc output,
gluing roceptiesally good reproduction; £6l8/6, isith
poIses, royaltiri paid
ouprrheterodyne pha,nis, AC.
ARMSTRONG.-Unisersnl
or D.C. Ionien, speeifipatioo as noprrhetrrudysr deuccibcll ahoye, complete esith MuUocd caMeo, coyaltiro
.21.

-

-

Receleers and Amplifiers,

( 1[MSTRONG.-Lateut 4-ralee, 3-pestade, Rndiogram
.tL
chaooia. 6.0. 0 sss, incorporestiug 3 tosed eis'caits,
lull baudpans tuning, horicontol drise calibrated in
lengths, combined rodio and gramophone no itching, 3 rotta
006pat; this arti drnignrd chassis hua good oeleetirity ujth
noiseless background; £5/18/6 cossapletu, ready to suitok
on aith the sdolition of o speaker.
4 RMSTRONG.-Uuiveceul 4-s-aloe b.C. D.C. Radiogrum
choasio, speril cation as shore; 05/18/6 cosoplete.
4 LL Armstrong Chaasia ore Couot:acted of the Highest
Grade Components Theaughout, carry 12 months
and are scot on 7 days' approral,

c.srriugepajd6'

A I6MSTRONG MANUFACTURING Co., 100,
Rd., N.W.1. 'Phone: Gailiver 3105.

King's
[7140

SALES-This erect's oelertioo oeil called the
'[JTILITY
oupre bargain:-

6.

There is not a trace of bass boom.
There are no obtrusive middle register
Frequencies up to over 0,000 cycles per
second are strongly reproduced.
Speech is clear and articulate wtth none of
that 'cheutmess' with which we are su
familiar in reproduction.
DefInition and resolving power as between
different instruments of the orchestra und as
between different people in an assembly is
of a very high order.
A violin is readily distinguished from a flute
and an oboe from either; timpani have the
right skinny quality, arid are nul cavernous;
applause is sharp und explosive ;.tambounnes.
triangles und the like are quilç &otinct and
recognisable."
In other

THAT ROLL AWAY
THE ACOUSTIC FOG.,
Illustrated literature free on request.

HARTLEY TURNER
RADIO LTD.,
Thornbury

5-u-oler 200.250 AC. set. 3 S. grid Peutade,
COMPLETE
rectifier, enes-gised mnuiug coil, iliamisateol dial,
chuosin built in eplesdid cabinet, esfume to fili ball,

40.50 stations from Normody to Budapest, not midget, 12.
month gaueantce; £4/15/6, carriage paid.
SALES, Faceitene Corner, 57, Pros-d St.,
UTILITLY
London. Psddisgtou

words

THE RECEIVER AND SPEAKER

Road,

Isleworth,

Middlesex.
Telephone

:

HOUnslow

4488.

0251.[7157

Radio Data Cha,ts"

Etc.-Contd.

HlLIP KOY IVietoria) Christmas Set Bargains:6/19/6.-Ceuces
5-cuIse
supeu-het,
200.250-colt,

tested.

Owing to the Christmas Holidays, the
issue of "THE WIRELESS WORLD"
for December 21st must be cloned
for press earlier than usual.
ADVER5MISCELLANEOUS
The
in that
TISEIPENTS for insertion

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.

Readers who hesitate to send money te advertisers
io these celununa maydeal in perfect safety byasailing
themselves nf eue Deposit System. If the money be
deposited with "The Wireless World," b0th parties
are ades,ed otilo receipt.
The time allowcd for decision is three days, counting
from receipt of gouda, after sshich period, if buyer
derides not to retain goods, they must be resumed to
sender. Ifasaleisefieeted,bnyerrnufmcleustoremit
ansount fo seUer, but it ant, seller instructs nato return
amount to deposiloe. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
botin the event nf annate, and sub/ret to there being
nudiflerent arrangeeneat besseren buyer and seller each
payscamage one way. The selleetakes the risk of lasa
nr damage in transit, for sehich see take co responsi.
bility. For all transactions np to Lin, a deposit fee of
5/- is charged; nc trasssaetioss over
so and ondee
loo, the ten is a/b; ovee Les, 5/-. All deposit matters
ace dealt with at Dorset House, Stamfoed Street,
London, S.E.I, and cheques and mosey orders should
be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
SPECIAL NOTE-Readers who reply lo advertisemusts and receive no answer to their enquiries are
reqsse,ted to regard the silence as an indication that the
gnosIs advertised bave already been diuposed of. Advertuer, sties receive so many enquiries that it is qoite
impossible In reply to each one by posi. When sending
remittance, direct to as advertiser, stamp for return
should also be included for sao in the event ol the
application prooiaganssrcesiful,

Lith

Plessey chassis, Magnas-os moning coil, vsmpIe5u
B.V._x. solves, in istou-istic walnut cabinet, fall
watts Outpat, listed £14114.
ladoatriol 4-cals-e superhet, 200-256 D.C.,
L6/6.-Fox
complete scith latest HF. pentodes asd Mugsas'an
SiC., in supeeb 'cutout sosbiset, listad £13/13.
battery rreeioee, 2-gasg Polar tub.
d)O
U Ormosd LS., is dock oak cabinet, listed
Ñ si /11-8.0.3
£0115 (withunt salero).
and lospeet; ocre hundred urto to phouor trum;
CIILL
end. or c.e.o., rarrioge lanyard.
HILIP KAY. Lqd., L7 Strutton Ground, OWl.
n

3

P

[7161

4-euler AC. Superhrt, lioted
KOLSTER.BR11NDES
£12/Il, pretest rendition; £717.
1.yns
Rodingruno,
liuted £l8/18, prrteet
A.C.
TTLTRA.
5._J
esuditius, ohup onilrd; £11/li.
4.iater AC. Suprrhrt. tinted £13/13. cnmplete.
FOXus neo; £7,-50 Flat, MontrE St.. Nl.
[7174
Wirrfeso

A.C.

complete; 1mm £2;
fsm., "Oahdrnr." Camden

Sete,

CarehaRno.17042

SEVERAL
labro foe drbt.-hitec

Rd.,

7

Kilodyne Four, 13 to 500 metres, criSIs
£4/b-A. Brenis-ich.

FDDYSTONE
A palero 6 months old; sacrifice.
1ilytno, tVarsirk.

17149

Kit nf Part,

Wireless World Quality Ampli.
Ø0.7E
fire, complete in deny detail, including vslscu;
amplifier only. £8/in; feeder unit, 36/.
Kit st Puits tor ' Wireless SVorld" Olympic S.S.
ØDRSia. eoasplrte in merry detail, including salees and
lood-speubrr; £14/10.
Kit of Porti ter SVireirio World' Stondord A.C.3,
ØDRceocpletr u'ith cale-ci ond upyabre; 111/10.
END loe Detailed Lint ni Components for Either ni
u
the Above Kits; cunriugr paid, caeh o)th order.
'UTARD, 46, Fsrringdon St., London, E.C.4. Phone:
VV
[6907
Hslbnru 9703.
foe

'

Single Span, Rich und Bandy trasnlormer, other
first choice, reell ca,satrocted. tilGe
12 goineos.-Rust:roytr, 50, Boa Loor, Loodon,
[7124
E.C.4.
Radio L'uit-Bond pans. 2 V.M. ralees, perfect
B,S.R.
job ready to ose mith ESE. or any goad amplifier,
cost £12115; accept £5.-Jacknan. Britannia Pier, Great
[7138
Yarruoutls.

AC.components

used;

6-stage S'voI re rece nl model noper.
sopee
voIces, 200-250 AC., listed

L6/19/6.-Relesstane
hels, steuight.line Lucerne dial, oqaare-tret
erainut

cabinet.

B.V.A.

£14/14, an bcand neue.
O5/15.-Rrgentone band-pneu

4,

superb lob.

200-250 AC., B.V.A. raiera, listed

£11/li,

of

Abacs

above,

brand

£4/15. ditto S'colo couper feet.

nl Any of the Abner et Knockout
Bei., Falhans, S.W.6.

Series

sn

Clous B 4.enlee. Rota SIC. nqnarrL3/15._loegcntone
feet :.alnut cnbinet, aithoat raleen, as brand ness;

CRASSIS
Cay, 23, Piteare
il

no

Pelees.[7178
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MIDGETS, 6.snloe

FRE.QUENÇY,
-

ITORTEXION

AC/D.C. 200-250,'., 13.50, 190-550.

-MarcoÑ

Yuneqssalled by the

GUARANTEED

CH-A V1G-E RS.Ø

1. 5 mA/V., can be obtained with
Marconi MS4B
frequency
s
changer. If, however, A.V.C. control
is. required, this figure is reduced
some 60% or more, as the rectifierS
efficiency drops very considerably.
Thus we are led to employ the
Heptode, which also possesses
important advantages as regards sim-,
plicity and even operation over a
wido range of frequencies.
The Marconi range therefore includes

(7146

Elli.(7153

'-VALVE Snperhet. Albo Chasses (by Piessey), 7 tuned
sIsees, deloycel, A.V.C.. lo-ni diet, cesce'itch, 7 be.
sepoention, Muilceel coloco, 'C. 200.250 cuits; demonsteo.
tien daily at 94, High Holboe'n; ehosuis complete o'ith
2loiIacd calces, beend seo, lees speeker end cabinet,
£7120.-Redio Cleoeaoee. 94, Higle Roikorn, W.C.1.

these

Consignment ei Emeeeosn 1935 "Hce,nd the
6-e-aloe Supeeheteeodyse, 1e-2,0OO soetres,
eepaeote mosebonde, aceleioeed by tende na the best
nil-oese receioec yet produeoel, aeroplane dici tuning,
lIso-Lite" baoel suitehing, dynamic speakec. eutonentiec
,oluune control, gr,emo boce pick-up, e-oient cabinet
16)' in. high, 131,/um. c-ide-Write loe eholessele eotoiogese

FiRST
Wo-Id"

E.18.[7016
Buckiogham Rd., Sooth

TORTEXlON

P°°°
Quoiity.

Barguiou.

o! large qoantity ol
Liocoln-Stewart eliminators enobies sos to otter thorn
ut oasrrifice peices; all mosielu K.K. toc 200-250c.;
25 soilliasop. output, 9/il; A.C. 30 soiltiacop. output, with
Westinghouse rectifier, etc. 24/51, oe with halt amp.
trickle chargee incueporot.rol, price only 37/6; alI tulip
guacantd. See other bargains in Components Section.
Mcii Orders Dseect to Pe.r1 cod Peon, 190,
ALLBishopogate,Lorcdors, E.C.2. Tel.: Bishopsgotr

Now on Sale

ore

tniteblo

loe

sii

PM°°,
P'M°
P

P'M°

E'LIMINAPORS.-Speriol purchase

c?i

A. BROWN), 182, Tise Beoadesay,
Tel.
Libeety 28i4.
[6954
Moins Teonoioemers Leed io Price end

Teessloemers Gnarusteed loe 2 Year,,
end the heel Beitisli metaciels, 21,4 mils, thick insulnteog p00cc bete' eco eno h loyer, exieh ntonderd
peemoceks, 2/0-250e. 50 ecoIca, oli secsndeeiea C.T.
250-0-250e. 60 mc., 40. i to 2e., 4e.
2 te 4o, open typo, 9/-; shrouded, 11/; post SeL
bRs.StOtJOtT F'eeroeert III. 350-0-350e. 75 mu., 4e.
2-5e,, 4e. 3 to 5e.. opon lygo. 12/-; shesuded, 14/-;
post Sd.
Teunslnrmeru Mude to Ynur Onn
PAR55lorN1.
Specification; price according to nottoge; qontationo
by return.
3500-350c. 120 ms., 40.. 2.Sa., 4e. 4w.,
40. 5a .0000 type, 14/-. shrooded, 15/6; post 1/-.
UTE are Proud al our 5-calor Sopeo lsduceunce Re-

I"

co cria ge pa io!

SPECIAL Ckeistsoos

liT.8 s, S or 10, 4e,
tI/S. shrouded 16/6;

S.

Trenoformees
P %RAM(IUNT
W.\V." Ciresits.

MA ON.
VALV[5

and PEARL, 190, Bishnpngale, London, E.C.2.
bolbowicg kargains guacont
neo- gcoalo;

-

Wieebledoo, 0.W.i9.

Heptodes:-

ceicec; seite lar

MAINS EQUIPMENT.

shrouded

e ecse'deog lo soattage, 6v. Iliomento
seme peice
wattage grossly exceeded; special quotations by

walnut cahiret,

.

13/6.

pelee

uniess

Hace Stock el Prono! Neo- Cuacan-

.saoeha.ndo, pick-up teeesioals, mnsiug root npeukec,. in
handoosoc walnut cabinet, tt°°.x5x7, cody to plug in;
£41613, caeeiage puid; cash with codee ne cosi-Chal-Electric, No. 6, Conduit St.. London, Wi. Museum
7795
[7176

loe

to 4, roen typo

ma., 4r,

ITOI1TEXION Teessloemees Mode te Vene SpecificatIon;
V

broadcast reception

CSIAL-ELECTRIC
teed 1935 10 guineas Ato-oster Kent 5-calce Midgets,
complete inecery detail, fitted cith R.C.A. calces (replace.
mento supplied ut soy time tor these oc other s-eCeiorcn)
43, 6A7, 6D6, 75, 77, 78, 25Z5, 12Z3, at 7/6 cacto
(them atto R.C.A.); 6hee
opete on any colt.
ago, A.C. Or TIC., 100-250. with ¡.Tsireeoul adaptor in.
eluded, illomisated dial, tane cuntcoi, °..V.C., L.'F.M.

PEARL
-All the
cod.,

I to 2, 4r.
post 5e..

upes type

Os, 2 to

54.

60

-

ITORTEXION 30/o, ut 60 mo., Chokes, 5/5; 40k. at 60
V
mo., 8/6; 30k. st 150 ma., 200 ohms, 10/6 open

Send a card fo The Marconiphone
Company Ltd., Radio House, ToNenham Courf Road, W.f, for the new
Marconi Valve Catalogue and helpful information on Short Wave arid

Snperhet Chaseis (7.etage), eoeopiete, ce-iced,
5-VALVE
ready to ce-itch on, speoker the onty coSCo eqnieel,
S.S C, oli components by ,,'oeiai.lomoou
scpoe-ntion,
he,
9
Britioh mannlooterees-Polee, T.C.C., Weacite, cte.,
B.R.V.M.A. calces, 12 months gunntoe, ideal loe fittong
bother rieck rose, and
to, eo.iating robinet, braskraue, g
ntbrc :,tts-ortooe housings; k.C. model £6/18/6, un-rosal
model £717 msrriage paio!; 'e dnys' approsul; delereeol
termo ib
quoot.-Wrutq oral; leitest pos tico:i,o,s on
esoisostor Cks.soiu Co. Ltd.. 4, Westnsinuter Polaco, (coleos.
Lnn,loa, S.W.5.
[7135

2,5 CT., 4v 35 CT,;
16/.; post Sd
VORTEXION.-Super model

350-O-350,

type, 12/6 shrouded.

Marconi X2 i for 2 Volt Batteries.
Marconi MX4O for AC. Circuits:
Marconi X30 for AC., D.C. and
Car Radio.

3

fil

23/..
TOltTEXIOi4.-400 or 450 or 500, 150 nu-o. do. Sa.,
V
4v. 2.5, 4°. 2, do. 2, 45. 2, core siso 2%XIis., u
sopee julo, 2% rogulstios 35/-, shrouded, 011k terminato;
less teeminals. 30/-; opes type, 26/.; post 1/3.
TORTEXION iuta Trunslormecs to RESA. Spec/Sos.
V
tios, 300, taO. or 120o. to 200, 220, er 240 suIts,
60 nastts, 8/'; post 3d.; 120 sutts, nlorossded 12/6, open
typo 50/If, post 1/.; 200 suRto, shrouded 16/6. post 1/.;
2,000 'cotte, £4! 10.
yORTEXIOPI 1,000-matt Teanslormeco 04/lOi. cacriogo

-

47119

VORTEXJON.-Fces-os'art

firetiOs, 23/-; post 1/3.
or 450 0e 500u., 120 55.0., do. 2 to
VOItTEXION.-4t0
5. So. 2 to 5. 4o. 2.So.; opes type 19/-. shrouded

a

the uorld's O neat superhet. 4-, 5. asd 6EMERSON,
solos recelares, long, medium, and short :005e. all
the latest A.V.C. models, just celeaoed, liest consignotry; also 6-aal se rar rodio; send loe ratament io this
lue.-0mporter. Royal Rodio Co.. 5. Bockloghom Rd..
South Woodlord,

cash or

Months, and a/thin 5% noemul und

17ORTEXION.--350-0-350, 120 mo., 4e. 2 to 5s., 4e.
V
2 to du., 4°. 2.5a.; opes type 14/6, shrouded 16/6;
su per ohrondrot model, ueight ilIb., 4 homes/s to spesI-

A very high efficiency, approach-

ing

hyocraper kit and cataiuet, £3, oro:
10/..-lnglis, bVestgotr Rd., Buey St.

Woodloed, London,

12

construct/sn

ITORTEXION.-2n0.0.250 60 mn., 40. 1 to 20.,
4u,, opes type. 10/-; shrouded, 12/6; psot

(7079

5,

-

ALL

S

to Impertee. Royel ¡Ladis Cs.,

dearest,

2h47 super models, veut shroud/sg, mith stclocbahie
leet, au used by Gevees ment Departments, etc,. etc., any
model gourantd 5 y ears aten tra Cuss of 2/n
Secondaries Costee Tapped.

.4

7

s

-

pesmary custput tessnsluemers, 10/6, post 9d,
TORDEX1ON 7,30h 120 ma. ChuleO, 215 slams, In dic
rust rheouding to soot-oh; 12/6.
IMITATED, t-ut unequalled, Good enough lue a " 9v/lee.
less World -- rpec/fication is good enough fur you.
TORTEXI(JN Cost Little Wore thun the Cheapest, laut

'tTORTEXION A,C,/34, oecd by anthuc in
of A.V.0 'I'heea, os illustrated; 18/..

Soperhet., A.V.C.. t.C.. seo. £5; Lotus
ET/VOX
7
Bud 2-uatse, A.C., ne::, £1/10; D.C. elimrnotacs,
Ehre, Philips, etc. 7/6 to 15/-; Ehoo A.C.12 £1, A.C.18
from

-

£311716;

25/.;
£3/la.
ITORTEXION.-Quality Amplifier or Super Moncdial.
425.0-425, 120 ma., 4v, OSa. CT.. 4v. 3a. OP.,
4a. la., 45, fa., salsee shrouded, corroies 2%in.)sl%in.,
2%% eegsslalion pcsroaey rsgrssed issululeel teemisals.
scosgkt b4Ib.,
26/., care/age. 2/.; normal shrouded, 22/.;
opes typp, 20/-, post 1/3; spcokee field replacement
cluohe, 10/-; special output Seanslcesore te " W.W." spedficatsos, 12/6. post 94,; state c,loo and speaker; -- W.W."
usss'esrul output teanslorusee, £1; normal 40h. 10 mo.

os/tu, Lit; 3½ eootts,09;lsi hqoulity eeeeius,032;teado
supplied; deterred terms-fl. E. Clorkoso. B.Sc.(Eug.),
10, Pork Rd., W.ollingtos, Su,ey. 'Phone: Walhngtoo

seto

9th..

Specified Olympic S.S.
6 Teanslormer,
S.S.352. 5 years' asacantee, 25/-; fesa terminals ood
guaca-otee, 21,-; poseer otsaouts,
ChOke. 12/6;
StogIe Spun model.
pouce chanois,

;

Edmund's.

Nosenokee

10/6; 5 yeses' guueustee.

.

8.11.

-

TANDARI) 9.0.2 Trunuformer, 18/-; cashs tu mtoh,

i

£115; Lineen

.
-

STARDAStI) A.C.3 Trwsslcrmner, polished dic Cast,
uhesud/eg gasean teed 5 years' £1; chooses 6/-, choke
to maIds. 12/); see also displayed ndseelisemrnt os pagn
9,

und 1,000.2.000 metres, P.C. teesssivals, A.V.C. illuosisuted dials, MC. speukee, guaro nteed to get many ultra
short-souse stations, including Ames/cu, ut £717; caeetage 2/' 114x16xS(4s).
l'pABLE Model, 14xl6ss9s-4, 3 suts nndi,tsrtesl, 5-solve,
7.steage, AyO, tose control, uirpluno din1 Sis. MC.
speaker, M, und L. soave, PU. teeminale, sppeauouately
80 stations on mediase bund alose, Usis'ecnssl 4_C/D.C.
200-250v.. at £717; AC. medel, £7/SO (curringe 4/-);
less cabinet, £6/16/6 eau-h.
TABLE Mole!, - 19516)515%, 3 es-ott undiutortrd, 6salse S.otuge, fitted as lu pees/uno sende!, Cosesing
13-50, 190.550, und 1,000-2,000 metres, eeceiees on altro
short ssaves nlene apprnsimately 25 stations; A.C.)D.C.
model, 09/5; AC. £9/jo; carriage 4/9 (sensitinsty i
microeuit abuolute).
TABLE Model De Lane, cabinet ufane cost £4/is,
2fix11'u-i7, t-'salne, 8-otage, is 4 wave banda,
mnsimoeo effieiesry oser s-hale wave hasd, coverage 522,000 metres, specification 'ou in peru-ions toso models,
soorld's fient double intermediate super bet.; lay osenos nl
this reoulut/oaeory nyutrm it is foosaibie to ososOs suaolmum eS/riesr on all-s-use bandu, uensilinity geucunteed
ta be bettes tIson I, ssirrcsvcsit absolute; supplied in
AC. noly; 200-250 volts at £15;. carriage 6/-.
T'hEGALLIER'S, 6, Coryton Ressac, 21, Upper Mucylebene St, Losdon, Wi. Museum 7795. (Nearest
statiesr Onloed Circus, Tettosbssss Cs,urt lfd., Guodge St.,.
Geeot Portland St. Also 3, 59, 58, 137 buses puss tiar
17177
door.)
21
ofaCtoree'o Stock. 4-solee AC. Bond9')
1 'fin) reeeisrrs. nottut cabinets, Mre.ds volees, IOula
losoded cash
speakers £5/10; wtisf0ctios 0e money
(7116
oRb order-MooRe. 1, Mactin St., Brig/000sse.
Addrrso Aroplillces, AC. mois,, 21 seotte nu.
PUBLIC
distorted output, £15; 9 matte. £10; AC-D.C., 9

3953.

15

'ADVIIRTISEMFNTS.

VORTF..xb0N Spec/fled.

(llS,x7x0-íl,

with ud,sptssr included, a.t £615

.

V.

is U.S.A.).

11IDGETS. 5-salse AC/D.C. 100.250v., tane cssslesl.
A.V.C., iilucsiaatesl dial, 5'.tJ. Srs-ss/sois, M. und
L. scusa M.C. speaker, cas also hr ran Icons batteries

-

-

Mains Equipment.-Contcj.

Receivers and Amplifiers, Etc.-'-Contd.
Offer Brand Neo 1935 Receiseeu, Midget and Otherwise, all guaranteed, SAE. with all
enquicies, illustrated lists of sots osee £6/5.
1t4IDGETS, Emerson, 5-salse AC/P.C.. 100-250 volts,
SIC. speubce, A.V.C. tone control, illasnisuted dial.
pick-up teenoisalu, SI. sod L. nane, cabinet 11x51/5x7,

DEaAWER's

est

WIRELESS WORLD

THE

DFCEMBER 7TR, 1934.

details; price £9, completo is

430e., 4500. 0e 5000, 120 mo., Oc. 2.5a..
PARAMOUNT
Oc.4a., 4o 5u., open type 17/. shrouded 19/-. ost
1/5; 100 ma, oith 2 coton fitatnenlo toot esceeding
satt:oge), opon typo 22/6, ahcouded 25/., pout 1/3.
Saper Modelo-liTo, 9 or 10. 40. i tu
PARAMOUNT
2a., 4s-. 2 to 4a, ogro type, loti.; throuded, 15/6;
pont 1/-; doo't yay high priora lac cone mains com-

ponents,

Od.-

Auto 'Feasnincnsero, 199-120e. to 290.
PARAMOUN'F
250e. or otre creso, 60-watt, 5/.; 129-watt, S/G;
sheouded, 1/- estsa; pont
kluins Chokes, 30 h. tO mu., 5/6: 20h.
PARAMOI'NT
120 mo., 5/-; post Od.
Guaranteed Electrolytic Condensen,
PARAMOUNT
4+4 mid., 500 peak; price 3/6; yost. 3d,
Mains Transiocsneea Manaftoctured by
PARAMOUNT
R.li. Soltar, 66, HartSeld Rd., .Wisahbedon. S.5V.l9.
Tel.: I,ibeety 3226,
[6929

I

'
I

THE CHOICE

'

.

OF

'
,'
THE EXPERTS
.

Tile Wireless World " Diary for 1935

Price ¿/6

rI1ANTALUM for AO. Chargeeu. H.P. and LT-Bloch.
well's Tdctailucgical Works, Ltd., Gaestun, Liserponi.
[6470
Chaegers.-Phe "NP." (late Nash Products)
BArTERY
hanc the lamest prices yet stili maintain qustity;
trade hats tree.
Chargers.-' NP." loom 50/- to £15 0horgclty.N.P. Electric to. 510
o
ghrst
Alum

By post. 1/7
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THE WIRELESS. WORLD

ADVERTISEMENtS.
Mains Equiprnent.-Contd.

J!.

..

..

pARTRIDGE. B.Sc.(Eog.l, A.M.L.FE., A.i.Itad.E,
JSAI1IRIDC.L

I

I

m

dly

-

c

:-...Runs
pevfectly cool.
repsevento sery good
Tvanufs:aoecs :- Voltage regulation coccipAfvlL6IIJGE
.

calce-IVi

Isau It'ot-ld.

-

job

-Grotdmt

4'.. 5.4g., 1316.

80

ma.,

4v.

2-21/ga.,

Thamee St., London, E.C.4.

¿tacttoS.cg/tc,ation

J. ocreened primarie'., 000-250v., 50 cycles, all L.T.s
centre tapped.
SPJ4CII'IED by The JV,-eftae Wa,-Zd foe the Stondoed
Pact-.
AC. Two:- Partridge -, leansfoernee. 12/9;
ridge c/cake, 7/3.
'l'rànofoemeet.-250-O-250u., 60 mo., fa.
'pAIfl'ItIDUL
la., 4v. 2-4a., 11/-; 350-O-350o., 60 nia., 4v. 2-2'/a.,

-

NEW SINGLE-SPAN.
s

4v.

BATTERY FOUR.

KIT

pARTI0IIJGE.-350-0-3500.,
2-4e., 4:. la., 16/6; 350-0-350v., 120 ma., 4v. 22/ia., 4e. 3-50., 4'.. 1-2g., 1816.
120 seo., 4v. 2-21/ga., 4v.
PAII'f,Ittl:GE.-4251C425v.,
3-5a., 4v. 2g., 20/6; 500-0-500'.., 103 nsa.. 4v. 2-2/ho.,

A

"

£6

-

12

6

-

,aacthly psysoantaof 122.
KIT "A " Agtha,o Kit u t,et ,:,ealilrd parts, frnAsding msd' defiled
I'fymsa barebaord and pofahed Pie,od rno,l. osa rafeo', uablaet sed

120 m.e., 40. 2-40., 4e. 3_6g.,

"B"

KIT

pAIf'rRou(;E.-Soo-o-0000.,
5v. 1-2u., 4v. 1'2a., 27/6; larger types aupplied to

but larludin;

PARTRODC E-0-7%-9.11'.., l-3g., 10/-7 O-15-18-22v.,
l-2a., 10/-;. 040'.. (tapped 200v.f, 200 nsa., 4V. 2-4a.,

ir,,

rpakee.

12/6.

KIT

..

etat

Cash

4 spsaited
cslanet sad

trott

/
/

21/'.

t Pein'Seetl eeudy.dellled Flyman Chaula s'ala' a 21'...
1 P,lo.S,o15 ready'drlllud pofichrd Pls'uood Puorl la'a 101'
lWeneilenet ofa.Csilt .................................

7..
2..

-

1

Od.
Od.

7.61.

13'. 00.
10., fil,

.serl,l Fits............................................................
011rclsue 979 Tsalag DIal ..........................

1 W carite

J

Sarl ol4lpeeiledValoee ................................. £32.60.

CABINETS,

Traosfarmers.-5oo. to lOOse. npeech, no
PUT olistoetion, 32-10,000 cycles, designed loe any
audible
conditions loe relay 01 PA. oork,' see " W_W,', test report
(Ort. 19, 1934.
PARTI1IIJUE Choker-Cite rated inductance ut lull.
correst; curses supplied on request.
PAIOTItIDGE Chohes.-140R., 60 mn., 2,500 ohms,
13/6; 750., 25 ma., 1,400 ohms, 7/6; 25H., 60 mu.,
560 ohms. 7/3.
Clsokeu.-2201., 120 mu., 350 ohms. 9/9;
pARTI7IDGI:
1311., 200 ma., 160 ohms., 121'; 8H., 120 m_u., 225
ohms, 619.
PAItTI1106E Chohes.-6H., 500 son., 50 ohms, 19/6;
311., 250 ma., 70 ohms, 6/6.
.A,LL Adsertsed Lines Suplsied !roas Ssorh.
hRTRIUGE.-'rrade enquiries solicited.

'

tAC. Cubiuet.a'.peritrd

.................. '.
ballt tu ,lieolbeatloa by

PETO-sCOTT Cabines,
Crntt,asen. Is laaodmtno Ogmed Walnut

Pelee. on appllrntloo.

l'ntu-Osutt', Enpest
...............
£1 15'. 06.
li
f7Y tdb

EXPORT ORDERS

.

.

W.C.l.

82. High Hnlbnee, Lnndnn,

WslEssd Sisuses'uo,00:

;

,

-

'

.

'

Est. 19X9.

[6749

Voue Requirements (gici,sg sise of
set, etc-.), sr call gad soglie your choice from our
nl n.uee 100 different types; learn 316 to £4/it.
1!.1ÍOTORS for Rodiogeamo or Gramo horse, elochwark
or efecteio' leona 5/-, litt ou application.
HL. SMITIt and Co., Ltd., 287-9, Edgotare Rd.,
Landou, 5V.2. Tel.: Padd.
17130

5891.-

DYNAMOS,

ETC,
Conoertoe, iapot 6.12o., output 350o. 80 mb;
1'F0 £5/10.-Hnro'oosl, Woodlaud Villa, Leeds, 8. [7127
UNLIMITED Supplico Again.-Rntaeyeoncerters, brssd
oros, io sealed contea t Wuises "Standard Batterieu "f.
D.C. ispat, 200-240, output A.C. 230s. at 80 scatto, ut
£3/b; also (6 only) 180.uatt modelo, voltage input and
ont put as abose, at £4/b; also (10 only) 180-watt
noodels, 110 D.C. iaput and 110 A.C. output, necessary
pondeaseen can he supplied for. smoothing ahnte il you
bare no°, ufready a filtor osait, 1,500 tent, 500 AC.
ssorking, 4 mId., 4/.; 2 mid., 2/6; owing to weitht, s'ar.
nage forusrd gnodo.-Degufliero, 6, Curytoa House, 21,
Upper Merylebone St., London, 00.1 ..Mntenm 7795.
[7175

CRAMOPHONES,

PICK'UPS,

RECORDERS.
PIEZO Efertric Piek.up, 35/.; Bossyer.L000e, Mach'IV,
301. bath aeo.-Jacksoss, Britannia Pire, Great Yar.
.
17139

LOUD.SPEAKERS.
ha-rgh, 5.

[7107

ARTLEY Tuaer. 1933, gunca oteed periect condition,
oath AC. rectifier and output tranolormer; 55/.,_.
Smith, 20a, Loot-er Stone St., Maidsf
one.
[7123

J'

35/-; Model PP.51.79

cabinets, 45/-.

-50 ohms +o

tears Eoperience in Radio Teanelormer

HOYNE'S.-The acknowledged Soest value in testslormees and chokes.
exclusively by many established set
LI. mnnufact seers, relay stations, transmitteea. and

NIÁ

papee
interleavrd. filamente, centre ta ped, aluminium clamps and terminal strips to all iocdels.
JJOYNES.-Sperified by -' Wireless World." and wound
strictly to the specification of Ihr author.
A.C.2 teanslocmec, 300-O-3000..
H'OYNE'S.-Standard
60 mo., 4a. 2.0a., 4e. 2a., price 12/6, post 1/-; 20h.
75 ma. cl,oke, 8/6, post 9d.
A.C.3 sud Ferrocart Oit IrnosHOYNE_S.-Standard
former, 3S0-0-350a., 60-70 mu., 4c. 2.5a., 4v. Ou.;
price 12/0, yost 1/-.
OYNE'S.-Pusls-poll Qoalitd Amplifier transformer,
25/., post 1/3; 7/30 he ncys choke. 9/6, post Od.;
20 liencys. 7/6. post Od.
T1OYNE'S.-Sincle Span. 15/-, post 1/.; choke. 10
henrys, 7,6, post 9d,
AC. soper trunofoemer. 12/6.
ffoyNE_SEoeca
1/-; Choke. 10 henrys, 7/0, pOst Od.
Straiglst Four trauslormee, 18!-.
post 1/3; choke, 26 henrys, 120 ma., 140 ohms.
9/6, post 3d.
60 mo., 40. 5 ta 2a., 4e. 2.
IIOYNEO._250.0.250v-.
to Os., 10/-, met Od.; with cotes 40.1 ta 2o. sinding. 12/6, post 1/-.
errocarto_IlO, 350-O-350e., 60-70 mu., Or.
2 to 3a., 4v. 2 to 4a., 12/6, post 1/-; snith entra
45. 1 to 2o. n,nding. 13/0, post 1/-.
120 ma., Os. 2 to 3u., 4e. 4
HOYNES.-350.0-3505.,
to 6a., 4e. in., 4e. 10:, 18/-, pout 1/3.
DYNES-400 or 450 oc 500c., 120 usa., 4e. 2 to 3a.,
4v. 2 to 5n, 4e. 1 to 2n., 18/-, 1sost 1/3.
HOYNE_S._500.450.0.450.500c. 140 ms., 40. 2 to 4a.,
40.4 toga., 4V. 2a.,4o. 2a., 27/6, post 1/3; 0-eight

LI

-

-

lO00OO

Government Departments.
tIOYNE'kf.-Section wound,

-

-

in

S15

esitlnulti

Ruts14con,

,vatout

oak

kers.
oc

'

Model

mihogas

Tsoeox, American Amplions,

INbRUFACTURERS' Suopls,s Stuck of MC. Speskera;
Celesliso and other ssrll-kso,cn makes, 450, 2.500
ohms, less 000sut transformer; 8/6 rach.
TERMS. cach x-itls order or cod.- rarrluge lorusard.-H.
Franks, 23, Percy St., Totten,am Court Std., W.l.

OsiOseom

[7t55

5505.-

HULBERT. 6, Conduit St., WI-Read below : lt yon
are reqoiriog realistic reproduction at remarkably
loo' cost, ceod for orlo of the follo,, ing high-grade oprahers;
repeat orders ave cousina in daily.
/ G Only f !-Brond nro manofactorers' cueplos soue.
iug coil speakers, made by one of the best
known British maker ; eneegised, 2,500 or 6,500 ohme
field, ps,s-ee o, pentodn tranoloemer, Bin, cane; 10/6 euch.
t) / ¿Only!f-As abose bot with lOio. cone, a oeey
powerful speakes- capa hie of handling larga

lo
i

J'

'°"

A

ruin the enj nyment of-'
freqaeetly
radio-and
does. Moreover, it is often
difficult fin trace the fault,
batthe mustes'
pensive tenting eqsipmect
can defleitely locate it.
-

outputo,

Only f f-Brand neo monufacturees' surplos
/ G musing
roil aprakres, made by one of the best
known British makers; permanent muguet model of high
efficiency, with pea-er or peutode transformer, filo, cone;
15/6 each.
cone; ideal

1

-

-

17/6 sootIilscslit/trecetrers°'11'
magnet sprakevu
l ' '6 I-Prcmnoent
efficiency Ami magnets, fin, cone;

i

ooerhasfleg yuar pFencet equipment,
clsaege naco tu Ampli or resin torn.
They are Culnur coded, Compact and
sturdy, and all valses are wirewound, this method of construction
gioleg the most reliahfe and cunstant
form of resistance,
PRICE
ALL

J'

EACH

-1/-

2 /9

s

'

AMPlios

J]
I

-.

1-WATT WIRE-WOUND RESISTORS

ucoopo:oting-

choogere, 1 nmp., 2-60.,
1
Weotinghouoe oestifier, 4 imp.; 10/-; 7 doys
isole opprsi-,l postage Od.; list tree.
t).1) / _.-Acdrn eliminstors, 20 mo, test before pu:.aic1
chasisg;
particolare leer-Arden Agency,
[7131
Wollaston, Wellingborough.

OlIai

0

.

yAtXHALL._Msn.evosPe;mane!et maones.

fros, oil Dreier,.
.

AIIPLtON
-8e

((932)
Rosjccoe SOrnes. on.
--

LTD.

'".

°«

oC.
.

.

of

-

Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony"

ceuol.

17/6. 101e: esce 23/-; maine energiserl. 2,500 or 6.500,
loen. Cone. 22/-; 7m, cone. 15/3; brood oem, seith humbse.seng coils; state poseo or peetsdr toanelormeo unused
msnul:ictuoeoe' etork; immediate delivery, caooiage paid,
cash isith order or c.o.d.-Vouxholl Utilities, 163s, Strood.
W.C.2.

'"Elementary P!inciple.s

high

OVIl.(7077

II

VALUES

DYNE'S Teanslormees, boilt to sperificotians, keesent

'prices,bntmaterislsandwoelsmanship;qoototionby

19/6.

/
abuse speakers; 2/S each Only; seenre soc of
'tkrne asoseiflg speaker bargains soc'; repeat orders ore
coming in daily; cash wiLls order, oc c,s.d.-Hulbcet. 6.
Conduit SI.,
lfll'AONAVOX D.C.152- 19m. conef, 22/6; Msgosros 154
lO'/uin. concI. 16/3; all o-itls hsusbucking colle,
pos'er or pentade transformers, and 2.500- or 6 500-ohm
lieldo; Mngnss-oc P.M.254, 50/-; Magnacox P.M.22, 22(6.
ATTENTJON to All Orders Within 24 Hours; carriage
poid; rush with order ce cod. Send far list.
TOTARD, 46, Farriugdsn St., London, E.C.4. Telephone,
VV Hslboro 9703.
[6404
AFESY 1I.M.V. Speakers Left; 108 ohms., 2,500 ohms..
6,500 obus,., 35/-; Ituthermel. permanent wagon
npe:skers, 19/6; Marconi 11.0., 35/.; Epoch t volt Seid.
301--J. F. Anderson, 35, Laodsdownu Rd., Walthamston,
(7169
E.17. -

111k.

IETOTNE.S._A0 adasretised types from stock.
OYNES.-Open loom 9 a,m. till 7 p.m., including
Saturday.
I4OYNE, ALL-POWER TRANSFORMER, Ltd..
1t1
L. J.Offices
yod Works, 8a, Gladstnse Rd., Wimbledon,
(7068
SWill. Tel.: Liberty 3303.

wILl,

f-As ahoee. hot wilh lOin, cone; 24/-.
Only If-Brand ne,o cckicete, nuitobfe for soy öl

When building ynar neo I sel, nr

HOYNE'S.-F

4

s

'ttil'ACNAVOX Sioty.Sis Speaker, AC. model. nlmoat
cussed; £5, or oSee-Desear, 4, York Rd., Edin.

-

/11.-Bottery

-

PETO.SCOTT CO. LTD.
77CITY RO.,LONDON,E.C.1 'Phoue:Clechenboell94o6/7

are NOT auailable ta Irish nr Ou osunas Customer..

TTOYNES.-iJsed

-

JANUFACTURER9- Clearance.
sET and Speahee Cabinets; 5/- opotards.
dach walnut fin/sb, loe set and opeahee, onS.T.600,
atriffed; 21/-.
RADIOGRAM Cab/raft; 37/6 upwards.
PEAKER Cabinets; 4/6 upwards.

000ntfa.

HDYNES Transiormees ore Manufactured by Engineers

-

-

.

halt carca'age chaeges and any surplus will he immediately
retnaded. Parked Icee, re pay half sarclage, Air Mail charges
entra, PETO-SCOI'T, established in 1919, are the argent
Radiu'hy-Mail House is the Wurid. Hirn-purnhnse turma

pARTRiDGE. B.Sc.(Eng.), A.M.1.E,E., A.I.Rad.E
PARTRIDGE. N, Kings Buildiogs, Dean Stanley St.,

.

-

en

p

-

/

cabInet. Itas packte.

1

KIT-B ITS

S.S. Sis, 1816; br Standard AC. Three (specs'
fled), 13/6.
PAI6TRIDOC Trunaiormera.-Wouad to any npecaflcation,
uccs,raso of output guarauteed, competitive peices,
quick delibery.
"htJTPUT Transformers.-" Partridge' officially recoto.
mended by Meoseo. Tnagsram loe their 2115. output

a

[0398

,

CABINETS.

'

otks

Cn,'. ne COD, Crepiate /
c-aId ........... £11100
:O,-12,aathlepoyneataaf:/

/

:12

T
Olympia

14

-.

-.

EV

"C"

hutloalading .-:lre,and c-eta-

/

or 0.0.15.

Cneela4rpald. £9150. 0e /
n,antbiy psya,rnta all
17/9.
' /

/

flAIfTRIDGE.-Step-up or utep-dowe gato transformera,
tapped 0-100-i10-200-230'250v., 60n., 10/'; 106w.,
12/6.
IIANSFORMLIt loe. "w.w:' SingleSpaa, 10/6; fur
W.W." PP. Quality Amplifier. 27/6; for " W.W."

soith
Design.

-

-,

VEND Particulars sI

4'.. 3-Sa., 4'.. 2a., 21/-.

London, S-Wi. Tel.: Tic. 5035.

to

-

lif

e,12

2

200 eels et loss plicas; state requieemeaats; dyoamoo
sod votaries io stock nil aises; battery supes-sedees for
2-colt input, 80-volt output, 3716; teactioosl SIP, and
ce'o'ing machine motors, 251--Belon.
Measue tog Iotrumeots, 2io. bakelite case.
LESDIX
flash panel, any rea ding, AC. or DC.; from 6/each; ask foc fall essge instrument list.-Beloo'.
Microphone-We ut-e makrvs of 25 typea for
T ESDIX
oli uses; ¡lome Radie mikea, solid bakelite body, 5/6;
G.P.O. microphones, on stand, oith mssuthpiece, 7/6;
PA. Wakes, 501-; list feee.-Electrudix Radins, 218, Upper

AUThOR

m

Traoofortuero

pARTIfIDOE
sound eecteicul

Mains Eciuipment.-Contd.
ESDIX Chargers, all stool, AC. and D.C. maine,
T
.1-4

-

b

t

1934.

DECEMBER .7TH,

-

Temple Bio 9338.

Third Edition

Post free

[7163

8/.

.---

PDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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TH,

Loud-Speakers.-Contd.
uephn; guneunteed genuine Ami PMo, hundoosoely
finished in block sod cheonsium, rest quolity opeohees ginIt
ing a flat response Irony 40 to 10,000 cpo.; Bin. 5
model. 7,500 linen in gup, muches ooy otput, including
Clisse B, 25/-; Aodit.oeium model, hoodles Il oes000, 50,000
line Ahsi mesgoet, roil! empeced to 32 c.p.e. reithoet fee.
ofoemer, lOin. orne, 78/6;
qomocy doebling, 20 rodio t
oleo 310. copees lijo! horco, to fit 7m. or Sin. operekees,
(7148
15/6.-76, irlounigmoom Rd., N.5.

UNII

Miemor Dr.om,

,.ury tobe. suitebie chore,
Rd., l6,W.11. Spmmdeeeli 3744.

foouiterres' Sesepisco Bees
Freeetioo of the Originel Coot; sii goods
guereeenteed pmrlrs't; eaeeioge poid 00er 5/., rodee 5/' pesterr td. meto; IFS. corI ebroed, esce/erge moteo; 05.4cc,
ondee 5/- 000000 be scot cod.; picone seod loe iliontrrtmd eeteelegee, post tree.
ALL-ELEC'rRtC 3-stagr Ampliflerfi, 200.250e. 40.60
ryder, 10 esatte undistorted oretpet, eoorplrte rsith t
relees, end !slrgorreon Super 66 eoecgised spesker; £22/SO,
ELIMIN'ATOR Kits, lneludiog trooslormee, mhoke, Wutinghoreue motel rectifier, monden.emre, ersintesneen, god
dicgs-cne, 120e. 20 mo., 20/-; trickle cheerger, 8/- estro;
550e. 30 erilliomps, snith 4e. 2-4 esopo., CT., LT., 2S/.,j
trickle mhorger, 6/.6 entes; 250e. 60 millioorps., o/Oh 4e.
3-5 omps, CT., LT., 30/.; 300e. 60 ma., erith 4 scelto
3.5 imps., 37/6y 200 e. 50 mo., enith 40. 3-5 rospo. LT.,

Cbrttrna&-

.

s entirely free from discordant
notes. So, too, should ile tise reproduction from your loud speaker.
Gat the real Christmas Spirit osto
your lome this year with an

25/-; D.I nere-

edjeisted,

25/--119,

Goldero Greece
(7126

TRANSMITTING APPARATUS.

'.

-

-nstors,

VALVES.

.

EPOCH

.

1UETROPOL1TAN RADIO SERVICE Cc. tor Amneican
Veines cith s Gooruntee, cuy type ret herrenO prices;
erede sespplsed.-1021, Fioehley Rd.. Goldern Green.
N.W.lr. Spreslereil 3000
(0436
A MERICAN Volees, bond nero, R.C.A. rend 16sythmon;
tI.
224's, 235e, 551e, 247e 9/9; 2270, 245.n 280e.
6/9; end meet other types; messie or sye.d.-Nororsn Michel.

DOMINO ENERGISED MODEL

9 Tresonioemmro, 250e. 60 mo.
ond 300e. 60 mee, rectified, snith 4e, 3.5o. end 4V.
rend ocermesemel princeey, 10/-; roith Wdetinghouoc rectifier, te/6.
PREMiER lIT.10 Tresnoloruree, 200es. 100 me., rectified,
reith 4e, 3-5es., god 4e., 1-2e.. CT., LT., end reerened
pcimory, 10/-; eoith Westingboose eeetiflre, 19/6.
REMIER Meise Troseslemmer, output 250.0.2500. 60
40. 3-So., 4r.- 2.3g., 4e. 1.2g. lau CT.). eith

1-2,.,CT., LT.,

eÇ

P

spreesecdprimesry;lO/-.

-

PREMIER Mains 'Feanoincmrr's, nutpat 350-0-350v. 120
mu., 4e. 3-55., 4v. 2-3a., 4v. 1-Za, tall CT.), orth
primary; 10/-.
PREMIER Auto Transtormeco, I00.110/200-250v., nr

screnssrd

eire

b00-os,stt; 10/-.

19/6.

-.

-

-

DCC., 1/6; %lb.

34 sag.

DCC.,

40. De., 4e. 5u. icpot, 200-250e., oith
terminal,, 11/-, ned; Varley Prntcdc Nielaohes. aseo, 6/-.
0.1 Ncn-indnctior Tssbalac Condrnsres, osier rads,
T.c-cbd. racla; 350 osa. T.C.C., 0.01, soica. typc Ial, 1/-;

250

3/-, post 9d.;

cc..,

\"Og(c,

-

external

10,000, 20.000. Od. each, eire rod,.
ADIOPFIONE Volooce Cootr,,ls cc'ith Str/Ich. 5,000.
10.000, 15.000. 20,000. 2/6; cisc, 10,000 graded
9-I co/tb 3-P snItch, 25,000 graded 9-1 cc/tb 2-P o,,itrh.

Bureau.

1'DIS0N BELL

Double Spring Gramophone Motar,, cana.
plete o ith tus-atable anal all fittings, a really sound
ich; 15/-.
SPECIAL 011er nl Wirr Wound Resistances, 4 ssattn,
any vulor np te 50,000 ohms, 1/.; 5 oatts, any value

O

up to 15.000
50,000 ohms,
nkms, 2/6.

\

Entra.

£5
£1

5
-

i

-

O

-

0

Wo

ØRND

-

'e'"

j'

-

-

In

Teloptoano: Holba,'n 9111

t7106

Technica' Instruction for Wireless TeIegrahists

s,

2-g

s

drmi-sbieldrd. 2/6;

tian and diagram, 2/4.
TAI6LEY 31F. Inteesalse Coils, B.P.S. band-puss, oorn
plete aitb instruct/oos, io oeiginal cantons; 2/S. SCREENED HF. Chokes, by one nl the largest manu
Iacturees/n the ccolotey; 1/6.
PREMIER Belt/oh-Made Meters, oocooing leso, flush
soountimcg, ,accorcstc,. 0-10, 0-15, 0-59 cIa., 0-100,
0-250oca., 0-1, 0-5 coIpo.; all at 6/-.
UTE$TERN Electric Condensers, 250o. aoeh/ag, 1 mo?,,
64.; 2 ml., 1/.; 4 ml., 2/-; SOOt. ccork/og, 1 mi.,
1/-; 20cl,. 1/6.
'UTIREWOI3ND Potent/ometees, 1,000. 2,5CO3 15,ÒOo,
20.000, 50,000. 90,000, 120,000, 200,000, 500,000,
2/- each; 1.000 ohm. peoci c-ac/able, carey 150 mu., 2/..
Pick-cop and Arm, 15/.; Conmocood p/ck.up,
PLESSEY
.a/th croo and tolume conteol, 10/6.
RELIABLE Inteeralse Tecosfoescres,°2/.; tIC. 15uf/.
eat/a oulpat tcanolosooers, 2/6; 2-1 oe 1-1 outout
tr000larmcen. 2/6; miceoybone tranoloenceeo, 50 and 100-1,
2/6.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-'

-.

CD.

Aldwych House, Aidwych, LONDON, W.C.I

dens

250e. ocorhing, i noI., -1/3; 2 cccl.,
T.C.C.Condensers,
1/9; 4 ml., 3f-; 4 mi., 450e. u-oc-king, 4/-; 4 ml.,
750c. aerhing, 6/-; 2 ml., 750e. corking, 3/-,
TARLEY Canotant Sqacre Path Co/lo, baad-paso typo
B.P.7. brand nec., in maker's cartano, cc/Oh inotcuc.

shall be glad to help you.

RAUW DEVELOPMENT

op

'&clAG'NAVOX D.C. 152. 2,500 ohms, 17/6; D.C. 154.
2,500 chocs, 12/6; D.C. 152 Magne,, 2,500 ohms,
37/6; all c000pleto aith humbocking ce/la; please state
a'brthrc pcc:see oc pentodo eeqoired; AC.' concert/sn kIt
loe choco typos, 10 -; Magna,-oo P.M. 7m, cour, 16/6.
RELIABLE Canoccl Coils co/tb Canait Accurately
tctatcbeol. dual cango, iroo ocred; 2/li.
UtILITY 3-gang Coodcoaees, 0.0005, Iully ocucened, ocith
te/somero. ball bate/sg, straight oc snprrhet., 6/9.
complete; otith dino dcieo. 7/11; the brat 3-guog ate/h-

-

-

THE

asslur

-soy

teissssarss5
4/11;; Utility bahelite 2-gang 0.0005,
screened, aith unikssob trimmer, 3/0; Pobo balselit-o con.
densess, 0.00035, 0.0003, 0.0005, 1/-.

-

Made and Distributed by'
-.

vootto,

POLAR Star, manolsctuerra' osaslel 3-gang rondrascro.
lubly screened, 7/6, n-itls trinan eco; slsssyreeneol,. 5/-.
Teiple Gang 0.0000 Çoodenerrs, with

& MICROPHONES"

-

15

oatts, any valae up to 50,000

4 SIERICAN

REPRODUCERS

,-,c.,

1/6;

25

ooasd,1/-.

EPOCH

Minor 3-gong Condensera, cr/tb ' 6ecuote," or
POLAR
dr/te, ten; hot 246, 14/6.
-, Semi Circular'
R'ALL_S RADIO OSee Beit/oh-o,acle Manebeidge roodensest, metti cased, brand new, muy guaeanteed,

ohms.

2/-;

CENTRALAB Prtenl-ivnortrrs 400 ohms. 1/-; 50,000,
ioo,Ooo, s, meg., any, value, 2/.; 200 chars, nico

e

Trade Enquiries invited.

3/6.

0/

.

lefty illuet.'oted
FREE.
SERVICE. Sessdy:urpsoboonto.

100. 150. 250. 300, 400. 500, 600. 1.000. 2.000,
5.000. 10,000, 15,000, 20.000 25,000. 30.OcO 40000.
meg., 1 100g.,
50,000, 75000 100,000, 150,000, 250,000,
2 meg., al occlues otato,1 icc ohmc, 4d. aucrh also,- 2-3-c,'ctt
'type, - 400, 700, 800, 1.000, 4.000. 5,000, 6,000,

Handbook

£44.0
inpul

-,

fttelnet

-

D.C., lOO-250s.; 30/', holed £3/I.
Gcamnphnne Unit, ronoisting nl AC. motor,
200-250a. high quality pick-up snd oolumr control,
49/-; oct-honk anlasne control, 46/-.

internal

und

Type 44f: thtSn, with
nsutching transformer.

Floor Stand.

-

4

/

(IOLLARO

-

On ow/tel table otancl,
without inyn/ tt-oaaloemer.

Br/titO.

4 ml. 750 co., 6/-.
RADIO 0.0005 Eateosoe Condensers', neo 2/6;
READY
Yagoephone SO/Dot/Pen, nod re tiflee cIster/o,
with atIcen oompete, 65/-.
TEW Goreard No. 110 P/S Motors, 12/n. turntable cod
Iully aatomut/c Unit plate, cIl foto/ago innloded;
then hell price, 20/..
'end A.- Type Ontpc.t Trantioemero, 18.23-32-1, oea,
D
.Lt. 0/.; Panel/n formero, roith gu/dec,, lin.,- 8d.; RI.
l3yprrno/te lrranoIormceoc 4/-, second-hood; RL Porolrcd
tnaonlormeot, -5/-, secondhand:
-11'ADlIJPIIONE II/sr Drices, less escutcheon. fit /'hn/o.
L'tI spindle,
road 0-100 loom left ta sight; i/S post

O

5.0

£4.

Type 44.

HEAYBERD Teansloencees, ne,,', ccith leading-oat
'cire,, 5000. 120 at.,, 4.. 40.. 40'. 6e., wo. 2/u., 32/6;
soreenod petmary cod input 200-250'.; ea inge loroard.
VALLS RADIO OSer RoIiabI Rru/ntaoreo, cu/table
all
t,u'hereol-,ou 66 reoistaoce is spec/Sod,

3/-';

.

nosseu.

oto.,. and

1.mI.dOOca..1/3;2mÍ.4000n.,1/6:4011.400

15

5,/s

-

.15.0

EPOCH Mscrophones should not be
confused with the moro popular sod
apparently inexpensive lypes. They
are a great advance over Carbon
and Condonscr types, having much
groater sruaitivity. The quality is
peeled at ALL Irequenties. Being
designed loe senno; work there in

trtnslocmrc,

ootuioing 404 o1. at 350
1X1X100.lxO.100.l at 250 s'ct., 4/-, pOst 94.

£6

- £9.

-

MICROPHONE

K. 25 Eliminators l5Os. 20 ma., aith 54
amp. trickle charger, 451'; Sonscborde 2.500 ohm
iprubrea, ssith tapped tconslocmcs, 10/6; Met-Vieh 250e.

oondensar bistrO,,

£5.

-

MOVING COIL

TEW Ecko

4x4x131x05

-

-

overdcvice

Od.

T..C.C., M type, mica condensos-o, 0.0001, 0.0002. 0.0005,
0.001, 3d. roch; ditto, 0.000, 6d. each; 'F.C.C. 15 ml. 100
sa. rlectrolytir, 1/4; T.C.C. 50 ml. 12 su-. eles-ts-olytic.
1/4; T.C.C. 0.1)50.1 450 so., 1/6.
8 ml. Wet Electrolytic, 440 ca., 2/9; .T.C.C.
rÇ.C.C.
8 ml. dry cicetrolytio.'500 os... 3/9; Ltubilicr Maosbrodge 2 sot. 250 ow., 1/6; H.M.V ro de'e,oer bOoks,

Type 1011E. Unit Inc 4-12 colt,
Type 1011F. UnikIorD.C.moiuu
Type 10113. Anewunit lnrA.C.
and D.C. by a quick change-

Handsome Walnut, Oak' or
Mahogany Cabinel, cetra

with unit plate, etc., seen 15/-.
WIRE, nra Ksiletcon, etc., /i0lb. recio, 16 ong. En., 84.;
50lh. 18 cog. C.C., ad.; '/,ib. 20 sag. En., 6d.; 54lb.
32 sag. En., od.; Dea. 20, 30, 32, C.C., 6d. each; lib.

SPECIAL 011er nf Mains Tcanalnrsnrrs, ,naaofuctsiced by
Pbilipn, inpot 100-110v. nc 200-250v., notpnt 180-0'
laav., 40 ns,a., 4v. 1 n.y., 4v. 3 amps., 4/6; 200.0-200V.,
4'.lo, 4s. la.; 4/6.
PREMIER LT. Charger Kits, consisting nl Premier
tessnalccners and Westinghouoe rrrtifire, input 200smp., 14/0; Sa. I amp., 17/6;
250a. AC., ootpot Sa.
6n.2 amp., 27/6; 30v. 1 ansp., 37/6; Za. /5 amp., 11/-. R.T.H. Truspeed Induction Type (AC'. only) Elects-ic
Gramaehosc SmOsse,, 100-250v.; 30/ complete.
SPECIAL Oiler B.T.H. Geasuophone Motees, AC. and

The Domino is designed for those who insist
opon Qanlity. We doubt il you hase heard a
domestic npeaker as sensitive or mece toue to
bife. Only when you Isil to realise that music

aodopeechareisringeieotricnlly ormcchanically
reproduced can yost claimS' near-perteotion."
-add this iswhnt the Dominogives;
-

-

key,. soith cocer, brand oem and goacantred matched ap,
0.0005, standard an Corey -coy; 6/6, post Od.
DECONTROLLEI) Sets, Ijitea Panther Pedestal Type
VoIce and Rectifier Supeelset. brand neo, to
6
riras- $10; Lotsso 2v. -D.C., orn, original moke, £4/il;
transar Emcrrtos, AC-D.C., £6.
YARLEY 500,000 ohm Wirr Woasst Resistances, Od.;
Lescccn SW. intermediates, 4/.; p-airs nro- Polar
tbomb drirr 0.0005 osndrosees. cith doubic rnyotehron
plate, 7/6 pair to circe; Gaerard Jon/or 1.0./S. motor,

R.

ves-ca-,

UTEaTERN Electric Mains Tranuincmers, 300-0-300'. 65
VV ssc., 4v., l.2a., 40. 2-3a., 6/6; 500-0-500e. 150 osa.,
4e.3-Sa., 4'-. 23a., 4°. 2-la.. 4v. la., CT., 4v. la., CT.;

FOR SALE.

RYALL'S RADIO. 44, Lamb's Corsdait St,, London,
W.C.l. CalIce, nato
toot ol Thcobaids Rd.,
boot appeouch learn Holbocros lisroogh Red Lion St.
HoI'
boca 3529. lIosos 11 ta 7 pas., Sstocdayo 5 p.m.. Thosethys 1 o'clock.
QPECIAL 011er ol Igcaoic 3-409g "Stcoight' Typo
Condensers, split canos, tc.mmers, and trimming

o

-

17/6.
PREMIER H.T.e end

R.

.1

e

PREMIER H.T.7 Tronoloecore, osetput 135e. 80 oso.,

.

26 eng.

r

loe college doubling, 8/6; 4e. 3.40., CT., LT., 2/.
cohere; reith \O'cntioglsouee certifier, gioieg 200e. 30 mo.,

[5339
855, Tybuen Rd.. Eedingtoo, Bieissingham.
ALL Types of Brood Neo Anreeican Volees In Stock,
holy fleet-chess mohos siech on Arctrseuo sod R.C.A.
Stocked, geseacet.erei loe 6 months, 247, 235, 551, 89, 18.
95, 46, 59, .6A7. 15, 42. 41, 38. 39. 78. 75. 57. 58, 224.
44, 36, 235. 83. 43, 503. 12/-; 2505, 12Z3 14/6; UX17S,
CX 199, UX280, UX255, UX226, UX227, 7/6; UX250,
11X210, 13X231, 1716; LIX 867 pholocells, 25/-; .11 other
kypeu of American "alces
stock a e .aisa stock trans.
witting cabes, peut paid, curb with order oc cod.
UTARD. 46, Farringdon St., Lo,,sdos. E.C.4. Telephone:
(6517
Holhocn 9703.
ETC.,

r

er

Icored.

QURPLU Vectors -Ali bond neo; totteey types, 2soit, H.F.2. LF.2 L.P.2, 1/9; sopee porree, PP.2.
2/6; screens sod pentrrdes. 3/9; AC. oroins, 4-colt t soep..
tenersi perprrse. 3/3; preoee. 4/.: screens rod 1smotodee.
416; loll roer certifiers, 3/6; poetege peeid; rash esito
ordre, or col. oreo 50/-.-Clrrioo Rodio Volee Co..

COMPONENTS,

the Follorriog

27/6.
PREMIER Chokes, 40 oeillism.es., 25 hyo., 4/.; 65 mliii.
oeeps., 30 hys., 5/6; 150 miiliampn., 30 bye., 10/6;
60 milliamps., 80 hyu., 2,500 ohms, 5/6; 25 euilliesmps.,
20 hyn., 2/9; 250 miiliempo., 30 hys., 20/-.
A LL Prendre Gooronteed Merino Tmrenslcroscr, Hose Engreseed Teemiesel Stripe, seith tereoinsi eonorctimses,
input 200.250e., 40-100 cyelro, olI rsiodinge papeo inter-

(7005

55, St. Mett.herr'c Precede, Northeisoptone.

r

A RNOUNCE s City Branch ut 165 ,nd 165c, Fleet
EC. (nest doce to Andeston's Hotel) foe the conrenience st enlices; post orders sod callers to High St., Clap-

t

Gerede ret

QUARTZ Oeeillotiug Lens; 1/2 osch, poet toce-Reno[7133
71. Siddoll St.. 0146cm.

e

it

0°°FER
-
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-
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TIlE WIRELESS WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Components, Etc., for Sale.-Contd.
'Th,a odve,tiae,aen t erstiessaed jeans preiane pmr.)
BLUE SPOT os P.M. Speaker Malti.ratio Trabslormar,
handles 4 c-atts; listed 45/-, at 25/.; ne iso handsome
insinui cabinet, 35/.
SPOt
BlUE
handles 5

SO

-

'".

-

'

.

DECEMBER 7TH,

Pa.scdioas
-

.

.

.

..

.

P.M. Speaker Matti-cotto Transformes,

.

scatta; listad 59/6, at 31/..
SUPER Stoning Coil Speahee by World Fanaoua
d t, no pli
10000 h
C
fi Id 1300
30
lIT.11 T nsforooee, 500,'. 120 mo., or 450o:
pREMIER
150 ma., rectified, with 3 LT. windings, 22/6; stiCh'
Westinghouse rectifier, 42/6.
Vg/oes, 4 colt battery type, 11F., I/C., L.F.,
DAI/IO
poner. 116 each; 4e, directly heated mains poner,
Owatt. 2/6.
Selection of Pedestal, table and radiogram
ALARGE
cabinets, by beat maoulactueers at. a fraction of
oeiginal 'cost, br callees.
Folloniog Lines 64. earl,, or 5/. Per Oseen;

..

LS/lo).

By

supeehel. ret si four (1 Ose., 2 L.F.
1 LP. plais), 12/6 (list 50/'/; Liasen
fiaperhet, 3-coil kit, secerned. ganged ou base with switch.
type L.N.5181. 1/6; same deocciption br hood poas or
any straight ris-cuit, type L.N.51t2, 7'.; Vaeley constatI
oquore peak coils, B.P.5, compie/e with all accesriea in
sealed cartons. 2/3; Leccsa, O.S.C./126 (estensorI
TOS/ls. sil at 3/6 each.
model K.25 (1935 issUe), 21/PICK-lJP5.-Marconi
(list 32/6).
3-gaog, 12/6; 2-gast, Sit; sil
:CONDENSER4.-Lstns
0.0005, buy screened wi/h teimmees, complete nith
din/i, hnsbs uod escutcheons; spec ial laaegoiss lite, Plesuep
4-gang condensera, supechet. type, lull y screened with
trimmers (levs dials) (standacd dial will fit), 10/6 (list
451-); Dubihiec block rondensees, 4 mId. (2b(1x1), 1,000'.,
2/5; 4.5 mId. (2.2502.251, 3/-; T.C.C. tO.lxO.Olt, 1/0

SOUND SALES

'.".

bl:!A

-

Dedicated to those who havi'
previously searched in vain for

nr

the ideal reproduction

Sput 6610. noite, brand new and
PEAKERS._Hloe
board, 10/4 (list 35/-/; complete, mounted on Blue
chassis, 16/6 (list 45/').
Spot P erooancsst Magnet Sieving Cell Speukern,
BLUE
uni cerco I trasslornoer tor Class " H,' Super-Poee.
Pnacr, or Peotode, alb brued nom 1935 series, in sealed
cactuns; type 45P.M., 26 - (list 45/-1 99P.M.,. 30/- (hat
59 6); 62P.M., in ougnificent cabinet, 38/- flut 67/6):
32P.M., io eoqoioitely fobbed cabinet, 45/. ))lat 57/83,
all brand uro.
/6.5ISCELLANEOU3-5ct maeolactorer'n surplus skeleton
type SVestic,gbnuse metal rectifiers, JITO, 7, S, 9/3;
nborsc tapping hr yucatb flash signai and bueeer, rempletr scitli bottcry and bulb, 2/-; Lieues general purpose
(.sitput ehokeo, 20-28 hene(eo, 18-60 ma., L.N. 5301, 4/'each; Le:crusca perhet, dual aae leanae aerials, 5/-;
utiFsty midget rond mores , 0.0005, complete m(th dial. knob
cerotcheon, 2 / t BiSo static cot-onto, ,definitely cuts out
sI) electrical isteclece ocean d all unseasoted noises si-ithnnt
d ccecae ing cnlaoae, listed ut jo;o, our peiee 2/3 curb;
brand neo and boned, seRb simple instruction leaSet;
pl easestate hether AC., D.C., oc battery set; untan price.
2/0 /histe( 12/6/.
of Bargains loe callers ut oor Vorinon
THOUSANDS
Shops. SSe h acceso loeged and ecc untrue ted our 46,
I.islc St., premises, und it is now the lerge't aire)ens depot
in thr Wcst End, uith a lull range ol 1035 cereloers, campo ses ta. etc., at k erneut prices.
,ajLLt3oedo Gaaronteeslaod Scot Post Paid.
Spout

equipment.

COEN

Logarithmic Wire Woand Poteotiemete!,
p ADIOPHONE
10,000 ohnau. wit/s mains saeitch, 2/-; SW. 16F.

;

hokee 10-200 metrea, 9d.

SUPPLY STORES Annoosce thu Purchose
Stuck o! a Wocld-lamous Cohtinental
Valse St aouhrturer, all the following stundard majos
types, fully guaranteed, 4/6 each HL., L., poner, medium,
high, loo mag. afld eariable mu screen grids, 1-, 3- and
4-Watt A.C. output5 directly heated pcntodes, 250e. 60
ma., loll u-as-e rectifiers, D.C. types, 20e. 18 ampo., filameula, screen grial VM., JI., HL., p00-er.
}'ollouing Types, 5/6 each; 350e., 120 mu., lull
TILEnace rectifier. 500e. 120 mo., lull oc ne rectífier,
2Çi,.-oett indirectly heated peetoole.
Folisniug American Types, 4/4; 250, 112, 171,
THE210, 245, 226, 47, 46, 24, 35, 51, 57, 55, 5.5, 37, 80,.
6A7, 2A7, 27.
}'tdlnecing Types, 4/4 each; 42, 77, 78, 25Z5, 36.
2A6, 2B7, 503, 6C6,
TIlE38, 83. 39, 44, 53, 6H?, 2A5.catslogoe
nl abusr typea.
6A4. 606, 6F?, 43, 59. Send loe
PREMIER SUPPLY S.5'JRES.

PREMIER
nl thu Complete

1jJTE.

-

TREMLEU GROVE WORKS,

-

Tctrphone: ,dRChway 1661/2.

-

E LE X

.

ILD5IAV RADIO EXCHANGE.
ILDMAY RADIO EXCHANGE Offers tise Follu:eing
iti
.1.1 Sound and Peeleet; cash ulth ordre nr cod.
CA-C. built und
U/II6ELESS SVocld Super allMonodial,
ralees und puo'rr pack,
VV tested, cumplete cutIs
is hrand 00:0 randition; £12.
Sound Salen, built
tXTIItLESS Werfel Quality Amplifier
VV complete es itla calces, Fredec unit, aim oath eaters;

SAVE

3-onlsr butteryuO,ec
151'IJST Bu Cleared:
.11 upeeuted recoirers, in solid out cubesseto. detector,
2L.I"., at the sery Isst pelee ut 14/- each; gier one to your
mother-in-lea lue Xmas,
'UTE Hose u Very Large Stack eel Batteey'opecatud ReVV eeioeye io Sleek, to be cleared at tory loa- priera to
collera osiy.
h.F.4, 7/6; A.F.3, 10/-S; A.F.5. 18/-; A.F.6.
FERRANTI
18/-; A.F.7, 18/6; OEP.M.L. 10/-; OPI. 1-1 ratio.
7/6; OP.? 25-1 eatiu, 7/6; OP-3M 1-1 PP. nestpat,
7/6; O.P.M.2. 10/-; O.P.M.3 12/-; O.P.M.4. 12/-; B3
ehekre, 5/- each.
ALL the Ibas-e Pout orCus-riuge Puid ut Ounce's Risk,
unless uthorerioe stated.
lATE are Open All Doy Thursday. und udiI 9 ocleck un
Saturdays.
'pHONE: Terminus

sited.

S.l.

-

-

-

2
-

[7160

A.F.5. 16/o; A.F.5 1°), 17/6; O.P.M.1(cL
Old Hill, Stulle
[7141
A.F.6, A.F.7. 15/- each; A.F.8, neu-. 7/6;
FEItRA2/Tf
O.P.M.4, 10/-; Marconi 1(17 piek-up, 20/-; B.T.H.
P.M. Junior, 12/-.-Aldridge, 29, Chatterton Bd,, Leeedon.

FERRANTI
12/6. lleeston, High St.,

N.a.'

surplen 11F. chohm, 3d.;
CLEARANCE.-Maunlactorce's
mId, cn,adensees, 300e.'srocking, leso lising. 4d.;
1
eminent mukec;must bacleared.
Electrolytics. 25 ml,). .25 colt. 50 mIs). 12 nuIt,
TC.C.
Bakelite cane, 1/3; Bl S oslo).. 550e. pe.sk.. 3/-.
LI SIITISH STANDARD Tobolac Cusadenneru. 800e. test.
.1.? wire ends, bruno) new, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05. 0.1 mId., tal.;
0.25 mId., 0.5 mId.,

J. J.

17136-

118,
,,

Sot.

T.C.C. type "M" fised condensers, any uiee up ta
0.001 odds., 6d.
QEr Manuluu-tnrern Snrplese.-Skelctun type %Vrstinglesuse
reetifirru, H.T.8 9/6, H.T.9 10/', H.T.l0, I..T.a, L.T.5,
10/9; tyuosturmrr, (Regyntenel lue H.T.9 ne lIT.9, scIth

EASTICK and SONS,.

Bunhill
-

(Me

Row, London,

,-----

(Viceless Technical

j'uatl

Culote Ceded itreistoen, u-lee nosed.
100 to 100,000 obeso, yeue eheice; 4d.
racle. 3/6 leer doom.
RADIO DEVEI.OP7SIENT COMPANY, 4-6.
-V
?laoa-cll -Mill Ret., Loudun, 5.6. Tudor 4046. 17126

FRANKLI:.
otee ends,

Write for List C.13.

-

(C),

"Dictionary of

nc(gica,sl

mId., 2.).

3/6

-

A.F.5. 17/6; A.F.5
1ERRNTI
1 21/-; Al'S.
17/6; O.M. 2(c),

19/6; A.F.5 k-O).
13/6; 0.P.M..C,(cL
13/6; eI) perfect end guereenteed; runt pith order or
c.o.d.-Gripg. 70, Pce) Rd., Weuidntoar. Middleoeu. (7137

in

and your set by testing
F&
with inefficient, unguarded
instruments. Eelex Testing
UTARD 1er Unparalleled Bargains in Sel Manuluetarers
iunsue'
VV Surplus; uil ge.udu are guaranteed perlent;
Prods avoid all danger of eli,ste
drlisery.
accidental shocks and shorts,
complete
Siu
Ceils,
to
opeyi6cntion,
S.S.
'45/-; A.C. and D.C. eliminators, first elusa make.
They are completely insú-, OLYMPIC
tappings SIi.,. detector und peer (150e., 25 mal;
type
u-ith
Westlngluousorectiñcutsos, 25/-; D.C.
AC.
lated, the testing points
type 12/'.
only being exposed- when
Resistances, 1-matt type 7d., 2-mutt type
DUBILIER
1/2. 3-::att type 1/9, Duhilier er 'I.C.0 dry electrothe Red or Black top is
lytic condensers, 8 e:lds or 4 oelde. hOOt. yeah, 50e.,
50 estelo, or 200 seIde. lOt', peak, 3/1.
pressed.
They will save
1(19 or 1(25 Pick-ups. 21 -; ttuthrrmel piero
MA0T"
eleyteip, 30/.; Coanae'ooed5 12/.; BTu. noodle arms.
their cost 'many times over. -jure
pick-ups, 29/-; B.'l.H, peck-up tune arms, 3/-; Clio
Price
per pair.
chassis type ralee hulders, 5-pie: Id., 7- 0e 9-pin 6d.;

-.

Eurtun and Kings Cerou. Calleen in-

-

ne:o,

QONOCRORDE J0sergiucd Mun(e3 Coi) Speakers. 7m.
cone, Pestode transformer. 2,520, 0,500 ohms. oea,
in original be,een; 11/6.
plated '3enlec cbuoaio. 131/oin.x
CHASSIS-Cadmium
7ico.X2iu., 1/-; cloutais cairo holders, sea-, 5piu
2d., 7-pico 5d.; scceened hestec :eire. bIt. So).; eadiophoue
toggles, 3-mint 7d., on-oIl Sd.; Edibehl, bused, 55055

Don't endanger your valves

6751.-

1.ondun.

ROTHERSIEL
7m, cune, Uni orce al teansloecuec,

A.

.as,olet.aithdrirrs:lllteach.
Spec/ni

osiesoteu leom

Perfect Osudo; study our prices; car.
lint erady; trade enqaicics inoited.
Permanent Magnet MuSing Cuil Speakers.

ba,een; 15/-.

S

6

RADIO DEVElOPMENT COMPANY.

GUARANTEED
siage psid; new

VALVES

B.-

Rel. (neue The AngelI,

MAINS

-

BURNT OUT

Receiner only, complete
TXTIRELESS World Single Span use
with sise aboer;
VV with
calori desigued lar
£5/to.
1935 Senor RK. D.C. Maies Eseegierd Mueing
Coil Speaker, £3/SO; Garrard 202A combined gramophone onit, complete aith pick-up and coluece cuntrol,
£2/iS/s.
Type 32 Combined Grumophune Motori with
COLLA-RO
Pick-ups und Velame Controls. fttted nit/s Sally
automatic atop and start plate, 12m. tuenlahle; 50/- each.
listed £4.
PECIAL 08er: Trleen L.F. Chokes 40 henry, brand
cud in sealed bocen; 1/6 roach, limited nombreClracanee Offer: leIsen short-croco coil unito,
ECIAL
brand neo aed in scaled banco; 1/S each.
Needle Armatore Pick-up, 27/4; pair Varley
J3.T.H.
push-pull translursarek, 22/6; ,T.B. imitano 3-gang
0.0005 rariablr condruocro, brand sono, su sealcd basca.

Pentoeeil!e

at 46, Lisle St., W.C.2; 16, Leicenter St..
BRANCHES
5V,; 271-275, High Rd., SVillesdrn Green, N.W.bO;
all mail ardere to 323, Esstun Rd., N.55 .1.
R/.Dl0, 323, Eaelos Jod., London, N.W.1
SOUTHERN
Incur 5\'arecn St. Tobel. 'Phones Museum 6324.
[7153

Est PRODS,

LS/lo.

-

;

JUNCTION ROAD, Ñ.19.

'Phone: Slaceul/ay
94/s22, High St.. Clapham, SW.4.
ed.7 2188. X4rareat Stutiro: Cluphans North (Under[7171

-

I

COILS.-lscasic
with pistOus,

salve holders, 5-, 6-, or 7-pio, screened
sceren-grid leods, any cabe l-watt aire resistances, nice
ad condensers, 0.0001 tos 0.1. 3 amp, main switches.
Cyidon capacitors, doable teimooees.
.COTT Aerial abat Aoode Coils, doral ronge, complete
with circuit; 2/6 per paie.
SPOT 29 D.C. Mocing Coil Speaker, with multiBLUE
ratio output tearoslormer, 7/n. cone, 2,500 ohms,
9/11; ditta 29P.'.b., permanent magoet, 18/1.
Volume, Controlo, 10,000, 12.000 oc 15,040
ELPIIRO
ohms, conspiete with mains switch; 1/-.
Cosdess es, 8 osh, 440V. working 3e-;
T.C.C.Electoolytie
4 mf. 4405. worhing, 3/-; 15 ml., SOt. working, 1/-;
50 ml., lo. wsrhisg, 1/-; 15 ml., lOts'. o'oelsiog, 1/3;
orkthg, 6d 84 4
f. 50v. S-(,Tki,, 6d. ; 2 mr., 1OO.
6
mL, 45O'. woking, 4!-.
Conde
12 mL, 2O.
Dy E1etrc!yti
DUBILIER
wokig 6d. ; 50 inI., 5O. vorkthg, 1/9.
B1od, HM V., 4QO. okiug 4+2+1+
1+1+0.5, 3/9;' 2+2+1+1+1+5.5. 3/-; Dubilier,
300r. working, 4+4+2+0.2, 3/-; Philips 6+4+2+1+1,

t-

-

is tt
I t
6k 'ah
3
s t
Co:.soc sa/oes. pernisnest magnet m5000g cn/I speaker
in osa'nificent na/nat console cebiset, brand new, in
orig/ne1 sealed curIons; £3/12/6 (hot £8).
'F2URGOY3iE Class "B" 1/cceioers, 1935 series, heaud
in ocigisal sealed cartons, csmpbetr with 3
Nullard saltes. Raide batteries aod necamalstce. P.M.
moo-in/I coil speaker, contained in attract/ce cabinet, mag.
nilcently floished ositls chromium 811/nos; £3/ 12/6 (list

AMPLIFICATION'

-

TI/EChassis

geoued).
M

OUTRER2/

(lOM'p°LL
'-J

QUALITY

-.

Components, Etc., for SaIe.-Cot,td.
10 'aDIOS Wireless
Pargains.
Osram 4-caine (aetual) arta, eomRECEL%EIIS._G.E.c.
plete osth 4 Osram aaives, permanent magnet maclog
coil speaker, magnificent pedestal robinet, ready to ase
on all roltages A.C.,,alI Oseam proprietary rossoponenta
original sealed cartons; £6/l5 Ilist £151 151; an en-

_________

.

.

'934.

0314,

Terms"

6

R1dE7od,

E.C.1.

lint.

lines.)
,

-

Second Edition

-

cosh oñtn order or

46, Fnrringdo,n SI.,
1-Oblbern 9703.
-

cod.;

London, E.C.4.

oecd (pr
'l'e').

[6518
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DECItMBER 7TH, 1934.
Components, Etc,, for Sale.-Contd.
RADIO 011er Follow/sO Bankrapt Stock sud

fpr.5
-

(4x4x1), 3/-; 5.35 mId. (4x1x015O.25). 2/6;
(1x1x1x01), 2/.; 1.2 mId. (1x02), 1/-.

'n

nooSing, 55 sud. 100v,
mocking, 25 mId. 25v. ooykie,g, 50 mId. 12s. working,
1/3 roch.
Mico Tog Condensers, typo "S" yod "31," 4d.
each; soluev, 001, 0055, 003, 006, 0001, 0002, 0003.
00020, 0003, 0004, 0005. 0007, 0008, 0009.
UBILILR Doy Electrolytics, 4 sold., O mId. 500c.
working, 3/-; 50 sold. 50v. workuog, 3/'; 7leeokom
net electrolytics, 500v. o sold., 2/9.
0R310 1 mId., 1,000y. test, Bobelito, 1/-; 2 sold.
1.000e. test, 1/3; Wogo 4 mId. 750v. test, 2/3;
Tuloulors 0.1, 0.01, 0.02, 6d.; full cooge cl T.C.C. tog
condcaovroot 4d. cock iocluding unuoun) sizes, oit typos

LECTItOLYTICS

6 sold. 50v.

WITCHES

rat
SBO

-

'.
IV

dh

i'
.

'

.J

J

I

S 89 Sso,teh

-

e

Cat

R10't,9'4
suwe

'

'''

-------

---------.

.

-.

:,

------------------------------Letes Please).
V

(Block

'

'

-

'''

'i..

F. BULGIN

Goods, mostly unused or shoji soiled;
carriage paid osee £2, cash with ordre; offees for

.

'

Il, C'umile, Ss,e'el,

desee

assorted

sIm

350-350

s

'DL ADIOMAItT.-Beass

.

/

'

'

'

.

-

.

1/6.-

Telsen

components, dios

1

INSULATiON,".

L

0.0001.

0.011015.

lOs).;

0.00115,
o.1öo0,

flJJ1OMART.-Braud now oonslensrre, eminent maker,
500s., moehiog 4 mId., 3/6; 2 mId., fi/lt; i mist,

'
socking 4 mId., 2/9; 2 mId,, 175;
RAt9IOMAR'l'.-350o.
i mId., 1/4; 2505. soiking 4 mId., 2/3; 1 mId:,

1/6.
1/2.

the only wire used

RADLOMART.-Pu,hbask.
makers, ready tinned and sleeved,

by net-

6 pdo. 901.

Cossue Slrludy Makee hits lseansl
RADIOMART.-i934
new cumplele npraker, cabinet, satiro, mcsloi 340
Oint 115/7/6); 721g.
i, ilk, 3 amp, lune,, 2d.; BnlBADIO!sIAIlT.-Bsslgin
ing Lee plain bahelite terminale, id.
"Class B" P.M. speakers,

RAIMOM,ART.-Magna085
16/6; igesoic dciser teansluemere,

RADIO,9lAttT.
b,500r., 0.1,

-Nsn-iadactioe

i/lb.

wire-ended,
tubaSses,
0.01, 0.02, 0.04, tOS mId., 6d.;
Philips, 0,0001. 0.003. 2d.
1T,ADIOM,ART,_Teansloemees: Igeanic 8/6, Parco 3/s-i
[9
Ericnson 15/-, 1/3; Toben Ace, 5-i, 2/ii,
moving coil 2,1cl.
LS ADIOMART._SOnoehoede 29/6 tosen;
10/6
topped power. Peotode, makers'
21/. super 4-pole cune unit,,
RADIOISIART._Siomens
4/fi; 35/. model, 6/9.

lt

i/li,

at

£111716; 25 cycles, £i/i9/t.
'TON-INDUCTlVE 0000. Test Condensers, 1 sold., bd.;
'2 mId., 1/3; 4x4 mId.. 4/6: 5x8 mtd.. 8/0; isab
Told., 1/4; 025 mid., Sd.; 0.01 mId. 4d.; 10% discount

Wte,ioo St., Biem,eghm.

'
.

RADIOMAItT.-Latrnt
drices, 1/9; olos motion dials,
¡ADIOMART..-Telsoo 7/6 Radiogrand teanolormeis,
3-i sae 5.1, 3/9; tappcd Pentode chistes, 3/6.
1,500,, tubolur condensers, Od,;
RADIOMART,-Trleen
TrIsen i-watt' sire-ended resistors, ed.' cartridge

Rectified Chargers, to charge 2 to
VIESTINGHOUSE
12e. battery at la., £119/fl; thermionic ditto, 12s.
2a., £1/lilt; hito lcr 2 smp. chargers,' £1/8/6.
150 ohms sliders, 5/il 130 ohm 1 amp.
TELEVISION,
sliders, 32 ohm 2 amps, ditto, 8/-li; ditto 30 ohms
3 amps,, 15/6; 255 ohm nets, 316; tapped ditto, 750 ohms,
for motor control, 3/li.
1TE9T1NGPIOUSE Rectified Eliminators, scith 2-4-fis.
chargers, output 15go. 30 ma., sitla lower tappingo,

AceoonLtnt, 20,

"

AC., crib charger, 45/-.

dilleeentials,

A.C. 4-cuise Supeeket, Westinghouse,

t)H.
°-

.

'

RADIOSOART.-Trlsen
hahelito saciable, 0_0001,
1/-; 0.0005. 0.00075. 1/3.

£5/19/6.

.

'

saciable condensers;
0.0005, 1/9; t.0003, 1)3; real quality job.
ADIOMART.-Screened ironeore dual cango Coils, with
lt reaction rises/I, 2/11; Igeanic short Oase iroccoro
duel eacge. 3/3.

COREY-PARSONS
tone control, B.V.A. valses, £6/19/6; ditto, Class B

'n

.

°

6d.

6/ii.

Tuboohoes, 0.0005 noto!.
to 0.001 mid., 2/11 per dozen; 0.002 to 0.006 sold.,
3/11 per dozen.
Electeolytico, 500e. 000eking, 8 ¡oid., 2/11; 25/.
DRY
pee dozes; ditte 25,s 25 Told., 1/3, 13/6 per dozen.
Bzoehoord Vzlo'e holders, 4-pin, 2/11 per
XT
n; Cija 7-pio ehzoois. 6d.; Britiob ebusois
type, 4-pio 1/9, 5-pin 2/3, 7-pin 2/11, pee dozen.
Coded Wire Wooed Resistero, I oatt coince
COLOUR
sup to 1,500 ohous, 4/11; op to 5,000 ohm,, 5/11;
higher salues, 6/01; pee dozen.
Reoiotors, odd 1/- pee dosen; 5-scott, odd 2/2-_ pee dozen; 8 mutt, odd 3/- pee dozeo too shore prices;
10 o'att reoistoes, 2/- roch; 20 scott. 2/6;50 scott, 3/-.
1!.IOIJLDEO Reoistoes, 1 scott, wire end. 3/6 per dozen,
curious calore; ditte, cop end oser 0.1 meg. only, 3/3
per dozen.
1I4AINS Teansiormees, screened peimaries. tOc-230-250;
L'
350-0-350v. 80 ma., 4e. 2z., 4e. 4u.. 9/11; ditte 120
mu.. 12/9; 500-0-500v. 120 mu., 3 L.T.s, 16/6; ahoco with
leude; zdd 20% for super type with terminsis, etc.
Smoothing Choheo, 60 mo., SIt; 100 mu., 6/61
150 ma., 7/6; 200 mc., 9/11; 30 eo;a.,.2/6.
(Tflistee)
Chetered
RUDLAND
MARSTON
1?

)

-

oir-o aced,

type

'

Chasceu.s Luce, E.C,4.

-

.

.

12

120

1/-...

25 mu.

coils, etc.;

'T0N-ñ6DUCTIVE 1.500e. Teot

'wore.

m

6

V

,,

Fouls-

55.0.,

(I

LTD.,ABBEY RD., BARKING, ESSEX,
LscdcsShocx,u,cs:

9, lO.

by., 70

quality, made Westeen Eleetcie, Su, Crom'
ouperhet., 12/6; postage
flAD1OMART.-Edgesyise clouaI tuning' metees, '6, ma.,
L illumsoated, 2'4x5iu: only, similse R.G.D.;. 5/9:
ADIOMART. Radiophcno logarithmic poteotiometer,
10,000 ohms, wire wound, ssith mains switch; 2/-.
ADIOMART.-Clarion 10/6 lull sisioc dials, 'ca;o.
Riengtis
ocaleo, moving spot light, ooysfioed escut-

,'

V

t

PrisOaeY,

153'

g

25

Pentcde output trous-

3-1

.

cecIl

I

chokes,

.L9

'

.

----------

pintitiinsitrd.

col.eerdynrs,

'

t)ADIOMART.-Igranie smoothing chokes, 20 by. 100
ma., 260 ohms, heavy stalloy core; 2/9.

3("

liS

Tb

NAMEcei'r'.------------------'r',
-

.

.

MARSTON
RUDLAND (Trustee), Chssrteeed
Accountant, 20, Waleelos St., Birmingham.
Type
900 lslicecdenaees lcr Single Span,
L'DDYSTONE
short case, etas., 00001 sold,, 2/9 oosh; chassis loe
singlo spac pouce unit, 3/9.
Pious, boned, £111216; MagnaROTIIERMEL-BRUSR
sos, etc., eneegisrd speakers, 2,500 and 6,500 fields,
Sin: cones, 9/li; lese ditta, ties. ccnes, 7/li; lgransc.
Elkon AO. public address nscdel, cost £8/15, £2/19/6.
boned,
5/li; Epoch
BENJAMIN-TItANSFEEDAS,
O.T.19.8 output, 9/li; Ferranti A.F.5c, 1310; Q.P.P.
inputs and outputs, 5/il.
']i[ONOD1a(L Conspsssents, "1W." LF.s,'.516; schistle
B,P.19 coils, 15/li; Polar Star
Ilfiltees 6/ii; Vaelry
3.gang, sokh cyidon deice, il/il; Fereocart 110KO.

5

2/-.

Dubilir,

ftADIOMART_TCCb

,'

ADORESS'----,

So

AlT87

V

V

L'

I.

32 by.

circuits.

'SEW

I

Pie ace send the Neue 80-pa
"W." Price 3d. Post Free,
'

,

.1.

Stamp Beings Listol Bargains, motors,
critcnssc,nocallees.

.1

lerent; suo selection; 2/6.
ÄDIOMAR'F.-Stehtuu 616 dual cuisgeocreeneol rolls,
2/6; matched pair foe screened geld, 4/6; completo

BATTERY FOUR"

50

'

,

jD.

[

4/

Relays, magnoficect snateuments, leso only. 10/"

A,ueid Delay Send Oedsrs Without Mosey, s'e pay
T° cod. ehuegru on ordres suer 5/-.
OB1JRN RADIO Co., 9, ßandland St.,.W.C.1.
Molllo9e. neaerst ottoons,
or e

u

FOR THE

12/6
R0M-om0
4/6;
nutpot, 4/6;
4/6.

11AhjfOMART.9e'il

TYPES SPECIFIED

_,.

l

d

Pf'IRADE List Ready, send heading nod stamp.

-

.

ferme,,

.

at 4/9.

GPO.

-

.

R°'

)

/

-

plete range of reliable
switches of excellent design
all of which will withstand
ears of conti uous use

11111

}t.F..

screened oleeescg, 3d. yd.
Speakers, D.C. ecergised, 2,000 ohms,
SONOCRORDE
cl ho ed
12/6 (ea
1/f R th m I M dg t
p M
k
Picos Electric Pick-ups, ceso model,
booed, listed 42/-, 30/.; MarConi K.25 pick-ups,
boned, 21/-.
Rectiflees, set manufacturero sue'%JESTINCHOUSE
plus skeleton typs, liT.6 wust 9, 8111; teansloemees
for come with LT. ssinding, 6/9; 1go only lIT.5 and 6

.'
.

.

lytico, 1/3.

.

7 yds. Sol.,

.

otesight line diolo, woceleng)lo,
IIAUIOMÄRT.-_Utility
lugkt o-oses nith pointer, 3/6; Utility special diso

'o5uoowl

ltodicphone .T.00 Gong Condeciers vitls
Teim,nevs, 0005, 5/9; Jtodiophooe caeced
diolo ssith
escutcheon and dial lights, 3/9.
L'STON Iron Cored Conned Coils, 'with circuit, 2/6;
Itasliophone toggles, 6d.; binocular chokes 1/2'
;hokes, SOcI.; Cclu,obia LP'. transformers, 3/1 and 5/i,
2/9 Jfl. air spaced condenseen, 0005 with escutcheon,
dsstolles,

'

.

500ct., 4x8x1 mId., 2/il; 4x
RAL5IOM0tT.-.-T.C.C.
4x2x1x1 mId., 4/6; L9nbilier 4 mId. 200e. etccteo-

RITISI4

d

64.

.1/ola loe yjoin. slsolt condeoseco,

M.

od

'

RÄDIOMART.-.-Selecjicn bvood flP2
BIRMIN)31LA3.O
peelect compofleoto; uality goods, speeds deliveey.
guoeostecd oatioloctioe.
.
Rodiophono 110 Sc. IF. tonus.
RA000MART.-Beitisk
)ocmeeo, 2/6; OVestingkouse skeleton H.T.20, A.E.T.
monsoloctueees' ssoeplus, 9/9.
T?ADIOMAIOT. Liooen 2-gong cidI unit leo sceeeoed griS
circssit, switches, motees' unopened bosco, completo
ciecuits (list 17/6); 5/11.
y sopee 2-gong aiespoceol
boll.
R.AUtO2SIAET.-Utilit
heaving, lolly screened, with trimmers. 5/11; with
disc 4/sl, 6/11.
AD0OM.A1tT.-Utility 3-gossgsupecket. 110 6e., 6/9;
with .1/oc diol, 7/11; Utility kokelite, 0.0001. 0.0002.

©

9CC.

su

T,

-Components, Etc., for Sale.-Contd.

BULGIN

M.snulactusees Suepisso
Condeooees: Blocks. 20 mId. (12 mld.x4x2x2
UTOBURN
-T
mId.), 5/6, 14 mId. (2 m!d.x2x4x4xlXl(, 5/-;
12,01 old. (4x4x2x1x1x001). 4/6; 6 sold. (4x2). 2/6;
6.5 sold., (2 mld.x9.5), 3/-; 11 mId. (4x4X2x1), 3/6;
9 sold.
3.1 osSI.

'AD\TERTISEStEN'D

Clix obtain maximurninsulation by mounting only
th& heads of valve Sockets
in thin paxolin, providing
true low-loss construction,
with result.'ntgain in efficiency. Although thin, the
insulation is very Stróng,
or
and will not chip
with
careless
fracture

treatment.

CLIX
Specified
for the
NEW SiNGLE-SPAN
BATTERY FOUR.

-

Folder

A

Series

4biens sheet-souse solve-holders.
Eddyotone I.E. coupling onoto,
-

rilases ocer-peoduceol etoch

Rochester

C/tarts,"

3/6.

Electric 21/- mireophoors, 2/9;
RADOOS5IART.-Western
teonofoeeoee, 2/6; Beehive etundoil taso/ulero. Bd.
Bush nirkel, 2%in., 5,9;
RADIO0LART,_Millizmmetoro.
ouper ditto, 2/1!zin., 619; eeud AC. or D.C.; oil

-,

"Radio Data

-

2/-.

-

-

«W" Free
D
LNX,;- LTD.
LECTRO- Row,
LOfldOfl,

79a,

2/6; dotto 4 pr006s. 213.
zeriul teanspesition hiochs loe
RADIOMART.-Iooteo
ir,teeiercnce elimination, od,; oct 10, 6/6.
ball-hearing lOO mid, short u-oct
RADIOMAO6T.-Benss
pigtail, noiseless, 1/6; hezoo icondopreud 0e neuteol'
ising microeoeizbles, 1/-; eotcn000n bracket,, 3d.
£616 po/nemeo! refoyo, beauRADIOISIART.-'-Oueresooent
tiful instrumento, perfect. 8/6; Morse practice hey,

RADIOMART.-Pye
pi,o haueho.sed. 4d.

-

E!

of

-

Abacs

Posi free

feuding

Continentool voice muhee. super c.loes: sensational
RADSOMART.-P
types ut 4/6; E.F.Pen.. 50.11.,
'sDiOYsOART.-A.C.
'n
-LI M.R.L, V.M.S.O.. P.T.4, SOLA.. BORA.
13X.250,
types ut 4/6:
RADIOMART-Ameeican
0,X245, -13X.210. U.Y.35, U.Y.224, U.Y.27, 46.
56.
81,
6A7,
80,
2A7,
list gires charteeioties und

RADIOSLART,-Nocembee
hundreds os-quality horgoins; pieuse octe stump most
oYeS 6/- pwt ieee -The Sqewe
17164
IR Deoiees, 19, John Beight St., Bieininghaxn.

4/Io

-

-

-J
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Components, Etc., for SaIe.-Contd.

-

I

-t -All

I

iH
SUFFER

-.

o

I

-.

F'

-

OLDHALL

ST.,

.

LIVERPOOL

BUCKINOHAM GATE,

-

EI.ECTRADIX RADIOS

OSees U Orchee ter 3-vutse SeSeen
ne penando Satt eryclauss ja, inetadiag sil fi ,sdclaene omposests. brand- veo, cuoiptetrly
sued; at 35/-, t eesiatves
CLEAtOANCE Stabes Special 011or ot u Limited
Qoaxity S.T.600 Dorvbestec Kits to Deoigner's-SpeeiOvation, inrludisg Coticen coils, Pollard eondonsero, TOC.
fined rondé osees , ic.t. llypeinsite teaostcrusei, metuliseat.
baseboard,. reedy diitled panel und terminol. strip; list
price £5117, ost petra £3/jo.
CLEARANCE GEtto 1-oatt Orésiotunves, well
RADIO
bonon make, oli siaes; bd. each.
CLI.SIOANCE 011cc, %Veu 2 cud. Condeesce'.,
canned type; 1/. rucIa.
CLEAtOaONCE 011era O sitri. Dry Electrolytic,
JADtO
&oO.salt oorkieg, ortI bsoisn make; 2/6 euch.
CLEARANCE 011ero White Ileevivg, sf4 ois.;
od. dna. lesgths.
Offers Tetsnn O.000t-0.00Ol5 Re.
RAuto-CLEARANCE
actiaa Condonsees und 0.0003 Tsaing Condcn,ecn;

S.W.1

'POco,: ersic,f 4611.

SHORT WAVE CON VETLRS
Outstanding in Merit and Efficiency.
Acclaimed by users " from China
(o Peru."
--Convérts your receiver Into u real Short Wave
Superhet at will. Not a mass producnion
"litt or mIss." job, but a sclennlftcally
designed uhit. Vide Test Reporr "Wireless
World," 2.61.34. Write for details:
HARKEN ELECTRICAL CO. LTD.,
Short Wave Engineers,
.

CLEARANCE 011er, anGeli Ocadiopliooe 3-gang
3 o.coss sections,
complete xith
dial, escntc*seon. pilot holder; 7/6 each.
\lc.SrkCE Offers l-201s.p. Motors (Gilbert!.
000-lt5 sotts AC., lot teeaiaiuc, suitable br 200-200
cults ii saed toitS 700-ohm eesiotunce ut 30-cult lump;
sitio, 10/6.
CLEARANCE Offers Variable Pouce Resistancea
RADIO
by Welt Essen MoSte, O-100 ohms ; price 3/- each,
eocep tiunal value.
CLEARANCE 00cr, British Rudiophone Triple
RAutO
Uusg Con itesrers , 2X00005 amt 110 bc's oscillator
sectian, complote with knob, deis:, escutcheon ; 7/a, post

RAtMO
Coudcocees witti

-

,

-

RCLE
U N

I

I

V E R SA L

.

AMPLIFIERS.
ACOC

now includes equipment complete
with universal gramophone motor,

vision for
G.U.25 is

microphone.

THE SOUND EOPLE
TANNOY
(Ony

PRODUCTS
R. Fountain Ltd.),
canirruare O,,,. WEST NORWOOD, LONDON. t.E.27,
nt binusbea.
t'hniir: Otreathnni 4122 (ii SenI.
MANCRESTE!t2, Wtctnn,tb Street Wnut, Deasogrtv
'Pbao,: Cnnteat 6830.

t

secondaries 320-0-325
st aMa; 9/t. post true.

X

r

FINGER TIPS!.

Do ed

IllI

AGItE.,

A.M.l.MnCN.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E.,
MaStic., G.P.O., etc., Exams. The book also gioca
details of Courses in all branctieu of Ciott, Mech.,
Eter., Motor, Aera., Wtretnss and" Tattle" Engineer-

leg, and ee3laiea the unique adoantages of our
Appointmeeto Department. SCud fue ih, ra/sub!,

Heed&nukia.dai_FREE and yeiJrte:
agressa

387.

,Nurtrcrg"sivc7StStScÏIiig

tbnle,e,cn ftn',,.

29131,

rccasotooc.

Onkcl steer, Lsnion,

Now

WI
on Sale

2-0-2

2t/u,

at

2-O-p

,

.

-

-

WALt/E

.-

.:

1/6.

let a first-class post

slip through your fingers
or the sake of a few
letters after your name.
Whateoer our e5perience, age Or education.
yoa shoald. senti to.dai for 'ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES." This free 256 paga Hand.
book shows the easiestway of preparing for the

¶l1l1Tl

na.,

THE SCIES,II'j(

.

.',

.

VAI.VE3FOOM

9

.

:

BRIT/f/i..-MADE

H'GHVACUÛMVA[VEC°lf'
113117 FAPRINÇDON R° E.C.l

-

HAVEAT YOUR

'E.J
j
A :__i

70

UFROM5(9

4IYì4C

:1

CLEARANCE Offers LF. TransI ntoieen 3:1
RAlMO
and 5 :5, macal,octorre 's type; 1/6 each.
Lb'. Transformers,
CLEARANCE OOeea
RADIO
. ahruaded. 3:5 nnd 5:l;-price 1/9 cacti.
CLEAIEANCE. Offers Steel Chassis, cadmium
RAUlO
plated, drilled reudy lee use, 3-tutte, 1/-; 4-valve,

jcENGINEEPS!
LOOK WHAT YOU

)

tI

i

ELECTRICAL CONSULTANTSJ

[RADIO

,

.

-

we are Sp,ctoliss,t anti siseeinii!e in the drei1,,, mono.
loriots and drs'.lopment of cern descrpsion of nlcetrieal
npparsias. Y enrias rection of one laboesiory ;, melted.

CLEARANCE Otters 8,000-ohm Vnluoae Con-.
6ml, lug. type, xith Q.M.B. soitch, by DEC.; 2/6.
RADIO
CLEARANCE Offers Set nl Band-Pass Coils,
RAUtO
manulucturcen type, uith circuit dia grani . soitable
lue tuned grid or toned nsodr; cnt nl 3 coils, 4/n.
CLEARANCE Once, Parallel Feed TransRAD
lotmers, catis 6-1, by oeIl hsotoo nianufuvturec; 3/-.
CLEARANCE 011ecs Mains Trunutocmrr,, unRAUtO
shrn,,ded. n,anutuctucera typo, peimacy 200.250,
secondary 320-O-320v. at 70 ms., 2-0-2v. ut 3 ampo. ; 5(5,
post Irre.
CLEARANCE Offre, Mains Teunstorrsees,
RADIO
xith teemisalu, pcinaucy 200250v.,
shrouded,

equally efficient on
either A.C. or D.C.
Tannoy equipment Is available on
hire for special occasions. Write:

:

i±!JXOÌ.ß

;

The

SOUTÑ END, CROYDON.

iSa,

CLEARANCE Olores British 'Radioplione 510
RADSO
bc/s intermediate Fcvquency Tcaootocmneu 3/..

turntable and pickup, and pro-

:}ARK',.-

.

7cl. each.

RANGE OF

-

-

R

'R°

THE

-

218, Uppnr Thumnu Street, Loadon, E.C.4..

R"°°

LONDON OFFICES:
40,

O

-

.

CLAUDE LYONS-LTD
76,

.

-

IBDtO.CLEARANCE
Grid, detector, pooee

.

'j

-

-

:jJ'

,

stsde/, de/al-ed A.V.C., toral dirt once ositrii, 7-kr.
Mallard nolyra, AC. 200.25a volts, demonsteal/ks daily at 94, lt/gb tlolbors, rhossic comptete oit/a
HaSard raises, brand neo, lens speaker sad robinet;

.

fori 5/6

-

-

Laprl Mikrs for.
Amrricas iype... 1216
l2OahmSulIis'anl-Ieadpl:ooes,
WO. model, at a troth at casi. For
Sircuit testing, tault spotting, broadcast
",
a,
I/strain5, micrsphancrapeen
All
-«-._,._----'u
onrbypeasdnew. Alunsioiiambodyaod
loeadbaods. Maker's price tn-day is 15/-.
Our price, 2/6 pce
pair, :4d. postage.
TRACKING GEARS. For record making so yaorr secs grams.
CroIre dc/re lypr P, a/t. Screoc braseras spindle deine, CM.,
7/6. Blank Recassi Discs, a/- doe.
METERS, taVe barS 2,000 in slack, all ra:igeo and siers, CZ
3 amps., 5/201) n., 6/-. AC.
20 r., 50 a-5/100 e., 5/6
er D.C. Pole Testers, 2/6. Testiog Sets AC. MIPANTA 7f n.
15/7 r., 300 n,; 3 ocales and eu/a, oo)y 19/6
scaeth 2. MC
meter movrooeots; complete ma gorI au st jewel coil, fasesprrimeoters, 5/-.
PARCELS r) esperimentat odd coils, magoris, osier chokes,
condensers, sa/Orbes, terminals, etc., post tree, 10 lb., 7/.,
71k., 5/-. 1,000 other Bargaiss io Ness Sale List "W.W."

separa tisa

If you have any difficulty in securing this littlé
gadget, send our nearest office a P.O. for 2/6, nd
we will despatch. post free, per return:'. Free
descriptive leaflet on request.
.

si,

PIlO/tEa.

CL//ARANCE, sa, lt/gli Halbees, WC.l, rSer
barga/as, lio,ited qoastitirs
srly; to order so-er 5/- post Irre. 'Phase: Hoihorn 4t3l.
r'-VALVE Superhet. Alba Chassis (by Plessey), 7 tosed.

.

-

',)t',
- ¡I

CROONERt.
dance ba,ids.

RADIO
the lollowis_-sturesduos

.

r

M

/

Dynamas,25/-.

.

iorta-allrel

Radiopkong 3gasg 0.0000 Snperliet Coo.
dersers, 110 hr.. sp/lt end eases, top te/momos, doso

57/10.

15/

"W_W," Il TABLE MIKE.
This isasplrodid prdestal Miceophorr
for speech aod masis. The bakelibe case,
mataining a 2/fl. mike and transtarmer,
is os a brosor pedrstal (as illusbrateel).
So-itch and P1ng sockets arr 1/tIrol soi the

P.M. Speakers, Universal trushlormeee,
hosed hinted 395.. Sd.), t5/tl.-Ept,in..
93, Bem ltd., Chinglord, E.4.
17093

-.

desk,

-,,

SI

'-'-e

Beloos.

anl

2/-.
Ma/sss Trassfarmers 3/6
1 mtd. Condmsers, 41. Telescopes.

'j

I

ROTHER/dEL
7is. cose, seso,

ask

Headphones,
2/t pair. Bells, best British
Buzeers. 5/-.

n-

-

[42tA

.

as

-.,._,-

listed 22/5), taltw-Beloo.
rolase csded, sired ends, 0-catt, sea,'
RESISTANCES,
assorted salors loll to 10,000 shmn; 31- doues.-

coser

CLAUDE LYONS Hall-Ceown

for a CLAUDE LYONS TYPE.HD-30, 30Ohms "HUM-DINGER " (Regd. Trade Mark No.
503663--noire genuine ií this mark s not engraved
on it). Total cost 2/6, complete with full instructions.

MORSE KEYS. Moose and Signal, from 4/6; Sounder

-,'

Christ.

ALL

Gadget which quite definitely will cure this trouble
in any AC-operated Radio, Radsogram or Amplifier.
Just walk into the ncarest good Radio Dealer

peat paid, iOr

"B'

is

There is

.

Deeoraiioo Lamps, set at ta, romp/etc io
6tIOISTMAS
srsprted oolosro, osp rouage, 4/lt; Te/otros electroiytin cositessers,. S mid., 450 soIt corking, 2/lt euch;
25 mid., 350 soIt corking. 3/6 euch; Triotros Cla.so
valaca, typa E220B, list 10/6, ose price s/i.
Bisdrulue 11F. Chokes, tolnliy enclosed in
AMPLION
oaklite cose, list 4/6, oar pe/re 2/3; ints ai 3 doues
cosrted Data/lire lined rosdeosers, 1/9 each too; 4-pis
rtaala/a-moostiog salse holders, Od. earh, 6 toe 2/.; 7.pio
type 7th earls, 6 br 31-; var/shOe tao/ng rosdensera, 0.0003
mist,; 0/- euch; lgsaoir 2-poet rotary sooitrhrs, 1/- each;
¡grsair oliort-saseehakes, 1/- euch; double readisg
sabtmetero, t / 9 each; accumulator hydrometers, complete
mith OsaI,. 1/. noch; Snoereign ligktoisgarreaters, 6d.
esch.
Free: lles/sed Bargain List ' W."
Mail Orders Direct to Pearl and Pearl, 190,
Riskopogair, Loados, E.C.2. Tel. : laishopugote 1212.

nothing so asinsying as "mains hum."
This persistent, low-pitched " Hum-m-m-m-m "just
worries youto the point of distraction. You muy
spend much time which might be spent in pleasurable, relaxing listening and still not cure that
Hum-rn-m-m-m." Also, perhaps, waste much.

There

Sasdey Baegains.--AlI

SPECIAL

YOUR SET
FROM "HUM-M-M-M"?

DOES

EECTRADIX BARGAINS

EARL and PEARL, 190. Bishnpognte, Londnn,.E.C.2.'
the foiboi,og burga,n gnaea nteed neo goods;
coah ne cod., cocuage paid,

-

-
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CLEARANCE,
Holborn
:

94, Higt,
4631.-

The Wiress WorLd

Itnlboen

Diary for 1935

PARTS. ele.,

L n,.uc,e00,.
(il_

.SERfIfa:

1Cs)

j

.'-LEOÑAPD HEYS: FARADAY HOUSE'.
HEN.R'Y"

STREETi ..BLAÇKPOO

:FIEvEA.VEARJEXPEQ,ENC7 ,a'. 99.Ig W/RELEJJ 7.Q.4DE

riicLE Thy

W.C,t.
[7173

..

e

'

RADIO
'Pbooe

Fu,nil,lasiuei ai,'a,,oi C3MP3dE3TS, RITO 0F
as adreetl,et in lhi, Juoecat noi
bhibisfa ---- .,l,esb,,e .0115J,oaf Suudrlea.
FA,N$TdgjvrareesonulAttentlustuAilord,v,

,

.

-

CLEAI1ANCE 00cr, Metal Chassis 2- and 3RADSO
salve type, fitted oith eaton hold treue 4 terminal
strip; 2/-.
CLEARANCE OSees " Centralab " Pateotiu
RAUlO
meters; 50,000 ohm,; price sit nach.
'CLEARANCE 0tIet T.C.C. Condensero.-0.5
RADIO
mid., tOO-volt D.C. nothing, 1/- euch; T.C.C. con250-volt. D.C.
avoehing,
d coats , 1 mid.,
5/- each;
TOC. condensers, t mId., 450-volt D.C. onrking, 1/3
cacti; TOC. condrarecs. I bild., 800-onit D.C. u-itching, 1/6
euch; T.C.C. e-oadenoeen, 2 mrd., 450-volt oorhing, 1/6
each; 'I.C.C. cnodrssevs. tmtd., 250-soIt D.C. svnrhisg,
2/- rath; TOC. condensers, 4 mfd., blnvk 0.0, 0.5, 0.5,
0.5, 0.5. 0.5 sod 1 mId., 250-wolt A.C. oarking, 2/6 Ouch.
-

Price ¡/6

By

post, z/

PDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

CUT THE
CRACKLE

Components, Etc.; for SaIe.-Contd.
Nl.l aith O.P.M6c, £5;
r1r-uah-sI1
PERRANTI
QOtp9t, 12/-; A.F.5c, 19/-.-Wilkiroar, 30, Lirka
Ar., Mooke/átoo. NrthomberfaoIt.
17166
J[ORSE Priotoer, complete. £2, packing, care/ago ostro;
Hot Wirr aorpmrtrro, , amp., 2/9, 3/9, pqStago
3d.'-Bratco,, Chalk Earth .Rd. N.W.1..
[7167
Claaa 'B trannfernoera, 1-14 to
VAUXHALL._Beoiamin
1, 6/6; Radiophonr, Cmos B. iCI-; osiamo còntroio;
Radiophone, .o3th So/ich, 5,000 ta5O0,000, 3/6. ITAUXBALL.-Set manofactsr/rs sor-plus. Skeirbea
type Weos/nghouar
ctiûnro- lIT.8 9/6, H.T.9,
11.1.10, 10/-; Weotrrtoro. W.4, 6V.X.6. 5/9; mains tearsfit.ld a/tb ocrredrd pr/mary, 3GO-300'. 60 ma.,
4e, -25e,., 4e. 4o., impeegoates/ ,e/ndiogo, 11/6; Niciets.
-

5./S.

a

OUT"

'

OF.-

"

:

°'

CHRI TMAS..

Pirao electo/e piek-ops, 30/-;
AUXH,4,L_Rethermr'
B.T.H. 'Minor, 16/6; Sen/or, noodle armatore. 29/-;
B,&diepbrnr, 14/6; others from 10/-; BIN. PompereI
g-smopbo, mstsos, 30/-; Colloon 32 model. 32/6: POOlplet.o susit A.C.. 200-250s.. 6,-st sosiitp p/ok-up sed
solunse pssntpol, 49/-. POoled c'tono.
ITAUÍIIALL-Dubiiiee condensePO, 4
8 mId., 'dOy
oicooiytio, 500s. uskiog, 3/-; 50 mId., 50s. u-nob-

RADIO

jog,, 216; tobo/op non-indsollee. 0.1 54., 0.05 6d., 0.002,
0.0002,' 0.001, 0.0001, 44. euch; T.C.C., mice, 0.002,
2 005-soit toot, 104.; 0.0001, kl.; 0.001. 0.01, 1/-; 1 mid.
hi.,00toidge, 1/3.
inteomediote tognoinomees.
VAUXHALI..-Rodiophnoe
110-117 bc. on bomo,sitb tepmiooio, topped poimoop
end secooducy, 6/-; 3-gong consleoseps, oupehet Slidget,
12/6.
eed pulls,
condensepo sod set issu

Cut the crackle out of Interference -"
Suppressor,
type iii8. Price,complete
Christmas
radio by-. with
your
full mstructsons for
1
fitting, 10/6.
fitting a Belling - Lee
Interference Suppressor.
COUPON
Write for full information
Beg & Lee, Ltd.,
telling you how BellingEl7dd,Mex
Lee suppressors, ciesigneuPlease send free information.
tö Post Office 'Specifica.....
tions, will cut out radio
NAME
io/6.
little
as
noises for- as
-

-

Sd., 5-pies

751.

diak sod do/eco, 00016lete
jsed, block se benun; 5/-.
resi.otssnceo, 1-ustt type, 74.

soleo holdere, tremingle. 7-plo
post paid 2/6 ser

W.B. 5-piso, 45/4.

ITAUXHALL UTILITIES. 163s. Steased, W.C.2; oser

Doonys the Beokoellees Temple Ber 933ß. Secod
F7162
-fese lists Ieee.
5sGIIA 152.
lth posh-poll teons!cermerooit " Mosoe1'I dc,cl,' 35/-; B.P. 30 coils, 17/6; Sin, Rotc. 17/6.
.L
POOer tranolocecee list of soony others _Knightbeic1ge,
Ma/don, Esses.
17125
Selection of Ficst Close Componento for Sole;
ALARGE
lçce pniçes, ioecloding S'creasti tranoloemces, sssetero
god chokes; sloe cariosso -onslcccsecs, eesist,cccceo end conoeetecs;cessd lee list.-J. 5'. Anderson, 35, Loododocno
[7170
Rd., Walthamstoa, E.17.
Tcesrinrmero cod Meters, sell kinds of
FERRANTI
moe/cog coil speakers, all typen ol electrolytic.? ansI
farol coodensero -In stock, coery component g oarecnteeel;
glee os s cell, eco aill moe you money.-Neaport Sneplsss
Stereo, 24o. Nesepoet Court, Ckaeissg Ce000 Rd., W.C.2.
seete'ard

RADIO PARCELS 011er 500 Pomelo of Guaconteed
Useful Corooponesto ot 3/6 eoch; roch porcel contojos 24 orticleo, ond includes 0500tted reoictuacco.
orritches, ,noilo, rice, Gr,, etc., the g munlerd oulsoe ol
euch parcel io st least 15/- coot price; ontiuloction io

-

I

B

ELLING
APTIPIAL

LC'.td1

& LEE

LTDII

designers specify Erie
Resistors it is not a matter of mere
chance, but deliberate choice- lt
is because Enes are the best and
most suitable
the purpose.

-

.

.

----

-

.

.

-

LLTJSTI6A Borgoiio Liot., 9, 16 und 35 mm.

You should make sure that yoù
get genuine Erie impregnated carbon Resistors, for in a number of
cases, various inferior types of
colour coded resistances are being
offered as equal to Enes..., Accept
no resistances without the genuine
Erie label attached. Cheap rèsintances are definitely not the same
thing. They are not an economy.
The Erie label identifies.guaranteed
reliability.

-

----------------

-

-9 mm. Fou Magonior, oith runningtitleU
lo
ourirty of 16 nOm. tioo Ion Saie.
11_,-lle,o-icder loe otundoed fi/mo Or 9mm.; 16mm.
1
type, 16/-.
-sj 0er ocrern,

-Opt/cd

40030/n., condition

nyotc,00

slit.
.-,Photo-rlm,tein

Io

nro.
oith

for LoiSirs, noper type,

crIb.. potaoniam,

Three i nncoee uno d010r or h0ldaria Ihr .00pply of Erie Reo/oso,0.
il nonos tod th0o Eri co arr onobooin,bie, or hoer any diffiooioy,

Vioutron;

Chnsinoo colin ut 30/-.
/_.-T,00.poct 9 mm. dromoo, in perlect condition,
-16
big oeiertioo.
.
.

on

projector, complete
171 _.-81000dord 35
/_.-Motoe loe A.C. or 00C. Moins, to drine a,oy
18
otondord 35 mm. proiertoe.
.IMotoro, brand nro, adoptable to 9 mm. oe
19
16 moo mochinen.
nono,

[Oc

fflff4/f
i,
fO

fr

THIS Select/no of Special 011er/cgo to Poroonol Caliera,
Or to c000tomeru oho promptly remit foc theor, tremo
cash nitis order; oo,uypronol cyn be c000idocrd or coreecp000lencerotcced /,otoinc0000eotioo ,oith the,e good,,
00 oohirh ore g soruoteed to be in cunning order oud

eJ

.

-----------.

- When

MISCELLANEOUS.

l/

-

------------------------------------------------------

POAS.

'IION'T fif

Wi.[7159

/

-

-

.

ADDRESS

or boner returned; enero noticie in thee porcelu
io brood neIn und con be asn,i in building modern neto;
po/co. 376 per phcrel (ruine 151).-Rodio Porceio, 89.
Chorlottc. St. 'FitoroySq., London,

I ,1

-

I

---------------------------------------------------------------

-

12 /

-

17147

D.C., £3; Senior Amee. speaker, 35/-;
550-0-550 120 sso.. LI; A.F.5c. £1;
O.P.Nl.13c. 16/-; B.5 chokke, 18/-; S'recenti 0-100 seca..
22/6; ditto 0-20, 18/-; Acometer, 27f-; BTu Sessioc
pick-up, 251--Wood, 105. Haeskoley Rd., N.l6. Colloco
only.
(7132

Sen/or.
RK.Pas'meko

drucnobcd.

,

-

-

3/6.

lier
V'-'--°°bj
etch, oil oal(ws-, Olio

-

p'

-

speoioliy motched loo S.C. dot. pentodo, oompiote s-jth
did, doico, eocotches'n, otc., 35/.; su obose, (sOlUble lop
Bsnd-poo os RI. opopbpt, 37/6; gososophoflo ou4chee.

Utility"
VAUXHALL.-"
ssitb escutchesno, jost

-

-

U

VA--3°

so

21

from

all

nooc

bao

h

eu

00

UU1uIC
\

LLIL-.%

iSISiTt1L4 allbear5f*

-

-'J

!_Tll1SIA1II0
Lnit

-

css'roo

...
-

.û,

PER WATT
o,, all Values

h00d o8loe.

S00d for lfi FREE -- Erie Sereine ¡oslrooliac
Roo/1lei" Rio/ag oaloalnle ioofommoali000 au oommeol

Rr,iolarooc.

/

OLI

J

.-Pothe

-other,

hosd'tíoroo
oit/o 000toe

_.-Chplin
!nny
cosmi

cInsero, olth

debe, 35/-.

FItting,'
in
oths. 33 mm.

THE RADIO RESISTOR CO

1/3.5;

to

i Golden

Square, Piccadilly tiecuo,
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effect, a resistance across the circuit so that the
voltagc applied to the
of the first valve is reduced.
It should be noted that small voltages such as would
be obtained from a distant station are insufficient
to overcome the delay and are passed to the grid
unaffected. This device is thus in effect a very flexible
automatic local-distant switch without the disadvantage of an additional manual control. The inclusion
of this "diode damping" in our battery receivers
is an, instance of what. we call reliability of design.
E. J. POWER,
Chief Engineer.
-

gd

"gain" or mplificaon of a radio
eceiver is made up of

HE

(i) th gain of the aerial system (which

is influenced
by the effective goodness of- the aerial and the
magnification given by the input drcuits leading
to the first valve in the receiver) and

(2)

the gain of the receiver itself

A high aerial gain enables a lower receiver gain to be

used with advantages of lower running costs and
reduced valve and circuit noise. .

-

-

It

is obviously of advantage to obtain a high aerial
gain, but in doing so the set designer is faced with
the serious problem of preventing the valves from
being overloaded by the strong signals of a powerful
local station.
:

-

When a receiver is used within a few miles of a powerful
station, about 9 volts can be developed across the
signal frequency circuits (assuming a typical receiver
used on an average aerial of three metres height and
receiving a strong signal of iìeld strength 500 millivolts per metre*). Mains valves -'can be designed
to deal with this input, but in battery receivers, thè
valves, mainly due to the obvious limitations of power
supply, will not handle much more than 3.5 volts
without overloading.
A common method of overconìing this difficulty
is to fit what is known as a " local-distant " switch.
When this switch is on " local " a resistance is

connected in the aerial circuit to reduce the applied
'oltage, while- the "distant" position leaves this
resistance out of circuit, The big disadvantage of
this, of course, is that it introduces another control
and it is not flexible.
On our battery receiver a diode valve is. connected
across the aerial circuitt with a small voltage
(called a "delay " voltage) normally keeping fl
the anode negative. When the input from U
the aerial is sufficient to overcome this delay
voltage and make the anode positive,. the
diode becomes a conductor . and is, in
J

MURPHY RADIO Lw., WELW

GARDEN

-

NEGATIVE DELAY VOLTAGE

FOR DIODE
I

GRID O
SIGNAL

FREQUENCY

CIRCUITS

I

BIA

VOLTAGE

-

-

DIODE VALVE

,j
I

-

-

Ske1etøuit dioga: chewing Diode Donqning

of

Aecia! Ciocuit.

*The goodness of an aerial is measured in terms of
its effective height (this is not the physical height but
-

'is a mathematical

conception in which it is compared
with a standard frame aerial), and a g6od average
aerial has a height of about three metres.

What would.be popularly called the "strength of the
waves" from a transmitting station at any position
is known as the "field strength" and is measured
in " millivolts per metre.". Multiplying the field
strength by the aerial height gives the voltage injected into the aerial from that particular
station. Close to' a transmitter the field
strength is of the order of x,000 millivolts
per metre, while a weak signál inight be
only i millivolt .per metre.
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of us are, perhaps, too
prone to regard the present
allocation of wavelengths for
broadcasting as representing finality, forgetting that quite important
changes may take place in broadcasting
technique which might necessitate a
departure from our present views.
An article this week puts forward
the suggestion that short wavelengths
may eventually come into use for Designation of Reoeivers
broadcasting purposes, even in substitution of the medium-band waveShould Type Numbers be
lengths now commonly regarded as
Standardised?
ideal for the purpose. A good many
JUST as we have found fault with
arguments can, of course, be put forward
the lack of standardisation of
in support of the use of more or less
type designations of valves, so
optical wavelengths for broadcast disthe same objections can be raised,
tribution. They would offer a far
better solution of the problem of wide with even greater justification, against
range quality transmission and would the haphazard fashion in which manuhave some advantages in that their facturers of receivers denote their
range would he limited and, con- models.
Recently we have seen lists giving
sequently, provided that these waves
were adopted internationally, mutual current second-hand prices of sets of
'interference would be largely eliminated. various vintages. Here is a sample
When television develops it seems of the, information as to the types
almost certain now that it will, be of sets -Alba Model'Z2PM, 1933/34,,
Clima,ì S4, '1933/34, Columbia Model,
on, wavelengths of this order and it
would obviously be easier to organise 1003, 1933/34, Cossor Model 533A,
television and sound transmissions '1932/33 ( V mains) Cromwell SH8A,
combined, where both take place on
933/34 It' is not necessary to quote
wavelengths of the same order, than any further examples in order to
with a wide separation, such as would bring home tIse point that to the
exist ist present. The design of re- average member of the public these
ceivers, too, would be less complicated. type numbers convey 'little or no
There are, of course, some equally information of use regarding the set,
strong objections to the adoption of even if they may mean something to
The
these wavelengths for general broad- the, manufacturers concerned.
casting purposes. The listener would adoption of some system to be agreed
between manufacturers is
probably be dissatisfied to find his range upon
of reception limited to his local trans- obviously overdue.
'
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-

mitter, and some countries too would
be unwilling to give up a means of
propaganda beyond their frontiers.
Again, the organisation of broadcasting
networks with transmitters linked to
one studio would be extremely difficult, but when we consider that these
problems have already to be faced in
connection with the development of
television, it does at least seem possible
that if and when they have been solved
the idea of sound broadcasting forsaking the, present wavelengths is far
from being fantastic and may well beconsidered 'as a possible development
of the future.
;'

L
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Two aerials used for ols'ra-thcrl-wave broodraotins in
the london district. Above io the five-metre an-nat on
Broadcasting Rouse. (ftiy/tt) The di-polo aerial nord
by the Baird Company in television experimento- at
the Crystal Palan-c

T the present time three bands of
wavelengths are used for broadcasting. For what we may call
the internal services-that is,
those intended chiefly for reception by
dwellers within a country's own bordersthe medium and the long waves are employed, the actual wavelengths lying
between 200 and a little less than 2,000
metres. For external broadcasts intended
to serve Dominions, Colonies, or foreign
the short waves are used, the
wavelengths lying between 52 and ioo
metres and varying according to the time,
the. season, and the direction in which it
is intended to "focus" the transmission.
To anyone who seriously considers the
present positión of internal broadcasting,
it. must, I think, be clear that, evenjor
the transmission of sound alone, the
medium and long wavelengths are already
being used to their fullest capacity. One
may go further and say that they are overcrowded.
-

No Room for Expansion

Under the Lucerne Plan, Europe has
spaced out its broadcasting stations on a
nominal 9-kilocycle basis. By the use of
group wavelengths it has been possible to
fit something over two hundred and thirt
stations into one hundred and thirty available chaniiels. But the Plan, well as it is
working in comparison with the chao
that prevailed before it came into operation, allows no room for further expansion; it is difficult, in fact, to see how it
can make provision for not a few stations
that are now either projected or in course
of construction.
In America the problem of overcrowding is almost more acute. The United
States has adopted a io-kilocycle sepiration, and by careful geographical grouping and the assignment of certain wavelengths to different stations at differenthours
it has, been found possible to fit more than
-

By

ti

W. HALLOWS, M.A.

-

powered station with a wavelength abovè
about 470 metres is transmitting, its
signals may be superimposed upon those
of other stations using shorter wavelengths, provided that these and the
station causing interferente lie more or
less in a straight line with the receiving
aerial
Many readers must have found Luxembourg appearing at times as a background to Beromünster and other stiotions.
Dr. van der Pol predicted that when the
Droitwich stati6n began to transmit its
signals would be heard in Holland as
ghosts behind Athlone's, and this was duly
found to be the Case-

-

R.

-

-

,

-

New Set of Prìhlems

-

Harthonics of powerful long-wave
stations, and those using medium waves
above 400 metres, provide another problem, for these can cause very serious
interference. In theory there were 130
channels available when those who drew
up the Lucerne Plan began their work;
practice interference from ghost signais or harmonics has considerabl
reduced this number.
Again, we have to realise' thât neither
a 9-kilocycle separation ñor even one of
io kilocycles is sufficient to allow perfect
reception of broadcast programmes to be
obtaìned except at comparatively short
range, where the spread of a local station
is such as to ensure that a good recei'ing set can do full justice to the transmissions.
Even if receiving sets aie
selective enough to separate the unmodulated carrier waves of stations working
with a 9-kilocycle separation, they can;
in the light of our present knowledge, do
nothing to counteract that unpleasant
phenomenon known as sideband splash
when one or other of the pair is transmitting speech.
Thus, if we review the position from
the point of view of the transmission of
sound alone it is far from ideal. But
television is knocking at the door, and
here an entirely new set of problems
arises. So long as television is limited
to the wavelengths of the mediUm band
it can never possess anything approach.

-

__

-

I

longin

NO one will diqi'ute that the
and medium vJavebands are overcrowded. The author, in suggesting the
ultra-short waves as a panacea for interference troubles, advances some interesting.
arguments in their favour at the expense.
of the other wavebands, not only in regarth
to television but on the scöre of simplicity.
He considers that each relay station in a.
network could be limited in power to..
0.5 kilowàtt.

five hundred stations into the medium
waveband between wo and 550 metres.
Were there no other countries but the
United States in the American Continent
all might be well.
Actually no small
amount of interference is experienced
from stations in Canada, South America,
and the island countries.
The wide adoption of high power ois
both sides of the Atlantic has produced
certain-quite unexpected results. Not the

least important of these is the production
of "ghost" signals, a matter which was
dealt with by Dr. van der Pol at the recent Radio Conference in London. Briefly
it has been found that when a high-
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is caused by long-range interference being genuine entertainment value, for it tsveen stations.
Heterodynes between
cannot go beyond the low-definition 30- transmitters situated well over i,000 miles
line process. And even 30-line television apart were not unknown last winter, and
with an image of the shape now generally during the coming months I shall be surused requires actually a total sideband prised if WLW and other giant stations in
width of 27 kilocycles, or three "Lucerne the United States do not cause interference
chânnels."
with European stations late in the evening. '
Those who have witnessed deirionstraIf the ultra-short waves are eventually
tions of high-definition television by the found to behave generally in much the
x8o-Iine process with an image of cine- same way as light waves, two stations,
matograph film shape, must admit that it say, a hundred miles apart, could send out
is so good that there is no questioning its different transmissions on. the same waveentertainment value. The most import- length without causing mutual interferant technical problems have been solved; ence. It is, though, quite within the
there could, in fact, be. full televisioú ser- bounds of possibility that the ultra-short
vices to-day by the high-definition pro- waves may turn out to have enormous
cess if oniy there were space for them on skip areas and that transmissions made
the wavebands used for broadcasting. upon them, though inaudible for great disBut 'such high-definition television de- tances surrounding the transmitter, may
mands an astounding amount of elbow reappear at. points stili farther away,
room.
The total sideband width is owing to the action, of a reflecting layer
found by multiplying the number of pic- beyond the Appleton.
tures per second by the sluare of the
In any case, the use of ultra-short wavenumoer os scanning unes, ano muinpiv
ing this again by the ratio between the
longer and the shorter side of the piclule.
If we are to transmit 25 pictures a
second with i8o-line scanning, and a
length-to-depth ratio of 4 to 3, the total
spread works out at almost astronomical
figures.
-

channel and vision dpon another. The
combined sound and vision receiving
apparatus would contain in the same
cabinet separate receivers for .souñd and
vision.-'
Certainly, the future of high-definition
television lies, upon the short waves, and
television must be so intimately associated
with the broadcasting of sound that a network system of the kind suggested seems,
from many points of view, to offer the
most satisfactory way out of a multiplicity of difficulties.
It was pointed out recently in The
Wireless World that on the ultra-short
waves the number of available channels is
by no means so great as at first sight it
might appear to be. Crystal control cannot be applied to ultra-short wave transmitters, and there must be a certain
amount of wobble. The band of frequen-cies available between, say, 5 and 8
metres is, however, so gigantic in extent
that there would appear to be.room fo
'

'

Advantages of "Ultra-shorts"
It is clear, then,, that there is no possibility of developing high-dfimtion television upon the medium waveband,
whilst the whole of the long waveband
would be 'hopelessly inadequate to accom-.
modate a single high-definition television
transmission.
There is only orle region in which space
can be found for high-definition transmissions, and this is on the ultra-short wavelengths well below io metres. The experimental work hitherto conducted has been
done mainly on wavelengths in the neighbourhood of 7 metres. For a long time
these ultra-short waves were regarded as
useless for any wireless purposes. Recent
discoveries by Senatore Marconi and
others have shown that so far from being
useless the ultra-short waves have many
outstanding advantages over the shorts-,
the medium's and the längs for certain
purposes.
Amongst their advantages may be mentioned complete freedom from fading and
from atmospheric interference. On the
....h.-

',,...,,I

,,, f.,,-

-...

,,,

1.,,,.,

'4.

the range 'at which reception cn' take
place is visual or quasi-visual. That i0s to
say, the receiver must be visible from the
transmitting aerial, or, at any rate, very
little below the horizon.
In one respect this is a drawback, since
the limited range means that it is not
possible for a single station using the ultrashort wavelengths to cover a very wide
service area, But considered from another
angle this is by no means so great a disadvantage as at first sight it might appear

tobe:

.

.

'.

S

On the medium and long waves much
of the interference from which we suffer

I

At least a score of ultra-short-wave transmitters having an average reliabla range of
i miles would be required to cover the Home Counties.

lengths would seem, on .the face of it, to
provide a possible solution of many of our
most pressing problems. Though giant
stations with huge service areas are impracticable, a country could be served by
a network of relay stations, each with an
output power no greater than 0.5 kilowatt,
It was estimated recently that five
hundred such stations would be required
to cover the United States of America,
For our own country it seems probable
that a hundred or less might suffice. Each
of them could transiit sound upon one

every transmitting station, both for
vision and for sound, that the world can
possibly want for a good many years to
come, particularly if it is found, as a
result of further experiments, that the
geographical separation of stations using
the game ultra-short wavelength can ensure the complete absence of mutual
interference.
My own belief is that in ten years or
less the majority of internal broadcasting
will be done upon the ultra-short wavelengths.

-

-
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Receiver
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T.

COCKING

HF theoretical side of this receiver was
o
-

(Concluded
fÑm page 457
of

Dec7th

dzseiissed

last week, and in this artwle the construction is fully
dealt with in addition to the initial adjustments; and
complete wiring diagrams are included.
-

1

Issue)

THE details ¿f the circuit of the
new receiver were very fully considered in last week's issue of
The Wireless World, but it is felt
that some further notes on the predetector volume control may be advisable
since the reason for the particular form
which the control takes may not be at all
apparent.
Since both the frequency-

changer and the IF valve have variable-nu characteristics it would seem
natural to controlvolume by varying their
grid bias. This form of control uould be
necessary if the pre-detector control were
.the only volume control, but in this set
there are both reaction and an LF
potentiometer for varying the sensitivity.
These two give an adequate control of
volume for all but strong stations, so that
the pre-detector control need have only
a small range, and becomes not unlike a
local-distance switch in its function.
This does not explain why a bias control is not used, and the reason is bound
up with the linearity of the valves.
If
the IF valve were controlled the operation
of reaction would be seriously affected,
and quite a small increase of bias would
render it non-operative.
Although this
would be unimportant for local reception,
it may sometimes be necessaryto use the
volume control on other stations for which
reaction may be needed to increase selectivity.
The control could be arranged to bias.

means of another electrode; in other
words, only between signal and oscillator
frequencies. If a frequency-changer f
this type were not obtainable single-span
tuning would hardly be practicable, for
any and every pair of stations the sum of
the frequencies of which equalled the
intermediate frequency would give interference.
The contwo-valve
frequency - changer,
therefore, or its
-iÇ----1Ç---).r--11/4-H
equivalent the triodeI.
pentode, is thus quite
unsuitable.
\®L3
In the case of the
1:1
f-.
heptode, the octode,
and the triódehexode, frequencychanging does not
depend upon any
non - linearity b ctween the control
grid and anode, and
if the valve is here
linear no beats between signal f r equencies need occur.
The degree of
linearity obtainable
with present valves
iii-L-iy;-J
k
depends upon the
bias applied to the
,
control grid and, as
Th construction and wiring of the aériai filter unit can clearly
be seen in this drawing.
usual with variable-

the control grid of the heptodè negativély,
but it has been found inadvisable to do
this. Single-span tuning depends for its
success upon the use of a frequencychanger which does not produce beats between voltages' of different frequencies
applied to the control grid, but only between these voltages and one injected by

-ventional

1

5itRi:
'

'..
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mu valves, it is at its greatest when the
bias is at a minimum. The bias, therefore, should be no greater than is ñecessary for the avoidance of grid current,
and in the case of a battery valve this is
zero bias. Now even the most linear
valve has its overload point, and in the
case of a heptode it is quite small, and the
departure from linearity is sufficient to
cause trouble when the input exceeds
about 0.25 volt. The normal input is
below this figuré, but it obviously varies
in different localities and according to the
efficiency of the aerial employed. When
negative bias is applied, the input
handling capacity is reduced, so that it
becomes inadvisable to control volume in
this way. The control used, therefore,
acts by reducing the input to the first
valve.
Turning now to the mechanical side of
the receiver, the, apparatus is assembled
on a chassis built from a piece of
aluminium-covered plywood supported
by wooden battens. No points of special
importance arise in connection with the
actual construction; except in the case of
the IF transfoñners anfihe tuning unit,
and full details can be gleaned from the
drawings and photographs which accompany this article.
Each IF transformer consists of a
screening can, an air-dielectric trimming
condenser, and a coil. The coils can be
obtained ready made, or they can be built
according to the details given in one of
In this connection, it
the drawings.
should be noted that the different wind-

especial watching are the terminals of the
compression condenser. Should a shortcircuit to the can occur, it is improbable
that the receiver will function.

.

.

plates.
In the case of the
oscillator coil assembly
it is necessary to drill a
hole in the base of the
screen to clear a projecting bolt on the dial.
The tuning condenser,
screen base, and mounting bracket are secured
by the one-hole fixing
bush of thé condenser
and the compression condenser is fixed by two
small brackets. The coil
is móunted on the frame
of the condenser by two
6 BA bolts, and the oscillator grid leak and condenser are supported by
In making
the wiring.
this
care should be
taken to see that nothing
fouls the screening can,
and points which require
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The position of the
aerial filter in rdation to the components is clear from
this photograph.

1

The aerial filter,
if it is not obtained
ready made, can
readily be assembled by mounting the components
on a small Paxolin
-

*
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W©wII
ings must be separated by two layers of
thin paper.
The condenser should be
mounted on the base of the screening can
and the fixing nut securely tightened
The chassis has a clearance hole for this nut,
and the screen is secured
to it by means of three
The apwood screws.
propriate coil is now
mounted on the condenser by securing the
bracket under the terminal for the moving

-_

.

panel.
It is particularly important
that the two condensers Cx and C2
should be within
plus or minus 5 per
cent. of their rated
capacity.
Most
manufacturers 'can
supply condensers
within this tolerance for a small
charge. Tile
ordinary r a t'i n g
allows for errors up
to 15 per cent., and
t h i s is sufficient
seriously to affect
the filter character-

For
istics.
s a ru e reason
coils should

the

nie

be

carefully wound.

Whn

carrying
out the wiring care

.1
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Adjusting the Receiver
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volts, both the sensitivity and output

will be reduced, so that such supplies are
not recommended nor is an HT eliminator.
The initial adjustments consist of lining.

u'

first setting up the receiver it is
a-wise plan to check over the voltages and
currents to make sure that they are reasonably in accordance with the figures given
in the table. The batteries should be in
good condition, and 150 volts applied.to
the anodes of all valves, 70 volts' to the
screen of the heptode, and 6o volts to the
oscillator anode and IF valve screen grid.
The output valve should be given a grid
bias of - 10.5 volts and the LF valve
1.5 volts.. For LT a 2-Volt accummulator must be used, and as the total current consumption is 0.85 ampere, the cell
should have an actual capacity of at least
2oah. Although the receiver will funetion with an HT supply lower than
150

z

z

1934..

should be exercised to keep important
leads well separated.
It is, not always
realised that it is not sufficient merely to
connect the points indicated on the
diagrams, for the physical positions of the
wires often exercise a marked effect. It
is true that the receiver will probably
function, and DC tests indicate nothing
amiss, however the wiring may be carried
out, but the performance may leave much
to be desired. This is fairly obvious when
the stray couplings manifest themselves as
instability, but it is quite possible for such
couplings to have the opposite effect,. and
the only symptoms are then low sensitivit'
and selectivity. In these days of screened
components between which little interaction occurs, it often seems that great
liberties in layout can be taken. This is
not the case, however, for the wiringcan
rarely be conveniently screened in an
efficient manner, and alterations in the
layout of components ate reflected in the'
wiring, often with disastróus results. M
far as possible, therefore, the wiring must
be carried out in the manner of the original
receiver, as shown by the various photographs and drawings.

.

--

:
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These draTwings give fufl constructional detàils of the vàridus
the New -Single-Span Battery Four.

cils

empÍoyed
o

J-

O

up the three IF circuits to resonate exactly
at some frequency close to i,600 kc/s and
adjusting the oscillator padding condenser
The confor the correct tuning range.
densers C6, C7, Cio should be set at maximum with their vanes fully enmeshed and
pencil marks made on the under side of'
the base opposite the pointers on the controlling knobs. Taking these marks as
1800 on an imaginary scale, rotate each
knob in an anti-clockwise direction until
C6 is set at 1200, C7 at 1000, and Cio at
1000.
The three circuits will now be
tuned approximately to i,ôoo kc/s. Next
screw .up C4 fully and unscrew it one cornplete turn.
It should now be possible to tune in. a
signal, and the weakest station audible
with reaction at minimum should be tuned
in» Then carefully adjust each IF trimmer
fQr maximum signal strength. The selectivity and sensitivity depend upon the
accuracy with which this is carried out,
and it is well worth taking some pains

-

-

-
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Four-

in without reaction, and the control then
advanced, no increase in signal strength
will occur, in fact, a station ois an adjacent

A full-size blue print of the wiring diagram is
available from the publishers, Dorset House,
Stamford Street, Londsn, SEL Price is 6d.
post free.

get each circuit' tuned exactly. The ear
is a notoriously poor indicator of signai
strength, hence the recommendation to
use a weak signal for trimming.
The only circuit in which there is a
change of direct current with signal
strengen is tue aeteceor, ano ems is unrortunately toO small to be' detected with
anything but a sensitive microammeter.
It is possible by means of an artifice to use
'a milliammeter as a resonance indicator,
however. 'The meter should be of a low
range type, and be connected in the anode
circuit of the LF valve in series with Reo.
The anöde current of this valve does not
normally vary with signal strength, but it
will do so if the wander plug be withdrawn
'from the i. volts socket of the bias battery and Cii be short-circuited. Under
these conditions the current with no signal
is. likely to' be abôve normal, and the
amplification may fall and distortion
appear.
No notice should be taken of
this, however, and attention should be
concentrated upon obtaining correct trimming, which must-be carried out for a
minimpm reading on the meter. A tairly
.strong signal will probably be best. when
using a meter, but even then the change
of current is. unlikely to be very large, so
.that care is necessary.

chanhel may appear. This is because the
application of reactión affects the tuning
slightly; but this will cause no difficulty if
it be remembered that an alteration in the
setting of the reaction ,control must be
accompanied by a- very slight change in
dial.settmg.
.
-

:.

.

QP21

.

-

-

-

.

Where interference and the strength of
the signal permit, the best reproduction
will be secured with the pre-detector control R4 set at a maximum, reaction at
minimum, and the LF volume control set
to give the desired volume. If distortion
be found in local reception, then R4 should
be brought into play. When interference
is not severe, but signal strength is low,
both R4 and R9 should be set f r maximum

SIMPLIFIED

WIRING

-

-

VHT2

d
t

-

2t/8

-

Final Adjustments
The reaction control must be kept at
minimum, otherwise the trimming cannot
be carried out in the correct manner. lt
is interesting to note that trimming with
'feaction leads to reduced selectivity.
When satisfied with the trimming the
meter should be removed, the wander
plug replaced in the battery, and the
short-circuit on Cii removed.
The recèiver should now be found to
function properly, and adjustment to C4
will be necessary only if the turiingrange
is incorrect. If it be found that the dial
settings for all stations are rather high
On
'C4 should be screwed up a little.
the other, hand, if the dial settings
are low, C4 must b& unscrewed. Adjusting this condenser will only move
the dial settings in the same direction,
so that it cannot be used to correct
for a case whete liai -settiñgs are high
at the low end of the scale and iow at the
'high end.
This will occur if the intermediate frequency circuits have been lined
up at a frequency higher than i,ôoo kc/s.
1'he remedy is to reduce the intermediate
frequency by increasing the, capacity of
all three' IF trimmers; the process of
adjusting these circuits, of course, must
be gone through afresh.
The reaction resistance has been so

-.

T'
k-18/-_23%"_-si-11/r*

34

i:-4--I

-

1/"'

.1/""

.1

-

in order to allow for variations between

valves and for fa1lng battery voltages.
Jt will be found that if a station be tuned

II

.

-

--

I

Full details of both the wiring and construction of the new receiver can be
gleaned from the drawings.
i
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Four- the application of reaction
until it was
volume, and the sensitivity brought upto pushed to the limit set by the appearance.
the required level by the application of of instability, while the volume proved
reaction. In. cases where the signal adequate for most domestic purposes.
strength is sufficient without full reaction
It was mentioned earlier that sonic
but the station is suffering from interfer- adjustment might be necessary on gramoence, the volume control R9 should be. phone owing to the high frequency
reduced until the interference is only just response being better than is necessary.
audible, and the signal strength brought ¡fit be found, therefore, that reproducback again by increasing reaction while tion is too high pitched, the pick-up should
retuning slightly.
be shunted by a resistance of moderate
The receiver gave a very good account value. The correct value should be found
of itself when tested in London with an experimentally, but will usually lie around
aerial of average efficiency.
The sensi- 50,000 ohms to 100,000 ohms.
tivity proved adequate for general distant
VALVE VOLTAGES AND CURRENTS
listening, and stations such as North
Regional, Cologne, Brussels, Paris, etc.,
Anode Screen Grid
The
- could be relied upon in daylight.
selectivity was high enough foi' the reception of all important stations, and its
68
0
0.7
1,0
degree may be judged when it is said that VHT2 ose. 150
55
0.7
it proved just possible in daylight to re- 1F V824
150
55
0
2.25
0.2
ceive Cologne' clear of North Regional an&
110
- - 1.5 1.5
Radio-Paris free from Droitwich.
The LF 51D22
Out.
QP2L...
150
150
-10.4
3.0
2.85
quality of reproduction was of a high
'order, and did not deteriorate greatly with
Total Current
12.2 in.t.
New Single-Span Battery
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Letters. tò the'
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents

Art of Listening
very pleased to read your Editorial
JWAS
of October 19th. The public have much

Tise

too much to say in the choice of proListening to music is an art,
grammes.
and the question of how to get the best
value from it has been carefully studied by
experts such as Mr. Percy Scholes. Through
following their advice thousands of music
lovers are now able to enjoy some of the
finest things in music which otherwise would
have remained a closed book for them.
It is absurd for the public to think that
they know what they want. It is no more
reasonable for them to choose their own
music programmes than it is for them to
decide the nation's economic policy, since
they know very little of either.
Now anyone who has studied the question
of listening to music will tell you that good
music must be heard several times before it
can be really appreciated or enjoyed.
Therefore, repetition in programmes is
essential-repetition at intervals sufficiently
short to prevent the earlier impressions
being forgotten. But, as you justly point
out, we hardly ever have this repetitioncertainly never with the more difficult
modern works which need it most of all.
Naturally the demand for good music is
small. It just never gets a fair chance.
Let us have plenty of good music and
plenty of repetition of selected works, new
and old. And when we begin to know a
little about music, then let us choose our
M. H.
own programmes.
Cairo.

What's in a Name ?
THE article in the Noveinber 23rd issue
was very amusing, but I think the
writer will find, if he examines the question
a little closer, that some of the nomenclature
which he ridicules is not quite so stupid
after all. For example, he says, 'Could
one seriously go to the Motor Show to see
the latest models of 'horse-eliminator

'?'

I suggest it would be a very good thing if
we did look at the. matter from this point
of view. Suppose we got into the habit of
calling a large power station a
million
humans-eliminator," would it not bring
home to us just what that power station
was dting? We would then look on the
problem of unemployment not as a growth
to beiremoved, but as a natural result of
harnessing the forces of Nature to displace
human labour. \Ve would solve the problem
by making it possible to distribute the products of the machine instead of trying tp
discover fresh jobs to be done by humans.
These considerations are, of course, nothing
to do with " wireless," but they sèem to
arise out of the article to which I have
A. W. JOSEPH.
referred.
Edgbaston, Birmingham:

..
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able to say thae the results leave little to
be desired in so far as DX, reproduction and
simplicity of control are concerned.
DENNIS E. NIXEY.
Wandswotth Corfimon, SW.

Commercial und Service Operating
JAM pleased to note that Mr. Milne has
been gracious enough to concede his
point regarding R.A.F. operators, and would
suggest that the probable reason for the fact
that few replies have been forthcoming in
opposition to his views is that members ol
the Services would not be permitted to enter
into a public diicussion on the matter.
Mr. Mime is obviously ill-informed as td
the circumstances and conditions under
which the yarious apparatus he criticises is:
controlled and opçrated, and I would sub:
mit that the equipment of commercial and
public utility services would not have been

-

brought into a controversy on "The Qucstion of Quality.
However, it should be borne in mind that
the design and installation of commercial
apparatus is the privilege, invariahly, of
one of the three leading wireless manufacturers in Great Britain
Such beine the
case, we maybe assured that the equijment
is the best possible for any individual requirements. Our commercial operators,
too, rank among the finest in the world.
In conclusion, may I point out that,
whilst an intensive training will prcniide the
necessary groundin and theoretical knowledge, practice and experience is essential to
good operating.
CHARLES L: McALLISTER.
Beckenham, Kent.
Radio-minded Household
'VHILST agreeing that Mr. Richard
Arbib has put up an excellent defence
for his radio-equipped house, may I say
that it is not the convenience of switches
and loud speakers in many rooms to which
I object, but the oeneral outlook which
seems to underlie tie whole arrangement..
Mr. Arbib has, however, quelled certain of
my fears with regard to him personally and
to his household in general. 2
With his, statement that it is possible to
listen ,to radio whilst doing other things J.
disagree absolutely, omitting, of course, certain mechanical or semi-mechanical actions
such as stringing beads, knitting or sewing.
There are, of course, extraordinary individuals, such as my.mathematical friend mentioned in my fiEst letter; but close questioning has elicited from him that lie does not
really listen to the radio, and has really no
idea at all what has been going on while he
is working. He confesses it is a bad habit,
like his other one of smoking continually.
No ordinary person can read a book intelligently, carry on a proper conversation,
play bridge as it should be played, or do
anything which requires concentration for
proper achievement, whilst really listening
to ramo.
That it is possible to work, and work well,
in conditions of noise I cannot deny from
my own personal experience, but I do know
that good work, or, for that matter, good
play, is far more exhausting when there is
a background of noise than when there is
quietness.
I am quite, ready to believe that Mr.
Arbib has a better brain than I have-that
is, he can concentrate better-but if he perslats in taking his leisure, as presumably he'
must take his work, to a .backgroúnd of considerable noise, he may end up, by the time
he is fifty, with a brain incapable of doing
any real work at all.
ERNEST H. ROBINSON.
-

Single-Span Superhet
built a radio-gramophone employI.HAvE
ing the first Single-Span superhet circuit described in your April issue of The
Wireless World, and I am pleased to be

,4th. '934..

.

-

-

Pirbright, Surre'.

Time Signal Receiver
SHOULD be very much obliged if some
J of your many readers would give me
information about a suitable circuit for a
receiving set for the reception of time signals (Greenwich if possible) in Newfoundland by the Public Schools Exploring
Society.
Conditions for reception will be bad, i.e.,
in the depths of the forest. The set will
have to be as compact light and robust as
possible, as it will havé to be carried on
someone's back.
C.. A. CARKEET-JAMES,

R.A. Mess,
Woolwich.

Capt: RA.
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The Haynes Quality

.

Amplifier:

5

-..

New Exclusive Features-Matched Intervalve Coupling and Harmonic Free Output..

-

By F. H. HAYNES.
struction of the choke. Precise balancing of
phase reversing winding is closely interwoven
DUOPHASE amplifier-eliminators used
the two halves of the choke is readily
with all Haynes receivers embody the
with that section of the choke feeding
In
obtained as compared with the difficulties
following two important features.
current to the anode of the valve.
encountered with the usual highly inductive
(s) The intervalve coupling. In order to
addition this demagnetising winding is taken
push-pull intervalve coupling where, owing
produce the required phase reversal for
to the H.T. negative through a resistance
to lack of balance, correct cancellation of
w(Jrking a pair of opposed output valves a
(C) which serves the dual purpose of pro-.
second harmonic distortion-the merit of
viding a correctly matched load for the
choke is inserted in the anode circuit of the
the push-pull stage-does not result.
small power valve used in the first L.F.
valve (just as a louçl speaker is matched
in opposite
(2) Output valves working
stage. The customary
infinite imto an output valve) while passing .the
phase.
Correct output matching provides
pedance " intervalve coupling is necesfo the lowest value of distortion, which
sadly avoided owing to its high leakage
arises in the, form of harmonic frequencies.
which with an excessive self-capacity gives
If the stage be overloaded there will be an
rise to resonance in the upper part of the
excessive value of third harmonic disfrequency range.
Instead, a coupling is
tortion with but little second harmonic. If
employed which is loaded and matched to
underloaded the third harmonic becomes
the valve used in the penultimate stage.
negligible and there is an increase of powtr,
This valve thus works into a reactive load
but there is a rise in the second harmonic
of definite value, the coupling inductance
-I
content in the output. Haynes amplifiers
being compact, avoiding the undesirable
are designed so that third harmonic distoreffects of leakage inductance.
tion is avoided while the second harmonic
This new form of intervalve coupling
is extinguished by total cancellation owing
cannot be resistance fed, while if a choke
to the use of a pair of valves working in
feed were to be adopted a large anode in¿orrect phase opposition.
ductance would be needed having a gapped
Harmonic distortion, even if expressed as
core, thus bringing about the danger of
only a few per cent., is distinctly objectionhum by linkage with the A.C.. mains equipnecessary current through the choke so
able, particularly and as is often the case
ment.of the eliminator. To avoid this the.
that no D.C. potential exists across the
where the loud speaker diaphragm readily
Here we have an
phase reversing choke is connected directly
points (A) and (B).
creates frequency doubling.
into the anode lead and here an entirely
intervalve coupling matched to its valve
Full details of Haynes Quality Receivers
nev circuit system is lístroduced.
and practically devoid of the evils of leakAmplifiers, and Loud speakers are given in
As the comparatively heavy anode
age inductance and self-capacity. As there
current would readily produce saturation. is negligible D.C. magnetising current,
a free 32-page booklet. Sets are demonof the smalA iron core- of the choke a. .. advántage may be taken of the merits of .. strated every Friday at the Enfleld Factory
between 7.30 and 9.30 p.m.
demagnetising winding which is also the
a compact nickel-iron core in the conAncec,d of Hoyoos Rodio, Qseeoos'ay, Esfieid, M,ddlesvo. Eefidd 2725.
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Radio Man

The truest test of a gift is the
thoughtfulness that inspires its
choice. The AvoMinor will be
appreciated for many, many years
because, for all that time, it wiil
ensure trouble-free radio and will
invest its fortunate owner with
the testing facilities and the
confidence of the expert radio
engineer. The AvoMinor is the
ideal gift, both to give and to
receive. See that you
get anAvoMinor
this Christmas.
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Two

20- a6e
Booklets FREE

CURRENT.
O-6 mfaee,ps.
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O-30

If

0-120

fue

VOLTAGE.

0-6 volts.
O-120 volts.
0-300 volts.

%UIOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPT. CO., LTD.,
Winder House, Douglas St., London, S.W.1.
Vi1. 3404-7.
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Fill in

and

Post this

Coupon
Name

-

1F you want wood for a
cabinet,
moulding
or

edging,
fancy
beading,
hinges, drop handles, wood
suitable' for panels or legs.
for radiograms, this Booklet
will give you a wide range,
with illustrations and prices.
The other booklet, "Radio
Materials," covers fronts,
cabinets, sets, speakers, frets,
etc., and is full of helpful
information. Both should
be in the hands of every
reader, and will be seflt free,'
without obligation, if the
coupon attached is flhled.up
and forwarded as directed.

,

Please forward ene free a copy of youe
20-page radio booklets, "Ornaenenlal
Woodwork" and "Radio Materials."
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RESISTANCE.

'O-10,000 ohms.
O-60,000
,,

Address............................................................
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Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd., Ducon
Works,. Victoria Road N. -Acton, W.3

.
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-

Dubitier Mica Ccndensers are acknowledged to be.
Designers and
the finest that money can buy.
constructors, manufacturers and retailers, show their
appreciation by using them Io the exclusion of all
others; listeners show their trust by insisting on receivers that incorporate Dubilier Mica Condensers.

Write for. free illustrated - literature to;
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overhaul
ou
When
substitute
your . set
Dubilièr Mica Condensers
wherever possible, and
trouble free reception
.
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ALTHOUGH a valve may continue to
work almost indefinitely after the glass
bulb has become loose in the base moulding, there is always the risk that the
fragile leading-out wires will be broken
under the strain of handling.
A makeslnft repair
will generally
that
Securing
hold, provided that
Valve Bases
iithe valve is
turled too often; can
be
effected
by
flooding -. suitable adhesive (shellac varnish., or, even
eccotine, etc.) octween bulb aisd
:
base. But a more
..
solid and lasting
repair
may
be
made by putting
on a wire binding- .'
in
the
manner
shown in the accompanying illus'.i
tration, which is
self-exa most
planatory.
Th è
wire may be No.

nt

-

-

-

1

A loose valve base
secured by a wire

+

..

.-

.

.

.

-

denser ¿apacty and reducing trimming
capacity, perhaps several tunes, until the
setting of one or more of the trinmers
approaches closely to its minimum
capacity. Furthe r reductions, introducing
a risk that the circuit or circuits or lower
stray capacity might be out of alignment
with the others, would then be inadvisable..

or No. 24 tinned
iEli
t J
copper, and. the
various
junction
points should be
soldered. It appears that there is little risk
of cracking the bulb_especially of a
metallised valve-provided that a really
hot iron is used, and that the work is dope
quickly and with a light hand.
22

ANUMBER of receivers undoubtedly
cover an appreciably narrower band
of wavelengths than they should, for the
sole reason that an excessively high
amount o trimming capacity is used.
This is particularly likely: to be the case
when the operation of
Minimum
setting the trimming
condensers has been
Trimming
càrried out in a more
Capacity
haphazard
or less
manner-which, after all, may be satisfactory enough from other points of view.
If this defect -issuspected it is a good
plan to try. the effedof retrimming,. and
to adopt the following procedure while
Having
carrying out the operation.
tuned in a signal the ganged tuning con:
denser contrOl, knob should. be' rotated in
a clockwisè directiosi. until the signal. is
only just audible; the capacity of all
trimmers is then reduced until signals are
Repeat this proagain at maximum.
cedure of slightly increasing main con-

+
+

.

O

+

.

-

.

to be entirely stisfactory, for the reason
that a choke does not present a very high
reactance to -currents of low frequency.
The use of high-capacity low-voltage
condensers is also to be considered for bypass purposes in battery sets with automatic bias; one of the condensers may be
conñected across the 'bias resistor, and
in the case of sets with an intermediate
LF stage which,is biased from the same
source, between the intermediate resistor
tap and the earth lire. .-

-

T first sight it would appear that the
removal of the grid leak from a resistance-coupled LF. amplifier should be responsible for a rise in anode current of the
associated valve. By removing the leak,
the normal supply of negative bias is
interrupted, and so it
Sign of
might be expected that
Good -.
the, valve would be
Insulation ' operating with a zero

-

INSTABILITY is unfortunately a trouble
that is not confined exclusively to highfrequency amplifiers.
For instance, a
gramophone amplifier without any radio
section may show a tendency towards un-

-

controllable self-oscillation, especially if
the overall amplificafound
that.
often
be
practice
ít
will
tion
is high.
In
LF
the removal of the leak brings about an'
In certain circumReach9n,
actual decline of anode current. This is
stances the general
due to the acunulation of a charge on
performance of the
. -.
'Ihe grid condenser; the polarity is such amplifier may appear to be fairly satisthat the grid, far from operating at zero factory, but a weak high-pitched whistle
potential, is biased -negatively more ii'iay be evident. This is often due to stray
heavily than' ùsual. This state. of affairs 'couplings between the input nd output
'does not imply the existence of a fault, ends of the amplifier. Accordingly, pickbu indicates that the insulation through- up leads or microphone wiring should be
kept well clear of the loud speaker and
out the ciicuit is of a h,igh, ordè.r;-"..
its connections.

grid."

-

-

-

-

-
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Practical Aids to Better Reception
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LTIGH-CAPACITY low-voltage electrolytic condensers, of between 25 and
50 mfds. capacity, and designed tO work
at pressures betwéen 12 and 25 volts, a're
now so satisfactory and so readily obtainable that niany readers have doubtless;.
considered the, possibility of using them
Grid.circuit' to
improve grid-circuit
Decoupling
decoupling in existing
-

receivers.
There is little reason why this plan
should not prove successful, but it is perhaps as well to point out that in a few
cases its adoption will tend to provoke LF
iñstability.
An improvement in grid-circuit decoupling is likely to lead to increased proportional amplification 'of low frequencies,
and it is at these' low frequencies that the
decouphng system of any receiver is bound
to be relatively ineffective. As a consequence, an originally stable receiver may
how 'signs of "motor-bdating." The. usual remedy, of course, is to increase the capacity of existing by-pas
condensers; in but few cases will it be
permissible to use decoupling resistances
of higher value, and the alternative plan
of using a choke for decoupling is unlikely

.

TI

.

can hardly be.put forward as consolation to those who are unlucky with their
valves thàt the anode cap of a burnt-out
-screen grid valve makes an excellent ter'minal holder. Nevertheless, the fact remains, that these fittings are definitely
useful; the bakelite
shell which carries the
,Improvised
anode terminal
is
Terminals
easily removed, and a
wire' may then be
soldered on to the shank. Two or three
holes are then drilled through the shell
for fixing screws.
If required, the terminal mount may
be used as an insulating bushing on

I

.

-

'

'

chassis of metal or thin wood by drilling
a clearance hole of suitable size and inserting the terminal from the back or
underside.
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Intervalve and Output
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transformes from left to
right, the R. & A. 58-ratio model, Ferranti
push-pull, B.S.R., Pártridge, an4 Parmeko.
A group of Output

-

-

PART from the obvious fact that to
justify its name an amplifier must,
indeed, amplify, the most important point about apparatus for use
at low frequencies is that it shall not introduce distortion. The commonest type of dis
tortion caused by an intervalve coupling is
unequal amplification of the different musical
frequencies. Amplitude distortion, on the
other hand, is usually to be attributed to a
valve, but it can also be caused by an ironcored coupling device.
The majority of intervalve ctuplings sold
to-day are of the transformer type, for il
seems customary where resistance or choke
coupling is needed to obtain it from ar
assemblage of separate components rathex
than with a complete unit. Where transformer coupling is desired the choice of a
suitable component is often a matter 01
difficulty, if only on account of the large
number of different kinds now available,
Intervalve transformers may be divided infr

-

At low frequencies the amplification falls
off owing to the reactance of the primary

Having decided on the minimum primary
inductance required, it remains to see
becoming comparable with the resistance of whether this can be obtained. The inductthe valve, and it falls to 70 per cent. when ance of any iron-cored coil varies somewhat
the reactance becomes equal tO the resistwith the direct current flowing through t
ance. This is not an excessive loss for most and once the current exceeds a certain
purposes, and it leads to a simple rule for figure it usually falls rapidly. The transthe choice of primary inductance. Divide former makers will usually quote a figure for
the AC resistançe (ohms) of the valve by the the maximum permissible direct current
lowest frequency required, and multiply the through the winding and for the inductance
result by 0:159; the answer gives the re
at this current. It should be noted that it
quired primary inductance in henrys. Thus, is unwise to exceed the current rating of
if we have a o,000-ohms valve and we take
the.transformer, not so much for fear lest
50 cycles as the lowest frequency, the
a winding should break down, but rather
primary indûctance should not be less than because amplitude distortion will occur if
31.8 H.
the flux density 'in the core be too great.
We now have to consider the high-freThè Frequency Response
quency response of the transformer, and this
usually depends largely on the resonance
If the valve-makers ligure for valve re- of the leakage inductance and self-capacity
sistance be used, it is wise to choose an inof the windings. A good response cannot
ductance some 50 per cent. higher than the be obtained unless both these factors are
calculated figure, for under working condi- kept small, and this necessitates careful intwo main classes-those which
terleaving of the primary and
secondary windings. In general,
have-a primary dçsigned to pass
the larger the primary the niore
an appreciable direct current, and
difficult it is to obtain a good
those which have not. Each class
C
response in the upper register if
may be further divided into two
,"T'
the turns ratio be maintained,
types-straight and push-pull
,4
and so the transformer must be
transformers.
L
T
PUT
more carefully sectjonalised, and
A transformer cannot be disIe:E::)
it will often have a larger core in
sociated from the valve with
order that the inductance may be
which it is to be used, for the re!
increased without using a larger
sults obtained depend upon
number of turns.
neither component alone but on
T
The makers of good quality
the two in conjunction. The best
components usually publish a
transformer used with the wrong
(a)
(b)
curve showing the frequency
valve may well give a poorer perresponse, and it must be rensemformance than a cheap component
bered that this applies only when
Fig. i-The direct coupling connections for an intervalve transused with the right valve. When
former are shown at (a) and the parallel-feed circuit at (b).
the transformer is used under the
a directly fed transformer is used,
specified conditions. When the
as in Fig. sa, the amplification of
the stage is nearly equal to the amplifica- tions the valve resistance is usually very ap- component is preceded by a valve of higher
tion factor of the valve multiplied by the preciably higher than the published figure, resistance the response is likely to be poorer
turns ratio of the transformer for those fre- since it varies considerably with the grid and at both low and high frequencies. It is
quencies for which the transformer primary anode voltages applied to the valve. There not safe to conclude that a more even
reactance is high compared with the internal is, of course, no objection to the use of a response will be obtained through the use
much higher value of primary inductance of a valve of lower resistance, however, for
AC resistance of the valve. This is true for
frequencies of 400 c/s to 2,000 c/s in most than that calculated, and in the reproduction although this may improve the bass it snay
of transients it is advantageous.
lead to excessive amplification of the treble.
practical cases.
-
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valve couplings, and the effiiency is quite
an important characteristic. It may be said
that satisiactory Class "B" working de
mands a very wCll-desigiíed' driver transformer.

Low-Frequency Coupling DevicesIn the case, of push-pull transformer the

secondary ¿s providd with a centre-tip, but
otherwise thé requirements are identical.
It is highly important that the voltages
developed across the two halves of the
secondary should be equal and of opposite
phase at all frequencies, otherwise correct
operation cannot be secured. This is a
matter upon which information is rarely
obtainable, and one can only rely.upon the
reputation of 'the manufacturer. Sometimes
the transformer secondary is split instead of :
a tapping,being taken, and this is advantageous in a battery set since it enables differcnt grid bias voltages to be applied to the,
two output valves. Transformers are alsoobtainable with both primary and secondary'
centre-tapped for use between two pus-pull
stages.

High Permeability Coils
So far, only transformers with cores,' of
Stalloy or silicon steel have been considered, for, in general, it is only with such
cores that it is permissible to pass any
apprecfable direct current through the
windings.
Many
transformers,
however, have a core of
some high permeab

'Class

"B"

:

-

js

.

.

.

-

.

-

-

-

.

-

.

-

.

.

.
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-
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decoupling resistance.
Turning now to output transformers, we
find the conditions soméwhat different, for
the component must now handle an appreciable power, ,and the primary must often
-carry a heavy direct- current. The scond-

transformer
iron, a smaller quan.
tity is needed, and
the number of turns
on the windings can
often- be reduced,
and this tends to reduce t h e leakage
The Multitone Tone Control transformer -is shown on the left, wicn
inductance and so
the Benjamin Trans feeda in the centre and the Bulgin Transcoupler
gives a better freois the right.
-.
quency response.
Much depends upon
ary turns, too, are usually less than the priwhich factor the designer considers the
most important, but if a representative mary. The first requisite is that the ratio
should be correct, and this depends upon
of each type be taken having the same f rethe load impedance required by the output
quency response, the one with the high perstage and the speech coil impedance of the
meability core will usually be smaller,
loud speaker, and it may be calculated by
lighter, and cheaper.
dividing the load impedance by the speech
These cores have one disadvantage, howcoli impedance and taking the square root
ever, for it is.rarely safe to pass more than
t
about one milliampere of direct current of the result..
Ideally, the primary inductance when
through the primary, so that in practice it
carrying the normal anode current of the
is usually essential to employ a resistancecapacity filter circuit. This is shown in output stage, perhaps fo mA., should be
such that the primary reactance is not less
Fig. ib, and, by suitably choosing the value
than twice the load resistance required by
of the coupling condenser C, the bass rethe valve at the lowest frequency reproduced. A high primary inductance means a
large number of turns and 'a large core, which
usually requires an air-gap. In the case
Transformers for
Of an amplifier delivering an output of more
feeding quiescent
than about 4 watts, the primary inducts".
output stages. On
1
the left and right
ance may have to be even higher than has
are the Sound
just been indicated in order to avoid an
Sales and Lissen
excessive flux density in the core which
Class "B "tYpes
would lead to amplitude distortion.
and in thecentre
A high primary inductance not only maíces
is a Grahamthe transformer bulky and expensive, but
-Farish QPP trans-is apt to have a deleterious effect upon the
1ormer
high-frequency response. The self-capacity
of the windings has no adverse effect upon
0
the performance, but the unavoidable leakage inductance has the effect of reducing
sponse may often be maintsiined at lowdr
frequencies than one would expect Irons the efficiency of transfer between the windings at high frequencies. Now for a given
the primary inductance of the transformer.
The presence of the coupling resistance R 'construction the leakage inductance increases with the primary turns, so that,
also affects the frequency response at both
high and low frequencies, and it leads to unless a high primary inductance is
the same effect as the use in the directly fed secured by increasing the size of the core,
circuit of a valve having an AC resistance the upper register is affected. Much can
equal to its actual resistance in parallel with be done, howewer, by building th windings
R. This resistance R also affects the stage in the form of many interleaved sections.
gain, which becomes equal to that given by
a resistance-coupled amplifier, having a
Push-pull Output Transformers
coupling resistance equal to R, multiplied
A push-pull output transmrmer must have
by the turns ratio of the transformer. The
an accurately centre-tappcd piimary, and
parallel-feed circuit, therefore, gives somewhat lower amplification than is obtainable the windings must bé exactly balanced, so
that the correct phase relationships are
with direct feed.
maintained at all frequencies. In the case
This arrangement, of course, is not confined to high permeability cored trans- of a transformer used fòr an ordinary, or
formers; and it is often used with other Class "A," output stage, the effect of the
types, although it then rarely has any great direct current through the windings is
advantage. It is so necessary, however, balanced out, and it is much easier to obtain
:,

The ratio to 'be used in a transfdrmer
not of major importance, and it will usually
be settled automatically by the other reuirements. Of two otherwise identical
components it would normally be natural to
choose the one with the higher ratio, but
such a choice will rarely be available. In
general, high ratio transformers have a
poorer frequency characteristic than low
ratio types, and the latter svill usually be
chosen where quality is the first consideration and the use of an extra valve is of little
moment.
High ratio . push-pull transformers, or
QPP models, find their chief use in battery
sets where.íthe falling-off in the bass is of
advantage..3-ather than otherwise. Where
the power output is limited, the lowest f requencies may not be reproduced at audible
strength, and it is then best to reduce them
before the output valve in order that it may
not be loaded by potentials which serve no
useful purpose. A high-ratio component is

with the special core materials that some
piakers supply their transformers as coup1ing units complete with coupling resistance
iand cOndenser, and sometimes also with a

alloy.

than
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and QPP
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desirable in a battery set, for it 'permits
amplification to be obtained which does not
have to be paid for in anode current.
A modified form of push-pull transformer
is that knovn as the Class "B" type. This
has a j-s, or even a step-down, ratio, and
is more like ais output transformer than an
intervalve component, since it functions with
a load on its secondary.. The chief requirements are correct ratió for matching the input resistance of the Class "B" valve to
the preceding valve, a primary inductance
of adequate value so that the primary reactance at the lowest important frequency is
not less than the secondary load multiplied
by the square of the turns ratio, andlowresistance windings, particularly for the
secondary. In addition, the leakage inductance must' be low in order to obtain a good
high-frequency response
Transformers of this type are far more
like output transformers than ordinary inter-

-
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Low-Frequency Coupling Devices-

the desired charactenstics-particularly the
combination of a high primary inductance
with low leakage inductance. Incidentally
this is not the least of the advantages of t'._
push-pull circuit.
When we consider Class
output transformers

"B'

aLl QPP

complication involveil when many ratios
must be provided, and this is particularly
so in the case of push-pull types; but,
although they may not be theoretically perfect, very good results are often secured.
A modified form of push-pull output transformer has made its appearance in recent

the operation of their sets must, quite
naturally, turn an enquiring mind to the
mechanism of the electric clock and wish to
know the principle on which it operates.
This little book gives a very excellent
general explanation of the various Systems
in use and explains their pnnciple.
No
proper understanding of electric examples is
complete unless the general mechanism of
clocks is also understood and, realising this,
the author provides with this book an excellent introduction to the whole subject of
the modern timepiece.

we find that, although we are using
a form of push-pull,
we have lost this

particular
advantage. Although the
quiescent current is
low it may reach

f

mA. on loud passages of music, and,
as the current flows
only through half of
the primary at a
time, the core is
affected by it. The

-

SCIENTIFIC P.A. MICROPHONE
An Inexpensive High-Grade

40

Instrument

-

-

ATRANSVERSECURRENT microphone
that can be described genuinely as

L
.

transformer. thereA Ferranti and a Varley intervalve transformer are shown to the left
fore, must bè deand right respectively with an Rl. Parafeed transformer in the
signed for operating
foreground.
with quite a large
current
direct
through the primary. In addition, the months, and is known as the duo-phase type.
As regards its main windings it is identical
DC resistance of the winding must be
with any ordinary push-pull transformer,
low.
but it is provided with a third winding
Where the best possible performance is
which is used for feeding one of the output
required with any type of output transvalves, the other being fed in any desired
former, and particularly where the output
manner, and not necessarily by a push-pull
is large, the requirements are so strict that
it is impracticable to provide more than a intervalve transformer.
The chief types of transformers, both
single ratio. If the direct current through
the windings is only moderate, however, intervalve and output, have been briefly
añd some compromise between the various dealt with in this article, and it only remains
conificting factors is allowable, it is possible to consider a few special types. Intervalve
to arrange for tappings on the windings, so transformers are sometimes modified in order
that a single transformer can provide many to provide tone-correction, the desired
different ratios. Such transformers are now characteristic in this ease being one which
rises greatly at high frequencies, and this
quite common, and are often termed Uniresult can be obtained at the expense of
versal types.
Strictly speaking, a transformer designed amplification by shunting the primary of a
more or less conventional transformer by a
for matching a particular speaker to different valves should have a tapped primary small choke and resistance. In other cases
and one for matching different speakers to a variable tone-correction characteristic is
the same valve, a tapped secondary. A produced by a special disposition of the
truly universal transformer for matching windings, and the precise characteristic can
any speaker to any valve should have both be varied over wide limits by means of a
primary and secondary tapped. It is often potentiometer, thus making a very effective
not possible to follow this rule owing to the tone control.

NE'SV
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Radio Physics Course (2nd edition revised
and enlarged). By Alfred A. Gherardi;
pp. XIV+972; 509 illustrations; $3.85.
Radio and Technical Publishing Co., 45
Astor Piace. New York Citc.
To find a radio text-book which is at the
same time complete, thorough, up to date
and lucid rias always presented some diffi-

Yet these are the outstanding
culty.
features of Radio Physics Course " (and
It is an
Edition) by A. A. Gherardi.
elementary text-book of remarkable merit
and a work, of the first importance to those
making a serious study of the subject from
the beginning, whether privately or at a
technical college.
The author explains in the p'-elace that
the title is thosen because Physics means
the explanation of common things, Radio
Physics thus implying the' explanation of
the common things in radio, and his explanations are most lucid.
The thoroughness of the work may be
gauged from the fact that about 300 out of
the 972 pages are devoted to a course in
-

BOOKS

.

electricity, written in a manner making for
easy application to radio circuits and devices,
All branches of the subject are very well
covered, and chapters are also devoted to
special applications of valves, sound films
and television. The chspters on valvestheory,
characteristics,
constructional
features and applications-are excellent,
Instructions are given for many practical
experiments and measurements, worked
numerical examoles are included, and
selected review cjuestions are appened at
the end of each chapter. Useful appendices
-and tables are given at the end of the hook.
From the point of view of the amateur
the book may well be classed as an indispensable work of reference,
O. P.
Modern Clccks, Their Design and Mainten.
ance. By T. R. Robinson. Published by
NAG. Press, Ltd., 26-28, Old Street,

London, E.C.i. Price 4S.
Electric clocks are now so generally regarded as an extra fitment to wireless receivers that those who take an interest in

a high-grade instrument has been developed
by the Scientific Supply Stores (Wireless), Ltd., 126, Newington Causeway.

London, SEI, and is sold at the
very reasonable price of 55S.
It has
a particularly good frequency characteristic
which by aural tests appears to be sensibly
flat from about 200 c/s to 3,500 c/s;
below and above these
limits the output is
definitely smaller,
though it does not cut
off until the higher
) region of the audible
1
range is reached, and
there is a useful out\.
J
\
put even as low as 50

/Vt»\\
,

.

-

il

As with all micròphones of this pattern
the resistance is corn-

paratively high-about
500 ohms in the present case-and copse-

-

Scientific PA microphone mounted in a
table-type stand.

quently the output is small, being on the
average a shade less than o.i volt across the
secondary of the transformer designed for
this microphone.
A small output is not necessarily.a diiadvantage, since it is comparatively easy tò
obtain a gain of 500 or more from a small
amplifier, though for public address work
a three-stage, resistance-coupled amplifier
giving a higher gain is advisable, and is quite
practicable since the noise level of the
microphone is low, and an amplification of
the order of j,000 is permissible.
It operates satisfactorily with a six-voit
battery, but best results are obtaiiied with
from 8 to io volts, the average current
through the microphone then being about
25

'

mA.

Housed in a black-moulded bakehite case,
measuring 5fin. x4in. x 2km. deep, it has
the appearance of quite an expensive instrument, especially when mounted in the
chromium-plated ring-type stand designed
especially for it.
Silk-covered rubber suspension cords are
fitted, and a desk-type telescopic stand,
chromium-plated and with an x8in. extension, costs 22S. 6d; while a floor model with
a 7oin. extension is available at nos. the
microphone in a floor stand thus costing
¿4 i5s. complete. The microphone transformer designed for this instrument costs
12s. 6d.
;
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:

UNTIL this week, I must confess, I
was one of the sceptics in regard to
car radio. As a motorist, I felt that
it would be a distraction from the
driver's point of view; as an owner-driver,,
I felt that I did not require this entertain-'
ment whilst on the road.
But as a result of enjoyin what rifle
might call a pre-view" (or should On Cay
"pre-hear"?) of a forthcoming Bntish car
radio receiver which has a revòlutionafy
principle incorporated, I am going to take
a woman's pnvilege, and change my mind,
For this change of outlook and heart I
have to thank my friend, Mr. Gordon Ward,
of the City Accumulator Company, of
London, who, m conjunction with Messrs.
Butcher Brothers, of Nottingham, is staging a trade exhibition on South Parade.
This, by the way, closes to-night, and I
advise any of my readers who can snatch
away this evening to take advantage of the
unique opportunity of consulting Major
\V. I. G. Page (late of the technical stall of
The Wireless il1orld) regarding the wonders
of the Austin radio rèceivers on view.
Those who do so will probably appreciate
the significance of the statement that the
car radio I heard is an Austin set. It is not
yet on the market, but will be available in

January.

Bedès- Cönditions.

Major Page has made a special study of
car radio, and the receiver which will shortly
claim attention is a foremost example of a
British product with reception of both
medium and long wavebands, and is a notable example of his high achievements in
radio design.
This is real radio news I am the first
radio correspondent to have the privilege of
a test run in a car fitted with this equipment. It was the experimental model that
I heard working.
But, first of all, let me start my story at
the beginning. Hithertó, there have been
difficulties in the way of car radio because
of the limited supply of valves and other
suitable components. These have now been
cleared away.
Tremendous improvements in valve technique have been made, andsets with British
13-volt valves (the type to work from the
car battery) are claimed to be from two to
Menlzon of

three times as sensitive as those inorporaing foreign valves.
But it is in the matter of high-tension
supply that the Austin set brings the greater
triumph to British car radio. It incorporates the principle of the rotary generator instead of the vibrator,
The latter needs much more smoothing,
because you get a sudden transient of current which swings from maximum to zero,
and is, therefore, most difficult to smooth
adequately. The worst that can he said of
the converter is that a high-commutator
ripple is superimposed on the sigñaL..
-This is easily dealt with by the liberal
smoothing provided.
-

Vital A.V.C.
.

.

The receiver is a super-heterodyne, with
a signal-frequency stage of amplification,
The full automatic volume control provided is a vital factor, as may be gauged
by the following anecdote first told to me
by Major Page, and probably published here
for the first time.
In the course of his earlier experiments,
he was dnving along Kensington High
Street, London, when he found that the input from London Regional varied from iou
to s in the course of the run along this
thoroughfare.
This, of course, was due to the screening
effects of various buildings, but to maintain
a standard level of strength must have
proved a severe test for any A.V.C. system.
The output of the set is three watts, using
a pentode valve, which drives a 6m, movingcoil speaker of the energised type (this is a
27-ohm type, with its field connected across
the car battery).
The high-tension current of 250 volts is
supplied by a small rotary converter incorporated in the set, and the interference from
either this or the car engine is negligible.
On the open road it was wonderful to
listen to Fécamp, Budapest, Brussels No. i,
Athlone, and other stations not too easy to
tune in, while stations like Radio Toulouse,
Poste Parisien, Hamburg, and the British
stations rolled' in at remarkable strength.
Indeed, it was quite equal, if not superior,
to having a set in one's home, with an outdoor aerial, bringing in the stations like
clockwork.

:

Entertainment Value.

.

The entertainment value of a car radio
must largely be judged by what is available
on Sundays, when the car is used more for
plèasure than any other day.of the week.
This is where the provision of the longwave reception is most important. We know
that the entertainment value of British programmes on a Sunday is at its lowest. Therefore, a set that is to be a source of real
entertainment to the motorist on a Sunday
must be able to give adequate service on,
say, Huizen, Radio Paris, Luxemburg, and
Kalundborg, as weil as Droitwich.
This instrument did this and more. And
50 I was convinced of its utility and appeal.
Car radio, on a long run, as from London
to Nottingham, or from Nottingham to Scotland, gives an entirely new aspect of driving,
It will while away the time on long
journeys, keep the driver awake when he is
inclined to get drowsy, and still, so far as I
have been able to judge, not distract him
from his control.
The radio control is placed handy on the
right of the car, and if limitations of space
call for the set to be stowed away, a remote
control can be fixed to the steering column.
This has been a most interesting experience which I would not have missed for

j

-

-

j

anything

JUSTAS

I"AUSTIN"
RADIO RECEIVERS
SETANEWSTANDARDINRADIO

i-'

ENGINEERING, SO WILL THIS
NEW CAR RADIO

REVOLUTIONISE EXISTING
PRINCIPLES.

Z
:

BE PATIENT-

-

BUY BRITISH.

18/20, NORMAN'S BUILDINGS,
CENTRALSTREET,LONDON,E.C.1
Ph,,,: C1,,k,,,,,1I 6206.
o

.,

-.
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A Combined Diaryand

Reference Book

Amateur

for Every Keen
The

Wireless
World. DIARY for 1935

___
:

Every wireless enthusiast should have this handy little diary.
In addition to the usual pages-one veek at an opening-it
contains 79 pages of facts, formuhe and general information of
the kind that is always wanted but is difficult to memorise.
There is a complete list of European Broadcasting Stations and
Short-Wave Stations of the World. In addition an important
section contains all the essential technical data relating to valves
on the' British market, including the latest type of frequency
changers, pentodes and multi-electrode valves.
Fourteen pages of circuit diagrams of receivers, nmplifiers
nnd rectifiers are also included, as well as useful information
on the prevention of mains interference, nnd data for
winding coils. .
.

-
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ILIFFE & SONS LTD.
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Reproduction

POWER

AND LONGER LIFE

within the reach ola!!
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Standard Capacity
120 VOLTS 11/-
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ROTHERMEL-BRUSH
R 155 'TWEETER"
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Here is the new Rothermel-Brush PiezoElectric 'Tweeter ''-a definite necessity
in providing high fidelity reproduction.
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"There are few sounds which are not
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IOPAL SALTS
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"Tweeter " can be used with all
moving coil speakers and will provide a
frequency response up to 12,000 cycles.
Overall diameter 5'. Depth
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Battery
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Cantebnry Rd., High Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6.
'Phone: Maida Vale 6066.

EXTRA LIFE.

B',' means of the special
N.B.L. Process additional
salts, not hitherto associ-

R 155

ELECTRICTY
b

ein:oit

VAjkfJI

'

.

\\
PIEZO

better reproduced with this high fre.
quency unit in the circuit, .and the
improvement in string tone, oboe, cym.
bals and other sounds rich in harmonies
will come as a REVELATION to most
people."

b
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u

NORTHERN BA'flERIES

ri

LTD.

BIRTLEY CO DURHAM
Sienne & i3nenden
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TO.PICS...
Events of the'- Week

The New Selectivity
1iTANY citizens in the SalzLVI burg region are iyported to
have been troubled by the poli-.
tical broadcasts from Munich:
A firm now markets areceiver,
guaranteed not to

,,.

-

Munich!'

Radio House, 1937

-

-

-

the Royal
\/1EMBERS
Naval' Wireless Auxiliary
Reserve who have attained the
grade of First Çlass Operator
are now permitted to worli. on
the new frequencies of 5,015 and
2,507.5 k/c., in ddition to the
stanOard trequency cnannei o!
3,740 to 4,000 k/c.
of

Another Tenth Anniversary
THE tenth anniversary of

Swedish broadcasting is
about to be celebrated. In a
special booklet published by the
broadcasting service, "Radio
Tjanst," nearly two hundred
prominent Swedish personalities
discuss wireless as an art form
and educational factor.

there are

550,236 licensed
listener, in the country. Oslo
contains 41,000 registered lis-

Radio,

teners.

-

Public as Irlformers
LTIGH

praise
has
been
showered on the new
French P.M.G., M. Georges
Mandel, for cancelling a clause
in the new wireless law making
it compulsory for house-owners
to acquaint the authoñtis with
the names of all tenants possess.
ing wireless receivers.
According to our Paris correspondent, credit is due in part
to house-owners themselves,
who have resolutely refused to
become public iniormers.
-

flOW

Sold Seventeen Times

.

-

FRENCH contemporary
warns its readers against
a plausible radio salesman who
is offering a set which isknown
to have been sold seventeen
times. The vendor's method is
to sell this excellent receiver
and then to call next day in
order to set right a defect which,
he declares, has been found to
A

be common in all sets of that
particular . series.
Unfortunately for the purchaser neither
set nor salesman are seen again.

-.

ex-

a
leading Hungarian paper, commenting on the latest radio'
licence figures-namely, 320,000.
Thejournal contends that, taking into account the cost of the
transmitting station, of the new
studios and management, every
new subscriber tá the service
has cost the State izoo pengo
-i.e., about L72.

Christmas programme is to

ment with the International
Short-wave Club. The trans-

mission, which will be conducted in English by officers of
the London Chapter, takes place
on Saturday, December 22nd,
fróm oo.00 to 00.30 (G.M.T.);
i.e., from Friday midnight.
Reports will be welcomed by
Mr. A. E. Bear, so, St. Mary's
Place, Rotherhithe, London,
S.E.i6, and a special veri.fica
tion will be sent to all enclosing
return postage.

KTEXT week's issue of The
Wireless
World,
dated
December 21st, will be on sale
on Thursday, December soth.
--

:

Miscellaneous
Advertisements

'T'HE approach

of the Christ..
mas holidays necessitates
slight alterations in our printing
arrangements. Small advertisementi intended for the issue of
December 28th should reach the
publishing office not later than
first post on Thursday next,
December 20th.

Danish Broadcasting House
CONCERT hail with i,600
seats and a concrete and
steel tower 500 feet high are
provided for in the plans for
Denmark's new Broadcasting
House in Copenhagen. According to the report of a special
committee just published, the
building will cost about seven
million kroner.

A

TENANT charged aVibor,..
Jutiand, for refusing to pay
his rent, complained that his
apartqient was no longer habitable because his landlord allowed
his six-valve superhet to operatefrom. r am.. to I am, daily.
The amenities were further
upset because two musicians,
one with a violin and one with
a trumpet, joined the radio concert in order "to learn firstland from English dance bands
bow to play jazz music in tht,
right style

A

___1.

BROADCASTING is said to
have reached its peak with
the openine of station 4CYW on
Monday, December 3rd, iii
According to
Philadelphia.
Westinghouse engineers the station combines the most advanced practice in radio engineering with a unique directional
antenna system. There are four
vertical masts, 245 feet high.
KYW was the second station
to begin operating in America,
having been licensed in 192i

be broadcast by EAQ, Madrid,
on 30.43 metres by arrange-

O

Trying

"High Fidelity"

English from Madrid
short-wave
AS P ECl A L

--

"W.W." at Christmas

-

Expensive Listeners
viewpoint is
A PECULIAR
pressed by Ar Ujsag,

-

Listening in Norway

in which the latest
developments in domestic wireless will be faithfully portrayed
le la

R.NW';A.R. Progress

in Brief

-

.

Norwegian Broadcasting
N the great exhibition of 1937
THE
hearFrance
I
Corporation announces that
will include a Maison

.

i'

,.

'!

j

Belgian Record ?
FEW countries can show such)
a tremendous growth in .the.
A

-

'THE RECEIVER IN OUTWARD FORM." This Marseilles amateur
just missed The Wireless World series with this Christmas effort at
housing set, gramophone, record case, speaker and programme journal
in a single cabinet. Winding the gramophone without extracting
it from the cabinet must be child's play-if the child's hands are
small enough.

Short Waves from Softens

D e c'e m ber
15th, a special short-wave
programme under the auspices
of the International DX!ers
Alliance is to be broadcast from
the League of Nations stations,
HBL (31.27 metres) and HBI'
(38.47 metres) at 22.30 (G.M.T.).
Reports will be welcomed by
the IDA., 56, East Grove
Road, St. Leonards, Exeter,
Devon.

T0-MORROW;

International DX'ers
THE

Alliance

Internstional

Alliance has now formed an
official Chapter in England. All
interested in DX reception on
medium or short waves are Invited to communicate with the
Hon. Secretary, Mr. J. Knight,
6, Fleetwood Street, London,
English
N.i6.
A
second
Chapter is to be lorthed in
Manchester hortly.

number of licensed listeners as
Belgium. In i930 there. were
only 44,000 listeners in the
country; in 1931, 76,872; while
by 1932 the figure had nearly
tripled itself by totalling
200,543. In 1933 Belgium had
463,016 listeners; while up to
August of this year the numbei
had increased to 550,165.

Sportsmen, Please Note!
AFRENCH

contemporary

offers in its Hints and Tips
page some advice to shooters of

wild duck. It suggests that a
microphone attached.to a shortwave transmitter should be installed in a poultry yard, and
that the cries of the domestic
birds should be picked up on.
a short-wave receiver in the
marshes and rediffused by lotid:
This 'arrangemen,t
speaker.
should bring good supplies of
quarry. within range."
.
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Outstanding Broa.dcastsj
TWICE IN ONE DAY.
FOR the first time since the
world began the B.B.C. is

broadcasting an entertainment
twice on the same day on the
The Prinsame wavelength.
- a
Paraphernalia"
of
cess
musical extravaganza-is to be
broadcast to London and Midland Regional listeners at 4
p.m. on Thursday next, December 20th, and again at
730 p.m.
Described as a feast of nonsense for all children under
ioo, it is the work of Gordon
with lovely music"
Crier,
by John Morley. Martin Webster is producer, and H. Foster Clark conducts the B.B.C.
Midland Orchestra and Wire-

Í
t.

.

:
j

.

'-i

'

less Singers.
.

L
-i-.

''

.

TEMPTATION.

.

'

.

.

-

To link up the coming
week's programmes with that
"
darkest hour before the
being
dawn
dawn "-the
Christmas-is an obvious
temptation which I shall resist
Let us merely say that
fare has often been, and
the
often will be, better, which is
only natural because big peak
events like Christmas inevitably produce troughs before
and after.
And now, having drained
the cocktails, let us glance
down the menu.
-

j

NATIVITY PLAY.
THE Christmas

flavour is
noticeable on Tuesday
first
next, Decembei i8th, when
the Nativity Play "Bethiehem" is relayed Nationally
at 8.30 p.m., from St. Hilary,
Cornwàll. This simple drama
by the parishioners will be
produced by Filson Young
and Bernard Walke. This is
the ninth year in which the
play has been performed.
STRASBOURG OR ST.
I-HLARY?
YET another of those grand

I

.

i

-

gala

cçncerts

from

.

Stras-

ALBE1T SANDLER and the Park Lan Hotèl Orchestra will be heard
onSunday evening at 9 o'clock in the National programme. This
photographwas taken in the lounge during'an actual broadcast.

THE MIKE ON

Strasbourg
really
bòurg.
spirit
does get the gala
over the microphone, and I
shall. certainly be torn between two allegiances at 8.30
on Tuesday. Shall I listen to
the St. Hilary Nativity Play,
from the B.B.C. transmitters,
or to those "special choirs
from professional schools"
which will combine voices with
the Orpheus Club of Valaitcienne in this festive concert
frohi Strasbourg PTT at the
same time?

"Causes
of
is by Sir Austen
Chamberlain,- and may well
be the most interesting of the
lot.. Sir Austen, as a former
Foreign Minister, is teeed in
expenence of diplomatic ex-.
changes, and is, of course,
To-NIGEr's

War" talk

.

famous for the part he took in
the fashioning of the Locarno
Treaty. Not to tune in on the
National wavelength at io tomght will be to miss a really
authoritative talk.

.

by Fauchois.

HII(E.

WAYWARD friends of mine
vho hate ceremony and always
pray for a hitch in official
arrangements are unanimous
ip praise of the "Microphone
at Large" broadcasts from
Midland Regional.
London
shares one of these to-night
(Friday), at 9.15, when tise
microphone will be taken to
Ross-on-Wye to be installed in
the house of a former local
worthy John Kyrie.
Owen Reed, who organises
these mike hikes, is unrivalled
in securing the air of downright spontaneity. We have not
yet forgotten that glorious
lapse during the Chipping
Campden affair.
°'

SIR AUSTEN CHAMBERLAIN.

.

CHRISTOPHER BEAN.
ADMIRERS of "The Late
Christopher Bean " will tune
-in Poste Parisien at 8.30 p.m.
on Thursday next, December
20th, when the play will be
broadcast upon which this delightful coriedy was founded,
Prenez garde à la Peinture "

-

L

'

-

»

r
-

-

'

POTTED WAGNER.
TouLousE is giviñg some excellent concert versioni of wellknown operas. Next Mon-

day's

.

Wagner's
"Siegfried" to be broadcast,
at 10.30 p.m. These concert
versions are condensed and
peptonised, but are none the
less attractive on that account.
opera

-

-

I

I

is

SIR AUSTEN CHAMBERLAIN
whose talk in the C
s
War" series will be heard this
evening (Friday) at io o'clock.

-

-r
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CORTOT IS THERB.
LIKE th man whose passioI

th
at

:

Home

and Abroad

THE B MINOR."
FIVE hundred and. eightyfive boys will be taking part
in the broadcast of- part of
Bach'.s B Minor Mass on Sun-

day (Regionals, 5.45), from the
Great Hall uf Oundle School.
Two hundred and thirty boys
will constitute the choir, thirtyfive the orchestra, and three
hundred and twenty the

ENGLISH FLAVOUR IN

DENMARK..

-

think that the
Danish programmes have a
more English flavour than any
others on the Continent. At
noon on Sunday Copenhagen
and Kalundborg will give us
Mr. P. Boisen reading excerpts
from Dickens' ' Christmas
in English, while on
Carol
I SOMETIMES

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WEE(

for green peas led him to travel
annually, from Cairo northwards to Inverness in order to
enjoy that delectable dainty at
its seasonable best, I like to
travel across Europe, radionhonicallv sneakinc. in nursuit
f the niiìbfe M. 'ortot. The
great French pianist has lately
been heard in Holland as well
as his beloved France; now he
is in SwitzeiIand and tomorrow night appears in -the
Symphony concert of the
Basle Music Society, to be
broadcast by Beromunster between7 and 9 p.m. Wein-

FRIDAY, DEC. 14th.
Nat.,7.3O," The GreotAdventure,"
comedy by Arnold Bennett.
IO, "Causes of War," talk by
Sir Austen Chamberlain.
London Reg., 7.15. Henry Hall and
the B.B.C. Dance Orchestra.
8, B.B.C. Orchestral Concert;
Music by Joseph Holbrookè.
Abroad.
Sottens, 7.30, Wagner Concert.
-

Monte Cenen, 7, Opera: "Lucia
di Lammermoor" (Donizetti).
L
SATURDAY. DEC. 15th.
Nat., 7,-" In Town To-night.' 8.30,
"Music Hall,' with Harry Roy.
i
' and His Band.
London Reg., 7-30, Reginald King
and His Orchestra. 8.45, The
Reginald Paul Quartet.

-

gartner will conduct.'

______I

.

t

recently 'remarked:'
"L'ast week we had an. abun: 'i
dance of 'La Bohêmé' per-

-

'

.
formances. This wek
Beethoven's Fifth Symphofly.
is to be broadcast on Sunday
afternoon from Radio-Pans
and on -Monday evening from
Budapest, and two performances of Tchaikovsky s Fifth
Symphony are to be heard on
Tuesday evening from Frank-j
furt añd Hilversurn"
-.

-

-

-

-

-

.

530

-----

______'

'

-

-

NEW TO BROADCASTING. George Garay and his. Hunoarian Gypsy
.Band, who make their broadcast debut.at 3.30 on December i7th
(London Regional) in a programme from the Hngarian Restaurant
.

chorus. To augment. the.boys'
orchestra Mr. Charles Woodhouse, leader of the B.B.C.
orchestra at the Promenade
Concerts, will intróduce a
number of well-known players.
Four guest singers, Elsie Suddaby, Attra:Desmond, Arthur
Cranmer,-andiSteuart Wilson,
will also take part. The conductor is Mr. Clement M. Spurling, who was appointed
Director of Music tb Oundle
forty-four yers ago...
The B.Minor Mass is generally accepted as- -one of the
greatest things.in all music.
WHEN HE WASVERY YOUNG.
REGINALD KING,
ho brings

his orchestra to the-Regional
studio at 7.30 to-morrow evening, must have been inoculated
with the music germ at bq-th.
Mr. King, senior, told me the
other day that "Reggie" was
so musical at the age of five
that when it was proposed to
buy a new motor car he said,
No, daddy, pIe.se get a new

piano."

Tuesday morning, December
18th, at io.i, Mr. C. Campbell-MacCallum and Mr. C.
Nielsen come before the microphone in everyday dialogues in
English.
To go back to Sunday At
7.30 Copenhagen's wireless
orchestra is to play some
famous waltzes by the "Scandinavian Strauss '-H. C.
Lumbye-.-and the concert will
be relayed by the Deutschlandsender. At night Teddy Petersen's famous dance band will
be.heard at the Wivex Restau-

BALÄNC

AND CONTROL.
ts in the

HOW much there

titling of a broadcast item!
Although I cannot, quite see
how the thrills will be cornmunicated to the listener, I
shall make a serious effort to
tune in Brussels No. i at 8.35
p.m. on Wednesday next,
December j9th, to hear Mr.
Fleischman's radio play (music
by Poot) entitled "Archibald,
the Tight-rope Dancer."
THE AUDITOR.

'ilii'

wih Ste'phen Hag-

.

'e'

.......

i3brt

9 ri;'1

Sandier and the Park Lane Hotel
ï .
t
Orchestra.
London Reg., 5.45, Bach's Mass in
.

.

'

hesl

.

r

i

h

i

1

i

930 S d
c5
Abroad.
Brussels, 8.40. Saint-Saens Concert,
Vienna, 6.50, Beethoven's Seventh

i

Symphony,

The
Girl Friend." with Dorothy
Dickson, Jack Melford, Elsie
Carlisle and Fred Duprez. IO,
Kutcher Stnng Quartet.
London Reg., 8.15, Recital of French

1
i

1'
i

ï

ham in B.B.C. Concert Hall:
Abroad.
Brussels, 8, Macsick Festival Con

TUESDAY. DEC. 8th.
Nat., 8.30, St. Hilary Nativity Play, L
Bethlehem."
0, "Star Gazj' 'ing' by Dr. R. W. Waterbeld. j
London and Mid. Regional, 8,
B.B.C. Midland Orchestra. 9,' i
"The Girl Fnend."
i
i
Abroad,
i Radio-Paris, 8.45,
Variety: " La' j
gazette de Montmartre."
i
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 19th.
j
Nat.. 8.10. "The Golden Legend" i
(Sullivan) with B.B.C. Orchestra
(Section B) conducted by Adrian
i
Boult,
IO, National
Lecture
Dr. T. R. Clover.'
London Reg. 8, Chopin Recital by
Boleslas Woytowicz. relayed from i
i
i - Warsaw. 8.30. Vanety: Bransby
i
Williams in "Poor Old Sam."

j

.

i

1

rant.

jby

CÔMPARISONS ARE'
MELODIOUS.

WhETHER or not we are
lovers of military band music
there is something attractive
in the idea of comparing the
military
bands of North
America, Venezuela, Brazil,
Argentine and Japan. This
is the theme of a special concert from the' Deutschiandsender, Leipzig and Breslau, at
7.15 p.m. bn Monday next.
The concert lasts until .9
o'clock.

"Ham1" 'b

gard (Hamlet) and Fay Compton.
(Ophelia).
8.45, Appeal for

i

'

-

Orchestra
SUNDAY DEC 16th
Nat., 1.30, Belfast \Vireless Orchestra: 5.15, "Rots for Daily
Livmg," by
Cano'n
e

.

.

-

-.

Stuttgart, 7.15, Coñcert by Karlsruhe State Theatre Choir and

-,

THE HUNT GOES ON.
IT is al o possible to follow
the same piece of music from
coi.rntry to country: As World"
Radio

_

-

Abroad.

1

'a.

i

j

i

i

i

THURSDAY, DEC. 20th..
Nat.. 8, Callender's Band. 8.45,

i

i

TEDDY PETERSEN,
leader
of the famous Wjvex Hotel hot
dance band, broadcasting from
Copenhagen at in p.m. on
Sunday next.

Abroad.

Luxembourg, 9.10. Popular Music
of Many Lands,

i

"Soft Lights and Sweet Music-

j
1

Memories of 1934."
'1
London and M1d. Reg.: 4 and 7.30,..
Princess 0f Paraphernalia."
Abroad.

i

j

J.

.

,.

Rome, 8.30, Symphony Con&rt.
Copenhagen, 8.10, Potpoirr of
Die Fledermaus" trauss).

p
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N last week's issue
i¡ and the majority

December 7th
issue

we dealt with -radio-gramophones

.-

-

-

i
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-
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(Continued)

-

Long Battery Lite
PHILCO MODEL 238

Model 203 Universal receiver is
also available in this cabinet and,
i5 known as the Model 1263.
The
price is 29 guineas.

17 gns

Four-valve Superhet Receiver for Operation from batteries
Designed to give a performance
comparable with that of a mainsoperated receiver, this set is sup-

-

J

-

AND ABOVE.

GNS.

j

--.pag475of

..

of

15

Continued from

1.

..

.

the more expensive receivers.
The remainder of the latter category is described in
this instalment, which also contains inforsnation regarding
medium-priced sets.
Popular receivers costing t o gns.
or less will be similarly treated in our issue of
December 21st.
Unless otherwise stated, sets are " table
models," designed primarily to work with an outside
aerial. Power rectifiers are not included in the number
.
of valves.

RECEIVERS

..'

-

-

-

I934

e*e L
-

Principal Sets

14/Ji,

Receiver
PHILCO MODEL 263
15 gns.
Four-valve Superhet for AC or DC Mains

Superhet. Receiver for AC
Mains Only

lu this instrument the standard

-

-.

.

Modern. "Straight" Circuit
Design
PHILIPS TYPE 427A.
15 gns.

Essentially the circuit is the
same as that of the Model 264 AC
mains receiver, but the valves are
of the universal type, and a ballast
resistance is incorporated to compensate for fluctuations in mains
voltage. The instrument is available in a de luxe cabinet finished
in black walnut and Australian
curly oak, at x6 guineas.
The
latter model incorporates shadow
tuning and a 4-point tone control.
Plzilco Radio 6' Television Corporation of Great Britain, Ltd.,
Amt ree Road. Perivale, Middlesex.

A Striking Cabinet Design
17 gns.
PHILCO MODEL 264
CONCERT GRAND

i-

-

a

-

-

.

A Well-designed Universal

plied with a triple-capacity HT
battery designed to give 9 to io
months service at 2 hours per
day. The power output from the
Class B " amplifier is xl watts,
and the average HT consumption
is io mA.
The tuning dial is
illuminated, and battery replacement is simplified by one-plug HT
and GB connections.

Four-valve

.

Five-valve AC Mains Receiver forExterna1 or Mains Aerial
Titis is neither the time nor

"Wireless" without Wires
PYE SP/AC
16 gns.
Four-valvè Superheterodyne for AC
Mains, operating on built-in Frame Aerial

place tor reviving the controversy
regarding the respective merits
of straight and superheterodyne
circuits, but it is safe to say that
as long as straight sets such as
those produced by Philips and
one or two other firms are available, the superhet will not have
things all its own way.
The present receiver embodies
two HF stages with four tuned
circuits of high tiliciency, a diode
detector, and a two-stage LF
amplifier. Automatic volume controt s provided, and theee is

fP'
-

device to ensure constant
sensitivity at all wavelengths.
Philips Lamps. Ltd., 545, Charing Cross Road. London. IV.C.z.
a

-

The frameaeria1 mains set lias
lately assumed considerable importance, and the present model.
which is entirely self-contained
except for a connection to the electrical supply socket, is particularly
attractive when no facilities exist
for erecting an aerial-or even to
those who regard an aerial as an
anachronism.
Like alt other sets of its general
type, the SP/AC includes a signalfrequency HF stage, which is fol-

-

-

.--',

-

_,_0O

.-',

-

-

'

li

:

-

-

I

-

-----

-

Philco Model 238 battery receiver and (right) Concért Grand
version of Model'264 for AC

I

I

.

i

-

I
.

-

Philco superheterodyne chassis is
housed in a vertical cabinet of.
original design. The controls are
placed on a high level, and the
loud
si-inch
"Auditorium"
speaker is mounted on an inclined
sounding board of large area. The

:

.

,

-

''__

.

,

-

'

-

-

-

.,

.

-

.

j

.

....

.

Phiko Model 1263 for AC/DC
.

:

--.

-

-

-

5

mains

-.

.

-

-

-

Philips Siiperinductance 2-HF
model.
-
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ABOVE(Concluded)
-

____
-

L

e

1.

RL Ritz Airfio.

,

Pye
Superhet Bat(Above)

.

Ultra Model 44

.,

-

.

J

lowed by a fairly conventional

inätters in this respect. But all
the more ambitious RI. models
must be excluded from this implied
t
reproach; the controls are fitted ou (Right) R.l.
a sunken panel at the side of the Twin - speaker
cabinet, and it would appear that Superheteroftne âdjustments can be made with
dyne.
exceptional ease and certainty.
Wave-changing is effected through
a small lever-surely better than
the coisventional knob?
A real valve-controlled systèm
AVC system is fitted, together
of noise suppression is included.
with tone control.
while improved diffusion of sound
Iron-cored coils are fitted; one
is aimed at in the design of the
of the twin speakers is energised,
loud speaker mouisting.
while the other is of the permanent-magnet type.
-

superheterodyne circuit. The extca
valve ensures sufficient sensitivity
for the reception of good choice'
of programme.
A companion battery supechet
portable model SP/B Costs 5
guineas and is fitted with' Class
B ". output.

'

L

-

j

(Above) Pye

Cambridge
receiver.

'

'

/

.

-

-

22 gus.
PYE CAMBRIDGF.
RECEIVER CRIAC ----Five-valve Superheterodyne for AC Mains

.ii unusual but very practical
layout has bern adopted for this
receiver. The cabinet is suppoated
at a comfortable height on legs,
and all controls are mounted on
the top panel, being normally concealed by a lid. The generai
-design is plain and substantial,
without conscious effort towards
ornamentation.
The favourite Pye arrangement
double-diode-pentode as
of a
second detector, AVC device, and
output valve is included.
Three Controlled Valves

'j

'

,

.

.

-

'

Unusual Layout

.

'

Iron-cored Coils.
R.!. RITZ TWIN 17 gns.
SPEAKER REIVER
- Fcair-vàlve AC Superheieroayne
"

A similar set with a single
speaker costs 15 guineas.
Radio Inst runzeuls, Ltd., Parley
Way, Croydon. Surrey.

Although the circuit of this receiver io sornOwha.t simpler than
that of the "Airfio" model, the
same advanced layout of the control system is employed. Instead
of the valve-operated noise suppressot-, a delayed 'd amplified

Oversize Loud Speaker
ULTRA 44
5 ges.
Three-valve AC Superheterodyne with

'

the number of valves is reduced by
employing a double-diode-pentode
for purposes of second detector,
AVC, and output. A refloensent is
introduced in the form of toise
compensation for the volume cofitrol; the object of this is to improve the quality of reproduction
at low volume levels.
The Ioud,speaker fitted to this
model is of the oversize "Auditorium" type, and the well-known
Ultra "clock-face" tuning dial is,
Of course, fitted.
Ultra Electric Ltd. Erskine
Road, Chalk Farm, London,
N.W.3.

AVC

This is a good example of the
modern superhet circuit in which

..

.

.

-

.

S

16 gns.
PYE SE/DC
Six-valve Superheterodyne for DC Mains
A separate oscillator valve is one

.

RECEIVERS

.

Mains

a band-pàss input
filter there are four tuned circuits
in the IF stage, and the inputfilter
includes a second-channel rejector
circuit. The valves are of up-todate type, and include a heptode
frequency changer, variable mu
pentode IF amplifier and doublediode-triode second detector which
is arrariggd to provide full automatic volume control.

.

-

.

Four-valve AC Superheterodyne

been argued tixat the con-

-

traig
or D

t.

.

I

I

le1aedAVC:

d

k
-

-

C

-

-

ree-va ve

gn. extra)

I

The typical small superhet has
no signal-frequency amplifier, but -.
always employs a separate 1F
valve. This order is reversed inS:
the Amplion. circuit, which includea',aia. HF stage but no :IF:.
amplifier. Anothei unusual feature
is a, power grid detector; two
\Vestinghouáe HF rectifiers are
used iu.connectioh with .the AVC
system.
Amplios (i932), :Ltd
82/84,
Roso,napeSl,'eet, Rosebery Avenate,
London, E.C.p

.

behwd
the circular grille.
Beethoven Radio, Ltd., Camden
'Town, London, N.l+'.i.

AC

for

Mrn
(DC Model also available:

-"-

-.

f

12 gos.

.

gp

eeCtoPrOI(!e5

S

.

:

'

AMPLION RADIOLUX
Four-valve Superheterodyne

-

-

.

able-mu LF pentode for interstation noise suppression. Thé
frequency-changer is of the octode
type. and the- double-diode-triode

Superhet with Power Grid Detection

Mains Regulation and Filteriñg

-

veritional. broadcast receivecdoes
not by any meanf represent th
last word in convenience, but few
designers seem to try to improve

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

.

.

j additiön to

-

.

and the filament current is regiaint by a barretter.
Aerodyne Radio. Lid.. Aerodyne
Works. Walfhcarnsfow
Londoú.
E. 57.

-

This may be considered as a
companion model to the SE/DC
set, but designed for battery
supply. A \Vestector (permanent
Westinghouse HF rectifier) is employed as a sn/ond detector, and
a very: ¿onsiderable volume is obtamed by the use of a Class «B»
valve in the output position.
The Pye designers are evidently
firm believers in the desirability
of a signal-frequency HF stage,
which again figuves in this set,
Pye Rado. Ltd., AjricaHouse,
Kiasgsway, London;' lVC.2.

-

-

-

BELOW 15 GNS AND ABOVE .10 GNS.
.

5 gns.
PYE SE/B
Five-valve Battery Superheterodyse

It has

:

An Up-to-date Circuit
AERODYNE" SWALLOW "
12 gos
Four-valve Superheterodync for AC
.

More Convenient Controls

.

.

.

,..

Metal Oxide Detector

'

..

.

dyne. The action of the AVC
system should be more than
effective. as three valves
are affected by the application of
control voltage to their gnds.
.

-

..

tuofthelÇ'eDCsuperheterO

S

....

.

S

.

.

S

.

eceiverins

or

With- a band-pass input aise roaction applied to the HF coupling
this set sjould give a good accouqt
of itself in the matter of range and
selectivity.' Pentode-type valves
are used througheut, including-the
detector stage, and,the half-wave
rectifier ha two élements connected in parallel to give a -low
impedance.
HF filtering chokes
are included in the mains leads,

.

.

'

.

.

-

-.

S

-Twin Speaker -Supérhet
-

-

.

.

-

,

,

-

.

-

BEETHOVEN MODEL 56
13 gnsl
Five-valve SuperheterodyneJoevAC Mains
An unusual .jekture in a set at
this price fi the inclusion of a vari-

S.

'et,

-

-

...-

-.-

-

Beethoven Twin-speaker
superhet.
,.

-
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RECEIVERS: BELOW 15 GNS. AND ABOVE 10 G.NS.
to reduce background noises in the
absence of an incoming signal, is
a feature of tisis set. A neon
tuning indicator is fitted, and the
built-in speaker can be switched
out wheii an external reproducer
is employed,

" Straight " Console Receiver
BURTON CONSOLE MODEL l2 gns
Three-valve Receiver for AC Mains

et-L
straight orwar H
chassis is fitted in an uprigh CflA

s e

O

ii

P

n

A Simpler Circuit

r

BUSH RADIO TYPE SAd £10 19s &i.
Three-valve Superheterodyne for AC

'

This may be regarded as a
simplified version of the SAC5,
in which a double-diode-pentode

-

__,

-

detector; this offers the advantage
of reduced damping on the preceding tuned circuit, and, in
consequence, less dependence on
reaction and generally easier

(Continued)

has evidently been devoted to the
design of the tuning system, and
an iiigenious tilting tuning scale,
which may.. be easily read, has
been devised.
Four valves, including an octode
frequency-changer, are used in a

operation.
The cabinet is 3410. high, and
may be accommodated easiiy in a
room where spare table-space is
lacking.
A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Cosso,
Works, Flighbury Grove, LondonS

superheterodyne circuit, and refinements include AVC, tone control and a device to prevent
distortion due to slight mistuning.
1er), Ltd., Atlas Works, Palet-

croft, near

Iron-cored Coils Throughout
DRUMMER MODEL M45
12 gos
Four-valve Superheterodyne for AC

Mamad/mester.
.

For Any Mains

Mains (Model M55,

CLIMAX MODEL AC-DC 5 I
gus.
Universal four-valve Superheterodyne
for 'AC or DC Mains, 200-250 Volts
(AC Model 55JW, Il gns).
An octode frequency-changer
and a pentode output valve giviiig

-

s

-

o

'

-

-

'

-

-

-

.

-

'

-

ri

'

A rather more ambitious receiver, Model
lias a doublediode-triode second detectoi' which
provides an extra stage of amplification.
Edge Radio, Ltd.-, Bolton,
La,ics.

\'
-

IIif

-

-

,

.

i:

'

v

Bush Radio three-valve superheterodyne.

The Circular Set
EKCO MODEL 65
I0 gos
Uriiverol Three-valve Superheterodyne
for AC or DC Moiras
This set is unique in that it is
.

,

a
-

*

,,

S

Ekco
UniversaiACfDC
receiver, Model
(Above)

'

Model 85.

(Left)

"7-5-8"

:

.,.

-

..

'

',

1

d

I

-

'

.

H

A tI a s

re-

from i
to z 25 watts output
(depending on actual mains volt-

replaces the metal rectifier, juter
va ve, aiid output
S

.

ageg

uithetechnicaJspeci

Provision for
superheterodyne.
cutting out the built-in spea,ier
lias beeh made, and there are
sepárate mdium- and long-wave
tuning scales.
The AC model is basically simu-lar in appearance and cjrcisi
arrangement.
Climax Radio Electric. Lfd..
Haverstocli JVo,-ks. Par/shill Road,
Hampstead, London, N.-IV.3..-.

5isu0a
ba)selite. This
of construction is hihly
practical, as a large and therefore
easily read tuning scale may be
fitted without spoiling the appar.
ence of the receiver. Table space
is also saved.
All the normal functions of a
small suoerheterodyne are carried'
out by three valves, the'operatuons

muld
form

-

Unconventional Battery

t

-

-1

.

.

-

:-

)

-

r

-

I

,J
--if
-

-

-

convenient operation; an energised
speaker is mounted below the
control panel.
Power grid detection and a 2watt output pentode are culployecl. and, a special selectivity
control is fitted.
C. F. and' H. Burton, Progress
Works, Betnard Street, ¡Valsad.

Quiet"

AVC

13 gns.
BUSH RADIO MODEL SAC5
Four-valve Superheterodyne (or AC

-.

Mains

special circuit arrangement,
in which i Westector is employed
A

Superhet

BUSH RADIO MODELSBI £10 19s6d.
mrw-valve Butiery-fed Superheterodyne
n
unorthodox but highly
practical circuit arrangement, emplaying a Westeétor as second
detector, battery economy device,
and source of rectified AVC voltage.- is a feature 6f this set. In
a&litioui
nod mcas re
a
-

obtained; fer,
if any, receivêrs, at anything like
the once can claim true OAVC as
part'ot the design.
Bus/i Radio. Lfd., lVoodger
Road, Shepherd's Busti, ¡V. 12.
'

Dru m in er M ° del M 45-

-

quiet" contrl

i:

1

S

1V155

'

'

'

í

Eke

(Right)

Drummer (Edge Radio) Model

a

-

,

.

Bush Radio Model SACS.

gus.)

This may be described as the
" standard " receiver nf the series
produced by Edge Radio. The
specification is a full one and ineludes AVC, provided by a
separate double-diode valve. It is
interesting to note that iron-cored
coils are used not only in the
signal-frequency circuits, but in
the band-pass IF couplings as

l

-i

14

J

a

is

Exceptionally Convenient Tuning
System
.

14 gns.
CLARKE'S ATLAS 7.5.8
Four-valve AC Superhetercdyne for

External or Internal Capacity Aerial

Although the conventional receiver is admittedly susceptible to
improvement on the score of con.few
venience - of operation,
designers have the courage to
attempt to improve matters in
this resbeet.. But the 7-5-8 is an
exceptioni a-great deal of thought

.

Neon Indicator

-

of

-

-

detection, AVC and output
being combined in a double-diodepentode

-

COSSOR ALL-ELECTRIC
SUPERHET MODEL 535
Four-valve Superheterodyne
Mains

-

-

Une'onventiona1 Externally and in-

¡2

ternally

for

AC

-.

'

A Cossor neon tube tuning indi-

cator and manual tone control are
fitted to this model, which employs, as second detector and antifading regulator, a double-diode
valve. This valve feeds direct
into a highslope power pentode
output valve.
Inexpensive Colsole Receiver
£10 ¡Ss. Od.
COSSOR MODEL 356
Three-valve HF-det.-LF Receiver for
AC Mains. . In Upright Console
- ' -.
Cabinet
.

'The circuit arrangement of this
receiver is normal except for the
inclusion of an HF pentode as a

S

EKCO MODEL 85
Four-valve Superheterodyne
-

Mains.

This

l2
for

.

:

AC
Battery Model B85, same price
is another set in the design

of which a definite break with
conventional practice has been
made in the matter of external
design. The result is a receiver

that is obviously convenient to
operate, and is exceptionally compact and workmanlike.
Internally th,e set is equally
interesting from a technical point,
of view, as it embodies a special
quiet" AVC systenl; a total of
six tuned IF circuit gives promise
of exceptionally good selectivity.
E. K. Cole, Ltd.. Ekco lVorlís,
Southend-on-Sea, Essex.
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Guide to ReceiversCombined Detector-Output
FERRANTI AC/DC
UNIVERSAL
Three-valve Superheterodyne
or DC Mains

cabinet to the AVC5, but with
- pean broadcasting stations are
horizontal tuning scale, this modfl
included.
The cabinet is of
employs special indirectly heated
futuristic design and is finished in
DC valves, and is fitted with a
walnut veneer.
barretter-type voltage-regulating
¡ISP. Wireless Co.. Lang/ord
resistance.
Works, lVeston-super-Mare.

Valve
14 gns.

for

AC

In external appearance this set
very similar to other table
models in the Ferranti series. The
control panel includes a tuning
indicator, and below the loudspeaker grille there is a tone control and cut-out switch for the
internal loud speaker. The output valve is a double-diodepentode and the frequency changer
An inl.eresting
is a heptode.
system of reflexing has been
adopted in the IF and output
stages.
A barretter is used to
compensate for fluctuations in
mains voltage, and the circuit vvill
work satisfactorily on AC supplies

Sensitive Battery Superheterodyoe
G.E.C. SUPERHET, AVC6 £14 17s. 6d.

below

Ma'net House,. Kinsway, WC. 2.

is

-

40

Six-valve Superheterodyne

"B"

Based on the circuit of the
AVC5 and housed in a similar
cabinet to that of the DC5, this
receiver is provided with an HF
amplifier iii front of the heptode
frequency changer and an additional driver valve between the
second detector and the Class
B " output stage. The illuminated tuning wale is calibrated
both in wavelengths and in station
names.
General Electric Co., Ltd.,

cycles

r-

AC S

I

h t
A

M
.

-.

E t

f

n

.

-

I

I

att

apia ice

adjustments.
Ltd.,
Ferraitti

ddt

.

.

.

The circuit design of this receiver folloses
svell-established
practice, and includes automatic
volume control and a backgroundnoise suppressor switch.
The
large illuminated tuning scale is
calibrated in wavelengths, and
the names of the principal Euro-

-

Frl

Hou ed

n a

f

Valett

AmpIiflcaton

-

Special IF Amplifier .
McMICHAEL AC'
14 gns.
SUPERHET
Four-valve Superheterodyne for AC
.

Mains

Thanks to the use of iron-cored
coils as intermediate frcqiieiìrv
CO pl fliS
C
ept
liv
gli
legree of selectivity is claithed for

.

(his receiver.

.

A triode-pentode is employed as
a frequency changer, and tf.ere is
variable tone control. Proper pvision.1s: osado for the use. of es_
ternal speakers.
-

:

:

:

sell-contained Battery Set
McMICHAEL DUPLEX
TRANSPORTABLE.
.

4
.

.

Five-valse Battrfed Rereiver (perating
with Built-in Frame Aerial
receiver of this type is in-

teisded for moving from room to
ropm thther than -for out-of-doors

HIGC

MODEL 55R
2 go
Four-valve Superheterodyne for AC sr
DC Mains
This is a modified .'ersion of the
Model 55T ss'ith a single loud

,.,
s
'

speaker, but svithout the visual
tuiiilig indicator. Tise circuit mot
tise type in whirls most of the I-IF
.

.

,

,-.,.,

.

-

.

!

,

.

.

.

..

.

.

..

-

..,

s
.
.

_

S

P

'-- --

I
'

I

;
.

.

t

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

'

.

'S...

.

.

'

,

.....
.

.

.

-

-

.

-

t

-

-

'

-

-

H.M.V. Superhet

.

I

r

.

.

.

s'

--

.

.

.

:

.

t-

'

-

'-

DC

.

.

-

.

.

F

H ggs M del 55R

'

(Above) Halcyon
Model 4505.

s_

Four-Forty.

_

.

type of

s m la

.

.

.

instead of

-

"

'

;

,-,i.-.-.

,

-

-

.

Sphtdy

.

Cray

I

alternative " woundup?' internal
aerial is included.
.

Halcyon Radio, Ltd.,
Rood, Actos, IV.3.

.

,

Mains
-

Kolsttr - Beandesr Ltd.,
Sidcu, Kent.

Works,

.

A simplified three-valve model
with a pentode in tlsoutput stage
is also available at ¿8 195. fid.

.

Mains Voltage Regulatiog
G.E.C. SUPERHET, DC5
3 gs.

i

TUI

,

.

An Unutual Cabinet
H.S.P. MODEL 5H5
2 gus.
Four-valve Superheterodyne for AC

i

-

so
for
or DC).

ea

.

iopIioie Co. Ltd.,
98-108, Clerkenwell Road. Lou-

.

Special attention has been given
the design of the AVC circuits
in this receiver to obtain the
maximum range of control. Reduct n of b ckgros I noise
between statioiis is provided by a
switch. By virtue of
sensitivity
the action of the AVC, powerful
statioiis are not reduced ist volume
when the sensitivity control is in
operation.
A silencing key is provided for
the main loud speaker, and an

g

12

°

e

.

Amplified AVC
G.E.C. SUPERHET AVC5
14 gns.
Four-valve Superheterodyne for AC
Mains. (Model 440, ii gns.)

.

.

.

.

vith
1

.

-1

detèctor.

'

1

.

Hotlinwood,

.

-

prodúcing this set the makçrs
have set out to provide h simple
straight
receiver with highgrade components and svorkniauship throughout. A three-gang
condenser is employmi aiiclbaiictpass tuning precedes the I-1F stage.
The detector is followed by a
driver valve and Class. B out-

AC

gni)

-

stag-

O tp t

tuning, tise latter in the formof
t u e evice iiwn as a
fluid-light
tuning indicator.
A good feature is the provision of
separate vertical scales for inediuns
and long wavehands.
a
sinsperAC set ç1odel

.

Lanes.
.

for

Mains

An interesting exanspie of the
type of sisperket that dispiìkes
with au IF amplifying
11F
pentodes are used as combined
detector - oscillator and second

'

13+ ga

superetcircui

four-valve

varous

tc

s

A Simple Battery Receiver
r
HALCYON 4-VALVE
Il gns.
BA1TERY SET
Band-pass Tuning and Class
B

Popular H.N.V. Set

I

Unusual Three-valve Superhat
KOLSTER-BRANDES KB444 12 gos.
Three-valve Saperheterodyne for AC

°.

.

I

An Unusual AVC Circuit
HALCYON MODEL 4501
14 gns.
Four-valve Superheterodyne for AC or
DC Mains

Metal rectifiers are used, not
only for the power supply, but also
for detection and the provision of
AVC. The latter is of unusual
design, and the delay voltage is
controlled by the signal as well as
the main AVC bias. The tuning
scale includes a visual tuning indicator, and an anti-interference
unit is incorporated in the mains
leads.

.

Four-valve Superheterodyne
Mains. (Model 440,
This m d I
lo
th

,

ltWw

:

HMV MODEL442

Although this set employs only
three receiving valves all the
essential functions of a small
superhet arc csrried. out. Two of
the valves are of the multiple
type.
output pentode is conissiti
f d d
actsas a second de:
tector, while the other provides
control voltages for the AVG
system. A tuniiig indicator (ais
unusual refinement for an mexset) is fitted, and forms
of what is déscribed as a
tell-tale " control panel, which
-

.

.

.

.

E.C.x.

do

The Smallest Ferranti Set
FERRANTI LANCASTRIA. 12 gns.
TI,

with Class

Output

amplification is carried out by
signal frequency, the IF stage consisting of a tuned transformer
without valve amplification.
Cliarlton Higgs (Radio), Ltd.
Westbourne Place, ilote, Sussex

H.S.P.. Table
SH5.

(Pelow)

Model

.,;

'

5d-

.

T

1

S

I

5511

i
.1

.

(Left) G.E.C.,

-

fuperhet. AVC5.

t.

.
i

.

.

-

-i

J'

'

.

.
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.

.

Ferranti AC/DC Universal.
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transformers for 25-cycle supplies
without extra charge.

&

Philco Radio

Subsidiary models, differing so slightly from those enumerated that it is unnecessary to dèscribe
them here, are produced by some manufacturers. The value rating adopted in this Guide does
not include the power rectifier.

i4th,

oraticin

Television Cor-

Gt. Britain, Ltd.,
Aintree Road, Perivale, Middlesex.
of

.

S

2-HFBatterySet
The loud speaker is of the
moving-coil P.M type, grid bias is
semi-automatic, and economy in
consumption of battery current
ensured by the fitting of the Class
B" output system.
McMichael Radio, Ltd., Slough,
Bucks.
-

"Barometer" Tuning.Inthcator
MARCONIPHONE
MODEL 296
Four-valve Superheterodyne
.

l3

gns.

for

AC

Maies

The triode output valve in this
is
caoable of an undistorted power 'of z watts. Full
AVC is provided and a convenient
feature of the controls is that the
pre-set static suppressor is brought
into operation by pufling out the
manual volume control knob.
Separate tuning scales are used
for medium and long wavelengths,
and the visual tuning indicator
takes the form of a vertical
column of light framed in a small
escutcheon on the control panel.
i-ri-river

.

-

Reliability

ot

Performance

MURPHY TABLE MODELS £14 lOs
Four-valve Superheterodyne Receivers:
Separate Models for AC Mains DC Mains
and Battery Operatin
The chassis layout and meclianical design are iasically the same
throughout this series of receivers,
and the makers have given special
attention to the question of dcctrical and mechanical reliability.
The usual circuit arrangement of
frequency changer, IF amplifier,
double-diode-triode detector and
pentode output valve is followed
in the AC model. A separate
triode oscillator is, however, added
to the DC and battery models. All
three models hav.e band-pass input
with image-frequency suppression
and incorporate a heterodyne
whistle filter between the detector
and output stages. The -battery
model has QPP output, and the
-

-

.

'

Kilocycle Caltbration
.

PHILCO MODEL 260
Four-valve Superheterodyne

12

for

.

AC

Mains

One of the claims for this receiver is that the "auditorium"
type loud speaker is capable of
giving greater volume than is
usually expected from a table
model receiver of this type. The
tuning scale is calibrated both Ofl
long and medium waves in kilocycles, and in the subsidiary' Model
1260 at ¡4 guineas a shadow tuning
Both models
indicator is fitted.
may be supplied with special mains
.

-

-

-

i

PHILIPS TYPE 372B
-.

Il in's.

Six-valve Battery-fed

Receiver

In many respects the specification of this "straight" battery set
is unique. There are three tuned
circuits of the high-efficieticy type,
arith the development of which the
makers name is especially associated, and so selectivity should be
of a high order. A diode-another unusual feature in a set of
tisis type-is employed as a detec.

-

torand for

AVC. Overall magnification should be high, as an intermediate LF stage is followed by
ver and Class B valves.

Pentode LF Stage
PHILIPS 588A

2 gos.
Five-valve Superheterodyne for AC Mains
(Model 588U Universal for AC or DC,
13 gns.)

The recent introduction of a
Philips superheterodyne marked an
important change in the policy of
the makers and
any ase the
design is an interesting one.
A
feature is the inclusioai of an
intermediate LF stage (svith a pentode valve) which ensures full loading of the output valve on weakly
modulated transmissions.
The
Universal" model is
usable on any mains (AC or DC)
between ¡no and 250 volts.
Philips Lamps, Ltd., n5, Charaug Cross Road, London, W.C.z.
'

By using a. screen-grid frequency
changer and simple triode second
detector without AVC it has been
found possible to produce this
receiver at a low figure. The DC
version Costs 12 guineas.

This receiver has all the refinements of the more advanced mains
four-valve superheterodyne, and
its special QPP output stage is
capable of delivering i watts to
the permanent magnet moving-coil
loud speaker. 'In addition to the
sensitivity switch for reducing
volume from the local stations,
there is an extra control for raising the sensitivity above normal
for distant reception. This takes
the form of reaction in the IF
circuits.
Marconi/Those Co., Lfd., Tollenham Court Road. London, Jis.

-

-

-'r,-,

Simplified Circuit
11 gos.
MARCONIPHONE
MODEL 262
Four-valve Superheterodyne Receiver.
Separate Models for AC and DC Mains

Two Sensitivity Controls
Il ens
MARCONIPHONE
MODEL 257
Four-valve Superheterodyne for Battery
Operatofl -

separate oscillator valve incorporates a diode which operates as
a limiting device and prevents
overloading ot the first valve by
strong signäls.
M,phy Radio, Ltd., TVelwyn
Garaen City, Beets,

-

-'

Philips 2-HF battery set, Type
3728.
-

Z'

.

-

'

'

'

McMichael AC Superhet.

_,-.-'v

Inexpensive Frame-aerial Set
PORTADYNE TRANSPORTABLE PA6
l4 gns.
Five-valve Superheterodyne Receiver for
AC Mains Operating on Built-in Frame
Aenals (Battery-fed Model l3 gnu.)
-

For a completely self-contained

AC frame aerial receiver the price
of the PA6 is distinctly loue.
Nevertheless, its specification is

-

generous, including as it does a.
signal-frequency HF stage, AVC,
and noise-suppressor switch.
The battery counterpart, with a
total of. six valves, is basically
similar, but includes a Class "B"
output stage.

ï

..

-

The Philips Superheterodyne,
Type 588.

Noise Suppression
PORTADYNE MODEL A37 l2 gos.
Four-valve
Superheterodyne for AC
Mains (Battery Model B37. 12 gos.)
A rather, unusual system of

noise suppression is embodied in
this receiver, which may be con-

McMichael Duplex Transport-

-

bi

-

r

J

r

I

1:
:1
r

Marconiphone Model
superhét.

257

battery

r

i

j

-

Mùrphy Table Model A24.

Marconiphone Model 296.

Philco Table Model

260.
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AC

-

Ultra Model

superheterodyne.

sidered as the open aerial'' coinpanion of the PAÔ. By operation
of a switch, the initial sensitivity
of tite diode detector may be reduced, thus rendering the receiver
uhresponsive to interference below
a predetermined strength and also
to signals below a satisfactory

Pl

__._,_4

9

L

i

-

22.

Portadyne battery set.

'

Pòrtadyne PA6 frame - aerial
receiver (AC mains).

'

-

.:

.

-

.

,

-

-

-

-

.

2

programme' level.
Both AC and battery models are
flttcd with AVC, and the latter

I

controls; 'only the tuning, knob
appearson the front, and the subsidiary controls of volume, tone,
etc., are situated in recesses at
each side of the cabinet.
Regenione, Lld. Worton Road,
lslewort/s. Middlesex.

a

-

includes Class 'B" amplification.
Poeladyne Radio. ¡'orladyne
Works, Gorsf Road, N. Aclon.'
London, N.IV.io.

-

y

,Three Valves :' Twenty Electrodes

,

ULTRA MODEL 22
12 gns.
Three-valve Superheterodyne for AC
Mains (Battery Model same price; DC

.

-'i

Model
A Popular Portable
PYE PORTABLE RECEIVER
LII
MODEL S/Q
Four-valve Battery-fed Receiver Operatang with Built-in Frame Aerial

This receiver-a development of
au
earlier model-employs a
straight" IIF-det.-2LF Circuit
with pentode output, and is fitted
with a moving-coil speaker.
Volume control is effected by an
unusual combination of reaction
and regulation of the 11F valve
filament voltage
through, of
course, a mechanically linked control operated by a single knob.
Pye Radio, Ltd., Africa House,
Kingsway, Londo,z. W.C:2.

-

.

-

13 gos.
Four-valve Battery-fed Superheterodyne

.

i

"Sound Reflector" Cabinet
REGENTONE TYPE
Four-valve
-

AS,45

14

Superheterodyne
Mains

for

gns.

AC

The loud-speaker baffle is set
back from the froiit of the cabinet
in a recess which is shaped to insprovethe acoustic projection of the
sound., The use of a doublediode-pentode in the output stage
allows the four-valve circuit to iiidude apentode 11F amplifier. A
tuningipdicafor is provided, ahd
the internal loud speaker may be
disconnected by means of a
silencing key.

-

Regentone AS/45 S'uperhet.

-

'

I

guinea extra)

"

By the use of multiple valves in
thais receiver, all the usual operations of the superheterodyne irinciple are carried out with three

:

al5ecY

,

while a double-diode-pentode cornbuses the functions of detection,
AVC, and output. The tone of

the AS/45, but the signal-.
frequencyamplifie,r is omitted. An
interesting feature of the cabinet,
which is of the saine acoustic design as that of the more expensive
model, is the arrangement of the

reproduction is controllable by
means of a switch.
Ulf ra Electric. Ltd., Chalk
Farm, London. N.W.3.

The Guide to Receivers will be concluded in next week's issue, which will deal
with the" 10 guineas and below" class. The full range of_classification covered
by the Guide includes, Radio-gramophones: 30 guineas and above. Radiogramophones: below 30 guineas. Receivers: 15 guineas and above. Receivers:
below 15 guineas and above 10 guineas. Receivers: 10 guineas and below.

Coils

I

.

-

Simplified Controls
REGENTONE TYPE AS/35
12 gns.
Three-valve Superheterodyne for AC
Mains, DC Mains or Battery Operation
The circuit is similar to that of

RI. RITZ MICRION

Thanks to the use of a quiescent
push-pull output stage, the total
anode curresit consumption of this
receiver has been kept down to the
very reasonable figure of 8 muliamps. In view of the fact that tise
circuit arrangement is relatively
ambitious, this is highly satisfàctory. Micrion iron-cored coils and
other well-known R I components
are used throughout
Radio Inst rani ests. Ltd. Purley
..
lVay. Croydon. Surrey.

/

Pye S/Q portable.

Battery Receiver with Iron-cored

I

.'
_'°

-

-

.

Reading T. and R. Society

Workshop Tips
Remarkable ingenuity in devis.

.

Mr. Gerald Marcuse (G2NM) is
chairman of the Reading and District Amateur T. and R. Society.
which holds meetings on the last
Tuesday in each month. A demonstration of a single signal superhet. was given on Tuesday, November 27th, by Mr. E. Dedman

Short Waves and Potato Pie
-

(G2NH).

Readers of The JVzreless World
be welcomed at the Potato
Pie Supper to be held by the Manchester Chapter of the International Short \Vave Club. Full
particulars, including price of
tickets, etc., can be obtained from

shaw Road, Reading, Berks.

the Hon. Secretary, Mr. R. Lawton, so, Dalton Avenue, Thatch
Leach Lane, Whitefield, nr. Man-

New hiembers will be welcomed,
and particulars can be obtained
from the Hon. Secretary. Mr. A. E.
Lambourne (G5AO), 43, Brans-

Loud Speaker Contest
Loud speaker nights, it has been
discovered, are among the most
popular events of the session of the
Croydon Radio Society.
The
society recently held another loud

speaker contest.
After stern
eliminating tests, the winning
speaker was an adapted Baker Selhurst belonging to Mr. Vellacott.
Hon. Secretary: Mr. E. L. Cumbers, ¡4, I-larnpden Road, South
Croydon.

______

ing workshop gadgets was shosvn
by Messrs. Griffiths and Patullo in
their lecture on "Workshop Hints
and Tips" at a recent meeting of
the Golders Green and Hendon
Radio Scientific Society.
On December 12th Mr. Matthews
lectured on the "Heaviside and
Appleton Layers." All communications should be addressed to the
President, Mr., W. A. Hudson, 25.
Llanvannor Road, N.\V. s

-

will

An American Superhet.
An interesting single signal superhet. ivan demonstrated by Mr.
C. H. Young (G2AK) at a récent
meeting of Slade Radio (Birmingham) The receiver demonstrated
was of American make and cornprised ten valves including rectifier.
Hon. Secretary: ijo, Hilindes Road, Gravelly Hill, Birmingham.

Tribute fo Amateurs

-

.

Recent work of the Smethwick
Wireless Society in the transmission and reception of short-wave
signals lent special interest to the
lecture by Mr. D. R. Parsons (of
Messrs. Stratton and Co., Ltd.) on
Short-wave Radio Communica-.
tion." In dealing with nsany
aspects of short-wave ivork, the
lecturer paid tribute to the work
of the amateur movement. Hon.
Secretary: Mr. E. Fisher, M.A.
33, Freeth Street, O!dbury, nr.
Birmingham.

-
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definition of interference so
far as it relates to broadcast reception would be anything that is
AUSEFUL
emitted from the loud speaker that
does not originate at the transmitter. This
covers a very wide field, but it should be
given due consideration since every sound
adt transmitted from the studio must in one
way or another detract from the full enjoyment of the broadcast programme. Whilst
we cannot hope yet to achieve this ideal,
for the receiving equipment itself is far from
perfect and even the most up-to-date transmitters have some imperfections, it should
at least be possible to make the reproduction
a tolerably good replica of the original, provided there is no troublesome background
noise. Unfortunately, in suppressing the
background we may have to curtail the frequency response of the receiver, but there
are other types of
interference that can
]
MOTOR BRUSHES
be eliminated, or at
least reduced tos level
j
where they do not
\
obtrude, without
.?
affecting
Il
materially
the characteristics of
EARTH
the receiver.
.

1'

¼

11

.11

Interference

I

I

IL

.

to which radio

i-Simplest

Fig.

n d

c o

e

n s

are

ceivers

e r

re-

pron e

might be classified
broadly under three
headings:. (i) Atmospheric disturbances; (2) man-made static;
() inter-station interference.
So far as.(i) is concerned, there is at pre.
sent ho known remedy for it on broadcast,
though something can be done to achieve a
high signal-to-noise ratio in commercial
receivers where single signal reception of
CW is applicable. This, however, is outside
the scope of the preeent. article.
,arrangement for
-an electric motor.

.

-

Likèly Causes

Fortunately, atmospheric interference is
not really troublesbme during the periods Of
the year when we rely most on our wireltss
sets for entertainment, and as in any case
nothing can be done to suppress it we might
as well accept the inevitable and give attention to those forms that are amenable to
treatment.
Practically every piece of electrical
machinery, scientific and commercial
apparatus, is a potential generator and radia:
-

-

Common' Causes
and Methods of
Suppression
-n

Mains - borne Interference

Special heavy-duty HF chokes for including
in mains supply to receivers.

tor of electricat disturbances, and the
majonty include a high-frequçncy cornponent often modulated by low-frequency
disturbances falling within the audible range
covered by broadcast set. These electrical
radiations may be picked up by the aerial
or conveyed direct to the set by the supply
mains, but morè often by a combination of
both.

So far noises generated in the -set itself,
either .by faulty parts or poor design,..have
not been taken into account, and indeed will
not be dealt with bere, ;sincO a dissertation
of the causes, effects and remedies is really
a matter for separate treatment, yet these
possibilities must not be overlooked- should
there appear a noisy bâckground in a set
having given satisfactory reception for some

time.

us

.

-

-

.

.
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«
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-
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.
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'

-
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i

.
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interference.
.

be radiated from the house wiring or intro-

-

.

Fig. 2-Arrangement of a choke-condenser
suppressing
mains - -borne
filter
for
-

Inter-station interference can, as a rule, be
avoided, though some sacrifice in quaUty of
reproduction may be entailed. It usually
takes the form of heterodyne whistles, varying in pitçh between about 5,000 c/s and
'9,000 'c/s, and is brought about by the
carrier waves of stations occupying adjacent channels heterodyning, and sometimes
by the harmonics of statiöns quite widely

.

-

EARTH

.

'I

P

Interference falling under the second main
heading, namely, man-made static, is perhaps the most common, and incidentally
presents the biggest problem of all, as its.
origin is difficult to trace, and having been
located may not be possible of treatment at'
the source.
Electrical appliances on the premises of
the listener, such as motors, vacuum
cleaners, refrigerators, and the like, can
dsually be silenced by fitting a pair of condensers across the brushes as in Fig. i, where
a commutator-type motor is used, the junction of the two condensers being earthed;
as a safety measure a fuse in each lead is
advisable. More often than not the interference
emanates from electric plant sorne distance
away, the electrical disturbances being conveyed along the supply máins, where it may.

I

'

-

separated. In superheterodynes there is
occasionally encountered what is described
as sound channel heterodyne, where two
stations are separated by approximately
twice the IF frequency provided the
resultant beat note falls within the range of
the LF amplifying equipment. By suitabl
design thit trouble has been largely eliminated in modern sets though it may be encountered in some older models, and the
remedies will be dealt with a little later in
this article. -.

duced into the set via the mains transformer.
A filter unit consisting of an HF choke, or
an inductor as it is sometimes termed, in
each lead with a pair of condensers arranged.
as in Fig. a will prevent these currents cir
culating in the house wiring, but in mány,
cases the simple array of con-.
densers as shown in Fig. x
will suffice.' This type is cornparatively easy to fit, as
where chokes are used they,
must be included in series
with the mains and would,
have to carry the full current
load of the house. A filter of'
this nature, however; could
be included in series with
the mains supply to the
receiver, and other safegua?ds.
'taken to avoid pick.up by

theaerial.

------------

-

-

..-

Condenser units for interference suppression, sIovingBu1gin, Dubilier, Goltone, Selling-Lee, and T.C.C. models,

L-

-.----

Unfortunately this doe
not always effect a complete
cure, since radiation may be
taking place from the wiring

i_-'

L
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Interference-.
of neighbouring dwellings, and if any part of
the aerial system comes within the zone of
interference the receiver will, of course;
reproduce the noises.
It should be remembered that, the aerial
system not only includes the wire from the
aerial terminal of the' set to the free susend, but also the earth lead, and this
pended
is a point often overlooked. The earth lead
alone makes quite a fair aerial, often little
less effective than a wire run round thé
ture rail, as anyone can prove for their own

F

'

satisfaction by disconnecting the aerial and
the earth leads aiid joining tite latter tç the
aerial terminai.
Consequently, if
"
.'
'

j

-

the e a r t h wire
picks up broadcast
signals it will be
affected also by
radiation
f ro in
nearby
electric
cables, also water
and g a s p p e s
should these in
turn be acting as

,

I

-

distributors of

.
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.

'
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Special cowl fitting
designed for Gol-.
.tone metocel and
m u lt i - s e i i
screened air-spaced
down leads.
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.
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.
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be

found.
An
earth
plate, or one of the
copper earth tubes
now available, will

-

-

-.

,

-

n

should

,

make a most satisfactory altetnative, though
to be really effective for the present purpose
its position is rather important. Obviously
no advantage is to be gained by sinking it
"
in the ground close to the point of exit of
-."'
the electric cable, water or gas pipes, and
5W"
a position some six to ten feet from tite building and well clear of the public services' J',,
cables and pipes should be chosen. A stout
o
copper wire, not smaller than sG SWG,
/iAI'
'''
should be employed for the earth lead, and
'"
good connections throughout are essential ..
Even these changes may fail to 'remove
-eñtirely the interference, but a decided im.Radiotormer screenéd aerial down-lead
system embOdying impedance matching
provement should be effected; the residue
transformers.
will most likely be due to direct introduction
from the mains, and a filter unit, as meh-.
tioned earlier in this article, should then give
KELLY'S ENGINEERING
reasonably trouble-free reception.
Interference due to heterodyne whistles
DIRECTORY
can be eliminated by fitting a low-pass filthr
with a cut-off just below the frequency of r HE 1934 edition of this Directory conthe heterodyne. This entails the loss of all
tains the names and addresses of those
frequencies above the cut-off of the filter engaged in the various trades indicated by
and the reproduction will be impaired to its title, both the manufacturing and selling
brSnches in England, Scotland and Wales.
.Dubilier filter unit
The following headings (selected from a
for interposing in
total of some 1,850) should give an indicamains lead to retion of the wide scope of the information
ceiver and Bellingsupplied -Aerial Ropeway Contractors;
Lee flashing-sign
suppressor.
Boiler Makers; Colliery Proprietors; Cycle
Agents and Dealers; Electrical Instrument
Manufacturers; Gas Works; Ironmongers
(both wholesale and retail); Motor Car
Manufacturers; Motor Engineers and
Garages; Rabbit Vermin Trap Manufacturers; Railway Plant Contractors; Steeplejacks; Safety Razor Makers and Tool
Dealers.
The book comprises, amongst -a vast
amount of other material, the following
information
some extent, but since only- the higher
(s) The names for each county, arranged
range of the treble is affected broadcast will alphabetically under the towns and villages.
be more enjoyable with the curtailed fre(2) An alphabetical classification of trades
quency band free from the interference than for the London postal district, with the ..
the full range with a whistle superimposed. names arranged under each trade heading
A filter that will extract the whistle yet
in alphabetical order.
leave the higher frequencies intact can be
(3) A similar classification of trades for
devised, and a unit for this purpose was the rest of England, Scotland and Wales.
described in The Wireless World of October
The price of the book is 45s. post free:,

i

tact

.

'.

-

-

conjunction
with t h s fitting
attention should be
given also to the
earthing
system,
and if a water pipe
has served hitherto
a new point of con-

.

,

P

'

-

supply cables at
some point.
-.Much
can be
done, therefore, to improve the signal-tonoise ratio by careful attention to the layout of the aerial system. Where facilities
allow the horizontal span of the aerial can
be raised well above roof level arid as far
away from the bùilding as possible. The
down-lead must be kept clear of gsitters.
arid as it must pass through the zone of
interference consideration might be given
to the installation of shielded
cable. Sorne of the screened
down-lead systems now available utilise impedance matching transformers, one being
fitted at the junction of the
horizontal span and the downlead, while another is located
close to the receiver. There
is another style that dispenses with these, the cable
being of large cross-section,
and with the down lead well
:
spaced from the metal sheathing to keep the
capacity small; a high capacity to screening
along the length of the down lead would,
of course, lead to considerable loss in signal
strength, yet some reduction can be
tolerated if the interference is lowered to a
far greater extent than the signal, for then
the reserve sensitivity of the set, and most
modern sets have quite an appreciable
reserve, will make
good the aerial loss
and give adequate
volume with a lower
background of interr

of a variable

heterodyne whistle filter,

'

-

'

.

3.-Circuit arrangement
-

:

in-

to

Fig.

..

ter.ference due to
h e i n g in close

juxtaposthon

.

-

"

i

-

-.

.

.

'

.,

'

'

28th, 1932. The circuit is reproduced iii
Fig. 3, and it has a range of from 4,000
c/s to 9,000 c/s. It can be joined tither
in parallel with the primary of an LP transformer if one is used or connected across the
loud speaker terminals.
The subject of interference suppression
can be dealt with only very, briefly in the
present article, as it can be seen that there
are so many likely causes, all of which may
have to be taken into account in some cases.
Even the apparently most hopeless situation
can be eased by the adoption of some or all
of the remedies suggested here and recep-.
tion at least made tolerable even though
a complete cure cannot be effected.

HENRY AIR
CORED COIL
I

'

07

.

-

Selection of heterodyne whistle filt&rs showing Postlethwaite, Wearite, Goltone and Bulgin models.
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that 'I had n

asked a greater price. This
is not, I fear, a thing which we can hope to

Refreshing to hear.

Disar,ning Statement
VERY refreshing it was the other night
(November 14th to be exact) to hear
a B.B.C. announcer disarmingly state
that his knowledge of the Polish language
was elementäl and that erudite listeners
must therefore excuse any bricks he might
drop.
Although my own knowledge of Polish
is no better than it ought to be, being
confined to the correct pronunciation of
the words for beer and other necessities of
life, it was sufficient for me to be able to
appreciate the gallant stand which he put
up in the face of fearful odds.
This frank and straightforward attitude to the difficulties of a comparatively
little-known language is in marked contrast to the usual attitude of the B.B.C.
announcing officials, who adopt än air of
superiority and seek to convey the impression that they are equally at home in all
European tongues. As I have previously
pointed out, they only succeed in making
themselves ludicrous when they drop a
cartload of bricks, such as invariably
happens when they embark upon the
-. quicksands of the Portuguese tongue,
which, imagining it to be a sort of Spanish
dialect, they pronounce accordingly.

Grist to the Mill
a result of a task
well and truly carried out and profits
well and truly earned I am feeling an inward glow of satisfaction at the present
moment. It is seldom that opportunity
comes my way to bring a little extra grist
to the mill, and when it does, I, not unnaturally, take full advantage of it.
Doubtless many of you wondered why
it was that the use of loud speakers was
forbidden at certain places along the route
of the Royal Wedding procession. Now
that the eventis over I do not mind confessing that this was due to a little
judicious wire-pulling on my part.

repeat on future occasions of national rejoicing, because doubtless the idea will be
plagiarised.
However, I must not
grumble, as I have made enough to pay
oft the instalments on the baby's pram
and buy myself a new hat.

Batteries and Breakdowns
HOW surprising to learn from a wellknown daily paper that owing to recent
breakdowns in the grid-system of electric
power distribution, enormous boosts have
been given to the sale of batteries and
batter sets.
Frankly, I quite fail to
understand the mentality of people who
endeavour to get round the inconveniences
of an electric power failure in this pre-historic manner.
The veneer of civilisation is, in their
case, so thin that a superficial breakdown
of one of its manifestations causes them
to go right back to the atavistic customs
of their ancestors. One might just as well
revert to the playful habit of eating one's
grandmother because of a temporary meat
shortage. The sort of people who think
the battery is an essential substitute in
a mains st when the power supply fails
are, I fear, the very ones who would seek

V

:

FREE GRID
To those thick-skulled people who might
enquire whether I would not find it simpler
and cheaper to keep a large battery of
house-lighting accumulator cells in place
of the diesel generator I can only reply

that so far I have found the alternatingcurrent type of cell thoroughly unsatisfactory.

More

AVG

ITis

an old saying that necessity is the.
mother of invention, although judging
by the money which inventors waste on
perfectly futile " inventions" I find it
hard to believe that there is any great need
among the inventors.
Certain brilliant
exceptions among the inventions which I
encounter in the course of a busy life do
temporarily restore my fast-waning faith
ifi the human race.
A friend whose house is situated on a
busy street with a bus stop lust outside
his front door and a maii iailway line
fimning at- the rear of his premises has
long been perturbed by the noise
of passing buses and traitis,
which well-nigh drowns out his
reception. He first tried the effect
of installing what my journalistic
friends are fond of calling a
powerful" set and running it
wFth
wide-open throttle, but
although this was successful in
-'Ç
making itself heard over the
hullabaloo outside, it was extremely distressing in its loudness
during those fragrant moments
when buses and trains were not
passing.
My friend, therefore, conceived
the idea of placing à microphone
in a concealed position near his
front gate, this device being
coupled up to the grid circuit of
valve. This in its turn was connected to'
the set in such a manner that when the
microphone was excited by the noise of
an approaching bus, the valve tenled to
send a current through the load resistance of the AVC diode in opposition to
the normal AVC current, thus partly cancelling it and so increasing the volume.
The cancelling effect is, of course,
strictly proportional to the sound reaching
the microphone at any given moment,
and thus the device is suitable for mitigating the evil effects not only of inotor buses
but also of small boys, tom cats and other
noisome fauna in strict accordance with
the amount of the latter at any given
moment.
-

-

-

IMUST confess that as

I therefore invested in a few gross of
headphones and a couple of dozen of the
super-lightweight headphone portables
which were shown at Olympia this year.
Thus equipped, Mrs. Free Grid, the little
Grid Leaks and myself, took up our seats
at widely different parts of the route and
were soon doing a roaring trade in heàdphone hire at a dollar a time. No difficulty
was encountered in disposing of the whole
of our stock, and my only regrets were

'1

''

..,,/
Myown house-is

equipped.

to forestall an electric lighting failure by
having gas laid on as well.
Needless to say, my own house is
equipped with a diesel-engine generating
set to deal with any such emergencies as
a failure of the electric supply. The
whole thing is entirely automatic,, so that
I am quite unaware when the town aupply
fails, as, when this happens, relays come
into operation and instantly switch me
over to my home generating station.
I am not suggesting, of course, that
the diesel engine starts off with a jerk and
attains full speed instantaneously. The
whole thing is, of course, kept running
constantly so that the relays have only to
change over the electrical connections
from external mains to internal generator.

I!
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Empire Broadcasting
Mystery

-

BROADCAST
E TlTI ' Tu?ng°r

months ago TvIr. Eric
Fogg ftung up an important
job as Music Director at the
Manchester studios, and, disappointing thousands of children
who enjoyed "Uncle Eric's,"

contribution to the Northern
Children's Hour, came to London to establish and direct the
B.B.C.'s All Night Empire Orchestra.
Wherc is Mr. Fogg and where
is his orchestra?

7f

71')) 71"))

.JL)i,tÇe.

New Welsh Studio

II

'

\Vls

By

bur.

Special

Corres pondent'

-

.

that continuous
hum, even of considerable
volume, is less annoying than
intermittent crackles of low
volume.

All Concerts Broadcast
A special feature this y.ear will
be the celebration on the Wed-,
riesday evenings of the approaching 25oth anniversaries of the
births of Handel and Bach.
Eddie ¿S" tor on Guest
All the concerts vill, of course,
be broadcast from one or .othei'
Night ?
pDDIE CANTOR will prob '-ef the B.B.C. stations.
anly appear at tue microphone during a Henry Hall Mr. Cock's Portable Set
guest night. The little man with IN casé of emergencies two
we all know

cords? Some still argue that it
is a flesh-and-blood affair with
at least sbteen performers. If
this be true, they must be the
most modest set of men in
Broadcasting House. No listener
in this country has ever heard
them, they are never In Town
To-night " and they are never
mentioned in the publicity notes
issued by the B.B.C.
And yet we know that Mr.
Fogg exists.
Ku-Klux-Klah
It is rumoiired that Mr, Fogg's
reticence is due to the fact that
he wishes his orchestra to establish a reputation before details of
its personnel are published. But
how can any reoutation be
established b thee Ku-KluxKlan methods?

Ironical Fact

-

'

.

cnuntrv are
helping to pay for the Enpire
service and are entitled to hear
the orchestra which they are
supporting. There is real irony
its the fact that the orchestra can
be heard at present only by.the
people who are not paying for
T.isfeners

in

this

it!

Anti-Static Conference
'THIS month the anti-intei-

ference experts, including
B.B.C. engineers, are meeting in
Berlin to arrive at a common
basis of noise measurement.
I hear that the Germans are
very anxious to point out that
most forms of R.M.S. meter connected in parallel with a loud
speaker give readings which bear
little relationship to the amount
os annoyance causeo ny noises
in the speaker.
Those Clicks

Continuous interference is
easily measured, but sudden
clicks, however great or sinai!
their intensity, are much more
difficult to deal with. Besides,

special circuits will be used
between Sandringham and Lou-

r-

-

.

'

The Welsh haie fought hard
and long for an extra studio,
but until they have a transmitter
of their OWfl J much doubt'
whether they will be really satisfled. A hundred studios are of
little use it there is only one
transmitter.
Scottish H.Q.

-

.

!

are read and I have no doubt
that by then Henry will have
concluded arrangements by wireless.

I wish Mr. Eustace Robb, the
television chief at Broadcasting
House, could induce Eddie
Cantor to appear before the television transmitter, otherwise sea
shall miss those swivel eyes.

Winter Proms
Ambition

:

B.B.C.'s

the Wintèr Pronts be\TILL
come an essential part of
tite Christmas holidays, like the
pantomimes and circuses? This
is the B.B.C.'s ambition.
This year Sir Henry Wood will
again be in command at the
Queen's (-Jail for the little season,
lasting from Monday, December
31st, to the Saturday, January
12th. The programmes will be
of exactly the same type as those
01 the Summer Proms-Wagner
on Mondays, Beethoven osi Fridays, miscellaneous on Saturdays, Brahms and British music
£haring. the Thursdays.

don during the King's speech at
Christmas. One line will be via
Nottingham and the other via
Norwich.
Mr. Cock, the " O:B." Direc-.
tor, is taking his portable set
down to Sandringham and vill
probably be the nearest listener
at the time of His Majesty's
Empire talk. Mr. Cock believes
in the radio check, and will pick
up the broadcast vta Droitwich.

Alabama or Aberdeen?
SCOTS music and the B.B.C.
don't mix, accqrding to Mr.
D. H. M'Neill, vice-chairmah of.
the Scottish Natidnalist Party.
At an Elgin concert Mr.
M'NeilI alleged that the B.B:C.
were among the worst sinners in
the country so far as Scpts music
was concerned. Their time was
deplorable; it was too fast; and
he sbrnetjmes wished the directors of the B.B.C. orchestras
could be marIe to dance to their
own time. The rhythm might
be the rhythm of Alabama, bu
it was not Scottish;

.

I

ROBABLY the B.B.C. wilt
never cease to extend its
property. It is now embarking
on a scheme for enlarging the
Scottish headquarters at 5,
Queen Street, Edinburgh. The
existing studios are to be giveii
special acoustic treatment, one
new studio will be constructed,
and the entire building will be
redecorated.
It is now four-and-a-halt
years since the removal from
George Street to 5, Queen
Street. According to the tradition, of the Corporation, steps
were immediately taken to
acquire the neighbouring build- ing. No. 6, Queen Street, which
is now part of the Scottish
broadcasting headquarters.

-

RADIO DRAMA IN GERMANY stili lacks the specialised technique
of the B.B.C. play. In this picture, taken during a radio play at the
Deutschlandssender, the setting is an improvised room with screens
and iraping. Note hov Paula Werrely opens the- "door" to enter
the room

new

Cardiff.

-

the big eyes will have landed in
this country when these notes

fora

stuuto, wiucn ies ju.
been decided upon, involves a
land-line stretching across \Vales
from North to,South as far as

-

Flesh or !Aax
Are we to believe that the
orchestra" is nothing morç
than a pile of gramophone re-

J

Developments in 1935
-

December 29th ('Regional)
ONexperts will attempt to
prophesy 1935 developments in
their own respective spheres.
Mr. J. L. Hodion will compère
a programme in which Mr.
R. A. Watson \Vattwill attempt
to foretell the wèather for 1935.
Ait- Problems
Malcolm Campbell will
prophesy what he thinks will
be the outcome of the träffic
roblein, while Geoffrey Crowther will foretell the trend of
economic development. Ritchie
Calder is going,to deal isith how
2935 will affect medical science.
It is hoped to obtain the forecast of C. W. A. Scott, tite
winner of the Melbourne Air
Race, as to the developments
of fast inter-Empire Air Service.

Traffic rind
Sir

Th

vi

New Volüme Control

AMAN who has discovered a
new method of volume çontrol has written to the B.B.C.
in these words: "By wrapping
set asid loud speaker up in rugs
and covering it with cushions,
the noise is toned down so that
I can just manage to listen to
the nOise."
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FOUNDATIONS--Iv.-.
OF WIRELESS
IN

this instalment consideration is given to the chief
characteristics of alternating currents, the derivation
of RMS values and the relationship between peak AÇ
power and effective power are explained.

By

A. L. M.

SOWERBY,

IN addition tó the steady direct current,
which flows always in one direction,
the wireless engineer has to deal with
alternating currents, the chief characteristic of which is that they flow first in
one direction and then in the other. The
change of direction may be relatively infrequent, as in ordinary A.C. mains (some
so cycles per second); fairly rapid, as in
the case of currents representing the airwaves that make up speech and music (50
to 8,000 cycles per second); or very fast
indeed, as in currents producing or derived
from wireless waves (50,000 to 30,0òO,000
or even more cycles per second). The
last are the high-frequency currents
with which we shall priiarily have to
deal.
Our first approach to. high-frequency
currents will be based on the points discussed in preceding articles of this series,
and will make use of the properties of
resistance, iñductance, and capacity. In
Fig. 14 there is shown a coil L connected
in parallel with a condenser C, making a
closed circuit. A battery B is connected
across the whole, the battery-circuit being
made and' broken as required by the key
K. In addition, there is a resistance r,
compared with which the resistance of the
coil will be regarded as negligible, since L
is to be thought of as wound with heavygauge wire.
If K is depressed,
clbsing the batteryr
circuit, a current
whose
magnitude
will primarily be
determined by the
.B
L
C
voltage of the battery and the value
of
r will flow
through the coil L.
K
'I
This current will
create a magnetic
Fig. 14.-With the
aid of this simple
field round L, so
circuit the nature of
that the state of
high-frequency curaffairs while the
rents can be elucicurrent is flowing
dated.
may be represented
by Fig. 15, which shows the field in dotted
lines.
At the instant when the current is interrupted again by lifting K, the magnetic
field contains stored energy. While the
field is in process of collapsing it tends to
maintain through L a current in the same
direction as that which has just been inter-

-

L

II

-

High-frequency
and
Alternating Currents

(Continued from page 480 of December 7th issue.

M.Sc.

rupted. This current flows into the condenser C, which thereby becomes charged
as indicated in Fig. i6. The absence of
magnetic lines round the coil in this figure
indicates that the state of affairs represented corresponds to the moment of
cessation of current, the whole energy of
the magnetic field having been transferred
in the form of charge (displaced electrons)
to the insulating material or dielectric
separating the plates of the condenser.
Clearly this is not a stable condition; the
condenser will now discharge through L,
driving through it a current in a direction
opposite to that of the current originally
provided by the battery, and building up
anew the magnetic field, though now with
its north and south poles interchanged.
When the condenser is completely discharged, as indicated in Fig. 17, the
current in the coil is at its greatest value,
and the energy
drawn out again
from C is once more
in the form of a

magnetic

field
round L. Just as
before, the field
-'
now takes over the
duty of driving the
'
current in the same
direction, until it
has totally collapsed,. thus transFig. 15.-The circuit
with the
of Fig.
ferring the energy
key K closed. Note
once more to C in
the magnetic field
the form of a
round L
charge but opposite in polarity to that shown in Fig. i6.If it were not that the circuit LC contains resistance in one form or anotherfor example, the résistance of the wire with
which L is wound-the coil and condenser
would continue for ever to play battledore
and shuttlecock with the original supply
of energy, and the current would never
cease surging in and out of the condenser,
and forwards
travelling backwards
through the coil for all time. In practice,
of course, the resistance of the coil would
dissipate the energy available in the form
of heat after very few interchanges.

..;

'---

i

I

The Sine-wave
Later, we shall see that it is possible
to supply energy to a circuit of this
kind in sucti a way as to overcome this

loss and maintain the oscillations at a

steady strength. It is customary to represent such maintained oscillations of
current by a ' sine-curve" of the type
shown in Fig. i8.
In this figure, lapse of time is indicated
by distance from the left of the diagram,
while magnitude and direction of current
are shown by vertical distance from
the line OBD, the
height of which inL
CT
dicates zero current.
A dot anywhere ori
the surface of the
paper would thus,
mean a certain curFig. i6.-The collapse of the magnetic
rent at a certain
field round L has
time, while a series,
.

F

caused a current
which has charged C.

of dots could be obtained by following
the variation of a changing current from
instant to instant; If we were to follow
the current in the oscillating circuit LC of
Figs. 14 to 17, making the assumption that
the oscillation is maintained, we could
mark in dots corresponding to a number
of instantaneous measurements, and then
join up the dots with a continuous curve to
fill in the gaps. The result would be a
curve like that of Fig. i8.
On the diagram,,
A represents thç
moment of maxi- li
ì-;
mum current, when
the magnetic field
of the coil is at its
greatest. From A
_______
N\
to B the field is collapsing and the j[
current is decreasFig. 17.-The dising, until at B the
charge of C has
current is zero and
driven a current
through L, evoking
the condenser fully
a magnetic field opcharged. At B the
posite in polarity to
current reverses as
that of Fig.
the condenser begins to discharge agaìn, the reversal of
direction being shown by the fact that the
curve now goes below the zero-line OBD.
At C the current has again reached its
maximum value, while the charge on the
condenser is gone. So the process continues until E is reached, when conditionsare an exact duplicate of those existing
one cycle earlier at A.
The curve, is thus a faithful record of
the flow, .of. current in the circuit, but it
II

II

II

il

-

L
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Foundations of Wireless-

must not be regarded as depicting the
physical shape of anything, except in a
purely mathematical sense. It conveys
merely that the current varies with time in
the männer shown, flowing first in one
direction and then in the other. The steepness of the curve at any point indicates
thç rate at which the current is growing
or decaying at that instant. The same

.

rated on the basis of a voltage E, such
that E2/R gives the power consumed if
we want the lamp or fire designed for 200
volts to work equally well with mains of
either type
-The peak voltage e must
therefore be related to the nominal voltageE in such a way that e2=aE2, or e
,/2E.
Alternating mains equivalent to 200volt D.C. mains must therefore rise to a
peak of 200 %/2=282.8 volts. Such mains
are- described âs having a virlual or
R.M.S. (root-mean-square) voltage of 200.
If a fire of 40 ohms resistance is- connected to such mains the R.M.S. current
will be200/4o=5 amps., and the power
consumed will be EI = 200 X 5 = 1,000
watts. Although the power is rapidly
varying between a peak value of 2,000
watts and zero, both the power consumed
and the heat to which it gives rise will
be exactly the same as if the same fire
were connected to 200-volt D.C. mains.
Using in this way R.M.S. values for
voltage and curreiit we can forget èntirely the rapid variations taking place,
and so long as our circuits are purely
resistive all calculations dealing with
alternating current can be carried òut
according to the rules already discussed
in connection with ordinary direct current.

thus contains o current-pulses in each
direction, so that if the temperature of its
filament could change quickly enough a
lamp connected to such mains would not
emit a continuous light, but a series of
separate flashes succeeding one another at
the rate of loo per second.
How are electric mains that behave in
this fashion to be rated?-that is, what
are we going to mean when we speak of
"200-Volt 50-cycle mains"?
The convention that has been arrived at
is based-on comparison with direct-current
(D.C.) mains. It is obviously going to be
a great convenience for everybody if a
lamp or a fire intended for a 200-volt
D.C. system should be equally suited to
alternating mains of the same. nominal
voltage. This condition will be fulfilled
if the average o'er taken by the lamp or
fire is the same for both types of current,
for then the filament will reach the same
temperature and the cost of running will
be the same in the two cases.
-

i8.-A curve showing the variation of
the current in an oscillating circuit with
Fig.

time.

L

curve can also be used to indicate the
voltage across the condenser C, which
rises and falls according to the same law
as the current. lt is interesting to note that
if the vertical position of a freely-swinging
pendulum be regarded as corresponding
to zero voltage (no tendency to fall) and
if displacements to left and right be represented as above and below the line OBD,
the same curve cän be used to express its
An accurate
motion when swinging.
mental picture of the flow of current in an
circuit
oscillating
can therefore be
acquired by watching a pendulum
and allowing the
imagination a little
freedisciplined
_________
dom.
_______________
In Fig. 19 G
59.-A highFig.
assumed to be a
frequency or alternating voltage is apsource of highplied by the generafrequency alternattor G (nature uning voltage, drivspecified) to the rea high-freing
sistance R
quency current
through the resistor R. We have already
seen that a resistance offers opposition to
the flow of current, but is indifferent to
changes in that current. Put differently,
the sudden application or withdrawal of
a voltage produces instantaneously in
current of the magnitude that Ohm's Law
predicts. If therefore the full-line curve
of Fig. 20 is taken to represent the variations of the voltage of G with time, the
current will follow a curve identical iii
shape, though different in scale, for the
current at any instant will be equal to the
voltage divided by the resistance. The
current curve is shown dotted.
The alternating current suppiled for
house lighting has, as a general rule; a frequency of 50 cycles per second. In terms
of Fig. i8, this means that the time-scale is such that the distance A to E represents
one-fiftieth of a second. Each second

Average Power
In Fig. 20 both voltage and current are
shown for a resistive circuit. At any instant the. power being consumed is given
by the product of voltage and current. At
the instant corresponding to P both are
at their maximum value, and the power
dissipated is also at its highest. At Q
voltage and current arc both zero; so also
is the power. The average power must
lie somewhere between these extremes.
If we described mains whose peak
voltage (point P) Was 200 volts as
"200-volt mains" the maximum instantaneous power drawn by a lamp or fire
would be the same as the power it would
take from 200-volt D.C. mains, but the
average power would be less. To raise
this to the figure for D.C. mains, the peak
voltage of the A.C. supply will evidently
have to rise well above the rated nominal
voltage.
It can be shown mathematically that
for a curve (" sine-wave ") of the form
shown in Fig. 20 the average power is
exactly half of that corresponding to the
instant P; it is therefore k2/R, where e
is the peak voltage and R the resistance
of the lamp or fire. For D.C. mains of
voltage E the power taken would be E2/R
watts. Alternating mains have thus to be

American Service Receivers
IT

is claimed that, ' when contrasted
with the latest U.S. Army receivers the
usual broadcast set is as a carving knife
compared with the finest razor.
For the
Army receivers are canable of sliciní a Iokilocycle band, which is looked upon in
usual broadcast practice as the limit of
selectivity division, into ten channels. if
necessary."
A consignment of thesè sets has just
been accepted by the U.S. Army authorities..
They are designed for the reception of both
CW and speech, and for the former purpose
the cut-off is so sharp that the frequency
band is reduced to a width of only s kc.
According to reports, the receivers are capable of receiving signals from a distant
transmitter operating on a frequency differing by only 4 per cent, from that of a
station a mile away, of which the field
strength at the receiver amounts tes a volts

.per metre.-Cosnmuaication and Broadcast
Engineering. New York, U.S.A., October,
Icet4.

THE RADIO INDUSTRY

uî\fLJE
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Leaflets describing Kabi hum balancers,
multi-cèntact switches and midget potentiometers, have been received from F. V.
Lechner and Co., Ltd., 61, Spencer Street,
Clerkenwell, London, E .C. i.
4,,

Fig. 20-Voltage and current relationships
in the circuit of Fig. 22. The average
power over one complete cycle is Ei '
or half the power developed when E and
I both have maximum values,

-

THE latest list of \Vavemaster condenSers,
condeiiser drives, etc.. describes an
-interesting variant of the 'clock face"
tuning dial. This is arranged on the twenty.
four hour plan. Issued by Webb Condenser
Co.. Ltd., 34, Hatton Garden, London, E.C.i.

<w

<w

<w

..

Another public loud-speaker demonstration is
to be given by Voigt Patents. Ltd., at The
Courts, Silverdale, Sydenham, London, S.E.26,
at 7.30 p.m. on December i8th. Readers are
invited to attend, and are advised to reserve
seats by telephone (Sydenham'4xi4).
.

.

.
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Short Waves and the Amateur
The' Causç of
Poò.r

Receiving

Conditions'
L ----------------------------------------------

IN

view of the accepted Heaviside
layer explanation for the transmission of the i,onger-distance signals, it
is
difficult to reconcile the unusual
variations experienced on the shorter
waves with the consistently good behaviour of medium waves. The day-today. variations are, at times, enormous
for even a relatively short route, such as
Europe to America. There must be either
a rapidly increasing dependence on the reflecting powers of the Heaviside layer as
the shorter waves are approached, or else
a different mechanism is necessary for
their transmission to' be effective. Actually, both these conjectures are true, and
i will be necessary to see' how they are
related.
It is found that the height àt which reflection takes place for medium waves is
some 6o km As the wavelength is re.duced, the apparent height of. the reflecting layer increases to some, hundred kilometres for' wavelengths of 30 metres or
less. This increase is not gradual and
indicates two layers, usually denoted as
the E and F layers respectively. 'In Fig. i
is shown the mettïòd of. transmitting long
and short' wavès.
',

B

G2TD a ndG5KU

tween LT and R. Actually, the single-ray
path shown between the E layer and earth
is supplemented by innumerable rays
capable of reflection, and the path between
LT and R is filled with a "trellis-work"
pattern of various angles. It is evident
that such a condition is, apart from occasional fading, very little affected by variations in the layer, for there are several possible ray paths between the transmitter
and receiver on the longer wavelength.
The impossibility of realising such an ideal
is due to the imperfections of the layer as
a reflector. At each reflection attenuation
also occurs, and, consequently, after some
thousands of miles, the signal is completely lost. It is, therefore, only possible
to obtain the longer ranges by the use of
short waves reflected by the higher F
layer, principally because greater distances are covered in a small number of
reflections.
.So far, the wide'
.

increased short-wave attenuation, without
Appreciable effect on long-wave conditions.
The source of ionisation in the lower
layer is the stream of high-speed neutral
atoms emitted bythe sun. It is a very
variable source, and during the passage
of a sunspot across the sun may increas
a hundredfold, giving, on certain routes,
complete wipé-out of short-wave signals
due to E layer attenuation.
-

'

'

.

Low-angle Radiation
Disregarding this E layer effect we are
left with the F layer and its simple diurnal
variations. Even so, care has been taken
in regard to its reflection limitations. At
present, wavelengths below io metres appear to pass through into space for all'
angles of incidence, and it is found at
night, in winter, even 20 metres is simi-

.

day-to-day variations have not been
explained, although

--

-

"R.eflected Rays
In considering these layers it mqst be
remembered thatthey are merely belts of
ionised gases, arid arec not to be compared
in their powers of reflectiOn with a good
conductor, such as asheet'of metal.'
A short-wave transmitter ST is shown
communicating with a receiver R under
conditioñs such that only a single-layer.
reflection is necessary. Three rays are
shown emitted by ST, and that of highest elevation is too incident on the layer for
complete bending back to earth. The next
lowest ray is just within' the bending
power's of the layer, and after passing inside it is returned to earth at R; while
another ray only a little less vertically projected is easily reflected to R. Communication with R in such a condition is bound
to be very unreliable, for only a small decrease in the F layer's reflecting powers
will result in a complete loss of signals.
Such a condition may be found in communication between England and California on 20, metres at about 1500 GMT
just before that waveband becomes void
of signals.
Much more reliable communication
might be obtained by using a longer wavelength, with the ray paths depicted be-

-.

(Above) Fig. x-Long - distance
communication depends on re
flected waves, and while the lower
or "E" layer serves for medium
waves a higher "F " layer ap-'
parently exists that deflects the
short waves.
(Left) Fig. 2. -Aerial systems'
capable only of high-angle operation
confer no advantage in long-distance reception on short waves since,
little energy is received from these
angles. Curve (a) is representative
of the shorter wave/night-time
condition, while (b) is for longer
waves and/or daylight condition.
.

-

.

the general condition fo the longer-distance reception has been indicated. It is
seen in Fig. i that, the short-wave signal
passes twice through the E layer at each
F layer reflection. In this condition the
E layer is hot perfectly "transparent,"
and consequently attenuates without appreciable bending. We have seen that the
longer waves, reflected at a height of
6o kni., cannot reveal much of the conditions higher in the layer through which
the shorter waves pass. it is, therefore,
possible to have a large increase in ionisation at higher. altitudes and consequent

larly rendered useless. Alternately a full daylight route is
workable on 12 to I5' metres,
although very little' high-angle
energy is received. The curves
in Fig. 2 indicate these limitations, 'and
show that it is useless to use a transmitting (or receiving) aerial capable of
only high-angle ray operation if distant
communication is desired. Curve (a) is
representative of the shorter wavë/ night
time çondition, and curve (b) of lònger
waves and/or daylìght.
The sudden rise in range shown in the
curves at the critical elevation angle is
accounted for by the .second higher-angle
ray arriving at R in Fig. i. This is
followed by a sudden increase in range,
meaning non-reflection and loss intó space.

.

i
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communication, and are complicated by
the major attenuation exhibited by the E
layer which, under abnormal conditions,
is responsible for the variety of results
obtained.
Notes

Good signals continue to. be received
at 2300 GMT from South Amenca,
PYIAW, PYIDG, LU7EF, and LU9CX
being very consistent around midnight on
2om. Signals at this time are all subject
to high-speed fading, indicating a very
unstable layer condition, and this condition is found earlier on W6HJE and
W6AWT when worked at 1615 GMT.
South African signals are good at i600
to i800 GMT. After receiving ZU6P at
R6 he changed over to 'phone, and this
was quite readable in spite of a few deep
fades. ZSrH and ZS2J have also been at
good strength. It will be noticed that,
after the all-daylight route to America
has become unusable after nightfall, conditions on 40m, reach their best a few
hours later, when attenuation on this wave
has been reduced by the slow reduction
òf E layer ionisation.

H O R T 'WAV E
BROADCASTING
S

:

-

.

Sound

(tRORT-WAVE broadcasting has made
'

i.

year.
Conditions during the early 'part of
December have been extremely good, with
the isolated exceptions of a few days that
blank."
turned out to be nearly
December 4th was possibly the worst, and
very little could be heard of even the more
powerful broadcasting stations below 30
metres. December 3rd, on the other hand,
was exceptionally good, particularly on the
19- and 16-metre bands.
W3XAL on 56.87, W2XAD on 19.56,
WzXE on 19.64 and W8XK on 19:72
metres were all received on the speaker,
using The Wireless World "1935 AC ShortWave Receiver."

Push-Pull Quality

any iccality with even a poor aerial. When
it is used with a good outdoor aerial, however, tests have shown it to be capable of
giving good results from a number of foreign
stations, and the selectivity is sufficiently
high for many of the stronger of such
stations to be of entertainment value.
The quality of reproduction on test
reached such a high standard that it would
be difficult to find any fault with it, the
freedom from amplitude distortion being
most noticeable. The frequency response
is very satisfactory, the loss at 20 c/s and
ao,000 c/s being less than i db. on gramophone. As one would naturally expect, the
fidelity is identical on radio so far as the
lower frequencies are concerned, but falls

receiver, and the equipment marketed by
Sound Sales is based upon it. The apparatus consists of two units-the receiver and
the amplifier. The latter is a two-stage
double push-pull amplifier with resistancecapacity coupling, and is so arranged that
either PX4 or PX25 output valves can be
used at will, the necessary circuit changes
being readily made by altering the connections of accessibfe leads.
The receiver unit consists of a single HF
stage with a band-pass aerial circuit and a
tuned transformer coupling to the duodiode-triode which acts as the detector; and
on both radio and gramophone functions as
the first LF amplifier, providing the phase
reversal necessary for feeding the push-pull
amplifier. A volume control acting in the
LF circuits, and so operative on both radio
and gramophone, is provided in addition to

.

possible one of the outstanding transmissions of the year-the B.B.C.
Christmas Day programme. Yet how many
of the millions who listen to that programme
have ever had direct contact with the short
The percentage must be extrawaves?
ordinarily small.
Short-wave work has made a tremendous
appeal during this year to the home-constructor, and its popularity is still increasing
by leaps and boinds, but, unfortunately,
there still seem to be many who are
frightened by the. mere mention of it.
Should any such be reading this article,
the writer appeals to them to change their
ideas and to try to capture for themselves
the extraordinary fascination of handling a
The chief thrill is the
short-wave set.
entirely new sensation of receiving stations
at tremendous distances with practically the
same volume and clarity that one associates
with the local stations.
It is a simple matter to iñcrease one's
range from one continent to the whole
world. Let '935 be a short-wave "boom"

PushPi uIl Quality Amplifier

Sales

Wireless World

-

with W2XBJ at Rocky Point.
...
MEGACYCLE.

THE.
Amplifier is well suited to act as the
nucleus of an ultra-high-quality local station

=-

.

Just above the 14-metre broadcast band
one may hear Buenos Aires (LSL), Rio de
Janeiro (PSA), Rugby (GAA), Leopoldsville, Belgian Congo (OPL) and Santiago
(CEC), to mention only a few which are
well vorth trying for.
One or two readers who regularly report
transmissions of unusual interest have cornmented upon an unidentified station transmitting music on about 16.4 metres-just
outside the 16-metre broadcast band. Thé
station in question makes no announcement
whatever, and switches its carrier-wave oft
between records.
Under these conditions
there seems little hope of identifying it
It might, however, be Buenos Aires (LSL).
which is listed as
metres.
Readers with receivers that cover the
band up to loo metres may sometimes hear
interesting transmissions from American
ships on the. Naval wavelength of 96.8
metres.
Several are reported äs working

By the time the 19-metre stations had
faded out, the " 25's" s'ere coming over
at full strength, and they were closely
foflowed by the "35's." So, in Tact, do
the short-wave broadcast bands follow one
another in a long procession on any reasonably good day.
Several new stations are -listed on the
wavelengths above 50 metres. Many of
them look sufficiently interesting to tempt
the DX-man, but few have been actually
heard in this country as yet.
Worthy of mention are Manila, Philippine
Islands (KZGF) on 51.72 metreé; Lima,
Peru (OA4D) on 51.9 metres; San Jose,
Costa Rica (TIX) on 51.92 metres; and
Bandoeng, Java (PMY) on 58.3 metres.
At the other end of the short-wave
spectrum many new experimental stations
have made their appearance.
None of
them appears to be putting out a regular
broadcast, but several of them work with
telephony and gramophone records for test
purposes.

Wave3 and the AmateurIt is thus seen that, with care, the short
waves are capable of efficient long-range
ort

DX
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The receiver and
amplifier chassis
of the Sound Sales
Quality Amplifier..

off somewhat in the- extreme upper register
on account of the sideband cutting of the

tuning system.
a control of the grid bias of the HF valve.
These two volume controls, together with
the waverange switch and tuning control,
comprise all the-panel controls.
The apparatus is assembled on a grey finished metal
chassis, and is so solidly constructed that
it should give years of trouble-free opera-

tion.
The equipment is intendçd chiefly for
high-quality local reception, and it is sufficiently sensitive to provide this in almost

The loss is by no means
severe, however, and there is ample output
at Io,000 c/s to justify the use of a highnote tweeter, and such a speaker is recommended when the highest quality is required.
The apparatus comprises the receiver and
amplifier chassis, a special speaker field replacement choke and valves, and is priced
at -f25 sos. The makers are Sound Sales,
Ltd., Tremlett Grove Works, Ju9ction
Road, London, N.19.

.
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PRINCIPAL BROADCASTINI STATIONS OF EUROPE
Arranged in Order of Frequency and Wavelength
(Stations with

anerial

power of 50 kW. artel abovein havy type)

«

Tuning

Station.

kcf.

Kanons (Lithuania)
..
Brazov (Romania)
Humen (Hollatsd). (Until 3.40 p.m.)
Kootwijk (Holland) (Announced Huizeis)
.

(3.40 pm.

-

.

155
160
160
160

1935
1875
1875
1875

166
174
182
187.5
191

1807
1724
1648
1600
1571

Station.

kW.

1,

-..

..

..

.

.

EWI (Kom)ntern) (U.S.S.R.)

Paris (Radio Paris) (France)
..
letanbul (Turkey)
Berlin (Deutsehiandsender Zeesen) (Germany)
(S..w. Stirs., 16.89, 19.73, 25.51, 31.38 and
49.83 m.)
Droitwich
..
Minslg, RW1O.(tLS.S.R.)
....
Reylejavik (Iceland) ....
Paris (Eiffel Tower) (France)
Motala (Sweden). ÇRelap8.&ockholm)
Novosibirsk,-RW76 (U.S.S.R.)J
Warsaw, No. i (Raszyn) (Poland)
Ankara (Turkey)
Luxembourg
Kharkov, RW2O (U.S.S.R.)
Kalundborg (Denmark) (S..w. Sin., 40.5 m.)
Leningrad, 8W53 (Kolpino)(U.S.S.R.)
'rashknt, RWII (U.S.S.R.)
Oslo-(Norway)
...........
Moscow, No.2, RW49(Stchelkovo) (U.S.S.R.)
Tilia, flW7(U.S.S.R.)
......
Rostov.on.Don, RW12 (U.S.S.R.) ..
Sverdlovsk, RW5 (U.S.S.R.)
..
Geneva (Switzerland). (Relays Souens)
Moscow, No. 3 (RCZ) (U.S.S.R.)
Voronej RW2S (U.S.S.R.) .........
Oulu (Finland)..
Ufa, RW22 (U.S.S.R.)
.

,

7

50
40
500
75
5

60

.

..
.

.

.

.

200
208
208
215
216

.............
.............

2175
224
230

.............230

i--

'

.

.

H m

(N

y) (JI

I

s Ö'l

Innsbruck (Austria).
Ljubljana (Yugoslavia)
Viipuri (Finland)
Bolzano (Italy)
Wilno (Poland
Budapest, No. I (Hungary)
Beromünster (Switzerland)

)

(Relays Vienna)

....

Athlone (Irish Free State)

Palerio (Italy) ....................
Stuttgart (Mühlacker) (Germany)
Grenoble, P.T.T. (Frì.nce) .:
Riga (Latvia)
Vienna (Bisamberg) (Austria)
Rabat (Rodio Maroc}(Morocco)

-

.,

.:

..

271

.

401
401
431

574

............ -

.

.

726
698
688
578
578
569.3
589.3
559.7

.

2
1.0.

,

07
5

13
1

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.,.

.

.

120
1GO

60

.4

.........

..........

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

.

San

Sebasian(Spi)

.

.

-

.

:

..

.

.

.

.

.

..

'

.

.

.

.

Nürnbergazd Augsburg (Germany) Ie1ay
Munich)

.

.

:

.

.:

.

1231

;-.

1240
1249
125$
1?58

.

:

......

.

.

- .-.

.

.

.

.

:

50

2.6
'11.2
.

15
10
10

251

17

249.2
247.3
245.5
243.7
241.9
240.2
238.5
238.5
38.8

5

5
10
5

I
2
.

.

1
a

2
0.5.
1.5

27.f

Q.8

225.8

1.5

224.

5

224
222.6

1.7

...........
:

.

222.6
221.1
218.2
216.8
215.4
211.3
209.9
209.9

.....

2O9.

208.6
206
204.7
203.5
203.5
251.1

.

.

.

z

i

0.5

0.5
1.2

.

.........

.

7

235.1
233.5
233.5
.............231.8
230.2
228.7

..

'

62

,

.

.

i

.

.'

.

.

15

0.25

50

:

.

50

...........281.1
261.1
259.1
289.1
.'
257.1
255.1
253.2

:

.

4
12
0.7
2
7

'10

.

.

50

265.3
283.2

............
............

r

10

2674

1118

-

5

218.5
285.7
283.3
280.9
278.8
278.2
278.2
274
271.7
271.7
267.4
287.4

1158
1167
1178
1185
1195
1204
1213
1222

l276
Chriotiangand and Stavanger (Norway)
1285
Dresden (Germany) (Relay3Leijszig)
Aberdeen
1285
Austrian Relay Stations
1294
....
Danzig. (Helay3 Kônzgsberq)
1303
.
)312
Swedinh Relay Stations..........
)321
Budapest. No. 2 (Hungary)
Relay
.........
German
Stations
1330
Montpellier, P.T.T. (France)
1339
..
.....
Lodz (Poland)
1339
.1348
Dublin (Irish Free State) (Relays At/dose)
M(lan, No. 2 (Italy) (Relays Rome).............1348
Turin, No. 2 (Italy). (Relays Rome)
1357
BasIc and Berne (Switzerland)
..
1375
Warsaw, No. 2 (Poland)
..
1384
1393
Lyons (Radio Lyons) (France)
Tampers (Finland)
.,
1420
Newcastle
1429
Béziers (France)
1429
.7
1429
Paris, (Radio LL).(France)
1438
Minkolc (Hungary)
....
..
..
1450
Fécanip (Radio Normandie) (France)
..
1465
Pees (Hungary)
Bournemòuth............
.. 1474
1474
Plymouth
International Common Wave
1492
lnt6t'national'Conimon Wave ..............1500
1731
L pa (L tvia)
.

349.2
15.
345.6
16
342.1
50
338.6
7
335.2
0.5
335.2
10
331.9 103
328.6
10
325.4
32.
321.9
15.
318.8
12
318.8
10
3158 60
312.8 100
307.1
50
304.3
2
304.3 10'
301.5
20
296.8
13.5
296.2
5l
293.5
3
291
80

21

1104
1122
1122
1122
1131
1140
1149
1149

..

.

..

J267

.

.

..

.

(Hu g ry)

.

,

.

..

....

Hörby (Sweden). (Relays Stockholm)
Turin, No. i (Italy). (Relays .líilan)
London National (Brookmans Park)
West National (Washlord Cross) .....
Kosice (Czechoslovakia). (Relays Prague)
Moravsta.Ostrava (Czechoslovakia)
Monte Ceneri (Switzerland)
Copenhagen (Denmark). (Relays Kalundborg)
Kharkov, No. 2, R\V4 (U.S.S.R.)
Frankfurt (Germany)
..
..
Prague, No. 2 (Cùchoslovakia) .......
LilIe. PT.T. (Francè)
Trieete (Italy)
:.
.:
Gleiwitz(Germapy): .(Re1ayá Bre3ltú)
Cork (Inch Free State). (Relays .4h1one)
Juan.Ies.Pins (Radio Côte d'Azur) Franee)
Rome. No. 3 (Italy) ............

522.6 100
514.6
15
514.6
15
5O68 120
499.2
5.5
499.2
10
20
491.8
483.9 20
483.9 15
476.9 15
476.9 20
470.2 120
463
15
455.9 1GO
449.1
50
443.1
25
437.3
2.5
431.7
7
426.1
55
50420.8
415.5 36
410.4 20.
410.4
3
405.4 100
400.5
5

............
............

...

.

Nyxr gyl

0.5

531
531

.

. .

Naples(Italy). (Relays Rome)
Alexandria (Egypt)
Belfast

610
Florence (Italy).
Cairo (Abu Zabal) (Egypt) :
620
620
I (Belgium). (French Programme)
629
Lisbon.(Bacaiyna) (Portugal)
629
Tröndelag (Norway)
638
Prague, No. I (Cieèhoslovakia)
648
Lyoùs, P.T.T.
Doua) (France) ..-.
658
Cologne (Langenberg) (Germany)
668
North Regignal (Slaithwalte)
Sottesm (Radio Suisse Romande) (Switzerland) 677
686
eJgrade (Yugoslavia)
695
Paris. P.T.T. (Ecole SupérIeure) (France)
704
(Sweden)
Stockholm
Rome, No. i (ltalv)(S.-w. sin., 25.4 m.) ...
713.
722
Kiev, RW9 (U.S.S.R.)
.....
731
Tallinn (Esthoma) .......
73I
Madrid, EAJ2 (Radio Espa6a)(Spain)
740
MunIch (Germany)
Marseilles, P.T.T. (France)
758
Katouice (Poland)
3958 12
767 .............391.1
25
Midland Regional (Daventry)
3866
776
Toulouse, P.T.T. (France) ..
2
785
382.2 .120
Leipzig (Germany)
79F
377.4
Barcelona, EAJI (Spain
5
II
377A
Lwow (Poland)
50
373.1
Scsttish Regional (Falkirk) ... ...... 804
368.6
50
814
Milan (Italy)
364.5
12
Bucharest (Romania)
823
360.6 100
832
Moscow. No. 4 RW39 (Stalina) (U.S.S.R)
841
356.7 100
Berliis (Funkstunde Teel) (Germany)
850
352.9
ßerg8n (Norway)
1
.5
352.2
1'
850
(Bulgaria)
:
SoIi
850
1 5
Vaje
(Span)
3829
..
859 ................. 349.2 10
Simieropol,RW52 (U.S.SR.)
..
.

:

35
20
50
1.3
100
10

549.5
539.6

601
601

.

(Relaya Stockholm)
(Relay8 Milan)

25
80
100

5597

583
592

(Sweden).

7

150
20
75
100

74.8

413.5

............
............

.'

-

120

1071.4
845
800
748

280
355
375

583

S

,,

256.4
260

.

100

1261
1224
1170
1154
1107

.565

:

150
35
16
13
30

123

232
238
245

436
519
519
027
527
536
636
546
556
565

1500
1442
1442
1395
1389
1379
1339
1304
1304

kW.

Metres.

...

.

.

kg/s.

...........

.

.

-.

Strasbourg, P.T.T. (France) .....
859
Poznan (Poland)
868
London Regional (Brookmans Park)
877
Graz (Austria). (Relaya Vienna) ..
886
Limoges, P.T.T. (France)
895
Helsinki (Finland)
..
..
895
Hamburg (Germany)
904
Toulouse (Radio Toulouse) (France
913
Brno (Czechoslovakia)
922
Brussels. No. 2(Belgium). (Flemiah Prog'mme) 932
Algiers, P.T.T. (Radio Alger) (Algeria)
941
Göteborg (Sweden). (Relays Stockholm)
941
Breslau (Germany)
9 0
Paris (Poste Parisien) (Frange)
..
.:
West flegional (Washlord Cross)
977
,Cracow (Poland) ..................
986
Genoa (Italy). (Relays Milan)
986
Hilversum(Holland). (7 kW. till 6.40p.m.)
995
Bratistava (Czechoslovakia)
1004
North National (Slaithwaite)
1013
Barcelona,EAJI5(RadioAaociación)(Spain) 1022
Königsberg (Heilsberg Ermland) (Germany) 1031
Parede (Radio Club Português) (Portugal) 1031
Leningrad, No. 2, RW7O (U.S.S.R.)
1040
Scottish National (Falkirk)
1050
Bari (Italy) .................. ' .....
1059
..
Tiraspol, RW57 (U.S.S.R.) ..
1068
Bordeaux, P.T.T. (Lafayette)(France)
1077
Zagreb (Yugoslavia)
1086
Falun (Sweden)
........
1086
Madrid, EAJ7 (Union Racho) (Spain)
1095
............ 1104
Madona (Latvia)

7

20

onwards)

Lahti (Finland)
Mpscow, Nô.

.

Tuning
Positions.

-

Metres.

Positions.

....

.

.:

209
173

I
4

.

.0.1

0.5
2.

5
.

1.2
i

.

4

2...

.2

1.25
10

1.25
1 .s
0.3
0.1

0.1

01

.

-

NOTE. Since the publ!caUon of the previOus list atertioe'hac been iade t0"tl paricilar of the following stations: Ankara (Turkey), Grenoble P.T.T. (France),
Istanbul (Turkey), Sofia (Bulgaria), Warsaw No. i (Reazyn) (Poland).
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The 'Stentorian's exclusive magnetic material gives vastly
increased flux at a cost no greater than that of .prthodox steels.
-.Volume and range of reproduction are thus remarkably improved.
The new Whiteley speech coil, by providing more metal in the
"gap," brings' better bass reiponse, and fenders an, exaggerated."
bass resonante unìecessary.
,,
The 'improved "Microlodé " 'feature' brings
better matching facilities and' thus better .tòne.
Etentorian Senior (PMS1) 42/
balance., (See-"\Vireless 'World," 9/11734.)
100 per000t. duet protectjon.
Thoisands of delighted users havé improved.
cone
their reproduction' out 'of knowledge by fitting" Stentörian'
Déàlers throughoiit the coiíntry Stentorn Stndard PMS2) 32/3
Stentorian BabTy (PMS6)
recommend them;
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W.B. Stcntorian leaflet.

ORlAN

MAGNEt':- MOVING-C

PERMANENT
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SPEAKERS
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Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd. i-(Dept. W), Radio Works, Mansfield; Notts
So!e Agents in Scottand: Radiosision Ltd.. 233, St. Vincent Street, Glasgoss, Co.

Sote Agents in

IFS.:

Kelly and Shiet, Ltd.,
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For years of satisfaction you cannot better the C.A.V.,
the pioneer British battery.
Such famous firms as
COLUMBIA, H.M.V., MARCONIPHONE, McMICHAEL,
MURPHY, ORMOND and .PORTADYNE have chosen it
reason
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As a wireless enthusiast-a constructor repairer service
man
you will understand the necessity o1 a good
accumulator with present day high efficiency se s
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Fleet Street,

for the enthusiast!
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ACTON GLASS

s'7
T
FREE. ¿t useful little notebook with morocCograined cover will be sènt tp ali sending for
details of CAY. Radio Batteries.
C. A. VANDERVELL LTD., (DEPT. w.I,),
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STREET,

BIRMINGHAM,
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NAGS

Tyc2NAG11 lvol:6Oa.L 14/6
Type2NAGI3 2sc!-72a.h.l6/6
These prices
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Surely' S.W. recépüon is not confinedto
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audience

Ecry large

P'
o

\Vell, we have' the lial"for the job. Our W.35o
(
is 'a beautiful piece of work. It is geared
to i and 12 to i, it will tune dead to split-hair
exactitude, and it is absolutely free of any backlash.
And the knife-edge cursor remains uprigst at all
positions, thus avoiding parallax errors. We recommend
it for S.W. work because it is so good, but whatever
the type of receiver the' W.35o is equally good.
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UTILITY WORKS, HOLYHEAD ROAD, BIRMINGHAM
E.

M'ORTON, LTD.,
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WILKINS & WRIGHT LIMITED
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40/50-cycle - supplies.
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ments, enabling a numberof useful
tests to be made and troubles to
b- traced in no time.
The happy owner will soon admit
that it is one of his most useful
and interesting possessions.
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All-inOne

THETHTHOMSOHOU5TONCOMPANYLTEDRUGBENGLAND
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TRUSPEED-AC. for AC. circuits price 49/6
UNIVERSAL for AC. & D.C. circuits,, 99/6
w t b
AU fitt d w tb automatic t p

Free Booklet

-----

'
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-.

7!'-"

This motor is designed primarily'
for. D.C. Circuits but can, if

.

present yet one
which will bring lasting delight to
every Radio enthusiast owning a

»

RADIOMETER

S

ON -THE-SPOT Witt TRACE YOUR TROUBLES Lil4IV1II)I
when wrttin to advertisers. witt ensure pro;npl attention.
PIECO

-
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.

NOTICES.
TRE CRARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS In these
12 words or less. 3f'. and 3d. for every
additional word.

TECHNICAL

Each paragraph Is charged separately and name and
address must be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
os lollowson orders for cousecuttreinsertions. provided a
contract Is placed in advance, sad" in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire "copy is repeated from the
previous issue: 13 consecutive insertions 5% 26 consecutive, 10% t 52 consecutive, 15%.

TOPICALITIES

she::ldberlosrly:sar.'trd"DepvsitDepa,.l,,,est''

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.

ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted
up to FIRST POST on MONDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Read Offices of "The Wireless
World," Dorsvt flouse, Stuosstsrst Street, London, SEl,
or on SATURDAY MORNING at the Broach Offices,
19, Herltord Street, Coventry t Goildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street. Birmingham, 2 t 260, Deaasgate,
Manchester, 3 tOo, Resifield Street, Glasgow, C.2..

A fortnight ago a manufacturer of loud

speakers gave a lecture on how to desigo
them.
.
.
.

We beg to differ.
(I) The majoriìy of lojad speaker manufacturers
use seanuless moulded pater diaphragms because
they cao be "smacked out" by the thousand
and at low cost. When one has to tarn out a
speaker that shall be snexpensive the saving of

Advertisements that àrrive too late'Ior a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the tullowing issue
ssnleso accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advértisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.
The proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.

Postal Orders and Cheques seat in payment fur adverpayabla to ILIFFE
tisementushou.ld be made

&SONSLId.,aasdcrossed,.__-.-----NOles being
untraceable il lost in transit should ssot be sent as
remittauces.
All lettera relatsng Io advertisements should quote tRe
nsmber whichio printed atthe cod of each advertisesnesat
md the date of the isme in which it appeared.

The proprietors are. not responsible for clerical er
prsntera' errors, althoagh every care is taken to avoid
mistakes.

IMPORtANT NOTICE.
Owing to-the Christmas Holidays, the
next twit tssues of "THE WIRELESS
WORLD" are closing for press earlier
than usual.
In accordance nIelo the Notice that
appeared last week, the latest date upon
which Miscellaneous
Advertisements
could be accepted for the Issue of
December 21st was FRIDAY, December
14th.
For the Issue 01 December 28th advertIsements for these columns can be
accepted up to FIRST POST THURSDAY, December 20th.
Set Maos/art oree,' Sseploa, Cteueanre sod Dsslrapt
Stocka offered u nip of these colonisa sia
oat be
Muoafaetareei' C ocres t tise,. lladio roropouoot, adreet sed
at below the liaI prise da sot raerp asti eiasajactaeer'a

p

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS, ETC.
ILIUP KAY (Victoria) Christmas Set Baetains
5-mier

ooperhet,

200-250-soit,
L6'1916.-Crasrs
Pletory chassis, Magsas'os mos-isg coi), co,splete
soith B.V.A. tobe,, is tuturistic waisot cabisat. tubi
3 seatts sstpst, liuted £14114.

6/6.-Fon Industrial 4-salse soperhet, Sot-250 D.C.,
complete ssith latest it.F. prstodes asd Sbagnasox
MC., is ,operb soatnut robinet, listed £131 t3.
battery reeeitee, 2-gong Polar tob,
2 I
Oe,00nd LS., in durk Oak cabinet, ii,ted

9/6_803
(seithOstt naIves).

£8/15

and Inspect; oser hundred sets to choose femo;

CALL
c.o.sl.oec.o.o.,00reiageloeoaed.

P HILIP

KAY, Ltd., L7 Strsrtton Ground, 5.W.i.
(7161

1932 D.C. Radio-Groes, scarcely used, coot 25
IfM.V.
guieeos.-Boo 24q5, rio The Vireiesu World. (7243

port.(7186
kit " Wireless World" A.C.3,

L12/5.-Pilot
casts £8110 secuees.-Spillmun,

soieed- fient
24, Posley St., feoon.

"U7'IRELESS World" Single Spun "Botteey Kit";
VV

don.

£5/15.-Mollery,

61, Westminster Bridge Rd., Lon-

'

(7202

ÇURPHY AO usith stood,' in peelect oeder; £12; seen
IVI anst.teied.-R. 8, Edge Hill, Wisobtedon. Wimbledon

[7238
the vorid's finest sspeehet. 4., 5. und 6.
salse cerciores, lose, soedinos, und ohort oose, oil
EMERSON,
the latest A.V.C. models, isot released, fient consign.
ment in this c500tey 'alio 6'o.lre cor rodio; nend loe Coto'
logea-Importer. Royal FasSo Co., 5, Buckinghssso Rd.,
S,quth %Voodlord,
[7153
5726.

E.18,..

Fer 1h e couvenieocr of private advertisers, letters
may be addressed to nsmbersut" The WirelesstVorld"
Office. When this is desired the sum of red, to defray
the cost of registration and to coser postage en replica
most be added to the advertisement charge, which must
include the words Box ono, c/u "The Wireless World."
Ail replies should be addressed to the Bus number
shown in the ads,ectisément, e/e "The Wireless
World," Dorset Hosse, Stamford Street, London,
SEs. Readers se/m reply to ¡loo ¡s'y. adve,tioesee,:lo are
nursed agaiuol oeodiug ree:ilta,ge thioagh Ike yoai
campi io eegistered eescelopes io all each rasco 10e sse
of She Deposit Sysle,a is 'eca:,tsa,:dcd, aad toe e:ta.elepe

-

pence in manufacture is of vocal importance: When
one has to turn Out a speaker that shall, abone all
else, be possessed of a wide, flat frequency response, then the cost is flot so important. We
could ase moulded paper cones, but, so order to
preserve the hsgher frequencen. we have to use a
very expennve matenal, which is the very devsl
to handle. The diaphragm of the Hartley-Turner
speaker costs, probably; four, times av much as
that of any other speaker on the macket, and we
do not use such an expensive cone for " show."
We have been trying to find a cheaper one for six
years, with the performance our customers expect,
but we have not been successful up to the present.
(2) The diameter of the moving coil is arrived
Ve have made
at after suitable experiment.
experimental speakers identical except for the
speech cotl, and sse have found that tise deal
size is
in.
Unfortunately, this introduces
difficulties in nsanufacture, so ss-e staodardtse
on the smallest practical)le size-un. We didn't
care two hooto what the size might be; experiment showed the small coil seas mast efficient.
(3) The field magnet io only expected to be
a magnet. We have sold speakers with cylindrical
pots and our present model hits an open frame
type, because it is lighter, cheaper, mori eflicent
and allows better dissipation of the heat generated
in the field coil. However, such a magnet calls
for expcnstve press-tools, not justified on a small
production. When we were a small firm, the
cost of these tools was prohibitive,
(4) If ont likes synthetic bass, then one should
definitely choose a " not over-supple surround."
It happens to be a fact, however, that the very
low notes insist that the diaphragm shall -mov,
and move a lot? The perfect speaker would have
complete freedom of suspension of the diaphragm;
ours is not perfect, but we believe our surround is
the mont supple on the market. That ¡s why there
is no "boom" with a Haetley-Turner speaker.
Responsible acoustk engineers are very timid
at advancing "fasts," and the design of loud
speakers is stili very controversial, We do not
claim to be infallible, und some day we may make
a better speaker.\Ve have not succeeded yet, and our
customers tell 05 that nobody else has done to.
In the meanwhile, we think yoo hod better boy

HARTLEY-TURNER
THE DEBUNKED SPEAKER
Illusiraled lileralure free on

Teques!.

HARTLEY TURNER
RADIO LTD.,
Thornbury

Road,

Isleworth,

MIddlesex,

Telephone

'Rgdio Dala Charts," A

HOUnslow 4483.

Series

o/

Abacs

DM'
Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers
in thcsecolssmmmaydeal is phrfeotsatelyhyasaiisg
themselves ut oar Deposit System. lt the money be
deposited with "The tVieeless World," both parties
are uds'ivrd of its receipl.
The time allowed for derision is three days, counling
from receipt of goods, after which ported, il bayer
derides not to retain goods, they mast tee retursserO to
sender. Ifa sale is effected, buyer instructs oslo ermit
t to setter, but if not, seller instructs usto retor-a
amount todepositor. Carnage is paid by the buyer,
butto tise event of no sale, end subject to there belog
no difleresst aceasgemesst between buyer end seller, each
payscamugr one way. Thrsellertakvsthvriskof loss
or damage is transit, for which tse take no responsibility. For all transactions up to (so, a deposit fee of
is charged; on transactions over (so nerf wider
(so, she fee is n/fl; over (io, p)-. All deposit mattem

are dealt with at l)orset House, Stamford Street,
London, SEs, and cheques and saoavy orders should
be made payable lolfiffe & Sons Lisssitecl.
SPECIAL NOTE.-Resdern who reply to advertisements and receivc nu answer to their enquiries see
reqncnted to regard the sIlence da an indication that the
goods advertised have already been dispoaed of. Amertiters often receive so many eaquirien that it is arrIte
impossible to reply to each axe by puai. When sending
remittances direct toas advertiser; stamp for roturo
should also be included tar use in the event of the
application proving unsaccessfstl.

Receivers

and

Amplifiers, Etc.-Contd,

011er Brand Neo, 1935 Reerisee,, mid-

DEGALLIER'S
geta and otheeaise, eeeeysse gaaemntsed, ali rarsiage
IFS. ostet
otidget, 5-salse, AC/D.C., 100-250

paid;

L4/t/3.-Etsreson
sotte, 51.0. speaker,

tone control, illuminaled di.ii,
and long wate, 1,_U. terminals, cabinet tt'4X5½X7.
91E Fsllssing, all R.C.A. Victors lH.3,t.V. is U.S.A.).
0-ta) se superbet, AC/D.C., itt-200
L6/10.-Midget
colts, P.V.C., itloisinatod dia), tose esstrol, SIC.
speaker, L and Sl. coors, "un also be cuit trotti batteries.
seith adaptor iueludcd, esabinet ltb,x7x5"yí.
O-salse loperbet, mcreing 13-50, 190-550
L7/10.-Midget
aed 1,000-2,000 metre,, guaranteed to get Amesica,
PU. tatminols, P.V.C., tose esotro), illuminated dia).
AC/D.C. 200-250 salts, cabinet 14X16X9'k.
mode) 5-sal s-couperhot, 7-stage, A.V.C..
L7/10.-Tibie
tose essteol, O watts osdistort.ed, illuminated aie
plane dial, tin, speaker, PU. termisols. L. and M,.tsayeo,
s-i)) rot to stations on meg. case alose, AC/D.C. 200250v. or AC, model 5/- entra, cabiset lOxltxtt',6.
table stodel, t-stage supeebet, fitted an Is
L9/10.-6-saler
precious model, but encoring 13-50 meter,, atoo guarasteed to get America, AC/D.C. 2t0-250s. nr AC. modet
5) extra, rabinet i9xltselt'Ái Isensitisity one microsoft
absolute) 3 oattu undistoeted.'
model, 2lxili/0x17, 6-calce, t-stage, is
L15/10.-Table
4 oase bands, nsaoimuio efficiency over whole ruse
baud ruoeeae,. 12-2,000 metres, s eeifit-atiasi as in toro
peeaioo, madri,. 55'oeld'n trst double intermediate onceebet, by means ut this reso)otiosary system it-i, pçu,ibbe to
obtain uusimuso efficiency un oli ease bando, sessilloity
guarastertl te be better t)ssn i/s mireosolt absolute, sspplied is AC. 200-250 only 14 vuttu usdistorted).
TbEGALLIER'S. t, Coeytus Moose, It, Upper Mary.
.1.F
talasse 56.. London, Wi. Museum 7705. Nearest
Stations, Onined Ciervo, Totteshom Court Rat, Geedge
St., Great Portland St. Also 3, 59, 5t, 137 buses puss
the doar.
(7230
Kit el Ports tor "Wireless World ' Quclity Ampli.
OURtee, complete in eceey -detail. inrinding sais,,;
smpifier only, Lt/SO; lerdee unit, 36/-.
Kit s! Ports loe "Wireless World" Olympic S.S.
OOtt
Ho, complete in every detail, including vol veau nd
loud-speaker; £14110.
Kit ol Posts loe " OVireless World" Standard A..3.
OURcomplete voith salseo snd speahee; £11/10.
END toc Detailed List of osopsnents loe Eithee st
l
the Aboso Kits; rorrioge poid, cash seith order.
UTARD 46, Farringdon St., London, E.C.4. 'Phssc:
M

T

-

-

-

VVHsborn

5703.

(6907

Amplifier, all momo, 14 o-atts,
KOLSTER.BRANDE8
undistorted, pooh-poll ootpot, built-in speaker, in..
cluding sobes; £10.-Hcerington, 14, Nees St-., Aohloed,
Kent.
(7187

1 935
St.,

Manulartoeer'o Stock, 4-solee A.C. sand-pass
receivees, nnlnut cabinets, Mooda volves, Bola
1, Martin

Beighooce.[7116

opnahees;

£5/10; approvul agoinnt conh.-Maude,

offer I! Regenten. Close B 4-salse, hood.
L0/.10.-Speeiol
some aquoee-lret ealsout cabinet, Itola MC. Straight.
line Lucerne scale, completo B.V.A. solves; dittn 4-salse
ouperkets., £5,10; choosis, Clans B, 30/'; B.P.A, 25/-.-.
Coy. 23, Filmer Rd., Folham, S.W.6.
(7217

Post free 4/Io
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Receivers and Amplifiers,

Etc.-Contd.

Mains Equipment.-Contd.

Ea.cla.--(3 only) Estes (42 super model short wace
co!sce,tera, AC. model, 15-115 metres, scaisut cabinet,

-PILOT.
AUTHO-

L4/lo

lull isatruction; listed £8/ltc-Degalliers, 21, Upper

Maeylebooe St.. landes,

Wi.

Museum 7795.

[7231

7-VALVE Sapeehet, Alba chassis (by Plessey), made 1er
o ,soell-bnoccn proprietary firm uchose name ne 55cc not
allowed to menlion, 7 tuned stages, delayed AVG.. local,
distance snitch, 7-bc. sep/oration, Mallard ratees, AC. 200250 solLo, demoastration daily at 94, High Hoiboen,
Chassis complets coith Muilsrd calces, brand new, less
speakee and cobinety £7/10-Ractio Clearance. 94, High Hoiborn, W.C.1,
[7242

ol

Consignment

FIRST
World "
-

DECEMBER 14TH,

.

-

oeloesupechet. chaco/o (7-stage), complete
calces, wired, brand new, ready to
soitch ors; speaker the-only estro ecquired; 9 he, aepaea.
tion; A.V.C. all-British tbcaughoat; onncponehts by woeldlamous monuloctneceo, Polar T.C.C., Wearite, etc.; 12
months' guacantee; ideal lar fitting ta esiatmg cabinet.
boohcaae, etc; bacca emily np-to-date set for Xmas;
AC. model, £011816; Usicerssl, £7/7; immediate
delicecy, carriage paid, 7 cOsys'- appeocal, defereed tcross
il decireci; Inlimt paeticulaco on request-Westminster
Chasuis Cu., Ltd., 4, Weotminatoc Palace Gardens. London, Owl.
-[7183

"A"
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-

-
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-

12

6
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salee,,

i

kas

epeakee,

cabinet

CneO
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-

-

IMITATED
less World

cad

/

COED.

17/9,

bstlaoludlsg cslce,snd

--

---------

/

s

-

Lii

Paid
10 0 i
0e 11 mootbcc paymsotu ei

2V..

i

K IT-BITS

tuned circsìte, bandpaas input Marconi Reptode frequency
changee, csmbiueed ist drtectsr sud oscillatoc, baodpass
IF. coupled to Marcuni P1.1'. pentsde, bandpass coupled
ts Cosco: Double Diode, gicing diatortiotsless detection
and A.V.C., resistance cssupled to Rauda high nlope pentode, Marconi bi-phase eectillee, loll oision. iilueaiosated
tuning, enlibrated in scacelengthe, combined rodio und
gramophone solomo control,, corrected pectode output;
gicing exceptismally good reproductiuo; £6/18/6.' 'with
salses, royalties paid.
A ICMSTICONG.-5-salce 8-etage euperheterodyne chassie,
Cl. scith folly delayed AyO; baodpsss icput, Nullard
Octode leequency changer, combined oscillator and Orst
detector, bandpass IF, coupled to Mollard screened penlode, coopted to MulLsed Double thude Triode, resistance
capac'ity coupled'ta Mullord 3 watts output peotode, Mal'
lord indirectly heated rectifier; combined' radio-gramophone
volano control, lull aperture drive, calibrated saacrlengths.
-MMssicely oenatructed with the followico eamponeote.
Weqrite beoscy duty mains l,raoslornaer, Wearjtc special
doils ucd
lrcnslnrmers, Polar ganged coude nser and
drice, Wesrite so'itcbing, Hellesen condensers, etc., etc,;
price complete. £7/la; this ebaaaia is designed for lhase
requiriog slightly mare output, paetiesel-,arly an gramophone than esse ic 7-eta ge chaseio, bat it does not aspeesede thin cecy popular model.
3 Pentade rsdiogrnm chassis, itsIl
ARMSTRONG.-4c.
bssdpassy5/1B/.6, ucith' valses.'
Uniceesal radiogranu chassis, lull

1 Pelo-scolI ceody-dellied

t Pelo-ScolI

P5mos Cba,,l, O'ala'a ii'....

eeady.drltled pct,hed
i Weaeile ad al 4 Calla

............................... '
Edde,tone575 005lan DIal --------------------------stdspee:sea Valses .............................
WeceSe

1

a

AcciaI P10cc ...................................................

l'art

61 ma., 4e. i te 2n. 4e.
toVORTEXION.-250-I.250
40., open type, 10/'; shrouded, 12/6; peat Od.
ITORTEXION.-Ferroc'art III 350-si-350. 60 ma. 4c.
2.5' CI'., 4e 35 CT; apeo type 13/6, ahreuded
6/-;-t,est Sd
Super Model loe R.T.8 or 9 ce 10. 4c
VORTEXION
1 tu 2, 4e. '2 to 4, open type 14/6,' shrouded 16/6;

Io. 00.

7e. 6d.

13'. 6d.
10e. 6F

f3

3e, 64,

SIHGLESPÀN, BAIIERY FOUR CABINEÍS
LAC. Cnbtset,'a, 4,ec:sed
' £1. 18'. cd.
PETO-SCOTT CabInet, hoOt by Pets-seals', Espese. Ceallemes.
lo

yost 1/-

.........................

lsacd,o,se fgoeed WalasO

................................

'.

£1 15e.

120 ma, 4e. 2 ta Sa., '4o.
VOETEXION-350-O-355,
2 to 4e., 4e. ISa.; opon type 14/6 shrouded 16/6;
caper obren sied model, o'eight 11fb., 4 filansentu to apecilicatioa. 21/-; pout 1/3.
'
.
s
TORTEXION.-4S0 0e. 450 or 500e., 120 eno, 4e. 2 to
5, 4e. 2 to 5, 4c. 25a.; open type 19f-. shroOded
23/'or 450 or 500, 150 ecc., 4e Ou,
VORTEXION.-400
4e. 2.5, 4e. 2, 4e. 2, dc. 2, cere sire 21/,Xlin, u
saper joh 2% regulation 35/-, shrouded, silk leratinals;
test teccainats, 30/'; open type, 26/.; past 1/3:
TORTEXION Auto Transformers te B.E.S.A. Specifico'
tiss, 100, 110. or 120. to 200, 220, or 240 rolls,
60 watts. 0/'; post Od.; 120 oatta, shrouded 12/6. open
type 10/6, pest 1/-; 200 watts, ahroaded 16/6, post 1/';
2,000 watts, £4010.
V'ORTEXTON 1,000'watt Trooclerm,epc; £4/is. carriage
30k. at 60 ma., Chokes, 5/6; 40k, at 60
mo. 0/6; 30k. at 150 ma., 200 ,shsoo, 10/6 open
type, .1216 shrouded.
'TORTEX1ON Teanaloreners Made to Yese Specification;
Y
price accerding to wattage, 6e. filameeto same price
ucfesswatI.ag geesslyeoceeded; cpecicl quotatiene' by

ou.

'

EXPORT ORDERS
hall carriage charges und any surplus will be immediately
refunded. Packed Oree, Ice pay ball carriage. Air Mail chargen

dIra. PETO-SCOTT, established in 190g, are the largent
Radio-by-Mall House in the World. Hire-purchase terms
as's NOT amueble to Irish oe' Oeerseas Customes'e.
-

Ii,

-

PETO-SÓOTT
CO. LTD.
CITY RO.,LONDON,E,C,1 'Phone:Clerkens,ehqo6/7
77

W,i

End Skeweoo,se:

62, HIgh Hulburn, London, D,C,I
.

-

Est. 1919.

'V00N

ARMSTRO7OIh..-4Y.
lsandpasj;'5/18I6.

Chassie, ose higheet grade components
,4 RMSTEONG
throughout., are ace t 7 days' approcal, carriage puid,
guaeanleed one 'year. A RMSTL6ONG MANUFACTURING Ce., 300, King's Rd.,
Camden Tosca, London. 'Phone: Gulliver 31g5.

-

There sao,

o

uaacg fellt,a,

17208

P°

'se/!oI'

MAINS EQUIPMENT.

"'p'

Maine Teunaloethees Lead in Price and,
Quality.
ARAMOUNT Transformers are Suitabl, for all
W.W." 'Circuits.
PARAMOUNT Tcanefnrecers Guaranteed lar 2 Years
andthobe Beitishmot la 2e4osils think isseelatieg paner betoeesa each layer. with standard
poaeino 220-250v. 50 cycles, oil secondaries CT,
PARAMOUNT 250-0-250e. 60 sos., 4v,
2a., 4e.
2 to 4o., opes typo, 9f-; shrouded, 11/-; pont Od.

Hie 0a6b

-

Alit

'

/

Aol

Oc

(S. A. BROWN). 182, The Broadway;
works Stanley Rd.. Wimbledon; S.W.19 Tel.: Liberty

lhub
he did;

alas Wieeltt,was lieelea-"

FLL/X1TE-

os/sg

retsg,(jØ

Sid

II

AIwoy, proche,! io

-

-

2814.

-

-

.

-

saocdoaeaaqaid!'

-

ito

2-5e., 4v.

post 9d.

3

Ferrocart III, 350-0-350v. 75 ma., 4,.
to 5e0 opes type. 12/';- shrouded, 14/-;

Transformera Mode to Voue 0e-n
P5b°
Spooificddion;
price aeoordisg to cottage; qootatioss
by returo.
350-0-350e. 120 ma., 4e. 2.0s., 4,, ia.,
5a, open type, 24/-; ehoouded,. 25/6; post.2/..
4e.P°l0
'XTE cre Prend of nor 50.nlee Sopeo Indoctusce Ro.
VV
coloco; write loo detsilo; polco £9, complete lo

comet

ccbioet.-

S

PARAMOUNT 4')Oc., 450e. or 500e. 120 mo., 4v. 21e..
4e. 4e., 4e, 5e., opon type 57/, abrouded 19/-, post
1/3; 150 eon. oath 2 entes feineeputs fool eeoeeding
opsttoget, open typo 22/6, shvooded 25/-, poet 1/3.
PARAMOUNT Sopeo Models.-H.T,8, 9 or 10. 4v. l'te
2e.. 4V. 2 to 40. opon type; 14/-; eh000ded, 35/6;
nest 1/-; dont pay high pelees lop y000 cocino componente.
PARAMOUNT Auto Transformers, 100-120v. to 200.
255v'. or vice voceo, 6O-watt, 8/'; l20-oatt, 9/6;
shrouded, 1/- entro; post 9d.

-

Ash lo seo the FlUxite Small-space Soldering'Setcompact but substasntial-eounplele with full mstruetaoss-7/6.
Ask also for Leaflet on Case Hardening' Steel and

'Tmperiug Tools with'Flu3tlte.

THE. FLUXITEthat
-

used

to

preject

grease;

-

-

BAER

Ch g

r.-Th

NP

l

5e

-

5

h P

dt)

.
trode liete free.
NP. from 50/- to £15 chorATTERY
[ky-NP El t Co 514
f h h t q
pl t
[7152
Siom 1orh Rd., Birminghooc.

D

Now

on Sale

J'
J'
J'

FLU
CuTE

-

-

-

12/6,
-

19/.,

obmo.
4v. 2
wind-

OYNE'S.-Ferroyart Ill. 350-0-35go., 69.70 ma,. 4e.
2 to 30. 40, 2 10 4u., 12/5, pOst 1/., with entra

to 2a. wending, 13/6, post 1/-.
Y36E'S,,_350.0.350e., 120 mo., 4v, 2 to 3s., 4o. 4
to Sa., 4v. lo., 4e. la., 18/'. post 1/3.
'DYNES-400 or 450 or 000v., h20 ma., 4v. 2 to 30.,
40.2 to 5n,4e. 11020., 18/., p0513/3.
OYNE'S.-500-450-0-450-500v. 140 con., 4v. 2 to un,,
40.4 nc 6a,, 4v. 2a.,4c. 20.. 27/6, pout 1/3,' oc eight
1

ff3

DYNE'S Teunsloemees, built tu speoißrotiunn,. kvesmt
prices, best materiuls and workmanship; quotation hy

ALL_SOLDERING

.(Drpt.WW.f.DBA

R

-

beneyc, 7/6, post Od.

111k.

IT_SIMPLIFIES
F

"Wireless World." and ososind

HOYNES,-Eveeymon AC. super teonsfoemee,
poet 1/-; choke, 10 heseys, 7/6, ptut Od.
HOYNE'S.-A.V.C. Steotght Four tyonstermee,
pout 1/3; choke. 26 henryn, 120 ms., 140
9/fi, pest Sd.
60 mo., 4e. 1 to 20.,
HOYNE:s._2sg.o.25or.
tuau.,l0/.,postgd.;ocitheztru 4e__1 tu2a.
ing, 12/6, post 2/..
4v,

-ALL MECHANICS WILL

by

foemee, 350.0-350v., 60-70 ma., 4e. 2.5e.,, 4V. 4a.;
price 12/6, pest 1/..
Quality Amplifier tronslermer,
JJOYNE'S.-Punh-pull
25/., pest 1/3; 7/30 henrys choke, 9/6, post Sd,;
20 honeys, 7/8, posi 9d.
DYNE'S-Single Spun. 15/., punt 1/'; chohe, -10

J'

-

-

-

-

enables you
is a handy and economical tool
on the soldering
to put the Fluxite where you c-ant ituse
-Nothing t
to
simple
job, and is clean and
Atsvoys
READY
trouble.
FOR USE.
Also

OYNES.-Speeifled

[J strictly to the upecntcotion el 1ko author.
O'FNE'S.-Standu rd A.C.2_ teaiaolsesaer, 300-0-3090.,
J' 60 mu-4e. 2,5a., 4e. 2a.,pcinel2/6, post 1/.;20h.
75 ma. decke, 8/51, post 9d.
HOVNE'S.-Standard A.C.3 ond Ferrocart III trans.

GUN J'

-

Maine Chokes, 30 k. 60 mn., 5/6; 20h.
PARAMOUNT
120 ma., 8/-; poet od:
PARAMOUNT 6luarontsed Electrolytic Condsoneps,
4+4 mid., 500 peek; pObo 3/6; post 3d.
Meine Teasslurmeru Manuluetured by
PARAOIOUNT
lt. H. Solter, 66, Hartfield Rd., Wimbledon, OWlS.
.
'l'ei, Liberty 3226.'
[6929

-

Fluxlte is always by you-m the house-garage--.
workshop-anyoo-here where simple, speedy soldering es needed.
Used for 3Oyears inCeovvruaoieotworhs and by the leading.
Of all. ,Ironmongers-fn
engineers and manufactucors.
Tins 4d., 8d., 1/4 and 2/8.
See that

.5.

17225

'

TeaocFeemers are isfanslactured hy Engisieecs
HOYNES
with 54 Years' Eaperienre in Radio Transformer
Design.
urkaowtedged Ooeat raine in transHOYNE'S.-Tke
farmees aed chokes.
'Ll"OYNE'S.-Usrd eaclusireiy by many ratoblished set
1.1. mnnulactoeees, relay atatioss, teao,mittrrn, and
¿Oeeernsornt Iiepartmrntc:
IJOYNE'S.-Seetion wound, popee ioterlcaoed. ,. fils.
mento, centre topped, aluminium c1amp and terminal strips to oil models.

-

'

P

P0

"Wies'

ALL

7,. 5F

rlycaul Pearl ad's l5"

a

-G'A

s

,.

-

Good enough loe

".

Cost

P,50-

i Soest calcInes, lee, .poakcr.
Ca s ce COD. Caeciage

-

s

-

specification is good enoagh loe pos.
Little More than the Cheapeat, bat
VORTEXION
uceqs,aileol by the dearest.
ITORTEXION A,C./34. aced by sntkoe in censtructioss
el A.V.C. Thcee, au illunteated; '18/-.
12 Sleuths, sod witki,s 5% normal and
2//% super models, neat skroudiog, with detachohle
feet. ac nord by Geceroment Departments, etc., etc., any
model goucanteed 5 years at cetra coot el 2/'.
Seccndaeiea Centee Tapped.

KIT-°'C"
:

Caer/H, paid, £9 15 0 0e
12 monthly puynsente at

i

flcution, 12/6. post 9d.; state calce accd upeaher; '
tiniceesal output teansiormec, £1; noynsai 40h. 50 'ma.
peimney output teanstosrmers, 10/6, post 9d.
ITORTEXION 7.30h. 120 ma. Choke 215 ohms in die
cast sheeudin7 to match; il/s.

-

but. unequalled.

KIT"B".

Sc. bsnapasn' nuperhetrroayae
6 R7dS'I'RONG.-Lstost
.tt
cìcsssie, nith fully sieluyed A.V.C., 7 highly efficient

-

-

O

-

butinclndisgcetee 4spiclfied

s

-

£6

2i

-

TORTEXION.-Quolity Amplifier or Saper Mosesdiul,
425-0-425, 120 ma.. 4o. 6-So. CT., 4e. 3a. CT.,
4e. la., 4e. la.. salsee ohrouded, core sise 21/.aio.Xl)bin..
2',L% regulation prsmaryengruced insulated terminais,
u-eight i4ib., 26/-, raeriuge 2f-; normal nhroaded. 22/;
open type, 20/- post 1/3; speaher field ceplacemeot
choke, 16f.; specsal outpat tranofocmee to ' W.W." specs-

oeil ,scnthly poy,ne050 o! 12/11. Antico,', Kit atOes opeelOed paese, iucludlog ces.iy deliled
PIo-oso bscokuacd and polished itywood Pases. loti calce,, cabInet acd

Kill" A"

-

-

-

BATTERY:FOUR.

-

-L6h18/°witis B.R.V.M.A.

-

NEW SINGLE SPAN

itNin. high, 13//aia. n-ide-Write lar cohalesale catalogue
to Importee, Royal Radio Co., 5, Backingbam Rd., South
Wocdford, LondOn, Rio
(7016
.:

-

Transformer, poliohed die- cast,
STANDARD
skcouding gaaea steed 5 years; £1; chaais 6/-, choke
to match, 1276.
A.C.2 Transiormec, 18/-; choke to match
STANDARD
10/6; 5 yesos guarantee,
Specified Olympic S.S. 6 Teanolormeo,
-YORTEXIOOS
S.S.352, 5 yeses' gaarantec, 25/; tess termias.als and
goerantec, 21/-; poccer chassis, £3f1716; chohe, 12/6;
Single Span madel. 25/-; power chassis, £3/10.
%XTHY Not Call and Inspect Complimentary Lettero 1mm
Customees Who Hace Used Them loe Sissy Yoars
A.C.3

-Cxact to

the

6-calce- fiupeehetecadyne,- 19-2.000 metres.
3 separato warehands, acclaimed' by trade an the best
aiho-aoeroceicee pet ps'odocect, aeropinae dial tuning.
Hue-Lite" hood ,oitohing, dynamic speahec, automatic
sciame control, gramophone pick-np. eoalnat cobinet

ORTEXION Specified.

"KITS-

-

-

1535' "Round

Emes-con

--

-V.

MOND

B

VI

B

t

d typ

f

m toch

Sotuedoy.
.
J. HOYNE, ALL-POWER TRANSFORMER, Ltd..
Offior
4 W k
8
GI doto
Rd W mbl d h
S.W.19. Tel.: Liberty 3303.
J7Q68
-

-

.LYI.

.

"1/oc- Wireless World " Diary for Ì935

LI

d

1%J1

t

.

JJOYNE s-All

Price x/6

By

post.

sf7

-
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_.-Arden eliminators, 20 na, test bclq-e purchasing' particselara l,ee.-Ardec Agency.

Wollaston, Wellingtcrocgb,

(7131

[ANVFACTURE16S Clcacance.
-

and Speaker Cabinets; 5/- upssacds.

SET

nl Year Reqoieemento (gicing eine of
set, etse.), or coil end mcke your choice (cons our
,tecku of oser loo dlieeent typro; from 3/6 to £4110.
10TORS fur Radlograms or Geemophones, clockesork
.1.71 or electric from 5/., fist on spplicution.
L SMITH end Co., Ltd., 287-9, Edloere Rd..
(7130
London, W.2. Tel.
t'add. 5891.
:

.

DYNAMOS, ETC..
i.TEW Crypte V.11.3 Charger; £8/10.-Barailto,,

I'

Kent..

2forgun Road, Bromfoy,

53.

L'LECDRO.DYNAMIC 90 Welt D.C-AC. Concerter in

J_ sound proof case, neo-, fist £14, acoept
Auguatirro Garage, Hoesemsrket, Northaorptoo.

helf.[7182

'7 Only.-Rotery conoertors, brood nexo, mith rmOothing
pack, in motel cares, d.c. input 220 colto, ce. onE
pst 220 oOtts 90 "setto, coniuge paid; £2/19/6.-}feory,

hut, Birroioghaso.

60, Hockley

R0T

Conoeetrro,

-

co-

brood

guods.-Degellire'o, 21,

in

seoled

GRAMOPHONES,

T/

St.,
(7229

PICK-UPS, RECORDERS,

P

eete1rcrs' ,ncpmu,;
Mpuble Pmend
M
it b
d

I

-

-

-

76.

hi,untgcce

1011.,

N.5

22,

8

.4

Kl

MINERVA

,

c8 Biackstceh Rd.,'heer Ae,ccel
.17209

jsptbell ground). Cssnoubnry 2951.

Elementary Principles

Iii I

A3. 2.6
£1. lo_o
-

I

.

-

L

I

ROAD

',-

01

.,

.

,

-

L

-

-

.

.

4/-: oscillatOrs.

s-

'-"J

1-1 PP., 5/9; O.P.c 2-1 PP.. 3/9; A.F.i0, 3/6.
E'EREANTI Metc,c, 0- emp., 20/-:. 0-7.5c. D.C, 15/-;
h m
10
0250 1 000 OP V 35
fi
g cc
t
Suds mce/ng ccii, 13/6. 0.20 mc.; Tuccuc 0-100 mc.,

Inch, rn/c. 15/-.

I

-

.1

SE

: ........

Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony"

caper 60 coils.

IU.P.3c

N W 1

'

7/6; Leocos

i

230-25Ss. D.C.. been erixehiched by makers/Sf.;
Epoch 99 P.51.. peeteCt. nith Epoch oniaeesal transformes.
0-50 aod P-P.. 35/-.
E'ERR.ANTI A.F.5. 16/9- A.F.7. 16/9: A.F.4. 7/6;
O.P.3i.1. 30/.; O.P.M.17c. 0/6; O.P.M.12c, 7/9;

.

.

ROYAL

PARR

Phone: Wdl01d,, 4322-3-4-5-6
-

.

amp. raIses,

i

set 3 Toben canned coils, B.P. and HF... 10/-. teso
saitch rod.
BRITISH Radiophone EF. Saper(oet. Pack. 110 he., all
fittings. 35/-; 3 ditto inteemcdiates. oith terminals,
6/- each; RI. Dux chokws, norond-hund, 5/-; ditto 7.1 H.P.
transiosmee, nrcood.hosd, 5/9.
TELSEN Electric Poxer Pentodo Chokro, nno. 4/9; TeSeo
Electric. 1510. pooee chokes, non, 4/9; Marroni 75t
shrouded mircophonc teanstoesnee, 5/9; ditlo 25-1 oatpot
5,9; ditto, onsheoodrd, 3/9.
CHALLIS 5So-O.o0 Trasslosmer, o'ith 3 LV. onindknga
Ive W.W. amplifier, 20/-; Partridge 405-4COc. 90
mo. tierce L.T.s. 10/- '16.1. LT. choke, shrouded, second.
hand. 5/9; xnnheoudcd tpo. 3/9: Polas tub 3-gang cost
drire, 5/9,
RI, Single. soith D.H., 3/9; Moltitnne 8-1 Q.P.P.
J-B. translornses-,
oith graded pot. 12/-; Moeltitoo9
Pachoke. 5/-; Utility 3-gang, oith D.H.. 6/6; Ferranti
Rand Pass- tuner kit. 32/6; Sifiam O-100 ms. meter. mc.flash, 10/'.
POLAR Minor 4.gaxg. esso. 15/-; Epoch 99 xorakrr toc

6/-;

£3.lOO

'A

me WOPIC'S

ecflnnc 'dci eikel.
hed b) i,
d f
el
cb,oninnl. 8m. m,d,i, fine dcncity, 7.500 line, in gap.
25/-; 10/n. aed/terium mcd,), 50.000 line nseugcet, 20
40-10000
781
ZU
3OX2

-.

han a Copy of the Rota Extension
Speaker Show Card gisiing the Correct Rolo
Extension Speaker for yesar factory-made
receiver, Ask lesee it or alternatleely write
direct to Rota (Dept. W, W.) forthe Extension
Speaker. Broadsheet Jost published.

ti

k

32fr

Vourdealer

any of

I
pnsorr or pectoole traneforoorro, and 2.500- or 6,500-ohm
heide; Magocoox P.M.254, 18/.; Magnasse P,M.252. 22/6.
k TTEs-l'tION to All Oestres Within 24 Hours; caro/cgo
paid; casio oith order os rod. Send for hot.
UTARLI, 46, Fartiugdon St.. London, E.C.4. Telephone
VV Ilolboen 9703.
[6404
S

-

.

JUST PUBLISHED

SV.i.(7077
Q edit

.

Mòllel 2. Cow p lele with FR6.P.M.M.
Speaker (without trannfon mer)... ---------CABINET alone (with Celotex sean ding
board attached) ---------------------------------

AGNAVOX D.C.152 lOis, concI, 22/6; Sfagnaeon 154
i6%in. conci. 16/3; olI souk hambackiog colle.

i

I,

Model 1. Complete with FR6-P.M.
Speaker with transformer as per oar
Extension Speaker Broadoheet.............

one si
these anlocing opea'aor bargano coso; repent orders aro
cemleg in daily; cash with order. or c.o.d.-Halbert, 6.

OUNTGROVE SUPPLIES

ir

CABINET MODELS

oith aaiity reio,esiOln cone; ideal
p61-Permanent magnet nprokers
high
1 9 I efficiency Aloi magnets, Sin, cone; oitle
19/6.
24/I-As obcoe, bot aith lOis. cone; 24/-.

Conduit St.,

il

Exlension Speaker Broadoheet. ................. 39/6

°ans

Only! I-Brand neo Cabinets. scitable for
2 /, «II abone opeokers; 2/9 each only; secoec

-

AVAII.ABIE

Model FRG-P,M,M. oolthoul transformer.. .......
Model FR6.P.M. with transformer an per oar

corpSes

-

RVALLS RAVO, 44. Lambo Condoit St., London,
W.C.5. Callees sote: io-e urn jost off Tkeubold's Rd..
best approaCh -from Holhorn theosagh Red Lion St. HoIto 7 p.m.. Saturdays 5 p.m., Tkaeshoes 3529. Hours
days 1 o'clock.
Vorley PP. Transformers, 22/6; Bulgin 20H.
PAIRchoke. 41-; neo type
Varlry Hypeemu, oouscd, 9f-:
RI. parat/rel ooit, arcond.hond, 616; Vueley dochte rutio
oatpot tcaosluemer, 5/9; British Hudiophone, 280.1'. pock.
30f-.
Vorley Aie Coils, 2H.F., three an hase, 17/6; Varley
SETB.P.22corillatar coils, 3f-; Eckeesley tuner. 5/-:
Elmo s.C. limusator, 10/20 type, aniseed, 30f-; Nieren
A.V.C. unit, neo, 9f-; Whit.eley Booehum 42f- model
Slicrole,de speaker, 25/-,
l'alARCONI 1(17 Pick-c , 22/6; Limco scedle oemctuee
91-; Buendept needle oris,stuee, hronoe 151-, alI
oith arms; Gamkeell N000l.ono Juoior. loe mrelissm rcaistono-e, PU., 15/-' Heaybcrot transiormer lar lIT.10 oith
LT., with 1l.T.112. 2716 paie.
T.B. Nssgusg Three, orsperhet. type, ,,iik dine d ioe
12/6; Peler Mt/oc 3.guug, with mooing scale driae,
12/6; PoIse Star 3-gangauper, railla RD., 1216; Radiephone 3.gongsopoehet. piano type midget ne st/ndard.
new, 50/9; alI 0.0005.
Coopted itadiophone Pots. S,SCO and 50,000.
PAIRS
ore, 5/: Botaln lappvd shcoodrd rosiatasre, lee D.C.

.'

Construction)

mosing ccii apeaker., 'sede by one of the boot

to

COMPONENTS, ETC., FOR SALE.

IMM[OMTEUE[IVERI[S

-

euch.

17/6

9703..[6517

7.

-------'

0
-

R.

(100% Dust-proof

knnan Bcitiohmaheca; pessoaneot nxagnetnsodelolhigh
eoicsosscy, souk poner or pentodo traselormer, 8m. cone;
15m

bly,

m

rad:cefly new

the Nola FR6.P.M.
and F6-F.E. mpdels

EXTENSION
SPEAKER
MODELS

0

neofactums-x'

4 LL Types of Bccsd Neu Amrricoo Valen In Stack,
only first-class make, sac/i es Acctaeun col R.C.A.
stocked, goaeae leed loe 6 months, 247, 235. 551. 89. f8,
19, '16, 59, 6A7. f5, 42, 41, 38, 39, 78. 75. 57, 58. 224.
44, 36. 239, 83. 33, 5Z3. 12/-; 2505. 1203. 14/6; 13X171,
CX 199. 13X280, 13X245, 13X226. 13X227, 716; UX25p,
13X210, 01X231, 17/6; CX 867 photcoello. 25f-; elf other
type, st Ameeican coloco in ntcyk; se atoo stvct trono'
witting salyrs, post paid, cash sith order or cod.
UT bIlD, 46, Faeeingdoo St., Loodon, E.C.4. Telephone
lfolbor

20a,

t

Only! -0--and

Asse

-

-

COStN

-NOW

J'

6

the

Cap irs A pen of
Cone,arefeataresof

'\.

[7204
OJLBERT. 6, Conduit SL, Wi-Read ocIo,, il yoo
ore requiring reoliotie reprodiictloo ot remarhakle
loo coot, send loe one cl the lollossiog high-grade speakers;
repeat orders are coming in daily.
Only I f-Brand nro manufacturers' uupiuu moo1 1h
'.7//
ing coil speakers, made ky ore al the heat
known Britiah maker ; energiaed, 2,500 Oo 6.500 ohms
field, power oc pcotode trans[ormee, 8m, cose; 10/6 cook:
Only!
abose bot ,nith lOin. roce, a oeey
1 '6 pxoeelul-Aonpeakoc
capable at haodiing large
/

io

ROtA

.

SL,Moidctone.
[7151
Pieoo-eleetrie, 55/-; 10.55, 25/., pooleet.
ROTPIERMEL,
-Hart, 27, Bishop's Pork Rd., S.W.16.
[7185.
'L'POCR Remino Speaker, 6e. field, spare diaphragm. os
.L4 neo; 551--Fair, 158. Kingoton Rd., Stainrs. (7210
DOTITERMEL Piece Speaker, 80.95, neo; 32/6.I, Doogkarty, 68, Woedhoorne Ao.. Streatkom S. .o.l6.

'

boll,

DUST-PROOF

.

7245

.1.

VALVES.
MEIIICA76 Ve/seo, Scot credo in oil types. olI Meiestic
salues; trade uopplied.-Mntropuhitos Radio Seroicu
Co., 102f, Fischley ltd., N.W.11. Speed,oell 3000. (0436
4 MEI1W.AA Va/ces -Brand neu R.C.A. and Raytheon,
ti.
224s, 23Es, 55to, 2475, 9/9; 227s, 24Es,. 280s, 6/'J;
and moot Other types; rasi, or c.o.d.-Normen Michel. 51,
St. Sfett5cco's Parade, Noethompton.
(7218
SURPLUS Vetoes -All beucri neu; battery typos. 2colt, H,F.2, L.F.2. L.P.2. 1/9; roper pace,, PP.2,
2/6; screens and pentodos 3/9; AC. mois,, 4-colt I eme..
I
poepose, 313; poarr. Il.; coceess end pestcdes.
4/6; lull o-aae rectifiers, 3/6; pootoge paid; conk c-ilk
ordey, ar c.o.d. noce fOl--Glacien It.sdio Volee Co..
885, Tyhoen Rd., Eerlington. lllrmingbeso.
(a339-

feun,foeoee toppinga

u,,.

'

ARRARD Double Spring ut,'toe, turntuble, thor srm,
G
sound boo, haedly used; 1016.-Je,nis, 68, North.
oroberleod St.. E.14.

LOUD-SPEAKERS.
66 AC. Model, neo; ii5/-.-Smitk,
I',°X
Lomee Stone

of

-.

../

IOOFKSSIONAL Wex Recording Stach/ne Waxes, etc.,
genuine snip; £10, no ofleec.-Boo 2443. e/o T9e
fVfrelaoa Vos-14.
[7235
-

TELEVISION, Ltd. (in Liqnidation).-Haoing
BLEW
purchased the catire stuck nl the akuoc, oc arc offee.'
Ing came ander manulaetnrer'u mot; cbcaaia. enmpetn
cub 4 s'cIeca, 59/6; cabinets 7/6; [room, 516 paie; maturo.
Ill-; scams leads, oitls plug adapter, 11-; etc.; cetd
xtaeoped addressed encelo e loe loll hot-H. L. Smith and
Co., Ltd., 289, Edgs'are 16cl.. W.2.
[7199

rolec,,00

Ø''.'

ecoIco

Upper Marytrkone

Londoc, Wi, Museum 7795.

'

couler

or the

[7180.

-

tccsoo,-d

u luego

Och

'

(Waite's -. otaodarrf batterica "), SIC. input 220 soIt,,
AC. output 230 colto ut 90 Welts; at £3110; eaeeiege
-

a,

17163

TELEVISION.

6251.17222

R-

okr,. THE
REASON IS, OF COURSE. THAT BY
THIS PROCEDURE ONLY A PORTION
OF THE OUTPUT TRANSFORMER IS
BEING USED ON ALL TAPPINGS.

(7215

-

'woke, adjS

neu cerril i,, pose 6o,lifg eepeodoclio,'

-

U, receive,

'

Temple Llar 9338.

SALES ONere Telecision ecith Caaraotced
Join aoaseapurimentcr. Conpcte kit of
parts, ontiereal mains, instructions to assemble in
heur, center, lump, tenu, dices, etc.; ecerything is there;
write for list W.W.'l'.; £311216.
SALES, Feeritone Corner, 57, Peced SL, LonUTILITY
don. Paddington

lt isensential thatthe Speech Coil impedance
and cenerai chas'actertetics of the Extension
Speaker match the speaker in the lacIos-y.
mad r rece/ocr. ROLA SUPPLY THE
LARGE MAJORITYOF RADIO MANUFACTURERS SO THAT THERE IS A
ROLA SPEAKER EXACTLY SUITABLE
TO YOUR NEEDS. Any uffe,ept to of/lire a

QENU Particulars

'

UTILITY
Resulte.

-Few Minutes?-

in a

4/6 spscacds.

I&tk6rnrndttIt

-

EXTENSION SPEAK

dark sealnat finish, 1cc set und speaker, usS.T.600,
drilled; 21/-.
RADIOGRAM tìcbinets; 37/6 cpcards.

sCabinets;

SV.C.2.

ROLA

CABINETS.

22

hkg
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Post jree 8/-
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Components, Etc., for SaIe.-Contd.

Components, Etc., for SaIe.-Contd.

REM1ER SuPPLY STOREE

(Thie sods-ecfieeme,st coolioaed frees jis-of coins-oc.)
'UTIRE-WOUND Potenliosneters, 1,000, 2,500, 50,000
500,000, 2/- each; 1,000 ohm, semi sanable, carey
150 ma., 2/-.
flLESSEY Pick-np end Arm, 15/-; Cosmoeor,l pick-np,
oith arm and enlame cont.eol, 10/6.
In tersalve Transfoesners, 2!-; MC, Malt)RELIABLE
catin ootpat transformers, 2/6; 2-1 or 1-1 ootpot
teansformrr, 2/6; micro/phone tcaaselormers, 50 and 100-1.

NNOUNCE a City Bcsonch at 165 and 165e, Fleet ft.,
E.C. nest doo, to Anderton's Hotel) for the convenience of cotices; post orders end callees to High St. Clap-

Folfooing Maoafactn,een' Sarpios Neo
a, Fenction nf the Oeigina.l Cost; oil goods
gssarantced perfect; caeeiage pnid over 5/- sander 5/- postage 6d. extra; IFS. and abroad, caeriage catee; orders
ssnder 5/. cannot he sent cod.; please send loe illostrated catalogue, post free.
LL-ELECPRIC 3-otage Amplifiers, 200-250v. 40-60
cycles, 10 ovstts undistorted output, conxplete with 5
salves, and Magsavou Super 66 energixed speaker; £12110.
Kits, includisg transloemer, choke, WestELIMINATOR
ioghouse motad rectifier, condensers, resistasces. and
diagrams, 120v. 20 ma., 20/-; trickle chargea, 8/- extra;
150e. 30 milliamps., with 4v. 2-4 asnp., CT., LT.. 25/-;
teickir charger. 6/6 extra; 250o. 60 mihia.mpo., with 4v.
3-5slops., CT., LT., 30/-; 300v. 60 ma., soith 4 volts
3-5 ssops., 37/6; 200v. 50 mu., with 4v. 3-5 amps. LT.,
the

OFFER
Goods at

A

-

10.1.8 sod 9 t'eanslormers, 250v. '60 rn-sPREMIER
and 300v. 60 ms. cnclified, oGh 4r. 3-Sa. aocI 4v.
1-2a., CT.. LT., and screened prinaaey, 10/-; with Weet-

etc.

-

made), 3-gang candeaners.

fully ovrevned, 7/6, with trimmees; anacreened, 5/-.
MERICAN Triple Gang 0.0005 Condensers. with
trjmmera, 4/11; Utility bakefite 2-lang 0.0005.
ocreeaed, with uailsnob trimmer, 3/6; Polar bakelite ronatenaces, 0.00035, 0.0003, 0.0005. 1/-,
ORMOND Coudenseen, 0.0005 2-gang scmi-vhieldod, 2/t;
brass vanea oith trimmers, 3/6.
[.AGNAV0X D.C. 152, 2,500 sbma, 17/6; D.C. 154.
2,500 ohms, 12/6; D.C. 152 Magna., 2,500 ohms,
37/6; all complete ,eith humbucking coils; pirase state
uhether ponen or pentade required; AC. rnaver,ioii kit
foe above typen, 10/-; Mo.anavoo PSt. 7m, roue, 16)t;
Sin, rune. 22/6.
Conned Coils scith Circuit Accurately
Matched, dual range, iron cored; 2/11.
3-gano Copdensern. 0.0005, Inilyacreoned, with
UTILITY
trimmers, ball bearIng, straight or noperhet., 6/9;
complete; wit/s Ilse dr/ve, 7111; the beat 1-gang avail.L

RB'
r

SOUND
SALES
Cantracjaru
G.P.O.,
to

LTD.,

etc.
TREMLETT GROVE, JUNCTION ROAD,
LONDON, N.19.
Tdephuoe: Avchnayo66a/a.

HE

the

'B'E5T

PARTS

FOR TÑÈ BEST'.SET5

Condenners, 250e. working, 1 ml., 1/3; 2 ost,
4 ml., 3/-; 4 ml.. 450e. mocking, 4/-; 4 ml.,
750v mocking, 6/.; 2 ml., 750v, svorking, 3/-.
Cpnoksat Square Peak Coils, bund-pass type
PP.7, brand ness, in makers cartnna, ssilh inatractihn and diagram; 2/4.
HF. Interralve Coila, PP.0, bond-pana, rom.
pIste with inatruc6loo. In original carbono; 2/6.
H.P. Chokes, by one nl the largest manuSCREE?4ED
lactorers its the country; 1/8.
British-Made Mctcca, mov/ng iron, licols
mounting, sararucate, 0-10, 0-15, 0.00 ma,, 0-100,
o-250 m.a., 0-1, 0-5 seeps.; all at 6/..
'IX7ESTERN Electric Condensers, 250v. wosisisag, 1 ml.,
Od.; 2ml., 1/-; 4 ml., 2/.; 400c. working, 1 mi..
1/-; 2 mi., 1/6.

Protect your
valvgs

and

ceiver by

-.

//

e-

-

Attention

all

to

littlg detallo will
repay you.

ISis-d

"liandbooh

-

B

-

4/6.

RADIOPHONE Lagaeitkmic Wiee Wound Potentiometee,
10,000 slams, with mains switch, 2/.; 5W HF.
chabes. 10-200 metres, 9cl.
PREMIER SUPPLY STORES Announce the Purchase
st the Complete Stank nf a Worfd.lomnaa Continental
Valve Maautaeturre, all the following ataadurd malas
types, fully guaranteed, 4/8 each; HL., L., poner, medium,
high, law mag. and sanable mu irrero.grido. 1-, 3. and
4.asatt AC. output, directly bested pentoden, 250v. 60
ma., lull cace rentiflere, D.C. typr,, 29v. 50 amps,, filamenta, acecen grid VM., H., HL., power.
THE Faflowing Types, 5/6 each 350v,, 120 ms., full
w uve rectifier, 500v. 120 ma,, Inh
nuve rectifier.
2(fl-snatt ivdirectfy heated pentude.
Amceiean
THE Fuliswing
Type,, 4/6: 250, 112, 171.
210, 245 226. 47, 46. 24, 35, 51, 57, 58, 55, 37, 80.
6A7, 2A7,
THE Following Typen, 6/6 each: 42, 77, 70, 25Z5, 36.
38. 83. 39, 44, 53. tB7, 2.45, 2A6, 2B7, 5Z3, 606,
tA4, SDt, tF'7. 43, 59. Send loe vatalague si above types.
PREMIER SIJPPLI STORES,

3

-

V

-

our

book5' Radio
Belting-Lee Wander
plagsstay pat oven in

-

vibration. Side entry
is provided whereby
the copper fray and
rubber are all effIgiently gripped.

ILLING&.LEE LTD

[CAMBRIDGL APlE,lÂb-_POAD.ENflELD,MlDDx

cetemn.i

0/

dual eusgo, complete

LUE SPOT 29 D.C. Movicg Coil, ssith malti-catio
transfoemee, 7is. cone, 2,500 ohms, 5/ii.
Volume Cooirols, 10,000, 12,000 or 15,000
ELPHRO
ohms, complete soith malas osvitcb: 1/-.
Eleetrofytie Condenser-tB osi., 4405. wnebing 3/-;
TCC.
4 ml., 440v. snoebiag, 3/-; 15 mt.. 50v. ,,aehiag, 1/-;
50 nf., 52v. oueking 1/-; 10 mf., 500v. corking, 1/3;
t ml., 50v. wsehing, 64.; 2 mf., 100v. working, 64.; B-f-4
mf., 400v, workiag, 4/-.
Dey Electrolytic Condenoern. 12 mf., 20v.
DUBILIER.
working; 64.; 50 mf., 50v, norkiog, 1/9.
CONDENSEfO Bluch,, H.M.V., 490v. socking, 4+2+5-I1+1+0.5, 3/9; 2+2+1+1+1+0.5, 3/.; Dubfliee
100v. u'srking. 4+4+2+0.0, 3/-; Pkilipa 6+4+2+1+1,

(h.22, High St., Clspham, S.W.4.

The long straight fase
path tota(fy enctaued
and the method nf
fitting She fase are
paints infavaar of the
nartridge type.

-

you sent tor

Connections"?

iss

asd Anode Coils,
-SCOTT
-wstls Aerial
circuit; 2/6 pee paie.

2188.

MAINS

Have

VA'

sdveeliaensent gonlioned

TRECkaosis valve holders, 5-, 6-, oe 7-pio screened
ucrees-geid lesds, any vslse 1-oatt wire resistsoecs, u-ire
end condensers, 0.0005 to 0.1. 3 wasp. msin switches,
Cyldoss csparilocs. double trimmers.

N cares t

'Phave: Stacaola.y
Statioa: Ciaphom North (Under-

[7240

RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.

ltI'.R.D.

Belling-LeeFu000.

free

(This

Selection ol Pedestal, table and ewdiogewso
by best masfactseees at s Icactios oI
oeigissl. root; send 1er list.
Follouing Lises 6d. each, or Si.. Pee flocon;

ALARGE
csbisvts,

2
grafiad).

fitting

TC.C.
0/9;

,P°1

I watt. 2/6.

27.-

able.
-,

H.T.it Teansfocnsec. 500v. 120 ms., or 450,-.
PREMIER
350 osa., rectified, snilh 3 L'O'. seinthngs. 22/6; with
Westissghoase rectifier. 92/u.
Valves, 4 volt buttery type, HF., ltG., L.F.,
-DARIO
power, ju euch; 4v. directly Iseoted nsaisss power,

-

S
ooyva)ueaptusO,0005hmIrl/-;eu'a.tts.saYTuloe
wound. 1/-.

watts; listed 59/u, -st 31'-.
Coil Speaker by World Famous Radio
SUPER
and Gramophone Co.. 20.000 ohm field f 300v. 30
rna.); 25/.; handles 10 sna.tts.

IN ADDITION, the G.P.O. -together with iiunierous
Talking Film Concerns and Television CompanIer, pin their faith on SOUND SALES; in
other words, the name of SOUND SALES ha/ a
very effective doable meaning, thot is greatly
enhanced by the performance of their new 12 watt
Wireless World" Quality Amplifier, which is
in every scasc of the word a "SOUND' propo-

35/-.

99 P.58. Spcakec Ikmulti-eatio Tassaloemee,

Moving

the completed Annual Audit of Sound Sales.
Ltd., shows increased busIness during the depression. We respectfully suggest that this is due to
Ilse fact that a greater number of discriminating
Home Constructors have realised that SOUND
SALES products-which indude Mains Traosformes-s, Chokes, L.F. ansi Output Transformers;
are heller thon Ilse adverliserncsai, also that the
majority of Radso Maoufacturers depend on
SOUND SALES never to let them down or
jeopardise their Goodwill, by supplying them
with anything but the best Mains Transformers,

17/6.

.'F0LAR Star. manufacturero'

SPOT
BLUE
l.asdles 5

in 1933, spread slowly but surely over the Radio
trade far into 1934. This caused many unfortunate firms to fall out 0f the industry and yet

-graved

up to 15,000 ohms, 1/6; 55 oattn, any valac op tu 50.000
ohms. 2/-; 25 n-attn. any value op to 50,000 ahms, 2/6.
ENTIOALAB f'ntentiometees, 400 ohms, 1/-; 50,000.
100,000, % meg., any valae, 2/-; 200 ohms, nice

B
walnut cabinet,

ADEEPDEPRESSION0.j over Radiolympia

I

Ir,

-

--'Depression

PREMIER
amps., 30

tughause rectifier. 18/6.
11.1.10 Transformer, 200v. lOO ma., rectified,
PREMIER
with 4v. 3-Su., and 4v. l-2u., C'I'., LT., sod sCeeesed
primary, 10/-; uith Weotinghsusee,ctifiee, 19/6.
Msios Tcansiocmer. output 250.0-250v. 60
PREMIER
ms., 4v. 3-So., 4v. 2-3a., 8v. 1-2a. fall CT.), uith
scureard primary; 10/-.
Mains Tasfasers, oatput 350-0-3500. 130
pIOEMIER
ma., 4v. 3-5a., 4v. 2-30. 4V. 1-Ls. (ail CT.), nito
sere edpeisnavy; 10/-.
PREMIER Auto Pvan,fOemers. 100-110/200-250et, 0e
sire cersi, 100-natt; l0/.
TXTESTERN Elentrie Mojos Translorosern, 300-0-300v. 65
VV na., 4,-., 1-2a.. 4v. 2-R,., 6/6; 500-0-500v. 150 osa.,
4v.3-50., 4e. 2-3a., 4v. 2-3a., 4v. la., CT., 4v. la., C.T.;
19/6.
SPECIAL Offer of Moins Transformers, saanatsctured by
Philips, input 180-110v. nr 200-250v., output 100-0180,., 40 ma.; 4v. 1 amp., Is-. 3 amps., 4/6; 200-0-200V.,
4v, Ia.. 4v. 35.; 4/6.
PREMIER L.T. Charger Kits. Consisting of Premier
transformers and Westinghouse pontifier, input 200250,'. AC., nutpsit es'. % amp., 14/6; 8v. 5 amp., 17/6;
6s.2 amp., 27/6; 30v. 1 amp., 37/6; 2v. % amp., 11/-.
Truspeed liadartion Type (AC. only) Electric
I.T.H.
Gramophone Matura, 100-250'-.; 30/- Complete; ditto,
D.C., 47/6.
('IOLLARO Geomophune Gait, consisting of A.C. motor,
'°s.J 200-250v. high quality pick-up sod volume control,
49/-; aithout volome contraI, 46/..
EDISON BELL Doable Spriag Gramophone Motors, complete vyith turntable and all fittings, a really sound
job; 15/-.
PECIAL 00cc o) Wire Wound Resiutanren. '4 watts,

2/6.
fAGNAVOX Super 66 Poseer, penlode and pooh-pull
ls-anslos-mec, 2,000 ohm field, £4/4; eseegised foe
200j250 AC., £5,
LIJE kpOp 45 PhI. Speaker Molti-aslio Tesusfocusec,
handles 4 watts; listed 45/-, st 25/-; or in Isandsorne

-

27/6.

Chokes, 40 csillismps.. 25 hys., 41-; 65 mulihyo., 5/6; 150 sailliamps., 30 hys, 10/6;
60 noillsumps., 80 hys.,. 2.500 ohms, 5/6; 25 milli&lssps.,
20 hyx., 2/9; 250 millinmps., 30 bys., 20/-.
LL Premier Guaranteed Mutuo Tvanslocrnees Slave EnTermisul Steips, o-ith terminal connections,
input 200-250e., 40-500 cycles, all u-indiasgs paper inter-,
leased.
11.1.7 Tranoloomec, output 135e. 80 ma.,
PREMIER
loe osltsge doubling, 8/6; 4v. 3-4a., CT.. LT., 2/extra; with Westisoghosse rectifier, giving 200v. 30 ma.,

deé,,--

-

Technical Instruction for Wireless

Co. 011er Christmas Bargiins; gaaranteed peefeet; raeriage paid; list Ieee-Tudor 4006.
17 MId. Csndunaev Banks, 4X4X3X3X2X1 mId.,
250e. AC. working; 4/.,
,11.C.C. Tug Typo Fined Condenuurs; 0.00006, 0.0001,
.L 0.00025, 0.0003, 0.0005, 0.001, 0.002, 0.005; 2(6d.
each, 2/- pee douce.
Efrrtcnlytirs, 25 osSi. 25 s'alt, 50 mid. 12 voIt,
TC.C.
1/3; BaC. a mId. electeofytics. 550v, punk noching. 3/-,
P.M.M.C. Speakeco, 7m, cone, tjnirersal
ROT3TERMEL
translocmer, brand ness-; 15/-.
7ONOCHORDE Enecgised Speskevo, 2,500, 6.500 ohms,
k
7m, cone, Pentode trsnolvcmer, brand neo; 11/6.
25,000 ohm potcntìometers, wire wound,
COLVERN
1/3; Radiopkone toggles, 3-point, 7d.; on-astI, Sd.
Standard Tubo/ar Condenocrn, brand new,
BRITISTI
wire ends, 800v, test, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05. 0.0 mId., Od.;
0.25. 0.5 mid., od.
coded, a-ire sneund, nor watt resistors, ssire ends, 100 tu 000,000 ohms, any s/ac, your
RESISTORS-Colour
choice; 4d. each, 3/6 por dvasa.
r'IaASSIS.-Cadnsism plated meIst clsasoia. 13415ie.X7in,
'._' x2Nin., 1/.; chassis calve holders, new, S-pin 2d..
7-pin
nl Well-known Makec's Sorplssn.-Effiriet
CLEARANCE
14F, chukea, 4d.; 1 told, condensera, less fis/ng,
300e. working, 4d.; macson twin 0cv, 1/3 per 12 yards;
acceencd lscatcr n-ice, jOlt., 9d.
'1'AINS
IiA000 DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, 4-6,
LVI. Meow/al Il/Il tod., London, NO.
(7194
ltiEEVEfl 12.0sineg Moving Coil Microphones, u/ah sto,sd,
teanaloemac; 70/- cash-33, linden Rd., Beichten.
[7233
J.

PYE

Od.-

,1I

Telegraphisls' Fifth Edition Post free 15/9
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you have an

EPOCH

REPR OD UCER
because an EPOCH Speaker, being scientifically
designed. passes onto you what is led into it by
yoareeveNO MORE, NO LESS.
From oar range st speakers every taste and
purse cao be suited.

LETH CEN,
P.M. MODEL
most useful present tor yourself,

A
-'s,

\r\k Speaker

familyorfrjenfs

8

ideal for any
type of set.

-handles

'ógc'

from

-

r

-

one-

te nih to
watts
4
comfortably.
J

-

Dual

.15.0.
.

MODEL

A2-.P.M.

A new hand-made, quality model at outstanding appeal to those who deaire the nearest
approach to perfection at a reasonable prIce.
The unit is carefully desigoed asd robustly
built.
Type A25.-Unit with lO-ratiomatching panel,
£3 . 3 . 0.
Type A21C.-In handsome mahogany, walnut
or oak cabinet, £4.80.

ALL

i!

Scad

Buronu. We shall be glad to help you.

WoVkshona?,dst

Laboratorienas-eatyous'dispososl. Aliseroice avork
in carried out by fully qualified engineers. WrIte or
'phone Inc details.

Trade Enquiries Invited.

.EPOCH
REPRODUCERS

MICROPHONES

Goad, Gaueaateed and Sent Post Paid.

ut

Various
-

46,

9d.VV

.

OUR COIJRSES

Included in the I.C.S. range are Courses
dealing with the Installing of radio sets and,
in particular, with their Servicing, which today intimately concerns every wireless dealer
and his employees. The Operating Course is
vital to mastery of operating and transmitting.
There io also a Course (or the Wireless
Salesman. This, in addition to inculcating
the art of salesmanship, provides that kflowledge which enabtes the salesman to hold his
own with the most technical of his customers.
Then there are. Preparatory Coursen (or the
City and Guilds and I.W.T. Exams.
We wilt be pleased to send you details ot
any or all of these subjects. Just fill in. and
post the coupon, or write in any other way.

Asrd

Witbaat cost, os' obligatIon, please seud
information ghoul the Coacses I have macbed X

Sca

Orslcc

WOBURN RADIO
of

Wireless Techñical Terms"

tufi

esso

D COMPLETE RADIO
D RADIO SERVICING
D RADIO EQUIPMENT
D RADIO SERVICING & SALESMANsa,IIP
D WIRELESS ENGINEERING

-

WIRELESS'OPERATORS

OEXAMINTION (state
Na,no

misich)

.........................................................

,.. ........

IJeloy

Ì

InternatIonal Corros pondence Schooln, Ltd.
Dnpt. 36, Intne'nationai Buildings
Kongssvay, London w.C,2.

'i

2e., 4e., 6r. .5 smp., 12/6,
careioge 1/.
Trosle L;sl Moo Reody, send hecdsng sod skomp.

NW
T°

Telephone: Holborn 9111

S...

Rudiophone too-gsog Condensers, .0005, a/tb
BRITISH
teimmeeaas.ncrernect. 5/9; Radiaphone Ihrer-gang
rondrosees. .0005. tally scrreaesl with trimmer,, straight
and super-heI, 9/9.
OTHERMEL Pireo Elratcio Pick-ape. ero, 2 guinea
.19, saodel, ward, 30'-; Marconi £25 pick-ups, 21/-;
Weotrru Electric mireophines. 2/3; microphone tronoformrrs loe aome (ratio 85/11, 2/3.
'SxTESTINGIIOUSE Rectifiers. set manolocturees' sorVV plus, skrlrtoo typr, M.T.8 und 9, 0/11; leo, only
and 9, with
lIT.5 aud t, 4/9; trunsiormrrs for lIT.8 firo,
3d. yd.;
LT. ooioding, 4v. 4g., CT., 8,9; screeurd
tag9les, tot.; chuosis ralee holders. 4-5-pin, 1/3 hall doges,
7-plo. tot.
Iron Cored Coils. 2/8; Lureror iron cored
EaTON
canned rails, 2/6; Columbia 3/1 ,,d 5/1 'LO'.'
translornoers, 2i9; Clo.as B driver und choke, oit par
pair; ,,'ith valor and 7-pin holder, 17/-; binocular cbokrs,
1/2; 1-IF. chokes, honeycomb woaod, lsd.; Sistoflea,
7yds., 6d.; J.B. condenser,. .0005 sir spaced, with dm1,
escotct,rnu oud lamp, 3,3; Rothermet MIdget P.M.
speakers, 5io, roer. 12/6.
blocks as lost aeeh; Fermo
CONDENSEBa6.-All
mid., 5/.; 2 nold., 1/3; 4 mid., 2/3; T.C.C. electro.
lytics, t mid. 50v. corking, 15 mid, 100°. working, 25
mId., 25v. working. aid 50 sold. 12v. working, all at
1/3; British insalaird ubIco, dr3' rlrctrolytico, O mid.
555v. a'oeking, 3/-; 50 mid. 56v. corking, 3/.; Dabilter

'(ITOBURN Trickle

.

Diclionary

I'

atour

4

Aidwych House, Aidwych, LONDON, W.C.2

*

sl Baraiss loe Callers

sold. 500V., 3/': 0 mid. SlOe., 3/-; 50 sold. 50v., 3/-;
F.C.C. tag condeoaers, types "S" and "M," .001, .0015,
.003 .006, .0001, .0002, op to .0009, and .00005, 4d. each;
tubular condenser,, Wege .01. .02 aud .1, td.; Wegs .25,

-

Made and Distributed by

DEVELOPMENT CO.

Radio has developed so rapidly
throughout the last ten years that it has
now greatly outgrown the supply of
technically qualified men required for the
better posts. Moreover, it continues to
develop With such speed that only by
knowing the basic principles can pace be
kept with it.
The I.C.S. Radio Courses cover every
phase of radio Work.
Our instruction
includes American broadcasting as well
as British wireless practice. It is a
moderneducation, covering every department of the indus'y.

12/6).

(7224

a

wireless.

-

'UTOBUIÌN RADIO 0lire Follcwisg Bankrupt Stack asd
VV, Magalaeturero' Sueplao:-

I

THE RADIO

(2.2502.25(, 3f-; T.C.C. (0.100.01), 1/3

Lisle St., W.C.2; 16, Leirester St..
BRANCHES
W.; 271-275, High Rd., Willeoden Green, N.SV.10;
all mail erdrro to 323, Ruoten Rd., N.W.1.
RADIO, 323. Rustan Rd., London, N.\% .1
SOUTHERN
(near Warren St. Tobe). 'Pkonr %ls,oeum 6324.

£5.50
.0

&

(listed

THOUSANDS
Shops.

With input transformer
£1 .1
Floor Stand., Extra

-

4.5 mId.

SPEAKERS-Bloc Spot 66E. units, brood new and
based, 1016 (list 35/-); complete, msonsted on Blue

2/3

MICROPHONE

II
ivieans L

i

'rapn

The man who can analyse these curves
and understand what they indicate
knows his job. But il they do not convey
to him perfectly definite information, it
would appear that he needs'naore training than he has had. He is not competent to fill a respon1ble position in

pleaoe state nlsetbee A.&, D.C., or battery set; note pelre,

EPOCH Microphones should aot be
confused with the more yopolar and
apparently inexpensive types. They
are a great advance over Carbon
and Condenser types. kaving'much
greater sensitivity. The quality is
perfect at ALL frequencies. Being
designed for serious work there is
an entire freedom from distortion
and from external and internal
noises.
Type 44. As illustrated. £4 . 4 . O

SET REPAIRS

2/9;

bea,cdnensndbcsrs( a-ithaimpleinstrocttonleaflet;

MOVING COIL

FREE.
SE RV CE.

Osease 4-salee (actual)
roil speaker, magnificent pedestal cabiset, ready to ose
on all voltages AC., al) Occase peoprietary rsssponrnts
se original sealed cantons; £6/15 (list £15/is); an rOCeptional bargain.
CROMWELL 3.ealse Battecy Sets, complete with three
Corser valves, pecmanest magnet msvisg coil speaker
in nsisgniflcent soalnat console cabinet, brood neo, in
original scaled Cactons; £3/12/e (list £8).
BURGOYNE Class "B" Receiserc, 1935 ser/rs, befnd
flea, is seigisal sealed cartons, complete witls 3
Mallard salees, Es/de batteries and accumulator, P.M.
moving coil spcahee, cvstained in atteaCtive cabinet, magnificently finished 'with chromism fittings; 63/19/6. (lint
£6/SO).
LISSEN 2's-aloe D.C. Receivers, complete o ith valves,
speaker in attractive bakelite ssbiset, ready to work
on all voltages D.C.; 62/19/6 (liet 67/7).
COILS.-Igeanic suprebet, net o) (env Ii 0cc., 2 LP.
with pigtais, i L.F. plainl, 12/6 (list 50/'); Liners
soperbet, 3-coil kit, screened, ganged on base y ith switch,
type L.N.518l, 9/fi; seme descriptiss loe band pava ce
any straight cirrssit, type L.N.51t2, 7/-; Vnrley constont
square peak seils, B.P.S. complete with all accessories in
sealed cartone, 2/3; Leo-can, O.9.C./126 (estensorI
TOS/E, all at 3/6 rash.
PICK'LTP.S-Marconi model K.25 (1935 issue), 21/.
(list 32/6).
3-gang, 12J6; 2-gasg, 8/6; all
CONDENSERS.-Ls,tos
0.0005, fully screened ,sith trimmees, complete wilh
dials, knobs asd escsrtchessns; special bacgals lise, Plrssey
4-gang condensers, ssiperhet. type, (ally screened with
trissmrra (Ires dials) (otasdard dial oill St), 10/6 (Gît
45/-); Dohilier block condensers, 4 mId, (2X1x1), 1.000v..

1t4ISCELLANEOU8..-'Set mussulactorers surplus skeleton
LI type Westingkoo,e metal rectifiers, H.T.6, 7, 8, 9/3;
osoese tapping keys ssilh Sash signal and buooer, rosa.
plete with battery and bulb, 2/-1 Lisoen general purpose
output chokes, 20-28 henriro, 18.60 ma., L.N. 5301. 6/each; Loss-roosaperbet, dual, suce (ramp serials. 9/-;
utility midget road cacera 0.0005. complete with dial, knob
enestrheon, 2/6; Bills, clatir eatoato. defloitely cuto 'sut
all electrical interference and all oniranted noises scitbant
decreasing salome, listed at 12/6,- our price 2/3 curb;

£3 . 10 0.

'ri
i nis

RADIO'S Wireless Bargaiss.

alt brand new.

25CC.- In Polished Walnut Cabinet,
£2 . 7 . 6.
Matched Pie mounted on Sub-baffle,

Do You Know Wha

sets, cors'
ftF,CEIVERS.-G.EC
plete rvith 4 Osease salees, permasest magnet wooing

)It

Type OOC.- Unit with 5-ratio translormer,

£1

s OUTHERN

Spot chassis. 16/6
45/-l.
BLUE Spot Permanent S agneS Musing Coil Speakers,
uniserral trenslormer loe Class ' B," Saper Power,
Poseer, oc Pentcde, all hcasd neo 1935 series, in sealed
parteas; type 45P.5l., 26/- (list 45/-); 99P.M., 30/- (list
5916); 62P.M., in mag,rsfiee,st cabinet, 38/- (list 67/6);
32P.M., in eoqoioitely finished cabinet. 45/. (list 87/61;

J.
Type

Koon

eto-

ring out clear and true

15

SaIe.-Contd.

.V C L L
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Ljst

E!rctc Tunt,b1c.
S!'0N6
t
t d 39/6
/6-B
b!

2

t

200-250 AC., 12/u. turn-

NEW

150 VOLTS AT 15-50 MA.
Voltage regulation practically constant throughout
the whole range of current. Suitable for any set
from a one valve to a seven valve superhet, and
specially suitable for Class
working.
ABSOLUTELY FREE FROM ALL HUM AND
BACKGROUND.

"B"

e-ox mp. upes/ocr, £5/SO;
Koioter-Broudeo 3-solco
bottor-y Kobrs ort, complote, 45/-; 5-c-sIse church, hooted
firrish, oith teeminol rtrips. 2/6; send for photos of

Grurnophonc Cnbtneio, seith hors, 15/-,
G.P.O. ocluyo, isper- oensitice se/th poluto,
000drl, cc-jfk points. 10/-; G.P.O. selector

2/6; potoriscd

s.ositthct, oc sorsi on preoest osto rxchunees, 5/-; D.c.
moins units, 25 mu., 9/6; 's.C. 0000def, 2.5 roo., 22/6:
Ac. osith ',lump. chur-gro, 35/-; olI oloroso otth three

positice toppiogo, AC. churgcrs, %csop., 2,

9/6.

post

softs,

4, 6

poioi.-

Opi:, D.C. Pups, to pleur,

FEWuotecd,

-

PRICE

Model

-

15/50

-'

3

YEARS

Sund fo,- our laient Radio Handbook together with
3d. in stampo to coser pontage.

M............................................................................
Address..................................................................

w_w.
10,FINSBURY ST.,
LONDON,E.C.2

...........................

mn

urv
F. .,. ULMIDLflU
r

nil
leu.,

To/sen short-sane coil unito,
io sealed boceo; 1/9 each.

-faulty

ALL id.

each.
There/na Master Plug"
able for eaery radio and electrical

brand
-

Un/tone 3-gang 0.0005 Variable Condensee. fully
u-/tb te/muoio and complete oitli deioe, in
sealed booco; 11/6 each.
VERRANTI A.F.4, 716; A.F.3, 10/-; A.F.5. 18/-;
AFt. 18/. A.F.7. 18/6; Bl choke. 10/.; B2 choke,
121-; B3. 5f.; 85 choke, 15/..
Ootput Teansfoeesee,: O.P.l, 1-1 eat/n, 7/6;
FERRANTI
O.P.2, 25-1 callo, 7/6; O.P.3C.. 1-1 PP. output.
5/6; O.P.NI.1, 10f-; O.P.M.2. 10/-; O.P.M.3, 10/-;
0.P.M.5, 10/..

pa pase.

LECTRU LIMX

GIFT

For

ALLÍ

'

/

Now you can put Philco Shadow Tuning on any make of
This new
A.C., D.C., or Battery set wh:ch hos A.V.C.
accessory can be fitted without adjustment and makes
this exclusive Phtico tuning device available to all.
The Shadow Tuning Meter ¡s complete with its own
cabinet, decoupling condenser, wire, lamp and full fitting
instructions. Or. if desired. can be fitted inside 'the
sets own cabinet. Shadow Tuning shows you when you
have hair-line tuning-and therefore pure, undistorted
Makes
repeoduction. Tuning - in is comp/de/y si/eel.
Indicates, os well, the
station-finding child's play.
comparative signal strength of stations.

-

3-caogecoltmetec 0.10, 0-50. 0-250.

j

PHILCO
SHADOW
GFo0Yms0t
with A.V.C. - either
A.C., D.C., or Battery.

THE PHILCO RAOtO & TELEVISION CORPORATION OF
CT. BRITAIN, LTD., AIPITREE RD., PERIVALE, M(ddt,sex.

'SJAIILEY B.P.31 Coite. 6/- each; Frerocact 010. 014.
G18, 22/.; oct 3 Gots'een K.G.O. esili, 16!.; sot
VacieS 7/icsrc coile, 28.t'.30, JB.P.4t, 17/6; Weacito
and Leccai saperhet. coils, 4/. esch.
'UTP,IGHT

Da Costee Senior Type AC. Moins Movisg
Cost Speaker, s'itt hacdt
to a-atti, complete aith
mate/a/ng transformer, £4; Baker', P.M. mocing coil
speaker, £3115 sacalel, 37/6; Epoch model 02S 13m, cour.

£2/12/6.
J[ABCON1 K.t7 Square Head Pick-ups. 18/6 each,
Bsrndept needle arosatare pick-up, 18/-; paie Mutti.
Isne Class B tesunisemers, 9/6; paie 5.1. Q. PP. tracs.

iocosees,

t5/.

paie;

Vartoy B.P.42 coito, 14/..

OTUS Att-posee Usitu, 2 only, gleis HT,, LT., nod
GB,, 22/6 each; 2 only Tannoy ult-yso'ee units, au

T

tire Letus, 20/. cock.

THE

bore Post oc Carriage Paid.

'%JE:reOpesttl
'pHoNE:

6

Day Thaeudny, und

9

o'clock

VOIGT LO-UD

SPEAK1

DEMONSTRATONS.
latest Voigt
demonstrating
'shall
tromthel
loudspeaker for
Visitare. re wIcam
to8p.m
anytime durisgthe
be

%'e

the

one week

uth December.

day
at
., except on
Monday thel7thiflst.when we cluse ai6p.m.

Voigt, Hartley-Turner, Haynes and all highgrade Radio Equipment supplied on convenient
terms. Full particulars and qutations from

THE LONDON RADIO SUPPLY

CO.,'
11, Oat Lone, Hoble Street, London, E.C.2.
'Phosse
Natioaal 1977.
(am/cutes Irom G.P.O.)

Tensions 5751.

(neue The Anget), London, Nl (2
minutos leoni King's Cross and Esstont. Cal/ros

(7201

MARCONI P13 60-malt AC. Aoiptier, rompiste ,vith
es/res, Lo/lo; ditto 30-scott, complete ellis volves,
£5/to.
,t MPLIO.'E Ootpot Aoip/iScvs ltO-240v. AC., \Veating.

house metat veetiflee, oopplyiog Ht', motee in osipot
stoge, coing one I..S.6A; breaking op twice, toss sa tees,

£2/5.

To/tin 'S.C. Ansptilee Pormoko renoSYOstPLAt'HONE
ponen to, Westen metres. D.O.60 in 0061ml stage,. rom,
p/etc oli/i vivos, cte.; £12/tO.
PPM. t0Vin. Cose, complete with onicerCCLESTION
sai output toansfoev,oe. list 77/6. voy peine, brand
nec, 35/-; P.P.M.70, in oak, os/nut or nivhegauyrabluets,
lint £616, 5O lie/re. 0 Ooigioal racIono, 45/..
Eoeeniacd Speak ero nod Other Makes,

4tO
CELESTION
sod 2.000 obvio; o/O ear/i.
('ThAI/DE lYONS Straight line 4-garg Coco/ensero,
- 0.0005, lIst 23/-, my poire, nc-s and hooed, t/6 euch.

PSTAMAT
i/1; 1, 2:

Osotput
1.

3:

t;

Traostoroices,
5/It cur/i.

Tronatoroiers,

PHILCO

until

I

Pestonrilte Rd.

leo-/ted.

FERRANTI
O.P.00, 10/.;

ill';

LTD.,

Rochootor Row,
London, S.W.1.

79a,

22/6; Ferranti teiple range. 0-7.5 colt. 0-150 colt.
C-15ma.. 22/6; Seccanti 0-150 n.a.. 18/-; llanto Dead
Beat a1.C., 0-50 mn., 15/-; Asamino,-. 27/6.

CHRISTMAS

E

amount of vibration wilt move
Clix plugs.
Change over to Clix now and forget
contacts.
Red
and Black engraved
type.
Battery
or 8 'assorted colours.

J.B. sereeneoj,

MT--oh

-

No

nessunofinscofedboses;1/6roch;fimiteslnsmber
Offre:

pliers,

ho need to open them with a
penknife. Clix are the only" Master
plugs which are non-collapsible and
make perfect and permanent contact
with, any battery socket.

ILDMAY RADIO EXCHANGE Offers the Folios-log,
cosed oust perfept, costs sitio order or e.o.d.
Vitro Model 22, for D.C. moteo, p000pletr stth
035
1 eJ o-tIses, sed in cooed end goss-outood corking order,
demonofrootiss model;
Shdoet Reçeiocr. O..C. or D.C., complete
BELMONT
soith colors. £4110; Lsto, 3-colVs botter-y sporsf.ed
rope/roe, complote euh sols-eu und cpeukrr- is sell-con'
toineti robinet, SG., dot., poser, £3/S.
.CIOLLARO Type 32 ombisord AC. Msisu Grursophour
Motors, complete so-ith pick-op cod solomo cssteof.
fitted cielo folly sstem:fistsp ted hurt, 12m. tsrntoble;
50/- e:tels, fisted £4.
SPECIAL 04er: Tot sen L.F. chokes, 40 hrnry, brcsd

SPECIAL
neo and

-

RY'

prongs with

[7244

-

GUARANTEED

-

No need to close the

goods goce-

39/6; sii

£8/a./

_.'..t';-

:,.
-

-

JBAA

\\SOI.41ET

\

'-5

I&IOG
solid;

-

\

ht

P

\

\

m

RADIOPII0OSF\:dgt

AY B E R D
H EMAINS
UNIT

x\

i

Rn,d;'Iirtrd'39/6,

SERVICE WITH THE-

1934.

:-

Free.-9

A

DECEMBER 14TH,

-

OP/iLl, 10/';

O.P.M.S, 0/-;
A.F.5C. 16/-; A.F.4, 8/-.

t:

livio3

O.P.s,

2,

O.P.3C,

al-;

t:

1,

10/';

O.P.M.IC,

Equipnicntv.-Sound Scado. nortees. omptifiero,
at knork.00t prices, ro/loro/no/lcd;
etamp (or I/sin; teems, cash o/th order, rod. carriage
brocard-H. Frocks. 23, t'eery in., Tottenkoso Pourt Rd.,
Vo'.t.
Mosconi
[7220

TALKIE
remooneots, et.

Radio Data Charts,"

0535.A Series

o/ Abacs

I

RADIO

c

ELECTRICAL CONSULTANTS
is the deiga, msun'
¡

We ars Speciu/ists! and sperinline

facturo and devcbnpuaent ni cocer desce,'pun nf eteotricat
nppoeatns. Year inspection nf one laboratory io insitod.
Th'E

WIRELESS
ENGINEER
5IND

EXPERIMENTAL WIRELESS
'The Journal of
Radio Research and Progress
Monthly 2s.

ód. net,

Post free 4/IO
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f1ONDENSEES-2 mi. PO. mtten, gúanteed; 22/6
100
1OOO.-Eyams, 234, fl'gh st.Ç Cmde To.

')

[7196

4 .F.Se14151-A.F.3, 8/-j- B.3, 4/-; paIr Vueley PP., £1;
'-Epoch 66;. £1 all excellent.-491, Footocoy Rd.,
4ES.
[7193
-EI.

TAltp Sec Unparalleled Bargains In

VV

Set Manulacturers'
gobdo ore 'guarasteecl perletty home-

Srpltss;' -all

diete delioeey.

Sis Coils, complete to specification.
OLYMPIC
45/-; AO. und D.C. eliminators, first class make,
tappings 5,0., detector and purser (15go., 25 ma.);
AC. typo oith WestInghouse rectification, 25/-; D.C.
S.S.

type

12/-.--

Resistances,
flVEILlER
1/2, 3-oatt type 1/9,

lytic

1-satt type 7d., 2-natI type
Dukiliet sr T.O.0 dry electro-

caedesoeea, fi solda or 4, solds, 500e.
50 mlds. OC 200 mIdo.' lOs. peok' 3/6.

peak.

50e.,

,[ARCONI 1(19 or 1(25 Pick-ups. 21/-; Rotberneel piece
electeic, 30/-; Cssmrcsr4°12/.; B.T.H. seedle armatuco pick-ups, 29/-;
pick-up tone
3/.; Clin
chausis type salee holders, 5-1,in 5d., 7- sr 9-pin 6d.;
F.C.C. typn
fiord csndennec'n. 'sOy sioe up to
0.001 solds., 64.
Q ET Muoulocturer's Surplus.-Skeletsn. type Weltinghouee

ss,

BIB.

"M"

certifiers, H.T.8 9/0, H.T.9 10/', HIlO, L.T.4, L.T.5
10/9; tcusoloemees (Regcntone) 1er H.T.S or lIT.9, o'ith
4e. 4a. LT., 7/-,
Paid, cash with nodes or cod.; send los
OY

CA.RRIAGElist.
UTARD, 46, ll'arringdon St., London, E.C.4.
Holboen 9703.

.

VOIGT PATENTS LTD

-

.

3/6;
1

/ 6.

8

mid.

munulncturers' surplus. 9/9.

2-gasg coil usit loe screened grid
RADIOMART._Lis-gn
cornet, soLches, saukece' unopened knees, complete
circuito lust 17,6; 5/11.
-

super

IADIOMÄRT._Utilíy
bracing, fully oereeoed,
disc dial,

Ò.0002,- 64.

berner, 4/6.

oller: dszen assorted ojee-ceded
RADIOMART,_Special
ressrtxeees, Dubâlies N.S.F., etc,, all different, our
ejifa.

4v. 0 anspo,, dc. 2',

-

DADIOMART.-Ekcu brond oree D.C. 25 mu.
gtoro, 18/6; TrIsen 28 ma. AC., oit h charger, 42/-.
type Telero compunests. lira
RADIOMART.-Lutest
drinos. 1/9; olonu motion dials, 1/6.
7/6 Rssdiogcaod trsfl,loeu,ecs 3-1
RADIOMART.-Telscn
or 5-1. 3/9; 'topped Pentode chokes, '3/6.

deals

%

cycles

CHORE
SUPP4JED")b

-

-

-

IM

werro VOIGT
SPE,4Is'd.R

.,

RADIOMART.-Telsen
coetcidge, Sci.; Telson

-

.

J.'h1.
_______

-

OLD os- NEW,
Whether it be a
SENIOR,
SUPER,
SUPER POWER,
SUPER CINEIVIA,
or just a
LOUDSPEAKER

2

be

.

-

-

(even of the latest typel

is well worth trying, partransients and speech.
a first class amplifier, etc., should
be used. A VOIGT SPEAKER cannot be
justified on inferior apparatus.
For CINEMA WORK a single VOIGT
SPEAKER with Tweeter Horn will handle
the top even though several Super Cinema
speakers be used for the lower frequencies,
Owing to the wide angle distribution from
the special horn, a single unit will normally
cover the whole theatre.

on

'
dial, cod drives, complete
joot mound, blaoh or broma; 5/'.

1mm

Send

17162

10.17181
Lao' Loso Coils, 3/-;

50

bco.,

Now on Sale

Loloss shorta-noc oalve holdce, 4,8.;

.

-

o

2/11..,

s

-

4/6; H.F.Pen., 7sl.H,

types at

-

VOIGT PATENTS

THE COURTS,

LTD.

-

-

types
0X35.

hundreds of

1935

Price

"

.

-,

ti.

post ieee-The Sqoam
17223
RADIOMART.-Oedeeo
Drolers. 19, John Bright St., Bienringha,n.
osee

Rrg.Ore: 22,Ca,tleSt.,E.C.l.

"The Wireless World " Diary for

y

at' 4/6' u.xsasâ,
U.Y.224, 11.V.27, 46,

list' girei charaoteeíatirs íin
quality bargain,; noSe. nicase,. otaesab

roost a000mpany'enqssiries.

SII VERDALE, SYDENHAM,LONDON,S.E.26.

TeL No. SYDenlssos 4114.

',

R1°'-No,

-

'

-

U.X.245, Û.X.210.
2A.7, tA.7, 80, 81, 56.

'TAUXRALL UTILITIES. 163g. Strand, W.C.2; over
Wisse Special

.

RADIOMART.-A.C.
ISLH.L., V.M.S.G.. P.T.4, S.G.L.5.. S.G.H.A., 2-soit,

Sri, 5-pin 7d.; W.B. 5-pio, 4I4d.; post poid 2/6 or over,

SHORT
intcr,nesliateo, crystal gates, aecssmnlgtoes replated,
stamp toe list-Warners, 295, Charles Rood, Birmingham,

-

p5icpo.

'TAUXHALL-Dubiiierresistaoces. 1-spott type: 74,
V
each, ail vaines; Clix sabe hoBoes, ter'mlnxls, .7-pto
Templo Bar 9338.

ft

hush nickel, 2%io., /9,
RA010MA'R'l'.-Mllliammrtoro.
aupee; 20/io., 6/9; cenni AC. or OC.. all rostro.
Purchase, Os-ro Peoolccccl Stork leading
RAD0O5IART
Contiorstal 'oloe Maker: saper ce loes; apnsational

Utility

lBs/ny's the Booksellers.
postcard for lists free,

R0ET19

RADIOMART.-PyP
stein, coil tornio, 4-prong 113. n-prong 1/6.
Electric 21I.microphoorc. 2/9;
RADIOMART.-Wtmtera
troasrormer. 2 f6: Brehier standoSI inoaal;ctors, 8cl.

-

V

mId. l/8,
told. 1/2.

the only wire used ky the Set
6 perds Sc.
Coosor Melody Moler kilo. brood
noce, complete speokec, robinet, vulves, model 340
(list 15/7/tI; 72/6.
1, ls,, 3 smp. lisses,' 2d.; Beltiag
RADIOMART.--Bolgin
Lee plain klkelite tecminalo, ld.
"Clos, B." P.M. ,pesskcrs5
RADIOMART.-Mogssaooa
06/6; Igcooic deuce teonc(ormees, 1111.
tabular,, .nira-ecdrd,
RAIJIOkL4RT.-Noninductioe
1,500c., 0.1, 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.05 mid., 6d.;
Philips 0.0001, 0.001. 2d.
Igraoic, 8/6; Parao '3N'
2, 3/12,''Eriraaoo, 15/-, 1/3; ,lgranic.- Orlare; 5/I.
29/6 boeing rail, 2.5Ó0
RADJOS0-kRT.-Sanocborde
tapperS pone;, Pentode, makros' boors; 10/6.
reliable near ah
RADIOÎs6ART.-Shortoacesperialisto'
common senso crica. direct supervision. G.SN.5.
aerial tcunspooition hlOeck, or
RADIOMART.--Jaoteo
interference elimination, Bd.; oct 10, 6/6.
Brocs ball-bearing 100 m-id. shoot 000e
RADIO5IART.pigtail, coiariras, 1/6; bra,, bandsprcad or nrotealis.
ing sonoro asriakire, if-; eatooaioo brackets, 3d.
£616 scolaeisrd enlaye beauRADIO5IART.-Ga,'ecnmeat
tiful snotramenl.s, perlrct, 8/6; Morsa practico hop,
3

T kUXIIALI.-3-gang cardeo,ers and cet iron cored coite,
Y
,peeiallf matched loe SG. det. plotode,' complete aith
dial, dr/re, rerntcbean, etc., 35/.; as atoar, suitable tor
Bond-paso ¿r RO'. coperlaot,' 3716; gramophone snitchcs,

YAUXHALL-"
-nith escutcheon,,

1

R-°M--dI°r'°0

12/6.

'3/6.

2

RAl)IOM.AI1T.-Pnohfaack,
mnhers, cesdy tised sod sleeved;

the combination

ticularly
Naturally

1

;

-

-

-.

cs-ire-ended cesiotors, 6d.

seorking, 4 mId. 2/9,
RADIOMART.-350n.
1 mlii. 1/4; 250e. coorking, 4 mId. 2/3,
0.5 mid. 9d. 0.1,0.1 Od.

-

-

1.ott

ADIOMART,-Brcsnsl rico- -condensers, eminent maker,
'»
.LL 500e, mocking, 4 mid. 3/6.
mId. 1/10,
mId. 1/6.

N

Whether the existing Speaker

1500v. tnboloe oondeasers, 6d.;

diürrentiols, 0.0001, 0.00015,
RAIMOÎaIART.-Telaeo
bakelite corioble, 0.0001, 0.00015, 104.; 0.0003, 1/-;
0.0005. 2/3.

.

hi

uith

dual range. 3/3.

with frequencies from 1,000
upwards and by using the mixing
circuit shown below the existing loudspeaker
can be made to deal with the frequencies
below 1,000.
This

-

TAUXHALL.-Dubi5re ccnddoscee. 4 or 8 mId., dry
electròlytic, 500e. corking, 3/-; 50 mId., 50e. ae'orkiog, 1/8; tnbular non-indoctioc, C.i Od.. 0.05 6d., 0.002.
0.0002, 0.001. 0.0001,- 4d. -each-; T.43.C.;' Orion.- 0.002,
2,000-call, tent, tod.; 0.0001, 4d.; 0.001, 0.01, 1/.; 1 mId.
Munebnidge, 1/3.
tcan,toninerv,
VAUXHALL. Radiapbone intromediote tapped
primary
terminal,,
110.117 ko., on basen ailla
und occcndor-p. 6/-; 3.gong condensers. soperhat Midget,

R°--°ed

-

iconcoce dual eascoile,
ecraction ciccost. 2/15; Igounic ohoet wane

Price £16 108. Od.

IfAUXHALL.-Boniomisi Class B teonolormero, 1-1% to
1, 6/6; Radiophoae, Clots B, 10/-;, .olume controls;
Rodiophone, s,itk ouiteh, 5:000 to 500.000, 3/6.
carpio,. Skeleton
type Weotinghooae rectifiers; lIT.8 9/6 H.T.9,
W.X.6.
5/9; son/ns transWeotectoes,
W.4,
SITiO, 10/-;
formero, fitted nito ocrerorat primary. 300-300e. 60 mo.,
-oiudtogo; 1116; «Niolets,
40; 2.5*.; 4V.
5/9.
'TAUXOfALL.-l4othor,nel Piroo ircteiè pÇcktip, 301/;
BIlI. Minne, .3616; SSnioe, needle aemature, 29f-;
Itadiophone, 14/6; others, from 10f-; B.T.H.Truspeed
gromophone ñÇotoen, 30/-; Colloco 32 mo'lrt, 3216; complete Unit AC., 200-250v., Brot quality pick-up and
oolúme control, 48f-, sealed Cartoon.

amps.;

4e-. 2 amps., screened
prmary, super qualihy, made Weetecn
Electric, 8e. Çcens.
well suceshet.; I'2,6,pouosge 1/-.
viossal tuning mtkee, 6
RAD5OMART.LÈdgesviu

variable condensers: 0.0005,

(7205

mannfartorer's

-

.

.

Isiu -e[cgtrolt.co,' so
2v.:
RADI0MART--Ï-c-c.
25 mId. 2se., 1/3; t' mId, '50e'. 1/-; 15 mId, logy,,
1/6.
'
- ',.
tcoslrmeha 350-350u, 130 ms..

e

RADIOMART.-Airspaescd
119; 0.0003, 1)3; real quality job.

DIIILIPS Public

JAUXHALL.-&

-

2/9.

14F. Kit, Polir coodeosecs, Ormood dialu,
Nr.4, uitk Feceusiti transformer, O.P.M.l; 65/-.-FEHRAIOTI
Addeesc Microphoar, special. Philips
tosnotormer, perfect; coot £12, Like £8, or
(7200
Roltuo, 64. Bonoteod Rd.. Corshoitca. Surrey.

output Icons.

-

Screen,, oli eiees, uluminium e grey ensmel, 105f.
COIL
each'; guoranteed. H.F.chote,, sOceened. 1/11 eoch.(7203
Morley,, 115, Bos'ougk Nigh St., SEl.

,L

,

3.5 Peutode

illuorinàtcd, 25/,55%in. only ìïmilac ft (10 579
iogacitbeeic potentiomete
ADI0MAtT-Raiiophonr
10.000obmsy rire noseod,',cith usnino.s.stohi.21:
I/6'i,r)J"oiOjou - disb' save.
RADIOMART.-Cla,iunleogtis ossules, moving oPot-.ligbt,'ouydiued_rscutckenn

AMERICAN
e,
415çd6nf

Moroholl, 59, Gorton Rad, Petechoroogh.

.

4/6;

aelection; 2/6,

550e., 31-; 4

'-

o'itlI

-

-

-

.

2/6; 50 mId., 50c., 2/9; T.&C. 8mId., dey,
50 mId., 12e.; 1/3; 25 mId., 25c7 1/3; 15 mid., 100e..

Midget AC/D.C. Sets Halten medium
,'X5/lRi f.stciiie 5-colee, '132,000 metres, £8115; dosent of others loom £3/19/6.
Eotra 00 All Orders-West End Rodio Stores
POSTAGE
14, LiaIs St., {,Ondoa ,W.2; Sod, st 382, Coid0srbuo
(7228
LaoS, Bciotan.

5/Il;

50go.. 4X4X1
Id.. 2/15; 4X4x
RADIOM.hJtT,-TCC.
2x1x1 mii., '1/6; -Dukilier 4 sesld. 20go,
electro1
ltics, 1/3.
.12/6 chokes, 25 hy. Is
RADOOMART.._Liaoen
4/6;.,32 by. output,

.\

[6516

lOin. 84.

sir.spnced, ball-

RA050MART.-Siajnr

Tel.:

1+1 mid., 250e., 1/-; 0.01 tubular, 84.; 0.05.
T.c.c.
54.; 12 mId. 4+4+2+1+1, 250 vo., 3/6; osmorord
pick-Ups und volume control, oese. 9/6.
AC. Gramophone Motos, complete, auto.
COLIsARO
stop, volume control, etc., new, 45/-; British Radio'
phone 2-gong 0.0005, new, 5/11.
T}S'7NGH0USE 6e iÁrae4. Rectifiers, 3/11, with
VV teanslormec 8/6; sensitive microphones, 7/6, 8/11
and 191-.
,
Home Recoodecs, complete oith cutting needle,
tesiker, sound boo, etc., 4/6; bleak diucs, 8m 5d..

2-gang

with trimmers,

6/li,

straigkt line dials.
RAD0OMA,JtT.._Jtjlity
light speere acto pointer, 3/6; Utilityuaeelength;
kakelite,
0.0001,

u

END RADIO STORES-Genuine bacgains Sonoctsocde lin. 2,500 sebos opeabrsrs, sew, 9/6; Vaciry

BIC.
mId.,

s

brd

,

Radiophone 110 kr. IF. trussRADIOSIART._Beitich
lormers, 2/6; Westisghooaeakeletos tyl,e lIT.10, set

TWIN DIAPHRAGM (f15), exactly similar
to the unit in the domestic speaker, but
with a TWEETER HORN, as illustrated

:-

I

Components Etc for Sale -Contd
RAD5OMRT.-Se1eitio
ne
perf.t
qu3lity gwds. pmdy deIiey

mpot;
gu-ni4 stitön.

bank balances permit-the next best alternative should therefore be of inteest.
lt
consists in -using in conjunction, an existing
baffle type speaker and a VOIGT UNIT with

WEST

rectatone trsasssiorsoero, 4/6.
Electrolytic Cuodenseau,

,

ANNOUNCE
an improvement to their Domestic Speakers
with eicased Reflector-type Horns.
This consists of an additional bass chamber
driven from the back of the diaphragm and
deals with the band of frequencies between
the horn cut off and 50 cycles,
The price of the Loudspeaker comprising
D.C. Unit with Twin Diaphragm and Corner
Reflector- type Horn with.,. Bass Chmber,
Walnut finish .is £41 15s, Od. ex Works,
Ditto, but in plain 'untreated wood, £29 5s, Od.
UNFORTUNATELY this is more than many

below

ADVERTISEMENTS

.-

i/6
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THE WIRELESS WORLD

ÄDVERTISEAEN.

i8

BULC1N

W..

CHOKES

".A
I.E

¶

RANGE
including
typos foe ooery pur-

..

-L

COMPLETE
Triple-tested,

posa.

I
I:"

acourateand guarantoed to conform to
published data. A'
modul for every cet.

-

I_,l

price

Standard screened model
H.F.9, in
finished metal case with
locked lerminaloforbaseboard or inuerted mount.
ing. Inductance 250,000
pH. Self-capacity, 2.5ppF.'

IJSTN°IIP.9

3f
-

SPECIFIED
POS 70)1 NEW
SINGLE-SPAN
BATTERY FOUR"
Bulgln K.F.8 Choke
lnduutunee ¡98.000uH.
Sell-cap. 3.SopF.
D.C. Ohnvn380 Oheo,

.

-

yc0j

-

'

15-

lujo

PRICE2I3

'

£5

17, oar

price £3110.

CLEARANCE 00er, 1-statt' Resistances, sell
RADIO
known mate, uil olees; Od. each.
pADSO CLI! -ORANCE Olees Viego 2 mId.. Condenoecs,
canned type; 1/- euch.
CLLEARANCE OIlers 8 mid. Dr - Electrolytic,
RADIO
500.yc-lt corking. oeil bono'a make; 2/6 escI,.
CLEARANCE Oleen White Slreuieg, ibu mm.;

D.C.Q=400(approc.).

-

Components, Etc., for SaIe.-Contd.
CLEARANCE, 94, high hlolbuen, W.C.1. 00cr
RADIO
the tattooing stupendous buegaine, limited quantiliec
only; to order over 5/- post free. 'Phone Holbusn 4431.
-VALVE Suyerhet, Alba ehonsio (by Pleouey), made loe
.swell-kso,oa proprietary fire, oho,e sume we ore not
allowed to mention, 7 tuned stages, deloyrd A.V.C.. local
distance miteh, 7-kc. orpocation, Mollard calves, AC. 200250 colts,' demoasteutios dully st 94, SIi5), StoIkers.
chuccis complete osth Mollard calve,, beaad neo, leoo
opeakee und cabinet; £7110.
O CLEARANCE Olees Dercheotec 3-color Screen
RADI
Grid, detector, pouce or pentode battery chassis. laeluding uil Scot clue, eomposenta, brand new, completely
so-leed; ut 35/-, less valor,.
CLEARANCE Makes Special Olee al u Limited
RADIO
Quantity 5.1.600 Dorche,ter Kilo to Deuigaec'c SpeciOration, including Colo-era collo, Pollard condee,crs, T.C.C.
Iced cccden,rrs. RI. Hypermite teonslormer. melotised
baseboard, ceody drilled panel cod terminal strip; list

EACH

RADIO
od. dos.

lengths.

CLEARANCE Offers Telves 0.0001.0.00015 IleCunden cerasad 0.0003 TunIng Condensers;

RADIO
action
7d. euch.

CLEARANCE Oilers British Rsdiophnce 3-gong

RADIO
Cosdenser,, cith

0.0005 sections,

3

complete alta

dial, escutcheon, pilot snIder; 7/6 each.
CLEARANCE Offers l-25h.p. Mutue, (Gilbert),
RADIO
100-115 colts AC. loe telerislua, suitable br 200-250
colte if used with 700.ol,m reoi,tusee or 30-outt lump;
pesce 10/6.
ADIO CLEARANCE Oliere Vuriuble l'noce Reolutunces
-

Plcasa send new 80 page Cataloae No. 154
Price 3d. Post Free.

1LSSj
'W."

A. F. BOLGIO &

.03., LTD.. ABBEY RD., BARKI5O. ESSEX
10. 00. Cnr.Oae St,, Cha..oerr, Lea'. E.C.4

'rasa.: .0.

Lorda,,

.

I

ORS

':EfflE7flÇIç

CARRY A HALLMARK

ERE

This

LABEL
ERIE RESISTOR

I

your

dd

ll

salues

Seed Joe Ihr
FREE E

These i, coser cey delay is, Is, 'a ply
of Eri, Resistors, Il you find h5t Er,u
ueobtsiesbl,. at hase assy difflealiy,
h

F

reist or

RADIO RESISTOR
1,

CO. LTD.

Colden Square, Piccadilly,
London, W.l
.

5:1, monslucturar's type; 1/6

-

/

OUR PUBLIC ADDRESS EILSELREISS
TRANSVERSE
CURRENT

MICROPHONESAREFARSUPERIOR

.

and uIl Ihn bett jadgen ase them.

-

Hgh-ggpdeSlosdn,

55P

MICROPHONES.
paepusr,

L

Lu,c
peloes. all
We ace cookers sed curry the

W.W," II TABLE Honse Peund catho0 Mike. Eiakeljte sg.
"ode. beonee h,50, cunicining tr,n,)occoee snitch sed picas.
'tsavaroel uf bakeliie. only 15/.. Letdiu No. lOB Pedetlal,
101o, high, Il/f. Le,diu Sopecioc N0. )2BB. Ring 4m. Pedestal,
It/f. Cruunne's Lcpel Mike. 12/6.

Practical HOME MICRO..
PHONE fur Beuudcas,ingut Hume.
It s a general perpo,r, robust M,hr,
o,'ith solid hukelite body, bs0k ermia,lt,
fecotmei,) grille. No.11, Neo dr,ign.
A Nest

tode finished,

S!6.

-

.'

o

.'

W0 hace the finest

'

pcudoets in e,c,)I hood Mike, 'at the
Lo,,-e,l Passible Price,. If ysaure
inoeees,ed ir euund repeoduclion cred tor
sue Neu- Microphone Litt "W." Pu,,
Free.

No.11,

Oue lawns, Paros loe making yace uo-n Mike.

Cuebun Ccanslce

-

j

5/6

inglet,eupsaln.Cradcl,8d.; Nu.2,1/.; No.3,tne.I/6;
Nu. 4. Cele, fluo, 2/.
Buotun. cub 2m, cive

Back Bl00k,, da. Diupheugme. 66.
di, h., 1/6. Mounted on pedesinl. 2/-.

ELECTRADIX MICRO

1'(

BUTTONS.
u,rla,
Ih

Hume Radia, drtecoaphoees, baby ulures,
rel saete, speech asspl,fleye. efe. U,asl
price 5/-. Av supplied tu G.P.O. Oar
price 1/- osly. Pnet Ud.
b
SIGNAL MORSE KEYS. We Isaac Ile
-.
biggest runge si Wirrlese Keye le ehe
coorsery. Tserlcr modele, from 4/6 tse 30/-.
Aek fue res.' illaeteuted Key Lid "W."
SOUNDERS. Shorper fhna Bucorre. Coeorrs to relay for
all sere, 7/6. Maree Pearlier oalflts, essmpleoe an bane, 8/6.
TELESCOPES. Gast Neca! Gs,e Sight/s5. ietrr,eel loros
erce. 24,e. lare, 2go, dra., me,ghf 6 lb., eesaaeiboeeioe 6, far
eh ore sed long rucar. CatI £25. SeIr, 17/6. Spatling Teletoupee, l7io. by bin., ay Waseov, 25/-. 120 Ib. Preesuer
Gnagre, 2/6.

--1

Ohres L.F. Trasgslarm.,rs.
price 1/5 each.
CLEARANCE Offers Steel Chassie, raeto:isos
RADIO
plated, drilled ready br ase, 3.yalyr, 1/.; 4-solve,
c-sIs-o

type, fitted

s,

SELECTOR SWITCHES

Offres Meist Chassis 2. ar,d Zith calvo holders and terminal

CLEARANCE 011era "Genteolab"
meters, 50,000 ohms; price 1/6 each,

Potentis'

it

'DADIO CLEARANCE Otters T.C.C. ondensers.-0,5
sold., SOOrolt D.C. u'oehing, 1/. each; T.C.C. cosi.

RADIO
'Phone; Holborn
ss-all oc tablo: magneto ringing, 17/6;
TELEPIIONES,
pedestal telrpisones, 7/6; hand telephones. 4/6;
microphones, 4/6 unsl 2/6; traonlormern, 2/6-Belesa'.
short s'use. one calve, 16/6; buy.
TRANSMITTERS,
volve, 35/.; 2-colto reyrieec, 22/6.-Below.
Tronnmitteen for Morue, 12/6; lin. spork coils,
SPARK
17/6; seoen-valsr asmplifiee, 12/6.-Belosy.
SOc. 4 amp., 37/6; 20v. 0., 32/6; 100e.
DYNAMOS.
lOu., 75/-; 2,000v. 500 osilliumps, 50/.; regalatses,
12/6-Boleo.

ALPIN, 75, High Bd.. Lee. London, S.E.13. Cash
citI, ordre, oc cod. All goods guaranteed.
(72Ct
15/.; A.F.5 (cl, 16/-; AFt, 5/6;
-F 8.2, 10/6;A.F.5.O.P.M.t
IcI, 13/3; O.P.M.3, 11/3;
E.M.6. 55/3; sound nrcondhand.-Blylh, South Cloee.
Pinney. Telephone: 1403.
(7220
' Eleetcic" Cells; gOoecato
own eles'IV
rays;
loe
tcioityhyexpsoinglolight
used
photographic esposore motors und numerous other purposes;
illustcated lists-B. Hsu'ding. 139, High Holhorn, WC.!.
(7233
('I

csX

lordistuetcuetral,
o

PROJECTORS

ttayaacds

Healh.(7237

Eleinenlary Principles o! Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony

t

7/6tseuf1O':

OS-mm, saish motor
rece aod enclosed IO nmp. ero leenp aad acreen
sloed by P e, £5
s. f5 ta Oassp
t

27x 19x lOin, cubiert, sprookroe, brurkyse, asberoge
lemphou.e end biter lar moste blm priosler, £4.

Cambiosotian Projector and Camero, Campeo OS-mm..
cuit-case model. Serssdhusd, 45/-.
Midis Cnmers-Prnirctnr. Neu, 9'esm. Seven gaineom.
Ideal rift. oo,ojlod.

G aocantred.

04.

LIGHT CELLS. Selroiso, mnasted is balder, 7/6 und 10/-;

photo cells, halb, B.T.P.. 11/- ; R.C.A., 25/-.
DYNAMOS. A5 estsyyle spuria pradaosion in enclosed LT.
slow speed grseeatnr, mr ehirgiog, etc. Ccmp/emely enclnsrsi,
,huot, ball besciogs, 1,500 cese., 6to 18 nuIts. IO amps. DC..
wilt, paiicy and 12 oonths 000esnsee. (oc 25/.. A cesl bargnin
foc ohncgiog 500cl, oc boot liubdag. Ssvilchboards, 22/0. Huh
nultoge G.E.C., etc.. 1,00 r000., HT, and LT. D.C., 600 salt
I

90o.a.nud6s-olt5uop..,40/.. A.C.dyos,oav. Hand.iroccd

SO soIt 30 mo., only 10/-.
PETROL-ELECTRIC SETS. 150 watts to 4f lsW. All
sires, cheap. E00,0e5 sale or with doenon,
LABORATORY AND SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS.
Lscgn,turketlasuess poise,. SendfacSoleLial"W.W."

ultecontoc,,

E.LECTRADIX RADIO'
218,

Uppor Tham,o Sicii, E.C.4

ENGIN
LISTE ...

256

si
s

-s-a

'Iv°0-TS

"SingI Span" Oscillotoc Coils, scyrens,
EDDYSTONE
condensers. miceo-dris'e, reuction condenser. 30/';
B.T.H. 1934 Senioe pick-op 20/.; Marcnniphooe, 1(17 pick.
up, 20/.; Al/Oc. 17/6.-)Iomksos, 148, Oshill Rd.. Bicmin1ium 21.
(7216
,. 4.gang, tolls' screened, lOI.; Weovito IF.
UTILITY
tranuloymecs. 5/.; Primsstot,g, type D. 15/.;
fslidgley Harmer permanent magnet speaker, 20/-; CoSaco
isdssosionciatoc. 30/-; 6-asslce Marconi set, trame unciula,
s:slscs, Li un npesker, £4110; Eside HT., LT. charger.
25/-; 6l'ssllord AC. eliminator. 20/-.-Hant. Focs Hill.

8 neme al
Rejo7 eolraaisf apes-cord
Ac seed inToeyaecj

25 recre euch.

wach.

CLEARANCE

4631.(7241

head afice.

gis/sg onlaable!
,,,frr,eot,o., °"

on,!

denseca, 1 mId., 250-volt D.C. s-aching, 1/- each;
T.C.C. conderseyn. i mId., 450-volt D.C. working. 1/3
coch; 'I.C.C. condensers, i sold.. 800's-ott D.C. asochisc,
1/0 euch; 'roc, condenses's. 2 msd.. 400.solt soorhisg lia
esch; T.C.C. condensers, 6 mId. 250's'olt D.C. o'oeking,
2/ each; T.C.C. condeneees, 4 mid, block 0.5. 0.5. 0,5.
0.5. 0.5. 0.5 ocd i mId., 250-colt AC. working, 2/5 each,
CLEARANCE, 54. High Holborn, W.C.t.

-

c.

t

RADIO
oheauded, 3:1 and 5:1;

fl

t

-

MICROPHONE MODELS

Yo nr Mike for Xmas - one of our
25 ¡s exactly what you want.

-

'D ADIO
.

Erie Impregnated
Resistors are made
to a rigid standard
of perfection. If
'
'
you value reliability, see that
.4
every resistance you buy
jjSN ,I5IU
bears the ERIE label. Refuse
cheap substitutes which you
must soon scrap. Their
initial lower cost is no
economy.
PER WATT
n

7/6

RADIO CLEARANCE Offers British Badioploone, 110
kw
lnlersardiste Frequency Tensloemeos; 3/..
CLEARANCE Offers 6,000.05w Volume ConRADIO
Dol, log, type, wills Q.M.B. soltad,, by DEC.; 2/5.
CLEARANCE 011ero Set al Batod-Pase Coils,
RADIO
ssasulorturee'a type, with circuit diagram, suittoblo
tar tuned grid or tuned osode; set aI 3 coite, 4/6.
CLEARANCE Offers Mains Tran.Irsrmer., s.s.
RADIO
shrouded, monoluctueer's type, prissery 200-200,
oeeonol,tries 320.0.320w. at 70 ma., 2-O-2w. at 3 amps; 6/6.
post free.
CLEARANCE. Otters Stains Transformers.
RADIO
shrouded,
,rith terminals, primary
200250w.,
secoodtsries 320-0.320 ut 70 mo., 2-0-2 at 2'ha., 2-0-2
at 40y; 9/-G, pset tree.
'DADIO CLEARANCE Otters L.F. Transformers; 3:1

.11

"

°"'"

I

s

tond

deis-e,

strip; 2/'.

Resistor

bears THIS'

each,

0-100

DADIO CLEARANCE

GENUINE

Every

R
obmo; price 3/.
eoepn?a05 Maker,
ADIO
OBere
British
Itadiophone Triple
lt1) Gang CLEARANCE
Condensers, 2X00005
110 kc'e oscillator
eeetioñ, complete with koob,
escutcheon;
poet

I4,

DECEMBER

-

oresn.t obuscss:rushtedouoer
(g:,roudíoe,y
ff561-BOOR

-

.
,-

0845e Guido, "c5GiIIEOP,I55 oppsn005151ES." clossly esplavo the steps puso

I

gout jut* tIsiS are nuts-In cose eynch.

on,, howe tsenlI .ulnenolvyeeseis.quullnagtlon. sachas A5t.I.Steoh.e,
A.n,I.c,c., A.et.t,a.E, A.M,I.W,T.,vty. The gaide else gloso detalk
cf octe 105 055es,, Isoli hmnohe, sI C:sil, SIech.. Eles., 550sr. Ralo.
aod Aera Ea,ineeeinn, nul cutlioen the npt:s'itle cl oar Ecupluu-tnent

IDeï,aetnent

tevd for yooe copy ut thIs osfque Bauds-uni mustie, FRdl 0,8
u:Ihcut skllntioa. The hook must hengSt too.

British InstItuts ni Engineering Technology
IS'S. Sluaketcesre House, O9i3l, Oq'ocI Siegel,

Third Edilion

Post free 8/-

tonlos, W.t.

-

L
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A Speaker'
giving Súpremé'
Performance

J1LUSTEA. XMAS BARGAINS.

6I

_.-16

mm. filaas, from

6/-; big selection anaitiag in-

super filano is great variety; others at

- .-Iltusteaaceeen

silver lehne, 60x48lo.; other
rices eut from 48iaa. roll as required.
mna. - u.th,, filma (tvo-paet auhaceta); big
/ -9
selection aesstkable.
57 /_.-Stasdscd 35 mm. projector, complete in reery
detail; ali voltageo.
/ _,-Moteco, brood nerv, deise 0 und 16 mm. promatees; erajatosce loe sume, 6/-.

Ì

/

i
9
ed

/

_.-Patheocope

(35

in cuse

i)J

Your

for

Christmas Festivities

/-

45 /

-Sopee silser screen, heavily metnllined coriace,

-Eid

projector, peefct. an ness, quick netiön

/

j_-6 corn.

¡1

J

prolesoional 35 inni.
Eselreo from 60/..
peojectnro, ness,

ponal;scooethdooble.
mm. projector, for
-9

nico

/_.-HOrne mosie, Police,

one Ieee copee Obi.

,99/.-Pathe

.

MODEL

.

f4.

oeicoslosiry ce-

-

-

'

J

TUITION.-

coith sopee attacloroent and
-

3srolecotoR,

-

Pock 2419. Rodio Seesice and Sopplies,
317, High jOd.. Wood Green. N.22.
(6842

to Musing Coil Speakers, cones inst coils
REPAIRS
Otted oc sess-ound, eliminators und tesansioemeeo
quoted loe; loud-speakers, 1.1, and speech teansleemees,
4/- each. poot fece; teosje invited; sotisluctieo gou,'antecd;
peoospt seesice.-Lcod-npeaker Repair Woche. -5i Balisam
Geose, Loudon. S.W.12. Batteesea 1321. .
.
(,0394

fo, immediate die

movies ot home, beand

anotar-dejas 9 mm,

4 LL Tyiors Bsitish or Ameeieao Receiver Rejsaies, gearanteed. seesiec; transfoeeoere eec-oued; trade insiteil.

-'Pkone Boaco

'Nj'OETIIERN WIRELESS SERVICE (A. S. Duantan,
A.LR.E., A.l.W,T.(.-ttadio ro/polco of ecoevy desesiption; quotations ieee; three months' guaeontee.-26. Eldon
Sq., Nesscautle-un-Tyne. Telephone 21890.
7195

colli

mechaolom, sect

line; ten only.
e,e/eee0u projector, cth

neu, operiol

781 _.
-95

.

-

4-Sin.

5
0 _.-Pocoec's
tarikies;
.5

.eHor$s'FìnèReethrduCers

t

of

N.7.-24-koue
sprahea-a; moderata

]IJ[AINS Transformer Seesice.-Repaira. era/ada, or cesstesetion to spyc/licatioss cl any type; rom etitjce
pelees and peempt ares-ice.-Stuedy Electric Cc.. Diptoo.
Neseca.atle-oas.Tyne.
[7000

7

mm.. projector, complete for moins; ethers,
451-, 65/-; hundred, available.
-Standard proleetar, olth main, lighting, ond
nno non-Ocio 61m.

lOx

(0435

charges.[7214
SINCLAIR
reps/r acerico, all makes

screens: spreiul ohrring of acerras, 66x
44m., soith collapsible leomes.

/

Fisch.

SPEAKERS, Ltd., London,

model).

')4ì I --9
Q

1Sg5ETROPOLITÄN RADIO SERVICE Co. fac .Uuaranteed Repairs to American Imidget aad standaedl
sad Brjtjah Rcrjcera.

und Majestic Sersico Depot, transformers er-

at prices up to £40.

tev.c-/

e.

Lb'. troosturmee, pick-up, 2/6; output tcanrlormcce, 4/-;
chokes, Lb'., 4/-; postage entro; mujas trassloemers.
mor/ng coils, quotations giren; discount to trade--Phone:
Mulden 2060.
Graham's Repujes, 194. Tolscoeth Rise,
[7112
Kingston By.pass, Surrey.

Co., 1021.
ley Rd., Goldees Green, N.W.11.. Speedoell 3000.

/_._Standsard Cine camera. one only at 21/-; others

5.P/

GEAEPAIREW!rnNGSERVIC
EPAIRS and Re:oisdfnj of All Descriptions; 24-hoer
fl
Lt a.eesiceis gu:acasteed; any mociog iron loud speaker,

CLARION
'couad.-STctropolitaan Rodjo Service

-

28 mm. projector, mith four films,

..2/ _.-.Silorr

-'7

ADVERTISEMENTS.

"

and duol

49/6:

Alssopo n Demand foe Qoo'liOeol.Rndio En..

THEREje
gineecs;

sseite loe brochore describing Haine St.pofy
of Radio Engineering. Girild-

Course-Notional lostitute
hail St., Peeston.

-

(0438
ADt O Engineering-We spreialisn In teaming men for
the eadlo industry; 150 Sitnotiono obtaanrd tor stn.
dentI since June of tust year; roreespandence course coplaina, ttseacy wud its peaetieel upplieatian.-Appfy British
Rudlo Engineering College .179, Claptssm Std., London,
S.W.9. (Cc/lego' redognised by the cadia manoluctucero.)
r

L12.-DeVO 16 mm. projectoi, Supedite lens;
moold cOst £32.

if new

.jo12lO..-Lnx projector.

in traselliog case, condition
peetect; £21. model.
HUNDREDS of Projectors, screens nd filmo of cli hinds,
9 msss., 16 mel. and 35 mm.
Bueguine Likd Above are Olteced lit Personal
Qalleeo, or to customers who peomptly oroS remittanire to aooid disuppointment; oli cre guaranteed to he
in essnsiiog order and as described.
LLUSTRA ENTERPRISES, 159, Was'stdur St., London,
W.I (facing Film House, Ozloed Street end). fIicfi'
fOtety Tint u chop, bol a ,ea.rehouoe packed ,e:th Cioe
.eqoipment. ¿2cr. 6889. Your inspection invited. f7190

-

,T

CHEAP Printing.-1,000 billheado. 310; sunopteo Irre.[6809
Crrteoay Press, 18, Booted, Suoseo.

12/6,st

iree.-CeesIICROA313tE'1'ERS, O to 260;
cent MotOrs, 17, Gillieo St., London, 06.W.5.
[7212
G.P.O. brans Canr, 5)., postons tri.;
RELAYS,
meters. snoscag coil, to 3o. and 2,000 ohsoa,
mounting, 2Bin., 7/6, postage 6d.-Beaton. Chalk
Rd., awn.

volt-

panal
Farm

Offers Well Paid Ponte to Quali.
V
fled Ben-By atudying at homo saith the T.I.G.B.,
gim Icodeeg orguaisotion for enginreesag training by corre.
oposdonce, you too cao become qualified; grite to.day
'Sor '" The Engineer's Guide to Soeces,.' 156 pages, Irre.
containing oorld'o oddest choice of oirolros and engineerlog ooaescs, includiag A.M.I.E.E.. 4.Vl.J.W.T.. ARadA.,
C. and G., ete. mention branch, post or oxalifigotion that
intrresto You to The Techaologieal tnetit,,te nl Great
Britain, 82. Temple Bac Housa. London. ECO. lFoaadcd
[712v
1,917. 19.000 caccessou.)

PATENT AND TRADEMARK AGENTS.
Chorteerd Patent Agent; pateuts, deA MATRISEN.
nigre and trade macks-First Aonane Hoose, High
Holborn, London, W.C.1. Holborn 8950.
[5284
and Co. patents ond trade machs thro,,ghout the
GEEWorld (B, T. P. Gro, Mem.R.S.G.B., A.M.1.R.E..
etc.). 51.52, Chancery Loor. London, W.C.2 (2 dunes leona
:(looerniflrnt ' Paient 081cc).'Phone: Holhorn 1525.
[0001

E XTENO E D' PAYME N TS.
Poymests.Wo ooppte you direst, by easy

EASY.
ments,

pay-

resortes, and sets, any make;
components,
)o, dons, balance spread over 51 oe,ntho.-Send list of
requfsements to London Radio Supply Co. (established
'2925), 11,0cl Lane, London, E.C.25,
. 10337

EXCHANGE.

-

-

Wth the Firm that Omet You the Highest
JyAL
Possible Allooance is Esohango, sete or componrnto;
psampt attention and slelisorie,.-Mildmay Radio Enchange. 'Phone: 'Terminus 6751. 6, Pentoncille Rd..
[5985
Angel, Islington, Nl.

UTE

Offer You a Vary High Allowance ou Your Present
itsdio Goos(s in Part Enrhange' foe Othre Goods;
easy. payments nouilable taking your goods so deposit.Besteck und'Stcnnill, 1, Weatbonenr recare; S.E.23.
VV

[7219

Iandbook

of

ROLA

.

DUAL BALANCED

TYPE
A

PRICE

CONSISTING OF
2

F5 field excited
.'
:.
FR5 permanent magnet ..
field excited
..
F6 field excited and i F7
field excited
FR6 permanent magnet
FR6 permanent magnet and
i FR7 permanènt magnet
F6 field excited and i FR7
permanent magnet .....
F6 field excited and i F7
permanent magnet

B

2

C

2 F6

D

i

E
F

2

i

G

i

H

i

.

'.

£2 12'6
£2 17 6
£3 7.6

-

-

1f6'

£4

5-O

£4

O

O

£4 12 6

ordering.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES NOW AVAILABLE

EXTENSION SPE/KERS
ROLA hace pablished a chart shoanissg the
Eaterssiose speaker you shoold use ,s'ith all
factos'y.eesade receivers.
ROLA sopply
speakers to the large mojorit'i of British
Radio Moseafactares's, lt is essesetial that
t he speech coil impedance of the Rotosos/oso
speak er exactly matches that of the speaker
Yea mill see, therefore, uhy
is, the set.
YOUR EXTENSION SPEAKER MUST BE
A ROLA.
With most reneicers Model FR6-PMM(soithoatlranst

former) is naitàble ................................. 32/Also aeailab)e in magnificent Barr Wainsat Cabinet,
Modal No. 2 ......................................... 62/6
For sil other receice rs Model FR6-PM (ecith Trareformer, as per Eutennion Speaker Broadnheet) 'in
saitable ................................................... 39,6
Also acailable in magnificent Barr Walnot Cabinet,
Model No.1 ............................................. 70/Write for the Rolo Folder and Eaienoion
Speaker Broadshuet showing correct speaker
for all British factory.made receivers.

THE BRITISH
MINERVA

ROLA

CO.,

RÒAD,
PARK ROYAL,
'Pl,soe: Wi)lesdea 4322'3'49'6

oe'Eoehange.

'''"''"'

H 1GM-CLASS Radio Sots

od Parts.

THE Biglent Poosibln Allowance. 1;"0Obtaissuble, only

From//s.

-.

-

EALERS' Obsolete Steals Purchased, send nc yonr
goods, cush by retobo.-Mïidmay Radie Excliange,
6, Pentonsille Rd.,Angel.' Iolingtoo,- Nl.
'Phone:
.

.

(6519

.

O O

aith transformes' fur
either Pesstode or Triode va)yes. If you ase
osi cg high ,'esiseaene Pee,tcdr os' Claco B values.
nahm

WANTED.

Termic.u0 6751..

£4
£3

All models ase. sapplied

state type of value used

17254

PAIRS

These specialty tom pensated pois of speak ers rea 6h
o degree of perfrction unattainable by any single
speaker. Here indeed is radio at its best.

17211

UTIRELESS Industoy

Handbook free.

This amazing new Rota model embodies a special
magoet of up-to.the-coinute desigo. to performance t
undoubtedly stands supreme-unapproached and unapproachabte by any spealserat anything sear its price.
Before buyinga speaker this Christo, an insist on your
dealer der000strating this outntandiog Rota ,s,odet.

LtD..
N.W.10

Coosestea, 220 DC, to 320 AC.. 150 svatts
ROTAP.Y
appro,inaotely.-61. Cooksçy Rd.. Birioingdom, 10.
[7189
UTANTED. good clean meteco, such iso Ferranti, Weston,
VV
Turuee; best makea only; cash maiting. -. Write
Boo 2055, n/s The lVirslsao World.
[7207

-.

TANTED, good elaos radio components, sets, meters,
speakers, etc., spot each paid; bring or send to
North Lbadou Radio Serrice. 84. Humpsicod Rd., N.W.1.
'Phone: tataseum 8893.
. [6730
1u1'ODER5 Parts or Srta Purchased foe Cosh ne Tabes
.LY.L
in Purl Paysunit foe Brand Nro; definite quotations
giren pee posti fall poetioulors please; spot each to
callees tor oppeovod portu.-Ri°olls RadIo, 44, Lamb's Con.
doit St.. London. 'PCi.
[6846
UTANTED, goodmcdnrn o'irlrsc parts,' seis,
spot
V
cash oaiiirsg; highest rxchasge otlnoasre on your
old parto; bring, arsid oc mill call; oc pay more than any
Open
9.5.-Unireneity
othne dealer.
Badin, 142, Ornees.
mood St.. Euctoss. N.W.i. :.. ,
(6995

rt;

Pobliahers cee Peepoepsl 'ts, Purchase at Face Value
' The, Wieeless
PoLage Copicu of 'the issues
World" dated July 2iufl 1933,a-èd ay litio, 1934.-Ad.
dreno cv im to the Publmbee, Ilitle and Sono. Ltd.,Dornet

,f

THEplus

House, btomlor'd fit., Landau,

S.R.l.,

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FORSALE,
TO BE LET, OR

WANTED."

Bosiisrsses 'for Sale In Trais s'od cos'utry._
RAmO
S'aller. Balland Fsolsham, 212; High Holbors;
W.C.1.
[7234

SITUATIONS VACANT.
RADIO Manufacturing Company Requiers 15e Ser.
.tL sires of a Production Engineer, peeleralsl ssith es.
yerienco in similar cayasity; applicants must be of good
education,' with loll teshnacal qualifIcations, 01.-maturo
enperience, und capable of drating tally with the whole
st the oegunisation sod peololems associated u'ith yrodac.
tjpn.. bat' rueloding machoc hesjs,,.°Foll particulars, with
salas*'rciuiecd, ta Boo 2426, o/o The Wireless Wcyfd.
[7298

4
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20

Situations Vacant.-Contd.'

CROWN

COLONIAL

"

S

,

i,

.

,f
I'

j

-

S

C

S

VV of

¡
.

and

i

'

-

L

Easily,

The MAINSTIME
Electric Movement
is so constructed

1

5

ø

state voltngtotA.C.

nupplywisen orderjog Movements or
clocks,

J'

can thus conver t
any clock Into a
permanently accurate und dependable mains controlled
electric clock without any
alteration to its outssard appearance. A MAINSTIME
Electric Movement Costs only
15f-. It is silent in operation.
Will give precise Greenwich
time forever-no winding or
regulating - nothing to go
wrong. Can be fitted in place
of the old clockwork movement in a few minutes.
*Po,torderseoerusedhyerture,iu
goodtimefae Xnsns. Send cone
ordceeoely.ororitcusoeeefor

llnedooe,r

00ds es

-

-

»»

£350 a

»

by

r

tws

O

Qtba,

,

-

g;,

A PPLY et Once by Letter, otating age, ond loll purtieulaen sol qaslslic.itioas and esperienre, and nies.

-'?'°''
-

Ministry, Directorate of Scientific NeceareIs.

-Amot,tie
--

.

C1

Should Perneen u First or Second Cinse
Hosnours Degren in Plopnirs, nsatbematice, ce
tried engineeeing; in addition to ccorkobopeuperience.
uork inuresea reh labnrutory in eommunicotion engineer.
ing or allied subjects is 'n essentiel requirement.
count ho Physically

CANDIDATES
be Willing io Fly es Oboeruers.

Fit

loe Flying und

CABARET ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
182, Vnsubafl Brig. Ro,d, Londra, S.W.1

MAIIVSTIME
THE RIGHT TIME FOR EVER

THE Apninioteuts

ccitt

uiih

Reeeieer-100 enti

Buaoht

PRICE

Teaonisilfre Eliusraaiaei, cte. cOMPILES
BY
TRE LEADINa SHoft? WAVE
SPECIALIOTS. Oblainsble coos rose enfila
esu!sr, W. Il. foiib, or, in rese nl dteiesiiy. dienst
leso STRATTON & CO. LTD. Dccl. 20), Rena.rese. Steert. Bieutsgttno. Loodon Oreoite Dopai
Webb's Redis Oto,r,, 14. Sotto St.. Onfoed 01.. WI.
Bossue -J. R. Runter, 133, West ut. ut.

1/

SHORT WAVE MANUAL

Salary £333/7, rising by te n usnual
COMMENCING
ineceosents- Irr epproced servire to £569/14 per
annum, scith ao efficiency bar ot £451/il; this ocde in
ut present nuder. review, and Is expected to beinceeuned
in the neoc tutore.

DieecfJeu,e)heAetoolMaeofoyforeep:

-Si

trr,te,tuO

eoafiesef,oual autnoos toe asfirdio
r,oee nod Mnise SW, Reoeiseu Ss. OW, Sanee-tel
echO A»V,C»-Ail Ws,e Wssesret.e 5-eider Broncee
-Sicht Scuefre l'ononerrtfee-Ces.ehoCee Aecral
Oestoet-Bnlfeey ont SfsIss 5W, Cssseeleee
FuIe

rjiwo Scientific CReern are Rrqnired for the Air Ministry
Scientiftc itesearph Pool, primarily for oorh at the
Royal Aircraft estahtiehment, to assiri in eesrarch u-orb
applied to ilse problems of sirreoft radio com,uueiCatioes,
incicodiog the ot,pticotion of modern mathematicol tectonique to tise theoretical problems itoroloed.

'

folly dcsrriprioe ill scooted Folder.

25'-

th

-

-

It is enoentisi to

pì

£330

ie718.
d

o

AIR

r

;

h'.

tionissg this paper, to the Croc-n Agents. for the Colnniee,
4. Afillbatk, London, SW.!, quoting M/3528.
[7191

/

-

-

-

tetegeapis/telrphone station, handling rnmmercial or brood.
cost errs-ices, including aniplilying apparatus and associated
accessories.

-

-

r

-

lestlnrcerlbyactssalc-oi-kingespevienceinan,oderno-ieefess

NS AN

o

INTEREST

yeoe by annual increosen!n of £20; free quarters,
err as alloro-once in lieu, end passages; liberal lease on
toll aaliry; coinstielutes, oged 23-30. most be unmarried
ansI hase od a round education and technical training,

£470

.

S

fil.

Fua-'--

I.

t

by the Goceesment
Stung Kong for Three Yeses, roith possible esten-

ont

(,4/

L'

»

p

UTIRELESS Technicios Required

f7
-

.,

-

nt A

n

PPLICATIONS from Qualified Candidaten are invited
for the tollooing host.

-

u

°

Agents for the Colonies.
Gos

1934

TH,

--cc.............. --cu

'

-
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¡S a REVELATION!

'J'HESE few words

are not designed to draw your attention to SCOTT-SESSIONS RADIO Service and
Repair Departments, as they are by now so widely known and appreciated wherever distortion or
faulty sets require the helping hand.
OUR object this week is to draw your attention to a demonstratiofl of really exceptional quality -

individuallyj

reproduction, operating under home conditions in a private house close to our workshops.
We have
produced a set as nearly distortionless as it is possible to produce, every set being
constructed by experienced mechanics. We have made an exhaustive search for the best speaker
and are using the VOIGT high fidelity speaker, which completes a combination of incomparable quality.
If you are a music lover or appreciate hearing the finest reproduction obtainable at the present time,
in your own home, we now oger this combination in a wide variety of styles to suit every taste in
modern or antique decorative schemes.

DEMONSTRATIOÑ ARRANGEMENTS

Dec. 14th to Dcc. 21st daily demonstrations are being given, by appointment. We hope
that a large number o readers-quality enthusiasts, music lovers and their friends-will respond to
our invitation, and it is requested that you will kindly allow a few hours before calling and makearrange.
ment by 'phoning TUDOR 4101 (2 lines). Hours 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 2 p.m to 9 p.m. daily
except Saturday, unless by special arrangement, or for country readers.

Wo want you to come and hear for yourself! It really is an exceptional oppor.
tunity, and ScottSessions & Co. are happy to be able to demonstrate fine sound
reproduction that definitely -does justice to the wonderful transmissions of the British
Broadcasting Corporation. We can build and instal similar equipment to use in your home!

SCOTT. SESSIONS

di CO.
LONDON, N.b.

Radio Engineers and Consultants,
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The majority of broadcast receivers prior to 1933 used a
Triode Detector. This valve may be said to be the 'key'
stage in the set as upon its proper functioning depends the
sensitivity, selectivity, quality of reproduction and general
absence of background noise so essential to the correct
workLng of a set.
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QUALITY oí REPRODUCTION and ABSENCE of BACK-

GROUND NOISE!
Absence of clarity in the reproduction or the presence of
background noises can be removed by fitting a new
Detector Valve. Long experienc& and attention to fine
detail in the design of OSRAM Detector Valves has led to
many improvements in mica bonding of the electrodes
and special treatmènt to prevent parasitic noises.
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are two, aids to efficient solderin. BI. "Resinkor"
Solder. is a 'solder, with ust the right quantity of resin
embedded -in it, It is invaluable for the soldering of
electrical çonnections, particularly on fine work.
"Resinkor" can be supplied in coils, on reels, or in
cut lengths as required, in all diameters down to
20 s.w.g
BI. Coraline Soldering Paste is suitable for
copper, brass, tin, iron and lead 'and for electrical
connections except the ointing of paper insulated
cables: lt is quite easy to apply, even in
the most awkward corners, and once
having been applied it does not run
off the work, 'nor does it dry.
It gives
off no- -spray and is very economical.
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spite of the ever-increasing
simplicity of the controls of a
JNwirelefs set, there are still few
receivers which can be described
as entirely foolproof in the matter
of adjustment if the best results are
to be obtained from them.
Recently a good deal has been done
by manufacturers in the direction of
helping the user of a set. Modern sets
no longer have a decoration of unlabelled knobs on the front, the adjustment of which, in the absence of
long experience, was in the days gone
by nothing but haphazard guessing.
Most sets to-day have controls which
are easily identifiable, but it is the
intelligent adjustment of them which
is rare.
There are two principal contributory
causes to this state of affairs. In
very, many cases the manufacturer
does not supply adequate literature
on how to adjust and tune the receiver,
and, secondly, even when he does,
very many set users do not take the
trouble to read the instructions and
acquire the necessary knowledge.

COMMENT
weeks, had so far failed to appreciate
the purpose of a variable selectivity
control fitted to the set, even although
we found that a very carefully prepared booklet of instructions had been
available to him,
These considerations bring us back
once more to an old suggestion that
instructions regarding the set should,
in some way, be permanently attached
to it. In the case of many receivers a
card of instructions could conveniently
be accommodated in the lid of the
set; where there is no lid some other
convenient place could, no doubt, be
found.
Loose leaflets of instructions will
invariably get mislaid, and there must
be thousands of sets to-day which are
performing badly or indifferently due
to this cause alone.

Locatioú of the Speaker

The Demand for Separation
OUR recent comments on the
advantages of separating the loud
speaker from the set have, as
usual when we comment on this subject, brought us much correspondence,
including a number of letters from
trade readers who strongly endorse
this view and express the opinion that
Personal Experiences
manufacturers who would advertise
Two instances of personal experience the production of a set specially demay serve to illustrate the point.. In signed to have the speaker located
one case a new set had been in use for separately would have no reason to
some days and, the owners complained regret such a change of policy.
It is quite time that manufacturers
of the great variation in strength between one station and another, and the paid more attention to the convenience
only way they had discovered for of set users. Accessibility of controls,
varying the volume was by rotating clear tuning dials and freedom to
the set, which was a frame aerial choose the position of the speaker in a
type; the owners, assured us they had room independently of the set, are
never had any instructions supplied, three considerations wiTlich deserve far
The second case was of an owner who, greater attention than they have
although he had had a set for many hitherto received.
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Measuring Europes
Wavelèngths
A Visit to M Braillard at Brussels
By A A

ULLILAND

ONSTANT wath -is necessaiy to keep-a wave

-.

=-_h

pan

in working order. Our correspondent, who
just paid a visit to the Bñ,ssels checking station,

tYI2US measuring =operatlons .onTn
ftOÏd-ÍO dd
ductel th
M. Braillard, chief of the checking station, expressed
some vigorous personal opinioii.s on Europe's wavelength problems-.

r
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=

-
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BraillardT

THE decision of the European
broadcasting organisation in 1926
to adhere to a common wave
plan called the Plan de Genève
made it necessary for some international
and independent body to check the various
frequencies agreed upon. The task of
forming such a body fell upon M. Raymond Braillard.
At that time one could riot just go out
and buy a wavemeter for checking wavelength constancy at a distance, especially
if money vas a consideration, so M.
Braillard had tq devise and construct his
This
own wave-measuring apparatus.
vas installed in a section of his own
private garage. I was privileged to visit
this first installation of the UIR; in fact,
when taking photos there my great prob
lem was how to take Them without hay-

The semi-detached
dwelling house in a
Brussels suburb in
which M.
manages to accommodate all the elabo-

S'.

rate apparatus of the
international wave-.
length-checking station.

-

..

-

ing as an eternal background the funnel
of the stove which heated the premises.
Later a semi-detached house was taken
On the outskirts of Brussels, not far from
M.
Braillard's private abode.
At
present, continual additions to the original
apparatus have rendered space so limited
there as to necessitate. plans for building
extra accommodation for the checking
station.
.
-

--

.

....

.-

--'

Because the accuracy of an international checking station must be beyond
criticism, M. Braillard has continually improved upon the exactitude of the
When operations began,
apparatus.
accuracy was of the order of i in io,000;
to-day it has reached i in a million. .In
other words when measuring a kilometre
this is done with an accuracy of plus/
minus i miflimetre. The results of the
measurements are
regularly published
.

in

monthly

graphs."

Wavelength

accuracy

is only
one of the things

'

-
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are

measured at BusDepth of
modulation and the

-

-

d

--

This general view of the interior of the checking station explains more eloquently than words the urgent need for more
space. In the left foreground is the frequency measuring gear ; behind the engineer is the apparatus for measuring
modulation. In the background is the field strength "explorer."

.

'

field

strength
of
the
various 'broadcasting stations and SQcalled
frequency
modulation
are
items which are
carefully observed
at Brussels. Depth
of modulation is
measured to provide p-oôf ôf overmodulation.
Frequency modulation is sometimés
a further sourcef
interference as it
IS just a
wobble
due to modulation

4
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Proft,sor Divoire have now

Luckily it is not
so important now-a-days as modern
stations are not subject to it. The fieldstrength measurements are necessary for
obtaining accurate data regarding wave
propagation and material -for arriving
at the future minimum geographical
separation of stations.
It would take an article in itself to
describe in detail the apparatus used at
Wavelength measurements
Brussels.
are effected by a heterodyne wavemeter,
i.e. the signals received by means of a
powerful and selective receiver are causçd
to interfere with a local transmission of
frequency calibrated with the desired accuracy. When the beat becomes
zero the reading indicates the wavelength
of the transmission being measured.
Exactitude- being of such great importhe standard of frequency at the
Brussels post is one of the most carefully tended instruments. All the wavemeters used are calibrated every day,
and sometimes twice a day. The standard
wavemeter, which is regularly compared
with signals specially transmitted from
the Brussels observatory, consists of a
tuning fork driven by a triode valve on
a frequency of I,000 cycles. Pressure
and temperature are kept constant.

completed an ingenious instrument which they call
a field-strength explorer.
It consists, in the main, of
a modified super-het. receiver with tuning controls
special
a
by
driven
mechanical device providing a paper record of the
reception field-strength of
all European broadcasting
stations receivable in Brussels. As the cycle of exploration takes only ii
obtains
one
minutes,
graphical records showing
the fluctuations in receptkon field-strength at. regular time intervals through-

on older transmitters.
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The 'atest portrait of
M. Raymond Braillard,
head of the International Broadcasting
Union's
wavelength
checking centre at
Brussels.
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(Left) J The results of

,

each month's wavelength checking are
carefully recorded on
graphs which are circulated to the European
postal administrations.
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out the evening.
Calibration has to
be exact to be able
to obtain absolute
values, so the paper
band on which recording takes place
is carefully marked
from a known standard at least once
a day. The result of these measurements, which started. only a month ago,
are plotted on graphs and will be circulated
to the various stations.
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Field-measuring apparatus with automatic recording on paper strips has been
in use at Brussels for several years but
the apparatus used has permitted the
checking of only one statiòn at a time.
M. Braillard and his scientific adviser
5w.

.

.

.

-

Field-Strength Explorer

..

I

,

.

A
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M.
Braillard mentioiìed a curious
phenomenon at the time of my visit.
He tol(l me that the field strength of
a number of stations was nearly double
that of the same stations during the
corresponding period of last year. He
attributes this effect to greater solar
aCtivi'.
Unfortunately the natural
result is greater interference between
stations than was originally expected.
Mühlacker, for instance, has some 24 inillivolts field-strength in Brussels. This increase is in no relation to the power
increase of from óo to loo kW. Droitwich
very much stronger than Daventry.
is
But here again the present i9 milli-volts
measured at Brussels is far greater than
theoretical calculations would lead one to
expect.
This remark by' M. Braillard led to a
question which he had probably been expecting. I asked him for a solution of
.

________________________________

Boulanger, head of the checking department, with the apparatus used for measuring and
recording the modulation depth of every European broadcasting station.

Cause of Interference
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the European wavelength problem. He
smiled and told me that from past experience I ought to know that he usually
answered such questions with a remark
as to the weather, but added that if I
took him in his private capacity as an
engineer with a wide experience of broadand not in his official capacity,
casting,
he would give me a brief outline.
The Lucerne Plan, said M. Braillard, is working satisfactorily. After all,
one must always bear in mind that without it the European ether would be ir. a
state of chaos.
my iemark that some time in 1936
there would have to be a successor to the
present Wave plan, M. Braillard replied
that by then there would be scientific data
available
regarding wave propagation,
anti-fading aerials and single wavelength
broadcasting which hàd.not been available
at the time of the Lucerne plan in
" To my mind, " M. Braillard continued, " there will have to be, in futureS
'

'

.

S
.

S

1934.

things had continued to improve. At the
present moment the Vienna station has
kept its frequency steady for four weeks
without wobbling even as much as one
'

'

.

'

t

.

'

.

'

.

-.

' '

' '
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single cycle
My opinions may be of the future,"
M. Braillard concluded,
but they are of
the very near future. When speaking of
radso please always bear in mind the thing
which I told my students at the university
the other day In radio one ought never
to try to get five hams out of 011e pig."
Thus speaks M. Braillard, who c'an well
be said to be Europe's leading internationâl expert on the practical operation
of wave plans.
Before I left him, we spoke of our first
meeting five years ago, and I remarked
that after all he had not changed much.
But look,
he exclaimed,
look
what those wave-plans have done to my
hair. It is grey now "
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engineer checks
the pressure in the
chamber containing the
tuning fork which proeides the frequency
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ORN is proceeding on the erection of a
new lakco factory to be devoted to the
manufacture of car radio sets and to
the equipment of vehicles. \Vith the latter
object in view flexible exhaust-pipe extensions
are being installed, so that car engines may
run indoors without fear of fumes.
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Wireless Without Crackling
is the title
of a new booklet dealing with electrical interference that has just been issued by Belling
and Lee, Ltd., Cambridge Arterial Road,
Enfield, Middlesex. Free copies will be sent
to readers on request.
a-

a-

booklet entitled Piezo Electricity " (price
9d. post free) has just been issued by R. A.
Rothermel, Ltd., Rothermel House, Canterbury Road, London, N.W.6. The scope of
this interesting publication is adequately
described in the subtitle: " A Technical
Treatise on the Applications of Rochelle Salt
Crystals to High-fidelity Sound Reproducers."
A

'

'

who can build masts
in
:metres
300
height as at Budapes ,,
On
the other
st
hand, he went on,
.'
The General Electric Company has recently
anti-fading aerials found
it necessary to extend the facilities for
con
ery
give
battery manufacture at their works at Witton;
siderable local range the battery factory now covers an area of
sooner 45,000 square feet and is planned on the most
toe
to
In the archives at Brusseh. Wavelength charts for each station
modern lines for efficient production.
Countries
waves.
have been kept since ¡930.
'2
0>
4>
hitherto clinging to
Leaflets received from the Cressall Manufacbe
a marked improvement in the quality of their 400 or 500 metre waves would
turing Company, of Eclipse Works, 31-32,
reproduction of receiving sets. The high willing to accept shorter ones. Better Tower Street, Birmingham, 19, describe a new
of sliding resistance and also the well.
frequencies are the salt and the pepper in quality would require sacrifices, M. Brail- pattern
known Cressall asbestos-woven resistance mats.
the soup, and they make all the difference lard said. Each country would have to be
4>
4>
4>
4>
between unintelligibility and intelligibility content with a small number of high-efiuA Correction-The price of the Murphy
f speech. We must have a wavelength ciency, high power, broad-freejuency- 'radio-gramophone is ¿24, and not 24 guineas,'
separation of anything between i6 and 20 band stations and a large number of low- as given in our Guide to4aReceivers.
4> 0>
4>
power, local relays either synchronised
kilocycles!
The Voigt twin-diaphragm speaker with
independent
of
means
or
surprise
along
cables
by
My face must have registered
Itt-mouth horn has been approved by the
for M. Braillard quickly reminded me that devices. Possibly some countries would Central Council for School Broadcasting. The
he was speaking as a private engineer, not resort to the ultra-short-wave for their relatively high sensitivity of this model will
often he beneficial.
as an official. "In all probability," he local stations, combining the service with
added, "receivers would best be equipped television.
"Synchronisation on international comwith variable band-pass, permittitig of
quality up to 8,000 cycles for high-power mon waves does not present technical
Alternating Currents,, by Leo T. Agger,
local stations but only letting through problems any more," said M. Braillard, BE., head of the Electrical Enginèering Dept.
the Municipal College, Leigh-While mainly
3,000 to 4,000 cycles for distant recep- with a smile at my remark that at Lucerne at
for students, the author's treatment
last year numbers of delegates had not intended
tion.
of its subject renders this book suitable for
Reduction in the number of wave believed that it would be possible to keep others who wish for an introduction to alterchannels would be the natural outcome of within plus/minus io cycles of añ allotted nating current theory and practice. The author
the reader to he already familiar with
better quality." M. Braillard continued, wave. M. Braillard told me that there assumes
phenomena associated with DC currents.
"To obtain this the new anti-fading aerials were a large number of stations which, in the
Pp. 204+Viii, with 546 diagrams. Published
have made the formerly despised waves the course of the past year, had never by Messrs. Macmillan and Co.. Ltd.. St.
under 300 metres extremely sought after. varied more than 5 cycles and, in fact, Martin's Street, London, W.C,, Price 5s. net.
--S.
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The Universal Receiver
JN

W. STRAFFORD

By

F.

R.

addition

tO

describing the somewhat puzzling

Design

arr angement of the rectifier valve, tvhich, in a
universal AC-DC set, is operative on AC but a
on DC supplies, the present article
also deals with the fluer points in the design of this
its name implies, an AC/DC receiver is characterised by its independence of the nature of the
mains supply tó which it is connected. The method by which the necessary smoothed direct-current HT supply is
obtained in this type of receiver is exceedingly simple, as may be seen by
referring to Fig. i
The rectifier valve is first distinguished
by the fact that its emitting cathode is
indirectly heated, and the necessary
heater current is supplied from the mains

f\

LCT
R

L

oc

MMNS
cl

Fig.
-

THED

oc

s-Usual

connections of the rectifying
valve in a universal receiver..

via a voltage-dropping resistance R, adjusted to give the requisito working conditions for the heater.
When it is connected to AC supply
mains the rectifier acts as a simple halfwave system, the valve becoming conductive only when its anode receives a posiThe contive half-cycle of voltage.
denser C receives unidirectional pulses of
current and a mean voltage is set up
across it. There is, in addition, the usual
arrangement for eliminating ripple, which
is smoothed out by the filter circuit L and
Cx

The Inoperative Rectifier
For DC operation one merely inserts
the mains plug in such a manner as to
connect the positive of the supply to the
anode. The rectifier valve then becömes
permanently conductive and may be replaced by a simple resistance, the value
of which must simulate the average internal slope impedance of the rectifier
which is especially designed in order that
this value may be kept at a minimum.
This ensures good regulation, and a_very
small voltage drop across the rectifier
valve results.
Naturally, since the supply voltage is
unlikely to exceed 250 volts, it is essential in the AC/DC receiver to avoid

of

AC-DC

Interchangeable

Sets

I

quite normal and do not differ from those
of any other type of mains receiver employing indirectly-heated valves.
The
position of the heaters with regard to
their series arrangement in the hear chain
is, however, ery important. For example, supposing the heater marked X in
Fig. 2 belongs to a.valve used as a detector or sensitive low-frequency, amplifier;
this heater is at relatively high potential to
the chassis, and during AC operation a
small current will be driven from heater
to cathode via the heater/cathode capacity and will produce AC potential across
the bias resistor normally connected in the
cathode return to chassis. Unless extremely elaborate decoupling arrangements
are employed, the resultant AC potential
will be amplified and produce serious hum
in the receiver.

siecialised tv.be of receiver.

4

-

serious loss of voltage, or the available
supply to the anodes of the valves will
not be great enough to produce good results.
Nevertheless, universal" receiver valves
have been specially designed to work at
nominal anode voltages of 150 or even
less, so that 50-Iou volts may be dropped
across the smoothing choke, which may
accordingly be replaced if required by the
field coil or an energised type of movingcoil loud speaker in the usual manner.
General considerations, of valve design
and circuit networks has led to the adoption of higher heater voltage than normally utilised for indirectly-heated valves.
For example assuming that one
attempted to use the 4-volt I-amp valve
in an AC/DC receiver employing 5 valves
on a mains supply of 220 volts. If these
Induced Interference
valves were placed in parallel one would
require a series of resistänce capable of
Hum can also be produced by pure
dropping 216 volts at
amps! This magnetic induction, which develops AC
represents i,o8o watts, the consumption voltage across part of the electrode strucof an 'excellent electric fire! To house tures in the valve itself. It is therefore
such a resistance in a cabinet would be desirable to place valves which are sensia somewhat hazardous procedure! Even tive to losy-frequency potentials at the end
if ihese valves were connected in series of the heater chain nearest the chassis.
the resistance would be required to proThe frequency-changer is also liable to
duce a voltage drop of 200 at i anp, produce modulation hum if it is cori
which represents 200 watts of heat dissinected at too high a potential with
pation across it! The valves are therefore respect to' chassis. The output alve,
designed to work at a low current and which has a relatively low voltage gain
higher voltage, so that in a receiver emwhen matched for maximum power outploying, say, 5 valves, including the rectiput, may be placed at high potential,, and
fier, they are connected in series, and the very little hum trouble is likely to arise
final series resistance
will not have to drop
much more than ioo
olts or dissipate more
MAINS
than 30 vatts.
RECT.
R
One may now refer
X
OTHER HEATERS
to Fig. 2, which represents the bare bones
of an AC/DC receiver.
An AC / DC receiver
differs from AC mains
i-l'i
sets in that the chassis
is often at high potential with respect to
.i
HGH VOLTAGE TEST
earth. It is absolutely
essential, therefore, to
connect the earth, for
the receiver, - via a
Fig. 2.- Niring of the LT and HT supply circuits.
suitable high-voltage
condenser and to box up the receiver in from this source. Since the major portion
such a manner as to completely eliminate of hum voltage is due to the capacity beany possibility of making human contact tween heater and cathode, which is unwith the chassis or any metal part conavoidable in present design, it is essential
nected to it.
that there should be no pure conduction
The remaining circuit connections are paths between these t ¡E electrodes, or the
.

-

.

-

-
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The saving of cost due to the elimination
hum problem becomes increasingly diffi-' of a mains trausformer from. the AC/DC
cult. Pure conduction paths, as distinct receiver marks it down as a definite profrom reactances, may be caused by faulty gressive step in the manufacture of a highinsulation or actual electron emission class receiver of medium power output at
between heater and cathode, but valve an attractive price. It has opened up
manufacturers are watching these points new avenues for valve design, and is likely
very carefully, and such faults are very to become increasingly popular, as its
unlikely to occur.
reputation is already well established.

HINTS

.

ÑD TIPS

Practical Aids to Better Reception
AGREAT deal has been written on
what the wireless user can and cannot do to minimise the effects of electrical
disturbanées. The desirability of applying preventive measures at the sOurce
is generally admitted, but it is also agreed
that at least something
The
can often-but not invariably_be done at
Listener's
the receiving end.
Part
But this is admittedly
rather an unsatisfactory state of affairs,
and the attitude of many sufferers seems
to be that, as everything seems so uncertain, there is a good excuse for inaction.
This attitude is surely wrong. l'bdeed,
it may almost be urged that no one is
entitled to complain until he has tried to
help himself by applying the simpler
remedies. At any rate there is some justification for this statement with regard to
weak interference, of such an intensity
that- it does not affect the reception of
local broadcast, but may be a serious bar
to successful long-distance work. The
Post Office authorities can hardly concern
themselves with such interference, and it
is natural that owners of apparatus causing it are less likely to go to the expense
of providing suppressors than in cases
where short-distance reception is iñterrupted.
-.
-

Fitting a Bèlling-Lee interference suppressör
to incoming mains.

elaborate
Although
consparatively
methods of interference suppression are
suggested from time to time, the less experienced listener hardly need concern
himself except with two simple ones-the
condenser filter for the household electrical
mains and the screened down-lead for
his aerial.

As most readers are aware, ncthing
could be simpler than the condenser filter,
which consists of a pair of i-rnfd. or 2mfd. condensers joined in series and connected across the mains as near as possible
to their point of entry to the building.
The junction point between the condensers is then joined to earth. Readymade suppressors, comprising a pair of
condensers with safety fuses, all mounted
in a neat case, are produced by several
firms.
So far as screened aerial down-leads are
concerned, the sufferer from interference
has two alternatives to consider. Ordinary rubber-covered and metal-braided
wire.. normally introduces heavy losses,
which must accordingly be offset by providing matching transformers (which are
obtainable commercially) at each end of
the screened line. Low-capacity screened
èable, on the other hand, is specially
made to reduce both self-cápacity add
losses, and, in reasonable lengths, may
be used in the normal manner, but, of
course, the external metal screening must
- be eãrthed.

ALOW-READING DC voltmeter is
seldom of much practical use to the
owner of a modern receivêr-at any rate,
one of the mains-operated type-as it is
not often.that the need arises for measuring DC voltages of the order of two or
It is
three volts.
worth
while
rememUse for a
benng, however, that
Voltnieter
in many cases such an
instrument can be
pressed into service as a sensitive tuning
indicator which will be quite as satisfactory as the more usual niilliammeter,
and will certainly be rather easier to instal in the set.
The meter should preferably have a
maximum scale reading only slightly
greater thao the "standing" negative
bias applied to the valves controlled by
the AVC system in the absence of an incoming signal; 3 or 4 volts is generally
right. The instrument, which should be
of high resistance, is merely joined across
the bias resistor of one of the controlled
valves (or across a resistor common to
more than one valve). Accirate tuning
will then be indicated by minimum deflec
tion of the needle.

2Ist

1934.

FTER converting an existing set to
Class "B" output by making the
original small output valve become the
driver, it occasionally happens that the
resulting quality is disappointing. In
spite of meticulous care in the choice of
values and components in the Class "B"
Class «B»
stage, and the usual
Quality
precautions
against
parasitic oscillation,
the reproduction is poor if not definitely
bad, and overloading appears to set in
long before the rated output is reached.
In such a case it is highly probable that
low-frequency feed-back is occurring in
the earlier stages, and the remedy is to increase the decoupling of the detector or
driver valve, or possibly of both. As
HT volts are likely to be rather precious
in a battery set, it is usually advisable to
increase the values of by-pass condensers
rather than those of decoupling resistances.

A method of providing air spacing (with consequent reduction in losses and self-capacity)
for the conductór of screened aerial cable
(Ward and Goldstone's Metocel 'j).

THOSE who are forced to use a mains
aerial-and this paragraph must not

be construed as condoning the practiceshould always try the effect of reversing
the mains plug through which the set is
fed. In most cases, polarity will have a
influence
noticeable
signal pick-up.
Of course, this adAenals
vice applies only to
AC mains; polarity
reversal of DC supply would reflder the
receiver inoperative. There remains the
possibility, however, of trying an experimental change-over of the wire which connects the built-in "mains aerial" condenser to one or other of the mains leads.

Mainson

EVEN those with little experience in
the construction of HF amplifiers will
know that grid and anode wires are to be
regarded as probable sources of unwanted
couplings which are likely to lead t instability. It,is not so often appreciated
that leads at the

Stray
Couphngs

"earthy" ends of
high-frequency circuits
may also cause
trouble, even though

they are connected to a metal chassis, and

appear innocuous. This is particularly
likely to be true of wires forming part of
a closed oscillatory circuit which are connected to tuning coils or condensers.

so

/

I
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Catacombs Broadcast
pm. on Christmas Day a

ATspecial

service in the Catacombs at Rome is to be broadcast to America for distribution
over the network of the National
Broadcasting Company.

150 Kilowatts from Paris
TE learn that Radio-Paris
(Paris National) will be the
most powerful transmitter in the
French regional scheme, using
the maximum power permitted
by international agreement,
namely, '50 kilowatts.

Our Near Neighbour
(NorRADIO ENN provisional

mandy), with its
power of 40 kilowatts, has
been renamed "Radio-P.T.T.
Ouest." This temporary transmitter is filling the breach pending the completion of the 520kilowatt Regional station, which
will begin operation early n. the
New Year.

Overseas Cetìsus

..

..

-

-:

-

Review

Yet Another
AUSTRIA now claims to have

KTO attempt seems to have
"
been made to assess the
number of listeners to the
A
B.B.C. Empire stations.

produced the smallest wireless receiver in the world,
According to a correspondent, it
is the size of a thimble.

.'

census has been conducted, however, in the French Colonies,
with the result that only 1,533
short-wave receivers are known
to exist throughout the French
overseas territory.

Radio on Viceroy'& Plane
THE new four-engine Avro

monoplane built and
equipped specially for the Viceroy of India is fitted with Marconi combined medium- and
short-wave transmitting and re
ceiving apparatus, with the Marconi "homing" device attachment as an aid to navigation.
The transmitter and receiver,
Type A.D.37138, are capable of
both telephone and telegraph
communication on the dual
wave ranges of 40-80 and 5001,000 metres.

-

Norway's Brohdcasting
House
1\ORWAY is the latest country
to consider the building of
a Broadcasting House, which
will be erected in Oslo. An architects' competition has been in-

augurated, and the best designs
are to be discussed in the Norwegian Parliament.

annual appearance of
T HE Photograms
of the Year
is always looked forward to by
lovers of artistic photography.

The new edition, which marks the
fortieth year of publication, emphasises the international appeal
Critical
of photographic art.
notes are included, and a very
complete and up-to-date directory of photographic societies.
Photograms of the Year"
should make an ideal Christmas
gift book for every photographer. It is published by
Iliffe and. Sons Ltd., Dorset
House,. Stamford Street. London, SEs, price 5S. paper
Covers, 7S. od. cloth-bound, and
is obtainable direct from them
(postage 6d. extra) or from all
booksellers,
bookstalls,
and
photographic dealers.

-

I

An Echo Depth Recorder
MAGNETO-STRICTION
Echo Depth Recorder" is
the title of a paper by A. B.
Wood, D.Sc., F. D. Smith,
D.Sc., and J. A. McGeachy,
B.Sc., to be read at a meeting
of the Wireless Section of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers at 6 p.m. on Wednesday,
January 2nd, at the Institution,
Savoy Placè, Victoria Embankment, W.C.2.

"A

Earlier. Radio Show

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

.
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RANCE is to set the fashion
in early radio exhibitions,....
for in all probability.the.official
radio show of 1935 Will take
place in June.
Reasons adduced in favour of
the change from September in
.dude the ioniser neriod between

F

-

-

-

the show and'theopening of the

Plea for Silent Nights
0CCASIONAL silent nights on
the ether are vital to American trade in the opinion of Mr.

T
i

fr

"Photograms of the Year"

L

-.

season, enabling manufacturers
to cope with the probable demand. From the point of view
of the public the June date
coincides with the height of thg
Paris social season.

Farewell to Huizen
HUIZEN is to close down,

according to arrangements
decided upon by the four Dutch
broadcasting associations at a
meeting presided over by the
Minister of the Interior, M. de
Wilde. The arrangement prothe operation of broadvides
casting stations by an organisation comprising all four associations, but under State control.
The power of the State station Kootwijlc will be increased
so that it will eventually replace
Huizen.

-
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.

:
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TRANSMISSION on a half-metre wavelength being
demonstrated by Mr. Albert Parsons, of the Portsmouth Municipal
College, at the local Industries Exhibition.

MICRO-BEAM

A

Portuguese Show

TWENTY - FIVE American
radio. manufacturers displayed their products at Portu gal's fifth radio and electricity
exhibition held in Lisbon from
December ist to ioth. There
were three British, three German, one Dutch, and one
Austrian stand.
According to a Correspondent,
there were no novelties.
Allmains sets were in the majority.
Car radio was prominent.
The Emisora Nacional exhibited a glass-walled, soûndproof broadcasting studio from
which programmes were transnutted in full view of an interested audience.

President Opens Shortwave Station

NEW Portuguese short-wave
statio, CTiGO, owned by
the Portuguese Radio Club,
Parede, is now operating on 48.4
metres (6,198 kilocycles) and
24.2 metres (i 2,396 kilocycles).
The former transmits daily
(Tuesday excepted) from 0.20
am. to 1.30 am., and on Sundays from 4.30 p.m. until 6 p.m.
The latter operates on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays
from Oto 7.15 p.m.,.and also on
Sundays from 3 to 43O p.m.
All times are G.M.T.
The station was inaugurated.
on December Ist by the President of Portugal

Irving Caesar, the Broadway
song writer and music publisher, who contends that the
stay-at-home habits induced by
radio mean that people wear
out fewer shoes, suits, and evening gowns, consume less petrol,
and attend theatres less frequently. Mr. Caesar's paper.
delivered before the Federal
Communications
Commission
recently, was entitled "The
Lethargy of Radiocracy."

Collins' Wireless Diary
THE

Collins' Diaries are
famous, and the Collins'
\Vireless Diary for 1935 follows
the worthy tradition. In addition to the diary space, there are
146 pages devoted to usef ni wireless informa'tion, formul, and
lists of wavelengths. The diary
is obtainable from all booksellers
and stationers, price is. 3d., in
art cloth. There are other.prices
for superior bindings.

A Lost Ticket
THE Birmingham reader who
lost a return half ticket

from London on Tuesday.
December i ith, is asked to communicate with The Wireless
World.

.
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Power 'Unit1=..

'The
WHILE receiver design

hs progressed

Considerations Underlying the
Choice of Components for

a bretbless pace during the last
few years, the mains power unit

at

J

remains essentially the same. The changes
that have been made are confined almost
entirely to manufacturing details. As it has
not been the focus of attention, therefore,
there may be room for a review of this
department. What follows does not pretend to cover the whole subject of design;
that can safely 'be left to the manufacturers
of the large selection of components available
for building power units. Eut sometiinès we
may not want to stick rigidly to the constructional specification (there may be cornponents from a scrapped set, for example)
and it is as well to know where -latitude is
allowable and where it is not.
It is bad policy to try and cut costs in
any part of a receiver, but more emphatic-

::.::::

Mains
-

current.
A cartridge fuse has been.
standardised, and is designed to blow at 50
per cent. more than the rated current. The
pair of fuses (one in each main) between
the supply and the primary of the power
transformer should be rated at considerably
more than the actual normal current, to
carry the surges-I amp is usual ip to 6o
watts, and higher powers pro rata. Very

IIIJ

________
t'

'I

.

i-F indicates fuse positions for protecting the HT. circuit with
rectifier, (b) a voltage-doubling metal rectifier, and (c) a half-wave

(a) a full-wave valve
rectifier of either sort.

Fig.

-

Wireless World, December 2251, 2934.

ally so in the power unit. It must not be
forgotten that the voltages generated in a
unit of even moderate power are enough
to cause quite a lot of damage, huinan and
otherwise, in the event of a breakdown of
insulation. For the same reason one can
hardly take too much care in assembling and
wiring, and in running preliminary tests.
With this in mind we may turn to consider safety devices, such as fuses. Small
lamps are all very well for battery circuits,
but they do not guarantee a complete disconnection in a mains circuit. There is
another difficulty: a sudden surge of current
is liable to flow at the moment of switching on, and is quite normal; but a flashlamp filament contains so little metal that
it is f used by even a momentary excess

cunning fuse holders are made to take one
or a pair of fuses, which are totally inaccessible until the part carrying them is
pulled out; and the operation disconnects
both sides of the supply and entirely disconnects the fuses. It is difficult to see how
anybody can blunder into "death by misadventure " with such a fitment. Belling
and Lee, and Microfuse have specialised in
this sort of equipment for a long time.
For the HT rectifier circuits the fuses may
be rated more closely to the actual current
-say a so mA. fuse for an 8o or ioo mA,
circuit-and so give more responsive protection. The proper place is in the leads
to the anodes of the rectifier (Fig.
An effective protection against shock is provided by the safety boxes made by Ferranti,
in which the mains are disconnected in the
act of opening, and which are intended to
live
contain all the
equipment
)

Indirectly 'heated rectifiers are now in
general use in the moderate sizes, so
a thermal delay-switch to keep the HT
current back until the other valves haveS
warmed up is not usually necessary; but in
big units the rectifier may pass current
before the power valves are ready to take
it; and the result for a little while after
switching on is that' the voltage applied to
the smoothing condensers is anything up to
o per cent. above normal.
That is in
addition to possible momentary surges. Sc
a delay-switch, such as is made by Varley,
sometimes enables one just to use a certain
type of condenser when otherwise the risk
would oblige one to fit a higher voltage
type, at greater expense.
This sort of difficulty has been largely
evaded by the tendency to standardise all
components to a few voltages-chiefly 250.
350 and 500. Another great help is the
electrolytic condenser, which has practically
superseded paper condensers for smoothing
(Ci and C2 in Fig. 2). To work on a 350
volts smoothing circuit a paper condenser
should be rated at a working voltage of not
less than 500, and this means a test voltage
of at least I,000.
An electrolytic condenser rated at 500 volts peak is perfectly
safe. Even an electrolytic condenser is not
happy if the excess voltage persists. There
is a chance of this when a high voltage is
reduced by. a series resistance for feeding
a valve in one of the early stages. The
valve may go out of business and cause the
voltage across the condenser to rise very
considerably (C3 in Fig. 2). Condensers
used in this way ought to be able to stand
the full voltage that would exist if the
resistor were not present, but one need not
provide for surges on top of this.
There is one position where a condenser
if especially liable to be broken down, with
almost certainly regrettable results. It is
-
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group of typical
mains transformers:
from-left to right, the
Davenset,
Wearite
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Lt is not always realised that the life of a
rectifier is shortened by low LT voltage as
well as by high. For the same reason take

usually in the hands of special local circumstances.
A metal rectifier is more expensive and
.
bulky than a valve,
particularly when one
takes into account the
extra condenser capa'
city required in a

the so-called buffer condenser sometimes used
as a cure for modulation hum (the sort
that is heard only when a station is tuned
in). C4, or alternatively C5 (in Fig. 2)
shows where it is connected. Sometimes
only one condenser is used, instead of a pair.
The capacity is usually o.z mid., and it is
not too much to call for a test voltage
Io times the rectified voltage.
The other component in the smoothing
partnership is the choke. It has become
almost standard practice to use the loud
speaker field coil as a choke, which may or
may not render an ordinary choke superfluous.
There are too many ways of connecting
a held coil, with or without additional
chokes, to illustrate here. One of them was
adopted in the Single Span receiver; in
which a choke is used for all the HT current,
and the current to the stages other than the
output valve is further smoothed by the
speaker field. For ordinary purposes, however, the simple circuit of Fig. 2 is satisfactory. But if a choke is needed, it is quite
essential to get it from a manufacturer who
knows all about the job, and to see that it
is rated to carry the maximum HT current.
Quite a different sort of choke sometimes.

.

voltage-doubling' circuit. And a shortcircuit is likely to be
a more expensive sort
of accident when a

'
t

.

r

metal rectifier is used.,
But there are the
advantages of robustness and permanency.
ji
-,.
Moreover, the valve
rectifier n e e d s an
extra LT winding on
the transformer, and
a much higher volt-j
: ----age HT winding.
A Westinghouse m etal rectifier is shown with a group of modern
When using a valve
full-wave rectifier valves.
rectifier, the hahit of
regarding t h e LT
earthy " and harmless must care that there are no high resistance conparts as
tacts, not forgetting the valve holder.
be broken; the rectifier filament circuit
Incidentally, the main LT to the receiver
hottest " part of
is very nearly the
the whole arrangement, aocI should be is likely to take more current still, and
perhaps the valves are situate4 in a separate
unit a little distance away; so the leads
should be generous in copper. Something
equivalent to at least No. j6 gauge is
advisable. The gauge of th&HT wiring is
unimportant, except perhaps for mechanical
strength; it is the insulation that counts
here.
ç

'.,,,,,
-

-

-

Universal Receivers

¡

Fig.

2--Circuit diagram

of a typical power unit, showing positions of various condensers
may be used.

finds its way into power units. There may
be trouble with "noisy" mains-highfrequency disturbances working along into
the radio circuits via the mains. This is
particularly likely with DC supplies: and
suppresser chokes and condensers are available to make up filter circuits such as that
shown in Fig. 2 (Co and L). Sometimes only
condensers are used, or they are placed at
the other side of the chokes. The chokes
must be designed to impede HF currents,
and to carry the full supply current to the
unit. Wright and Weaire, Goltone, and
some other firms list a range of chokes for
this purpose.
With AC mains there may be no need to
do anything as elaborate as this; it may
be enough to use a transformer with an
earthed screen between the windings. 'But
before we can say anything much about
transformers, however, we have to decide
between valve and metal rectifiers.. These
two competitors have been in the field for
more than half a dozen years, arid there
are still no slgps that either is going to oust
the other. The advantages seem remarkably well balanced, and the casting vote is

that

particularly well insulated throughout.
Another habit is to wire up a receiver with
22 gauge or thereabouts, which is more than
adequate for most of the currents to be
borne; but it must be remembered that a
rectifier filament may take several amps,
and unless heavy gauge wire is used there
will be a drop in the voltage at the filament,

Turning now to the power transformer,
it may he asked whether it is really
necessary.
" Universal " receivers, working on either AC or DC mains withöut
alteration, have no transformer; and they
work well if they are properly designed. On
DC, of course, a transfi5rmer has no application at all; and- that constitutes a disadvantage which is compulsory. When a
receiver is worked on AC without a transformer, it is a voluntary disadvantage,
suffered for the sake of being able to use
either type of supply, or possibly for thesake of saving the cost of the transformer.
But a disadvantage it is; and for at least
three reasons.
The first is that without a transformer the
parts of the receiver are in direct connection
with the mains; and it is not possible to
make them safe to touch by earthing them,
because that might short-circuit the mains
and put au end to the matter. Using a
transformer, the whole set is isolated from
the mains, and the high-voltage parts can
readily be made inaccessible.
-

I

(s)

'

-

(b)'

''

'!

(c)
-

i

-

The LT winding for-an indirectly heated valve iv often connected to the rest of the
circuit at one side (a), but with directly heated valves the connection must be made to a ceiÇtretap (b), or potential divider (c).
.
Fig. 3.

.

........
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Next, the voltage available for the receiver
is limited to twice that of the mains; and
if it happens to be iso there is not much
scope for working modern valves.
Then there is a further limitation in not
being able to obtain low voltage supplies;
for example, those needed for valve heaters.
In the range of " universal valves there
is not such a large choice, and the senes
connection of the heaters is less satisfactory.
That is not to say that transformerless
receivers cannot be quite comparable with
good AC models of normal design; but they
require a good deal of experience to design;
and the amateur should not neglect the red
light of warning that must be suspended
over this district of radio.

The Westinghouse Co. -gives inclusive
data, assuming certain specified chokes and
transformers. But the valve maker's curves
(which, incidentally, are practically straight
lines) take no account of transformer or
chokes. It is easy enough to calculate how
many volts are lost in the chokes by

When selecting a transformer or choke,

it is worth while taking some care to see
that the stampings are thoroughly tightened

up everywhere. It is extremely trying when
one goes to great lengths to cure a hum
assumed to be emitted by the loucLspeaker,
and then finds that it is really the trans-

Mains Transformers
There are too many makes of reliable
transformers to name, and such a large
variety of specifications to choose from
that a special model is seldom necessary.
But when one does want to get materials.
for special transformers or chokes there are
firms such as Sound Sales who can supply

requirements. Partridge and Mee specialise
in the latter.
It is probablyobvious enough that a 350-

_fII..Ij

.

I

II

'.

II

Fig.

4.-Automatic grid bias for a directly heated valve canbe provided without needing a
separate LT winding.

multiplying their resistance by the actual
current in them (in amps). The result is
generally not more than
The transIo or 20.

former resistance may
not be known, and in
any case it is no simple
matter to reckon how
much current actually
With
flows in it.
reasonable transformers
one is not likely to be
very wide of the mark
in assuming that the
voltage on no load is
IS per cent, higher than
at full rated load, and
pro rata.
If the current taken
by the receiver is much
less thais that for which
power unit is rated
themay
be necessary to
it
drop the surplus volts
Typical smoothing chokes, on the left a Wearite, with a Sound Sales
in a resistor, which can
model on the right and a ßulgin Component in the Centre.
be connected in series
with the smoothing choke. But it must
O-350 volts winding is one giving oo volts
and provided with a centre tap so that there be remembered that the voltage then deare 350 volts between it and each outer pends even more steeply on the current.
Some transformer LT windings are proterminal.
Such a winding, when connected to a suitable full-wave valve vided with centre-taps for conliecting earth
rectifier, gives a rectified and smoothed out- returns or positive leads. This custom is
That does not tending to fall out of tise, and there is
put of about 350 volts.
mean that there has been no loss in the usually little to be said against making the
rectifier; actually the transformer peak connections to one or other of the two LT
voltage rises to 500, and it is just a outer terminals. But there is one exceptioñ:
directly heated output valves. There is no
convenient coincidence that the DC output
n full load is about the same as the transneed, apart from convenience, to have
transformer centre-taps even then. In fact,
lormer RMS voltage. On full load, note.
Some thought must be exercised when the
there is some advantage in using one of
urreiìt to be drawn from the power unit the semi-adjustable anti-hum potentialJiffers from that which the team of com- dividers sold for the purpose (Fig. 3). When
ponents is designed to supply. Transformer,
only on directly heated output vIve is
rectifier, and chokes all hold back a number used, it is possible to arrange to run it from
of volts depending on the current flowing;
the same LT winding as the other valves,
and it is usual to show how many by means and at the same time to get automatic grid
of a " Regulation curve." When deriving
bias; but in such cases it is more usual to
information from these, one must take get the bias from the voltage drop in the
care to ascertain exactly how much of the loud speaker field connected in the negative
equipment is included. The most useful line. In a home-built set it is perhaps better
curve, evidently, is one which includes all to select a transformer with a separate
the components; but as they arc' bought winding for the output valve. And ifthere
from quite different firms it is-not easy to
are to be two directly heated valves in pushget hold of such information.
pu11, two extra windirigs are essential.
-

¡

former core that is making the noise. If
screwing up the clamps fails to stop this
annoyance, some thick varnish run well into
the core is a certain cure.
In the early days of power from the
mains, grid bias used to be a worry to
designers. But now the bias is really part
of the receiver proper, and ' automatic
bias is almost universal, And there is now
little question that the best way of decoupling is by means of a condenser connected straight across it; about o. z mfd. for
HF circuits, and 25 mfd. or 50 mfd. for LF.
The latter, of course, are electrolytic;
and one must not forget to connvct the
positive terminàl to the cathode,
The
voltage rating need not be more than
slightly above the actual grid bias
voltage.
In DC or universal sets, in which the
heaterw of all the valves are connected in
series, there is usually a proportion of the
mains voltage not absorbed in this way.
Special types of resistors are ma(le for this
purpose, and as the heat given off may be
considerab?e there must be adequate ventilation; to say nothing about protection
from shock. As an alternative the barretter
deserves serious consideration. It has
never been so popular in this country as

-

UUUUURU9
VOLTS

5.-An appropriate barretter keeps
the heater current for universal or DC
valves at the correct value over a wide range
of mains voltages,
Fig.

on the Continent, but apart from providing
a very convenient form of resistor it has
the great advantage that it keeps the
current constant at the correct amount between wide limits of voltage. Fig. 5 is a
characteristic curve of the Philips Ci, which
is suitable for the standard Universal

yalves,

I

.-
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THE WORLD'S LARGEST
SPEAKER
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500 watt Voice to

Drown Océan's Roar
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.LOUD speakerdélivering500 watts
of energy is not imsnamed S
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Telephone Laboratories of the Western
Electric Co., Pittsburgh; U.S.A. It follows the general principles of those used
talking pictures and public address systems, but, being designed expressly for
speech purposes, contains certa n unique
features for increasing its penetration and
intelligibility in the presence of other
sounds.
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Narrow Frequency Band
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duralumin, o.oi of an inch thick, travelling
no more than 0.025 of an inch in either
direction. When so moving it provides a
sound pressure of about one pound per
square inch. The mechanical force re
anired to
set ute
-this pressure is
about 50 lb. The
amplifier can de-.
liver i,000 watts of
speech current
The speaker and
horn combined are
30 inches in diàmeter by 30 inches
deep, the horn
being of the folder
type and made of
cast aluminium.
The purpose of
this
outsize
iù
-public address systems is twd-fold:
lirst, to cover a
long range, and,
secondly, to shout
down other noises.
Firemen within
burning bildings
an4 deafened by the
crackle of Tflames
could be directed
by the speaker.
which would also
be invaluable for
giving instructions
" shipwrecked
An officer makes an announcement from the bridee of the cutter
crews ouring storms
Tampa.
at sea. It would
musical reproducer, the new speaker con- also be an admirable substitute for a
centrates its power into the band of from fog-horn.
The speaker and horn are.mounted on a
400 to 4,000 cycles.
swivel mast and can be pointed in any
The amplifier and moving-coil microphone are also designed to cover this direction. The entire system is controlled
limited frequency band.
at the microphone by a sing'e push-button
The speaker diaphragm is made of which, through a series of relays, performs
This is accomplished by sacrificing
naturalness of reproduction and concentrating thç maximum energy into the
voice-frequency range. Whereas a 40 to
10,000-cycle range is expected of a good

:

all the various operations necçssary to
start upor shut off the amplifiel:.
Its. most resent use 'as 'on the

-

-

coasrguaiu, cutter ..i ampa
at toe international yacht races between Enterprise
and Endeavour at Newport, RI. The
giant speaker was invaluable for, policing
the
-

-

-

-

The'speaker, seen on the upper deck, can be
rotated in any direction required.
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" The new 500-watt spéaker closely resembles
a searchlight
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THE CHRISTMAS PARTY.
To get the effect of spontaneity in the broadcast studio
usually requires perfect organisation and very little real
spontaneous effort. On Christmas night, however, John
Watt will go all out to help us

/_"
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coming encrusted with tradition, and this is never more
apparent than at Christmas
time. There are items in the
Christmas programmes which
we have come to look for, and
to be deprived of them would
mean real disappointment..
The world-wide broadcast
on Christmas afternoon, call it
"Empire Exchange" or what
you will, is becoming an institiition-in fact a Royal institution-for His Majesty's
speech crowns the whole.
Christmas Eve, too, now has
its regular features, notably the
Carols broadcast from King's
College, Cambridgé, in the
afternoon and those from St.
Mary's, Whitechapel, at night.

J
-

.

..

.

--

On Christmas morning a service will be broadcast at 10.45 from St.
George's Chapel, Windsor. In our photograph the chapel can be seen
on the left. On the right is the famous Curfew tower.

TRADITION.
ALREADY broadcasting is be-

.

'-Broadcasts

At 3 o'clock His Majesty the
King, seated at his study desk
at Sandringham, will give his
annual message to the Empire.

and resounding throughout
India, New Zealand, Canada
and Ireland.
An attempt will be made to
conclude the programme with
the singing and playing of the
National Antheñ in a novel
way. The Anthem will begin
quietly with a few singers in
a Warwickshire village, will
then be taken up in Central
Africa, Australia and Canada,
concluding with a choir, military band and organ performing the last verse in the concert hall at Broadcasting
-.
House, London.

.s,.

"THE MESSIAH."
ALLEN
(soprano),
STILES
Margaret Balfour (contralto),
Tom Pickering (tenor), and
Keith Falkner (bass) are the
soloists in Part I of Handel's
"Messiah" which is to be
broadcast on Sunday evening
at 9.30 (National) with B.B.C.
Chorus and Orchestra, conducted by Adrian Boult.

share a genuine Christmas
party in the studio. Old-time
Christmas songs will be faded
out to "general party dialogue," and then will follow,
musical chairs, Mabel Constanduros in a Christmas sketch
and Henry Hall waiting round
the corner with his Boys to
burst in at the slightest provocation. Then as A. J. Alan
leaves the world laughing with
â pungent Christmas stor,
Freddie Grisewood will bring
in "Old Bill." Later there
will be a Christmas charade,
and, after a Surprise Item,
"Auld Lang Syne" will end
the party.
SNAPPINESS FROM DENMARK.
THE Danish dance bands are

among the "snappiest" ors
this side of the Atlantic, and
as many long-distance listeners
know, often sing their refrains
in English. Between 3 and 4
p.m. on Boxing Day, London
Regional is taking a relay from
Denmark of Louis Preil and
His Broadcasting Dance Orchestra in Copenhagen. The
repertoire is a nice blend of
English and American.

.
-

-

--

EMPIRE EXCHANGE.
THE Christmas Day pro-.
grammes begin with a morning
service at 10.45 from St.

'

George's Chapel, Windsor,
and thereafter until midnight
the National transmitters will
pour out a continual flow of
music and entertainment.
"Empire Exchange," which
begins at 1.55 p.m., will put a
girdle round the earth. Voices
from near and far-from lonely
outposts as well as the humming cities of the Empire-will
give us a picture in sound
against a background of bells,
beginning at the Church of the
Holy Sepulchre, Bethlehem,
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All thoughts will be turned to Bethlehem on Christmas afternoon when the bells of the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre will start a peal which will resound round the Empire. The picture shows the little town in wiritet.
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"OLIVER TWIST."

the \'Veek
;Home' and Abroad

at

"ELIA" CENTENARY.
WE can forgive the B.BC

CHRISTMAS IN EUROPE

THE

THE European stations offer
a happy collection of Christ-

for sparing only quarter of at

mas features. Among the most
picturesque is the Vienna programme,
Christmas in an
Alpine Village," to be broad- '.
cast at 6.io on Sunday evening next. One of the most impressive should be the transmission from Leipzig and
Stuttgart at 7 p.m. on Monday. This will include the
bells of no fewer than thirty
churches scattered up and
down the country. An hourlater all German stations will
relay a Christmas address by
Herr Hitler's deputy, Rudolf
Hess, to German seafarers and
those living abroad.
At 10.50 on Christmas Eve

k

-

Stuttgart will broadcast a
Lhristmas Mass Irom me

.4,-

4.

-y.

PANTOMIME.

.

-

..

'

'

-

8.30, Music Hsj,
London Reg., 8. The Little Boy.
Abrand.

-

.

SUNDAii bEC 23ra:
Nht 12.30, Chtistmas Coneit by
ihe \Vesterb' SÑdi, Orchestra.
.9,30; ",TheAssial,,": Part I,
with solo5t', B.B.C. Chorus and
-

L

orn

iiiteciaj,eî
ndon Reg.. 5.15, Mabel Constanduros and Michael Hogan in
Ch trn
rty 7

nduct
by Joseph Lewis
Abroad.
Leipzig and Stuttgart, 7, Christmas Bells Irons thirty churches.

.

TUESDAY, DEC 25th.
1.55,
Empire Exchange."
3, Message from HM. The King.

Nat

'

7.30,

9.30,

l5'Trq

Rg

'

'

festh

,

M q
Abroad.
Warsaw, 8,

THE AUDITOR.

-:

f

th N ti ty

"The Christmas Songs

of Europe."

WEDNESDAY. DEC. 26th.
730, "Bluebeard " - a

Nat,

,J

mythical musical melofarce.
London Reg, 630. Henry Hall and
the BBC. Dance Orchestra.

,

cnci,ctl

i

Bridg)

b

Soloist: Joseph Farrusgton (hass).
9, The Kentucky Minstrels

.'

Abroad.

'

Frankfurt, 8.10, "The Magic Vio-

.

-a

ltn

-

THURSDAY, DEC 27th.
7.30, "Oliver Twist."
9,
Recital by Dale Smith (baritone).
London Reg., 7.15, Wireless Mili-

LIJ

,

'f

¿'

Nat,

'

p
,
.

.71?'W7i7ìi

L_

-

fairy tule drama.

,

,

l

Party.

y M
6.45. (and Mid.
Rng.) " All at Sea
with the
Melluish Brothers. 7.30, B.B.C.
(Section E). 845.

.

-

Christmas

Orchst;a

-

r

,

LeNdw

'

i

n an

MONDAY, DEC. 24th.
Nat., 8, Entertainment Hour, inudtng Stainless
Stephen's

I

.

THE PARADE COMES BACK.
"THE RIDGEWAY PARADE"

really does parade, but after
perambulating the country it
will corne to rest at 8.30 this
evening with a broadcast froi
London Regional. This much
talked-of show is a vigorous
affair and always sets the
milliameter needles oscillating
at maximum amplitude. The
Parade isto be repeated at 4.15
to-morrow aftern?on (Saturday) on the National wavelengths.

Hïrnjlton Harty.

Vienna, 6.10, ",Christrnah
Alpine Village.

.i

'

hes
d
g 430 L nd
Sym
phony, Orchestra, conducted by,

Sr

i:

next.
If you feel that this voting
is not representative there is
still time to register the order
of your preferences (i, 2, and
3). Please mark them on a
postcard and address it to

_-.-

.".Mjha"

Breslau, 7.10, Operd
(Flotow).

Abroad..

many thanks to all
those readers who responded
to my appeal for postcards
indicating programme preferences.
far the voting is
definitely in favour of unitiproterrupted
orchestral
grammes preferably of large
combinations, playing wellknown classics in the manner
of the German stations. Opera
is a close second, and next to
it come operettas. Then come
pianoforte and organ recitals,
and dance music requests are

...

the Old Vic.

SATURDAY, DEC. 22nd.

Veitv

geh:noues

frotrn

Nat.,4.15," TheRidgewavParade"
5.15. Ambrose arid HisOrchestia.:

YOUR OWN PREFERENCE.

---

Il,

Luxembourg, &45, Gala Concert by
t e a ion rc estra.

-

hour in commemorating thé
centenary of the death of
Charles Lamb. " Elia never
disguised his dislike of music,
and it is therefore inconceivable that he would have appro.eed of 8o per cent. of the'
B B c programmes
How
ever, the beloved essayist will
have a staunch champion in
Desmond MacCarthy, who will
give a Lamb reading, with.
notes at io 15 p m on Thurs
day next (National).

-

.liy).ct
Abroad.

-

thLe pg

No Boxing Day would be
without its panto
This year Gordon
mime.
McConnell is producing Bluebeard,' to be broadcast on the
Nati?nal wavelength at 7.30.
It will be repeated Regionally
at 8.45 p.m. on Thursday,
December 27th. The part of
Bluebeard (a much married
millionaire) is to be taken by
Dick Francis. There is to
be a chorus of Bluebeard s
elderly wives. Wynne Ajello
plays "Fatima," the perplexed
heroine.

'

-

LEIPSIC t
Fraulein
Hilde Schmeck, who has cornpleted a probationary period at

.

FRIDAY. DEC. 21st.
Nat., 8.30, The Little Boy," play
for broadcasting be E. M.
Delafleki.
London Reg., 8.20, "The Ridgetsay Parade.
9.20, O era:

-

HIER

-

IIIG}ILIGHTS OF THE WEEK

-

-

Beuron Monastery.
France vi11 make merry
with dance music, beginning
at eleven on Chnstmas Eve
and continuing until z o clock
on Christmas morning. Poste
and Radio-Toulouse
will both be transmitting up to
this hour.

:

-

OLIVER TwisT" is so rich
in character studies that it
would be extremely difficult to
achieve complete, failure in. a
broadcast version. Thursday's
broadcast (National; 7.30) promises to be an excellent performance.
Desmond Tester,
who takes the part of the hero,
is a schoolboy who emerged
triumphantly from an' audition
at Broadcasting House.
He
will be supported by Matthew
Bolton as Bill Sikes, Barbara
Couper as Nancy, and Harcourt Williams as Fagin. The
Artful Dodger will be .taken:'
by Frederick Peisley. '
This- prodúction of on of.
the best 'known nbveJs bf ail
time is by J. Comyns Carr,
-and has been revised far broadcasting by Howard Rose.
If, as' F believe, "Ólier
Twist proses a microphone
success, several otE,er Dickens
works may be broadcast.

-

-

'

r
'

dr

tthp

Id)

8 Th1'

Café Colette Orchestra,

'-

8.45,

"Blueheard"
'Abroad.

TheCafe Colette Orchestra in Monday morning garb.

This picture
was taken during a rehearsai, with Walford Hyden conducting.'
The orchestra wilibe' heard on the-Regional wavelengths at ,8 p.m.
on Thursday next.

Ba

'

Radio-Paris, 10,30, Symphony Con- [

.cert,

,

'

*

,

'
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The New Film-Plugging

By

IHEAR from an unusually reliable
source that strong pressure is being
brought to beár on the powers-that-be to
get them to relax the rule which forbids
a radio relay exchange to put out programmes other than those received by
wireless.
As many people know, these relays
chum out, for the benefit of their clients,
the B.B.C. and various Continental programmes, but they are forbidden to keep
their own tame soprano to warble at times
when nothing vorth listening to is coming
in via the ether. Similarly, they are forbidden to relay concerts from the Parish
Hall or similar night haunts.
.

/1

'tíf?

-

F REE.

11I

R.

11111)

-

It is, of course, up to those who patronise the relay services to say whether
they want this sort of thing or not, but,
personally speaking, I should strongly
object to it, as there would be no way of
escape to other stations, as there would be
if it were coming in by wireless. I see no
objection, however, to permitting the
cinemas to install small transmitters on
their roofs with just sufficient power to
cover the locality they served. They could
then dish up their excerpts via this
medium, while the power would be sufficiently low to enable even the most unselective set to be tuned to better things
without being swamped out. It is, I think,
a very good method of giving practical
application to ultra-short waves with their
"optical" range, and would afford many
people an introduction to the technique of
microwaves in readiness for the coming of
television.

A

Sartorial Hint
THE B.B.C., I am glad to. see, are once
more turning their attention to the
growing slackness concerning matters 'of
dress among those who appear before the
microphone.
It is, I understand, a
definite rule that full evening dress is de
rigueur save for those who are taking
Their own tame soprano.

The people behind the new move to get
this rule relaxed are the cinema folk, who
want to 'feed music direct from the sound
track of the films to the lines of their local
relay service. This procedure would, of
course, be done during the normal times
that the films were being shown, and
would not in any way affect the ordinary
programmes, as a tapping would merely
be taken off the ordinary talkie amplifier.
The great idea behind the proposal is,
it seems to me, advertising, by making use
of the relay system for "film-plugging."
The cinema magnates would argue that
once the public appetite hasbeen whetted
by hearing the music of the film, they
would want to see it, and would accordingly trot along at the earliest opportunity.
I suppose, in addition, a microphone
would be provided for giving excerpts
from the wretched organ when it was in
action, thus providing yet another horzor
in our lives.

-

',---

"Sno Maiden" was broadcast. I had
no difficulty in manufacturing some snow
with the aid of the family refrigerator, but
both myself and the room were in a sorry
mess before the opera was over. I was
certainly in no condition to appreciate the
efforts of a gentleman who followed with
a talk on the delights of winter sports.

From the Back Row?
JUDGING from the vehemence and the
' volume of correspondence received'
-

concerning my revelations of sub rosa
love-making in the cinema (new readers,
vide. The Wireless World for November
23rd), I appear to have fallen into a
grievous error, or, t put it in the language
of the vulgar for your benefit, to have
dropped a brick.
I have received letters, and even telegrams, both from representatives of the
cinema industry and members of the
picture-going public. The former strongly
resent my implied suggestion that film producers are so slack in their staff-disciplinary measures', and so lacking in solicitude for the comfort of their patrons, that
they permit unofficial love-makin'g to be
indulged in by members of the cast. The
latter, on the other hand, while under no
illusions concerning the ethics of the
average cinema crowd, hasten to point out
that in this case the voices which I heard
in my super-sensitive deaf-aid undoubtedly
emanated from the back row of the
audience.

character parts.
It is high time, I think, that some similar
disciplinary action was taken in the case
of listeners.
The regrettable habit of
listening in pyjamas and bedroom slippers
is becoming far too prevalent. Apart from
questions of manners and etiquette, listeners ought to realise how much more
enjoyment is to be extracted from listening by donning the garb appropriate to
the programme of the moment. For a long
time now I have insisted that my family
should clothe themselves suitably when
listening.
It might be thought that evening dress
would meet all eventualities, but this. is
by no means the case. You wòuld not,
for instance, don this garb if going to the
races or to a football match. At a recent
talk on foxhounds I found that hunting
pink materially enhanced my appreciation
of the item, while a hasty scramble into
bathing slips enabled me to enjoy in full
measuré a talk on swimming which followed immediately afterwards; I niust
confess, however, that I was. in somewhat
Pf a quandary the other night when the

..-.-

-

Amateurish attempts to imitate.

It would appear, bymy correspondents'
letters, that this portion of the cinema is,
by tacit and universal consent, reserved
for those members of the public who aspire
to be film stars and desire to practise the
technique. The back seats are chosen presumably because there are no unkind
persons sitting behind who might seek to
pour ridicule on their crude and amateurish
attempts to imitate the great masters of
the art that they see on the screen before
them.
-

-------
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The Fixe Condenser
The Evolution and Characteristics
-of Modern Types

*

CONDENSER is suçh a commonplace
article to-day, and obtainable in so
many different forms, that its gradual
evolution from the earliest type of Leydenjar has become obscured by the passage of
time. The. Leyden-jar would seem a cornbersome thing these days, for it consisted
of a large glass container coated on the outside and on the inside with electrolytically
deposited copper; these films formed the
plates, and the glass walls of the container
the dislectric. One jar was the practical
standard of capacity, it being equal to
I-9ooth or o.00ii mid.; actually its capacity was I,000 cms. Long before the inauguration of broadcasting fixed condensers
were becoming more compact, the presentday practice of thin sheets of metal foil interleaved with mica taking the place of the old
style of jars. For large capacities paper re-

-

Fi

Group, of baseboardmounting condensers
showing
Dubilier
T.C.C.

;

T.M.C.

Hydra
Lissen and
Sòund Sales models.
.

-

-

leakage is then of little consequence, being
equivalent to Joining a resistance of some
megohms in parallel with the condenser. .
In grid bias de-coupling circuits capacities
of from 25 to 50 mfds. are quite common,
and the electrolytic pattern is the only style
that will give this
capacity in a compact
form.
dry
The
form of construction is
adopted for this pat-

tern, a n d
t
s
generally assembled j
a cylindrical bakelised
i

i

Modern small-capacity condensers are
usually fitted with
wire ends for suspending in the wiring,
-

-

t

L

-

'

placed the mica: for it enabled condensers
to be made in easily handled sizes, though
this style wOuld not, in the early days, stand
up to high voltage, but they were quite satisfactory for use in receivers of the period,
since it was the exception rather than the
rule to employ more than, zoo volts,
The meanest paper-dielectric condenser
obtainable can be operated at voltages
of the order of zo DC, while models are
made to withstand z,000 volts continuous
work,ing, the margin of safety being such
that even 2,000 volts will not puncture the
dielectric if applied for short periods only.
For receiver use many different styles are
.now available; some have mica as the dielectric, others thin waxed paper, while a com-

paratively .nev development is the -ejectrolytic pattern.
Where small capacities are required, such.
as in high-frequency circuits, it is customary
to fit mica condensers, for in these sizes
their prices are very reasonable. Paper condeniers find favour in LF circuits where
capacities greater than about o.oi mfd. are
required, in anode dc-coupling çircuits, for
it is now possible to obtain this style constructed a non-inductive principle, also for
smoothing the HT supply when derived from
the electric mains.
As there is an appreciable leakage in the
electrolytic condenser, its use is mainly reserved for such functions as HT smoothing
and for shunting grid bias resistors, as the
'

tube with wire ends. Fundamentally, the
wet and the dry pattern are the same, and
they differ only in the form of construction.
When certain metals, such as aluminium,
magnesium and tantalum, are immersed in
certain hemical solutions they allow current to flow in one direction but not in the
.

-

.

i

¡

other, and the basic principle is similar to
that of a chemical rectifier, though the construction of an electrolytic condenser does
not allow of its being used for this purpose.
Aluminium electrodes are usually employed, the electrolyte being a free liquid in
the wet type, but held in suspension by an
aOsorbent material in the dry style. As electrolytic condensets are polarised it is essential
that they be connected in the right manner,
for reversing the polarity may cause irreparable damage. Several makers assemble them
in tubular aluminium cases designed for
mounting on a metal chassis, the case is
usually negative, and the positive connection
is brought out through' an insulated bush
in the base. Others favour a waxed cardboard container, and in this pattern conntion 15 made by tw or more insulated leads,
for there are some models consisting of two
separate condensers in the one container. A
quite recent development is the reversible
type designed primarily for use in universal
and DC sets This condpner nnf d,sp,l
by reversal of polarity and so acts as a safeguard for the componen,ts in the set should
the mains plug be inserted into the DC point
the wrong way round. Nevertheless, it is
not suitable for use on raw AC.
A good
general rule is that electrolytics are essentially for DC conditions, whilst for all AC
circuits either the paper or mica dielectric
models should be employed. They are, of
course equally suitable for DC work.

"

-

s

.

/

i
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'

,

.

4

-

-

_
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-
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I
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Typical modern electrolytic condensers comprising Ferranti
Bulgin ; Peak
T.C.C.
Dubilier and Polar-N.S.F. models. The small tubular types are for grid bias de-coupling circuit3
(C)
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Inexpensive Sets of Every Type

Z.

EXCEPT

where stated to the contrary, readers are asked
to assume that the receivers here described are table
models, designed to operate wit/i an external aerial.
Power
valves, and metal rectifiers (power or ¡1F) are not
included in the number of valves, and so our rating will in
from that of the maker.
some cases

-

rectifying
-

-

.

;

.

Pentodes in Ali Stages
AERODYNE
Three-valve
.

"

J

RECEIVERS
Clock

GUINEAS

10

:

and
Unlike the
Blackbird
Merlin
receivers this set does
not include a band-pass input, but
the aerial circuit includes alternative series condensers to give adequate selectivity. Both the detector aiid output valves are triodes
The cabinet is of the horizontal
type, and a pernianent magnet
moving-coil loud speaker is indud d n the P c I cat °

Pentode valves are used throughout and the HF valve is of the
variable-mu type. It is preceded
by a band-pass biter in which a
combination of high and low
potential capacity coupling is employed. A mains aerial coimeetion is provided aiid there are terminais for a low-resistance exte nal loud pe ker

'

'

'

-

Unusual Filter Coupling
AERODYNE "BLACKBIRD" IO gns.'
Four-valve "Straight" Battery Receiver
Designed on essentially the saine
lines as the AC mains "Drake "
receiver, the circuit includes the,
same type of coupling in the
band-pass filter hut a triode detector valve is employed aimd the
additional valve is a driver preceding the Class "B" output
stage.
A'. semi-circular tuning
scale is used and the vertical cabide igned to ho e the
net

batteries.

-

Incorporating a Clock
5 gns
AERODYNE "RAVEN"
Three-valve "Straight" Battery Receiver
The circuit is of the dst.-LF
type with a single timed iiiput
circuit and two stages of LF
The cabiiiet is
amplification.
available ip a black ebonised
finish with chromium fittings, or
mn bak with brown bakelite
tings. A clock is included in the
specification
Aerodyne Radio, Ltd., Aem'odyne
Lo don
lValiI ,istow
Wo ka
.

E.i',

Time and Wireless
9 gns.
AERODYNE "MERLIN"
Three-valve "Straight" Battery Receiver

The HF and detector stages are
siniilar in design to those of the
Blackbird" receiver, but a
single pentode valve is u&ed iii the
output stage. A "clock face"
tuning dial is employed, and this
is matched on the right-hand side
of the control knob by a chromium-finished clock.

A

Battery Transportable

BEETHOVEN MODEL 54
9's ges.
Four-valve "Straight" Battery Receiver
The circuit consists of a variablemia HF pentode followed by a

detector. LF amplifier and output pentode. The receiver is entirely self-contained with transe
aerials, batteries and moving-coil
loud speaker, and the cabinet is
mounted on a ball-bearing turntable.

is

,

Inexpensive Battery Superhet
BURCOYNE SUPERHETERO
DYNE
10 gns.
Five-valve Battery-fed Superheterodyne
This, the most ambitious of the
)Surgoyne series of low-priced re-

ceivers, has quite an impressive
specification, including band-pass
tuiiing in both signal-frequency
aiid IF circuits. Tim latest type
of biased Class "B" output stage
feeds a moving-coil speaker.

omitted. The volume control is

a
"Local
by
Distance'' seiisitivity switch and
the volume control is opeiative

supplementerri

-

-

botls on radio and gramophone,
The cabinet work, iii the modern
tyle s of walnut r I eyed by
lighter bird's-eve maple.

"

-

-

-

-

.

De Luxe Suitcase Portable
9 gns,
BEETHOVEN MODEL P85
Four-valve "Straight" Battery Receiver

Every effort lias been made to
ensure Ihat this set shall be the last.
word in suitcase portable design
A permanent- magnet moving-coil
loud speaker is included, and the
tuning dial incorporates a travellin s ot-li ht indicator The cirtI

he

f

tan po table
tc
A simplified version

-

-

'

.'
-

1 od e I

known as
the SG4 Minor, with a movingiron loud speaker and a simplified
form of tuning indicator, is available at
sos.
Beethoven Radio, Ltd., Great
College Street, Camden Town,
London, N.W.s.

.'

''' 0

-

-

,

-

-

Burgoyne suitcase fortable.

-

'-'-.

-

n

Two-valve Mains Set
AERODYNE "ROBIN"
7gno.
Two-valve "Straight" Receiver for AC

--

ii

Mains

The circuit 01 this receiver is a
simple detector-LF arrangement in
which pentode valves are employed in both stages. The output pentode is capable of delivering three watts and the loud
speaker is of the energised type.
A simple coupled-aerial tuner
with reaction is employed, and
there are three degrees of selectivitv. The tuning chiaI is of the
clock face" type and is illumisated.

BELOW

and

Local or Distant Reception
BEEThOVEN MODEL 53 £7 19s. 6d
Three-valve " Straight " Battery Recever
Designed for use with an external aerial the circuit of this receiver is similar to that of the
Model 54, but the first LF stage

Face Tuning Dial

7 gns
AERODYNE " WREN
Three-valve " Straight " Battery Receiver

O gns.
DRAKE "
Straight " Receiver for
Mains

-

-

der

-.

-

-

f

-

.-.

C

i.

-

L.

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

.11

-

-

-

'I

Beethoven Model 54, and (left)
the Beethoven Major portable.

Burgoyne

2-P

Comèt
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(Conttnued)

embodies band pa s tun ng an
octode frequency changer, and an
output pentode rated at 3 watts,
Proper provision is made for
switching off the internal loud
speaker vv-ben an external iqstfu-

-

Dual Speakers
BURCOYNE CLASS «B'
£7 9. M
DE LUXE
Three-valve det.-LF Batteiy-fed'Receiver
(Class "B' Three, £6 ¡Os, Od.)
An unusual variant of the
ventional detector-LF receiv.er, in
output stage
which a' Class
feeds a pair of moving coil
speakers. A driver valve is inter.

-

-

output rated at 2 watts. A special
ielectivity tontrol is provided for
use where receiving conditioiis are
difficult.

-

"B"

-

posed between the detector and
output stages.
The chassis and pair of speakers
are neatly mounted in a cabinet
of the horizontal type. A simpler
version is fitted with a single
speakep.
-

A

Suitable Portable

BURGOYNE SCREENED GID Iv.
£6 l7s. 6d.
PORTABLE
Four-valve Batlery-fed Portable with
Built-in Frame Aerial
An example of the HF-det.
aLF circuit, so widely used an
A
receivers.
self - contained
I

.

-

screened pentode acts as an HF
amplifier; the tuning scale is calibrated in wavelengths.
The receivCr measures iz4in. X
14m. x loin, when closed.

.

Simple but Practical
£7
BURTON AC2

15s. Od.

AC

Mains

Two-valve

Receiver

for

\Vhere requirements as to selectivi'ty and range are not exacting,

the straightforward detector-LF
z-valve circuit provides a practical
and dependable receiver, eminently
suited for local-station or mediumdistance work, As this is an AC
model, employing indirectly-heated
valves of high efficiency, it should
be capable of satisfying all reasonable expectations at a very mod-

'

ment is in use.
-

-

.

ry Set

d e t .- L F Ba

..

.

'

CLIMAX MODEL 8H3'
£6 17s. 6d.
(Wilhout Batteries)
Three-valve Battery-fed Receiver
A straightforward' "one-HE
circuit with pentode output is

.

'

-.

.

-

-

'

'

-

,

il

-

.

-

-

1.

-

-

.

.

-,
,

thetp crcutT1ed

for
t
speaker is of tise moving-coil type
with, an Sin, diaphragm.
All prices of Cossor battery sets
are cc1usive of batteries.
..... :.

-

'

T
-,

,

,.,

'5-

:1
',

a
,

-

-

.

.i

Climax det.-LF battery set, and
(below) the HF-det,-LF -model.

-

-.-

z

-

-

Burtoi three-valve

-

-

AC

-

-

,

'i

.

mains model.
Cossor Model 435,
and (left) the Cossor
-Model 350.

(Right) Climax Model
S5H.

6 gns.
BURGOYNE 2-P COMET
Three-valve Battery-fed Receiver.
(Similar Model, Two-Pen-Three,
£5 17s. 61)

An HF-det.-LF circuit with
pentodes in both HF and output
positions su used in this model.
Like all other Burgoyne sets, it is
supplied complete with HT and
LT batteries at the pnce given.

Trouble-free Circuits

DELUXE

-_

Sgns.

Three-valve Battery-fed Receiver
(Olympic, 3, 4 gos.)
The det-aLF type of circuit,
as embodied in this receiver, has
come-back
staged a distinct
this season, partly because it is

extremely reliable and unlikely to
develop faults.
A moving-coil speaker,' fed by a
pentode, is fitted to this modell,
while a cheaper version employs a
moving-iron instrument fed by a
triode.
Burgoyne TVireless (io), Ltd.,
Great West Road, Brentford,
Middlesex.
-

"General-purpose" Circuit
BURTON THREE-VALVE
9 gis.
SPECIAL
Three-valve Receiver for AC Mains

-

-

Receiver

DC Console

HF and Output Pentodes

BURGOYNE OLYMPIC

-

Up-to-date practice in straightcircuit design is followed in the
chassis of titis model, which indudes an HF stage followed by
a power-grid detector and pentode

crate price, and may be expected
to be largely immune from breakdowns.

embodied in this receiver, which
fitted with a moving-coil
speaker.
is

"B"

Class
Battery Set
BURTON FOUR-VALVE SG
£7 lOs.
Four-valve Battery-fed Receiver

Det.-LF Circuit
Od.

The valves of this set are arranged as 11F amplifier, detector,
driver and output, the latter being
of the Class "B " type, feeding a
moving-coil speaker. The chassis
is housed in a plain but neat and
workmanlike cabinet.
C. F. & H. Burton, Progress
Works, Bernard Street, ¡Valsai!..
Spectrum Tuning

fJ lOs.
CLARKES ATLAS 3-4-5
Three-valve "Straight': Battery Receiver
Housed in a two-colour walnut

cabinet with. chromium fittings,
this receiver, although simple in
circuit design, incorporates the
Atlas system of tilting spectrum.
tuning dial. Iron-cored tuning
coils are employed and the loud
speaker is of the permanent magnet
moving coil type.
H. Clarke & Co, (Manclsesèr),
Ltd., Atlas Works, Patricrof t,
Manchester.
Standard Superhet Circuit
CLIMAX MODEL S5
Four-valve Superheterodyne

10 gns.

for

AC

Mains

This receiver has been slightly
modified since it was described in

CLIMAX MODEL B3MC £5 l5s. Od.
Three-valve Battery-fed Receiver
A circuit arrangement embody-

ing a grid detector followed by
two stages of low-frequency amplification is used in this model.
A cheaper set, fitted ovitli movingiron speaker but otherwise similar,
costs ¿4 529. Od.
Climax Radio Electric, Ltd.,
Haverstock Works, Park/till Road,
Hatnpstead, London, NW.3.
Iron-Cored Coils
COSSOR MODEL 435A £9 15s. Od.
Three-valve Receiver for AC Mains
This, the most ambitious of the

.
1

A
"straight" circuit, with
variable-mu 11F valve followed
by triodes in the detector and output stages, has beets chosen for
this, the only Cossor DC receiver. The cabinet is of the
upright type, and requires very
little floor. space.
AC Mains and Battery Models
£8 l5s. Od.
COSSOR MODEL 358
Three-valve Receiver for AC Mains.
(Battery Model 353, £6 l7s. 6d.. or. in
Console Cabinet, £8 l5s. Od.)
This is a slightly less ambitious
version of the Model 435A re-

tector,

ceiver described above, but it embodies several of its special
features, including iron-cored coils
and a screened-pentode detector.
The battery equivalent is fitted
with an "economy" pentode in
place of the Class "B" ampliñcation of Model 435B.

trol is fitted,

Low-priced
Set
£5 12s. 6d,
COSSOR MODEL 350
Three-valve Battery-fed Receiver

Cossor "straight " receivers, includes iron-cored tuning coils, a
screened HF pentode as a de'

and a pentode output
valve. The HF yalve is of the.
variable-mu type, and a continuously variable selectivity con-

"B"

Clans
Battery Set
COSSOR MODEL 435B
£8 15s.
Four-valve Battery-fed Receiver

Od.

This may be regarded as a battery c6unterpart of the 435A; it
includes 'the same features of ironcored tuningcoils and pentode detection, but, with an eye to
economy in upkeep, the Class

-

COSSOR MODEL 3469
£9 5s. Od.
Three-valve Receiver for DC Mains only,
in Console Cabinet

"HF"

This, the lowest-priced Cossor
set, embodies a straight HF-det.LF circuit with triode detector
and output valves and a movingiron speaker. Even in this inexpensive model, howevr, the coils
are of the iron-cored type.
A.

¡Vorta,
N.5.

C.

Cossor,

-.

Ltd., Cossin'

Higlibury Groz

e,

London.
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Inexpensive Battery Superhet
DRUMMER MODEL B44

lo

Moulded Bakelite Cabinet
G.E.C. BATTERY
COMPACT THREE
£5 17s. 6].
Three-valve dit-LE Battery Receiver

gns.

Four-valve Battery Superheteroclyne
Although this receiver is distinctly low iii price, the technical

specification is by no meato devoid
of interest. Iron-cored coils are
employed in both HF and IF
circuits, while "mains set" practice is followed in the diode second
detector and AVC circuits. A
pentodc output valve feeds a
moving-coil loud speaker.
"Straight" Battery Set

Inexpensive H.M.V. Set
H.M.V. LONG THREE,
MODEL 148
£7 lOs. 6d.
Three-valve Battery-fed Receiver

E.C.i.

At one end of the scale of

-

HM.V. productions ave have the
"° guinea
"High -fidelity'

an

-

.

-.

Three-valve

.

.,,

-

.

-

-

..

...

.

te

-

-

.

'

8 gns.

Straight

Battery Receiver

The circuit arrangement is a
screen-grid HF amplifier avith
band-pass input, triole. detector
and pentode output valve. The
cabinet is of figuret walnut, and
a moving-coil loud speaker is included.
A similar set with two tuned
circuits aiid a concentric trimming
control is available at 8.

.

-.

Pass Input

HIGGS DB2

radio-gramophone, and, .at the
other, the present battery set,
ss'htch. in spite of its losv price;
has quite an attractive specifica-

-

7
ges.
DRUMMER MODEL B3
Three-valve Battery-fed Receiver
An HF stage, triode detector,

aiid pentode output valve are included in this receiver, which is
fitted whh a moving-coil speaker.
Edge Radiò, Lid, Bolion,

lV.C..

-

The moulded bakelite cabinet
is designed to house the HT and
LT batteries.
There is no grid
bias battery, as automatic selfbias is applied. The loud speaker

tion. The circuit sequence is
HF stage, grid detector, and
pentode output feeding into a
moving-coil speaker; current consumption is given as 8 mA., and
the set, mounted in a horizontal
cabinet, is supplied with lull
equipment.
The Gramophone Co.,- Lid., gSio8, Clerkenweli Road, London,

is of the permanent magnet
moving-coil type.
General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway. London,

(Continued)

.

'=

-

-

Laancs.

-

Two LF Stages
HIGGS DC2
£6 9s. 6d.
Three-valve det.-LF Battery Receiver
The circuit consists of a triode

-

Improved Station Dial
EKCO MODEL B54

IO

ens.

.

-

-

Four-valve Battery-fed Receiver

,.

Class "B" output, preceded by
driver, detector, and nue HF
stage make up the basic circuit
arrangement of the latest Ekco
battery set. Externally, the instrument is a typical Ekco produclion, and is housed iii a moulded
bakelite cabinet; the controls are
well arranged,' and the stationname scale is exceptionally clear
and legible.
E. K. Cole, Ltd.. Ekco -Waits,
Soutltend-on-Sea, Essex.

detector and first LE amplifier
coupled to a pentodo output
valve.
1%
louai
moving-coil
speaker is included, and the
cabinet is finished in figured svalslut.
A similar circuit is employed in the Model DDz ut
£5 125. 6d., but the loud speaker
is of the moving-iron type.
Charlion Riggs (Radio), Ltd.,
ll1estbou,ne Place, Hove, Sussex.

-

.

,,

-

-

Drummer Model

-

'

.

.
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Kolster-Brandes AC-DC superhet.
.

,,.

-

-

-.

L

-

-

t

j

j

I

-

-

A. Simple Universal Set
C.E.C. AC/DC MAINS THREE

-

.
=

£715s.Od.
Two-valve

Universal

Mains

s

Receiver

.

"

tsvo
-

a.

.

n

-

G.E.C. AC/DC Three,

Ekco Class

" B "

battery set,
-

.

Mains Pertormance Irons Batteries
£9 17s. 6d,
G.E.C. BATI'ERY CB4
Four-valve "Straight" Battery Receiver

*

-

Although this set employs only
receiving valves (plus a
power rectifier) all the operations
of
a
normal
HF-det.-LF
"straight" circuit are carried
out. This is explained by the
fact that the first valve performs
the dual function of HF aiid
LF amplification, while a
tector is used for signal roctification.
Ostar-Ganz high-voltage
valves are fitted.
Universal High-Voltage Radio.
Ltd., 28-29, Southampton Street..
Strand, London, ¡V.C.n.

j

.

Housed in a handsome moulded
bakelite cabinet, this receiver is
capable of a poseer Output of
a watts. The simple. det.-LF
circuit employs universal valves,
and, in addition to the power rectifier, a barretter is included to
'compensate for variations in
mains voltage.
.

The designers have set' out to
make the performance of this receiver comparable-with tlat of a
mains-operated set.
The 11F
valve is of the variahle-mu screengrid type, and the detectar is a
variable-mu HF peistode. "(iccalloy" iron-cored tuning coils are
used, and the Class "B" output
stage delivers i,no m\V. to the
permanent magnet moving-coil
loud speaker.

,

.

St

-

J

i

-

-

-

a

-

'

for AC or DC
KOISTER-BRANDES KB 381 lO gus.
Universal Four-valve Superheterodyne

circuit and several interesting details of layout and desigis figuse
this
inexpensive AC-DC
in
model. Automatic volume control
is included, and the provision of a
built-in filter should add greatly-

-n

.

Higgs DB2 battel7 receiver.

Jiyvoltstar Miniature receiver
with reflex circuit.

Colnpact3."

Interchangeable

for AC or DC Mains
Ait up-to-date superheterodyno

-

-

G.E.C. Battery

Double-acting Valve
HYVOLTSTAR MINIATURE

REIVER
83 gns.
Universal Two-valve Receiver for AC
or DC Mains

-

straight
battery set, Model 148.
H.M.V.

.

Drummer battery superheterodyne.

--
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to the pleasures of reception by
giving a quieter background, even
n
noisy
mains.

Inexpensive Frame-aerial Set
LISSEN MODEL 8102

9 gns
Four-valve Battery-fed Receiver Opera
ting with Built-in Frame Aerial

Completely Self-contained
KOL SrER-BRANDES "HIKA"

£5 Ss.
LISSEN MODEL 8044
Three-valve Battery-led Receiver

low-priced moder. -A balaiicedarmature speaker is fitted.
Lisses, Ltd., Lisse,iiunm lVo,ks,
lVoiple Road, Isleworf h, Middlesex.

Od.

Automatic Tone Compensation
MARCONIPHONE
MODEL 284

triode detector valve feeding
a pair of pentodes working in a
QPP circuit should ensure good
A

This recently-introduced' transportable" model is in an upright

PORTABLE
g sFoir-valve Battery-fed Receiver Operating with Built-rn Frame Aerial
This receiver, of the "trans-.
portable" type, is housed in an

V

identical, except that it iv
mounted in a more conventional
of figured walnut.
cabinet
Deteetor-QPP Circuit
is

(Continued)

upright cabinet, and employs an
HF-det. -z LF circuit, with pentodo
output. There is a "local-distance" switch, and the tuning
condenser is provided with an
externally controlled trimmer.
Three Tuned Circuits
KOLSTER-BRANDES

MULLARD "M B ThREE"

-

-.
-

otn d
guineas.

e

son KB3

a

80

.

'_

Ormond Model

-

602.

.

-"

1

-

-

j
i

j

.

I

i

-

-

I

-

-

-

A
-

e

-

,

,'.

-

._'s

-ç

.

.

.

-

-

--

'

-

.

.

9d

Marconmhone Mode

Lissen Model 8093 AC receiver.

1

2 8 4.

i

Where receiving conditions are
reasonably good a detector-LF
circuit, as used in this set,- is quite
adequate for short- and mediumdistance work; tise extreme simplicity of the circuit is a strong
point in its favour, as the possiIility of breakdown is correspondingly reduced.
The, battery-fed equivalent, KB
362, has two LF stages instead of
one, but is also fitted with- a
moving-coil loud speaker.
Koister-Brandes. Lid., Cray
Works, Sidcup, Keuf.

Double-acting Volume Control

-

£9 15 Od
LISSEN MODEL 8093
Three-valve Receiver for AC Mains.
Battery Model 8073, £8 lOs. Od.; DC
Mains Model 8043, 9 gns.)

! special dúal:volüme control,
whereby HF valve bias and reaction are appropriately regulated
by manipulation of a single knob,
is an interesting feature of this
receiver. A total of three tuned
circuits gives promise of good
selectivity, especially as iron-cored
coils are fitted.
In both the battery and DC
mains counterparts, pentode output valves are also employeçi; nil
models are basically similar in
specification and are fitted with
The DC
moving-coil speakers.
version includes a barretter voltage regulator.

-

._a......,.,...j..,

:

-

An 11F pentode functioning as
a leaky grid detector is followed
by an output pentode valve aud
alternative aerial tappings aro
provided to enable the best selectivity to be obtained under different_,working conditions. The loud
speaker is ot the energised type,
and a barretter lansp is included
to maintain a constant heater cur-

Iron-cored

T"'-

£7

los.

Od.

Three-valve Self-contained Battery
Receiver

.

The circuit consists of an HF
stage- with variable-mu peiitode
aiid irois-co,red coils, a leaky grid

.
.

Mullard MB Three receiver.

-

detector and a pentode output
valve. Frame aerials are wound
round tise iiiside of the cabinet, and
'their directional properties may be
used to supplement tise inherent
selectivity of the circuit. The loud
9peaker is of the permanent magnet
moving coil type, and a "clock
face " tuning scale is fitted.

-

-

cabinet, and the circuit arrangetag and
Ti
B»
d ci
double acting
special
Lissen
volume control is retained, and
the loud speaker is of the movingcoil type.
'

-

Coils

ORMOND MODEL 605

-

.

lOs Od

icnt.

-

I

£7

a

or DC Mains

.

.

Two-valve Receiver for AC Mains.
(Battery Counterpart, KB 362, £5 5s. Od.)

-

Uiiversal Det.-LF Set
o-

.

-

-

This is a more than usually interesting example of the straight
HFdet.-LF circuit, if only ,,,fór
the- reason that the latest multielectrode valves are used throughout. Advantage has been talien
of the fact that a screened pentode
detector valve imposes little damping on the preceding tuned circuit
to Omit reaction entirely, and
thus to simplify operation. Tuning
coils are Litz-wound, and a
moving-coil speaker is fitted.
The Mullard lVireless Service
Co., Ltd., Multaed Hduue, Charing
Cross Road, London, W,C.2.
ORMOND MODEL 604

Popular Det.-LF Model

-

8 gos.

-

ti

.

KOLSTER-BRANDES NEW'
PUP KB 397
£6 l7s.

1

.

Model KB 363 has three-circuit
but the pentode is retuning,
placed by Class "B" and. drivel:
yalves.
J

M d
-

-

t

.

Lisse

-

-

Three-valve Battery-fed Receiver

-

lOgos.)

comparitig receiversand particularly those of the
straight" type-the number of
tuneo circuits snouici always DC
taken intO account. Extra drcuits add appreciably to cost, but
should also add correspondingly
to the true selectivity of the
ceiver. Model KB 333A has a
total of three tuned circuits (including band-pass input) aud-an
HF-det.-LF circuit, with pentodo
output feeding a moving-coil
speaker.
A similar set in a more expensive cabinet costs r extra, while
When

19s. 6,1.

All-Pentode Battery Set

'

KB 333A
£8 19s. 6d.
Three-valve Battery-fed Receiver. (De
Luxe Model KB 364, £9 l9s. 6d. Also
KB 393, 6 gos.; Class "B" KB 363,

£7

"Straight" Battery Receiver
The circuit consists of a screeltgrid 13F amplifier, detector and
pntode output valve. An interestiitg feature is to be found in
the design of the LF coupling
tiansformec, the characteristics of
which are designed to give automatic compettsation for high-ttote
loss due to reactiost. The sealtiut
cabinet may be obtained with
alternative designs of loud-speaker
fret.
Three-valve

'

-

Kolster-randes

New

Pup"

volume coupled with economy in
The
HT current consumption.
15o. Od. - loud speaker is of the moving-coil
type; a three-position tone switch
Three-valve Batteey-fed Receiver
is an unusual refinement in an in(Model 8098, £7 7s. 6d.)
expensiee receiver,
This set may be regar1ed as a
simplified version of the itlodei
Det.-2LF Circuit
o73; except for the fact that
£4 Os. Od.
LISSEN MODEL 8100
there are only two tuned circuits,
Three-valve Batteey-fd Receiver
the specification is basically sindA simple circuit, àomprising a
14r. and the useful dual volume
grid detector followed by two recontrol is included.
sistance-coupled LF stages and
The cabinet work is dull black
pentode output, is used in this
with chromium relief; Model 8098

Two Cabinet Stylet
£.7
LISSEN MODEL 8099

-

-

Dual Loud Speakers

-

ORMOND MODEL 603
£7 io5-oJ
Three-valve Battery Receiver isith Class
"B" Output Titis is the leading set in a:
range of detector-LF receivers. is
which the aim has been to coin-I
-

bine good materials and workmanship svith simplicity of design. The leaky grid detector is
followed by a driver valve and a
Class ' B" output stage. There
IS
for an external, loud
sp?aker of Z ohms impedance, and
sockets are also fitted for a gramophone pick-up. In the Model 603

P°"'
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there is a pair of matched .per
manent magnet moving-coil loud
speakers, but two other sèts
Models fini and 602. are available
with single loud speakers in horizontal and vertical type cabinets
respectively The price of these.
sets is L6 sos
Tite Oi'i,iond Engineering Co.
Ltd.. Rosebery. Aveline, London,
EC
Including AVC
PHILCO MODEL 264
Four-valve Superheterodyne

lO

REGENTONE MODE« B/35
£7 15s.

is fed by an economy

speawt.

Three-valve

pentodo, and, as the 1otál rated
anode current is only 7 mA., HT
ma2itena'nce Costs should be low,
especially as a high-capàci'ty battery is fitted.
Radio Instruments, Ltd Purley
Way, croydon, Surrey
-

Od.

Battery Receiver

The circuit consists of a variable-mi HF amplifier with ljtz-

wound coils follo,, ed by a detector and " economy pentocie
output valve. The loud speaker
is of the permanent magnet
'

-

.

Straight

-

-

gss

-

-

I

-

AÇ

for

Mains

This is the basic superheterodyne chassis of the Philco range
of receivers in its simplest form.
Full AVCis included; and also1
a tien-position tone control. The
loud
moving - coil
energised
speaker is capable of handling the
full 3 watts available from the
output stage..
Simplified Battery Connections

f,

.

-

.

an

Sunbeam Midget

PHILCO MODEL 233
Three-valve "Straight' Batter)' Receiver

.

'

'

.

-

-

,

.

.

-

,__-.----'-'"''
35i'i

.

...

Five-valve Battery-fed

-_-'"

'.

I_

i

Fitted with the saine type of
tuning dial as the Model
this

-

10 gns.

:-

-

.

-

Receiver

.

"

legentone B/35 battery modeL

Philips Model 834b with two
HF stages.
-

-

-

.

.

.

-

.

---s

L

'

-

Od.

.

.-

-

-

.

I

,

a

./
-

.-

Phi!co Model 264 .AC

Sunbeam Model

tuperhterodyne.

-

ss.

-

J

and re:
Radio-gramo/iliones
than
snore
costing
ceivers
io guineas have been described
tinder convenient price classifications in the two preceding issues,

E
-

A

RI. Micrion Battery Thre

Novel Valve Combination
ULTRA MODEL 55
£8 ISs.

The Circuit arrangement of this
receiver is both practical and
attractive, and, it is believed, is
not to be found in any other set.
The first valve is a pitre HF amplifier, while the second is a
double-diode.pentode which performs the functions of detection
and output. A barretter acts as
a regulator of mains voltage.
Ulf ra Electric, Ltd., Erskine
Road, Chalk Farm, London,
NW.3.

¡

Battery-fed Receiver
smallest of the RI.

receiver incorporates a simplified
superhet circuit in which the
frequency changer and IF stages
are both HF pentodes.
A
douhle-diode-pentode valve cornbines the functions of second detector and power output stages,
and also provides AVC.

Universal Two-valve Receiver for AC
or DC Mains

.

the
senes of receivers, embodies a
"straight" HF- det. LF circuit with Micrion iron-cored
tuning coils. The moving coil
Tuis,

-

s,

Three-valve

.

.

"

circuit arrangement of this
unconventional receiver comprises
'two HF stages (ne of which is
aperiodic) followed by a triode
detector and pentode output. The
fifth valve regulates the supply of
HT in accordance with the lowfrequency output from the detector, and thus acts sorely as a
battery-economy device. There
are tss-o high-efficiency tuned dr-,
cuits of the special Philips type.
CharPhilips Lanips, Ltd.,
ing Cross Road, London, W.C.a.
Cixcwts
"Iron-cored
8j gns:
RI. RITZ MICRION Ill

r

i'

SUNBEAM MODEL 32
£8 l5s. Od.
bree-valse Universal Superhet for
Mains

i

-

.

but by skilful design the frontaj
dimensions of the cabinet have
been reduced to in a m'Sui 'Thu
tuning knob is apprdximiely calibrated in wavelengths and a 25foot length of flexible aerial wire is
supplied with each receiver.
Sunbeam Electric, Ltd., Park
Royal Road, N. Actes, N.W.io,
Shadow Tuning

been paid to smoothness of reaction.
Pliilco Radib & Tel. Corp. of
Great Britain, Ltd., Aintree Road,
Perivale, Greenford, Middlesex.

j.

j

receiver is

simr

'

F"

''

alas

-

Philco Model 233 battery set.

One-plug battery connections
for HT and grid bias combined
greatly simplifies the maintenance
of this receiver and the Class .B
output valve ensures ec000l y of
the HT current. The single tuning control is associated with an
illuminated dial calibrated in kilO-

-

-.

-

8 gns:

Two HF Stages
PHILIPS TYPE 834B

i

.'

-

-A Midget Superhet
SUNBEAM
9 gus.
Th - ve niversa Supeihet for AC

t

.

r

.

-

,

y
,

-

Interchangeable Scale.
SUNBEAM MODEL 55
lO gus
Five-valve Universal Superliet for AC/DC
Mains
The up-to-date circuit specifica-

lion includes an 'octode frequency
changer,
variable-mu
pentode
IF amplifier, double - diodetriode detector and jientode out-'
pitt valve. The tuning scale is of
the aeroplane dial" type with
shadow tumng indicator
Th
sthlion-calbmt d t uning sca e ms
interchangeable.

.

......

¡934.

moving-coil type, and the tuning
scale is calibrated with station
names
Regeniotie, Ltd., Wtrton Road,
Isleworti,, Middlesex.

Litz Coils

(Continued)

21St,

Ultra Universal Model

Ormond Model 603 with dual loud speakers.

55.

/
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.

S

-
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SHORT-WAVE COMPONENTS
The Influence of Good Design Upon. Receiver Performance

i

success of a short-wave receive
so much upon the quality
THEdepends
and efficiency of the components used
that it is thought a few flotes on short-svave
components may be useful
is no
exaggeration to say that there must be hundreds of short-wave constructors who have
built receivers which are giving unsatisfactory results simply because the components
used are totally uiisuitable for the very high
frequencies involved in short-wave reception. The components, however. may be
perfectly suitable for use in standard broadcast receivers. In this article no attempt
will be made to give details of the design
of receivers or components, bLit it is hoped
that the information given sviti be of use
t.) readers when selecting their short-wave

apparatus.

the natural frequency is not given by
f=
but by a lower value. This
is due to the fact that the coil L is not only
inductive but has a certain small value of
._,
capacitance. Betsveen every turn of the coil
-------------------------------------------a capacitance exists and thus a coil really
low as possible, or, in other words, to make consists of a large number
of small capacithe circuit low loss."
tancesiin
series. These are distributed along
Thewagnification of the circuit which we the turns of the cod and thus at high fre
have been considering is given by the ratio quencies a certain
amount of current does
of the coil reactance, 2efL, to the resistance' not
flow in the coil at all but is by-passed,
r, and thus the smaller we make r, the
causine losses. The latter are usually exgreater tne magnincation, it may ne men- pressed as one equivalent parallel cpacitioned in passing that r does not have a conCL, which, in parallel with the
stant vaiue but varies over the range of tance
condenser
C, increases the natural wavewavelengths used, and thus it is practicaily
impossible to obtain constant magnification iength of the 'coil. This equivalent parallel
capacitance CL is known as the selffrom a ,Set covering, a large range of f recapacitance of the coil, and thus the actual
quencies.
natural frequency of the tuned circuit is
The title picture at the top of the page shows
a range of modern short-wave coils including
Colvern, Morley, R.I., Eddystone, Lissen
anl Bulgin all-wive coil unit,

-sA

T
(a)
LL

B

-a_I_cB
'

.

(b:

'

J
.

inuctanceL

.

is shown a

.

.

.

-.

parallel tuisd
to the dielectric being
circuit which is common to every short-wave in the field of the coil,
receiver. At first sight it appears that w
the coils should he
may consider this small circuit as consist- 'wouiid
hollow
on
ing only of an inductance L and a capaci- formers
and
these
tance C, but investigation shows that this should be of the ribbed
is not the case. At resonance, the reactancu
type in order to keep
of L given by 2efL, and the capacitivd
the winding as far away
J1!
reactance s /2efC balance each other and from the fermer as
the current flowing through the circuit is possible.
High-grade
given by Ohm's law. As in the DC circuit,
Myalex,
ebonite,
where E is the impressed voltage Isolantite, Frequentite
across the parallel circuit and r is an equiva. -and DL-9 are suitable
lent resistance (see Fig. i(b)).
According to theory, this current should
SpeciaÌised çompon:
nie to an infinite value, and when multiplied
ents comorising Eddyby the reactance of either L or C, give rise
stone altra short- -.
to a large voltage across the terminals A
wave coil-unit, Goltone transmitting coil
and B which may conveniently be the grid/
and Bulgin 5-metre
filament input of a valve.
col'.
Due to losses, however, in the coil and
condenser, r is not negligible and the circuit cannot be considered as a simple LC materials which have been specially
circuit. Therefore, any current flowing developed for high-frequency work and have
through r causes waste of energy and the extremely low-power factors.
It is found that when a coil and condenser
object in short-wave component design is
to make this equivalent series resistance as are Lonnected in parallel as in Fig. i(a),

In Figure i(a)

-

f=i/2e/L(C+CL). To reduce
the losses incurred, the sell-capacitance is
decreased by spacing the turns of the coil
by a distance equal to several times that
of the diameter of the wire used.
The number of grid turns should be such
as to cover the required waveband with the
known tuning condenser. Reaction turns,
if required, ehould be only just sufficient to
obtain properly balanced control. The
given by

Short-wave coils should be made small if
they are to be efficiènt, so that their external
field is limited. The former on which a coil
is wound should be chosen for its low dielectric losses. The latter may be reduced
by using very little solid dielectric where
the field is inteisse, choosing the material
with care and by spacing the turns on the
coil.
To reduce losses due

can be represented by a series resistance r (b).

/-

'

Reducing DieIectric Loss
J.c

i
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-
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-
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.
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.

,

-
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.
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-

-

.

-
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-

_

.

'

.

.

-

smallest number of turns possible to p'rovide
adequate oscillations should be employed in
order to minimise the influence of reaction
on tuning. As a rough approximation, it
may be said that the reaction turns should
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Short-wavé Componentsbe anything from a half to onethird the
isumOer or grief turns.
Sinêe at high frequencies the current flows
almost entirely along the surface of the wire,
any plating on a coil should be chosen with
care. As silver is the best conductor known,
silver-plated wire has been used for shortwave coils, but at radio frequencies the conductivity of silver is only a few per cent.
greater than that of

As in the case of short-wave coils, a certain amount of pover is wasted in a tuning
condenser whets it is connected in circuit.
First of all we have the actual current leakage between the plates, and, secondly, the
loss which occurs in the dielectric by the
electrostatic field cutting it when a varying
potential is applied across the plates of the
condenser.
We may, therefore, look upon a tuning
condenser as a perfect capacitance, taking a
leading current o deg. out of phase with
the voltage, in parallel with a non-inductive
resistance R (Fig. 2(a)).

copper so that the

latter wire

is

em-

ployed. The advantages of enameiled
wire are numerous,
the chief one being
X2
that the surface area
'
is always maintained
EV"
bright, and thus
oxidisation does not
- occur with its in(a)
(L)
crease in high-f re4uency resistance.
Where large values
Fig. 2-Losses in a condenser may be re-.
Eelex Duplex twoof HF current are
garded 'as, a shunt resistance 'R '(a) which
range coil wavein
being passed, as
can be converted into a series resistance r (b)
change is effected
aniateur t r a n s
for computing the total loss in the circuit.
-by reversing coil
mitti.ng plate cirin holder.
cuits, hollow copper
By mathematical juggling we can convert
tubing may be used, dipped and lacquered this equivalent shunt resistance to an equiva.
to prevent oxidisation.' The tube should lent series resistance r, as we did in the
not be nickel-plated, which is somecase of the tuning inductance. This may
times done by amateurs who wish their be shown to be equivalent to X ¡R ohms,
transmitters to have a good finish, as this where
X=I/2irfC (see Fig. z(b)).
increases the high-frequency resistance as
It will be noticed that the equivalent
much as eight times. Ori the' other hand, senes resistance r becomes extremely
small
tinning does not.affect the resistance to a
great extent. With the thickness of as the frequency is increased since X =
tinning usually deposited by commercial I/4s2f2C2. In fact, it is inversely propor
processes, the final resistance is' only very tional to the square of the frequency and
therefore the power loss occurs chiefly by
slightly increased.
Mechanically, the coils should be made dielectric absorption.
In the selection of a tuning condenser we
rigid so that the 'turns do not move when
in use which' would, of course, alter the should be careful to choose one in which
the amount of dielectric- material used fric
alibra.tion of the set. Ribbed formers,
threaded suitably, are useful to prevent this supporting the plates is small. Even then,
occurring, or the formers themselves may this material should be of special high Ire.
be grooved and the wire placed in the quency compositiOn, süch as one of the
materials recommended for coil formers,
grooves. If interchangeable coils are used,
the pins in the coil base should be a tight placed opt of the most inense part of the
fit and they should not: work loose after .electrostatic field of the, plates.

LtO

t

t.

use.

-

Typical short-wave condensers, from left to right,
British Radiophone, Polar
two-gang type E,J.B. Special
and Eddystone Microdensei
and air-dielectric trimmer.
..

1

,.
.

"

.

.

-

.;

.

S-

-.
/
J

21st,

I93.

ployed by manufacturers to overcome this
difficulty, two particujârly good types being made. One uses bearings of the same
insulating material, while the other hasan
insulated non-inductive pigtail which is
threaded down the centre of a hollow driving spindle, ensuring a positive connection
to the moving plates.

Tuning Condenser Values
To prevent crowding of stations, the tuning capacitance used should not be greater
than ioo m.mfd., i.e., o.000i mfd. The
ratio of maximum to minimum capacitance
must be as high as possible to give a large
tuning range with a given coil. The significance of this statement may be seen from
the follosving reasoning.
In Fig. 3 L and C are the tuning inductance and capacitance respectively. Cr
ad Cz are small capacitanes representing
the wiring and grid/filament capacitances.
The .capacitance of the leads Ci would be
about m.mfd. and C2 would be roughly
,8 m.mfd.
Using a well-designed condenser for C, o!
ioo m.mfd. capacitance, we should have a
minimum capacitance of 5 m.mfd, The
ratio of maximum/mininlum capacitance is
therefore 113/18, or roughly 6: a. With a
given inductance the tuning range would be
approximately '2.5:1. Let us assume the
coil tunes from 20 to' 50 metres.

L

t....

s
II

Fig. 3.-The total capacitance in a circuit
comprises condenser C and small capaci-'
tances Cx and C2 representing wiring and
grid/filament of vahre.

Now, consider a badly designed condenser
with a minimum capacitance of 20 m.mfd.
This gives us a maximum/minimum ratio of
only 113/33, or 3.4:1. The tuning range
is 1.8: I SO with an inductance of smaller
value t that previously considered we
should get from 20 to 36 metres.
Slow-motion tuning is absolutely essential
for short-wave work, and this should not
be incorporated in the condenser itself. A
properly designed slow-ulotion drive should
be used.

Fixed condensers used for decoupling may
be similar to those used in broadcast
receivers provided' they are of the non-

-

.

fi.

-

-

'w.'

,.

-

-

In a short-wave receiver the worst offender
from the point of view of losses is the tuning condenser, which must have negligible
resistance. Unless care is taken in the selection of this component, losses may be introduced, making it quite possible to obtain
condensers which have a higher HF resistance than the coil associated with them. On
this account it is obvious that air is the only
suitable dielectric to use, tuning condensers
with a bakelised-paper dielectric being
entirely unsuitable.

The metal plates should be of brass,
soldered together. This latter point is of
great importance as it is found that the
normal method of using spacing washers
causes the efficiency to be reduced due to
these washers becoming oxidised. There
should be no "end play." in the spindle,
that is to say, the spindle should not have
any movement at right angles to i axis
of rotation. Noise,should not be produced
when the moving plates are rotated.
Various ingenious methods have been em-

inductive type.
Switched coils may be used, as in broadcast receivers, although the design of the
switch calls for a considerable amount of
skill. A self-cleaning contact is essential for
noiseless reception and the resistance must
not increase after use. A small amount of
metal should be employed in an effort to
reduce the capacity to the smallest possible
value.
Fig. 4 i1lustrates one method which has
proved to be extremely efficient in use.
Notice the separate grid, primary and reaction windings switched-in (fl all waveranges, making it possible to proportion the
turns of the various windings so that a good
compromise between sensitivity and selec-
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Short-wave Componentstivity is obtained. Such a multi-wave coil
unit calls for careful design as unless care
is taken " blind spots" will occur. These

Since the choke is put into a circuit to form
a barrier to high-frequency currents, a condenser must be. used with it to by-pass these

.

currents to earth. The natural frequency
should be above the maximum wavelength
to be covered and the self-capacitance must
be very low, i.e., in the order of i or 2
m.mfd. In an endeavovur to obtain a high
inductance with a low self-capacitance, some
chokes are wound in sections connected in
ceñes. The inductances of the sections are
added together, while the self-capacitances
are in series, making .the effective capacitance extremely low. No subsidiary resonances should occur or " blind spots '.' be
i:cticed when tuning the receiver. The latter
are due to acceptor circuits being formed
at certain Irequencies nue to toe SeCtiOnS
combining with the self-capacitances between
them.
For 30-60 megacycle work suitable chokes
may be made by space-winding the coil. A

are points at which it is entirely impossible
t obtain reaction, due to the self-capacitances and self-inductances of the various
coils, out of circuit, resonating and forming
an absorption circuit to the coil switched
in parallel with the tuning condenser.
Ordinary on-off switches of the push-pull
type are totally unsuitable. The type of
switch to be recommended is the one in
which a lightly sprung contact arm movea
over a number of contact studs, forming
a self-cleaning connection.
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chokes Bulgin 5-pin
valvehlder on steatite base and standalsO
off insulator,
Eddystone
7 - Pifl
chassis valveholder
bas! of new DL-9
insulating material,
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natural wavelength of above 40 metres is
suitable for such wavelengths, while for
general short-wave reception the natural
savelength should not be below 200 metres.
A suitable former must be used and the
chokes may be screened if used m a compact
receiver where the field must be limited.
The tuning dial of a short-wave receiver
plays a very important part in the ease by
which stations may be tuned in. A slowmotion type is essential. Some amateurs
prefer a reduction ratio as high as Ido: i,

Coil bases and valveholders are made in
two styles (a) flush mounting, (b) baseboard

mounting. In the former type the sockets
must make good contact with the pins of
the coit or valve and the dielectric used for
insulating purposes should have superior
high-frpquency properties. The leakage
path between the sockets must be as long
as possible-sonic manufacturers use ribs
between the sockets to prevent flux accumulating when soldered connections are enaployed.
baseboard
Tbe
mounting coil base or
usually
valveholder
consists nf several
so c k e ts arranged
around the circumference of an insulating
ring. The chief point
to notice is whether
the sockets are of
one-piece metal con-j
struction. If they are
not a thermo-couple
effect may be caused,
creating noise in the
receiver, due to the
electromotive
small
forces being generated

at the junètion

IL

of the metals. The highgrade insulating ring should be raised on
pillars to reduce the capacity to earth when
a metal chassis is used.
HF chokes should have a small external
field, combined with as high an inductancs
as is possible with a low self-capacitance. A
high-frequency choke, due to these properties, resonates, forming a high impedance.
at the natural frequency. As the latter
rises the impedapce of the choke increases
until the maximum is attained at resoiance.

an

Ordiiwry Listener
TITH the coming of winter,

atmos-

pherics, the frequent bane of
summer listening, cease to trouble,
but, on the other hand, background noises
seem more prevalent and careful tuning is
necessary to avoid ghastly whispers or faint
echoes of saxophones and trumpets.
On Thursday, December 6th, I settled
down to enjoy Haydn's "Creation" from
Copenhagen and Kalundborg, of which the
orchestra and choir, conducted by Fritz
Busch gave an excellent perlormatíce, but
a distinct background of almost inaudible
speech resembling far-distant curses accompanied the evil spirits in their descent into
the deep abyss, while later, the tender dove
calling to his mate was answered by the
bleatingof a saxophone in a different key;
an effect hardly contemplated by "Papa
Haydn," even in his most jocular mood.
The programme on Friday from Turin and
Trieste was very much to my taste as it
began with Schubert's "Unfinished Symphony" and Dukas' "Apprenti Sorcier,"
followed by a very good performance of
Rossini's "Stabat Mater," which came
through well, though I do not think the
microphone can have been well placed for
the chorus, whose sotto voce effects were-P
practically inaudible. In fact, had I not
been following the music with the vocal score
I should not have been aware that any singing was going on. The principals were distinct even in the softest passages, especially
the two sopranos in the duet "Quia est

''

-

homo?"

Sunday's programmes offered a varied
choice, and I first tuned in Frankfurt for
a violin concerto by Busoni in which Georg
Kulenkanspif played the solo instrument
with the Station Symphony orchestra conducted by Rosbaud. Later I settled down
to hear Beethoven's "Emperor" Concerto
from Cologne and other German stations
in which the piañoforte part was splendidly
played by Elly Ney, and the Station Orchestra gave a good rendering of the stirring
music.

A

p

RO

Fig. 4-Switching arrangement for multirange coil unit pro-

viding separate primary, grid and reaclion windings for each
range.

.01

.
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Cbe Diary

Il

but provided several coils are used to cover
the wave-range desired a ratio of 15 I is
suitable.
As the effectiveness öf a short-wave
receiver depends so much upon an efficient
reaction control, the condenser provided for
this purpose should be noiseless and have a
slow-motion movement incorporated in its
design. This will be very useful when receiving a weak telephony carrier as it enables
the detector to be kept right on the verge
of oscillation.

Satisfied Victorian

On Monday the Concertgebouw Orchestra
from Amsterdam, with a mixed choir, gave
a fine performance of one of Handel's lessknown oratorios, " Belshazzar," which came
through very clearly from Hilversum. I
noted with much satisfaction that the
continuo was played on the harpsichord
instead of being entrusted, as is so often the
case, to the more modern pianoforte.
The French stations have lately been giving us a good deal of Mendelssohn's music,
and as I am suthciently Victorian to admire
this tuneful composer I make no complaint
but only ask for more. At Bordeaux.
Lafayette I happened upon the OvertureS to
.
Midsummer Night's Dream."
The Station Orchestra at Frankfurt gave
a good rendering of Tchaikowsky's 5th Symphony on Tuesday evening, which came
through Very well on the whole, though
affected by fading at times.
Afterwards I went over to Radio Toulouse
to find a Mendelssohn concert well under way with many popular numbers, including
the "Wedding March," "On the Wings of
Song," and the inevitable "Spring Song"
CALIBAN. .

V
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the Design

Types of wire-wound.
fix ed
resistances
showing Bulgin mains,
Io - watt
40- and
Dubilier 10-watt

Spirohm;

Watinel
3-watt and Amplion
one-watt models.
-

-

and this is utilised in various ways for the
operation of the set. As current must flow
through the resistance to produce this
voltage difference, or potential drop as sonic
prefer to regard it, energy is absorbed and
this is dissipated in the forni of heat. Thus
we find resistances being graded in terms

generated far quicker. than the air can con
vey it away unless good ventilation is
allowed.
The two principal types of resistances now
in general use are synthetic and wire-wound.
The synthetic type might be sub-divided
into two groups, those in which the resistance material is moulded into a stick or rod
and those having the resistance material
deposited on to a thbe, rod or strip, which

Group ofmodern
resistors.
synthetic
Reading from left to
right, Bryce 2-watt
Claude Lyons SAT.
2-watt ;
Ferranti

baseboard type;

Metallised
GrahamFarish Ohmite 3
watt ; Loewe vacuum
grid leak ; one-watt
0.5Polar-N.S.F.
watt Ferranti and
Erie one-watt.

Dubilier

.2-watt;

;

-

of the watts they will handle, for the watt
is the electrical unit of power which in a
DC circuit is given by the product of amperes and liolts or amperes squared multiplied by the resistance in ohms. This
applies also to an AC circuit provided the
lu.l is a pure resistance.
A resistance dissipating one .watt will,
therefore, generate a certain amount of heat
irrespective of its size, but one of very small
dimensions will become hotter than one
several times as large, other factors being
the same, since the one with the larger
area will be able to radiate away its heat
much quicker than the smaller.

r
-

Fixed Types

These are,

perhaps,

very

may be encased in heat-resisting material or
coated with a suitable enamel. This type
can be made in values of from ioo ohms to
many megohms.
Fixed resistances and those that can be
varied in value might well be difierntiated
by describing the former as resistors and the
latter as potentiometers or volume controls,
for these generally have three connections,
one at each end of the resistance element
and one to the sliding contact.

_____

Graded Volume.

Control's

Variable resistances and potentiometer
type volume controls up to about ioo,000

ohms in value are, as a rule, fitted with wirewound elements; where higher values are
needed the composition type will answer, for
it is unlikely that currents. much in excess
of 0.5 to s mA. will pass through the resistance, and in most cases the component si iii
be included in a grid circuit and not required to pass DC but handle only the audio-.
frequency potentials.
A component in which the resistance of
the element is evenly distributed throughout.
is not ncessarily the best as a volume control in the grid circuit of a valve, as at nñe
end of the resistance track small movements
of the slider will give big changes in volume
whilst elsewhere it will have very little effect.
To double the power in the output circuit
it is necessary to increase the grid voltage
by 1.414 times; therefore the volume control
resistance should be so graded that it follows
a logarithmic law. These volume controls
are variously described as graded, log or
logarithmic, and cost only a little more than
the plain type. Both wire-wound and synthetic models are available fitted with mains
and three-point battery switches.
-------

.

.

.

-

.
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f
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faits, but they have some bearing on the

".

Resistors of one-watt rating or smaller
find application for decoupling and voltage
dropping in HF circuits. For LF amplifiers
it may often be necessary to employ two-,
three- or four-waft models, according to the
magnitude of the DC currents flowing. As
anode impedances in LF circuits there is
little to choose between the v ire-wound and
the synthetic type. At one time all but
wire-wound anode resistances were regarded
with disfavour for use in resistance-coupled
amplifiers, as these were the only style that
ensured a low background level. Improvements in the manufacturing processes have
now almost entirely eliminated this defect,
and synthetic resistors can be used, and indeed are used in unbelievable quantities
for this purpose, not only in ordinary broadcast seta but in high-gain resistance-coupled
microphone and gramophone amplifiers.

-

-r.

choice of resistances in our wireless receivCrs,
though the constructor is not often required
to exercise his discretion in such matters,
since resistance makers have carefully graded
their products and provide figures for normal
operating conditiöns of all sizes, allowing for
a rise in temperature that is neither excessive
nor likely to damage nearby components.
The only occasion that calls for prudence
is when assembling mains resistances, and
those dissipating a large wattage, for, despite
the generous. size of these, models, heat is

Fixed

and Variable Resistances

-

THE principal function of a resistance
in a wireless circuit is to provide a
difference in voltage across its ends,

of
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-______________________________________
Modern volume controls comprising Polar-N.S.F. ; Bulgin
Ferranti and Claude Lyons Stack..
pole with switches incorporated ; also plain types of L.E.W., Erie and Lisien, and Claude Lyons

Hum-Dinger.

-
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Countering the "Mike

Special

tion would be provided by a
rival broadcasting organisation.
There is likely to be a definite
move towards the establishment
of such an organisation when the
new broadcasting Charter comes
into being in 1937. Feeling is
strong in certain quarters against
the diffusion of British programmes from Continental stations and the co-operation of the
Government will veiy likely be
sought with thé object of keep
ing in the country, money which
is at present going abroad.

Crashers"

]iJIKE crashing

of the
kind which occurred dur.
ing Music Hall' last week is
causing genuine concern among
the OR" eneinpers who after
all, are the psons responsible
for providing a trouble-free
transmission.

: A

o

oaacasi

:

Directional Device

Everyone agrees that it is very
rude to hurl unsolicited remark.
at the defenceless microphone,
lut no two people at Broadcasting House seem to be agreed as
to the .best method of dealing
with culprits..

Why Pro granimes

Better

.

'To day

Electron Method

-.

:
p:

'

z

z

z

Corres pondent

Passing Personality

Waste of Time ?

A

The Corporation's attitude in
the matter is that such announcements would take up a lot of
time, particularly in view of the
fact that B.B.C. programmes are
relayed to the Continent with
almost monotonous regularity,
not only to Germany but to
France, Denmark, and many
other countries.
'fhe Wireless Military Band is
extremely popular in Germany.

Mr. Felton explains that in
this programme there will he no
judgment on the past year, and
no thought of any axe to grind.
The programme will just create
the impression of I94 as a per-

Perhaps the B.B.C. might
devise an occasional polyglot
Good Night" which could be
given in as many as a dozen
'languages on the lines of the late
Mr. Stobart's "Grand Good
Night "on New Year's Eve.
Such an announcement need
not be a daily affair, but if employed, say, once a week, would
be taken as a graceful gesture
by our Continental friends and
would at least justify the Corporation's motto apropos speaking peace unto nations.

are

the. B.B.C.:

ies

e

Polyglot Good-night?

grammès are probably bétter
than they have been for many
months past and 1 venture to
predict that the standard will be
maintained without any relaxation of effort until the existing
Charter comes to an end.
It is surprising what miracles
can be achieved by the mere
hint of a rival organisation

One man whom I consulted
last week suggested a directional
device whereby, if the mfcrophone were addressed from the
rear, it would
shoot an electron at the offender, extirpating him painlessly and without
mess.
Another said that the engineers must get over the difficulty
by
listening all the time." In.
other words, they must be ready
to switch off within a split
second if anything untoward
occurs.
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sonality passing away, and the
advent of a new ong, 1935.
This review of events will be
carried out by contrasting voices.
There will be six narrators.
After the watch-night service
in Winchester Cathedral a
carillon will conclude with
"Auld Lang Syne."
A Dane Speaks Out
DENMARK prefers Daventry,
or, as a Copenhagen friend
puts it, "Old Dane Tree."
Reading in the Wireless World
of the complaints concerning'
the fading of Droitwich he sat
down to a six days' listening
test, which has led him to sup-

port the arguments of other
correspondents.
Reception," he writes, is

Pity the Engineers.
It happened that, when the
M,,,;.-

H11

"

Flotsam and5' Jetsam
were broadcasting, hence the
engineers were glued to their
'phones and were able to switch
off immediately. Things might
be very different, however, during a chamber music broadcast
curred

".
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'
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intheConcertHall.
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Fewer London Listeners

T1E drop of 9.000 in

.;

.

.,

b

the num-

-

,

.

.:

,

0

thousand among so many? " is
the official attitude, and il the
figures show an upward tendency
in December this official outlook
is probably the right one.

A

Rivai Broadcasting
Concern ?

But the phenomenon of a
licence drop does raise this question: How far can the licence
numbers diminish before the
B.B.C. makes- an anxious effort
to improve the programmes?
It would seem that the only
definite stimulus io this direc-

P55-

.

A SWIRL OF SOUND wilt enwrap the audience in this spèctacularly constructed " Hall of Broadcasting,
seating 1,600 persons, which has been designed for the new Danish ' Broadcasting House " in Copenhagen.
We should mention that the above is only one of many designs submitted I

Announcing

irs German
WRITER in the Daily Telegraph last sveek urged the
B.B.C. to announce certain concerts in German when it is
known that. the programme is
being relayed to Germany. He
pointed out that the German
programmes frequently includeannouncements in English.

A

On New Year's Eve
FELIX FELTON, svho is. a
new
recruit from the.

O.U.D.S. to the B.B.C.
Dramatic Department, is devising and producing the spycial
New Year's Eve feature programme entitled "Hail and
Farewell "-recording the transition from old year to new
-

generally considerably

-

-

marred

.by distortion, and the station
sounds like a man with a cold
talking through a layer of cotton
wool. Anyway, I have found
that reception of the B.B.C. programmes is about twenty times
better from any of the Regional
or National medium-wave sta-

tions than via Droitwich."
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understanding of the properties of capacity and
ANinductance in radio-frequency circuits is essential for
a proper appreciation of, the working of all, wireless
apparatus, whether fpr transmission or reception.
By A. L. M. SOWERBY, M.Sc.

considering the behaviour of a condirect-current circuit, we
saw that the application öf a voltage
distorts the atoms of the dielectric by
displacing such electrons as are movable.
The result of this movement of electrons
is the momentary charging current on the
basis of which the capacity of the condenser is determined. We also saw that
when the displacing voltage is removed
the electrons spring back to their normal
places, providing a second momentary
current in. the reverse direction to the first,
and refunding to the cirëuit the energy
stored in charging the condenser.
The behaviour of a condenser towards
alternating current is best brought out by
considering the effect of a number of successive charging currents in alternate directions. Imagine a circuit such as that of
Fig. si, consisting of a battery E, a condenser C, and a rotary reversing-switch S.
This latter.is shown as four spring contactarms, or brushes, numbered i to 4, pressing against the surface of a revolving drum
or conimulator. Except for the two segments, which are of metal, the commutator is supposed to be made of fibre, or
other insulating material. In the position
INdenser in a

ç.

Capacity and
-

j

(Continued from page 511 of December 14th issue)

ing from these two positions of the commutator, it will be observed that in position
a the upper plate, and in position b the
lower plate, of the condenser is connected
to the negative side of the battery.
Suppose that the circuit is first set up
with the commutator as at a. On making
the final connection that completes the
circuit a charging current will flow into
the condenser, resulting in a momentary
deflection of the meter M. Reversing the
connections by a quarter-turn of the coma
mutator vill connect the positive side of
the battery to the negatively-charged side
of the condenser; its tendency to discharge
is now assisted by the battery, and a double
quantity of electricity flows. This is made
up of the discharge-current, immediately
followed by the charging-current necessäry
to charge it to its new polarity. M will
record this by showing a large deflection
in the opposite direction ,to the first.

Apparently Continuous

1934.

I n d u c t a n c e i n'
High-frequency Circuits

''

'

£st,

greater, in consequence, is the average
current read, on the meter.
Instead of taking this rapidly reversing
current from a battery and a mechanical
switch, it can be drawn from any normal
source of alternating or high-frequency

Currnt

If the commutator is turned slowly the
meter will kick, first one way and then the
other, every time the direction of connection is changed. By speeding up the rotation it will be found possible to make these
alternations of direction so fast that the,
needle of the meter remains stationary in
its central position through sheer inability
to follow the successive kicks of current.
But if we replace this meter by another
so designed that it deflects always in the
same direction, no matter which way the
current flows, the successive deflections
produced by slow rotation of the commutator will simply fuse together as the speed
of rotation is increased, the sluggishness
of the meter preventing it from failing
back to zero between successive rushes of
current. We shall then have evidence of
a current flowing, apparently continuously, in a circuit which is broken by the
(b)
insulating material between the plates of
the condenser. But, as the way in which
Fig. 21.-Condenser and battery, with rota..
the current has been built up clearly
ting reversing switch. The behaviofr of
shows, electrons are flowing in and out of
this circuit leads directly to the properties
the condenser, and not through it in the
of capacity in an AC circuit.
ordinary sense of the word.
shown at a, the commutator serves to join
During each momentary burst of current
ï to 2 and 3 to 4; when rotated through
the flow s greatest at the beginning and
90 degrees, as at b, it makes the connec- tails off towards the end, as the curve of
tions 2 to 3 and 4 to I. Turned again,. Fig. 22 shows. The more rapid the rotathrough a further 90 degrees, the connec- tion of the commutator, therefore, thç
tions at a are re-established.
greater is the proportion of the total time
Tracing through the connections result- during which the current is high, and the

flME SINCE LAST 5EVERSAL

OF

CONÑECTIOÑS

j]
Fig. 22.-Showing the rapidity of the decáy of
the current after eaçh reversal of direction

current, such as the electric light mains.
If, as suggested in Fig. 23, a lamp (40watt is recommended for the experiment)
is connected to AC mains through a condenser of capaçity some 2 mfd. or more,
the lamp will light, and stay alight (compare Fig. 7). But its brilliance will be
below normal.
In the absence of the condenser, the
alternating current drives electrons to and
fro in the lamp filament; with the condenser in circuit, the sole difference is that
the elastic opposition of the electrons in
the dielectric restricts, to some small
extent, the number of electrons that can
so move at each change in direction of the
voltage.
As has already been indicated, the obstruction offered by a condenser to the
flow of current depends upon its capacity
and upon the frequency of the current,
becoming less as either 3f these rises. If
an alternating potential of RMS voltage
E at a frequency j' cycles per second is
applied to a condenser of capacity C farads
the current flowing through it is E x 2n/C
amperes RMS, where ir is the ratio of the

L'
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Foundations of Wireless-

ciréumference of a circleoto its diameter.
The numerical value of this is 3.1416, or
22/7 approximately. A resistor to draw
the same current would have a resistance
of i/ 2ir/C ohms; this figure is called the
reactance of the condenser to currents of
frequency f. and is
expressed in ohms.
In the case of the
2 mfd. condenser of
c
AC
Fig. 23, the react-.
M INS
ance to 50-cyde curLAMP
rent will be I/z7rfC=
I/2r.5o.2.10
=
Io"

J

200

ir

i'qo

Besides imperfections of dielectric, ä
further source of energy loss in a condenser
is found in the resistance of the connecting
wires and of the plates themselves. The
condenser of Fig. 23, if used at a frequency
of 1,500 kc/s, will have a reactance of
I/2w.I500.I03.2.I0' = i/fir = 0.053
ohm. Connecting wires and plates are
evidently likely to have a resistance of at
least this value, so that although they can
be ignored at 50 cycles, where the reactance is 1,590 ohms, they may play a big
part in the beha'bour of the condenser at
radio-frequencies.

Practical Forms of Condenser

If an alternating voltage is applied to
a coil the current that flows will be determined both by the frequency of the
applied voltage and by the inductance of
the coil, decreasing as either of these is
raised. The resistance needed to takè the
same current, at a frequency f. as a coil
of inductance L, is 2wfL ohms, where L
is in henrys and f in cycles per second.
This value is therefore the reactance of
the coil to currents of frequency f.
As in the case of the condenser, no power
is consumed by driving a current against
the opposition that this reactance represents, because the energy put into the magnetic field in building it up is restored to
the circuit when it collapses. The resistance of the wire with which the coil is
wound involves, of course, the usual consumption of energy, being I'r, where I is
the current flowing.
An inductance consists in all normal
cases of a coil of wire. As a tuning coil
it has been usual, till recently, to wind the
coil on a tubular former of bakelite or cardboard; some ioo turns of wire on a former
of iin. diameter provide
1iH. or
thereabouts for tuning over the medium
wave band. A high-frequency choke, of

Any two plates separated from one
another form a condenser, but varying
modes of construction are adopted for
varying purposes. A variable tuning conelectricity passed
denser, of capacity up to some 0:0005
into the condenser at
mfd., consists of two sets of metallic vanes
one instant bounces
which can be progressively interleaved
out again the next;
with one another to obtain any desired
the passage of an
capacity up to the maximum available.
alternating c u r r e n.t
Fixed condensers" consist of a number
through a condenser does not involve the
expenditure of energy. If a resistance of metal plates interleaved with thin
were used in place of C in Fig. 23, st would sheets of mica, or, if a large capacity is
required, of two long strips of metal foil
get hot, showing that this method of dimming the lamp diverts some of the un- separated by waxed paper
wanted energy to the resistance and there and rolled up into a compact
wastes it. Equal dimming by using a con- block. Where the passage
denser wastes no power, as can be shown of a small amount of direct
current from plate to plate
by the fact that C remains stone cold.
For this reason its opposition to the does not matter, electrolytic
current is not called resistance, the passage condensers are used to give
a very high capacity in a
of current through which always invçlve
small space at moderate
the expenditure of energy.
cost. Losses .in Condensers
The capacities most used
run
o.000i /LF. to o.oi
It is only in the idéal case, however, tiF. from
with
mica insulation,
that the energy returned to the circuit on' 0.01 to pF.
with paper in4
discharge is fully equal to that stored in
charging the condenser, just as it is only sulation, and 4 to 50 zF. in
electrolytic type.
TIME SINCE SWITCHING ON. IN SECONDS
a theoretically perfect spring that expands the
perfectly after compression. Imagine a
Fig. 25.-Showing slow rise of current in circuit of Fig. 24.
Inductance
"spring" made of copper vire, for
Calculated for E=ioo y, L=i.o H, r=ioo ohms. By sufSince energy 15 lost when a
example
ficiently nipid rotation of the switch, the current could be
lt will be remembered
kept belos r A (5/40th sec.), below B (I/both sec.), or even
current flows through such a condenser, that the characteristic of inbelow C (1/1,000th sec.).
it must possess resistance as well as reaçt- ductance is to delay the rise
ance. This can be expressed, as in Fig.
or fall of a current in a circuit, this being inductance perhaps 200,000 eH, will gen21, by adding a resistance, either in series
due to the formation or collapse of a mag- erally be wound of many turns of fine
or in parallel, to the simple symbol for netic field. If we imagine an inductance wire on a slotted former, though it may be
capacity. The energy lost in such a com- and a resistance replacing the condenser a self-supporting coil of "wave-wound
posite circuit depends on the resistance of Fig. 21, making the circuit of Fig. 24, type. Such a choke will offer a reactance.
alone, and can be calculated, in case a, then on first completing the çircuit the of 1.26 megohms at 1=1,003 kc/s,
by the formula W=E'/R, where E is the current will grow in the manner shown in while having a reactance of only 6,290
voltage across both condenser and resist- the curve of Fig. 25. At sufficiently slow ohms at 5,000 cycles per second. Such a
ance, and in case b, by the formula W= speeds of rotation of the commutator the component is called a high-frequency
l'y, where I is the current flowing through total time taken by the growth of the choke for the rather obvious reason that
me two in series.
current in alternate directions will be neg- it opposes, or chokes back, the flow of
ligible compared ith the time of steady currents of high frequency, while allowing
flow, and the average current viI be prac- those of speech-frequency a relatively untically that which the resistance alone impeded passage.
would take from the battery. At a higher
If it is necessary to offer considerable
L
speed, reversal might take place each time impedance to currents of quite low freas soon as the current had risen to the quency, it is evident that a much higher
value A of Fig. 25; the average current inductance than this is necessary. To
will now be smaller, but still considerable.
obtain high inductance without excessive
By increasing the speed the reversal might resistance the coil is wound round a core
be made so frequent as to prevent the of iron, or iron alloy, which offers a much
current from ever exceeding B, or even C. easier passage than air to the lines of magIt is clear that the greater the frequency netic force, and so, by increasing the magFig. a4.-Inductance and resistance conof reversal, the less will be the average netic field, puts up the inductance which
nected, through reversing switch, to a
current,
battery.
is a manifestation of that field.
ohms.

It is particularly to
be noted that the

Fig. 23._Ifa condenser of large capacity
(2 1F Or more) is
placed in series with
a lamp lighted from
AC mains, the lamp
will. li g ht, though
with less than normal brilliance. Compare
Fig. 7.
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PRINCIPAL BROADCASTING STATIONS OF EUROPE
Arranged in Order of Frequency and Wavelength
(Stations with an aerial power of 50 kW. and above in heavy type)
kcfo.

Station.

P=s.

Metres.

P.

k.

Station.

kW.

Metres.

j

j

Kunan (Lithuania)

155

160
Brazov (Romania)
160
Humeri (Holland). (Until 3.40p.m.)
160
Kootwijk (Holland) (Announced Huizen)
(3.40 p.m. onwards)
166
Lahti (Finland)
174
Moscow, No. 1, RW1 (Komintern) (U.S.S.R.)
182
Paris (Radio Paris) (France)
187.5
Istanbul (Turkey)
191
Berlin (Deutschlandsender Zeesen) (Germany)
io
o....
i.e oc.
amor. ci os so ..,.s
m.)
200
Droitwich
208
Mwsk, RW1O (U.S.S.R.)
Rykjavik (Iceland)
208
215
Paris (Eiffel Tower) (France)
216
Motala (Sweden). (Rekiy8 Stockholm)
2175
RW7G (U.S.S.R.)
224
Warsaw No. 1 (Raszyn) (Poland)
230
Asikara (Turkey)
230
Luxembourg
232
Kharkov, RW2O (U.S.S.R.)
halundborg (Denmark) (8.-w. Sin., 49.5 m.)
238
245
Leningrad, RW53 (Kolpino) (U.S.S.R.)
256.4
Taohkent, RW11 (U.S.S.R.)
..
260
Oslo (Norway)
271
Moocow, No. 2, RW49 (Stehelkovo) (U.S.S.R.)
280
Tifus, RW7 (U.S.S.R.)
355
Rostov.on-Don, RW12 (U.S.S.R.)
375
..
Sverdlovok, RW5 (U.S.S.R.)
401
Geneva (Switzerland). (Relays Sottes)
401
Moscow, No. 3 (RCZ) (U.S.S.R.) ..
413.5
Voroneje, RW25 (U.S.S.R.)
Oslo (Finland)..
431
436
Ufa, RW22 (U.S.S.R.)
519
..
Hamac (Norway) (Relasj8 Oslo)
519
Innsbruck (Austria). ¿Reloy Vienna)
527 ............
Ljubljana (Yuaoslavia)
527
Viipuri (Finland)
536 ..
Bolzano (Italy)
536
(Poland)
546
Budapeot, No. 1 (Hungary)
Beromünster (Swi8zeriand) ......... 556 ............
565 ............
Athlone (Irish Free State)
565 ............
Palermo (Italvi
574
Stuttgart (Mühlacker) (Germany)
583
P.T.T. (France)
583
(Latvia)
592
Vienna (Bisamberg) (Austria)
601
Rabat (Radio Maroc) (Morocco)
601
bundavall (Sweden). (Relays Siocklwlrn)
..........
Florence (Italy). (Relaya Milan) ...... 609
Cairo (Abu Zabal) (Egypt) ........ 620
Bruaoels,No. i (Belgium). (French Programme) 620
629
Lisbon (Bacarena) (Portugal)
..
629
Tröndelag (Norway) .........
638
..
Prague, No. 1 (Czechoslovakia)
Lyons, P.T.T. (La Doua) (France) ..... 648
Cologne (Langenberg) (Germany) ...... 658
668
North Regional (Slaithwaite)
ottens (Radio Suisse Romande) (Switzerland) 677
686
Beigradi (Yugoslavia)
695
Paris, P.T.T. (Ecole Supérieure) (France)
Stockholm (Sweden) .............704
713
Rome, No. 1 (Italy) (8.-w. ste., 25.4 m.)
722
Kiev, R\V9 (U.S.S.R.)
731
Talliisn (Esthonia)
731
Madrid, EAJ2 (Radio España) (Spain)
740
Munich (Germany) ............
749
Marseilles, P.T.T. (France)
758
Katowice (Poland)
767
Midland Regional (Daventry)
776
Toulouse, P.T.T. (France) ..
785 ..............
Leipzig (Germany)
795 .............
Barcelona, EAJ1 (Spain)
Lwow (Poland) ............. 795 ............
804
Scottisñ Regional (Falkirk)
814
Milan (Italy) ..........
823
Bucharest (Romania)
832
Moscow, No. 4, RW39 (St5lina) (U.S.S.R.)
.: 841
Berlin (Funkstunde Tegel) (Germany)
850
Bergen (Norway)
850
Sofia (Bulgaria)
........... 850 ............
Valencia (Spain)
859 ............
Simmferopol, RW52 (U.S.S.R.)

.............
...........

............
,

.

S

S

.

.

........

.

.

-

.

.

-

-

......

.

.

-

7

.......

-

-

........
.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

y

.
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7
20
7
50

..........
.......

.

.

..............

Strasbourg, P.T.T. (France)
Poznan (Poland)
London Regional (Brookmans Park)
Graz (Austria). (Relay8Vienna)
Limoges, P.T.T. (Franco)
Helsinki (Finland)
..
..
Hamburg (Germany) ......... .:
Toulouse (Radio Toulouse) (France)
Brno (Czechoslovakia)....................
Brussels, No. 2 (Belgium). (Flemish Prog'nsme)
Aleto,, P'PP 1lO.t;c. Ai...s ,Al.,,.;,s
Góteborg (Sweden). (Relays Slocichol,n)
Breslau (Germany)
Paris (Poste Parisien) (France)
West Regional (Washlord Cross)
Cracow (Poland)
Genoa (Itsly). (Relay8 Milan)
ililversum (Holland). (7 kW. till 6.40 p.m.)
Bratislava (Czechoslovakia)
North National (Slalthwaite)
Barcelona,EAJ15(RadioAoociación)(Spain)
Königsberg (Heilsberg Erniland) (Germany)
Parede (Radio Club Portuguêo) (Portugal)
Leningrad, No. 2, RW7O (U.S.S.R.)
Scottish National (Faikirk)
Bari (Italy)
Tiraspol, R1t57 (U.S.S.R.)
Bordeaux, P.T.T. (Lafayette) (France)
Zagreb (Yugoslavia)
Falun (Sweden)
Madrid, EAJ7 (Union Radio) (Spain)
Madona (Latvia)
Naples (Italy). (Relaya Rome)
..
Alexandria (Egypt)
Belfast ..............
Nysregyhaza (Hungary)

859
868
877
886
895
895
904
913
922
932

5

80
150
35
16
13
30

.

100
120
7
150
20
60
100
25
60
100
35
20
50
1.3
100
10
2
10

0.7
0.5
5
13
1

16

120
100

60
4

100
15
15

120
6.5
10
20
20
15
15

20
120
15
100
50
25
2.5
7

55
50
36
20
3
100

1.6
12

25
0.7
120
5
16
50

.50
12

360.6 100
356.7 100
352.9
1
352.9
1
352.9
1.5
10
349.2

950
959
977

.

.

.

-

986
995
1004
1013
1022
1031
1031
1040
1050
1059
1068
1077
1086
1086
1095
1104
1104
1122
1122
1122
1131
1140

Eörby (Sweden). (Relays Siacklaolm)
Turin, No. 1 (Italy). (Relays Milan)
London NationaliBrookmana Park)
West National (Washford Cross)
Kooice (Czechoslovakia). (Relays

291
291

288.5
285.7
283.3
280.9
............ 278.6
............ 276.2
276.2
274
271.7
271.7
267.4
267.4
267.4
265.3
263.2
261.1
261.1
259.1
259.1
............ 257.1
.............255.1
............ 253.2

1149
11.49

1158

Prague)

Moravska.Ostrava (Czechoslovakia)
1158
Monte Ceneri (Switzerland) .........1167
Copenhagen (Denmark). (Relays Kal undboi-g) 1176
Kharkov, No. 2, RW4 (U.S.S.R.) ..... 1185
Frankfurt(Germany)
jigs
Prague, No. 2 (Czechoslovakia)
1204
LilIe, P.T.T. (Francel
1213
Trieste (Italy)
1222
Gleiwitz (Germany). (Relays Breslau)
1231
Cork (Irish Free State) (Relaya AtMoae)
1240
Juan.Ies.Pins (Radio Côte d'Azur) (France)
1249
Rome, No. 3 (Italy) ..
1258
San Sebastian (Spain)
1258
Nürnberg and Augsburg (Germany) (Relay 1267
Munich)
1276
Christiansand and Stavanger (Norway)
Dresden (Germany) (Relays Leipzig)
1285
Aberdeen
1285
Austrian Relay Stations
1294
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

318.8
10
315.8
17
312.8 100
307.1
50
304.3
2
304.3
io
301.5
20
298.8
13.5
298.2
50
293.5
3

.

98ff

.

-

OSQ O

941

.

.

.............
.............

5.51

.

1500
1442
1442
1395
1389
1379
1339
1304
1304
1293
1261
1224
1170
1154
1107
-1071.4
845
800
748
748
726
696
688
578
578
569.3
569.3
559.7
559.7
549.5
539.6
531
531
522.6
514.6
514.6
506.8
499.2
499.2
492.6
483.9
483.9
476.9
476.9
470.2
463
455.9
449.1
443.1
437.3
431.7
426.1
420.8
415.5
410.4
410.4
405.4
400.5
395.8
391.1
386.6
382.2
377.4
377.4
373.1
368.6
364.5

349.2
15
345.8
16
342.1
50
338.8
7
335.2
0.5
335.2
10
331.9 100
328.8
60.
325.4
32
321.9
15

.........

40
500
75

.

.

S

1807
1724
1648
1800
1571.

.

i

...

S

1935
1875
1875
1875

251

249.2

.

.

.

...

..............

............
.......
......
I

.

..

...

.......

..

-

50
20
4
12

0.7
2

7

50

1.50.25
1
6.2

-

10

7

50
50
2.8

-

11.2
15
10
10

j7
5
5

245.5
243.7

10
ö
i

Danzig. (Relaya Königsberg)
1303
Swedish Relay Stations
..
..
1312
Budapest, No. 2 (Hungary) ......
1321
German Relay Stations
1330
Montpellier, P.T.T. (France)
1339
Lodz (Poland)
1339
Dublin(Irish Free State) (Relays At/done)
134
Milan, No. 2 (Italy) (Relays Rome) ...............1348
Turin, No.2 (Italy). (Relay8 Rosie)
1357
......1375
Basic and Berne (Switzerland)
Warsaw, No. 2 (Poland)............... 1384
Lyons (Radio Lyons) (France)
1393

Tampere (Finland) .........
Newcastle
Béziers (France)
Paris, (Radio LL) (France)
Miskolc (Hungary)
Fécamp (Radio Normandie) (France)
Peco (Hungary)
Bournemouth
Plymouth
Intgniational Common Wave
International fi.lommon Wave
Liepàja (Latvia)

5
10

z47.s

.

-

60

.............

1420
1429
1429
1429
1438
1456
1465
1474
1474

............

............
............

240.2
238.5
238.5
236.8

2

235.1
233.5
233.5
231.8
230.2
228.7
227.1
225.8
224
224
222.8
222.6
221.1
218.2
218.8
215.4
211.3
209.9
209.9

0.5
1.5

20L9

208.6
206
204.8
203.5
...............203.5
201.1
200
.

.

l9

150(
1737

............

'173

1

3

2

1

0.5
0.5
1.25
0.8
1.5
5
1.7
1

4

0.2
0.5
2
5

1.2
1

-

2
2

1.25
10
1.25
1

0.3
0.1
0.6
0.1

-

NOTE. Since the publication of the previous list alterations have been made to the art1culars of the following stations: Breslau (Gerivany) Florence (Italy)
Kalunbthg (Denmark). Marseilles (Franco), Pees (Hungary). Toulouse (France). Turin (Italy).
.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.

NOTICES.

Fer the convenience of private advertisers, le'.ters

maybvaddressedtonumi,e,sat" The Wireless World"

THE (IHAI1GE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS tu them

Ofice. When Ibis is de5irçd. the sym of lid. to defray
tise
of registration ansi to cover postage on replies.
maste added to tlseadvertiseweet charge, ,circh moot
include the sourds Nounou, e/o" The \Vieeless World."
All rephes should be addressed to the Bon number
sbocca in the advertisement, e/o "The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Stamford Street, Londod,
SE.s. Reuderto'ho,epty to'Bo.e No. adrerlisessr::ts are
n'aeurd agoiosl eeoding rems'ttncce fheough the jtool
except io regittere,f eosclofree ;"is all ose), cauce the use
of ihr Deposit Sytteat ioreco,ome:tded, aoci the eorelope
should bectrxety srsehod" Deposit Departsssrul."

ct

12 words or less. 3f- und 3d. for every
additional word.

ai

Each paragraph is charged separately and name
address mast be counted.

SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on ordeesfor coosecativeinsertiona,provsded a
cootractis placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
initrucitons the entire "copy" is repeated from the
previousiosue: 13 consecutive insertions 5% 26 consecutIve, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted
np to FIRST POST on MONDA! MORNING (previous
to date ot issue>, at the Head Offices ol "The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Slumlord Street, London, SEl.
or on SATURDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
19, Herlford Street, Coventry; Gaildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ; 260, Deunsgate,
Manchester, 3 ; 26e, Rentteld Street, Glasgow, V.2.

Advertisements that arrive too laie loi a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by inutruetions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section most he strictly prepaid.
The proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.
Postal Orders and Cheqoeseet in payment for adverpayabla to ILIFFE
tinements shoold be mode
No tes beih g
& SONS Ltd., and crossed
untraceable i! loot in transit should not he sent au

____-

-

All iettersrelating to advertisements sbontd quote the
numherwhichis printed at the end o? each advertisement
and the date of the jasas in which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or
printers' errors, although every care Is tshen to avoid
mistakes.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

in accordance with the Notice thal

appeared last week, the latest date upon
which Miscellaneous
Advertisements
could be accepted for the above issue
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FIRST
POST, THURSDAY,
December 20th.
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at below the litt prie,c do not carry any masisafaclaeoec
f
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40-50 stations, tenet Retsoandy to Budopect, not Midget;

£4115 ft.

cith guaranteed reoults start with us
TELEVISION.
nos-, completo bit, uni oersa I matar, lamp, less, dine,

U1

57,

Praed

SL,
(7261

AC., excellent condition; cost 130/-,

2s.

JEGENTONE
occept 351--Bas

2469, e/o The Wieelena ParId. [7258

PB. 5-colee Portable, perfect cosdition, £5. oc
unit for home use, £6/1O.-Juspee. 3, Eaton

PYEesita HT.
Rise,

W.5.

GREETINGS'

l

To all who deserve them, and
especIally to all Hartley-Turner
customers at home and overseas.
Just one year ago we announced
the arrival of the HartleyTurner Kit Set, thus making
possible, with the HartleyTurner speaker,the first realistic
reproduction of broadcasting.
Since then, hundreds of listeners
have installed complete HartleyTurner reproduction.
.

Receivers and Amplifiers, Etc.-Contd.
the worlds finest nopeehet. 4-, 5-. ond oE2IEMS0N,
naln-e ceceivecu, boy, medium, and short clove,
the latent A.V.C. models, iast released, first coosigonaeot io this country; also 6-sol s'e cao eadio; send for
ratologue.-Impoeter. Royal Radio Co.. 0, Bockiegham
Rd., Sooth Woodloed, EiS.
(7553
Wish AU Their.pstomecs a Rappy
Christmas ansi Prbapecoul EScs Year- afid thank sou
all foe past' laveurs; lease note: We ace closing leona
Saturday, Ueeoasbrc 22RsI, at t p.m., and reopen Thursday.
Decembee"27tS, at 119 ia.sn.-Degallier's, 21, Upper ylaryte-

(7251

are proud of having something
to make their friends jealous.
Every 'day, each one of those
"hundreds is bringing us in
new business, because no discriminating listener can envisage
settling down to listen to
ordinary reproduction with any
degree of pleasure, after he has

bone St., London, W.l.'o, ittuaeana 7795.

-VALVE Sageehet, chassis

-

1935

t

t

Stee

V

of

the best all-svaoe'Teceiser yet' produced, aeroplane d,al

' Dao-Lilfi 7 band nseitchi,ot, dynyamto speabec,
antomotio s'olome control. gcarnophooe 'pick-up, rj.alnat
cabinet 16-(io. high, i3'/aio. seide-Weite lue chais-noie
catalogue ta importec. Royal Rodio Co., k, Ruckingbcam
[7252
Rd., Sooth SVoodloed. Landon, ESO.
5v.
bcsoapasssslpeelseterOayne
ARMSTRONG.-Lotest
chossia, oith lully delayed AVG.. 7 highly cRoient
tuned cirvoito, basdpass ispu t, Marconi 11e tode feeqaenoy
changer: combined ist detector cod ossitllotor, bsodpass
IF. coupled tu Marconi HF. pentode, hondfiass coupled

traning,

You are too late to buy anything from us-before Christmas,
but send for our free illustrated
literature so that you can start
the New Year well.

Cosco, Double Dissle, gising distoetianlesu detection
end A.V.C., resist.neeeuupled tu Monda: high slope pen.
sode. Marconi bi-phase rectifier, luil'sesion illuminated
tuning, ealibruted in o-as-elengths, combined radio and
granoophone somme control, corrected pentode output,

tu

-

4

speakeso; C5110yappraval against cash.-Maodr, 1, Martin
[7116
St.. Brighouce
5-s I
h1t
61169I6_CM

£

2?0v01

'vA

t
1,
cv I
t i, la t, I II 3 tt
n t tur t
t
listed £14114; pod, or c*.o., carriage toro.cd.-K.ay,
167, City Rd., E.O.1.

HARTLEY TURNER
RADIO LTD.,'
-

ThornDury

l

Isieworth

.JJl
ivtluulesex.

Telephone

I

I

-

thgh

V

HOUnslow 4488

R1S5rRÛ*gG iA'ttY5"AC'rIRt'rG C 100 K g Rd
Camden Toon, London, 'Phone: Gulliver 3105.
-

(7264

"Radio Data Charts."

.,.

I

Roaa

gisisg eaceptionolly good reproduction; £6/to/h, oith
salseo,- royalties posd.
8-tage superheterudyne chassis,
AR'sSSTRO34G.-5-tislse
o-ith folly delayed A.V.C., bapass input, M ulloed
Octade leequency ehidgee, combined oscillator and Oeuf
detector, bondpaso S.F. coupled tu Mollard screened pon
tode. coupled to 9tullaed Double Diode Teisde, eesistonce
c:spocity coupled to Mnllaed 3 motto output pentodo, 16ml
lard indirectly heated rectifier combined eadia-geamoploonc
solume control, I Il aperture cinse, calibrated snocclgngths.
-Masois-ely constructed 'with the lollOu-iag - coosposents.
SVeaeite hrasy duty :mains traoslormer, Wearito special
coils and S.F. trasslormees, Polar: ganged condenser odd
deine, Weaeite soitchiog, liellesen condensecs, etc., etc.;
price complete, £7110; this chdsoit is designed loe thoso
slightly moee Outpotc poctienlarly ou geomsrequiem
phone than our Os. 7-stage chassis, bot it does not supersede ibis seey popular model.
A RMSTItONC.-4s. 3 Pentade rudi,grom chassis, lull
.tl. bsndposs; £511816, restIa salver.
h
d g m
g fl
R51SROG.-4
banapaSS; .bIle/b.
grade
conrjonents
A RMSTRONG Chassis, sise hikhest
pp
I
g p cl
t
t 751 y
-

We shall not be at home"
from December 22nd to 26th.

I

19au

3

heard Hartley-Turner reproduction.

I

(lay

the Genuine Emerson 1935
IRST Consignment
F
Hound the World" 6-valve So erheteeodynr,
2000 meteco, nepcsrate'roavebande, acclaimed by trade

OURPuffer,

£14/jo.-.

(7260

Plesocy), made foc a
ss'ell-knaasn proprietary fiena schone same ne are not
a1focved ta mention, 7 toned stages, delayed A.V.C. los-ol
distance snitch, 7-bc. separation, Mollard s'aIres, A.á. 200'50 volts, deosoonteation daily at 94, High Itolborn,
chassis complete oith Mallard c-aloes, bland oea, Icon
speaker nod cabinet; £7/i0.-Hadia Clearonbe. 94, Hsgts
(7242
Itoihoen, W.C.5.

Kit

nl Parts Inh "Wireless World "_Quality 5mennsealete in eeery
etaíl. including sal eec,
amplifier only, £0/10: feeder unit. 361-.
Kit of Parts lar "-SVireleno World " Olympic S.S.
OURSis, complete io eceey detail, including sabes osi
loud-speaker;
Kit nl Poets loe "\Virelesn SVurld" Standard t.C.3,
OURcomplete with oal,-rs ansi speokee; £11/10.
loe Detuiled Liet al Components lar Either nl
SEND
tise Abo-'e Kits euer/pc paid. canh uith nedee.
TI/ARO. 46, Faecingdno, t., London, E.C.4. 'Phone:
[6907
VVllolbyro 9703.

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.

Readers abo hesitate to send money to advertisers
in these columns may deal in perfect safetybyavailiug
thcmsefyes ut dar Deposit System, If the money be
deposited u'ith "The Wireless World," both parties
are advived of its receipt.
The time atlusceel for derision is three ¿ays, counting
from receipt of goods, alter which period, il buyer
derides not to retain goods, they mast be returned to
sender. ifasaleisrffertrd,buyeriostructsus toremit
amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us tu return
amount tu depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
butin the event of nu sale, and subject to there beis'g
nodiffervut arrangement h,'t,veen buyerandseller, each
payscasrsageccsseway. Thrsellcrtakesthesiskof loss
or damage io transit, for vsisich. or take no revpoobibitity. For all transactions op to eso, a drpvsit fee of
si- is charged; 00 traosartjovs vicer Lto and roder
tpo, the fee is u/6; over j5o, p/-. All depo.it matters
.-.are dealt with at Dorset Hoose, Stamforet Street,
London, 5Es, and cheques and money orders should
be made payablr to Itifir & Sons Limited.
SPECIAL NOTE-Renders who reply to advertisements and receive no answer to their enquiries are
requested to regard the silence asso indication that the
goods advertised bave already been disposed o? Advertisers often receive so many enquirie, that it is quite
Imponsihie to reply to each one by post. When sending
remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp fur return
should also be included for one in the event of the
apphcation proving onsuccesslsil.

The mass production firms may
sneer at our "hundreds," but
the people who bought our sets

Owing to the Christmas Holidays, the next
issue of "THE WiRELESS WORLD"
(dated December 28th) Is dosing for
press earlier lhañ usual.

etc., eceeythissg in there;3/12/5.
SALES, Faeritone Corser.
London. Poddinglon 0251. -

CHRISTMAS

V

-

A

Series

of

Abacs
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THE WIRELESS WORLD

"tDVERTISEMENTS.
Receivers and Ampifflers,

DECEMBER

Etc.-Contd.

solve snpeeht. etessin (7-siagl, complete
L6/18(6.-5
\itle B.R.V.M.A. volees, wired, beanef neo-. eeady to
oseiteli on; opeokee the only estee eequired; 9 6e. sepavtion; A.V.C. oil-British thevoghout; cemyoner,ts by seorleflomeo, maoul,,etoeees, Polee, T.C.U.. Weorite,- etc.; 12
months aantee iciest loe fitting te esisti!ca cabinet.
bookcase, etc; hisse a really sep-to-date set for Xmas;
AG. model, £611816; Universa I. £7/7; issssediste
delivery, carriage paid, 7 deys approval, deferred terms
if ofesireof; fullest particule roerrqneat.-SVeolsflssooter
Chossio Cc., Ltd.. 4, Wrotminster Palace Cs coleus, Len'
doe,
(7103

Mains Equipment.-Contd,
toe AC. Ctcoeees. ET. ansi LT-RieckTANTALUM
svelto Metalisegicei Work,, Ltd, Oceston, Liverpool.

'!iS-T lACILITIIS

(6470
Teano(ormeen ore ?dnnuleetered by Engioeevo
Years ExperIence in Radio Teannfoe,ner

HOYNES
evcth 14

YNE'S.-Tlse acknusiledged finest salue io traes.
HO formero und etolios.
IMPS-Used ooclnuirely by mase cstahliolsed net
JJO maaulselucero,
relay stations, tessosmittera, and
oocrossest Depeetmeots.
511OVNF,'S.-Scrtion sssussf, papee isteelceerri. hIsmeets, reeler lapped, alumisiasso clamps asd termisal strips te sill merle/u.
OYNLS.-Spec/liod hp "Wireless Woolf." sod wound
strictly te 1h e specification of the euther.
A.C.2 treno/cernee, 300-O-300e..
IJOYME'S.-Slandsscd
60 mu., 45. 2.5a., 4e. 2a., price 12/6, pout 1/-; 20h,
75 m.ss. c/se/ic, 0/li, past 9sf.
S-Standard A.C.3 sod Pcreocact fil transJJCINE
former, 350-0-350e., 60-70 ma., .5'. 2.55., Os. 4o.;
price 52/6,

5W.!..

M A INS. E Q U 1PM E N T.

V.
O1tTEX1ON Specified.

H

-

SThNDASI) A.C.3 'l'eanoformer, poslisbeel the cost.
shrsudiog guaranteed 5 years; £1; chooses 6/-, chcko
to match, 12/6.
STANDARD .'s.C.2 Teasolormee, 18/-; choke t o raste Is
30/6; 5 yeseS' guorasatee.

-

ITORTF,XION Specified Olympic S.S. 6 Tronultormee.
5.9.352, 5 years guarostee, 25/-; leso teessiflofs sind
goaraotee, 21/-; pus-os chussis, £311766: clo,ke, 12/6;
Sintle Spas nudel, 25f-; pocer chassis, £3/10.
UTSOY Not Call enel Inspect Gonsplimestiory f,clteco from
Customers Who Have Used Them lar Many Years f
JORTEXlON.-Quatity AmpliBer or Saper Mosedial,
425-0-425, 120 osa., 4e. 6-Ba. CT., 40. 3a. CT.,
4e. la., 45. lo sopeo- shrouded, coco sits 2%is.X1/io.,
2',/a% reluhstinn p nary engeaced ioeolateol terminals,
sceUht 1411,., 26/-, carriage 2/-; norma ohesodesl. 22/-;
open type, 20/-. post 1/3; speaker Seid replacement
choke, 16/-; spec/il ontput transformer to %V.W." opes-ification, 12/6; port 9d.; state calero ecl speaker; " W. W."
001seosul output teitislormec, £1 osesial 40k. 50 nia.
primary output transformers, 13/6, post Pd.
'ITOIOTEXION 7.30h, 120 mo. Cheke 215 oboes in eliO
C-est okrouding to match; 1316.
kot aoei1ua lied: Good enough foc a " IViesIMITATF.D
lens Wa-id' apeesfication is good coosogh for posi.
Coot Little More theo the Cheapest, but
VORTEXION
oceqoatieol by the dearest.
A.C./34, sied by asitbor io construction
VORTEXION
01 A.V.C. Three, as Illastruted; 18/-.
UAO °SNTEED 12 2tontko, sod o'ithin 5/ nocmal sied
sopeo modelo, soot sbrnoding, s-ilk detachaskie
Irrt. os used by Goneenment ISepartoirots. etc., .etc., uny
modl guaro steed S yenes st estro cost nl 2/-.
.6 LL Secondaries Csstce Topped.

that the whole Trade

40

2.5

4e. 2,

0e
45'.

UnisersolAt5o thu

-

colonels soot scsokmaoslsip; qoatotias

JJ'OYNE S-Ail udceetised types

A.

9.50.19.

sod Works; ta, (ìtodst000 Rd., SVimbleeloss,
Liberty 3303.
(7068

6/se

BATTERY Chergoiu.-" NP." fesso 55/. to £15; coburg.
sag pfossstn of fsighrst quality-NP. Etrotrio Co.,
514,
Lisos Rock ltd.,

.Rrcd.T,ud.Olek,'

Birosiag/sam.[7152

il/i 1-° rey s'tsurgers, 1 amp.. 2-6v., iscorpsrstin3
Westfsgioossaes-retifirr, 5,
cesh approval; 1505/our Sd.; fist focO. urn/s.; 10/': 7 slays
9 ¡-'Arden
eliminators. 20 me.; test for/ore por.
c/saosag;
i:osrtscssfosestrco.-As-strs Agrs,cy,
Ws-/laoton, \Vetfing/sorougb.
/713!
JESD1X Coaogers, a/f sleet, AC., end D.C. moins, 2 to
200 cells st toso prices; stute requirements; dynamos
055/ s-otsrico in stork, off niara;
hosttrryaoprrxosfecs tise
2.o,slt isiput, 50-soft output, 37/6; Iructiososi 14V. and
see-ing sssachinr motors, 251--Below.LESDIX Meesoring Josteisaooatn, 2'°!.u: hoshelite caer,
flush penn, ossy reedissg, A-C or D.C.; from 6/eso/o; oak loe toit eosngr iost,umrot lis:.-Itrfoo.
LESDIX Micosptsose. We ore flIckers of 25 tses tsr
sIt ours; home Radio sssikrî, ss/id bihefite /oosiy,
G.P.O. mics'sspbeoes, ou oteod. saith s000tkpiece, 5/6;
7/6;

2

-

t4b

g,

-

Iw,

V.A. ¡sai/oes, 50/-; fist lree.-EfrsArsotiro 1/odios, 216, i.1ppre
ll'humes St., Lohdon, E.C.4.
[0398

ELIMtNo'iTORS.-Specir/ lsserhooseo/taege quustitp of
Lincolis.Strocart efiscinutora eneb/es us to offer them
sIt sooteis 0.02. loe 200.255o., D.C. 25
tssi/tioamp, output, 9,11; AC. 30 ssil/iamis. output, miti,
Westsrg/soosr ees-tifirc, etc., 24/11, cc ooith haf/'omr.
trio-kf e charger isteoopocuted, twice soir 37/6, off Icily
gssaeunteed; cook no cod., eucrioge pouf from Vessel and
Pearl, lliO. Bishopsgatr, Loodoo, F02.
1042g

(9225

at sacrifica ysices.

P°

Palle ifl,uctestef
and

ui/h uuusteuettuea,l detail, tue tu/Sta1
Rattere
Ruto, SW, Bere/vere-Or. SW. Sarre-O,;
oath AVE-All W,,, Wauem,toe-5-n,ttn Rece/u,,
--a/urlo 5-peten Pe050nittos-Voao,ferd,t Are/al
Oe,toa-Btslte,y asS Mato, t.W. Coseer/era
'-Sueulcue Baud, Urea;aee-1O0 Soit PRICE
Teaaoa,O,e Eliuu,iautue,, eso. COPI PILED

P°
asdthe.bcBuitiahntelifo,21450/lo.thickiuu'

sadat/ng papee faetuaern euch layer, pith standard
primarias, 2E0250e. 50 cycles, all secondarie, CT.
250-0-250e. 60 ma., 45. j to 2o., 4,.
4n, span typo. 9/-; shrouded, 11/-; pont 9d.
2 taP°
Feeeopurt III, 350-0-350e. 75 ms., 4,.
2-5u., 4v. 0 to 5e., open type. 12/-; shrouded, 14/;

R!

CABINETS.
fANUFACTUREflS' Clearance.
SET und Sprukee CoRnete; 5/- upsa,du.
deck solsut Sn/oh, for set and speaker
S.T.600'
drilled; 21/-.
ADIOGRAOE Cablsotu; 37/E upu-arde.

THE

WAVE
LEADING SHORT
Oben/reGIe Omm roue radja
dealer, W. R. tn/tb, or, le puce of SaGouS,, il/rapt
taon STRATTON & CO., LTD. /D,tt. 20/. Beone.
Recre Oteen, Sieueiogham. Loulou terrina Decal l-WrbS'u Rod/u Gtoeec, 14, Saho St., usIneS Se.. WI.
Glu,goa i-1, 0, Roatm, 133, Weal Ode St.

PA°°

5Pk'CIALOSTO,

pesk bd.

1935

Auto Teauofornoeru, 100020e. ta 200
perso, 60-catI, 8/'; 12O'watt, 9/6;
nh,oudud. 1/. soten; pout 3d.
PARA3IOUNT 5ta/no Chukeu. 30 h. 60 ma., 5/6; 20h.
120 ma.. 8/'; past Gd.
pARAMOUNT Cuocantecd Electco!ytc Codcnscca,

SPEAKER Cobinete; 4/6 Upuau,du.
VEND S'urticeutoro of Your Roqeuiermento fg/ring size of
tJ net. eRI, te t'olI and muR peur eteotce trum our
stucks pl tsrc 100 ditteeent types; Seem 0/6 to £4/jo.

D1DYSTONi

'M'
t11%VA"
SHE oclituipric

l'oIOTORS tor Radiogrumu se Ceomophonru, ctockaort,

elette/o lesos 5/', taut on oppl;cut/un,
SMITH aad Co.. Ltd., 207.9, Edgecuec Rd.,
J' London, PV.2. let, PodaS, tOSS.
(7130
'tu,TEW Crytuto V.51.3 Charger; £O/l0.-IOamt;ton, 53,
1 Morgan iluod, Ecomley, lIcuO.
[7215
LVI. or

L.

-

ARAMOOJNT Mains Transformers Manufactured by
66, Hortleld Rd., Wimbledon, SWig.
. R. Salter,
(0929
l'ei.: Liberty 222.

F

-

"The

BR/TISh7JMADE

-

DYNAMOS,

BATrEi(Y3,9°
MAINS
VALS55 FROM

G RAMOPHO N ES, P CK-U PS, RECO ROERS.
('SABRAIlD AC. Automatic Record Chsnger, brand neo.
unused present; £7-Box 2468, e/o The Iricelesa

rOE RKEN WOLL 7587
HIGH VACUUM VALVE;C?L"
13-117 FARRINGDON R' ECl

I

'

ti'oeld.

Pa-ice

ETC,

Cu. Rotary Conoeeter, lapaI 250e. D.C., output
E.D.C.'
21lIt. AC. ut 100 watte. u/Oh 11V. ttt°,ecu, in sporeS.
s';uceying Conta/ore, curi 04 tu/neue, OP Oese; shut
otters ?-B;ueeett, Auluneae, Walton HeaDs, Tada'oeth. [7246

/

Wireless World " Diary for 19,j5

un.

R

SHORT' WAVE. MANUAL

.ZMOUNT
253e or pieu

on Sale

o

ATTERY Cheegres.Phe "NP.' liete Nash Producto)
BdF0
lowest prices yet still sssiotais qoatity;

INTEREST

PARAMOTJNT Me/Ox Tesos/semeos Lead is Price o od
Qssatitv.
Transformers oes Suitable loe s/i
SOW." Cioceits.
Teunoformeru Guaranteed loe 2 Yeaee.

Now

Tel.

t

:

Transformera Pfade to Your Oun
peico aceuedin tu seattage; quotation,
P51°
Speeificution;
by retoco.
350-0-350e. 120 mc.. 4r. 25e., 4e. 44.,
pARAMODNT
4n. 5e, oppu type, 14/; shrouded, 15/t; pout 1/'.
ace Proud uf ose 0-talco Super Isductooce ile
S7E
VV
'ce/ace; se/te tor detallo; price £9, completo is
so/not cabinet.
PAOEAMOOJNT 4)00., 410e. or, 500u. 120 ma., 4e. 2.54..
4e 4e 4; 5e., open type 17/. shrouded 19/-. pout
filaments (not eoceeding
1/3; 15Ò 0.8. ss/th 2 eutro
sauttuget, open typo 22/6, shrouded 25/., puoI 1/3.
PARAMOUNT Super Moatets.-H.T.8, 9 or 10. 4;. 1 to
2u., 4v. 2 tu 4e,, open type, 14/'; shcouded, 05/61
cost ;/.; dus 't yay high priera top your ma/no cons-

Isom 9 am. ttlt 7 p.m., iuc/osding
J. ItOYNtO, AOL-POWER TRANSFORMER, Old.,
Others

'f

BROWN). 182. The Broostssoy;
Liberty

Rd. Wimhfedoo. OWlS. 'l'ei.

ky

from stock.

1JO16E'.-Oprs

-FULL

TORTEX1ON Teoostoeosern Siede to Tosse SpeesfieutsOe
V
price ,scceedisg to wattage, to. fl/oss,ses/soeese pesce
lis/ras oot'.uge gsossiy exceeded; rseciel sjssotats500 hy
'sobo dtajsfey'

2

oinding.

OYNE'S Teonsformeru, haitI to speeitcations, keenest
prier,, baut

£4/IS.

'RTVXION /9.

to 30., 4e.

i

450 ne 500, 150 m.ss., 4e. 4e.,
2. 40. 2, Ossee aise 2VaXtsO.. i

2914.

to

JI
JI
i lIb.

-

AVOMETER:

type, 12/6 a/sressded.

r

11f, 350-L355s, 60-70 ma., 9e.
to 4e., 12/6, post 1/-; ss/lb esOsa
post 1/-.
YNE0.-350.O3s50.,
ms., Ott. 2 ta 3a., te. i
ff3 to 6,., 4e. la., 4e. in.,12010/-,
p551 1/3.
OYNES._40c,o 0e 450 oc 500e., 520 ma., 4e.' 2 ta 3a.
4e. 2 to 5a., 4e. 1 to 2e., 10/., post 1/3.
OYNE'S._500-450.5.4ss.5000 140 rae., 4e. 2 to 4a,
4e. 4 to Sa., 4c. 2e., 40. 2,., 27/6, post 1/3; o'eight
2

Oc. 1

UNIVERSALS:.

BRITISH

to 2o., 4v. 2
1 to 2a. sind.

HGYNE'S-Ferrocast
2,.
13/o,

Tdephsue: Victoria 3404-7.

'JoRTF.X1ON 1,000.sott Trasatormera; £4110, earesego
VOI1TEX5ON 30/s. st 60 osso., Cloro/orn, 5(6; 40/s. st 60
Osa. 5/6; 20h. ut 150 ms., 200 colosoS. iof t opes

o

1

1f..

Aatonsatic Coil Windec & Electrical Equipmns
Co.,Ltd.,Winder H000e,Dougias Si.,London,S.W.1

7hiS6 RANGE

Od.

OYNE'S,_250.O.25O0 65 nsa., 4e.
JJ
to 40., 10/-, pnot 9d.; with extra 40.
isg, 12/6, post

Deferreolleasrroifdeaierd.

segoietioo 35/-, shrouded, osti, termso,sis;
teso teo'soioain. 30/.; open type. 26/-; post. 1/3.
VORTEXION Asto Tressfoemers to B.E.S.A. Specifico
lion, 100, 110, or 120. to 200, 220, or 240 softs,
60 welts, 9/.; post Od.; 120 watts, nlseouded 12/6, oyen
typo 10/6. jisat 1/; 200 ,sotts, ohrossded 16/6, post 1/-;

V

9/6, post

f

2%

2.000 sootto,

ranges

facilitates E\'ERY test.
36-ronge
tA,C.;D.C.)
.j2Gns.

ITORTEXION Super Model for 111.9 or 9 qe 10. 40.
I to 2,45. 2 to 4, open type 1416, aheouded 16/6;
post t/.
ITORTEXt0N.'350.035o, 120 mo., 4V. 2 to 50., 40.
2 to 40., 4e. 26e.; opes type 14/6. ohrooded 16/6;
sopee shrouded osodel weight lttb., 4 filaments to opecs'
firistiesn. 21/-; post 1/3.
ITOR'I'EXI0N.-400 or 450 00 500e., 120 81.0., 40. 2 to
5. 40. 2 to 5. 40 2.5e.; open typo 191-. shrouded

1/ORTEXION._400

Spas.

of

ont Od.

saper jo/s

15/-, pool II.; choke, 19
flOYNE'S.-Siugfe
heseya, 7/6, post Od.
AC. sopee trossformee, 12/6,
ffUYNE'S..-Erercmos
post 1/.; choke, 10 henrys, 7/6, pOst 9d.
Straight Four seassloemer, mp.,
JIOYNE'S._A.v.C.
post 1/3; choke, 26 heoryi, 120 nia., 110 okius,

oí diced readings (A-C. and D.C.)
current. voltage and resistance, without
external shunts or multipliers. The movement as dead-beat and a mirror on the
The
5-inch scale obviates parallax errors.
world's lurgest and most important radio
and electrical undertakings depcnd on the
uinlailsog precision of the Universal
Avometer. lt is the ONE instrument hat

36

IJORTEX1ON.-2500-250 60 sou., 45. 1 Is 2u.. 4e. 2 to
4e. open type, 20/', shrossdod, 12/6; posI. 9d.
lTOJt't'kX.ON.-Feerocost lit 35O-0'35O 60 ¡se., 4,.
'0.5 C.!.. 40. 3.5 CT.; open type 13/6, shrouded

23/.

ON

RILII-S'

G

-

post 1!'.
[.TOYNE'S.-Pash-Pnll Quality Amplifier transformer.
25/-, peat 1/3; 7/30 henrys chske, 9/6. post Od.;
20 lienoyo, 7/6. sisst Sil.

-

The Untversal Avometer gives no less than

i

'6/-;

21ST,

sf6.

Dy

(725e

post. '/7
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Components,

LOUD-SPEAKERS.
6, Conduit St., Wi-Reed below: Il

you
ULBERT,
ase requiring realistic reproduction ut remarkably
the lollowing high-grade oposbeen;
repeat orders ase con:ing in doily.
Only I -Boned ten manulactu cero' nurplun mov1 0 '6 ing coil
epeabers, mode by one nl the best
buone British mabor ; energined. 2,5y0 or 6,500 obmv
Seid, power oc peato'dv translosmes, Sin, cone; 10/6 each.
Only! '-An abone but with lOin, cone, a very
1 ') / 6 po:oerinl
npeakee capable ol bundling large
entputu.
Only I f-Brand eco manufacturers' torplun
1 5 '6 mooiag coil apeohrre, nade by one of thy brot
kenton British noabeco; permanent mageet mode! el high
clilesenry, oitb poa'ec or pentodo traanf'ermnr, Ste. cone;
15/6 each,
Osoly
a ab ne bot witlo lOin, cono; ideal

I[

19/6 )-Permanet

I-As
24/Osly (-Brand
6)
aboco,

/9

t

enitable for Clona'" B," pouce se
6,500,
16/6, lOin, rane 23/..; mai os rsrrgieed, 2,500 0e
ness, with haoo.
lOin, cose, 22/-; 7m. none, 15/3; bransl
unused
bucking coils; stato p90cc nr pratode transl'armee;
manufacturers' otock; immediate delirery. caeciage paid,
rash with ocder.oc c.e.sl.-Vaaska)l Uti/itiea, 163a, Strand.
[7163
V'.C.2. 'Temisle Bao 9330.
Speabres; ce.
lfl,EOUNTGROVE SUPPLIES loe Quality
J.
potable mao,alartsi cero' aordsss; genuine Aloi (nirhe/finished bloch and
alumisiom) l'Ms. all brand new and 7.500
(inns Io gap,
chromiam, Sin. mndel, (lus density.
line magnet. 20
25f-; lOis. auditoriuns musId, 50,500 c.p.s,
78/6; ea.
responso
4010,000
trassiocn,er,
rotin
speaber,
pnoertial honos, 30x22X22io., to fit 7 or Ois.
caer, paid,15/6; 7 days' approral against cash ne cod., near
Arsenal
ltd..
Blackstsck
76, -Ìslsantgeune Rd.. N.5 (off'
[7209
football gs'onod). Canunhary 2951.

-

.

Maroon

TELEVISION.
(leid Cell, perleet, £1; pair flicol prisma.
mruntrnl, lO/..-Petrieal, 42. Bule St.. Lutos, Bede.
17250

TELEVISION. Ltd. (in Li aislationl.-llaaing
are oller.

the abone, we
PLEW
purchased the entier stork
completa
Ong same ander ananufarturer's cost; chassis,
(macs,
5/6 paie; motees,
7/6;
cabinets.
salseo,
5916;
aith 4
with p/ag adapter. 1/-; etc.; secad
lof-; mains less(s,encelo
L. Smith and
e for (al)
stamped addressed
17199
Co., Ltd., 289, Edgnrare ltd.. W.2.
01

list-Il.

VALVES.
all Stairstic
A MERICAN Valves, liest grade in oli types,
raises; trade nnpplied.-Metropelitan Radio Service
Co., 1,021, Finchley ltd., 2i.IV.1l. Speedwell 3000. (0486

-All

brand ness; battery types, 2119; sopee power, PP.2,
t amp.,
2/6; screens sod pentodos. 3/9; AC. mai,ss, 4-coltpentodos.
general parpose, 3/3; possee. 4/-; sorcens and
Voices

SURPLtS
salt. 80.F.2, L.F.2, L.P.2.

5555e eectifiees, 3/6; postage paid; cash with
ordre, or cod. over ]O/',-Clacioo Radio Valve Co..
54339
885, Tybucn Rd.. Erdiogton. Birmingham.
In
Stoch,
Valses
Amorican
New
Types
nl
LL
Brand
A
only fist-claos mat ranosb as Acetonas and R.C.A.
stocked, guaranterci loe 6 months, 247, 235, 551, 89, 18.
19. 46. 59, 6A7. 15, 42. 41. 38. 39, 78. 75, 57, 58, 224.
44. 56, 235. 83. 43, 5X3. 12/'; 25Z5. 12X3, 14/6; 13X171.
81X199, 12X280. 13X245, 12X226, 13X227. 7/6; 12X250,
53X210, 12X281. 17/6; CX 867 photocello. 25/.; all other
typos of Amerioan «al es in slosh; seo also stoch trans.
,nittisg salem, post paid, sash ssith order or 0.0.4.
UTARD, 46, Foceia,gdon St., London, E C.d. Telephone:
(6517
Stolbycn 9703.

4/6; loll

'

ml. 400

t

..,

Sd.

:

nilh
terminals, 11f-, cneo; Vaelmy Pentode
j13(l 0.1 Non.snductise Tuha(ar Nichokes, new' 4f.
Condensers wire god,,
ORI, each; 950 sa'. T.C.C,, 0.01,
mica, lype M, 3/.;
'I.C.C., M type, clora cOndensers
0.0001, 0.0002, 000)5,
0.001, 3d. each; slitto, 0.005, 60). each;
TOC 15 ml '100
os, m(er)rslytnc 1/.; T.C,C 50 ml,
12 0::' elecleojyti,.
T.C.C. 0,1x0,1 450 co' .1/6;
'I.C.C. 25 osI 25v 1f.
8 mi,
Wet
Electrolytic 440 sSs., 2/9 I1
TC1f.; .C.
8 ml. dry electrolytIc, 505 nno.,
denser bische, 4x40101015 250 eSo., 3/9; ll.M,v cro.
Wrdo,
Ben/is/n, eon,lenser h(ocba, roolamning 3/., pout Sd
4x4 tal at 350 so'.,
1)(IolxOlxQlxol

":

;

at 250 cnr.,, 4/-, pest Od
ne::',
ssilh
leodiog.o,,t
Hand aIreo, SOIr.
120 mn., 45, 4:,., 4v, ta., 4a. 21/,a., 32.6;
sereeaed pmtmacy ucd Input
200.250V,; carriage lomadri
'D TALL'S RADIO OlIme Reliahie Resistances,
sOilable
L toe all acto a'herc a
l'Wa(t ecnist:,oce is sperO/ad,
in raInes

EAYBERD

Tranalsemera,

'100, 150, 250, 300.
500, 600, 1.000, 2,000,
5.000, 10,500, 15.000. 20.006,400,25,000,
40,000,
50,000, 75,000, 100,000, 150,000. 250 000, 30.000,
1/, mrg,
1 sOng,
2 mcg,, all salues stated
in ohms,
each'; alta 2'3'watt
t.3pr, 400, 700, 800, 1,000, 4.000, 4o1.5.000,
6,000, 10.000,
20,00e, gd each, wine eo,1s.
Volume CentenO with
RAD1OPR
10,000, 15.000, 20.000. 2/'; aIm Sssitch, 5.000
10,000 graded
9.1 avIDi 3-P coitch, 25,000 graded
9.1 ssitk 2.1' slsitch,
36.
'D
aod A. Type Output Trasslernlces
08.23.32.1.. 059e
-Et. 5/'; Paoo(,n
lorslers, wish aniden, lia, flot.'; 101
ttypecnsitc tmaoo(ommcrs 4/, arcood.a,j;
Oli Paralerd
teona(nrmees, 5f', rerosd.h,.,u,d
AI)lOpllONE Dose Drices, leon escutCheon st 31in
J'
spoon/Ic, road O-100 Irom (cIt
to eight; 0/fl, pIlot

We FIVe endeavoureclin this'
column to bring to your notice some
of the more outstanding featurés-of
Marconi Valves. If we have helped
you tI'tè pleasure is éurs';'but f yòur
problem has nof been solved; let us
hear of it. 'We are n'ot omniscient, but will do our best. In the meantime be sure n advn'ce that your
Xmas entertainment is secure and
satisfactdry-f it Marconi Valves, or
at least ha've Marconi spares reädy
for any erìergency.

1

pRENIER SUPPLY
City
A NNOUNCE
best
callers;

(7255

STORES

Heaneh at 165 and 165a, Fleet St.
door to Andet-ton'n Hotel) loe the conyrni.
post ocder ami callers to 54/gb St., Clap-

a

E.C.

ence ol

Followcsg Manuiactorres'
Ness
at a Fraction 01 tIse Originel Sacplus
oil goods
l'celeri; sacciage paid osee 5/., Cost;
ondee 5/. post.
age td. r:tca; 1.9.4. and
cacciago estes; orders
under 5/. canoni he srst abroad,
rod.; please send
loe iliaS.
tested ca.taiogoe, post Icor
LL.ELECTRJC 3-otage Amplifiers, 200.250e. 40.60
cycles, io 'catis un,li,torted output, Complete wills
5
ansi .\lagnasssc Saper 66 eneegised speaker;
£12/to
LIB INATOS lIsts, sclading
tranolocnser, choke, 9Vrst.

ÖFFER
Goods

liso

Oaarantccsl

A
E

A cord fo the Marconiphone Com-

Llmiled, Radio House, 210
Toftenfeam Court Road,-W.I, will bring
you a copy of f he new Marccni ,ralve
catalogue with full defailn of all types.
pany

tnghsssae metal

rectifier, condensers,
and
na., 20/.; leicht echarcenistances,
er, 0/. estes;
mslliaesps, soitts 4r. 2-4 amp., Cl'.. L T , 25/.;
trickle ohsegre, 6/6 estra; 250c. 60 mitlia.mps., ssitlt 4e.
35 aocps,, CT., LT., 353/.; 300v. 60 ma., with 4 volte
3.5amps., 3716; 200o. 50 ma., with 4v. 3.5 amps L.T
dtageams l2Oc. 20
150c.

30

2716,

25 bpo., 4/.; 65 milli30 lryn, 10/6;

hya.. 2.500 ohms, 5/6; 25
250 nrilliansps., 30 hes., 20/-.
00

ROTIOEBMEL P.M.7.I.C. Speakers, 7m, cene, lJniseroul
transfor,oer, beond nerz, 15/..
BRITISH Standard Tabular Condensera, brami nerz. mire
ends, 800e. test, 0.01. 0.02, 0.05, 0.1 mId., 6d.;
0.25, 0.5 mId., Od.
mId. Rlectrolytico, 550e. scocking, 2/10; T.C.C.
B.I.C.8
2.5 mId., 25v., 50 mId., 12v., 1/3; T.C.C. 50 mIrI.
SOr., 3/-.
('IIIASSIS Valse-kolders. neo', 5.pin, 1/- per oto; 7pm,
5.J
Sd. roch; Cadmium pIetosi metal chassib 13(/in.x
7in.X2in., 1/-.
Chaises; manoluctueer's descanse,, highly rllleient.
dai; ocreront heater nice, 1010. lOe 94.; Pyr 500,000oh», and 1 rnrgnhm ress'otoro, cire ends, one watt, Od.
cash; Radiaphnne tngglen, 3-paint, 7d.; nn.òfl, 5d.

ÖNI

H.T.7 Teansluemee, nutput l35r. 80 ma.,
FEMIER
loe r-oltage doubling, 8/6; 4c. 3.4a., CT., LT., 2/entra; rosiS Westinghouse rectiflee. giving 200e. 30 mu.,

17/6.P

REMIEJO lIT.8 and 9 Trannlorrrern, 250c. to
and 300e. 60 ma. testified, with Or. 3-Sa, und 4n.
1-2a., CT., LT., and screened primacy, 10/.; mitI, West.
lngltoune recti6er, 18/6.
REMIEIG lIT.15 Transfnrmer, 200r'. 100 ma., rectified,
orth dc.
and Or', l-2a., CT., LT., and screened.

P
prsmary,

VÂV[:S..

3.5

10/.; mitI, kVcatingl,ousr rectifier, 19/6.
SEMIEIe Mama Trasrsloemer, output 250-0.250s', 617
ma., 4v 3.5a., 4m, 2-3a., On. 1-2u. (all C'I'.)5 mai/Il
secernedo.eidrary;10/..
PRESIIEIO Mains Peaosformees. output 350-0-350v, 130
na., 4e 3-5a., 4n. 2-3a., On. l-2a. (all CT.), with

P

screened

pcimnry;llfJ..

PREMICIO Ante Trantloemees, IOO-llO/200-250c., os
cire aorta, 100.a'att; 10f..
'I ESPEteN Eleetnic Mains Trunslnrmers, 300-0-30Go. 65
ma. dc., l'2a, dr. 2.35., 6/6; SOO-O-S00c, 150 ma.,
Oc.

i:i'...

RkD!O DEVELOP!ENT COMPANY4.6Mn-

nilIiampn.,

2/9;
ALL Premier Guaranteed Mains Transformers Slate Ers
graced Termtna.l Strips, rnith terminal connections,
lapot 200.250m., 40-100 cycles, all niudingn laper inter.
20 hyu.,

mId., 250V.

si

'[%['.Ew F.cbw K. 25 F.11mina(ors
amp, trickle charger 45f.; lIOn, 20 ¡aa esita On
spcabero, :11th tapper) teanolorme, Sonsarffor1lr 2,500 o6,jii
10/6; Mct.Vick ISOr
teans(oemeeo, 40. 2a., 45. 5a.
lapaI, 200.254:.

RESISTORS.-CnIOOe coderl, 1.rcatt resistors, rr-iee-a-onnd,
100 to 100,000 ohms; your choice; Od.,

14.6.

DCC.,

34 010g.

40

cire rods,
3/6 pce dozen.

London

SO)?

to

AC. scOrking, 4/..
COLVERN 25.000-ehm o-ire-eonnd potentionsetena, 1/3;
CTS. 50,000-ohm potentiatnetren, 1/3.

MAINS
eU Mill R4..

4

R
p

Cltnkra,
milliamps.,
P REhilEte
amp,. 34 hys., 5/6; 150 milliz.nsps.,
mslirsorpo.,

CIORIST)IAS Bar-gains; special guaranteed offers; carnage paid, call oc 'phone: Tudne 404G.
Tag Type Fined Condennecn, 000006. 0.0001
T.c.c.
0.00025, 0.0003, 0.0005, 0.001. 0.002, 0.005 mId.,

4x4x3x3x2x1

cS

;

Valve

COMPONENTS, ETC., FOR SALE.
MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.

2',i.I. each, 2/- pee dozen.
PYE 17 mId. cncslcnsecs,

W

55

1Myy

1/6;

snumrmed,a es,,
w P 1
I',
0.0005 nesdenoers, on/lu dog/nIemscuce,,
ybste, 7/6 pale Os c)eae; Gorcaed Junsoc B.D.IS. mota.,
with Unit plaie, etc,, se:s, 15/..
'1
IRE, sen Kniletowo, etc,
18 sag. C
VV 9/lb. 20 cog. En., Sd. ; '4mb. h(h,
32 snug. En., 9d. ,
2/3, 3Ó, 32, C.C., fist. each.; 11h, 25 sog 13CC.. 1/6;
a
os

I

J't1Rfl

L

V
Le 'sr
5l,amb cic:re

'abooc
omaoing sprucer bargains

nw.,

2

5w.,

3f.; 4 ml. 750 uns., 6/..
Al)LEV 500000 baa

new cabinets, suitable 10e soy ol
speakers; 2/9 nach only; ecue one of

I

d

t.:d

e,(. 400

1

[6404
V
llolborn 9703.
oniecrnaf,
TAUXItAU,.-2lagca000 permanent magnets,
pcntodr. 7m, cono

L

R YALLS J0DI?o)(
1/3; 501.400

bat with 10/n, cone; 24/-.

co"; repeat orn/encare
coming in daily; casi, cit/s ondee, or s.o.d.-liulbert. 6.
[7077
Conduit St., WI.
154
'POI'ACNAVOX OCt52 (gin, cone), 22/6; MagnaaWsco/lo,
hambackiog
aith
all
16/3;
J. J, l6'4in.
cone),
Poner or peotodo tessslormrrs. asd 2,500- oc 6,500.whos
fields; Magnanox P.M.254. 18/-; Magnasses P.161.252, 22/6.
ta AO Orn/ros Within 24 Hours; carriago
ATTEr4TION
paid; cash soith order or cod. Send (sr lìst.
St., London. E.C.4. Telephone:
Farringdos
'UTAIOD, 46,
these

-

speukeccth

nuogoset

Saie.-'--Coetci.

RADiO, 44, Lanob's Conduit St, London,
L W.C.1. lierre: 11 ano, to 7 p.m. Clove i n'beh
Thursdays. Open till 5 p.m. Sotueslayn, Oil Thoobald'a
Rd. Bent appeoarh 1mm I4alboen, tho-ough Red Lioso St.:
nca:evt tube, Holbosen. TeL: blot. 3529.
edeelol Panther tinECONTROLLEI5 SeR-Ultra
I) s'aloonuperbei o-ith Westinghouse reni//se, lontod
£24, accept £10 lo gires, neto; Columbia 4v. battery net,
ncta, S.C. dei.. Q.P.p, output etc., with batteries, £6;5;
creasse Eooernen medium and long tease, neo', 5n., C.
'RADIOPHONE 3-gang Snpeohot Condenoesnsoeo',
otan/sed or ntis/get type, piano type, 0/9; Polar
Stusses sor 3-gang ' sts-sight," with dine s/nrc, 10/6.
RADIO 0.0005 Estensec Condenoert, sen. 2/6-'
READY
ton only Yagerphane rhomis, n-ilk sal:os, in good
:coebong esdec, S.G.-Det.-Pen., tu cle:oc, 50/- each.
Oiles nf Jgeonio 3.gasog "Straihk' Type
SPECIAL
Coedsnoce,, nplit sanen, trimmers, and teisaming
bey, tooth coser, bound aces and guaranteed matched up.
0.0005, standard i nscmmyss ay; 6/6, psot Od.

lote Cost, vend foc one nl

17/6

Etc.,' tor

R
D YALL'S

3-Su., 4v.

2-3a., 4v. 2-3a., 4n.

la., CT.,

4c.

la., CT.;

IECIAL

Offer nl Stains Translormers. manafaclslred t,y
Philips, Input iOO'llOc. nr 200.250c., output 180-0180v.. 40 m.a.; On.
amp., On. 3 amps., 4/6; 200-0-200e.,

THE cHoicE OF THE EXPERTS
-

[7253

Elementary Principles of IVireless Telegraphy and Telephony

I

4. 1.,

4,.

3.;

i

4/6.

(ThiS odmrtae,oeot rontiouod On OeM page.)
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Components, Etc,, for SaIe.-Contd.
(filie advertisement coalioaed from previos, page.)

Components, Etc., for SaIe.-Contd.
TELSEN' Components; sensotional oflag by

LT Charger Kits, consisting
Premier
P' transformers
and Westinghouse rectifier, input 200amp., 17/6;
AC,, output so. '/ amp., 14/6;
of

amp., 27/6; 30e. lamp., 37/6;
11/..
f9.T.11. Teuspeed Induction Type (AC. only) Electric
Gromoplsooe Motors, 100-250v.; 30/- complete; ditto,
D.C., 47/0.
Gramophone Unit, consisting of AC. motor,
C0LLAE0
200-250v. high quality pick-up aod solomo control,

49/-; eithaut

vOlsIme ,ronteof,

46f...

BELL Doable Spring Gramophone Motor,, cam.

EDfSON
,fl?te mith turntable sod all fittings, a really
IECiAL Otee td Svire Wound Ilesistancen, 4

00usd

MPIA ilAO, Ltd.
O ELSER
lolatct,rd Screened
-

8v. 1
2e. 1/, amp.,

250s-.
6v. 2

T

6ÜJL1SALES
Faultless

-

wotts,

OOY eibe op to 50.000 ohms, 1/-; B oowtts.onyraluo
op Ic 15,000 Ohms, 1/6; 15 watte, any sube up to 50,000
ohms, 2/-; 25 watts, any voltio op to 50,000 ohms, 2/6.
Potentiometers, 400 ohms, 1/-; 50.000.
CENPI0ALAB
meg., any value, 2/-; 200 steins, o-ire
100.000.

soond,ll-.
Star, maoufuctueees' model. 3-gssg condensers,
POLAR
lnty screened, 716. o-it/e trimmers; anm reoned, 5/-.

Triple Gasg 0.0005 Condensers, oith
AMERICAN
trimmers, 4/11; Utility babel/te 2-geng 0.0005.
erreened, sooth usihuob trimmer, 3/6; Polar hotelito coodesseee, 0.00035, 0.0003. 0.0005, 1/-.
Condrosors, 0.0005 26aug semi-shielded, 2/6;

ORMOND
boost sones

es/ch

trimmers, 3/6.

1tTAGNAVOX D.C. 152, 2,500 o/orno, 17/t; LIC. 154,
iVI.. 2,500 01,0cr, 12/6; D.C. 152 Mo-osso., 2,500 ohms.
37/6; oIl complote ositli hombuckiog coils; pleose state
erhether power or pentode required; AC. cooveroion kit
loe chore types, 10/-; Magraross P.M. 7m, cone, 16/6;
9ln. cono. 22/6.

AccorlcIy
Caooed Coils with Circuit
RELIABLE
Matched, dual ronge, ir000'secd; 2/11.
3.gasg Condeosees, 0.0005, lullyscrencd, nith
UTILITY
trimmers, hull bracing, stroigbot or soperbrt., 6/9;
complete; oith disc driec, 7/11; the best 3-gang urailable.
rp.C.C. Condensers. 250e. working, i ml., 1/3; 2 ml.,
L 1/9; 4 mi., 3/-; 4 mf., 450v.
4/-; 4 mf..
750v. o!king, 61-; 2 mf., 75O. okiag, 3/-.

Pek Coif, bm«I-ps type
7AffLEV Costnt Squ
y
B.f'.7, bfmi ne, in maken scfoos , nith instinctinnnn i dingns 2/4.
HF, Intenssfve Cnifn, B.P.8, tsnd-pam, consVARJ,EY
pfefe ss/th instructions in oiginsf cnt.onn; 2/6
t

16F. Chokes. by one of the forgcst osonu-

SCREENED
fsctu eons n the countsy; 1/6.
Bc/fish-Made Metcm, moving iron, flush
PREM1ER
mounting, uccocufe, O-10, 015, 0-50 m.ss., 0100,
0-250 ma., 01. 05 ompn. ; alf ut 6/-.'
UTESTERN Efectric Conde oscos , 250s. snocking. i mf.,
VV 6d.; 2 mf., 1/-; 4 mf.. 2/-; 400e. uskiflg. i mf..
1/-; 2 mf., 1/6.
U7lffE.WOUND Potesstiometucs, 1,000, 2,500. 50,000
500,000. 2/- esci; 1,000 ohm, semi ysoisfsle, tiso,y
150 ma.. 2/.
Pick-up anf Asm. 15/; Conmucord pick-op.

Reproduction
Faultless Reproduction at Christmas and
for years after is the best we can
wish our numerous friends.
We do not like spoiling the atmosphere at Christmas
comneonplace business advrrtesements, bot ssc
cannot resist referring you to the "WIRELESS

with

WORLD" test report on our 4-12 watt Quality
Amplifier, extractn an follown s-

-the qsoolity of reproduction on test reached
such a high standard that it would he diflicult to find
any fault with it
-

-

Frequency ceoponse in very satisfactory, the
ions ob 20cycles and 10,000 being, less than one
D.B
should give years of trouble-free
operation.

...........

-

fac a Merry Chrivtmafi still applies even'
arr not a fortunate povvcssar of the Sound
Amphfler, but see can at least interest you with our
latest catalogue and the details of oúr well-knawn mains

.

4+2+1+
2+2+1+1+1+0.5, 3/.; Mobilier
300v. york/ng. 41-4+2+0.1, 3/.; Pkifipn 6+4+2+1+1,
4/6.
DADIOPHONE Logarithmic Wirr Wuonal Pofevt/vmetce,
10,000 o/smc, vitti ma/no switch, 2/-;, SW. 11F.
Bloc/vs. 11.M.V., 460v-. mocking,

CONDENSER
1+1+0.5, 3/9;

c/sob-es,

10-200 motees, 3d.

SUPPLY STORES Announce tIse Poea'kanv

PI6EMIEF6
of 6/ao Completo Stork ol a World-lamons Cossfinentot
Valve Maooloctaver, oil the lallovvivg stavalard mains
tcpra, lally gaoranterd, 4/6 earls; If.L., L., puiser. meat/atm,
high, loo mag, sod variable ma screen grido, 1-, 3. und
4.wott A.C. output, dioectly heated ponto,lca, 250s'. 60
ma., tufI vs'gve met/firm. D.C. topen, 20e. 08 amps., 5ks
meastr, serres, goad VM., It.. N.A., poa'ee.
3500., 020 ma., farlI
Folfovs'ing Typen, 5/6 roots

TISE
wave coot/flee,
2/A-coatI indiceetly

transformers and chakcs:

the

'TREIVILETT GROVE, JUNCTION ROAD,

LONDON, N.19.

120 coo., loll

veas-e

DEFECTIVE Res/stunce can c ampletefy
ruin the enjoyment of
radio-and frequently
does. M oreover, itls often
difficult to trace the faalt,
annonm but the mosteo.
pensiae teslingequipme,-tn
can definilely locate /1.

17240

45/..

Ts_5bare

-

Componente.

4/6; L.F. smoeething chokes, 3/bl;
oattopped pcnlode output chokes, 3/6; Glens
to,n.,lormero. 4/3; 313 olino- doive, 2/3,'air dielectric
0.0005 rood encres , 1/11: Bakelite dielectric tsoang casdenners, 00553 only. 1/-; okoetwaor 11F. chokes, 1/9;
bi osca/se 1-1.1'. rho/sos, 3/6; eta'., etc.
llavee Itere/tres one Sfontly Brand 16ev Dec55T11Etsolled Maslelo, s '0 save facce nsosbrcn ss slightly
shn1s nnilr,f vr oesanrl.kand modela io addition ; sllostrgte.I
litto paSt feme ars opplicvti,so ; also num cmos other b.argaion
is npèakera, eliosinatocs and mompoursta.
soith Order or cod.

T

.F. Coupling Units,

"B"

Pest

TKR/llS-Cash
Gvvsfs ('ace/age Paiol ; everything -asean tersI O.K..
AOiLmosey reloaded il nut satislactor please mestsao
thit paper eIsen erplyirg.
Pt
d
4 ca
U1 TI
t
6l
l
h k
;

.

R

cooing to the heavy notare ut the goods.
RADIO, Ltd., Stail Ordeo 1Sept., 45v, Shade-

OLY5IPIA
hill. I'ilanchrster.

IB

RANChES is

5ff

Principal Towns.

172t5

OUTHERN RADIO'S Wicelrss Bargains.
Osrom 4.oatve

omfoall neto, rom-

£6/to).
2.nalve D.C. Receivers, completo veith vaInes.
L155ER
opeuker in ottractior buhelile cabinet, ready to sons
on all voftagen D.C.: £21l9/6 lUst £7171.
ssspryhet, srt of loor (1 0cc., 2 LF.
COILS.-Ipmanic
a/kb pigLi/In. i L.F. plain), 12/6 list 50/.); Lisses,
soperbet, 3m/I 0/, tcreened, ganged nu b.moros tb switch,

type L.N.5181. .9/6; nssmm dencriptins foe hard puno or
any straight circuit, type LN.S162. 7f-; \rarley constant
sqossrepeal000ils,B,P.5,completewithaft accesooniin
sealed marIano. 2/3; L coron, OS.C./126 fexle000rl
TOS.fR. all at 3/6 each.
model 50.25 (1535 isvsel, 21/PICK-UP.S-Marcoui
Il/st 32/6/.
3.gang, 02/6; 2.gasg, 8/6; all
CONDENSEIOS,-Lvtus
0.0005. tally screened smith trimmers, complete oith
dials, koobs und esesateheons; opec/al bas-gain lino, Plesney
a-gang eoodenoeov, naerhet. type, folly screened ott/s
trimmeen (lens 4/abf (sluodseal dial si_l St), 10/6 (llvt
45/-) ; Dobilier bleak coud moers . 4 mId. I2X1X 1), 1 .000n.,
2/9; 4.5 mIsI, (225x225), 3/.; T.C.C. 10,1x001). 1/3

A

i

-

Spot 66E, suits, booed sew and
ItAEEH5._Blor
booed, 10/6 (list 35I./ ' complete, mounted ou Iflsie
Slot chassis, 16/6 fist 451.).
TOLDE Spot Peemaneot Magnet Montag Ovil Speakers.
osi orna al tr,nsfocmeo Inc Class "16," Ssaper Power.
Possen, nr Peotede, all brand ne,s 1935 moies, in oraleol
rantvns; tope 45PM., 25/- flist 45/-f SSP.M.. 30/. (lint
55/6): t2'P,M., io osugoificent eabinrt, 30/- flint 67/sl:
32ff.51., ic e,sqoisitrly finished euhiort, 45/. flint 87/Sf,
oIl brand nra'.
1%1'ISCF,.LLANEOUS.-Srt acanoloctooer'.soaso plot nketetvn
.LyJ_ typo Westioghoonr metal erytifleon, lIT.6, 7, 8, 3/3;
averse tapping beys a/lb OasI, signal and bnacer ,
plrto with battery ynd bulb, 2/-; Limr,s geoeeal purpose
autpac chokes, 20-28 henriro. 18-60 ma., LIt. 5301, 6/eark; Leserso nspemkrt, dual Oase tramo are/alA 9/-;
ostility midget coudesores 0.0005, complete vt-itls dial, knob
rocotchees, 2/6; B/Ito staue cutouts, drboitely cato oat
all rleetnieal interI cernee a od all aaosvanted ooines n-itlsovt
drcee:ssisg volume, listrd at 12/6. oar price 2/3 each;
beaod orso and bosed, with simple irastooction Iraflet;
please tate sehether AC., D.C., nr battre' set: note prier.
2/3 (listed 12/6).

-

-

Whpn building your nent set, or
overhaul ing your presenlequ ip,esr st,
change vare ta Ampli on resin tors.
The y are col our coded, compact and
sturdy, and aff vat ums are wire.
wound, this method of construction
giving fhe mast reliable andconstarct
form of resistance.
PRICE
ALL
1/EACH
VALUES

-

-

-

;

-

-

VON
-

-

-

O15s,snsble

,.
'".:'

AMPLION

LTD.
R,ppy Aoes,.e.

Stemi,
-

,

A

¡son nl Deniers.

(1931)

.

.

Lnndoo,E.C.I
.

al Bargains tan Callers St OOC Various
LL Gond' Guoranteed sed Sent Post Paid.
RANCHES st 46. LinIe St., \V.C.2; 16, Leicestee St..
W.: 271.275, Sligh 144., Willenden Green, N.W1O;
sil mail ordern to 323, Eostnn Rd.. N.W.1.
OSTYRERN RADIO, 323, Eunton Rd., London, N.W.1
(near Wirren St. Tnbe(. 'Phone: Museum 6324.
.
(7224

TH2SANDS

l-WATT WIRE-WOUND RESISTORS

.

5)49.22, Digli St., Claphain, S.W.4. 'Phone: 1,tacanlay
Q '1 2186. Nearest Stotinn: Claphans North (Under.

-

to
coil speaker, magnitomnt pedestul cabinet.
oso all noltages AC., all Oscam pevprsrtary componmets
jo Original sealed cartons; £t/ 15 Il/st £l5/ 15) ; °' exceptionat bargain.
3.vatom Buttery Sets, cotop/ele with there
CROMWELL
C ooyornu Ives, permanent magnet mOv,og coil speaker
in magnificent voalnut console cakioet, brood nest, as
original nyu/ed cartons; 53/12/6 flint £81.
TSURGOYNE Class " B" R ecei,'rrs , 1935 ter/es, brsnd
.L9 flea, in originol srslrd cos-toon, conaplrte a-ills 3
Mollard salvos, Es/de batteries and yccomolalor. P.M.
moving coil speaker, contained in attract/ce cabinet, mag'
nificrntly to/abed smith chromium fittings; £3I 15/6. Iliot

IOO.OQO--

Tih
U

-

T

S

5Oohmso

rost/Sec,

Follow/np Amvoiean Types, 4/6: 250. 112. 071,
245. 226, 47, 46, 24, 35, St, 57, 58. 55, 37, 80,
SA?. 2A7. 27.
Folloniog Types, t/6 each 42, 77, 78, 25Z5, 36,
33, 53, 39, 44, 53, 6B7, 2A5, 2A6. 2B7, 5R3, 6C6,
4M. 6D6. tF7, 43, 59. Send for catologne of above types.
I)REMIEIS SUPPLY STORNS.

Telc/'Soise: .'lechscay i66n/z.

till,

RECEIVERS.-G.E.C.
pIde with 4 Oscam aalve,, permarest magnet monino
sine
ready

:

500V.

heated pentode.

-

SOUND,
SALES- LTD.,
Contractors to
G.P.O., etc.

T11E210.

fronnd).

wish

if you

PLESSEY
initio uros and oolome control, 10/6.
Ioteroufse Trunsformers, 2f-; SIC. MultiRLIABLE
ratio output traunlormors, 2/6; 2f. or 1-1 outpot
transformers, 2/6; miocupkone transformers. 50 and 1001.
2/6.
ltIAGN4VOX Super 66 Poner, pentode nod posh-puff
trunsfosmrr, 2,000 ohm 1/eId, £4/4; enregised fur

2C0/250 AC.. £5.
SPOT 45 P.M. S peakrr Multi-satin Pranslormrr.
BLUE
handles 4 oattt listed 45/-, at 25/-; or in handsome
ioafnut cabinrt. 35/'.
SPOT 15 P.M. Speaker Multi-ratio Trarsformrr,
BLITE
fondles 5 isotta; fisted 55/6, at 36/..
Muting Coil Speaker by World Fomoaso Hai/io
SUPER
and Gramophone Ca., 10,000 okm field (360v. 30
nial; 25/-; kardfea 10 sootts.
lIT.11 Tranaloroicr, 500ç. 120 mo., or 450e.
PREMIER
150 ma., rectified, oitk 3 LT. wirdiogs, 22/6, oiffa
Went/ugh nouerratifier, 42/6.
Valses, 4 volt battery type, 11F., S.C., L.F.,
DARIO
po isar , 1/6 rock; 4e. directly heated mains pocrer,
1
watt, 2/6.
Srfc.sstion of Pedmiol. takle und easfiogeam
ALAItGE
cvbineta, ky beat manailact urrrsa.tafraC tian of
original coot; send foe lint.
Follovoing Lines 6d. each, or 5f- Pee Domen:
TlIEChassis volve koldern, 5., 6-. ne 7'pinscrerorsl
screen -grid foods, soy value 1-coatI voirerosis t onces., wire
endCondenvorv . 0.0001 to 0.1, 3 amp. mai nsvvitcfacn.
Cyfd oneapac tara. doub1e tamosrrn.
Aerial and Anode Coils, dataI runge, complete
SCOTT
voitli circuit; 2/6 pra pair.
SPOT 29 D.C. Moviog Coil. nith mufli'eofio
BLIJE
trivonforosro, fin, cone. 2,500 ohmv. 9/li.
LcLPHRO Volume Controlo, 10,000, 12.000 or 15.000
J_4
olsma. complete va/tb oso/nv nositcls; 1/-.
Efectrotytic Co,sdeaseev, 8 mf., 440e. smoking 3/.;
TOC.
4 ml.. 440e. working. 3/-; 15 ml., 50,'. vvorking, 1/.:
50 ml., 12e. tvorkiog 1/.; 15 mf,, 100v,. srorlit,g. 1/3;
t ml., 50o. wooking, 6d.; 2 mf., 100v. working. td,; 8+4
tal.. 450m, morkiog. 4/-.
Dry Eleottolytic Candeaters. 12 ml., 20e.
DiJBil.110R
stocking, td.: 50 vsI., 50s'. working. 1/9.

-

the frredom from amplitude distortion being
most noticrable
-

Oar

-

Coils, snitahle for sssr 'as
or nasSe coils; c'ao be embodied in any cirrait;
fist pris-e 7/., oar price 4/11.
"FELdER Matad-Paso Coil Unit. comprising pair of
orrora trly mstrhe,l aeree.n band-pass coito, -ompfrte
ovith mnsecbange snitch, escutcheon and knobs; list price
1316; oar peicrf/ll, per set.
nl Tcfaen Bond-Puss Screened Oscífhstae C,,il Unito,
SETcomprising band- paso coilo assI siscillator coil, complete miti, oase change osoitch. foe singte koob control;
lot prese 21/6, 40e 1ericr
r set.
TELSEN Set nl Triple JiIatelØel Sereesoed Coils, nsijtublo
eccitI end 2 HF. steges, or cao be embodied in
iorao-ticallo' every siedern ciro-uit; list price 21/6. our
price 12 11 pOr srl.
'haelio-Grand Trunnlormces, 3-b. relia only; list
TELSEN
prior 7/6; oser price 4/3.
Ace Transformers, 3-1 and 5-l; list price 5/6
TEISEN
roch, our prise 3/9 euch.
ELSEE l).C. OIT. Units. 200-250es, input, ootpnt 28
et 150 volts, 3 tapleings; list prioe 25/6, our
eriee 15/6.
1tIARCONI 2-valso Battery Recejo-oc, completefl miti,
jot
.1-VI. sIses onob eli bettesien, sell conteinetl cabinet;
ferio-e 4 guineas, our price £21216.
2-valor AC. Receiver, absolutely complete on
LlOSEN
hunols000e Bekebite csbinet; lint lerce 8 guioeas, our
prise £211916.
A TLAS PSI. Sprokera, one 01 tIce Burst moeing cue/n
2i_ ooeele, coneplete esith tra oelermer, suitable loe pentode
sr poor salve; list price 4216, oese poire 14111.
T,12 Elimssatorn, sol ut 120.. 12 mes., o-0m.
ATI.AS
pIcor evil/i trirble charger; list price 77/6, sur price

,.
-

.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.
Components, Etc., for Sale.-Contd.

Components, Etc., for Sale.-Contd.

1TARD lo, Unparalleled Bargaius In Set Manufacturers'
Suerlus; all gsossls aten gsar;sutersl prefect; fluassedelivery.
S.S. S/s Coils, complete to specification.
ØLY3dPIÇ
45/-; AC. and OC'. eliminatoe, first class osa hr.
taprango 8.0., defector and poser (1500., 25 ma.);
AC. type wsth iSestisghesrerrgtificatisn, 201-; 1kO.
type 12/-.
UBIL5ER Resistances, 1-watt type 7d., 2-watt typo
1/2. 3-o-att type 1/9, 1)a(silirr or 'I.C.0 dey electrolytic condensers, 8 mIch ce 4 mItin, bOo, peak. 500.,
50 nslds sr 200 mIdo. loo, pr-ak, 3/5.
I,J'AffáO?,j 1(19 sie 1(25 Pick-spa, 21/-; ltutkeroael picco
electric, 30/.; Caasssesaord, 12/.; BlM. needle armastore fock-ups, 29f-,, STR. pick.up tone arms, 3/-; CIls
chassis t-ps sulco holsters, 5-pin Sd,. 7- oc S-pin td.;
T_C_C.
type "3f -- floed candesuero, any sim sp tu
0.001 mIdo., td.
I2t' Matasslaeturer's Surploe.-Skeletoo typo Westinghouse
rretsfiecs, 14.1.0 9/6, B.P.S
HItO, LT.4, LIS,
10/9, trausfocosecs Regentase) 15/-,
Inc 'lIT.8 5e 14.1.9, scith
4e. 4u. L_r.. 7f..
CAl1aGE Paid, Cash seit), order sr cod.; seed la,
IXTARD, 46, Forejagalon St, London, ECO. Tel.:

ÂN1t80N

VV

A LARGE Selection o(Surplus Parts for Safe at Keen
¿.
Priera, including Ferranti meters, t nsfsrnsrrs. also
Scot el-ass spuakoes, ut su,iuus pdcrs; sets und uIl

parts; sensi loe price list, und ysor eequirrmesits.Andresen, 35, Laododoicor Rd., Waltkanistcao, 1(17.
[7213
UJOBUI1N IIAI)IO 011er Following Buskrupt Stock ansi
Manufacturers' Surplus:ajOs
flRlTlSlt Radiophone two-gang Condensers, .0005.
trinsniers nnc't-ceseel, 5/9; Iludiophouc three-gang
condensers, .0005, fully surrosaed with teisnmerx, struight
and suprr.ltet, 9/9.
Piero Electric Pick-ups, neo 2 guinea
modsi, booed, 30f.; Marconi 1(25 pick-ups, 21/-;
Wrstrrs Electric micmpkones, 2/3; nsis,i-aplsooe leans.
formero Icr nasse (rutio 85/1), 2/3.
UTESTINGIIOC9E Rectifiers, set usunolactssrers' cnr9, 8111; fr0 only
Y plus, skeleton typr, 11.1.8 and
1l.'F.5 and 6, 4/9; teansfoe:saees loe lIT.8 and 9, oith
LT. aciading, 4a. 4a., GP., 6 9; ocrersed fleo. 3d. od.;
toggles, 6d.; chassis calce holders, 4-5-pis, 1/3 hull duarn,

e't**

Jt.

enough
time
for you to get your
Just

-

ROTH'

R

2e., Os'., 6v. 5 aosp. 12/6,
1/-.
Trade List Nao' Ready; oecd heorling sod stamp.
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Oil

h

t

I

t

h

99-Energised

7/63'

Identical in
Type

e

,"

Output Amplifieeo,-

110-2400. AC., SVen/ing.
AM1'LION
house metal eec/iSeo, supplying pep, oseter in output
n/soc. using nne L.S.6,'.; breaking np price,, lesa sols-su,
£215.

Taltin AC. Amp/il/er. Puyssscks coni.
pones/u, 55'entnn meters, D.O.60 in not/isst atage,
p/etc is/tb salees, etc.; £12/to.
PPM. 10//in. Cone, complete saith aniser.
CELEsTI0N
sai output tesnolormer, list 77/6, np pris-e, brami
neo, 35/.; P.P.M.79, in nab. nalnut. nr.nsa.hngasy cub/nets.
list -L6/6. my peier. in neiginal sortons, 45/-,
Energiscd Speakers und Other Makes, 450
CELEsTION
and 2,000 ohms; 8/6 each.
LYONS Sts-aight Lise 4:gsng l2ondenses-,,
CLAUDE
0.0005, list 20/-. my price, ne:,- ansi tnsucsl, 5/6 each.
Ootput Feanslormers. giving 1: 2, 1 i,
IN9TASI.'T
1M.-: 1. 2
1. 3: 3.; 5/11 rue/s.

relect at ALL frequencies. Being
esignod for serious work there is
on entice freedom from distorliofl
and from external soil interfl&
noises.
Type 44. As illustrated, £4 .4 .0
With input trannïsrmer £5 . 5 .0
£1 .1 .0
Finer Stand. Extra

FREE.
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R0503ser,
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list £5 7'65)Jj,_j,,g5
72/o

1
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RAUIO7IART-Nna.isthsetis'e
1.500e., 0.1. 0.05, 0.02.

"

t

so

eu

ti

Maker kits, brand

amp. loses, 2,1.: Bi-lIte0
Sil.
B." PM. speohihrs.
nssbssl:srn,

0.04, 0.05

s'is-e-rndrd,
mid., 6:1.:

Philips 0.0001, 0.001, 2d.
1 ADtO'5AP,T,-Tsans.t'sesonen: Igognie, 8/6: Passo 301._
1.- 3/lt; Eris-s,un, 15/', 1/3; Igs-snic Deis-rs-, 1,1.
29/6 moving coil, 2.500,
RADIO1tIART.-Sancseises-de
tsspprsl passen, Prntsde, mnkyrs' tonen; 10/6.
opeeiaiists' reliable gene ut
RADIOPCART.-Slsoetsnaye
common senos- uric,,, dieres surrevinise G.SN.l.
en arr ini transpnnitian b/sobs lar
RADI0MAR'r.-Isot
intes-les-enco sii,ainai.ian. nil.; set 10. 6/6.
Brass bnll-braoiee 100 mId, short nino
RADIO5Is\R'F.pigtail. noineless, lit; ks-ass bandnprgasl os ¡seutralin.
-

Upon application tally ,Hustnated

%

1/.; rn/s-union bras'krtn, 3d.
T) ADIO7iIART.-Gnïernsurnt £6/6 sssiarinrd relays, beauti/ui sests-nmeets. pee/oct. 8/6; (loess practicc huy.

ing mines saciables.

VIyADlOMART.-Pys- I.o/cnu shnrtnser s-aise holders, 4,1.;
L ti/un. coil Isrins, a-ps-ono 1/i. 6-prong 1/6.
Electric 21/- mics-spinones, 2/9:
RAD1OMART.-Wceteca
nrannlsemrr. 2/6: Bes-bine stando/I iunsiiatss-n, 8d,
flush nickel, 25/us,, 519
RADIOiSIART,--Miiiiammeteee,
super: 27/un., 6/0; resal AC. or D.C.. ail raugrs.
Pnrchaans Osee Pcnducesl Stack leading
RADIOMART
Co,st/sss-ntsl Valse Olahre: sasser nuises: sensatiysnssl

-

MICRÖPHONES

types
ADIOM.tRT._A.C.
M.H.I.,. VISO.. P.T.a
trum 2/11.

Made and Distributed by

st 4/6; 14,F.Pen., 01.11.,
SOLA.. SOIl. t., 2'sult.
types at 4/6; U.X.25Ø.
-

THE RADIO

RADIOMART.-Amerlcan
02X.245. U.X.210. 1,1.1.35. 12.1.224, U.Y.27,

DEVELOPMENT CO.

'4,'s.7. 6!n.7, 80, 81. 56.

.Alslwych House, Aldwych, LONDON, W.C.2
-

Telephones

RADJOSIART.-Noeember
huntleeds of qnslity basnstns; unto, c/ease. stassp
mtistascaoalsanyeuquiris-5:
ns-ce 6/- pOst ¡eec-Plie Sasas-o
RAD1OMART.-Oeslers
Oraler,. 19, Jahn Bright St., Birmieglsam.
17223

Holborn 9111

Wireless Technical Terms'

Second Edition

46.

-

lint ni see rhacacteristies and

-

Dictionary

h

0

0.5 mlii. 9,1.: O.1.,-0.l 3d.
ADIOS1 SR'l'.-Pushha,rk. the ontiii'e used by the set
makers, ready tinned and ileeoed; t yards Od.

i

EPOCHREPRODUCERS

--

I

-

I rS

Trade Enquiries invited.

-

las linIe' tes-me, cash nt/h ordeo, end, cas-rin/e
los-s-ard.--II. Franks. 23, Pes-cy St., Tottenhans Court Rd..
(7226
WI. Mus-eum 8585.

P.M.

Laboratorios are at your disposal. OIl nemico worh
tn,sarrind nut ley tally qualified engineers. Write or
'phone for details.
-

2/lt

3/3

:

t

t

ti

new D.C. 25 mo. el/min.
thts4
421
TAC
est
'frises, 1/9: sloos motion dials. 1/6.
ADIO5IART.-Telscn 7/6 Radiograod transformers, 3-1
ile 5.5. 3/9: tilialied l'entoile chokes, 3/6.
.401031 SET-Toben 1.500e. tubular condensers, bd.:
roecricige, 6d. Teluen 1.catt si-ice-ended resistors, tu.
ADIO5IaSRT.-Tolsco dtllerentials, 0.0001, 0.00015.
bokelite saciable, 0.0001, 0.00015, lSd.; 0.0003, 1/-;
0.0005 1/3.
ADIOSIAR!j',-Beand srio coodeneers. eminent maker.
500s. working, 4 mId. 3/6. 2 mId. 1/10. 1 mId. 1/6.
ADIOS ART-355v. osseking. 4 oh. 2/9. 2 mIst. 118.
j mId
1/4: oSOs. evorkuig. 4 nOd 2/3, 1 mId 1,2

SERV ICE. Send
Bus-eau. We shall be glad to help you.
SET REPAIRS Wohshonj,dst

;

i-sos

O

m a

O/O

RADIOIIARTEkeu broad
2rn

£4 .12 .6
94 .12 .6

an0osolenses'type5.hv5g

TIlE

-

M OVI N G

6

ROD

I

l

°_

gte

-

.

so

y

ro a

logorthmie potestiometee.
O O
h m
t
2
ADIOMAItT.-G}aejon 10/6 fall vjsoi dials, wave.
length ovales, flaying opot light, ovydived esoatcheOo:
2/9.
RADIOIIART.._Mrspaeee var!abl erondeogers 00005

j

.

teno Class B tri-eulormeru, 9/6; paie 10.1. Q. S'O. tranetermers, 15/- pase; V°ley B,P.42 cutis, 14/-.
OTUS Allsoss-er Units 2 only, gis-in lIP., LT, and
GB., 22/6 rich; 2 only Teensy aill-poers- units an
pr Le/un, 20/- each.
tbnye Pest ne Cas-eiugr Paid.

£5/it.

-

2

I

.

lii .. t0
-

teal

)

.

the 99K.

y5
p AIIIOMART.--Radiophone
lo

12

8

ADIOMART._Edaeaise vjao1 tunjO0 meter
na

-

.

EPOCH MicroytsOlies suonI no
conlused with the more popular and
appareutlyinexpeuslve types. They
ore a great advance over Carbon

.

.'

to

900E-4-12 volts
995 -For D.C. mains

50 mId

t4 jjed°"

,

'
-

as?feded
It

ty m d
oeil outethet. 1216. 0000ge °a°
1/-.

Model

NE

t2/12(b.

-

quality

oe&

tDIOtIiRT.__itlaina trar;foemera 350-350e 120
mp
°

Model

obtain at present.

,s,atching teausbuemee, £4; Bskee's P.M. e-0010g 'oil
npraker, £3115 model, 37/6; Epoch model D2S 13m, cone.

-

j
.

(De Luxe) P M
pet t pud t

A

baa

Dey Thursday, neil until 9. ne/och
Terminus 6751.
Rd. near The AngelI, London,
(2
6 Pento,ss-jl/e
nunsten leoni King's Cross and Eustun). N.1
Ce/lees
innited.
(7201
1%I1ARcON1 P13 60-ss-att AC. Anspiier, cumplete ssith
salseo, LO/iO; ditte. 30-satt, complete osth salseo,

1f6.

.

Unitune 3-gang 00005 S'acighie Coodeuser's, fully
ii
t m
ti d
ii
mId t

\V K
'pItONE:

AIMONAR!F..sp&i

i

.

s

-

l'I

4/6.

.

.

3/6; UtIlity bahelite.

I

E- tt

.

straight tine dials, maveiengih,

pOiotce,

mfd1
a

be!!raiDs

12/8 c/rakes, 25 by. 70 ma.,
RAJflØMART...I51.,s-0
4/6; 32 Isy. output, 4/6;
Pentodo co/pat trans'
Irremroc,

outstand-

higpa'

-

-

tetics, 1/3.

Designed tor those who insist Upon QuahtY
The mostsensitivedonaesticsPeakerobtalnab}e
h12 lt £5 15 0
Typ 101
101aFumlior DO. mains £6 : I 5 O
Type 101 J -A ew unitI A C
and D.C. by a quirk change£9
5
over device Haddoome Waloat Oak or
4 O
£4
Mahogany Cabanet, extra

al

8/6; O.P.5L1, 10/-; O.P.\I.2, 10/-: O.P.M.3, 10/-:
0.P.'iI.S, soi-.
*1ETERS.-Feeeanti 3-range voltmeter, 0.10, 0-50. 0-250.
.091. 22/6: Ferr:int, triple eange, 0-7.5 i,bt. 0.150 soIt.
0.15 sua.. 22/6; Fecrant, 0-100 ma.. 18/-: font's Deuil
Brat MC.. 0-50 nia.. 15/-; Aeominue. 27/6.
B.tu.31 Coils, 6/- each: Ferereart 010, 014,
V'-'-'
018, 22/-; set 3 gdvern EGO. ca/ls, 16,-; oes
VarIeS Atroce coite, 2B.P.30, 1E.P.4l, 17/0; Wrarite
and L eu-cou super bet, coils, 4/. earls,

fi t

sew

500e., 4x41/1 mId. 2/11; 4rO4X
RADION,hRT._T.C.c,
2x1x1 mid., a/8;S Dabilire
4
oid. 00e. electos-

Dommo-Energised Model
,

SNTI SF4, 7/6; A.F.3, 10/-; A.F.5. 18/-;
FERR.
A.F.6, 18/.: A.F.7, 10/6; Bl rtuohe. 10/-; 52 choke,
12/-: B3, 5/.; 55 choke, 15/-.
Output Transformers: OPi, 1-1 ratio,
FERRANTI
0.P.2, 25-1 catie. 7/6; O.P.3C., 1.1 PP. output.

'-

t

or Oa

ly

PFCItL

Ornees

0.0002, 6cl.

P.M. Model

A

dth

°)

de,00nstr&tirr model; £818.
Madget 1teoeoer. AC. or D.0
roinpiete
BELhIONT
ted
th
I ea
£4 10 L t
3
t
h tt Y P
eeleer, complete a 515 valses
speaker in se 5-ros5a
(LAltO
32 Co
wi s c ti
G m ph
Ct. ObIers coslete with pick-op am! solsssoe eosstro),
fitted with ¡ully automatic stop and start, 12m. turntable:
50/- each, listed £4.
PECIAL 011er Teloen L.F. chokes, 40 henry, brand
d
ce rot ira cv 1/6
h 1 m t d
hr

AD1OMART._Utility
R
irgbt
oath
0.0001,

£27.6

-

6/li,

dis2 dial.

Polished Wa/not Cabinet

&2

°

k

dt

20CC-In

Type

brand

ty

I

p--iw,s 515teda7/af,/.t5,
ti//its sopee 2-gang oir.opacerl
RADIOMART._
brarssg, folly n.reerac'l. ar//tb tejmmero, 5/11;

O

-

q

Itadiophone 110 k.c. IF.. trousbr-mero, 2/6; /Vrstioghooae akeletea type 11.1.10,
set
lasnslactsscees' sorplrss, '9/9.
:
2.gasg coil nuit loe vcceeaed geld
ererort, oreatchea, matero' unaproed hssea, completo

Century P.M. Model
15

-

[6516

t

speakur orders and set

£1.

Iloiboen 9703.

V

RAD1OMART.-Selian
B1R'lIINGHA'lt
p leet

speaker ideal tor any type ut set. Handles
irons one-tenth to 4 watts comlortably.
Type bC-Unit with 5-ratio translormer.

IL1JM-Y BAIMO EXCHNGE Ofie the Follewing.
seued ed peeleet
with erde oc CO(l.

eh
22

-

Make youir.choice
from the following:

Re4 L

d St

R

D.0

lorurgeot

T.C.C. tag condensers, types "S" sod " M," .001. .0015,
.003, .006, .0001. .0002, op to .0009, sod .00005, 4d each;
tubular condensers, Wego .01, .02 sod .1, 60.; \Vego .25,
s-serrage

-:

Saturday, Sunday and Monday

2.mld. 12e. rae 0g, i at
'25v cmehll
1/3; BrillOs insulated caM/h. 7' z7tr,'7'.y'v; .8 05151.
ocoekiog,
mid.
50c. acoeking, 3/.; 1)obilice
558,',
3/.; 50
4 mId. 500e., 3/-; 8 mid. 530e., 3j-; 50 sold. 50c., 3/-;

UTOBURN Trickle Chargers,

-

We arc at your seroice until Christmas
Esse.
It your dealer is sold aot,
Our Works and
'phone us diront,
Despatch Department will be open on

tImers,

D

-

EPOCH
CE
EPRO

lean Cored Coils. 2/6; Luceene ros cored
ÉFO'
canse,i coils, 2/6; Colom/,ia 3/1 and 5f! LI".
and choke, 8/6 pee
2;9; Gloss B drin
paie; wit/s vols-o and 7-pin haldee, 17f-; bsnocu/or chokes,
1/2; lit", chokes, honeycomb neousal, SOd.; Sintoilex,
'lyde., Od.; 3.11. coodeoseen, .0005 air opocesi, osith dial,
3/3; Rothermel slidgct I'M
escoi.a'heas and lamp,
speakeca. 5m. 'Ose. 12/6.
bios-ks co trot eeek', Formo 1
mid., 1/-; 2 mid.. 1 / 3; 4 mId.. 2 / 3; T.C.C. electro.
CONDENSEIG6.-AIl

"

dtc

ti

sariOsS

J.

9

Post

1?ee 212

-
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THE WIRELESS WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Components, Etc., for SaIe.-Contd.
7AUXHALL.-Beujamie Class B seansto:roero. 1.11/. to
1, 6/0; ItoaliophOne, C/ass B, i/I-; olume motto/a;
Radiophone. with switch, 5,000 to 500.000. 3/6.
SJAIJXHALT. -Set manufacturer's surplus
Skel ton
type Westinghouse rectifiers; liT.8 9/6, 38.'.l.9.
K.T.10, 10/-; Wcut,ectoev, \V.4, W.X.6, 5/9; rosies teaseIsomers, fitted with ocreewed primary, 306-300v. 60 mu..
4o. 25e., 4e. 4e., isnyregnateot saisdisga, 16/6; Nicleta,
5/9.
Pireo electric pick-ups, 30/-;
VAUX00ALI,.-flofhermel
B.'t'.51. Teljesor, 16/6; Senior, oreille uroouture, 29/-:
Radiophane, 14/6; others lesso 10/.; BTU. Teaopeed
geamophese motore, 30/-; Colloro 32 model. 32/6; cateopleto unit AC.. 200-250e., first quality pick-op oasI
volume costeo!, 48/-, sealed cartons.

CLEARANCE Offers British

If

toned grid or tuned anode; ort of 3 cuits, 4/6.
CLEARANCE 011ero M;,iuo Tren'elaroeae,. on,
RADIO
sheovosteel, mu,snfaetuerr'o type, Iseissary 200-250,
secondaries 320-0-3200. ist 70 floe., 2-0-2e, et 3 amps; 6/6,
part tree.
ADIO CLEARANCE Offers Maint Transformere,
LOa
200-250e..
terre/nato, primary
iaeroaded, ville
secondaries 320-0-320 at 70 ma.. 2-0-2 et 24o., 2-0-2
at 40-; 9/6, past tree.
CLEARANCE Oilers L.F. Trasrlsrmeeo; 0:1
RADIO
and 5:1, munularturer'u type; 1/6 euch.
CLEARANCE Obero LP'. Tronofauro-:ro,

MISCELLANEOUS.

TUIS

YOUR SET
FROM "HUM-M-M-M"?

DOES
SUFFER

There s nothing so annoying os "mains hum."
Thin persistent, low-pitched "Hum-m--m-m-m "just
worries you to the point of distraction. You may
npend much time which might be spent io pleasurable, relnxio listening, and still not cure that
"Hum-t-n-m-m-m." Also. peihaps, waste much
mongo'.
is a CLAUDE LYONS Hall-Ciown
Gadget which quite definitely will ciic thin iíoubie
in any AC-opera/ed Radio. Radiogram or Amplifier.
Just walk into the nearest good Radio Dealer and
osk for a CLAUDE LYONS TYPE HD-30, 30Ohms -' HUM-DINGER" (Regd. Trade Mark No.
503,668-oone genuine if thin mark in not engraved
on it). Total cost 216, complete with full instructions.
If you have any difficulty m securing this little
gadget, send our nearest office a PO, for 2/6, and
we will despatch, pest free, per tetuen.
Free
descriptive leaflet on iequest

OThere

-

CLAUDE LYONS76,

OLDÑALL

ST.,

40,

1/6.

RADIO
calce

atcip; 2/-.

CLEARANCE Olees Metal Chassis 2- sed Ztype, fitted asith salan haldees sod teens/sei
CLEARANCE Offres

--

Centratab" Potentio-

RADiO
metcea, 50,000 slams; price 8/6 each.
CLEARANCE Oilers '21CC. Condrssers.-0.5
RADIO
octal., 800-colt D.C. sssrking. 1/- ciels; 1'.C.C. con-

desecas, 1 mId., 250-colt D.C. ssaehisg, 1/- ese/a;
21CC. s'onslensess. i mid.. 450-colt D.C. marking. 1/3
cae/a; 21CC. cossdensers, 1 mId., 000-volt D.C. working,
1/S each; T.C.C. condensera, 2 mid., 450.soit scoekiag, t/lt
each; P.C.C. esndenseea, 6 mid., 250.eolt D.0 sorhiaag.
2/- each; P.C.C. eandess'eea. 4 mid, block 0.5, 0.5, 0.5,
0.5,0.5, 0.5 and 1 mid., 250-colt AC. oseking, 2/6 ea/la.
CLEARANCE, 94, high Holborn. W.C.t.
RADIO
'Phone: Hoihoen

4631.[7241
Radio

LTD.

LIVERPOOL

LONDON OFFICES
BUCKINGHAM GATE,

S.W.1

Seber(ion of Special Otboringa ta Personal Callees.

loe these, teems
rath oetocaulonaerss..hopraooiotlyeem,l
with sedee; no appreso! eau be onaidrres(
uso.sdeaocee,otereas ints in connection tailla theséterceraall of which otee guarastead te loe is ranniag ordergoads,
and
as described.
o

rol oys(oms for talkie,, super type, with

16 / -.-no.pat

iseo/retor, romp/etc loe all

25 / - ---s

moo. peojeetos-,

ashlstoblto9mm.

thceceoty.

as new,

peo/estor, fittest wilh motor deioe, ase

4 O/--°°
acreen,
4 / - --Si/eec
tn/n., stigtatlp
5A

/ _.-Iltost.esoaceen,

heavily metallised saciaste, 72X
anod.
6/a 4tt. head ellen-st

sorber, nsed

three days only.

iO I_-Est

peoiertoe, 9 mm., fitted with saper attachment, brand neo.

-sn-e attachment

7 O/-'

8O/1ee
8
99/_.-Home

head,

Is.r 9. 16 ae

vsth optical
50

oo-mth

nsoo-w,

Pathe, omth

35 mm. camera,
L6_stardar
nmrcment,hransiss,o

35mm.

c_p.

cOssaI

illuminant,

rrsislançe /nd

stUb 1/3 lens, one-turn

pro)ector, osth saper
Isarne 'ssno-se, o-11h

eel filment, brand

mots.'r, dosi

rroisksuce5

prales'tor. fitted with motar, sait nosed

mm. Kodab super proiertar. type C,
L lO-'050safly
costing Rb.
VERYTRING for
fcc hice in
E
ores, canoeros sod peniectors loom 20/.;
teom 2/6, 0, lt
from

7/6;

peo-

Ekes;

system,

and 35 mm.

fOnos

ow

neme.

Landua

ncreens

ENTERPRISES, 159, Wordossr st., I,onolon,
I LLUSTRA
W.l (facong Film lIasse, Otfnrsl St. rad); nat a
shop, tossa a-aretw,ssoe pocked milk motion picture eqosip.
nccnt.-Pkoss, fi8sl Oerrard. You issspecfia incited.
17263

mico, 20.000e.. 0.01 cold. Duloibier, 10/-,
CONDEN'SERS.
Postage /'.-Bealans, Chalk Farm Rd., N.W.1. [72-53
S

Chartered Patent Agent; patente, de.
AMATSOISEN,
signs aod trade marks-First Avenue Itouse, High
Hoiborn, London, W.O.1, Slolhorn 8950.
(5284
ard Co., patents
trade musk, tbro,,ghuoi( the
GEEWorld (H. T. P. und
Gee, Mem,R.S,G.R,, AMINE.,
et/.t, 51-02, Cleuncery Loue, London, W.C.2 tO duoru trues
Gorreo meut Potent O41cel
'Ptaooe:llolborn 1525.
Ilandhooh tree,
(0001

ANNOY

PATENTS,

TA000Y PRODUCTS

in

-

KG

EXACT TO 'WIRELESS WORLD' SPECIFICATION

Colnaer

Television-The

proPIPROVEMENTS
pcietaro at British Patent No, 358103 desire ta
arrange lar the couemerciot avcrhiog of loin patent by unto
uoteight or br licence, ara,nted on aetiripati ng und
roasance bio tcrroo.-Partiet,la es obtaisuble from Terhnicasi
-

Ifecorots, Ltd., 49 end tO, Lincoln's
W.C.2.

Oxeo

Field,, Loendan,

ELECTRIC CLOCKS.
Ofler.-Saperior AC, mai00 electric doch
SPECIAL
moe'ements, 200-250v.. 50 cycles, ,trire op to fOis.
teundo; 56/6. pool 6d.-Write details, Ebory Bridge Radio

Cu., 33, Eh,:ry Bridge Rd.

Sloane 8403.,

[0429

EXCHANGE.
Very High Ailooaae sa

UTE Offer You a
Voac Pceses t
9V Ratiiaa Goods in Pact taeaehange tor Other Gaods;
easy payments available, taking yonc gaods na deposit.Rostock and Stonniti, 1, Westhoas-ese Terrace, S.E,23.
(7257
\Vtth the Firm that Glees Von the Highest
DEAL
t'oasibir Alloavosec las Escbssge, sets sr csrnooaaents;
prompt attention and deiireeies.-Iittldmey Radio EnPhose: Teeminas 6751
6. Pentonciilo Rd.,
chante.
Angol. tsiingtsa, 0.1
(5985

FETO-SCOTT
CO0 LTD.
CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1,

supply you direct, by easy payE' AS°a' Payments-We
ments, csaasponenLs. acceasaraen, and sets, any make;
20% doon, bato ace apre ad over 11 months-Send list ot

77,

.

62, High Hoiborn, London, W,C,1,

Data Charts," A Senes

o/

Abacs

Post free 4/10

-

(7254

CENDUSYOURENQUIRIES NEW SINGLE SPAN
'J We stack au components
BATTERY FOUR,
pari and complete ita for STANDARD A.C.3.
STANDARD TWO.
(
Lct51
jontrameota hailt "Enact to SINGLE SPAN,
Sprci6cation.i' eecois'e eXpert 1935 AC,
asad prompt attentano. Imane'
SHORT. WA VER,
Orsters over
aliste
COMBINED SINGLE
chargea paid, H.P. svailabi SPAN and QUALITY
on orders over £2AMPLIFIER.
DETAILED LISTS OF PARTSSENTON REQUEST.
D'est Erad Shocss000se

-

o-

PATENT AND TRAUE MARK AGENTS.

for full details to

(Goy R. Founlain Ltd.),
Csuteebney Orase, WEST NORW000, LONDON, O.E.27,
ce) SeseaSes.
'Chau,: tItratIon 4122 fIt lices),
th'eNCSIEOTEfla 2, Whleounlh Otre,) Wa,' t)oau,sal,.
'Ches,: Central 6830.

er

complete in enevy detail.

Mnries.-Film5

microphone.lU(X/rite
TI-RE SOUND PEOP..E

AUTHOR

35 inni.

19/--

L9.-Standurd

Equally efficient on either
AC. or D.C., this new Tannoy
equipment includes universal gramophone motor,, turntable
and pickup and provision for

ILOî

subjects, in peeteet condition,

sv,

L7-9mm.

'UNIVERSALg
AMPLIFIER U.

9mai

17 / _.-Stasnstard

£ 8--::,

fl

RADIO
ohrussdrd, 3:1 cOed 5:1; price 1/0 occIs.
CLEARANÇI OSees Steel Chassis, rado mm
RADIO
plated, deiiled ready lacase, 3-catee, 1/-; 4 catre,

a

LLUSTRA Chrislmoh Oppoetusif ici-9, 16 and 35 mss.

aetiophone, 110

tue

I

22:6), 8(6.-Beles.
I'M. SpSukrrs, oosis'erusl toenaormer, 7m.
liOTHERMEL
cose, neo, boxed (listed 37/61, 15/11.-}.pton, 93,
fies Ils!., Chingtood, E,4.
17262

- v'AUX11ALL._3-gnug ces densers and set icon Cored codo,
specially ovstched for S.C. deL pentodo, complete oith
dial, s/risc. eseplçlseoñ, etc. 35/-; asasbose, oaitable for
and-psss or Rb'. supceket. 37/6; gramophone switches,
3/6.
Utility " dials and deinen, complete
JAUXHALL.--,
with encntc/sesns, jost issued, black oc brown; 5/-.
7At5XffALL._Dobilier ceointoncen, 1-mitt type, 7d..
ot36oa,- terminals, 7-pin
eisch, vii 7515n3; C/i7
Cd.. 5-pin 7oI.; W.B. 5-pis, 4,i.d.; pont paid 2/6 0e ocec,

RADIO
hes Intermediate 0"requenry Trcnolaemrrs; 3/-.
CLEARANCE 011ero 8,000-ohm Valasue Con'
RADIO
trot, log, type, cith Q.M.B. soil-b, by G.I'i.C.; 2fb.
CLEARANCE 011era Set of Band-Pass Coils,
RADIO
monufacturero type, niCh circuit diageano, suitable

Components, Etc., for Sale.-Contd.
ADIOPAKS (I4adiOphosse), supeehet R.F. type beand
ew, boxed, complete axith condensees and coi/o
ganges) atol matched, wavelength ealibexted dial. matouphoee switch (tioted £4), 18w only at 35/-.-Below.
S4islgct 2-gang Sniserket Condensers.
- Rb0b0'10
tto/iepals type (hated 17/6), 7/6; 3-gosg ditto (listed

_______________________________

ITAIJX8OALL.--Dubilie( condensers, 4 or 8 mId., dey
electrolytic, 500e. working, 3/-; 50 mid.. SOs. workjug, 1/8; (abobe noo-(sdusttier. C.1 Sd., 0_05 6sf., 0.002.
0.0002, 0.001, 0.0001, 4d. roch; T.C.C.. mica, 0.002,
1,000-veli test, SOd.; 0.0001. 4d.; 0_001, 0.06, 1/-; 1 mId.
i',tanabridge. 1/3.
intermediate teanslormero.
%7AUXflALL.RasliophOne
110-117 6e., 05 hases ssith terminals. toppeot primary
oscosodory. 6/-; 3_gang condenoeru, anpeohot Slidget.

TAUXUALL UTILITIES. i63a. Strand. W.812; osee
Y
t3ennys the Botsksél/ecn. Temple Rae 5338. Seod
[7162
postcard for lists tree,
CLEARANCE, 94, High Iloihoen, W.C.1, oller
RADIO
tise lolloc'ing ntsspendoas bscgsios, limited qasntitiea
only; to order oree 5/- post tree. 'Phone: l4olborn 4.631,
Superhet. chassis thy Plesseyt, made lac sa
7-VALVE
well-knoson 1scopnietaey Sens sn-hose nai,se we see not
s/tossed to mention. 7 tesned stages, delayed AVG., best
distance navitili, 7-he. aeparution. Meiltaed oatoes, AC. 200250 colta, deesonnteatiOn daily ut 94, high Ilolbora.
chassis complete with lilallased valses, brand ness. lesa
si:eakec end robinet; £7110.
CLEARANCE Offers Dorchester 3-ralee Screen
RADIO
Grist, detector, power os protosle bottera chassis, iseluding oil first class components, brand nra, completely
soired; mt 351-, lesso-aIres.
CLEARANCE Stakes Special Offer of a Limited
RADIO
Quantity 5.2,600 Dorchester Kils to Designer's Specifscation, ioctoding Coloern ruila, Pollard cosdeosers, T.C.U.
soaetalised
fiord condensers, Il.!. Rypermile teasolormer, steip;
list
bnseboard, ceadyo-deilled panel and terminal
price £5/17, 00e peice £3/to.
1-aalt
Resistances,
well
CLEA11ANCE Oilers
RAIRO
boson make, all aises; fiai, each.
CLEARANCE Offers llego 2 mId. Condensera,
RAIRO
canned type; 1/- roch.
CLLEARANCE Offres 8 mId. Dry Electrolytic,
RADIO
500-vt-It oorhing, swell tuono make; 2/fi oath,
CLE bILANCE 011ero White Sleeoing, lOo mm,;
RADIO
Od. duo. lengths.
CLEARANCE Offers Trlscn 0.0001-0.00015 12e.
RARIO
action Condonaren anal 0.0003 Tuning Condensers;
7d. rack.
CLEARANCE Offers Britioh Radiophare 3-gang
RADIO
Condensoco, 0-ills 3 0.0005 auctions. complete ait.ts
dial, escutcheon, pilot baldee; 7/0 each.
CLE-'5I1ANCE Offers 1-25h.p. Motora (Gilbert).
RADIO
100-115tolla AC. tar teleoisinn, ooitable br 200-250
toits i) used with 700-atom resistance or 30-watt lamp;
prior 10/6.
CLEARANCE Offers Variable Power Resistances
RADIO
by Well Known Stoker, 0-100 ohms; price 3/. each,
enceptional o-aine.
CLEARANCE Otters British Rad:ophone Triple
RADIO
(tang Condensera, 2X00005 ::nd 110 bco oucillalor
nect)on, complete o/lb knob, drive, vocutcheon; 7/6, lost
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EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
rsotuiremests lo London Radio Supply Co.(establiaheal
19251, 11, Oat Lane, London, E.C.2.
[0337

-

/-
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For assembling to a small cabinet, enabling you to
enjoy your own musical selections at will, the Carrard
Type B Radio-Cram Unit ¡s ideal.
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Still-life, landscape, portraiture, posed figures, architecture and the
artistic interpretation of apparently commonplace detail, are all
presented with consummate tastè and technical skill.
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ILIFFE

'931-5

Containing nearly eighty superb reproductions, selected from the
best work of the world's leading photographers, this volume
reveals the remarkably wide range of subject rratter that comes
within the scope of the modern camera artist.

By postosi-

.

Ym,,

-

Half Bound Leather

-

ej Ihe

The Anateor Photodrepher and Cinematographer

.

Paper Covers
5/- net By post J6

Cloth Boards
By post
7/6 net

Phomogramo

"Photograms of the Year," the new edition of which is now on
sale, makes an excellent Christmas gift for all who are interested
in pictorial art.
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week after
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geared '12-I, is the sort of job that will look well on
any receiver, and its appearance does not belie its
performance. W35o is even better, with its dual
ratio of 12 to i and 150 to a we believe it is the finest
.w. dial made.
Either dial can be supplied with
wavelength calibrated scale (correct to R.C.M.F.
standard inductance valves and W347 or W349
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EDITORIAL SOMMENT

Editor:
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the time that this issue
appears we anticipate that the
Postmaster-General will have
received the report on television
prepateci by the Con'mittee which he
appoinited at the beginning of the
year, and whilst great secrecy is being
observed, it is nevertheless possible to
form some conclusions as to what the
report is likely to contain.
Enough has already been disclosed
to indicate that the Committee's investigations have been concentràted
upon systems of television enabling
milch greater definition to be attained
than has been possible under the 30-line
transmissions available up to the
present. With high definition television the early stages of a service
must therefore be local in character.
It is most unlikely, we think, that the
Committee would recommend that
anything but active encouragement
shoiikl be given to television progress.
We know that the Committee have
visited the United States of America
and Germany to view systems in
operation there, and have also investigated various television systems in
process of development in this country.
Our own knowledge of these systems
leads us to believe that America and
German, although they are contributing largely to television technique,
are not actually ahead of us in
practical development. It seems safe
therefore to suppose that any system
recommended will be one which is being
worked in this country.
Next ve corne to a consideration of
what authority will be given the task
of conducting the actual transmissions,
and here the answer seems to us to be
obvious. The B.B.C. has at present
the monopoly for the transmission of
sound in broadcasting, and television

J

without sound is only half complete.
We- must also remember that the
30-line television service at present
running, although a Baird system, has
been operated by the B.B.C. It can,
therefore, be taken almost for granted
that the B.B.C. will get the job.
There are rival systems of television
in this country, and it may be thought
at first that, in order to be fair, it
would be necessary to give each of
these systems an opportunity to be
tried oint, but if ve investigate, a little
farther this seems to be an unnecessary
complication.
When sound broadcastin was started in this country
ther were rival manufacturers of
transmitting apparatus all anxious to
erect their own stations and conduct
broadcastiñg, but through the wise
guidance of the Post Office these
companies agreed to pool their patents
and co-operate. If such a course was
desirable in the case of sound broadcasting, it is even more so with television, where different systems of
transmission might necessitate different.
types of receiver.

No Monopoly
As regards the receiving side, readers
may recollect that we have repeatedly
emphasised the view that licences
should be granted by holders of patents
on reasonable terms to any boiza fide
manufacturer in the industry so as to
avoid any commercial monopoly. This
requirement, which was acceptable in
the early stages of broadcast development, would again necessitate that
rival companies in this country should
get together and adopt a joint licensing
scheme for manufacturers for television
receiving sets.
This brief sunimary of the position
must, we believe, provide a fairly
accurate forecast of the recommendations which will go forward to the
Postmaster-General.
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on sea and in air provide the
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of the year's activities. The cathode
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achieet

E -most spectacular
in wirtless communication dur-

ing the year pased, almost unnoticed at the time, owing to the
far more spectacular event which it
recorded-the triumphal arrival of the
airmen, Mr. Scott and Mr. Black, in Australia. It was the first news-reel film transmitted by wireless for public exhibition,
and was shown in London on the night
of the 27th of October.
The total time of transmission from
Melbourne to London beat the airmen's
time for the outward journey by only a
few hours, and it cost £6,240, nearly the
price of their aeroplane. For transmisson, each separate picture, of which
twenty-four were projected in a se5ond,
had to be enlarged to 6 by 8 inches and
transmitted senaratelv over the beam
wireless and cible ciìcuits of Cable and
Wireless, Ltd., being re-photographed for
film purposes on arrival in England. The

---

,

-

--

-

film, which lasts only seven seconds,
shows Mr. Scott, Mr. Edwards, Miss
Batten, and Mr. Black, who is in the act
of drinking a glass of beer.

,

This picture telegraph circuit, the
longest in the world, was formally opened
on October 17th, and is now available
for the transmission of pictures, drawings, balance sheets and the like. Under
good conditions a quarter-plate picture
can be sent from London to Melbourne
in about half ari hour.
The Company
has, of course, operated a similar picture
service across the Atlantic for several
years, and the .Post Office provides wire
services of the same kind with ten Continental countries.
The average charge
for these comparatively short-wire services is only about 3d. a square ceriti-

metre compared with 3s. 3d. for the new
Australian service.
In February a short wave beam telegraph service was opened by Cable and
Wireless, Ltd., between this country and
China. This is the first direct wireless
service between the two countries. The
Chinese station, which is at Chenjii, near
Shanghai, is equipped with the Marconi
Company's apparatus purchased by funds
from the British Boxer indemnity. The
service in England is conducted' 'from the
Company's stations at Dorchester and
Somerton, and the rates are the same as
by cable, full rate 2S. 9d. a word.
Ifl August trie same company received
an order from the Brazilian Government
for a network of telegraph and telephone
services throughout Brazil on behalf, of
trie Israzilian rost vince, wilicti 'will
operate the stations. The first of these is
to be ready next June.
.

*

Long-range Telephony

-

Picture transmissioñ has made strIdes. Pictures and newspaper cuttings are here
seen affixed to cyliñders ready for transmission,

-

-

Early in the yea.r it was announced that
on Saturdays half rates only would be
charged for calls between this coumry and
Australia, South Africa and India. i.e,
a minute with a minimum of three
In February a service was
minutes.
opened between San Francisco and Java,
and a service was made available between
England and Columbia via New York at
a rate of 7 i6s. for three minuf,s. The
Australian service vas extended in April.
to Perth in W. Australia at the same rates
as other places in Australia, and in May
the India service was similarly extençled
to many places in India.
In June service was opened between
binan and Fnrmnea. and fh EnglandEgypt service was extended to all the
principal towns in Egypt at a rate of
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Advances in Commercial Wirele3s3 12s. A month later the Palestine ser-

addressee from Portishead Radio by
ordinary post instead of by telegram, as
vice was extended to Bethlehem, amongst in the case of the fully paid service at
ud. a word.
other places, at a rate of £3 i8s., and '
There has been a good deal of improveOctober it vas extended to all places in
Palestine served by telephone. In Octo- ment in directional equipment for shipa
ber, too, a service was opened between during the last twelve months, stimulated
Japan and Batavia, and the Manchukuo- by the fact that after this year all
Manilla ser'ice was extended to Java. In passenger ships of 5,000 tons or over will
December a service was opened between be compelled by law to carry D.F. gear.
An interesting demonstration was given
the U.S.A. and Japan.
The phenomenal growth of long-range in July by Marchese Marconi at Genoa
telephone services since the opening in of a new type of micro-wave beacon by
which a ship can be steered on a straight
1927 of the pioneer transatlantic circwt
will be realised from the fact that we are line through a harbour entrance even in
now connected by telephone to thirty- the very worst conditions of visibility.
seven countries outside Europe. Twenty- The shore transmitter sends out two comtwo of these countries can be connected to paratively wide beams arranged so that
practically all European countries, and there is a narrow zoiie of silence between
many of them can be linked up for inter- them. These beams oscillate slowly on
communication through London. Since either side of the centre line of the harbour
the first year the traffic has increased more channel. If the ship is on the correct
than tenfold. The various liners which course the change of note takes place as
work with this country can aleo be the zone of silence is swinging across her.
connected through London with the If not, the change in note takes place
Dominions, India, Egypt and Palestine. without a silence break, and is quite peras well as with most European countries. ceptible. Also, one note is heard more
strongly than the other. Thus the navigator can tell on which side of the correct
Shin Services
line he is situated.
Another interesting aid to navigation,
The traffic betveeri th& shore and ships
has shown a considerable increase this which was demonstrated by the Departyear, due, to some extent, to the slight ment of Scientific and Industrial Research,
improvement in shipping generally, but is the Cathode Ray Collision Preventer. In
mostly to the increased facilities for send- this instrument the signals received on
ing Ship Letter Telegrams (S.L.Ts) from each of the loops of a multi-turn cro:sed
ships, and to the increase in the number loop aerial, after amplification through
of fishing craft fitted with telephony. It identically similar receivers, are fed to one
is now permissible to send S.L.Ts. frotii or other of opposite pairs of four deflecting
ships to Portishead Radio on short waves electrodes at right angles to one another
Twenty in a cathode ray tube. The direction in
from any part, of the world.
which the spot of light on the screen of
words can be sent for 5S., and thus a remarkably cheap and efficient service has the tube is deflected therefore depends on
been formed, as the only delay incurred the relative intensities of the signals
received on each loop, that is, it indicate;
is that the messages are forwarded to the

the direction from which the signals are
being received.
The sending ship sends dots of about one
hundredth of a second on a 600 metres
wave at intervals of about ten seconds, so
producing a bright line on the screen of
the receiving ship every ten seconds. The
direction of the line show's the direction of

Trawlers are now fitted with fool-proof
radio telephony sets. Here is a Senens
Co.'s installation in use.

the sending ship, and the variations in the
length of the line show the changes in
the distances between the ships.
New directional equipment produced
during the year by the Marconi Company
included a D.F. set for submarines by
which bearings can be taken in the usual
way even when the vessel is submerged.
Ou shore, the accuracy of bearings
taken by a D.F. station are much affected
by the site of the station. For instance,
the Post Office station at Niton, in the Isle
of Wight, is situated on the edge of a cliff,
and is rather shut in by other buildings, so
that hitherto it has been able to take accurate bearings from ships over an arc of
only ixo degrees. During the year, however, experiments have been carried out
with arrangements by which it has been
found possible to utilise directional aerials
erected at a more suitable site about half
a mile from the station, and by this means
the arc of accuracy has been doubled.
-

Short-range Telephony

The telephony servicewith large ships
that are suitably fitted, which has never
had a fair chance to develop owing to the
shipping slump, has shown about a 40 per
cent. increase in calls compared with last
year. A doaen liners on the North Atlantic
route are now fitted with equipment suitable for taking part in this service, which
continues to be extended to various

A Marccni

short-wave wireless telephone receiver in operation on the

Empress of Britain.

countries.
The short-range telephony service with
fishing and other small craft continues to
expand, and about joo British small craft
are now fitted with telephony. Wick
Radio, in the North of Scotland, deals
with about half of this traffic.
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Advances in Commercial Wireless-

So far, the aircraft services in this
country are what might be called safety
services, no traffic services being yet in
operation, and indeed there would not
appear to be much scope for commercial
traffic with aircraft in a country where
flights are as short as they must be here.
On the other hand, this does not apply to
Empire flights, and commercial traffic will
soon be developed on these long-distance

journeys.

Ultra-short Waves

-

The micro-ray link between the civil
airport at Lympne, in Kent, and St. Inglevert, m France, was formally opened on
January 26th. This service, which is
jointly provided and operated by the
British and French Air Ministries, replaces the slower service, by which messages were sent by land line between
Lympne and Croydon, and by wireless
telegraphy between Croydon and St.
Inglevert. The wavelengths were slightly
staggered at about 17 cms., the shortest
wave yet used for any established service.'
Tests to permit of duplex working taking
place simultaneously by teleprinter and
telephone are in progress on a 29-metre
wave. The trans.

'

mission is concentratcI into a fine
pencil of rays by
aluminium
reflectors ioft. in diameter, similar retiectors being used
at the receiving.
end.
During the year a
good deal of expenmental work has
been carried out at
Croydon with beam
systems for guiding
aircraft, and a D.F.
equipment of the
Marconi - Adcock
type has been installed at Lympne.
The aerodromes at

Hull, Portsmouth,
and Belfast have
been equipped with
up-to-date wireless
stations suitable for
telegraph or telephone
operation,
and fitted with dii!
rectional receivers.
The Marconi Cornpany's transmitters
fitted at these staDF receivers are now
tions have ,a power
in. c om mon user
of 500 watts on the
This is the Intervalve anodes on
telegraphy,
C.W.
R ad o Company's
instrument,
and are arranged
quick wavefOr
changing and remote control. The whole
apparatus is designed for mobile use, and
can be accommodated on a motor lorry.
Five more of these semi-mobile stations
are under construction, and arrangements,

-

-

-

-

.

-

too, are being made to link up aerodromes
The circuit
by teleprinter working.
between Liverpool' and Mátichester i
already in operation. The Air Ministry
therefore now controls in this country
a comprehensive system of communications for civil aircraft, with the stations at
Croydon, Heston, Lympne, Pulham, Manchester, Hull, Portsmouth, and Belfast.
Some experiments with ultra-short waves
have been carried
out during the year
in aircraft, and in
September these
waves were used to
communicate with
a glider, for the
the first time, it is
thought, in this
coùntry, at the
London Gliding
Club at Dunstable.
In June the In-
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vided for four waves between 500 and
i,000 metres. The transmitter, which uses
two magnifier valves with a power to th
anodes of i6o watts, can be used for tele
graphy or telephony, with eithei fixedór
trailing aerials. The weight of the combined transmitting and receiving equipment is about ioo lb., and provision is
made for the installation of wing-coil
apparatus for homing.

ternational
Ai r
Navigation Committee met at Lisbon and decided,
a mon g st
other
things, that every
aeroplane c a try-

in g
over 2,000
kilograms must be
fitted with wireless.
As this decision,
however, is not yet
effective, the existregulation
i n g

1-.1A,

momenl, viz., that
A standard 1.5-kilowatt Marconi installation for passenge ships.
every aircraft used
in public international transport capable
The commercial use of micro-waves
of carryipg ten or more persons, including
appears at the moment to be confined to
the Crew, shall be fitted with wireless.
the Air Ministry's cross-channel circuit,
Equipment for aircraft 'continues to im-. already mentioned, and a circuit between
prove. The design for the two Scylla type the Vatican and Castel Gandolfo, but it
aircraft of Imperial Airways, Ltd., may seems likely that there is here a large field
be taken 'as an up-to-date example of utility awaiting development when it is
remembered that bettveen 20 and 40 cms.
of the, Marconi company's equipment.
The transmitter and receiver can be there should be room for a thousand times
installed either in one 'unit or in two as many channels as between 200 and 400
units according to the accommodation metres. Much more, too, will soon be
available. Quick wave-switching is pro- heard of circuits using waves of a few
metres, but at present there are only a few
in opèration_the Post Office circuit
between Cardiff and Weston-super-Mare,
a circuit between Nice and Corsica, and
half a dozen in the Hawaiian Islands.

V

Gas Discharge Condenser

V

.

V

J

i

The Marconi direction finder in use
on a liner.

RESISTANCES and inductances whose
values could be electrically controlled
have long been known.
Mr. Murray
Grinishaw Crosby has made a suggestion
to complete the picture by providing a
variable condenser, one plate of which
consists of a glow discharge across a pafr
of electrodes.
The discharge passes
through a ring-shaped electrode which
constitutes the other plate, and any variation in the intensity of the discharge gives
rise to a variation in the capacity between
the two plates. The intensity of the dis-.
charge can, of course, be controlled by
varying the applied potential.
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Conditions for
Distortionless.

LOVELL FOOT (e.E.C. Research Laboratories)

THE diode detector has

become deservedly popular during recent years
on account of its linearity. It is by no means distortioniess, however,
unless it is correctly used, and in this article the choice of optifnum
It is shown that for freedom
operating conditions ¿s dealt with.
from distortion the AC and DC loads must be equal.

INCE the article by H. L. Kirke
appeared in this journal on April
20th, 1932, little has been published
on the subject of distortion in diode
detector circuits.
In that article Kirke showed how distortion arose when the detector received
a deeply modulated carrier wave, and
pointed out how it could be minimised by
the choice of suitable values for the resistance constituting the diode load.
Although it does not yet appear to be
generally realised, the diode detector circuit can, in the manner described later,
give rise to very serious distortion on
deeply modulated signals. The conditions
for perfect rectification of a carrier wave
modulated up to roo per cent. are explained, and a practical method of obtaining this result is shown.

S

The Simple Diode Circuit
Let us first consider the case of a simple
diode detector circuit as indicated in
Fig. r. Here an HF signal is received
across the tuned circuit LC, to w'hich the
diode and the diode load resistance Ri
are connected, with an HF by-pass condenser Ci shunting Ri.
If the signal being received is unmodulated. a steady DC potential develops
across Ri, due to the condenser Ci
smoothing out the HF ripple on the rectified wave. The value of the potential is
proportional to the signal strength, and if
the diode were perfect (i.e., having a zero
impedance to current flowing in one direction and an infinite impedance to a reverse
current) it would be almost equal to the
peak voltage of the HF wave.

ance Ri may be considered as consisting
of a steady DC component due to the carrier wave, and an alternating current due
to the modulation. It can be seen that
the point A can never be negative with
respect to the point B (due to the presence
of the rectifier), but for a signal modulated to a depth of roo per cent. the
potential across Ri falls to zero at the instant the signal voltage reaches zero (negle5ting small effects due to Cx and diode

imperfections).
Fig. 2 shows a method of taking characteristic curves for a diode at different
steady signal voltages. The resistance Ri
is replaced by a battery E, which represents the steady DC potential developed
across Ri (Fig. z). The signal is obtained
f rom. a low-frequency source for convenience in measurements.
If we vary the battery voltage E, keeping the signal voltage constant, we can
plot a curve of voltage and mean anode
current giving the behaviour of the diode
at that particular signal voltage, and
Fig. 3 shows a series of these curves

Fis.

z.-The fundamentai

diode detector

Circuit.

When the HF signal is modulated, this
DC potential will rise and fall about its
mean position, producing a superimposed
LF wave similar to the fluctuations of the
HF signal.
The current now present in the resist-

.Operation
i

lation depth reaches ioo per cent., the
swing will be from P to the zero signal
line and up to the 8-volt signal line.
SIGNAL VOLTS
(PEAK)

D

Q

VOLTS

F
3.-Typical diode curves are shown here
with a DC load line XO and an AC load YZ
of different values. The resu!ting distortion
is shown at B.
Fig.

It can be seen that during this cycle
the current in Ri only just reaches zero
on the downward peak, hence this simple
diode can deal faithfully with a signal
modulated up to roo per cent.
Difficulties Due to Coupling

Fig.

*O1fR1,

.

z.-The circuit used

for masuring the
detector characteristics.

plotted for thfferent signal voltages. The
zero HF signal-voltage line is shown coinciding with the point O. This does not
always happen in practice, for if a thermionic diode is used electrons may reach
the anode from the cathode when the HF.
signal is zero.
On the curves shown a load line XO
can now be drawn, the slope representing
the resistance Ri (e.g., if R=25o,000
ohms, 2.5 volts would produce a current
of io microamperes).
If the diode receives 4 volts of HF
signal, this sets the steady working point
at P. Now, when the carrier is modulated, a voltage swing vill take place
about this working point, and if the modu-

\Vhen the diode is coupled to an amplifier, it is usually necessary to orevent the
DC componefit of the current from reaching the grid (except in cases of amplified
AVC), as this would produce an unwanted
bias voltage. In view of this a circuit such
as in Fig. 4 is employed, where Ca is a
blocking condenser and R2 the grid leak,
It will be seen that this extra circuit in
shunt with Ri provides a path for the LF
current, but not for the DC; and, since it
is inadvisable to make R2 greater than
i megohm (and less than 0.5 megohm if
Ra is made the volume control), the overall impedance of the load offered to the
AC component is reduced considerably
below the value of Ri. If we now returi
to Fig. 3 we can draw in a steeper load
line for the AC component YZ passing
through the working point P. An inspec'tion of this shows that for the loo per
cent, modulation condition, current in Ri
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Detectorsceases to flow when the J-IF signal fàlls
to volts. Consequently, the wave-form
becomes distorted, as shown in Fig. 3 (B).
This effect can be demonstrated easily on
a cathode ray oscil.lograph. Distortionless
rectification can only take place with this
arrangement on lower percentages of
modulation, the critical value being
Diode

IooR2

.RI+R2

(for a perfect rectifier).

Il

Ii

J

i

'II

I

modifying the diode load circuit so that
th slones of the AC and DC load lines
are eqtaI, ie., the impedance of the load
to the AC component equals the DC resistance.

4.-The usual coupling between

a diode

and an LF valve.

Suppose we insert an inductance Li iñ
series with Ri, Fig. 5, the effect of this
is to increase the impedance of the circuit
to the AC component, leaving conditions
for the DC component practically. thç
same. Thus, by the chóice of the correct
inductance, we can arrive at a condition
in which for a particular audio-frequency
the desired result is obtained.
This can be carried a step farther, for
it is well known that, in the circuit shown
in Fig. 6, if we make Li=CaR2, we have
a circuit in which the impedance betwéeñ
F and G remains constant at all frequencies, and is equal to the DC resistance R.
This can be utilised for the diode load
by making RI=R2 in Fig. 5. Bearing in
mind the fact that C2 is the audio by-pass
condenser which must not cause too great
an attenuation at the lower frequencies,
it is necessary that its capacity should be
large.

j
I

i

-

Fig. 6-This circuit forms the diode
load and if certain
values are selected
for components it
acts as a pure resistance for a Il
frequencies.

At lower frequencies than 50
cycles
distortion,
due to saturation
of the core, may
necessitate a larger
stamping size.
The vâlue of the HF by-pass condenser
Ci depends on both carrier and LF signal
frequencies; a suitable value would be
about 00001-00002 F. for normal use.

5.-A

modified coupling for distortion-

less detection. Lx has an inductance of 300 H.

r

ki

IILVLiJ
7--A suitable core for the 300 H. choke
can be built from 25 pairs of varnished
Laniinic stampings, 0.015 in. thick.
Fig.

An important point liable to be overlooked is that of the damping on the HF
input circuit. For the arrangement in
Fig. 4 the damping increases with the HF
signal voltage, and tends to modify the
modulation of the signal which is being
detected; this is because the mean carrier
is damped less than the sidebands, and is
due to the difference between the AC and
DC load lines for the diode, as described
previously.
All the effects given have béen checked
on a cathode-ray oscillograph with signls
obtained from a deeply modulated oscillator.
-

-

Short-wave Broadcasting

LI

THE B.B.C. has recenfly announced
the commencement of some important tests which should result in
improved reception of 'the Empire Statiôn
in Australia, New Zealand and India. For
some weeks past, changes in the aerial
system used by GSD and GSE have been
made every fifteen minutes,; and five aerials
are now' undergoing comparative tests.,
Listeners in South Africa have already
noticed an improvement in reception,
thanks largely to the new aerials that have
been provided for Transmission IV. These
comparative tests present the most extraordinary difficulties, for, as is well known,
propagation conditions on short waves are
capable of undergoing a complete change
in a few minutes.
Reports indicating a change in signalstrength, therefore, cannot be assumed to
have any particular bearing on a change in
the aerial system, unless the two aerials
under comparison are .used alternately over
quite a long period.
Amateur transmitters are well acquainted
with the false results that a sudden change
in conditions can produce, and although the
variations undergone by a high-powered
broadcast transmission are not nearly so
serious, they are quite considerable.
One or two readers have commented
recently on the prevaIenc of "nightdistortion" on short-wave broadcast.
Sometimes this is in the form of high-speed
fading, which can render a programme
very nearly unintelligible, and sometimes it

"echo" etlect. A.V.C. does
nothing whatever to compensate for real
high-speed fading, which sometimes takes
place at a frequency as high as 25 cycles,
and one is more or less helpless.
Sometimes, if it is possible io erect two
aerials a score of yards or so apart, and
to feed them into the set by means of
two separate windings coupled to the first
tuned circuit, one can do away with the
is more of an

Fig.

I

i

A satisfactory method -of curing this
trouble without biasing the diode is by

.

II

II

Improved Circuit

Fig.

If Ri and R2 are made 100,000 ohms,
a suitable value for C2 would be about
0.03 jzF. for an attenuation of 3.5 decibels
at 50 cycles, and Li 300 henrys.
A design for an
inductance on a
very small "Laminic" core is given
in Fig. 7. This has
proved satisfactory
for cases in which
F°_
the peak voltage of
the steadysignal-is
R
below 25 volts, and
the lowest ,moduL1
lation frequency reH
quired is above 50
cycles per second.

trouble. It takes place, however, only
when conditions are in a certain phase,
and then usually only on one or two
stations, so that it is hardly worth while
to arrange any elaborate precautions.
As usual, most of the new statIons reported "on the air" hail from Central and
South Amenca. One reader reports a
round dozen Colombians, together with
new stations in Cuba, Dominican Republic
ami Ecuador. The Brazilian stations do
not seem to make themselves heard very.
often, the zone of good conditions centring
round the Equator.
The year 5934 has been an extraordinary
one chiefly for this particular property.
Never before have we heard so many stations from that part of the world. It may
be simply that the stations are increasing in
power and in numbers, and that they will
be always with us from now onwards.
There is a persistent rumour of a group
of high-power short-wave broadcast stations
in India. Whether there is anything in it
remains to be seen, but we already receive
Bombay and Calcutta quite well. The
stations that are conspicuous by their
absence are the old favourites in IndoChina and Siam, who used to come across
every afternoon at remarkable strength.
HSiPJ was quite a notoriety in its time,
but the other stations that are listed as
Saigon" are hardly ever heard.
The new Australian, VK3LR, seems to
be fairly consistent. How many readers
realise that they need no longer depend
upon VK2ME's Sunday morning transmissions for Australian réception? VK3LR
transmits every morning except Sundays,
on the 31-metre band, and is usually re
ceived at excellent strength until 8 am.
or thereabouts.
Another interesting station recently
heard was ZLW, Wellington, New Zealand,
on about 29 metres. This, however, is not
MEGACYCLE.
a regular broadcaster.
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CURRENT TOPICS
G

StartsI

Nearly Six Million
new licence

ESTHONIAN broadcasting is
to pass from private hands
into State control. A new 40kilowatt station is now in.
course of construction.

ERMANY'S

total of 5,911,330 means
9 per cent, of the population are now registered listeners.
The percentage in Great Britain
is approximately 53.

that

heard the wireasks
the Irish News of Belfast. It
seems that many radio enthusiasts in Northern Ireland have
been troubled by a peculiar
clanking sound whch refuses to
be tuned out and is heard fl
all wavelengths. The sound "is
peculiarly like a train panting
up a gradient with a heavy
load." Our contemporary states
that thousands of theories have
been put forward to explain it,
many of them fantastic but none
of them satisfactory
Have you heard it yet?
}JAVE you

less

'ghost train'?

'

Physical Society's
Exhibition
well
\VIRELESS is always
represented at the

.

.

Laughter at 5.35 a.m.
-

comedians are to
GE'brighten life for early risers
who tune in the Deutschlandsender broadcasts between 5.35
and 7 am. daily. These artists
have been instructed to liven up
the spirits of German listeners
and make them more fit for the
day's work.
It is, not stated who svili liven
up the comedians.

Three Days
READERS who have not yet
or
purchased,
sented with, a

Rohre."

pre-

been
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Private Radio Sets in
Ships
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TARIOUS European countries have had difficulty in
choosing a name for the announcer. France invanably refers to the 'speaker" or
"speakerine," and has even

,

V

'

'

V

.
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EVERY SATURDAY EVENING from 10.30 to z x.x5 the League of
Nations transmitters (HPB, 38.48 metres and HBL, 31.27 metres) at
Prangins, Switzerland, broadcast a talk by the League Secretariat in
English, French and Spanish. The picture shows the control engineer
at the switchboard linking the various offices to the amplifier channels.

The Wireless League
AT the Annual General Meeting of the Wireless League
en December 12th the Hon. Sir
Arthur Stanley, G.B.E., C.B.,
M.V.O., was re-elected Chairman.

Ultra -short-wave
Broadcasting

relay of the
Deutschlandsender p ro gramme on ültra-short waves
The
begins on January ist.
object is to permit reception
tests over longer periods than
hitherto, and each relay will begin at 4 p.m. and continue until
midnight. The service will be
interrupted for an hour each
evening for television transmisADAILY

sion.

V

liallowdame Calling

V

1\1ASTERS

of British ships
have met with difficulty
owing to the fact that particLilars of wireless sets (other than
those installed for the ship's
use) which are owned by the
master or members of the crew
and carried in the ship are not
entered in the ship's manifest.
The Customs regulations in certain countries, including France,
require particulars of such sets
to be ntcred in the manifest of
ships' stores.

50 Kilowatts from Latvia
ANEW Latvian transmitter
at Goldingen is now testin.g
ss ith an aerial output of 20 kilowatts on a wavelength of 238.5
metres.
We understand that
the power will be increased to
50 kilowatts in the spring.
A Happy Surprise
FRENCH listeners are overjoyed with a budget which
has been voted at record speed
providing
a
supplementary
credit of five million francs for
broadcast programmes, Our
Paris correspondent states that
this welcome radio "manna"
will be judiciously divided between the State stations.
New Austrian Stations
C'EVERAL new Austrian transmitters will be operang in
the near future. The old Rosenbugel station at \'ienna, now
.

V

Physical Society's exhibition.
The twenty-fifth of the series is
to be held on January ist, 2nd,
and 3rd at the Imperial College
af Science and Technology, Impenal Institute Road, South
Kensington, London, S.W.7.
Admission is by ticket only on
Tuesday and Wednesday, but
the public is admitted without
ticket on Thursday from 3 to
6 p.m. and from 7 to io p.m.
Tickets may be obtained direct
from the Exhibition Secretary,
i Lowther Gardens, Exhibition
Road, S.W.7.

-

{

used as a reserve for Bisamberg, will be transferred to Linz
while the relay station there wilj
be removed to the North-west
Tyrol. When the new transmitter has been constructed at
Innsbruck, Austria will have
eight stations operating.

V

,

-

,

.
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TECHNICAL bodies in Germany have succeeded in
creating new German designations for valves. The aim has
been to substitute for terms derived from the Latin or Greek,
such as pentode, octode, etc.,
names of god German derivation.
A variable-mu high-frequency
pentode will in future be called
Fünf-Pol-Reael-Röhre." and
the duo-diode ecomes a "Doppel-Zwei-Pol-Röhre." A pentode is, of course, a "Fünf-Pol-

Radio Ghost Train

ç

.

.

Pol-Regel-Rohre?

UNDER the auspices of the
Army authorities the first
series of tests on 56 megacycles
in the Free State have been
carried out at Baldonnell Army
Aerodrome, Co. Dublin. The
tests were directed by Mr. J. B.
Campbell (EJ5B), one of the
best-known wireless transmitters
in Ireland.

the \K7e'k

of

.

.

Have You Got Your Fünf-

Five-metre Tests by
I.F.S. Army

-

.Events

j

Diary for 1935 still have three
days in which to secure a copy
and start their daily entries on
January ist. The Diary is, of
course, more than a diary; it is
a pocket-book of invaluable information to all who touch wireless in their daily life, whether
as broadcasters, listeners, technicians,. manufacturers, or amateur transmitters. There are
seventy-nine pages of facts,
formulw, and general information, including valve data, circuit diagrams, hints and tips,
and coil-winding particulars.
Bound in leather cloth with
back loop and pencil, the Diary
costs es. bd. at all booksellers'
and stationers', or can be obtained direct from our Publishers, price es. 7d., post free.

perpetrated

-

V

"annoncatrice."

Now in Norway the announcer
answers to the name of "Hallo-

man,"

and Iceland Radio
(Reykjavik) has given its lady
announcer the official title of
Hallodame."

Supertax on French
Listeners
French
listeners have,
\VHAT

dreaded for some weeks
has become a reality, writes our
Paris correspondent. Radio receivers are to be supertaxed for
the benefit of the theatre industry, and the news, though
not unexpected, has aroused antagonism.
It has always been difficult
to persuade French listeners to
consent to any wireless tax after
having enjoyed radio gratis for
ten years. Only the undertaking that the proceeds from the
tax would be devoted to station
and programme development
secured their reluctant consent.
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Are the Two Arts Compatible?
By DALLAS

N

BOWER

JN

the opinion of the author television and cinema art,
being antagonistic, are complementary to each
other.
This vigorous article puts forward the view that
television programmes of the future will depend upon filin
records for the artistic completeness which would be lacking
in direct or real life " television.

far from

information regarding
television and the. cinema has
c a u s e d widespread interest
a m o n g s t cinema exhibitors
throughout the country, because every
exhibitor knows that television is liable
some day to queer his pitch. At the last
Annual Conference of the Cinematograph
Exhibitors' Association a reassuring paper
on television was read in which members
were told that the modern sound-cinema
had nothing to fear, as television was yet
too imperfect technically to threaten cornpetition on any solid basis. Whilst in the

ECENT

:

main this assertion is undoubtedly correct,
the fact remains that television is as much
advanced now as sound was when it
entered the cinema in 1928.
There were a great many sceptics at
that time who insisted on regarding sound
as a nine-days-wonder. It had come into
the vast industry of film production and
exhibition so suddenly that it was not
taken senously, and this attitude prevailed
for some time after it had become
blatantly obvious thatsound had made its
mark and had Come to Stay.
,Logically, therefore, it is neither alarm.
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Even outdoor scenes in the cinema world to-day are often compounded of pasteboard and
carpentry. The photograph shows a busy scene in a dummy courtyard when the London
Film Production "Catherine the Great was in the making. -

What the picture-goer does not see Producer, cameraman and sound engineer all
seek perfect conditions before the
is taken.

'

shot"

ist nor premature to say that now is the
time for the cinema to consider television
so as to meet it with properly organised
plans foe serving the interests of the
nation in general and the filmgoing public
in particular. It is easy to say that televison has at present n artistic integrity
and cannot as a result be considered desjrable as an entertainment form. This is a
truism, but it is no more so than it was
of the sound-film seven years ago.
Sound in the cinema has developed
enormously since its inception, so much,
in fact, that the film has been able to regain its artistic quintessence, and now Distinguished Critics delight in tellmg us the
sound-film is the Art of the Future.

-

What is "Television"
Apart from the purely technical aspect
of monochrome, very few opinions have
been expressed on the "form" of television. L-et us, therefore, define the
word. Generally stated, it means "seeing
at a distance " that is to say, television
implies a system which nables us to
see events occurring simultaneously to
our instant of being, but at a place outside the range of natural vision. The
word itself in no way qualifies the form in
which events are presented.
It must 1e appreciated that the reproduction, sine qua hon. is two-dimensional
only as a result of our being accustomed
to accept a two-dimensional representation of an image-event as possessing sufficient verisimilitude to convince us of its
apparent reality. The Dutch painters of
the greatest school achieved such virtuosity in creating the impression of depth
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Cinema-

that their representations of interiors are
ultra-photographic, though we know that
their canvases are as flat as pancakes.
In the same way, a scene on a cinemascreen is lifel1ke enough to convince us
by representing things which are to all intents and purposes sufficiently near the
shape of the things as they are in actuality. The word "television," however,
does not limit itself only tó two-dimensional picture-representation of imageevents, but applies equally well to threedimensional spatial re-creation of actuality. In short, the "perfect" television
system is identical with the "perfect"
cinematograph system from the point of
view of verisimi1itude. The form of reproduction will be sculptural and not
stereoscopic, because stereoscopic reproduction is no more than a slight
strengthening of illusion; the viewpoint is
still essentially two-dimensional, just as in
the ánimated theatre the scene is
"bound" by the proscenium frame. You
cannot either in the cinema-hall or the
theatre " look round the corner." Presumably on the assumption that prophecy
is futile, very few film theorists have
speculated on the "perfect" film.

its present form always will be strictly
limited.
The first talking films, due to camera
and microphone immobility, were really
no more than moving photographs of stage
plays proper in which the characters stood
still and talked. They were interesting
purely as a novelty, but as entertainment
they lacked the essential quality of both
the ëinema and the stage. They were
neither one thing nor the other. The
sound-camera could make a record of a
play's dialogue and the visual-cinema record the action. It seemed at first to be

551

and always dull. Any
entertainment, no matter of what kind,
must be to an extent a dramatisation of
actuality; if this is presented by a means
which possesses neither the sweet union of
living contact between actor and audience
that obtains in the theatre nor the special
qualities of screen or broadcasting, but
merely offers a faint similarity to all
three with none of their most valuable
attributes, ve have here, surely, something with which entertainment as it is
generally understood hs no concern.
This, of course, is not to say that direct
often horrible,

Three-dimensional Effects

-

No one, with the exception of Mr.
Norman Bel-Geddes, has tried to foresee
what sort of building the cinema-hall of
the future might be. All manner of elaborate theories have been advanced on
the ideal screen shape and so on, but they
are in no way fundamental, as the premises
on which the theories are based assume
in every case the two-dimensional film of
to-day. So far as orle knows, the possibilities of projection on to an opaque
sphere or cylinder have not been considered, and it seems that the "perfect"
film might lie in this direction. It must
be understood, however, that such a film
would only be perfect in the ideal technical sense, inasmuch as st would re-create
actuality of one or more specific events.
Whether or not a series of such events
could be given coherence by the editing
process, which is the sthetical foundation of two-dimensional film construction,
is a matter no one can foretell until the
perfect film has been achieved. In all
probability the visual effect of a "cut"
would be so powerful, due to the presence of depth and not merely the illusion of it, that each change of scene would
take the form of a violent visual shock.
Consequently, we cnnot discuss the
aesthetical aspects of such a film, nor have
we need to at this juncture, but it has
been necessary to make the hypothesis,
and for this reason
For purposes of entertainment television
niust be synonymous ztith film television.
The type of television the B.B.C. at
present provides is usually called direct
transmission, to distinguish it from the
transmission oCfilms. It is a scientific
novelty which doubtless has great possibilities for commercial purposes, but as
entertainment it is stnctly limited, and in
:

-

L

"Actuality, stark and bare, is usually dreary." The contrast between actuality and make-belief
is well illustrated irs this picture-also taken during the production of "Catherine the Great."

on1ì a documentary device, giving a useful but dull and rather poor replica of the
stage, with nothing of the unique qualities
of the silent screen-movement, physical
freedom for locale, unrestricted tempo of
action. As entertainment precisely the
same applies to televisidn in its present
condition.

Drawbacks of Stark Actuality
The public has become accustomed to
first-class films, with all the technical virtuosity the modern screen offers, and good
stage plays with actors of flesh and blood.
It will accept both readily, with a marked
preference for the cinema due to reasons
which are not technical or artistic, but
sociological, and consequently need not
But direct
concern us at the moment.
television can never do more than reproduce 'actuality, even if it is "perfect" in
the sense of the "perfect" film. And actuality, stark and bare, is usually dreary,

transmission has no value whatever.
Obviously, judging by the devastating
seriousness with which Test Matches are
taken, a direct transmission of one would
mean millions of eyes riveted to the home
televisor screen in ecstatic abandon. Items
of news and topical events transmitted
direct to the home in the form of a " news
service" unquestionably would be more
attractive than a broadcast running commentary is to-day.
Also, such programme items as variety
performances would certainly gain in entertainment value by the addition of
vision, particularly in the case of comedians whose faces are usually their fortune. Beyond this kind of material, however, it is difficult to see where lies the
future of home television operating from
a direct transmission service.
And there is another aspect of home
television reception in its relation to broadcasting which so far as one knows has not
yet been considered. Television reception
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Television and the Cinema-

consequence so vast the revenue for expenditure ori elaborate productions, the
cinema hail would be in danger of extermination. That may be possible, but
by that time the cinema of the future will
have arrived with three-dimensional
actuality. And besides, people will still
vant "to go out."

Most broadcast listening is, emphatically so. The fact may be
deplorable. but the popularity of broadcasting as an entertainment is no doubt
largely due to one being able to listen to a
programme whilst engaged upon some
other activity at the same time. Exceedingly few people listen with concentration.
cannot

be casual.

It

is possible with sound only because the
orientation is universal; but with vision as
well as sound one must stand or sit and
look at one particular place. It is an entirely new condition of home leisure-and
a veiy awkward and inconvenient one too.
For proper appreciation a special room is
needed. In short, television in the home
becomes tantamount to "going out ' to
the cinema or the theatre, but shed of its
rather subtle psychological pleasure. The
majority of people "go out" because they
like to leave the environment of themr
homes and worries for a few hours,
although few will admit this to be a valid
reaton because they are quite genuinely
unconscious or it. tiesicies, man is a gregarious animal and is happiest when he is
taking his leisure in the mass. It is therefore permissible to speculate that the most
desirable form of direct transmission service to the home would be as an adjunct
to the telephone system and not to radio
broadcasting, because by this means not
only could a news service be provided,
but duplex receivers and transmitters
could also be of great personal utility.
Despite its possible disadvantages, personal television is undoubtedly the most
important branch of direct transmission,
and a wire, as distinct from a wireless,
system of distribution seems to be the line
on which the problem should be tackled.
If, on the other hand, television progresses
in the way it is going at present, then presumably the B.B.C. will organise the service, ultimately taking responsibility for it
as a department of broadcast entertainment. How this could be done without
the use of film is difficult to see, as quite
evidently a mere visual transmission of
broadcasting performances cannot be regarded as anything more than an amusing
scientific game, a fact the foregoing
proves to be abundantly clear. Film
seems to be an essential requisite before a
service can be established.

National or Private Enterprise
If the Television Committee decide to
grant the B.B.C. monopolistic power, presumably it will be in relation to the transmission and reception of television for
home purposes. Supposing a home-televisor capable of giving as good a picture
as an up-to-date small-screen home cinema
(some systems claim .to do so), what
effect, if any, is this going to have du
cinema-going?
Even with a picture of high definitiôn
it is doubtful whether as an entertainment
such a service could compare with the
modern cinema.
In the first place it would mean the
B.B.C. becoming film producers, or at
least empowered to tender for the production of films on its behalf,

Amplifying Direct Current
is well known that audio frequency
I..
amplifiers, as ordinarily constructed,
have a lower frequency limit of operation.
The coupling between one valve and the
next is effected either by means of a transformer or a condenser, and in neither
case is the output responsive to a change
in the steady state of the input.
Taking the case of a condenser
coupling, we say colloquially that the
condenser "will not pass DC." If,
therefore, fluctuations of potential corresponding to any repeating waveform are
impressed on its input terminals, the
average potential on the output terminal
will remain constant after sufficient time
BROADCASTING HOUSE, BRUSSELS. Part
has elapsed for a steady state to be
of a model of the new headquarters of
established.
Belgian broadcasting, to be completed next
This limitation is of no con3equence in
year.
the case of amplifiers used for acoustic
A good entertainment film iosts in this purposes, but is important in the case of
country anything between I5,OoO and television or-picture transmission systems.
8o,000 to make, a fair average being If no steps are taken to counteract the
about 25,OOo.. Where is such a sum, effects above mentioned, a television picsupposing the requirements amount to a ture will have the same average light
new film each week (which they would), value in all cases; if the subject being
to be found? The figure, LI,300,000 per transmitted is either totally black or
annum, is reckoned as a minimum for the totally white, the illumination on the reproduction of the films only, irrespective ceivilg screen will be the same, and false
of all other costs necessary to provide an values will thus obviously be given to
efficient service. It could, of course, easily transmitted pictures in general.
be raised by television reception licences,
To overcome this difficulty without the
but the vital question is: Would the pub- necessity for designing a -LC amplifier,
lic ay an extra licence and purchase a Mr. Frank Gray has suggested taking
fairly expensive instrument in order to see advantage of the fact that in a televisioa
films in thehome which, could they be picture black" is generally transmitted
seen in a big, modern cinema, would be at the end of every strip, and that, in
technically better and viewable in greater consequence, if the received signal
comfort?
potentials, without unidirectional coni-. The answer seems in the affirmative,
ponent, are applied via a condenser to a
providing the licence fee is not excessive rectifier conncted in the appropriate
and televisors can be bought inex- sense, current will only flow through the
pensively, the latter, of course, being in- rectifier at the moments corresponding to
evitable on the establishment of any sort
black," and will charge the condenser
of real service. Such a scheme with the in such a manner that the potential of the
B.B.C. ,as intermediary would mean subterminal connected to the rectifier is considisation for the British film industry stant at these moments.
without any of the rigid control usually
"Black" is thus represented by a
associated with Government-financed acti- constant potential and, since the potenvities; it is possible it might also be the tials corresponding to other gradations
thin edge of the wedge in repealing the are in correct relationship to "black,"
much-abused Quota Act. British produc- the output across the rectifier will have
tion companies would be assured of a the unidirectional component correctly
certain output of films each year as con- put back.
The effect is thus as
tractors to the B.B.C., while also being "direct current '' amplifiers were used
free to produce as they wish in the throughout the transmitting and receiving
ordinary way. The exhibitor would not systems.
suffer by what lie might think to be direct
It is obvious that a scheme of this sort
State competition with his livelihood be- can only be applied in cases where a
cause the entertainment he has to offer repetitive wave form is transmitted which
would be of a different quality in the way has maximum or minimum corresponding
that listening to broadcast variety is to a given value of direct current comdifferent from going to a music-hall itself. ponent. As this is practically universal
The exhibitor might argue that evenin tnlevision and picture transmitting
tually, so near may home television be- systems, Mr. Gray's method of operation
come to normal cinema conditions, nd in appears highly suitable in these cases
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By G2TD änd

the early pioneer days of radiovery serious interest in short-wave
communication, the experimenting devejopments, although it is not an impliamateur was allowed fairly con- cation that experimental work had not
siderable latitude, both with regard to occurred at very much earlier periods. It
wavelengths employed and types of trans- nevertheless follows that the speeding up
Increasing commercial of short-wave development for long-dismission used.
traffic on the i,000-metre band, at first tánce communication was due to the
allocated, drove him to the 440-metre success of amateur effort, by which the
spectrum for the remainder of the days world had been spanned with less than
kilowatt of power input to humbly
when the voice of broadcasting was un- a
known. The call signs 20M, 20N 3NM, constructed transmittingapparatus. The
2KT, 5BV, etc., which were then not amateur has since been granted liberal
concessions and is now allowed to operate
prefixed by their country's symbol G,
are remembered for their Sunday morn- over very usefu,l portions of. the shorting activities, frantic night calls to the wave spectrum:
only amateur then active in Scotland, and
many pleasant hours spent listening to
Accidental DiscoverIes
C.W. speech and music with a singleHow then can he achieve anything of
valve receiver of truly staggering proportions. The advent of broadcasting as a real value? It must be remembered that
national form of entertainment auto- great resources of finance and technique
matically eliminated the amateur from lie, behind the daily work of engineers
the «o-metre band and he was relegated and physicists who are advancing the art
of short-wave communication, and the
to 200 metres, which was then considered
to be of little commercial value for long- properties of transmitters, receivers and
distance transmission. The transatlantic aerials have been so fully exploited that
tests of 1921 organised through The Wire- little remains for the amateur in this connection. An enthusiastic amateur may
less World soon dispelled this fallacy, but
it was not until considerable research spend many weeks of trial and error work
into the properties of the Heaviside layer in accounting for some phenomena which
was made that the mechanism accounting a skilled engineer could elucidate in a few
for these long-distance transmissions seconds.
Yet, amongst a band of "hay wire,"
could be fully understood.
Beyond this year the story is one of key-thumping hams, living in technical
The great oblivion, there may exist a precious handrapid commercial progress.
commercial companies began to take a ful of amateurs who will make some valu-
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Typical of amateur stations of 1922, which
worked on a wavelength of x8o metres.

able contribution to the science as we
know it at present. The possibility of
further accidental discoveries of a revolutionary nature is very remote. Just
as, electromagnetic waves were mathematically discovered by Maxwell befrre
they were produced by Hertz, so the behaviour of these waves or aerials and of
circuits may be very accurately predicted
long before a practical test arises.
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Useful Research
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modern short-wave amateur fransmitting station, G2DQ, owned and operated by
Mr H. G. Collin, Wickford, Essex.
-

To those seriously interested in investigational work it is very disappointing to
a station and obtain a hasty reply,
call
thanking one for the call and asking for
a pretty card to pin on the wall. Any
suggestion to the effect that a series of
experiments is to be conducted is met
with a curt "QRU" (nothing further for
you) and he continues his mad errand of
QSL card hunting without the slightest
intention of carrying out any useful work.
Fortunately the British amateur is less
prone to this offensive habit than most
countries, since the licence regulations are
stricter and a close official \vatch is maintamed on amateur wavelengths. An examination of the Post Office questionaire
and application form for experiments in
wireless telegraphy, etc., indicates the
stringency of the conditkrns governing
the issue of the necessary authority for
transmission; and yet a careful exploration of the amateur bands reveals that
very little work of an investigational
nature is being carried out. How many
licensed transmitting amateurs in this
country are equipped with a simple cornparative neid strength measuring apparatus? Without this indispensable tool,
results are almost meaningless. The " R "
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code is the roughest experimental guide
and of no use in determining absolute
relative values or distinguishing changes of
less than 25 per cent. The determination
of R" code strength varies with listeners
fo a great degree and final deductions may
be as much as 200 per cent, in error.
One suggestion for the conscientious
amateur is a study of high-angle transmission during the periods of darkness
when a waveband, such as 20 metres or
less, is usually accepted to be dead. It
is possible that results may show a fair
degree of usefulness under new methods.
Fling of signals between stations less
than 20 miles apart occurs during nightfall, not entirely attributable to scattering
effects, and the writers have been taking
figures by field strength measurements
in order fully to investigate the effects. A

probable theory is that part of the received energy is not due to the ground
wave (which is theoretically the only possible path at short distance) but to energy

All

reflected from components of high-angle
radiation. This is something relatively
new and interesting to study, falling as
it does into the category of useful experimental work.
-

After considerable attempts at communication to South American districts at
late night on 20 metres, it is found that
effects are, on the whole, very unreliable;
although much interesting work is there
to be followed through the winter. It is
considered that more reliability is to be
found soon after sunrise in this direction
and a consideration of the sun's retreating shadow band shows a line of sunrise
sweeping down from Northern Europe to
South America, leaving the North American continent in darkness. It is just possible that t)ie high level on JNJ, etc., at
this early hour is due to signals following
the via Panama" route from Japan to
England.

You Need Know
By

DX Notes

in

Radio

"CATHODE RAY"

Clearing up thç Mysteries
of

Higher Technicalities

THIS festive season, sometimes
jocularly termed Holiday, is so
full of things that there is grave
danger of the necessities of life
being crowded out by the luxuries. This
page, for example, might receive less
attention than usual, by reason of the prolonged concentration ordinarily demanded
by it. As a concession to the flesh, therefore, I am this week bestowing a complete treatise on radio. It is so light that
it can be assimilated even after the
pudding, and yet so comprehensive that
it is a good defence against the loss of
dignity that is entailed by party games of
the duty of whose staff is to fit the proth general knowledge sort.
Experience has shown that the whole of grammes in. His work is often in vain,
anything is equal to the sum of its parts. and may be either fixed or moving. Bach
Know each part, and you know the whole. programmes are usually arranged by a
Samson himself might have struggled in Padding Condenser.
Earth. All natural wireless sets must
vain to snap a bundle of firewood. But
a child can take a stick at a time and break be planted with the roots firmly underit. The reason why radio is found to be ground, and well watered. A flower pot
so difficult is that the student takes the is not recommended; it might be negwhole bundle in his hand and expects to lected during holidays. Chemical manure
build Rome in a day. But when the loaf is sometimes used, in small copper pots.
has been daintily sliced into separate Portable sets are grown under a frame and
grains of sand it soon makes a mighty need no earth.
Eliminator. Chemical preparation for
ocean; to put it metaphorically.
Each mysterious part of radio will now combating parasitic oscillation.
A
concomitant
Feed-back.
of
This knowledee has
be clearly defined.
hitherto been confined to a few exerts; Instability (q.v.) ; also noticed just after
Christmas, and at other irregular seasons.
now it is all revealed in language that
Gang-control. The official duties of
everybody can understand.
Band.pass. You don't suppose the Dr. Adrian Boult.
Hand Capacity. A high-frequency
musiçians pay to get in, do you?
Condenser. High Official of the B.B.C., phenomenon particularly noticeable on
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leaving a hotel, whether equipped with
wireless or not. It is believed that some
form of direction-finder is used by the
staff, for screening seldom avails to prevent one from being run to earth.
Heaviside Layer. That portion of the
B.B.C. programmes lying between afternoon and evening.
High Tension. A state which is liable
to exist as a result of Pre-selection. (q.v.)
Image Interference.
The encroachruent of television signals.
Instability. See Night Effect.
Lightning Arrester. Post Office official
equipped with clever apparatus that
rspfds to absence of licee.
Microphonic Noises.
Technical term
for broadcast programmes.
Mutual Conductance, High-frequency
Coupling, etc. These expressions are too
romantic in tendency to be discussed in a
prose journal. The subject i more suitable for anode.
Night Effect. The sensation of seeing
two or more programmes at once. Sometimes known as Instability.
Ohms Law. The law relating to Income
Tax (or Automatic Gain Control).
Output Stage. Generally coincides in
time with Night Effect; usually io or
10.30 pin. Noise Suppression may also
he necessary at this stage.
Padding Condenser. See Condenser.
Phase-change. Often observed when a
visit is paid by a Lightning Arrester.
Pre-selector. Scientific term for acquisitive Junior member of a family. The preselector stage is reached at the age of about two years.
Reaction. A common- result of Night
Effect. A Pick-up may be needed.
Relay System. This is a trade secret
jealously guarded by the dairies.
Speech-choke.
Would be very valuable, but is not permitted in this country,
as it conflicts with the tradition of "freedom o-f speech."
Super-hei.
A very powerful type of
receiver that brings in every station, and
most of them twice. From the American
super-very, and hei-bot.
Threshold Howl. A form of interference peculiar to Christmas.
Is closely
associated with Hand Capacity.
Tweeter. Pet name for Leslie Sarony.
Ultra-violet Ray. The most malignant
and irremediable form of interference. In
accordance with the doctrine that the best
form of defence is attack, it is widely employed as an Interference Suppressor.
Variable-mu. Another, and entirely
different, variety of Night Effect.
Watt. Electrical Unit of energy;
named after well-known B.B.C. producer.
Wavechange Switch. Despite the popularity of so-called continuous or permanent
waves, this appliance meets with some
application in the art of coiffure. Closely
associated with step-up transformation.
Wired Wireless. Usually called just
"Wireless." The reason for this is: unknown.

1

-

And if there is anything more to know,
you can depend upon it that it is not worth
knowing!
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-

High-Note Reproduction
R T, BEATTY, in his article Those
DRHigh
Notes," suggested that there are
two serious obstacles to hinder perfect reception.
I should like to draw attention to another
obstacle quite as serious. I refer to the lis-teziers themselves. I am not going to be so
foolish as to assert, as some people do,
the average listener does not appreciate
good high-note reception, but I maintain
that the average listener must be taught
how to use a set capable of high-note repro-

tat

duction.
The majority of listeners have become so
accustomed to listening to sets deficient
in high-note response that when they get a
set capable of reproducing high notes they
torn down the tone control to maximum
cut off and say, "-I prefer it mellow."
During the last few months I have fitted
quite a good number of a well-known make
of console receiver with a very high standard
or recepuou.
Whenever I have had this preference for
'mellowness' I invariably find that
the user listens at a volume much
greater than is required for the room used.
Adjusting the volume and turning the control up to minimum cut off never fails to
convince- the listener of the naturalness of
good high-note reception.
WM. SMURDEN, A.I.W.T
King's Lynn.
-

Alternatives to Home Television
JAM glad to see from your issue of
November i6th that my article on the
above subject in Wireless World of October
12th has stimulated other readers to interest themselves in the subject. T had, of
course, hoped that it might.
In reply to Mr. C. H. Evans, I am not

aware of an.y firm which is specifically developing or exploiting the system of retarded television." So far as I know, the
method merely exists as a suggestion which
is open to anyone to explore or exploit. I
would, - however, refer him to something
that has occurred since the article was
written. This was the arrival of Scott and
Black in Australia in the big air race.
Their arrival was filmed in the ordinary
way, and a short length of this film was
transmitted, frame by frame, by facsimile
wireless. At this end these were reproduced
in the ordinary facsimile manner, and the
resulting series of still pictures photographed
frame by frame into a short film which n'as
exhibited in the ordinary cinema theatre
news reels. I think it was done by Gaumont
British. The particulartechnique used was
indirect and clumsy compared with what
could be done by a more definitely organised
service, while the transmission channel was
undoubtedly a difficult one, which kept dpwn
speed of operation. The result, which I saw
quite casually in the course of a cinema
visit, was consequently not very good, but
showed, nevertheless, what promise the
method offered.
With reference to Mr. D'Orsay Bell's letter
I fear that in thg light of his exposition. and
in -the absence o even a bare indication of
how, technically, it might be carried into

.5-.

------------------

effect, his suggestion must meantime rank
as no more than a somewhat philosophical

abstraction.
Against such a view the intention of my
original article was to deal with things that
are now within existing known techniquea severe restriction from which the technical
writer frequently suffers in comparison with
his more fanciful brother of fiction.
Mr. D'Orsay Bell envisages a translucent
screen which " begins to glow, and in
another second is fully lit up with the scene,
in all its natural colours, at which the audio
item has arrived. The picture is ' held' for
a moment or two and then fades away, but
in another twenty seconds or so the glow
again appears and develops to the next
picture." I will instantly agree that if one
knew how this was to be accomplished it
would be an infinitely more pleasing alternative than either of those with which I
dealt (under the restriction already postulated). But Mr. D'Orsay Bell later adds
naively- that "there are. Of course, a lot of
points that require working out." I fear he
¡s right; indeed, I fear that the whole thing
wants working out, particularly the building-up and retention of the picture on the
translucent screen, where again Mr. D'Orsay
Bell is delightfully naive in his dismissal of
the difficulties.
In the circumstances, I regret that my
article inspired Mr. D'Orsay Bell with
nothing but torpor, but he must realise that
I was competing neither with Mr. H. G.
Wells or himself in the realms of chimeric
fancy.
I note that Mr. D'Orsay Bell uses.a new
(to me) adjective, "visio." Recently the
word " video" has come into use, particularly in America, for the description implied,
and has much to recommend it on grounds
of derivation alongside the 110w-accepted
"audio," to say nothing of the equally ac
cepted "radio, which has less derivational
justification.
THE WRITER OF THE ARTIcILE.
-

V

Valve Shy
-

quite understand your editorial
JCANNOT
comment headed Valve Shy" in the

issue of November 23rd.
The first half of the article you devote to
impressing the reader on the Cost attached
to the early valve-" that precious article."

The purchasing power of money has
changed, and in my opinion the present
valve, with its rather limited life, is still a
precious article," and cost is still of
paramount importance. By increasing the
number of valves the number of stages is
usually increased, and therefore the ultimate cost, and the man in the street is more
concerned with this than with the slight
added refinement which the use of extra
valves would confer.
Undoubtedly two valves are usually better
than one, but let the valve designers strive
till they can make one valve do the work of
two, and let the set designers endeavour to
get the last ounce out of every valve,
thereby keeping down the number and the
cost-in other words, efficiency conscious,
not valve shy.
Valve replacement cost in a modern receiver is as big an item as the costs attached
to the early valve.
Aneditorial comment headed "Longer
Life for Modern Valves" or "Closer Cooperation Between Valve Manufacturers with
View to Better Standardisation and Fewer
Types" would be welcome.
Dudley.
L. C. HADLEY.

-

TOUR comments regarding the valve
position are indeed welcome and in the
usual manner of your paper are fair comment on the one great weakness in the wireless industry of this country to-day. Too
fair, perhaps, for if, as you suggest, the high
prices are due to the coat otìieveloping iiew
and special valves, the purchaser gets surprisingly poor value for his money, for what
new valves have been develòped in this
country? I rely on your pages for stating
that most of the now more or less standardised types of valve were in general use in
America before they were heard of here,
i.e., screened grids, pentodes, and Class B's,
whilst a feature of the " New Moiiodial
was an American heptode due to no British
valve of similar type being available.
It would appear, then that the cost is
due to the pushing up of efficiency to extreme limits, and if two valves of ordinary
efficiency could be produced for a price less
than for one of high efficiency, it is more
thati time such production were started at
drastically lower prices.
W. J. S
York.

A CAR RADIO FACTORY

-
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NIGHT SCENE Intensive work is going forward on the erection of a new Ekco factory,
which,- as briefly, recorded last week, is to be devoted exclusively to the manufacture and
-

-

-

installation of car radio sets..
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SWITCH ON TO 1935.
NOWADAYS broadcasting is
always the Master of Ceremonies.
Whereas the -New
Year used to be celebrated
by individuals, some staying
at home and some parading
St. Paul's Churchyard, now we
cluster round loud speakers
and celebrate en masse.
New Year's Eve is one f
the B.B.C. 's big opportunities,
and, from all accounts I have
collected, Felix Felton (a newcomer to the Dramatic Department) will make the most of
it in his feature programme,
"Hail and Farewell." At
eleven o'clock on Monday
night the notes of Big Ben will
precede a picturesque narration of happenings in 1934 by
six narrators. Each voice will
give its own colour to the tale
of passing events. At 11.45 We
shall hear a Watch Night service in Winchester Cathedral
followed by the Westminster
chime. Then, after a brief
message to the world, the
B.B.C. willclose down on 1934.

4-

<5-

4-

THE NEW YEAR ABROAD.
IF, in some ways, it is dis-

appointing that the B.B.C.
should close down so soon after
midnight, there is a bright side
to the matter, for we shall be
able to join in the merrymaking abroad without the
feeling that we are missing
something at home.

OPERA
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WINTER PROMENADE CONCERTS begin on Monday, December
3ist (National, 8), under the direction of Sir Henry Wood, who is seen
above with the Symphony Orchestra in the Queens IÍall. Soloists on
Monday are Eva Turner, Parry Jones and Mahry Dawes.

Nearly all European stations
have dance music until 2 a.m.;
in some cases the fun goes on
till 3 o'clock.
The German stations all
begin their New Year programmes at 7 p.m. on December 31st with a musical feature
entitled "A Good Journey into
the New Year." At ii p.m.
Munich relays to alistations a
short programme, "The Birth
of the New Year," and after
that the original feature will bu
resumed until 2.30 am. on
January ist.
-

which will be broadcast on
Wednesday (National, 8.15)
and Thursday (Regional, 8).
Mr. Bernard Shaw has given
a new touch to the broadcast
version by 'writing a special
passage to link the Garden of
Eden scenes with the reappearance of the ghosts of Adam and
Eve at the end of the Pentateuch.
G w e n FfrangçonDavies takes the part of Eve,
Adam being represented by
Robert Speaight..

GARDEN OF EDEN.
THE Shaw play, which was
finely produced at, the Court
Theatre some ten years ago,
is far too long for broadcasting in its entirety; the stage
version occupied several nights
and the audience were armed
with season tickets!
Cecil
Lewis, who is producing the
broadcast version, is wisely restricting the action to Part I,

LOVERS of opera and light
opera have a varied choice
dunng the next se\en days
On Sunday evening at8 p.m.
the Deutschiandsender will be
broadcasting "Die Lustigen
Musikanten,"
romantic
a
musical play by Brentano
adapted for broadcasting with
music by E. Floffmann. Then
on Tuesday at 6.30 p.m.
Prague will transmit the wellknown opera, "The Secret,"
by her national composer,
Smetana, relayed from the
National Theatre.
Those who prefer something
in lighter vein can tune in during the same period to Warsaw
(7.15 p.m.) for Stolz's operetta
"Only Another Night."
On the next evening at 8.30
Strasbourg P.T.T. will offer us
Rousseau's comic opera "The
Village Seer."

-

4'

4'.

WINTER PROMS AND
SHAVIAN DRAMA.
Two big events of the coming week arc the opening of
the winter season of Promenade Concerts in the Queen's
Flail, beginning with a Wagner night' on December 31st,
and two broadcasts of Part I
of Bernard Shaw's "Back to

Methuselah.".

Tue "Proms," which will
be a miniature version of the
summer season, will, of course,
be under the direction of Sir
Henry Wood. At the opening
concert (National, 8.o p.m.)
Eva Turner, soprano, will sing

"Elizabeth's Greeting" from
"Tannhauser."
.

THE DANCING DAUGHTERS photographed during an actual broadcast in St. George's Hall, with Kneale Kelley wielding the baton.
Their next appearance is in to-morrow night's
Music Hall
(National, 8.30), with Les Allen and His Melody Four, Wilkie Bard
and other favourites.
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Broadcasts at

Home

music have a choice of two
promising programmes this
week, the first from Munich at
io p.m. on January 2nd, when
works by young German composers will be broadcast, and
the second, at 82o p.m. on
Thursday, when Copenhagen
will give a concert of contemporary music.
.5,,

.5

and Abroad

tore programme, "Here are
the Prophets." It will be in
no spirit of rashness that this
meteorological and radio exnert will attemPt to foretell the
veather of i935.
His colleagues will include
Sir Malcolm Campbell, prophesying the outcome of the
.5.
4>
t r a ffi c problem; Geoffrey
Crowther foretelling the trend
VIENÑA RELAY ON
...
of economic development; .SUNDAY. ..
Ritchie Calder dealing with
EUROPE'S land-lines are so
good nowadays that little is
medical science in the New
Year; and Madge Garland losf in a musical transmission -.
(Fashion Editor of Vogue) cabled' right across the Contipredicting women's fashions. fieñt.
Lovers of Viennese
The compère in this daring
musid should not miss the reproduction will be Mr. J. L. lay from. Vienna of the
Hodson, who will extract all. "Sfrauss to Lehar" prothe prophecies he an, whether grammP' at 6.30 on Sunday
(Regional).
his victims like it or not.
The Viennese

MUSIC FOR MODERNS.
THOSE
vho like modern

/

Ivy Sr. HEUER and Dick
Francis are to compère s programme on Thursday next
(National, 7.30), which will
set out to please everybody-high, middle-, and lowbrows.
Entre
Entitled
Nous," or "Let's Sing Son3ething," this feature will include songs of all kinds, with
artists of the calibre of Stùart
Robertson and Esther Coleman. . The production vill be
in the hands of Gordon
McConnel, who, if he does
please everybody, will deserve
a Director-Generalship.

...
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HICHUGHTS OF THE WEEK
FRIDAY. DE28th.
-.
Nat., 7.35, Kentucky Minstrels.
8.35, Concert of Bntish Music
by B.B.C. Orchestra (Section C).
London Reg., 8, "Oliver Twist."
Abrood.

Breslau. '8,

4,,

morrow night's "Music Hall"
(National, 8.30) will be the appearance of Les Allen and his
Melody Four. Since he left
the B.B.C. Dance Band Les
Allen has made many public
appearances, but this will be

Opera

"La

serva

padrona" (Per4olesi).
SATURDAY, DEC. 29th.
Nat., 8.30, "Music Hall," with Les
Allen and Wilkae Bard,
B B.C. Organ Recital-VI

J

IO,

by

Maurice Vinden.
'
London Reg., 8.30, "Here are the
Prophets."

.

Abroad.

Copenhagen, 9.15,
American Music.

English

and

SUNDAY, DEC. 30th.
Nat., 3.45, The Serge KrishSeptet.
7.5, Recital by Jahn Coates
(tenor) and Samuel Kutcher
(vIolin). 7.55, Service in Canterbury. Cathedral with address by
9, Opera,
the Archbishop.
Hansel and Gretel " (Humperdinck).
London Reg., 4.30, The Palladi0rth
Orchestra.
6.30, "Strauss to
l,.ehar," relayed from Vienna:
9, "Americân Pointa of View,"a talk byProf. \V. H. Hamilton,
(from America)

.5,

LES ALLEN AGAIN.
A MAJOR attraction in to-

I

-

....

Abroad

la'

I

'.

i

Vienna, 8.5, Symphony Concert.

MONDAY, DEC. 31st.
Nat., 8, Opening Concert 0f
Winter "Prams," Queen's Hall.
Il, "Hail and Farewell."
London Reg., 7.30, Fred Hartley
and hin Novelty Quintet. 9, The
Air-do-Wells, 4th Edition. 0.10,
B.B.C., Theatre Orchestra.
Soloist : Peter Dawson.
Abroad.
All German stations, 7, "A Gond
Journey into the New Year." -

i

i

-

TUESDAY, JA.N. ist.
Nat., 8.15, "The Night Sky
ILl. 8.30, Songs from the Films
-V, with Anona Winn, Brian
Lawrence, Michael Cele, Max
Kirby. IO," India " by Rt, Han.
Sir Samuel Hoare.
London Reg.. 7, "Aladdin" from
the Prince of \Vales' Theatre,
Birmingham (from
M,di0nd.
Regional). 8. Promenade Con-

L.
i-.
-

cert.
Afraad.
Langenberg, 7.15, New Year Symphony Concert.

i

i
i

i

-

WHEN THE B.B.C. CLOSES DOWN on New Year's Morn this hot dance band at Copenhagen (Lbuis
Preil's) will be broadcasting American and British numbers until z am.

r-

the first time that he and his
team have appeared on the
stage of St. Georges Hall.
Another popular figure will
be that famous comedian
Wilkie

Bd.

HECKLING THE PROPHETS.'
MR. R. WATSON WATT needs
no introduction to the majority
of readers of The Wireless
World, to whom he is well
known as a member of the

Radio Research Board and
contributor to this journal. He
appears in a new rôle in the
Regional programme at 8.30
to-morrow evening as a member of the "cast" of .a fea-

HANSEL AND GRETEL.
A FAIRY tale opera on Sun-S

-

day evening! What a chatterng this would have aroused a
few years ago; yet no one will
criticise the inclusion of Humperdinck's delightful "Hànsel
and Gretel" in the National
programme at 9 on Sunday.
next.
Although described as a
Children' Opera, "Hansel
and Gretel" contains music to
satisfy the maturest musician.
It has been prepared for broad-.
casting by Derek McCulloch,
and the orchestra will be
directed by Stanford Robinson.

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 20d.
Nat., 7.30, B.B.C. Organ RedtalVII, by Thalben-BaIl. 8.15,
"Back to Methuselah "-Part I,
by G. B. Shaw, produced by Cecil

Wireless Symphony Orchestra
will be playing under the baton
of Josef Holzer.

.

i

i
-

-

DENMARK TO THE RESCUE.
LISTENERS-, making merry
after 12.5 on New Year's
morning need not rçgret the
closing down of the B.B.C.
stations, for a very "English" dance orchestra wilt be
playing at Copenhagçn until
i a.m. This is Louis Preil's
dance orchestra, 'hich makes
a feature of British and American tunes, sung in English or a
near equivalent.

i

ï

i

Lewis.

London Reg., 7, Lady Tree in
"Carriages at Midnight."
9, B.B.C. Midland Orchestra
(from Midland Regional).
Abroad.

Strasbourg, P.T.T., 8.30, ' The
Village Seer "-a comic opera by

i

Rousseau.

i

THURSDAY,
i

i

i
i

JAN. 3

Nat., 8.30, P,anofo,te Rcital by
Mosewitsch. .9.10. "Soft Lights
and Sweet Music"
London Reg., 6.30, Callender's
Band. 8, "Back to Methuselah."
Abroad.

Copenhagen, 8.20, Modern Music.

Tua AUDITOR.
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Radio-gram pIion
Continuously Variable Selectivity MovingCoil Horn Loud Speaker for
High Frequencies
FEATURES .-Type.-Superheterodyne

-

radio-gramophone for AC ,naino incorporating automatic record changer. Circuit.--Var.-mu pentodo HF amplifiertriode-pentode frequency changer-two stages of IF amplification-triple-diodc-friode
2nd detector-triode LF amplificr-triode power output valve. Full-wave valve
rectifier. Controls.-( I) Tuning, with mein-type tuning indicator. (2)- Volume
control and on-off switch. (3) Selectivity control. (i) Tone control. (5) Noise
suppressor. (6) Waverange mvitc1m. Price.-85 guineas. Makers .-Birminghom
Sound Reproducers, Ltd., Clare:non( Sirçet, Old Hill, Staffs.

IT

has already been established that
there ís a surprisingly good market
for radio-gramophones in which un
expense is spared in providing the
highest possible performance with thé
means at present at the disposal of dcsigners. The B.S.R. Model VS8 incorporates most- of the features which are
regarded as belonging esser)tially to this
type of instrument, and not the least interesting is the method which has been
adopted to obtain a continuously variable
control of selectivity.
This has been achieved by varying
mechanically the cóupling between the
primary and secondary windings of the
three IF transformers. A push-pull controfon the front panel with a movement
of approximately i inch actuates a rod
which runs from back to front of the
underside of the êhassis and to which

-

j

the IF transformer coils are
coupled by means of suitable
links. With the control fully
exteñded a narrow singlepeaked resonance curve is obtamed which gives a high
degree ofIectivity for the reception of distant stationd.
When pushed fully in a
double - humped resonance
curve is obtained with a band
width of approximately 24 kc/s, giving
a theoretical audio-frequency response
up to 12,000 cycles.
Between these
limits the control can be adjusted to give
the highest possible quality of reproduc-'
tion consistent with the receiving requirements from the point of view of selectivity.
The operation of this control is most
fascinating, and if a heterodyne whistle

-

A Signal-frequency amplifier and two IF stages provide a high degree of

uf

or any other form of HF interference is
present, the selectivity can be adjusted
exactly to the point where the extraneous
noise disappears. It is advisable, however, before experimenting with the
selectivity control to tune in the receiver
accurately to the station required with
the highest degree of selectivity, other-

I

range and selectivity.

i

_______

The coupling of the IF circuits is adjustable, as is the

i
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wise any movement of the selectivity
control may result in apparent nhistuning.
For instance, if the set is carelessly tuned
to the local station with the lowest degree
of selectivity and the selectivity control
is then pulled out, it often happens that
the local station disappears and another
stätion on an adjacent channel takes its
place. However, this will not happen if
the correct procedure is adopted. Incdentally, in the receiver tested it was
observed that with the broadest tuning
the double humps of the response vere not
quite symmetrical, and best results from
the point of view of quality were obtained

with the control pulled out about a
quarter of its total distance from the low
selectivity position.

a signal frequency amplifier preceding the

Iriode-pentode frequency changer. The
second detector is of the triple-diode-triode
type which is arranged to give amplified
and delayed AVC and inter-carried noise
suppression in addition to signal rectifica-

RECORD

-
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In order that full advantage may be
side audio frequency
taken of the
response of which the receiver is capable,
a horn-type moving-coil high-frequency
unit is connected in parallel ith the main
moving coil loud speaker through a sui
The model
able condenser by-pass.
tested was also fitted uth a variable re
sistance in series 'ith the speech coil of
the high-frequency unit in order that a

I

D D D
.

1F AMPLIFIER

High Note Response

lined with sound-absorbing
material-to obviate box resonances. The
control panel is inclined, and is finished
in Florentine bronze, while the contrasting
valnut veneer panelling gives the set a
striking appearance.
walls are
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TWEETER

Most of the output from the highfrequency unit appears to be in the region
of z,000 to 6,000 cycles which is usually
left to the larger loud speaker, but there
is sufficient response above 6,000 cycles to
give the characteristic harmonic and
transient effects which one expects from a
combination of this type.
The sensitivity of the set is of a high
order, and this is probably due to the fact
that in addition to two IF stages there is

\M( IT

-

.

T

Interior of the cabinet showing rigid cross-bracing. The sides are lined with absorbent
material to prevent box resonance.

ialance oi OUt?Ut from tha dual loud speaker units.

tion. The triode portion of the valve is
used in the AVC circuit as well as for LF
amplificátion, and a third winding on the
IF transformer supplies the signal EMF.
A separate triode amplifier precedes the
PP5/400 output valve, and tone correction circuits are included in the
coupling from the second detector valve.
There is an additional control of the
AVC delay voltage which enables the
sensitivity of the receiver to be reduced
where background noise is troublesome.
The gramophone pick-up is of the
piezo-electric type, and both the volume
and tone controls remain operative when
the- instrument is switched over from
radio to gramophone. An automatic
record changer is fitted as standard. Tile
cabinet is rigidly constructed, and the

THE RADIO INDUSFRY

A leaflet received

from \Volsey Television,

Ltd., of Guildford House, 54, Lamb's Conduit
Street, London, W.C.i, describes an inexpensive kit of parts for a television receiver.
Recently introduced models are described in
a new Ferranti catalogue which deals with
receivers, radio-gramophones and loud-speakers.
Address: Ferranti, Ltd., l-lollinwood, Lancs.
Ward and Goldstone, Ltd., Pendleton, Manchester, are producing special coils for the
latest Single-Span receiver.
These, either
separately or mounted as units, are described
in a list just issued.
cc»

<

disadvantage of the usual metallising process as applied to valve bulbs is that the surlace soon becomes dirty and unsightly. The
isiakers of Tungsram valves have overcome this
difficulty by spraying on, a top coat of special
varnish which protects the metal under-coat.
A

-
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throughout, and

would be a good pian

tore-align the circuits completely.
In making these statements it is assumed
-we think logically-that the addition of
body capacity to the circuit brought about

THESE columns are reserved for

the publication
general interest arising ouI of

matter of
problems submitted by our readers
Readers requiring an individual reply to their
technical questions by post are referred to" The
Wireless World" information Bureau, of which
brief particulars, with the fee charged, are to be
of

it

28th, 1934.

by touching the terminals happens to bring
the circuit more nearly into alignment. In
a few cases, an effect similar to that des-

cribed may be traced to a choked grid cir-

Ganged Coils
HE tuned sections of all the HF coils
of a modern receiver are, to the eye,
identical in size and windings. But there
is no technical reason, from the point of
View of accuracy in circuit alignment in
gang-tuned receivers, why they should be
so, although the use of assorted coils o
different types would doubtless complicate
the processes of manufacture.
This point is raised by a querist who asks
whether it would be possible to attain accurate ganged tuning with coils of widely different sell-capacity.
Provided that the inductance values of
all coils are identical, differences in selfcapacity are not of necessity harmful, as
they can be compensated for by suitable
adjustment of the trimming condenser associated with each circuit.

IiH.T.+

T

OUTPUT

that a detectorLF set with band-pass tuning is almost
immeasurably superior in apparent selectivity to one with a single-tuned Circuit. But
it would appear (vide our recent Guide to
Receivers) that not a single commercial set
of this type is produced. (By detector-LF
set we mean one without either HF amplification or a superheterodyne circuit.)
Cost and operating difficulties account for
the lack of popularity of jiand-pass detector
sets; the latter drawback- is especially evident when reaction is used as a querist has
found out by experience.
The main trouble is that reaction control
becomes erratic at times, especially when the
tuning of the component circuits of the filter
is a demonstrable fact

o

II

iF

z
<

II

II
I,

n

Il

touching the coupling or trimming contròls;
a reduction in coupling or a movement of
the trimming condenser in the wrong direction may otherwise cause self-oscillation by
lightening the load on the detector grid circuit. If this point is borne in mind, the
necessary skill will soon be acquired.
The special arrangement of twin grid leaks
shown in our diagram, though not essential
to the circuit, is recommended because it
will help to ensure smooth reaction control
matter of some importance in a receiver
of this type.

-a

Band-pass Detector Sets
JT

o

II

Tactual Tests
WHEN certain of the high-frequency
components of a receiver are touched,
all sorts of things may happen, and it is not
often that one can place much confidence
on the effects observed as an indication
whether the circuit is behaving normally.
There are so many complicating factors that
it is impossible to lay down hard and fast
rules.
However, it seems probable that an effect
described by a querist can have only one
interpretation. It is stated that on touching the grid terminal of the second HF valve
straight " receiver, a distinct imof a
provement in signai strength is obtained at

almost any wavelength.

I\.\

I

-

T.

.-Connecting headphones to a Q??
output stage, and (below) normal and sug,gested parallel connections of phone bobbins.
Fig.

cuit caused by the failure of a grid leak
or by a disconnection. Naturally, such a
fault is only to be expected when a condenser is connected in series with the grid
of the valve; in this case the effect of touching the grid terminal is to. provide an artificial leak through the body to earth.

Headphone Listening
FOR the benefit of a deaf listener a reader
wishes to connect a pair of headphones
to the QPP output stage of his receiver.
The phones in use are of 220 ohms resistance, and it has been found that, by joining
them across the secondary of the output
transformer (see Fig. z (a)), signals are obtaillable, but volume is insufficieñt.

10120

EXT.

TRIMMER

f

The Wireless World

INFORMATION BUREAU
-LT

Fig.

I-Suggested alterations

to a reader's band-pass circuit
external coupling and
trimming controls ensure best operating conditions.

out of alignment Our correspondent
would probably be weli advised to increase
the flexibility of his circuit by modifying it
to the arrangement shown in Fig. s, which
is

provides variable filter coupling and an external trimmer for ensuring perfect alignment. The golden rule in operating such a
receiver is always to reduce reaction before

t

-

In air probability the tuning of the grid
circuit of the vaive in question is out of
alignment with the other circuits. Very
possibly the trimming condenser has been
set at maximum and actually extra capacity
is needed in this circuit. This state of affairs

may have arisen merely because an excessive
amount of trimming capacity has been used

service
'J'l. HEmeeting

intended primarily for readers
with difficulties in connection
with receivers described in The
Wireless
World, or those of commercial design svhich
from time to time are reviess'ed in the pages of
The ¡Víreless World. Every endeavour svill be
made to deal with queries on all wireless
matters, provided that they are of sucis a
nature that they can be dealt with satisfactorily in a letter.
Communications should be by letter to The
Wireless World Information Bureau, 'Dorset
House, Stamford Street, London, SEi, and
must be accompanied by a remittance of 5s. to
cover .the cost of the service.
Personal interviews are not given by the
technical staff, nor can technical enquiries be
dealt with by telephone.
is
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Hot Resjsto's

Readers' Problems-

-

CORRESPONDENT seems to be under
the-impression that a fixed resistor is to
creased sufficiently by joining the two earpieces in parallel; thus reducing impedance some extent a self-compensating device as
and ensuring that a larger proportion of the current increases, the resistor becomes warm
available energy may flow through the and its ohmic value rises, thus tending to
restrict any departure from normal working
phones.
conditions.
We doubt if impedance will be sufficiently
So far as the p3pular moulded or comreduced by this alteration, but suggtst that
jsition resistors are toncerned, this idea is
if the four individual magnet bobbins were
joined in parallel, passable results should be fallacious; their resistance value falls with
obtained.' Most phones are so constructed increase of temperathre. \Virc-wound rethat the alterations may be carried out quite sistors, however, have what is known as a
positive temperature coefficient, and beeasily, bUt a certain amount of care must
be taken to avoid polarity reversals. \Ve are. have in the manner described by our correspondent. But in practice the rise of resistaccordingly giving two skeleton diagrams
(Figs. 2 (b) and (c)) showing connections. ance is insufficient to bring about anything
approaching automatic regulation.
'before and after the alteration.

It

is asked whether volume could be in-

;
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immediately below the horn cut-off. The
low notes, being nearly free from directional
effects, blend smoothly with the main
OUIPUt.

Our own tests showed that the high
electro-acoustic efficiency of the original
1om type is maintained and the volume level
for a power input of 2 watts was more than
f
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the Latest.
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Voigt Domestic,' Loúd Speâker
'of

''

'

-

Constrution and Performance

-

',:t-

..

'

Corner Cabinet. Type Horn.
VOIGT twin-diaphragm movingunit in conjunction with the 4f t
THEcoil
Tractrix" horn has already established a reputation for natural reproduction and high electro-acoustic efficiency.
Unfortunately its size has precluded its use
for broadcast reception in the home. This
difficulty has now been overcome and in the
latest Voigt " Corner Reflector " loud
speaker a comparable performance is obtamed from an instrument which will fit
conveniently into the corner of even a small
living-room.
Briefly, the principle underlying the new
speaker may be stated as follows. Starting
first with the original square-section horn
with 4ft. mouth, imagine that instead of
the single unit at tile throat we install four

units at a point where the cross-sectional
area is sufficieút to accommodate them. A
slight decrease of the diaphragm amplitude
t,
equivalent to the expansion due to the first
section of the horn will give the same effect
at the mouth as the single unit, and we
have at the same time reduced one dimension, namely, the overall
length of the horn. Now if
____________
*
DISTBUTING CONE
the horn were divided into E
four parts by 'thin rigid partitions intersecting at rieht
angles on the axis due to the
L
symmetry of the wa e Iront
an observer situated at any
point in front of the horn
would notice no change in
sound output' whether the
4
partitions were in position or
not. It follows that if he
were opposite one of the
sections, the remaining three
Fo,nt panels removed
together with their units CHAMBER
could be removed without
ass-hamber and twinRiFLWTOB
affecting the result.
diaphragm Unit, and
In effect, this is what has
(]eft) diagranimatic secbeen done in the
Corner
tion of cabinet, showing
Reflector type loud speaker,
alternative sound paths.'
the right angle partitions
P.IC,UNIT
being arranged to fit into the
corner of the' rodin. To enable the moving-coil unit to be mounted most people would require in a living-room
horizontally a 45-degree concrete reflector is of average size, The bass chamber gives ail
fitted in the base'to deflect the sound up- effective extension of the frequency response
wards,. while a curved reflector is situated in :the bass down tQ 40 cycles without any
in the roof ot the cabinet to distribute the
suggestion of resonance. A peak was obsound horizontally through 90 degrees'and served, however, at 125 cyclls, 'out ihis
to give also sorne vertical dispersion. In was probably duc to the fact that one of thu
designing the curvature of this reflector walls forming the corner was a glass-panelled
special attention has been given to the dis- partition and therefore not quite rigid.
tribution of the higher fiequencies which Another slight resonance, too small to affect
are concentrated near the axis of the vertical the general result, was noted at 2,800 cycles.
section of the horn.
Otherwise the response up to 8,500 cycles
was sensibly uniform. The unit possesses all
Improved Bass Response
the good qualities of attack and transient
response noted in the full-sized horn and
An improvement in the response below there call be no doubt that this loud speaker_
the theoretical bass cut-off of the horn sets a standard which has hitherto seldom
(about loo cycles) has been brought about been reached in domestic equipment.
by fitting what is termed a bass chamber
The price of the cabinet alone in unin the spare space behind the panels. This treated wood is L'4 5s., and a variety of
chamber, which is driven from the back of finishes are available at extra cost. The
the diaphragm, is divided into two sections, twin-diaphragm unit is sold separately at
and the weight and dimensions of the air
I5 and the makers' address is Voigt
column have been calculated to give effec- Patents, Ltd., The Courts, Silverdale, Loutive radiation over a band of frequencies don, S.E.z6.
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Designed to fit into a corner of the room the
tatest Voigt domestic speaker has similar
characteristics to those of a 4ft.-mouth horn.
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positive, so that at every individual instant (except at 1800 and 360°) power.is
being consumed in the circuit. RMS
voltage and current, and average power,
are marked on the curves; it will be seen
that, as already explained, the calculation
of average power from RMS voltage and
current, or from either of these and the
value of resistance in the circuit, i
worked out exactly as for direct current.
It will be clear from Fig. 26 that so long
as voltáge and current rise and fall tqgether, as in these curves, their product
will remain positive at every instant. This
relationship of current and voltage, therefore, cannot apply to wattless circuits (iî.
ductance or capacity alone). In such circuits it is evident that the two must be
out of step.
In Fig. 27 is repeated the full-line voltage-curve of Fig. 26, but this time there
is associated with it a current-curve displaced by 90°, or one-quarter of a cycle,
towards the left. To calculate the power
consumed with this new relationship be:
tween voltage and current we have, as be
fore, to multiply corresponding pairs of
values and plot the result. This leads to
the lower full-line curve of this fleure.

f

TWre

s:

Part \I.-Phase : Reactance and Resistance
in Combination
By

SOWERBY,

A. L. M.

M.Sc.

-

relations/np between current and voltage in AC circuits is
of voltages in relatively complex
-resistive-capacitative ciscuits (of the type found in wireless apparatus)

THE
discussed, and the distribution

-

.

is described.

-

(Continued from page 541 of December 21st issue)
N the preceding instalment, in which
we discussed the passage of alternating current through a condenser and
through an inductance, we saw, by
means of a purely qualitative mental
picture of the storage of energy in magnetic and electric fields, how a current

I

could pass through either of these without
dissipating energy. In order to make it
possible to consider combinations of unlike impedances (L and R, C and R, and,
finally, L and C) in the saine circuit, we
must elaborate this mental picture enough
to see the relationships of current and
voltage that are necessary to enable this
wattless current to pass.
In Fig. 26 the upper full line repsesents
an alternating potential of RMS value I
volt. If this is applied.to a 2-ohm resistance the current vill be E/R=o.5 amp.
RMS. We have already seen that in a
circuit consisting of purer resistance the
current adapts itself instantaneously to
changes in voltage; we may therefore
apply Ohm's Law to

each

momentary
voltage all through
the cycle. By doing
this we arrive at the
dotted curve, which
shows the current in
the circuit at every
instant. At the beginning of the cycle
(at 00) the voltage
and current are both
zero; at 900, the end
of the first quartercycle,' both are at
their maximum in a
direction,
positive
dropping again to

being consumed. At 0°, for example,
E and I are both zero; so therefore is the
power. At 30° E=o.7o7, 1=0.353; hence
the power, EI, is 0.25 watt. Proceeding in
this way for a number of points distributed
over the first i8o° of
the cycle we find that
15
the power rises to a
maximum at 90°,
05
and then falls again
to zero, as the lower
curve of Fig. 26
shows. In the next
half-cycle, 1800 to
> -is
360°, voltage and
current are both
negative; their product is, therefore,
A
still positive.
second rise and fall
-os
of wattage, exactly
equal to that of the
first half-cycle, will,
therefore, occur.
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27.-Relation of voltage, current and
power in a purely capacitative circuit. Note
that the average power is zero, and compare
Figs. 26 and 28.
Fig.

o
-i

frorst which it will be seen that the power
is positise (i.e., absorbed) for the first
quarter-cycle from 00 to 900, is negativ.'
(i. e.,
evolved) for the next quarter-cycle
from 900 to 1800, and so continues alter-

I-

o

-

nately positive and negative. This would
gorrespond satisfactorily with the condifions known to hold when an alternating
voltage is applied to a condenser or an
inductance, energy being alternately
l8O
24O
.300'
O'
l2O
stored in and returned from the electrostatic or magnetic field.
3/4
O
CYCLE
zero half - way
The curves shown actually represent
through the cycle (at
TIME
'1800
the
case of the condenser, as can be seen
rising
and
),
if we remember that at every instant th
again to a maximum
Fig. 26.-Relation of voltage, current, and power n a purely resistive
voltage across it is that of the full-line
negative
in
the
circuit. Note that the complete cycle is indicatedi in degrees for easy
curve. For the condenser always to main
direction,
reference.
tain this voltage, current must flow into
Having thus drawn
In a resistive circuit, then, the power it fastest 'hen the voltage is changing most
out voltage and current separately for each
instant, 'e can calculate, by simple mul- rises and falls once every half-cycle of the rapidly, and the direction of the current
tiplication lof one by the other, the power applied voltage. But it remains always must always be that towards which th
I-
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Foundations ot Wirelessvoltage is tending. As the slope of the
full-line curve shows, the voltage is chang
Ing most rapidly (steepest slope) at 00 and

for example, the current is flowing in a
positive direction even Though the voltage
has dropped to zero. The current is in
the direction in which the voltage was urging it a quarter of a cycle earlier.
As in the case of the capacitative cur-

at any one instant. A voltage, in phase
with the current, will be developed across
the resistance; if the peak value of the
current is 0.25 amp., as shown dotted in
Fig. 30, the potential difference will rise
to a maximum of i volt. This PD is
shown as a full-line curve marked Er.
Similarly, the current will develop a
potential difference across the condenser;
this, however, will be 900 out of phase
with the current, as shown by the fullline curve Ec. Its maximum of z volts,
therefore, does not coincide in time with
the maximum of the voltage across the
resistance.

i8o°. At these points the current has its
greatest values; at o° it is positive, and the
voltage is running up
towards its positive
peak as required by
- the condition just
laid down.
Simi
larly, at i8o° the current has its greatesf
negative value, while
the voltage is changing at its fastest in
Distribution of Voltage
running towards its
negative paak, and
The total voltage across the two circuit
the condenser, havelements, which is, of course, equal to the
ing just lost a charge,
voltage of the generator, must at every
is on the verge of
instant be equal to the sum of the two
cquiring one in the
separate voltages, and can be found by
opposite direction.
adding the heights of the two curves point
In the case of the
by point over the cycle. (The term "addresistance (Fig. 26)
ing," it is to be noted, may mean "subthe current rises anti
tracting" in the sense that + i y. and
3/4
CYCLE
falls exactly in step
y. add up to + y. by subtracting the
TIME -k-'
with the voltage
negative half-volt from the positive volt.)
driving it. The techThe result of this addition is shown in the
Fig. z8.-Relation o:f voltage, current and power in a purely inductive
nical description of
bottom curve of Fig. 30.
he
that
I
average
power
is zero, and compare Figs. 26
circuit. Note
this is that the two
It will be noticed that this total voltage
and 27.
are "in phase.'
has a phase between those of the two comThis is not true of the current and voltage rent, there is a phase-difference of 900 ponent voltages from which we have built
of Fig. 27; here the current reaches its between current and voltage, this being it up; it is some 63° out of phase with
maximum a quarter of a cycle before the the necessary condition for a wattless the current. Further, the maximum voltvoltage. The two are here "out of current. In the present case the current s age is not the sum of the two separate peak
phase," the "phase displacement" known as a "lagging" current, for the voltages, because these do not occur at
amounting to 900. The current, since t reason that it reaches each maximum a the same instant, but, as it rises to 2.24 y.,
arrives at its maximum before the volt- quarter of a cycle after the voltage. By it is larger than either alone.
itself the phaseace, is said to be a "leading current."
relationshipbetween
Lf we displace the current-curve by 900
to the right instead of to the left of that current and voltrepresenting the voltage, we arrive at the age is of minor imdiagram of Fig. 28. Here, again, the power portance in wire¡s
alternately positive and negative, less work, and we
make no
making, as before, an average of zero shall
power over the complete cycle. These attempt to wade
curves show the relationship between through, even iii
voltage and current that is found when abbreviated form,
the discussions on
the circuit consists of pure inductance,
We have already seen that the need for phase angles and
building up the magnetic field round the power-factor that
occupy so great a
coil slows the growth of the current, while
its collapse tends to maintain the Current space in most textfor an instant after the voltage driving it books on alternating currents. Inis removed. Examination of the curves
of Fig. 28 show that they fulfil just these stead, we vill go
conditions, the current rising and falling straight on to see
always later than the voltage. At 1800, the effect of leading or lagging currents in slightly
more complex cirEr
Ec
cuits.
Suppose a resistance and a condenser ate connected in series, ji
li
and arì alternating
Fig. 30-In the upper curve, Er represents voltage across the resistance,
or high-frequency
and Ec voltage, across the condenser, of Fig. 29. The lower curve
potential is applied
shows the resultant total voltage ; that which the generator must
have to drive 0.25 amp. through the circuit.
across the whole,
as in Fig. 29. It is
Fig. 29. Condenser and resistance in series
evident that a current will flow, and
We are now in possession of the informawith an AC source. The generator-voltage E
that, since this current consists of tion that an alternating voltage of 2.24 V.
is equal to the total voltage due to the
the physical movement of electrons, it drives a current of 0.25 amp. through a
simultaneous presence of Ec and Er. See
Fig. 30.
will be the same at all parts of the circuit resistance of 4 ohms in series With a con1/2
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Foundations of Wirelessdenser of reactance 8 ohms. The total
impedance of resistance and condenser

taken together is defined by clinging to
the outward form of Ohm's Law and saying that the impedance Z of the circuit
shall be equal to the voltage divided by
the current; i.e., I=E/Z instead of
I = E / R, as in the simple case of direct
current. In our present case Z=E/J=
2.24/0.25=8.940. The two components
of the impedance, 80 reactance plus 40
resistance can obviously not be combined
by simple addition to form this value of

00OOlmfd
R = 1MO

I

-

R

R

__:i

I,

(a)

DECEMBER

At i,000 cycles the reactance of C will
be only o.159MQ, so that the total impedance will, be %/o.1592 + 12 = %/I.0254=
1.0126 MO. Each volt at the anode of
Vi will now drive a current of 1/1.0126
=0.988/LA, developing 0.988 y. on R. At
1,000 cycles, therefore, 98.8 per cent. of
the voltage available at Vi will reach V2.
The values for C and R suggested will
thus pass on ioo-cycle notes at little more

than half the amplitude of ,000-cycle
notes; C is not large enough in capacity.
By increasing its capacity ten-fold the
figures just worked out for i,000 cycles
will be correct for ioo cycles; since a loss
of a mere 1.2 per cent. at this frequency
will certainly not be noticeable, the cornbination of o.oiiF for C with i.oMQ for
R will be satisfactory, even down to the
lowest frequency we need to consider.

DISTANT RECEPTION

(b)

Fig. 31.-A low-frequency coupling between
two valves. Diagram a shows the practical
circuit and b the essentials necessary to

calculation.

impedance, but it can be shown that a
pure resistance r and a pure reactance X
in senes make up a total impedance Z
which is given by Z2=X2+r2. Iii our
example, Z2 = 82 + 42 = 64 + i6 = 8o,
whence Z=8.94Q, as already found. An
impedatice worked out in this way can
always be used in the "Ohm's Law"
formula I = EI Z to find the magnitude of
the current that will flow on the application of a known voltage.
Let us apply this to a case of wireless
interest. 'Fig. ia represents a coupling
between two successive valves in a receiver, and we make the assumption that
this coupling is to deal with speech-frequency currents. In Fig. 31b the essential points of the circuit are reproduced in
skeleton form; Vi is represented by a
generator driving current through C and
R in series, while V2 is seen to receive
whatever voltage this current may develop
across R in its passage. Since the reactance of C will be highest at the lowest frequencies we have to enquire whether we
shall obtain adequate transmission of low
notes with the values given on the diagram.
We will take ioo cycles as the lowest
note of interest, and find the reactance
of C, of capacity o.00iFF, at this frequency. This is given by X = i/ 2rfC =
This in
1o12/(200.ir. i,000)= I.59M0.
series with R = 1MO gives a total impedance Z= /i.92+i2=i.88Mf. For every
volt developed at the anode of Vi, i/i.88
=053 microamps. will flow through C
and R, developing across the latter 0.53
volt. At ioo cycles, therefore, 53 per
cent, of the voltage available at Vi will
reach V2. .

28th, 1934.

NOTES

A glance at the EJ.I.R. report from the
Brussels Laboratories for any recent month
will show that certain of the French stations
are making no attempt to keep to their
Lucerne channels. Both Radio LL and
Radio Bezier, for instance, have the distinction of never having used the same
wavelengths on any two consecutive nights
in. October.
I think I am right in sayzng
that in recent months hardly one French
station on- the medium waves has had a
clean record as regards frequency keeping!
The Spaniards are perhaps equally bad
offenders, and a great deal of trouble has
been caused by the wanderings of stations
such as Radio Hispaña, Barcelona and
Valencia. If Spain has caused less trouble
than France it is due purely, to the fact
that she has fewer stations.
Before now I have referred to the menace
of harmonic interference on the medium
waveband.
How serious this is at the
moment is withessed by the fact that RadioParis is causing two heterodynes with. different harmonics, whilst Wilno, Athlone,
Florence, our own North Regional, and
Söttens are responsible for one apiece. The
generation of strong harmonics by a highpowered station is equivalent to its occupation of two, three or more chaniiels, and it
is undoubtedly a matter that calls for intensified research work.
On the long waves the choice of stations
is not great at the moment owing to interference caused by overcrowding. The best
of the stations are Huizen, Radio-Paris,
Zeesen, Motala, Luxembourg, Kalundborg
and Oslo, ail of which are rceivable clearly
and well more often than not. Most of
them, however; are. liable to interference at
times.
On the medium waves one's choice is now
very wide, though one or two of the more
important stations have been rather below
their best during the past week or two.
Amongst these are Lyons,
Doua, Stockholm, Söttens, Milan and Hilver7
sLim. Stations which are
quite reliable are Hamburg, Berlin, Frankfurt,
Trieste, Leipzig, Munich,
j
j
.
Rome, Cologne,
P r a g u e, Brussels
No.. z and No. 2,
Z'Vienna,
Stuttgart

WHEN towards the end of the summer
large spots made their appearance
on the surface of the sun it seemed
that the minimum period might have come
to an end considerably before it was expected to do so, and that we might be
already on the way towards another sunspot

-

J

fill®

..

maximum. Atmospherics during the late
summer and early autumn were something
more than a nuisance, and many of us began
to fear that during the winter long-distance
reception would show a falling off from that
of previous years.
Happily these forebodings have not been
fulfilled. For some weeks now atmospherics
have hardly been heard, and there has never
been a time at which the number of stations
receivable at full loud-speaker strength and
without interference was anything like so
great as it is now.
The most crucial test of medium-wave
long-distance reception is the way in which
American stations are behaving. In -my
last notes I mentioned that certain Amedcan stations might. be heard as early as
si p.m. This still holds good, and those
receivable after midnight. are still inçreqsiqg. The strength at which they can be
pulled in is quite astonishing. Many
reports of reception-at telephone strength.
of course-with single-valve or two-valve
set reach me, and I have a special biscuit
waiting for the first authenticated report of
transatlantic reception with a crystal.
What a pity it is that the French cannot
put their broadcasting affairs in order.
There is now a movement on foot for the
repeal of the Wireless Act and for a complete revision of wireless affairs in France.
If the regional scheme is radically altered
by the repeal of the Act the Lucerne Scheme
may be jeopardised. France has already
a good many more stations than she can
really need. Many of those sentenced to be
closed down are fighting for their lives, and
if they b'in it will be a sad day for Europe.
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FOR VALVE
TESTS
A useful set of adaptors (with both splitanode
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split-grid connections) for 5-, 7-,
9-pin valves
just been produced for
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Further Step Towards Perfect Reproduction
By M.

7HIS

G.

SCROGGIE,

B.Sc.

-

a series of articles in which contributors
secrets of the receivers which
unpublished
reveal the hitherto
they themselves have designed for their own use and which are
unfettered by sordid considerations-receivers that are of especial
technical interest because they are unlike other receivers. A fascinating feature of this particular example is that no patent rights
ae claimed; it has been decided 1/tat the many novel methods
which it holds should be freely released for the benefit of mankind.

i

is the

fourth

of

phone characteristic. The details of this
circuit are not yet definitely fixed, and,
solutions of the problem of repro- in any case, are much too ingenious to
ducing broadcast programmes free be described here. Having, as the result
from distortion. Naturally, then, their of a brief aural test, selected the type of
receivers bear little relation to those known microphone whìch is at the moment in use
to commerce. While it is a step in the for broadcasting, the selector switch is
right direction to have produced a set set to that type: and the two distortions,
which is practically free from distortion, being in opposition, cancel out completely.
comniete satisfaction with such a result is A somewhat similar scheme was arranged
to deal with transmitter distortion. In
only to be deplored.
the days of Writtle and the early B.B.C.
reproduction
for
campaign
better
in the
the war must becarried, so to speak, into relay stations it was a simple matter to
the enemies' country. Some of the lines install corresponding types of transmitters,
of attack along which the writer has moved each with a reversing circuit, but more
may be of interest to the more intelligent recently considerations of finance have
readers. So far from claiming that finality rendered this course less convenient. The
difficulty has been overcome, and at the
has been reached, he unexpectedly corro
borates the lay journalist in announcing same time considerable simplification of
to an astonished world that wireless-this the receiver itself effected, in a manner to
new wireless-is in its infancy. A sort of be described later.
second childhood, in fact.
In the following description of theapparaI-1,000
tus, details of the methods employed for
obtaining complete absence of distortion
are omitted for the sake of clearness. The
information is necessarily confined to
those features that are believed to be
novel:

"ECEDING contributors have,
_fi creditably enough, described their

I

The First Stage
Outstanding among these is the provision for completely compensating for
the microphone and transmitter. A distortionless loud speaker and receiver
(such as might be described in any other
article in this series) are first used to reproduce the programme, as transmitted,
in a sound-proof and acoustically "dead"
chamber. In passing, readers who are
keen to pick up bargains may be glad to
know that this portion of the equipment
was acquired as a result of the glut of old
studios throwri on the market since the
B..C. started - building Broadcasting
Houses everywhere.
In this apartment arc installed samples
of all the different types of microphone
used by the B.B.C. The need for employing one of the very largest studios is therefore obvious.. Any of these microphones
can be connected by a selector switch to
an amplifier incorporating a "reversing
circuit which causes the output to be distorted inversely according to the micro-

iv.

Effective though this device is during
the continuance of any given item of the
programme, it fails to cope with the situation created \vhen, for example, brass
band selections are interspersed \vith announcements of titles, biographical details
of composers, and the like; or when the
resources of a dance orchestra are temporarily drowned by the plaintive croonings of the so-called vocalist. As the
mouths of the announcers, crooners, etc.,
are brought within a few inches of the
microphone, the hiss-actuated decontroller
is helpless.

The solution of this difficulty is quite
simple.
Whenever the tnodulation of
the transmitter exceeds a certain percentage a biased-back diode rectifier connected at a point in the receiver audio
amplifier chain passes current and operates
a relay which is used to cut down the
subsequent amplification by about 30 decibels. By this means broadcast speech,

etc., is reproduced at approximately the
correct strength in relation to large instrumental combinations.

Delay Action

Of course, the device has to be very
cleverly worked but in order to be effective. For instance, in order to prevent the
amplification from being restored between
the words of speech, the diode rectifier is
given a time constant of several seconds.
Even this would permit the first syllable to
get through before the control came into
operation, and it is therefore necessary to
delay reproduction for a sufficient period
to avoid this. The output from one stage
of amplification is used to record the programme as an endless Blattnerphone tape;
which, after moving sufficient distance to
introduce the necessary time-lag, supplies
the programme to the input of another amp.ifier. The automatic announcer control
is operated by the first amplifier,. but con¿
trols the second; and has completed the
attenuation before the danger arrives.
The rectifiér time-constant sees to it that
VOLUME OF STUDIO CUBIC FEET)
the amplification is not restored before
the
danger has passed.
Fig. z.-Graph to illustrate relationship
The same delay action enables other
between frequency and studio dimensions.
valuable features to be incorporated, such
The control engineer remains to be as the pip-extractor. A filter, sharply
corrected. From the output of an early tuned to the frequency of the Greenwich
stage of amplification a loi-stage band- time signal, enables that signal to operate
pass filter excludes the frequencies tracea valve which throws into the main amable to sounds made in the vicinity of the pJifier another filter connected to suppress
microphone by musicians and other volun- the signal frequency. As the suppression
tary agents and selects the microphone takes place only momentarily, the artistic
hiss. The corresponding signal is exten- effect of the programme is hardly affected;
sively amplified by an auxiliary ampli- even in the unlikely effect of a vital part
fier, and the rectified output voltage used of the music coinciding in frequency with
to control the main audio amplifier in the that of the time-signal. Alternatively,
manner used in A.V.C. The efforts of the the time-signal can be diverted to another
control room are thus completely nullified, recorder, whence it may be reproduced on
and the reproduced volume corresponds a more convenient occasion, as the listener
xactly to that of the original performance. may feel disposed.

1'ò
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On those occasions when no desired pró-

gramme is being transmitted during the
Greenwich time-signal, another relay flies
back and puts the pip-extractor out of
action, thus allowing the time-signal to
be heard.
A serious handicap in the search for entirely natural reproduction is that the programmes originate from all iorts of studios,
such as Westminster Abbey or a soap box
on the Centre Court at Wimbledon;
whareas one room is expected to serve for
all listening. If one draws a graph with

INt

the low frequencies. A circuit of very
long time-constant prevents frivolous
changes in the volume of the room, ensuring that it shall remain approximately constant for the duration of a programme
item.
An imperfection of the system is that
it shuts one up closely with a soprano;
but it is hoped to devise a cure for this,
and research is actively in progress to
this end.
The walls, incidentally, are of the piezoelectric type; and form the reproducer.
The disadvantage of the usual piezo-

28th, 1934.

first has not been cleared by the time the
second gives out. Although many of the
advantages of this receiver are not readily
applicable to commercial sets, the triplication feature is one which should make
an instant appeal, seeing that many
tobacconists, fishmongers, etc., have not
the leisure to acquaint themselves with
the servicing of all the sets that they

supply.

Water-cooling Troubles
The only trouble which has been experienced in the practical working qf the.

DISTORTIONLESS
RECEIVER

AUTOMATIC
AUTOMATIC ANNOUNCER CONTROL

DECON1OLLER

M

LOUD SPEAKER
I
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j
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TIM-DELA,
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[

EXTRACTOR

AUTOMATIC ROOM CONTROL

Fig 2.-Schematic diagram of the author's home set.

the size of the studio plotted against the
minimum frequency broadcast from it, one
gets a result somewhat as shown in Fig.
i. It will be noticed that, when the frequency is very low, the size of studio
is large. It is unusual for the pedal notes
of a cathedral organ to be blown in studio
4B at Broadcasting House (News Bulletins and Market Prices for Farmers).

Room Flexibility
The listening room has therefore been
rather unusual form of volume
control. It has been made on the plan of
the old torturechambers that contracted and
crushed their claustrophobic victims.5 But
in this case a stop has been fitted to fix the
lower limit of volume at approximately
the Centre Court commentary box capacity. The maximum volume to which the
room can. expand is slightly greater thin
that of Olympia, in case the B.B.C. pay,
in future, move into more commodious
premises fitted,with an organ having 256-ft.
pipes.
The walls are shifted by a
group of 150 h.p. electric motors (fitted
with interference suppressors) controlled
from an auxiliary amplifier fed through a
filter network which progressively favours
&tted with a

"The Iron

Shronel."

(Anon.)

electric loud speaker is that, owing to its
small size and restricted amplitude, it
reproduces adequately only the high
notes. With the modification described,
not only are the dimensions of the vibrating surfaces sufficient to deal with the
whole gamut of musical frequencies, but
the size automatically adapts itself to the
lowest notes actually present.
Here again, perfection has not yet been
attained. As is well-known, the motion
of the piezo-electric crystal is proportional
to the voltage applied across opposite
faces.
During a thunderstorm, when
voltages estimated by competent scientists
to exceed i,000,000,000 are generated,
the stability of the house is gravely imperilled. Compared with the more conventional types of modern residential
structure, however, it may be considered

apparatus has been with the WateE
Board, who have taken advan.tage of the
droughts of the last year or two to adopt
a niggling attitude with regard to the
cooling water for the amplifier output
valves. These tequire about 200 gallons
per minute, and it is suggested by them
that this constitutes an industrial load and
is not covered by the ordinary domestic
rate. Seeing that even the G.P.O. permit the set to be operated under the ordinary private domestic listeners' licence
this tiresome hair-splitting is one more
example of bureaucratic ineptitude.

Television has deliberately not been incorporated, because if carried out along
the lines herein described it would provide a perfectly faithful image of the performer. It is felt that sometimes science
can go too far.
entirely satisfactory.
Readers who have been skimming
through this article to discover how it has
Circuit Disclosed
been found possible to achieve perfect
reproduction without introducing interFig. 2 is a schematic diagram of the' ference from the station next in frequency,
whole installation. This shows one unit no doubt have a feeling of disappointonly; it must be understood, however, that ment. This is justifiable; for, in order
it is in triplicate, and that in the event to circumvent insuperable difficulties, a
of a break-down of one unit there is an
private line has been rented (by very
automatic switch-over to another. The spécial arrangement) direct fi-om the
third is provided in case the fault in the B.B.C. control room.

L
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Engraving on panel inspected fOr filling.
Riveting of tags and mounting of sockets
'
to very close tolerances on comple
'
inspected.
ted sets, we do a good deal of checkEmpty bobbins inspected.
ing both of raw materials and individual
components in the same way. This extreme 'MURPHY' Full bobbins inspected for finish, continuity, insulation, shorted turns, and
accuracy of manufacture both mechanically
number of turns. Laminations for iron core
and electrically is not always. apparent on sight.
checked for thickness.
As an illustration of this, we instance the Murphy
All plated parts inspected for appearance and
mains transformers. We are very pleased with
quality of deposit.
ourselves about these. They practically never give
trouble, and we say they are well made (even if it 3. Final Tests.
General mechanical inspection of transformer.
doés mean blowing our own trumpet). To give
This includes soldered joints, appearance,
you an idea of the amount of care taken in prorigidity of assembly and gauging of fixing
ducing just this one item, we set out below the
holes in legs for correct location.
various tests made. These, we think, are essential
Insulation between windings and between
to ensure that every transformer not only does its
windings and core tested at 1,000 volts D.C.
job well when the set is sent from the factory, but
Dummy loads connected to transformer and
also during the whole working life of the set.
all output voltages checked under operating
conditions.
1. Tests on Raw Materials used in making
the Mains Transformers.
Check on lamination buzz during this test.
Presspahn for bobbins, checked for quality,
Two hours " soak" test in the set itself.
thickness and surface scratches.
(This is a test in which the.set is left running
Steel sheet for stiffeners Checked for thickfor two hours, and then reinspected for simple
ness, hardness and Steel strip for legs .
faults which may have become apparent.)
Brass for contacts (tags) surface.
Varnished tape checked for quality, thickness
Some of these tests may seem unnecessary to the
and width.
layman-It is a fact that many of them do not

PART from making tests and working

I

2.

Intermediate Tests during Manufacture.
Ail parts made in Machine Shop, e.g., panels,
legs, bobbin parts, stiffeners, tags, given a
general inspection.
R A DIO

Radio-Gramophone

-

GRAMOPHONES.
A.C.

Model

50

affect the working of the transformers-But (and
it is a very big but from our point of view) we do
insist upon making as certain as we can that every
component will go on doing its job indefinitely.
It is only by this continual checking that reliability
in manufacture is ensured.

cycle

E. J. POWER,
Chief Engineer.

-

ç;;

tD

ashPrice7

TABLE MODELS.

Conoolc' Model
°
O

o

Table Model

A.24 for AC. Mains.
D.e4 for D.C. Mains.
B.24 Battery oper3ted.

I4 -

IO -o

MURPHY RADIO LTD., wELWYN GARDEN CITY, RERTS.

Tckphone-Wekyn Garden

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS AVAILABLE.

Seo.

liii
-

C.R.C. 506

Mention oj

The Wireless World." when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.

NOTICES. THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS In these
12 words or lees 3f- and 3d. loe every

additional word.
Each paragraph Is charged separately and fluant and
address most be counted.

ADVERTISRMENTS for these columns are accepted
to FIRST POST on MONDAY MORNING (peevious'
to dale of issue) at the Head Offices nl "The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Stainlord Street, London, S.E.1,
or on SATURDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
Guildhall Buildings.
19, Hertlord Street, Coventry
260, Deanugate.
Navigation Street. Birmingham, 2
Mancheater, 3 26e, Renfield Sired, Glasgow, 0.2.

WITH

ON'

SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orderslur consecutive ioa,rtioas,proesded a
contract ja placed in advance, and n the absence of leesh
instructions the entire "copy" is repealed from the
previous issue: 13 consecutive insertions 51, ; 26 consecutive. 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.

THE NEW

sap

Advertisements that arrIve too lato loe a particular
issue will automatically he inserted in the tollowiogiseue
sssslesa accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section moot he strictly prepaid.
The proprIetors retain the right lu retase or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for adnerpayahls to ZUFFE
tisemeatsohonld be made
Nate s b ein g
&SONSLtd.,afldcrOssed
untraceable il lost in transit should nul be soot as

_--

Alltettera relating to advertiaemeots should quote the
number schicht, printed al the end o! each advertisement
and the dale o! the jasas in which il appeared.
The praprietoeo are not responsible for clertexl or
printers' errors, although every care is taken to avotd
mistakes.

let Maec/oeioeers' Sssrptes, Cicerones owl Deskrcpl
uoy o! tIces cuisons easy floe be
llorOs offered
Slano/aetarera' esereel lisca. ¡ladis eoospooesla od ierlssed
of below f/sr list price do not carry any
souns/aclnes(o
iii

Herr is' our laot message of the 01d yeur. Our
cordiul thasks to all those conssotsseurs who have
entrustrd us with their ordrrs. The cok of
Hartley.Turner specialities has exceeded our
wildest hopes, but it has bern aomrthing of a
mixed blessing, for, whilst we will only sell
products which are an good os we can make them,
we also try to give the sort of sers'Ice we expect
others to give us. During tice post month our
deliveries have not been too good, simply becatase
our works could contain na more men, and the
whole staff has been working overtime

months.,
of

It

for three

was not possible to produce more goads

Hartley-Turner quality.

We ore chattging all that. We h ave acquired a
new additional factory more thais six times larger
than the old, but it will he appreciated thot the
transition period mnkes things more difficult than

Por Ilse canees/roce of private advertisers, lettere
maybeaddresas'et to numbers at" The Wirele'ssWortd"
Other. When this is desired, the sum of (ad. to detray
the Cost at rv'lgistratios and to cover postage os, replies
must be added to the advertisement charge svhtrh must
include the words Box oro, c/u "The Wireless Wortd."
Att reptis's should be edelressed to the Boo number
i.hoo'n is the asts'eetiarmest, c/u "The Wirrtess
World," Derart House, Sta,ofoed Street, Losdon,
SEs. Readers aile sep/v Is ¡foc Ne. adveelise,ee,ste
upe
,raeeed aagaieel seediu,g eee,iUaeeaa t/ieeeg/a ti/e pool
creep! so eegisceeeal ee,etepys; io all sect, rasco 1/e use
of li/e Deposit Systess io ,eeoo,se,sfrd, asS I/ac eses-dope
e/amiaS be clearly eiac/aed " Deposit Dspartseeeul.''

z-

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.

Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers
la lhese rolamos maydeal is per/eel satetybyasaiting
themse'lees s! our Deposit System. If Ihr mosey be
deposited u-ith "The Wire/em World," both parues
are ads-ived st ils receipt.
The lime aUoss'ed fqr derision is three lays, roo s hag
from receipt of goods, after sets/rh period, if boyer
derides not to relais goods they must be relurent to
sender. Ita sa/vis cOwled, bayerinutructs auto remit
ansount to setter, Outil sot, seller iautrartu us to retoco
amoaat to deposiloe-. Carriage is pant by the buyer,
bot ¡a the event of no sate, and subject to there tseiasg
nodaffeeent arrangement hgtseren boyrr asad seller each

payscarriageene esas'. Thesrttertakrstheriakotloos
or damage io transit, for which we take no responsi.
bitity. lion all transactions up to Lin, a deposit fee of
0/ is charged; on transactions aver Loo and under
o, the tee is e/6: osee Cpa, si-. Alt deposit matters
are dealt alt/s at Dorset Haase, Stansford Street,
London, SEs, and chrqoes sosd money antres shoolst

be made payable to hufe & Sons Limitad,
SPECIAL NOTE-Readers who reply to advertise.
meats and receive no answer to thejr enquiries are
renesteil to regard tIse silence as an iudicalisn that the
goods advertised tiare ntready bees disposed of. Advertisers often roceiee so masy enquiries that it is quite
tmponoitiin to reply to euch one by post. Wben sending
r,smittsres direct to un sdsnrtlser, stamp toe retaco
shookt alao be included tar ase to the event nl the
application proving anorscoessfoi.

Receivers and Arnptifjero, Etc.-Contd.
Itt/er Brand Pien' 1035 Iteericers, Slid'
gels nocI rthero'ier, enery se t guaranteed in tate
eensstry against taaity oorkosanahip tor 12 sooittlis. cccli
is lisneise.me aulisot robInet, complete io every detall,
ri-sly Is plug io; reeeiaees seeiogselira short moor bands
guaranteed to get statfefln on these kunde, isseloding
America; iiluslrute'i fiels asailuble of sels oderrtised
000e £6 '5, SAE.
iili ahi enquiries.
-. Midget,'
T.R.F., t-valse, AC/D.C.
-

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS, ETC.
SALES-This seek's tries-lion

JJTILITY
super buega is

is-eli

called tIse

5-salve 200-250 A C. set. 3 9. grid Peolsde,
COMPLETE
rectiltar, enecgioesl esosing es-if, itloeseimale,I suoi.
chassis bi lt is spiansiiil culsiuet, ni,lu,oe to till halt.
00-50 stations Icons Nermuosly to Budapest, cot isisiget,
12-mósth guarantee; £411516, saceiugr paid.
SALES, }'aeritose Cernee, 57, Praed St.,
U'FILITY
London. Paslslisgtoo 0251.
(7292

£21 Itadiogeom. type 543, sanee-, £l5,-35,
W.3.
(7271
hit o! s'mIs tor ' Wireless World -- QuilOs AmØVIiplifier, cooin'ete io eorrys'etaii, ineludiog salons;
asiplifier only, LS/lo; feeder unit, 36/-,
Kit of i'ats for "Wireless World " Olympic S.S.
OCR
Sis, complete i o every detail. inclsdis salees osi
Inud-sprukee; £14110.
Kit 01 PalIO for " Wireless World" Stundurd A.C.3.
OURcomplete isith salees and speaker; £11110.
9END lui Detailed 1,1st of Compooents for Either of
i
the Abs-e Kits; carriage paid, rash isilh orsler.
UTAH.». 46, Faceings/on St., London, E.C.4. Phone:
VV llolbaen 9703.
[6007

H.,SLV.
Homes ltd., Actos,

-

JIURSDEI'T 1935 6e. £21 Superhet, bgand new, con,petitior poile: £15, or offen.-' Ladram, ..... hr
iS sonne. Ilotch Lod, Mis/do. Phone: 405.
[7269
ICUAN IC 25-watt Amplifier. lcO-230o.. coml,lete, space
,.otput oulva, Cost £29/to, accept £8/10, on-nearest
offee.-liayo,o,,d Snoaden, Keighley lot.. Coo' log, Keigbley.

For tise New Year you should svatch our
Our development work well
announcements.
produce some very interesting novelties and, more
than ever, you Ss41! lind Hartley-Turner radio to
be, not only very good rodIo, but exclusive radio,

:-

Our New Year's resolutions are
(1)To design and msniafacture nothing that is
inferior to what the finest technique and
craftsmanship cao produce,
(2)

(3)

removing, whe,°ever possible. nur dependence
no oo,tside suppliers

sai againnt eo,l,.-Munde, 1, 5/antis St., Beigbogse. [7285
L6/19/13.-Craoen 5-nal oeno perhel. 200.250-on/C, Plessey
chassis. Slogn.aeoo n,nsing coil, complete o,itb UVA.
oalves, Is tutoriaL/c ,eulont sob/net, loll 3 ,oatts output;
listed £14/to; cod, nr c.w.o., earoiagr lorouod.-Uay,
167. City Ild.,

ECl.(7264

PUBLIC Aslslerns Amplilirro, AC. maint 21 nootla,
undistorted output, £15; 9 00615. £10: AC-D.C. 9
scatta, £11; 3. natta, £9; trade supplicai, deferred

terms-fl.

Clcrknaa, BIte. (Eng.), 10. t'a rk Ida)..
'Piconc: W.alliaglnn 3953.
[7282
the cand', finest ruperbet 4, 5. antI 6E't80N'
vaine
receinrrn, long, meaiium, end short crane, all
ti,rt coraigathe latest %.V.C. modela, just reicaned
nient in thia country; alan 6-naIne ear radin; nerd tor
catologae.-Impanter, Royal BotIca
ltec'kioghanc
Rd., South Woodlord, E.18.
j7153
''-VAf,VE Saperhet, chnrnïs (by Plesney), made lar a
'ncIl-krn'snn peopeictary tens ohoae sauce mr ore nut
a'lna'rd ta mention, 7 turent stogea. delayed A.V.C.. local
diatancoaaitch. 7-he. neparatinu. Mallard salera, AC. 205
'50 rulu, demnnuteatiau daily at 94. Hi0h Stolborn.
-Icassis campiate nilS Mallard naiver, br:,ad icen, lea,
rumbee aal cabinet; £7110-Radio Clearance. 94, High
(722
ilc'lboeo. \V.0 t.
E.

Wallingtan, Surrey.

Coy,

your resolution

nothing better

than

TRUST TO HARTLEY TURNERTHE GROWING FORCE IN RADIO

HARTLEY TURNER
RADIO LTD.,
Thornbury

Road,

Isleworih,

Middlesex.
Telephone

"Radio Data Charts,"

:

L6/5.-JaCA,
AC/D.C.
s-e,sitreel,

Fisass;

" Midget," 115i,x7x5bi, 5-celve superficI.

100-250 sells,

HOUns)ow

4488.

1sh,

isod

L

sane, A.V.C., Loor

illaminoteii dial, SIC. si'eakgr. appros. 50 sta-

carriage 2/6.

"Midget,"

ll.C.A.

T0 moiestain stock, so that the new convert
will get what he wants whert he wants it, by

For

neceSer 4-volse P.11.F., very selective,

L3/l2.-I,imiteel
s'oinpiete;eareio ge 1/6.

L7/10.2C0-21t

'to lix prices at the loosest le.el 'consistent
with (I) while allowing a modest profit for

17268

035 Manulootnecen' Stock 4-salse A.C. Bassi-pan, Ile.
selvoso, Mazda salves. Itoh, sprakres. so lout cabinet. LS/lo: 5 valor A.C. 8epeeleleeoalynes, £6/5; appeo-

1

-

-

L4/0.-Emereun
100-240 colts; SIC, slicker, M. soci L. isaac,
veis,'iteel diii, B.C. epeskee ti,oe costrsi, PU. terminais.
elibtset tli,,05i/207; careiagr 1/6.

s-aille,

operates

on

AC/D.C.

ippros. 80 stations, 6-valve suprehet,

1,000-2.000 nietres, iituessioule't
dial, A.V.U. tone control, pick-op termisols, MU, speaker,
cabieiet 1208i,x6. 2 aaits ssndistorted; supplied less
18-50,

100-550.

and

cabinet st £715, carriage 2/6.

"Table 7e6s,del," 14x16x50t,h., AC, 200L7/5.-R.C.A.
250 volts. 190-550 esit 1,000-2,000 melees, appesi,
50 sl.itioos, 3V' i,'attv ondistos-teih. 5-salve 7-sta gr saperbet A.V.C.. /1111w/noted aeeoplane dial, P.C. term/solo,
8/n SIC. speakee; carnage 4/9; ssnisersal model onailahle. AC/D.C. 200-250 solts, at £7/tO; uitlanut robinet.
dedllcl 12/- on each n,mlrl.

L9/5-lOCA. Table Model," 19x16x10/4. A-C. 200-250
soIls, 6-salte 8-st' ge supeehet, 15-50, 190-550 nod
l,OCO-2,000 n,etees, itls,nainated aeroplane dial, delayed
A.S U. toue content. Pli, terminals, 8m. SIC. npo-a ter.
2 1-Ct". pentoden, l,ei,tedr lrro,ssrney elsanga-o, double
dinde bielle, 3 ,00tln nnclistocte'I, sennitisity 1 miseo.on.lt
absoluto; eoceiagr 5/9; ala,, nnppliest in A.C./ l).U. 200250 t'sIto; ,,oioecs:, I at £9110, oppoos. 100 stations; sollt,out oab,net, deda,ot 15/-.
LlS.-Il.C.A. ''rable Model,' 21x51/4x17. in AC. only.

200-250 voIt,. 'p.o-ifit'alinn as abose. hai ,acecing 4
busd, instead ,.l 3, o'orldn tent dos,ble inteen,ediato
supeclot ; bt n,eunn ot lIsis reeol,,tinna cy nt'nteo, ot na'it,'hing leom 125 lv 4501. it in posnilate to obtain n,asio,ous
effia'irn,'y on uIl 4 taanoln, srnnitieit5 1,rttrr than 'i.
soit abuolule; A.C. only. 200-250 suIts, 4 watts nod,u'
toctest, oece 120 nt:,tivns; eursiage 6/-.
ooane

'Ttrt'E.-'l'he

alece!
tic ree reercuern a iaove, caneriug aIim
wave bands. irr gn:aroccleeat to get abart acune ata

tinny, inviadcng America.

6. Cnrytnn Ileaae, 21,
flEliSt.,%Ll,IEI1S,
Lardon, W.!. III nuncie 7795.

Upper \tnrylebone
2,eomest stoliaaa.

OutarclCircaa.OreatPartlanalSt Alnannanihccoes 3.09.
58, araI 137 pasa stree t.

(7287

'EIP.S'F Consignment el the Genuine

t

Rmec'aan

1935

" Re.aiOd the sVeeld " 6-naIve Saperheteendyne, 192.CO0 melrea. 3 separato cvanetaanalu. acclaimed lay trade a r
the beat all-nane nra-ricer yet .ee,taceect, oeeccpiane dial

t'cuing. " fluo-Lite " band nnct,'lacny. dyuyumie njaeoher,
acclama tic calscc,an cante,'1. gcaacnphane pich-ap. walnut
cahinet 16-iin. high, 13' in. acialo.-Wnite lar
ealalogne to Im yorE-c. Hnyol llatticc Co., 5, Hackingham
(7252
Rd., Soatin %%'oad!nrd, London,

lilt.
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Receivers and Amplifiers,

Etc.-Contd,
suprrhetrroayao

bunapusr

5e.

ARMSTRONG-Latest
chrsnis, aith fully delayed AV.C..

highly efficient
tuned ciecuits, bondpasa input, Marconi Heptuele trequercy
changer, combined tnt drtcctor and oscillator, bandpaas
IF, coupled to Marroni 11F. pentodo, bundpaas coupled
to Cosser Duyable Diadè gining disturtierlros detection
und A.V.C., resistance coupled to Mazda bigla slope portado, Marconi bi-phase rectifier, lull nolan illonainatesl
tuning, rolibrated in oacelengths, conabinest radio zod
gearsophuse salasse control, corrected pentode out1cot,

gisingenretionally
malven,

rnyultits paid.

7

reproduction;

good

WIRELESS

ADVERTISEMENTS.

MCOPOJES.

ELECTRADX-

OUR PUBLIC ADDRESS EILSEL.
CURRENT
REISS TRANSVERSE
MICROPHONES ARE FAR SUPERIOR
end o/I she br,t dort o,r them.

-

-

Strada,

Krgh-grada

Loan
MICROPHONES.
m'cerose,. Wooer mokres

£611816, ecith

8-ola gr noperhrteendye ebaahis,
2sIull.ard
Ogtede frequency changer, coosbined nscillator und first
detector, bandpass S.F. coupled to MuIlsed ncrconrd pen

WORLD

prier,.

uIl

cosI corre Ilse
d

EI

AItMSTRONG-5-calee
oitb lofty delayed AVG., baodpaaa input,

tode, coupled ta MuSard Double Diede Triade, resistance
copucity cou led to Nullard 3 ratte osstput pentade, Mut
turd indirectly heated rectifier, combined radio-gramonphono
solomo control, tall aperture dei-se, calibrated ouselengthn.
--Macnicely countrucled oitb the lotlorciog coaupsseota.
Wearite henry duty mains teanstormre, Weacite rprciat
coils and LP. transloemera, Polar tanged eendenacr end
deine, Wrarite suitrhing, Melt osen cordonnera, rie., etc.;
price complete, £7/10; th/s claassia is designed lee those
requiring slightly nance output, particularly on gramophono than near 5c. 7-otage chassis. but it does not super.
ardo this very popular madri
3
Pentodo radicgram chamele, lull
ÄRMSTRONG.-4r_
bandpaan; £511816. uith calcen.
Un/vernal rodiogrum chassie, lull

C25INi

h5dEl

/lA,7/t

'

ERICSSON PEDESTAL TRANSMITTERS, 12 lo. high, esith maothpsmno,
ra ilias tcatrd. Stuedard modrl 4/6. Pu,t9d.
A Nra-s

lt

A RNISTRONG Chassis,

oar highest grade rrmponenls

-'

daca' apprasal, carriage paid.

7

'

I

A RMSTRORG MANUFACTURING Co., 100. King's ltd.
Camden Taon, London. 'Phone: Gulliver 3105.

17208

V.

One
-

.

ORTEXION Spcifted.
VTANDARL)
A.O.3 Tansfonner,

S

-

BusIes,

/oh Sis,

Mosotrd no pesirsoul, 2/-o
ELECTRADIX MICRO BUTTONS.

,

Cuethmecs Who Hece Used Them for Slany Y6ecs S
17OWOEXOON.-Quolity .tmplifser oc Supes Mossosfief.

425-O-425, 120 sea., 4e. 6'Oe. CT., 4e. 3. CT.,
4e. 3e.. 4e. is oUl)oc ehcossded, e ocesioc 2l%is.X1"lfl
2,/sZ ospulatiess p'!ss srye,sgr000 d issuleted tccmissls,
seeight 14fb., 26/', ceoriege 2/-; nocsual sheouded, 22/05)505 type, 20/-. pesO
1/3; speahec Seid coplee005cc
choke, 06/'; opccisl output tcsnofocmor to " 'sV.W.'. spedfictioo,12I6, 1)050 od.; stste celeo sod speekcc; " W.SV.
usioeeof output t cesso focmec, £0 ; ooemel 40h. 50 s'Lu.
peimucy output tososfocucecu, 12/6, post 9d.
TORTEXION 7.38h. 120 soon. Choke 215 ohms in die
V
cast shrouding to match; 12/6.
but unequalled. Good eoough for a ' WicoIM1TATD
less Woold" apeeificatiou io good enough for you.

TORTEXION Cost Little More thus tho Cheapest, but
neequniled by the deaeeat.
TORTEXION A.C./34,, used by author is construction
V
of A.V.C. Three. as illustrated; 18/..
12 Months, and within 5% normal and
GIJARANTEED
2j/% sopee models, neat shroudicg. with detachuhie
fert, as used by Go-orrsmeut Drpaeteoests, etc., etc.. cup
mod"l guacossteed h years ut calco cost of 2/-.
Secosducitu Gostru Tapped.
V

60 ma., 4s-. 1 to 2e., 4s. 2
VORTEXION.-Q5O-0-250
fa., upen type. 10/-; shrouded, 12/6; post 3d.

so'oudeefss!fe i,snecestioa 55d osrfaF
Trno,misscr Unis, loe Issu ussls yuan
A

Ffomr Redis. ,lrsrcoosphours. bnbp niarm.
oat hoots, speech umph6ee,. cte. U,0551

/eier

-

5/..

As

sapplird se G.P.O.

Oste

lfd.
- PETROL-ELECTRIC GENERATING
-J SETS CHEAP.
ENGINES, PETROL OR GAS-Complete os bed-plate
with tesIs, etc. Csu br sa pp/irs1 satth or outshoot Dynnoto
pr/er 1/- ocly.

Post

-

roopird.
£5 lOs.

h.p. so 2 h.p., from
Eon/u. arrt. 2.,tcoke tepe.
BcssBciti,h mule ntsdjsssshrthtosforwoehelsopor

V&°Lrud'nos'errd iuglr 31.029. 7/-50 yds.; 7,'.O29ditto. 9,'6

per 50 psIs. L.C. Toi,s, i !.064. 12,'- per 50 yd. coil; L.C. Twis,
i'/.044,iO,'-pec 5Oyd. roil. P15/0 V.1.5. ii4ittiog //.044 600 med..
Sf3 per ff13 ysis., 9.000 psis. 27'40 Ljtn fur HF. roil,, if- pee
dones psis. Heooy Mejo, Fleo, loe Elentoon Hossers sud feos,,
ele., 4/- per sien, ode., puss 6d. Tuis Itehoing Fico. 2/- pee dus.
yds., gloss 4d. fosointesi Ens-sb Cshie, 1/0 pro' Ion. psi,., puss 4d.'
Lead-is Cubic. rubbcc.nourerd, 2/- doe. ed,., pcss 4d. Red sud
Black Fies. 1/6 per doe. ed,., post 3sf.
THE DIX-ONEMETER. The dcci of esuls/'esogr. casio8r,silmssrso. flu/If eohest.ueode Ro/a/eh Etssiurr,tsgSosndncd.
50 peones in ose ,ortrr. M rasades Msncoumps 50 20 smp,.,
uoilii-nuits 5e 1.000 suIts, 50 obstes so mecuhm,. Sis Trrmjonls.
mis-cur nod ks/fr-edge punster fue 55/

SEND FOR JAN. BARGAIN LIST 'W."

ELECTRADIX
UPPER THAMES

ST.,

218,

RßiDIOS,
LONDON,

E.C.4

5.05

350.0-350, 60 ma., 4e.
VORTJOX,ON.-Feroucatt
2.5 U.S.. 4's. 3.5 CT.; open type 13/6. shrouded
:6/-; pust Od.
Super Sfodel lue H.T.8 or 9 oe 10, 4o.
VO9ITEXION
i tu 2. 4e. 2 to 4, upes type 14/0, shrouded it/O;
post f/-.
TORTEXlON.-350-0-35O. 120 osa.. 4e. 2 tu 5e., 40.
2 too Sa., 40. 2.5n.; upes type la/6, slsouuolrd 16/6;
super shrouded osedel, weight 11fb.. 4 fllnmouto to spenificasion, 22/-; 05l .1/3.
or 450 or SOto,, ISo ¡n.a., 4e. 2 ta
VOIITEXION.-400
5. 4c. 2 tu 5, 4e 2.5a.; opeu typs 19/-. sheuudool
23f-.
or 450 or 100, 150 sow., 4e. 4e..
VORTEXION.-400
40. 2.5 4e. 2, 4e. 2, 4'. 2, ç ore sise 2'fioiis., a
super iota 2% 0-ogelatius 35/-, shrouded, oait.Is terminals;
lesa teemisals, 30/-; open type. 2t/'; post ff3.
Auto Teanclormees to B.E.S.A. SpecificaVORTEXION
tion, 100, 210. ne 120. to 200. 220, or 240 esIta.
60 ouatts, 9/'; posI Bd.; 120 ooatts, sho-ouded 12/6, upen
type 18/t, pool 1/-; 200 watts, shroosded -l6ft, post 3f-;
131

FULLIçf
INTEREST

BATTERY
have the

Chorgrao.-The

"Nl'.'

lowest prices get still maintain quality

truste liuto (cee.

Chargers.-" NP." (corn 50/- to £15; chargnl highest qualitp.-oN.P. Electric Cn., 514.
(7112
Alum flack ltd., Birmingham.

1.-Buttery

rhuegees, i amp., 2-Sc., incocporating
Westinghouse rectifier,
amis.; 10/': 7 days'
cash approval; postage 9d.; list free.
_.-Arden eliminators, 20 ma.; test beinre Poe.
2
chasing; particulars lrae.-Árdrn
Agency,
(7130
Wcllastun.
.1

')

/1

Wrllhsgtaroogh..

Now

On Sale

-

Guaranteed

Electrolytic

Cosdrsaersi
3d.
Maim Teauslnrmeen Maoutactaecod by
PARAMOUNT
R.H. Saltee, 66. Hurtfleld Rd.. Wimhlodon S.W.19.
44-4 mId., 500 peak; price

Tel.

liberte

o

3/6; post

7225..

(8929

for AC. CI, as-cors IST. and L-T-Black.
TANTALUM
sos-li's Metallurgieal Weeks, Ltd , G.sratun, Losco-puoi.
.

-

Teorsfo,me,s ace Manslaetotred

Esgineees

Oseot calos'

is' trans-

in Radio Teaonl0000es

Desigs.

acknowledged

HOYNX'S.-Tke
foe-sores and chokes.

(6470

-by

HOYN4'S
with 14 Years' Eupesiesne

YNE'S.-Uaed coclosaisely hy masy mcabiiohed set
manuisetor'ees, e-efuy statious, teansmitteca, and
Coseen ment Departments.
1100

s'sound, papee intceieaoed,
fila'
HOYNE'S.-Seetius
mento, centre tapped, afaeainiom clamps ucd tee.

misalstripstoafl

models.

o

by " Wireless. World." asd uound
HOYNE'S.-Speeificd
strictly to the specification st the author.
OYNE'S.-Standa,d A.C.2 teanoluemee, 3O0O-3O0o.,
60 mc., 4e. 2.50., 95. Ia., pe/ca 1110, posO 5/.; 20k.
71 m.a.cftuloe,O/6, postgd.

H

A.C.3 and Fcreueae t III tenso61570 ¡n.a., So. 2.1a., 40, 4a. ;

HOYNE'S.-Stasda,d
tsrmer, 350-0-300o..
pe/ce 12/0, posI

0/'.

Quality

IIOYNE'S.-Pouh-psfl
post 1/3; 7/36 kescys
20

7/6, oasI

I

Sd.

Span,

-JJOYNE'S.Sinfe
hesrys, 7/6, pesI sd

Amplifior teansfoemer,
uPu/se, 0/fi. post SoL;

15/-,

1/-;

pool

choke, iO
-

AC. saper transformer, 12/6,
HOJYNE'S.-Eoeeyinon
post 1/-; choke, 16 lsnsrys, 7/8, yOst Sd.
Stratgfst Four transloemes', 10/-,
HOYNE'S.-A.V.C.
post 1/3; choke, 26 henrys, 120 ma., 140 ohms,
5/6, post Bd.
.
T.TOYNES.-150-O'1550. 60 mas., So, 1 to Is., 4e. 1
.L
to4a.,10/-,postgd.;scithestra 4c.lto2a.00iod.
ing. 12/6. post 1/-.
es-cocar t Igl, 350-O.350u., 60-75 ma., 45:
HOYNE'S.-F
2 to 3a., 4e. 2 to 4a., 12/6, post 1/.; with ostra
45. 1 to 2a. a/sol/ng, 13/0, pest 1/-.
120 mao, So. I to 3a., 4e. 4
HEIYNE'S.-350-0-350e.,
lo 65.. 4e. Ia.. 40. los., 10/-, pesI 1/3.
or 450 ne 508e., 120 ma., 45. 1 to Sa.,
Jj'OYNE'0.-4QO
4e. 2 to Sos., 4c. I tuo 2a., 10/., post 1/3.
ma., 4V. 2 to 4a.,
HOYNE'S.-SOO.SSO.S-Sso.Soos.
4u.4t.o6a,40.2a.,4c. Ia., 140
27/6. post 1/3; sceight
lilh.
Trarslesmees, hnilt to specifirutioss, keenest
HOYNE'S
p s-tees best suatecials and workmanship; quotat/os ke
sdse'ctiscd types fesso stork,
Iron, 9 a.m.

tul

7

p.m.,

iselooding

J. TIOYNE, ALL-POWER TRANSFORMER, Ltd..
.
OBoes aod Works, 0e, Gfadotusr Rd.. Wimbledon.
OBViO. To-f, Liberty 3303.
(7060
purchase of fudge qostity nf
ELOMINATORS.-Spceicf
Liorols-Stcwaet elim/sotces enables os to offro them
at soneifiee pc/ret, sIi made/s O.K. foc 200-2500., D.C. 20
ossfliamp, output, 9/lt; "s.C. 30 so/if/amp, ostpost. s-ilk
Westsaglontase reel/nec, etc., 24/10, os' with hal/-amp.
trickle chasger iscorpecoted, pride Osty 37/6, ail fully
guaca nleed; each or Cod., carriage paid from Pearl sod
Pearl, f10. iliohcpsgatr, London, E.C.2.
[0421
o

CABINETS.
][ANVFACTURERS' Cle.00raner.
Fo/y illasOeotss

AVg-All

tousteosssussloOeosassorOonldon's
OW. Ors,ior,t-to. 5W. Oor,c-hst

e/SS

BatIreoo assO Ms/o,

Wace Wasssssl,e-5-metcc Retricce
-'LisoS/O
5-neyer Tcoosssislcr-'-CeosOerolse Andai
Sy,lrm-nalieeo onO I8nins 5W. Conceeters
-Acosieur Oands Recilcee-lOG ccii PRPCE
Tcsn,mifiro Elinin,uoee, ele. COlel'ILED
BY
THE LEADING 5HORT WAVE
N
5PEC3ALISTS. Obiojoobit leen yeso radio
denSe, W. H. Pouch, se, is ease ni ,lifneoliy, ficaR
teem STRATTON & Ca., LTD. Pert. 20f, n'oiescecee 5tecei, Bieo,inghum. tendon foco/se Depot
Webb', Radio Scacco, 14, tobo Nt., Osfoed Si., WI
a/IO

/

Glaseen

-8.

R.

Roster, 138. Weil Vile Si,

BAT'rERY
in' plante
1

P°L

-

LV

-

182. The Broadcozy;
S.SV.19. Tel. : Liberty
(7225
(lute Nach Products)

Tean,lorioers, 10042On, ta 20d/59e' or eier erra a, 60-witt, 8/-; 120-ostt, 9/6;
eheoudud, 5/. eotea; puaI 9d.
Mains ChoSes-30 h. 60 ma.. 5/6; 20h,
PAEAMOUNT
120 seca., 8/-; post Sd..

1t9

To-ocofurmers Made to Ynuc Speeifleatios;
V0RTEXION
peiceaeeeediog to u-attage, to. filaments name 5orsre
nuless cat' age grossly occeeded; spaccai quotations by
A. BROWN),

-

porentsAuto

HOYNE'S._eipen
Sa.tuedap.

3oh. at tO ola., Chokes, 1/6; 'Rh. at 60
VORTEXION
ma. 0/0; 50k. at 150 ma., 200 obus,. 10/6 upes
type, 12/6 shroosded.

(S.

all

return.

j°O'NE'S.All

£4/SO.
\7'ORTF.XION 1,000-matt Transformers; £4/10, Care/ago

2814.

lcr

3500-35es. 120 mn., 4,. 2,Sa., 4e. 4a..
pA.RA.M001.NT
So. 5a , epms type, 14/-; shrouded, 15/6; post 1/'.
SUE are Prsud ol oar 5-salse Super Inductance EeVV
cri-nec; ante Irr details, price £9. complets e
naleut cabinet.
430s., 455v. or 500,. 120 sca., 4e. 2.5a,
PARAMOUN'r
H. Es., 45 5a., rpm typr 171. shrouded 19/., post
1/3; 150 na.- aith 2:e'utoa Islatsenta Inoteereoding
uuttmgel, open typr 22/6, shrouded 25/-, post 1/3.
Ssper Mudeta.-H,T.8, 9 or 10. 45. i to
PARAMOUNT
2u., 4n. 2 to ta. open typo, 14/'; rbronded, 15/6;
port ;/-; dust gap high- priera toc yes, maids nom'

t

2,OOlf'ooa.Ots,

VORTFXION
works Stanley Rd. Wimbledon,

Suitablo

rd

mies dhoph., 1/6.

polishd die ceeL,
£1; ci aze s 6/- chcic

ch,oedteg geece,etccd 5 ycae ;
te eetde. 12/6.
A.C.2 Trcefoemer. 18/-; choke te mtch
STANDAD
10/6; 5
guere,,tcc.
VORTEXION Specified Olympic S.S. 6 Tceccfonncc.
S.S.352. 5 yers guece utce, 25/-; leS, tecminl, nd
guarectec, 21/-; pccerchccse £3/17/6; chde, 12/6
Shegle Span medel. 25/-; 1' occerc1zces is. £3/SO.
UTHY Not Cell ced lespect Ceneplimect.r.y Lettece Icem

-

Practical HOME MICRO-

its

fousassc'Pnfee mookh,g dna, uso-o b10k5. Caobos Gcosaleu
ingIesson psob,Gcadrf.0d.; N0.2.i'-; No.3,llue.i/6i
No.4,eooloalise,2/-; BsckBIoaIos,4d. Dosphesgse,.6d.

MAINS EQUIPMENT.

.

ars

Tronere encere 'Guarantred loe 2 Trae,.
PARASIOUNT
the hee/ B,itinh materials, 2/a0 mils. thich insulating papee betnrrs each layrr, niCh stardued
primarios, 2cc-250,. 50 cycles, all- secondaries CT.
250-I-250e. 60 ma., 4,. 1 ta 25., 4,.
pARAMOUNT
2 te 4a, oprn type, 9/-; nhrnuded, 31/'; puai 9d.
Frrroyart III. 350-0-350,. 75 ms., 4,.
pARA5IOUNT
2.5a., Sn. 3 to 5e.. open tJpr. 12/.; ah,noded, 14/-;
post Sd.
Trannlormrr
Made to Your Own
PARAPIOUNT
Specification; pri re an2or ding to wattage; qootatiosn

-

-

'"---

foe Bcoadeu,ling n, Home.
creeed porposo. robare Mike,
sich solid buhe//Ir body, harle terminals,
front motel grille. Nu. 11. Num dr,ígn,
burly Gniehcd, 5/6. Wu herr the finest
prodocts in eredI hsad Mike, st the
Leanest Pc,sibln Prier,.
Il eco ace
ctrrrntrd n cand eerrcd arisen tend f cc
sor Neu Minccrhcnn List "W." P05,

PHONE

ARMSTRONG.-4c.
basdpass; £511816.

-ti. throughout, arcarut
guaruntred one yrar.

''''t

-

Maios Teanalcemers Lrad in Price and

by

Onlr 15/-. Load/n No. lOB Prdrsmol. lIlie.
high 12/6; Lr,dia Supreme, No. 12ES
R/ng 14 in. Prdrstul, 18/6. Hand M5k.5 se,
2 n. ruer, N0. Il. at Sf6 ; Snperror mypr,
No.

Mains Ectuipment.-Contd.

PARAMOUNT
Quality.
Pranelormers
PileEAM0UNT
W.W." Giro-alte.

1935

SET

and Speakee Cahiocts; 5/. opuweds.
dash uafcut fin/sb, for sel and speaker, so.

S-T.t00.
dc/lIed;
-

Il/O.

PLADIOCRASI Cebinoto; 37/6 upwards.
SPEAKER Cahicetc; 4/6 upwaeels.

QEND Paeticulaes

o) Your Rrqoiremento (gioing size of
ra)) asid moho pour choice from our
'different types; (rom 3/6 to £4/lI,
1'aIOTORS (ne Rudiogeams or Gramophones, elochwoek
IVI ea electeic (rom 5/-, list os application.
SMITH asic) Ce., Ltd., 287-9, Edgware ltd.,
kY
set, cte.), oc
etucchs 51 caece 100

FIL

DDYf$TONL

SHORT. WAVE

:

000

MANUAL

"TIte Wireless World " Diary /01 1935

5891.[7130

London. IV.2. Tel. Wadd.
Radicgeaiu arid Gramophone Cabinets, all us
thr aiuto, nih, walnut, mahogany, bankeupt
1
Roch must bcateared prierc 6/6 to £1, grsiicice bargains;
trade supplird.-ltacslioson Bries., 99, Usbaidga Rd., Slsep.
head's Bush. IV.l2. 'Phsne Skr. 1306. Opru Sunday
maecing.
[7281

Price z/6

By

post, x/

PDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor

THE WIRELESS WORLD

ADVERT1SEMENS.

DYNAMOS,

J

,.

Con-I

WuLørto, Hereford.

,

igo

ETC.

NEW Ceypto V.10.3 Charger; £8/lO.-HarnhltOn 53.
Morgan Road, Bronsley. Kent.
[7215
FOR S,le.-Rotaey converter by Electeodynomic
otrugtion Co Ltd., loo volts D.C. to 220 volts AC..
50 cycles, 45
1LSLV. for radio'

cu
IUW
M IC

t

d

7795.

[7288

//

A GENUINE

D/menricsu oi

f

0)

Ill
IIi
(li
Ill

¿Id
at

U.

.

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES (WIRELESS) Ltd.,
126, Neuintlso Cnnsseno, Elepbiat & Cisl/e, i.aolas, SEl.
'Pi,sse:

Ha' 4177.

..

'5

/

/

9

nmazlng5Pta'tt boegaliis now; celait erden ara
6.
.'oming in daily; cash oit/a nrder. or c.o d.-Itulbeet.
F7077
Cosduit St.. 00.1.
Magnsnou 153
1/IACNAVOX D.C152 ft/n. eone).'22/t;
.1.
i641n. cene). 16/3; olI oil/s basmbuckang male.
poa'ee oc pentode tesnolormeen, and 2.500 0 6.500ohoc
P.51.202. 22/6.
fields; /atngnucon p.151.253. 18/': trlognatas Ibones;
cacciage
to Ali Oeders SVitbis 24
list.
paid; cash o//ab onice ne c.n.at. Seod torTelephone:
ATTE9TION
E.C.4.
London,
St.,
FareingslOn
'SXTARD. 46.
[6404
VV ilolboan 9703.

Writalor )lfiastralodCflalogoent

RAllIO-GRAOPHONE

ttsese

TELEVISION.
TELEVtSION. Ltd. (in LiqnIdatien9.51aVtng
stock o) Ihn aboye, c'e ore nOce.
comp/ele
under monufoctoeer'O cost; chusaas.
7/6; lenses, 5/6 pose; mottes,
cabinets,
nith 4 salees 5956;
saith plog adopter. 0/-: etc.; seasd
13/-' mains )eods,ens'alope
ter lull last-U. L. Saaatb und
nlrumped addeèssed
(7199
Co., Ltd.. 289. Edgaaee Old.. W 2.

PLEW
puechased the entire

ing

usasse

VALVES.
Valves, ScsI grade in oil types. all Ma/eat/c
AMEIUCAZO
co/ceo; toado sapplied.-MetroPolitan Radio beocios
Co.. 1,021. Fiacbiey Rd.. N.W.11. SpeedsseU 3000. (0436
Va/oea -A/I brood near; battery types, 2.
SURPLUS
soit, H.F.2. L.F.2, LP.2, 1/9; super power, PP.2.
ma/ss. 4-s'oit I amp..
2/6; cenood pentordea 3/9; AC.screens
and pea/odes.
generai porpooe. 0/3; power. 4/-:
pool; gosh sLh
pootage
3/6;
rectifares.
4/6; full naos
ocdee, or cod. over 10/-.-Ciasios Rodio Volte Co.,
/6339
885. Tyloaru Rd.. Eodington, Biemiugham.
Stock.
A LL Types of Beond Neu AmerIcan Va/ceo irs R.C.A.
end
only litst,'closa soak ea nach as A rctaraa
tioekpd, guaranteed loe 6 months, 247, 235, 551, 89, IS,.
29, 46, 59, 6A7. 15, 42. 41, 39, 39. 78. 75. 5?. 58, 22.4,
44, 06, 235. 83. 43, 5Z3, 12/-: 2555. 12Z3. 14/6; 63X171,
SJX 199. 11X280. 63X205. 6,7X226, 63X227, 7/8; 63X250.
63X210, 63X231, 17/6; US 567 phsloeeliu. 25/-: a/I other
typeo of American "aIreo is atock; oc a/so stock teoss.
noitting aa/oes, pott paid, task wIth oeder 0e c.o.d
UTARD. 38, Facringdau SL. Landas, ELio. Telephone:

-

n
.

CABIN EIS

_\,-as

';

eeolos/ve rooders des/on.
esodv by cas(t,eoen. ea highly

7

REMARKABLE VALUES.

\'\,

l'!F

a

j'

flgr.redOoWolsaaaeMihow'

7

:

JakascadssOroeca.Vde

F

,,

I

?

.
.,

Rroosnnesdrd
Full

dereifs

by

.s

/

i/'tL

'

t,

GILBERT
SWINDON

Cabinet Mulaar

f2goerd 0.0 Cob set

Esi. 1864

0,3-13")

9703.(651?

Y

COMPONENTS, ETC., FOR SALE.
]\1AINS RAU/O DEVF.LOPMENT COMPANY.

Baegaìus; rpm/al gooro nteed oSees; car4046
Typo F/ted Coudeusers, 0.00006, 0.1001.
T.C.C.Tug
400025, 0.0003, 0.0005. 0.001, 0.042, 0.005 mId,,
2//ed. each. 2/. peo dotau.
1? sold, condensera, 4o4oOx3o2Xl mid.. 250a.
PYEALI, working, 4/-.
25.000-Ohm o'ire-sooasnd potentismeteeo, 1/3;
COLVERN
CTS. 50,000-ohm poteutl005eteca. 1/3.
4.-tie/oar coded. 1-arabtecaistara, soire.around
RESISTOI/
1:/es code, 160 to 100,000 ohms; poor choice; 4d.
e/ago paid, cull, pr 'phase: 'l'udor
CHRiSTMAS

3/6

pee donen.

P,M.M.O. Speokera, 7m. cone, Uniceroal
acea, 15/-.
Standard Tobalar Condensers. brasd near ar/re
B1611/SN
tes t, '0.21, 0.02. 0.05, 0.1 mId., 6d.;
ends, 600e
0.25, 0.5 mid., ed.
8 nid. EiecteoiytlCS 550e. workms, 2/IO; 'FIJO.
25 mId.. 25e.. 50 ,old.. 22v.. sf3; 'I'.c.c. 50 asId.
50e., Sf-.
Vaice-hoiders, peas, 5-pro, 1. per sou; 7-pea.
CIIASSIS
5d. each; CredniiU'ai plated metal chosars, 53Y,rn.o
teosolarmer. brasd
ROTRE14MEL

BIC.

'7in.x2din., 5f-

Chokes: manufacturer's cleurunre, brghiv eMc!ent,
4d.; screened hester wire, 1015. /er s'I.; Pye 500,000ehm and 5 mego/rna resisters, aire erds, one oatS, 4r1.
c'eh: Bes/rep/rose toggles. 3.polnt. 7d.; on-off. 54.
StADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY. 4-6, Mm.
1'IAIN4
.1.
neIl ¡liii ltd.. London. N.6.
(7253

J'.F.

VALVES FROM

IIAUXIIALL.-Ratheemel

/

.CLE5KENW6LL

Orsa4Mo

S/roig/aE Midget typa candeo:cea, broad new, sealed

5/9.

3/9

MJNS

7387

HHvACUuM'VAW'E'CLri
113117 ARRINoDOw R EC./

BR/TI.ÇM"MADE

Picco 0,/cc/e/e p/ek-nps,
BTu. Minor, 36/6; Senior, neodle urmuture, 30f-;
29/-;
Radiophone, 14/6; others leseo 00/.; B.T.bl. Teusperd
gromaphono mo/orn. 30/-; Colloco 32 credeI, 32/6- earn.
p/etc unit A C.. 203-250e.. first qoallty pick-up and
onlumecasteob, 48/-, realed cartoon.
TAUXHALL.-Dub/fier eandeuaers, 4 ce 8 mId,, dey
'%
e/ccteolvtie. 500e. mach/ng, 3/.; 50 mId., 50e. work/nc, 1/0; la/au/ar nos.indoct/ve, 01 ad.. 0.05 6d., 0.002,
0.0002. 4.001. o.noo. ad. euch; TOO.,
mica, osos.
2.000-Colt trot.- SOd.; 0.0001, 401.; 0.000, 0,00, o/-i s mfd,
yaloeahcidge,

YOU CANNOT BUY A
WITHOUT BUYING
SUPER-POWEP. I.

-

'

1/se

Mope/c Laceo-a

C/scale

t5ao'

-

lOyeaoa

Extecesioas i/peake,

75&77, SIJS5EX

SPEAREP.

'

.

.

'-

SENO 006 FREE 24 PAGE
80000,07 TODAY 70-

BAKER'S"
SELHURST RADIO LTD.

ROAD, CROYDON. SUR.ISEY.

P/IOW(:C0OYDON

eompletr

TAUXb0ALT..-BrnIam/n Class B trans/orsners, 5.jl/s ta
Y
1, 6/6; R::diaphsae, Cloos R. 10/-; enlume eontcola;
Rodiophone. wi/h noi/eh, 5,003 to 500,000, 3/6.
TAUXHALL.-Set monalactorer's sarpius,
Skeleton
Y
type Wes/inglanose rectifiers; S0.T.5 9/6, np 9,
H.T.I0, 10/-; Westeptors, WO, 90,X6, 5/9; ma/or trasofitted'ar/th
rereened
bernera,
primacy, 3OØ300c, 60 mo.,
40. 2.5w. 4e. 4w., irnpeegaatee/ amO/ugo, 11/6; Nicletu,

-

BATTERY.

THE S(uIrjnçug

dr/coo,

boum; 8/6.

--

lb/Loen

snot

a:ith cacutcheaaus,iost/000ed.boloclaoo-/uroo'u;S/.
TAUX1iAb,L.-Rodiephone 3gasg ouperhet or 3-gwnp

lj',ce5,

M.R;R.L'9RD,',

VA

37/6; gramophone switches.

dIo/a

Y

yeedJoedco:caparceE00010!

%aJt

lOu/tIe Pubs, lt.?. snperhrto.
V
110 SI 117 be. completo ni/h volume controlo.
escutcheon plate, etc., taeaand ncw stetson named d/als neo
LBereue o nd motees-. 34/..
TAUX1IALL.I.F, teausforflaers, 110 0e 117 bc. centre
V
tripped ou toases silla Sofug teesulsrals; 416 each.
TAtJXl1ALL.-3'gonc cnndeu.'ees and set icon cored coils

TAUX0tALL.-" Utility"

.le,ecfC,O0loc0Iceacoo,aO

eath,o/.c.ueIIecOfOeet'e5'aT5el65

-

Baud-paso or 16F. auperhet,

ST CHAOGIN0 ACCIIMULAT009
/4

(7291

V AUXHALL

Y
specially matched boo SG. Oct. pentode, comp/cte o/I/o
dial, dr/oc, escuta'hean, etc., 35/-; an abure, ouitah/e lar

Qdd 50/-W E E K LY
to zjowt at,thtJ
'Me

,

'tTAUXHALL.-Rodisphone

".

-

'

Essauniss Cues,

i

EL

r

.

she B.B.C.

on cequrs

;

;

a

'7

o)

fiTto, 27/S.
AMBREI.L Type 01 N000tone, 15/. ; Gosobeell senior
atandaed Novotone, far medium reaiutouee pick-ups.
20/.; Varley 300 11 daube, 10/6; Feeu'nnti nutpot toaDatornee, 27/801, 5/-; paio Lione uuoueeno d coils, 4/9;
Vaclep daskle ratio nulpat tcauulocmcr, 5/9.
CENERAI, Tunee, 4/9; }'eceanti O.P.O 1.1 ost.
BlllTlSl-t
pot teonsloemer, 5/9; E/son 15/20 D.0 ellmivatos,
115/9; Supremos AC. onit, 2/Oc. 35 ma., Westinghouse
rectifier, single ootput, 15/ 9 aaOee cectiflee unit, cainylete, 150a', 50 ma., 8/6.
EF. Wach, supeekat
be., neu,
RADIOPOIONE
35/.; Rotkeemet brook cone unit, 317.5
list 451-, t51';
Fe0000ti BI cbs/se, 10f.; WearEr typo 151 class B chokes.
6/-; Uni oreas I deieec, 5/..
'L°ERRANTt A.F.5c, noiled, 15/-; A.F.7, 16/9; A,F,5g.a.,
Osons , 22/6; A.F.6. 15/9; A.F.4, 7/6;
3/6; O.P.51.t7c., 8/6; O.i'.lat.t2c., 7/9; A.11'.bcr.c.,APiO.
2116;
OPe.. 2-1 5.0/.. 5/9.
Mettes, portable type, 10/50/250e., 35/-;
FERRANTI
10/2500. 13 mo., 35/.; flush type, 0.250e.,
F cerasti calce tester, V.T.l D.C., 05f-; oil 1,000 30/.;
ohm
perus It, Rosto flash 0-8,0 mo., t3(6; Sitam 0.200 ruS.,
Ilasab, 13/6, tea: Turnes 0.100 nsa., flush, 15/-; Ri/sm
0.240e. 000 0.0/V., 15/- Weston bahelite cased 0.500
mo.. ßaash, 301 type, 20/-.
Nuganc There,
type, n/tb dase desee,
J.B. 17,/6; Polar 51/sorsaperhet.
3.gang, nit/a moving a-ale drir,
11/6; Polur Star 3.guuc ouper. with RD.. 10/6; Radiap/moo 3cancooperbet. pi000 type madget or atandaed.
nro. 10/9; olI 0.0005.
Coop/ed Olaaliopbone Pots. 5,000 und 50,000.
PMRS
ness, 6/-; Bulgin topped uhnoaded rcoistoucc, toe D.C.
i/ amp, cuIses, 7/6; Leocos super 60 coils, 4/-; oscillateurs,
6/'; set 3 ToIses canned coils. B.P, oud HF., 10/-, less
snatch
st Week's sud Nest Week's Issue fur Detollr el
0
llene, sI Goods Asailable.
ssalh L.'I. and
'1

Eqs/peae.as-Anasaitaei,F.saasnenlaas
Osma. Cose OsaSes, Pulls, ele,

Q

nl
Only! b-Beasd veas cabinets. enftable foe icy
shoes opera/seeS; 2/9 each only; secare ene nl

115'.

Posa /eeS.

Liesses sppdeaaaio. t's.deer,tr,/'iea
:u5sellrd.Suaiefoeaaao,ueerorad.8ceP

1ß

bnosOs

u

o

£21 5-O

toreras/sn 8/on
..
10/tarecos/ss E/sg c/tb naso
17/8
Sospese/ao Riot, Oase sod 12
ceaei:arie Sund Im fal.si.l., 22/5
toscessisoolisa, 8nsr usd70'
Oe/rseaie Stasi........... 40/-8ClcìaTlO'tc'. se:cItOPffOt
TIIA5OFORraER 12/6.
We servio/ir is sia l'oblio Addersu

F

t
Il

o

(duly t -Brand ness mnnntactueets' surplus
mocing coil apcakeea, vsadr lay one o! the best
Beitials malaeeu; peemanent magnet model o! hag/a.
efficiency, nit/a pecore or pentodo teansloomer. San. cosa I
15/6 roch.
bot so/tb 10/n. en e; Ideal
,
t -As uboee
1 '6 tOnly
oe use oit/a gaalityreceaecra
bash
nit/a
osagnet npes bers
IC t-Peensouont
efficiency AloI mapsels. tan, cone; 10/B.
cono;
24/-.
loan,
aboos. bot asili,

HIGH GRADE
INSTRUMENT AT A
POPULAR PRICE.

pr:cr

s

'

Translseeoeru, 22/6; Balg/n 2018.
typo YarEy tlypeemu, uuaase d, NI'.
3, 15/-;
SETOrt (10/2/3, 17/6; set 010/14/8,baseplate
ty/6; }'crcocaet
inteemed/ratea, 6/-; Foliar minor ntcuight 3-gang, with
mosang oea/o deioes. 1019.
barley Nacore, Ace/sal sod HF., su boseplate,
pAIR
15/-; Vae/cy B.P.22 nseiltotaae coils, 3/- Eckeraley
toser, 5/. ; Wbitelrp lisnekam, 42/-; Miceolode P.7.1..
25/-; Amplion Isl.C.22. 22/5; Toben electric panee pen.
tode chokes, 4/6.
ihIARCONI Slaeooded 25-1 Ootput Teausloeuaee, 4/9;
Pacage tafapcd choke, SOB., SO ma., 735 obuss,
Challis 5000-5/lOo. trrunsaoemee, orth 3L.T. uindinga,7/9;
loe
SV.W. anaplillee, 16/-; Rl. LT. 3-amp. choke, eheouded,
aocondkand, 5/9; rad/opbone 2 10F. pack, 30/-.
3.gong Steaigbt, oith disc deine and
UTILITY
6/6; Et. Dus ckohes, second-bond, 51-; R.t. caner.
Pari.
lecd'unit second.kand, 6/6; Iteayherd loTto traEslorr,

Lt

a,

kaos

055ísa

-4

[7289
81330.
Il yts
t, Conduit St.,' W 1.-Read belom
HULBERT,
acaccqoicing ccalisticrepeoduCtiou ut remaekably
loso cost, send toc one ob the following ksgbgrado opeabses.
repeat codees are coming in dasly.
-Brand ato man8tactneceo' soeplus mue.
' '6 Only!
ing coil speakers, usada by' one nf the best
eneegioed, 2.500 nr 6.500 obson
known British makes
Bold. ponce or pentod' trausloemee, 8sn. cone; 10/6 each.
Only l-As abone but a/tb tOrn, cone, a neto
/
9
1
puoecIal speaker capable u! handling large

1

RAmO, 44, Limbs Conduit St., London,
cote; veoce oat oil TheabaldoRal.,
appra.icb rom Itolborn t0000go Res Lin St. Mol52
1OUes 11 to 3 pm.. Ketoedass 5 Pm. Ibues.
10Cl. Calico,

;

VAUXflALL._Mgno800 p&manent rnogneto uo[orI.
IUitIb1e loo cb000 " B
Po 'er or poatode. 71-n. cone.
16(6; lOio. go.e. 23/-.
JAUXHALL.-MogoaVOO mai00 energaoed, 2.500 oc
6500 field coil, 20m, cone, 22/-; 710. cone, 15/3.
'6JAUXIIALL.-The above, all beam) neo, complete oath
huesbuckjing coils; state poace or pentodc tesos.
besser; unused manulactuleeto slock, imnseslsatc detiocey.
eaeeiage paid; liste free; cash saith ocder oc cod.Vounhall Utilities, 163ra, Steaud, sV.C.2. Temple Bat

u"

-Lt
be, t

SaIe.-Contd.

Aia CO/ls, 2 10F., on

LOUD-SPEAKERS.

V

for

Parley PI'.
pAlot
chulos, 4/-; raca
Vaeley

Oluseuo!

Mooylebone SL, London. WI..

Etc.,

Ri YALLS
on

E

IMPROVED REII2

crteI, input

21, Upper

1je

A
5a5.

U

.

mM
10
Cone.t
Wl8S, b!ad ¡ew, In
D.C. 200-230 colts, output AC.
a8 90 nlUI, at
3/1O; criage n rward goodl;
fIter nods for th ocooveoterso t 30/- post poId.-Dogat-

R
230 vnit

Components,

ROPHO

[7284
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PAACTICAL RADIO TRAINING
AT HOME-NO TEXT-BOOKS

eevintanoee.

3-watt

type,

751.

caben holders, terminals 7-pin
94, 5-pis 7d.; W.B. 5-pin, 4f/ed.; post paid 2/6 or acer,

TW(HALL UTILITIES,

V
/)000y'n the Iteokrellees.
postcard lar Ilota treo.
ODE//SON,

163s.

Strand, W.C.2
Temple Bar 9330.

ocr
'

Sen

'(7206

A

Select/on 0r Surplus Poets Inc Sole at
inplo,/ine F're'aoti met-ers, tronsboerners Keen
u/sa
same Seat class opon hoes, at ea ioaa pr/ecu; srio sed ail
various parts; aend br price lint, and vane reala/cemento
J. F. Andeeson. 55. Landsdowse Rd., /aVallf:arnsicw y

ALARGE
Prirr,

-

colour coded, sired endu,
100 tO 50,000 uhms; 3/- dozen.-.
Eptsre, 93, Nec hund, Chingiurd, Ea.
(7283
Molt/range D.C. Test Set, new, g'auvanteeal
FEIIT1ANTI
perfect; £4; 'could consider erre/rusco ootorttutic record
Changer, cash ndjustmculc'-'Jonea, Trenthum, Council St.,
Liansladno.
(7276
A VOME'FEIO Ut/incrust and Adapter, £9; Asoesinar,
.51. 30/-; Weston 0450 colts, 22f-; Situes O'120 suits.
8i laboratorY nsiiliumiameter. 025-550, 35f-; oli mon/ne
coil; escbuuges.-Langiey Knight, 42. Thorpe Ceesreni
L.tl.
L726s

RESISTANÇES.
asoorted salues

Our specially prepared lessons inslrssci from tgst Pr:rciples lo Present Practice.
Invaluable lo Student,
Serviceman or Professional.
Reasonable Fees-payabie
by insta'ments.
II-nie for Free Bou/riel «'ad Evzpio'araeef Forre fo:
RADIO TRAINING INSTITUTE OF GREAT BRITAIN.
47, turi', CeoORmd t,osdss.W.8

'Eletneaitary Principles of (Vireless Telegraphy and Telephony"

1/3.

' TAUXHALL.-Dubilier
each, oil rolases; CIls

Thtd Edition Post

free 8/.-

PDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor

DECEMBER 28TH,

iJ.

THE. WIRELESS WORLD

Components, Etc. , for SaIe.-Contd.
SUPPLY STORES
ANNOUNCE g City Branch t 165 a,d 165a, Fleet ss:
E.O.
,Ioo, to AndVtons Hotel) fo, th oconoe,, i.
of coller, pOot oodeeo onU collero to High St., Cb5OFFEE the Followiog M,,nuloetcerero ' Sueplu, Neec
Goodo oS o. Froctioo of the Oelginal Cost; elf goods
euoro rsteed perfect; cardage gold oser 5)., ondee 5/- poStoge 65. entes ; IlS. and abeoaol, caefiago ooloa oedoen
ando, 5/- cannot b esente .0.5. pleaso send loo ilIas-

P I1EMIER

(,t
;

;

;

teafed catalogue. post Ieee.
3-stage AmpliSees, 200-250e. 4060
4LL.ELECTRtC
codes, 10 so-attn osdistoetcd output, cosaplete with 5
salves, and Magnaeoo Super 66 eneegised speaker; 012/10.
ELIMINATOR Kits, including troostersoseo, choke, \Vest-inghos,se metal eectiflee, condensers, resistances, 01,4
dIagrams, 120v. 20 ma., 20/-; trickle charger. 8/- extra;
1500. 30 milliansps., ,vith 4v. 2-4 smp., CT., LP., 25/-;
trickle charger, 6/6 estro; 250s-. 60 milliamps., n/tb 4v.
3-5 asepo., CT., LT., 30/-; 3005. 60 ma., soith 4 colts
3-5 amps., 37/6; 200v. 50 ma., vitS 4,-. 3-5 amps LT.,
521,06e,, 40 millismps., 25 by,., 4/-; 65 mill itoys., 5/6; 150 mibbiompo., 30 toys, 10/6;
60 milbiaeops., 80 hyo., 2,500 ohms, 5/6; 25 miflianops.,
20 551., 219; 250 nsilbiamps.. 30 boo.. 20/-.

pREMIER
amps.. 30

Premier Guaranteed Mains Tean,foemrsv llore Es.
'ALL
geared Terso,na.l Strips, svith terminal coonectiorss,
input 200-250v.. 40-100 cycles, all oindrsgs papee interleased.
PREM1ET1 IST.? Teassteemer, output 135v. 80 ma.,
for voltage doubling, 8/6; 4v, 3-Sa., CT., LT., 2/rateo; oitk Westisgkouso recOSer, giv/ng 200v, 30 ma.,
17/6.
PREMIER lIT.8 osd 9 Teanstormees, 250v. 60 ma,
and 300v. 60 ma. rectified, nit/s 4v, 3-Sa, and 4e.
l-2s. CT., LT., sud screened p russare, 10/- oith Wentinghon/e rectifie,-, 18/6.
PREMIER lIT.10 Transformer, 200e. 100 ma., rectified,
soith 4V. 3-5x., und 4v. l-2a., CT., LT., ssd neeevned
primacy, 10/-; svitls sVestingissane rectifies, 19/6.
FREElER Ma/os Toansfoomee, output 250-0-250v. 60
ma., 3v. 3-Sa., 4e. 2-3a., 4c. 1-2v. bell CT.). orth

vcreened ps'imary; 10/-.
PREMIEIO Mains Tvanvtormres. output 350-0-350e. 330
mu., 4e 3-50 4s- 2.3a.. 4v. 1-2a. loll CPI. v'sth
screened primury; 10/-.
PREMiER Auto Teossbornsers. 300-110/200-250v., OC
vice verra, 100-ssutt; 10/-.
ESTEIIN Electric Mo/ns Transformers, 3000-300v. 65
VV nsa. Sc.. 1.2a., 4e. 2-30., 6/6; 500-0-500". 150 mo.,
35v 4v. 2-3o.. 4e. 2.3a., 4v, la., CT., 40. la., CT.;
4

19/6.
ko
PECIAL Offer ot Mains Trsnslormerv, manulaclsecd
P54/ps, input 100-510v. or 200-250v., ostput 180-0
180v.. 40 ma. 4, 1 amp., 4V. 3 amps., 4/6; 20102000..
4v. la., 4e. 3u.; 4/6.
LT Charger Kits. conoist/ssg si Premier
PRENtIER
transtssrrness und Westinghouse sectifiev, Input 200snap., 17/6;
250v. AC., output 8e. 5O seep., 14/6; 8e. 1 snap.,
11/-.
6o. 2 snip., 27/6; 30v. 1 smp.. 37/6; 2v.
Teuspeed Induction Typo (AC. osly) Electric
J3.P.H.
Grumop1aoie Motocs. 100-250v.; 30/- cOmplete; detto,
D.C., 47/6.
Geamophsfle Unit, consisting si AC. motor,
COLLARO
200-250e. higls qflulity pick-up und volume control,
49/-; with out voluose control, 46/..
BELL Doublé Spring Gramophone Motors, comEDISON
pleto oith turntable and sil 661/ugo, a emily soeond
job; 55/'.
011ev ol 6V/re Wound Otesistonres, 4 matto,
any sobo
SPECIAL
any yatay op to 50,000 ohms, 1/-; 8 watts,
to 50.000
up to is000 ohms, 1/6; 15 waIts, any value opohms.
2/6.
op
50,000
to
ohms, 2/-; 25 oct15. ony salue
Poteotioeesetees. 400 ohms, 1/.; 50_000.
o/cc
ohses,
2/.;
valuo.
200
ooy
meg..
CENTRALAB
100.000. Vo
mound, 1/-.
Stur. ooaouiurturees' model, 3-gang condensers,
POLAlt
bully screened. 7/6, with trimmers; unsrreesecl. 5/-.
Triple Gang 0.0005 Coodensees. voith
AMERICAN
trimmers, 4/11; Utility babel/to 2-gang 0.0005.
screened, esitO usihosh trimmer, 3/6; Polar babel/to condesnore. 0.00035. 0.0003. 0.0005. 1/-.
Condensers, 0.0005 2-gong semishielded. 2/6;
ORMOND
beans sanes a/I/s tv/movers, 3/6.
/%4AGNAVOX D.C. 152, 2,500 ohms, 17/6; D.C. 154.
lvi 2,500 ohms, 12/6; D.C. 152 Mo.gns., 2.500 ohms,
37/6; oli completa wit/s lsomburkisg costs; pieuse state
whether power nr pentodo required; AC. rosseesion bsl
inc above typos, 10/-; Magsaros P.M. 7/n. cone, 16/6;
9m, cone. 22/6.
Canned Coils n/tb Cirro/O Acourutrl
RELiABLE
Slai,'hed, dsiai ronge, iron coree!; 2/il.
3-gosg Cosso/eosess. 0.0005, fully screened, esith

WITH A NAME BEHIND

boll bcur/,sg, oteu/g/st orsopeehet., 6/9;
ccssplete;ssit/e st/ev de/se. 7/li; the beet 3.gasg aro/I.
Condensers, 250v. socking, i mf., 1/3; 2 mi.,
1/9; 4 ml.. 3/-; 4 ost., 450e. eror/sisg. 4/-; 4 mt.,
750v. working, 61-; 2 resi., 750e. work/sc, 3/-.
ITARLEY Ccnstuasl Sqouru Peck Coils, hood'pans type
B.P.7, bronci Oese, io cookers cartoon, es/Its iosteac5/os und diogs'ssa: 2/4.
B.P.8. buod.pons, cons.
hARLEY 10F. Istrroolve Coils,
pieleo/tfsineieut/sne, /o ov/gisal cartons; 2/6.
11F. Chohcs. by ono nf the iuegcsb muon-

SCREENED
tactseees is the country; 1/6.

pILEMIESO Br/I/sIc-Made Metres, mss-/sg icon, flush
snouatisg. uc000ate, 0-30, 0-15. 0-50 oso.. 0-500.
0-250 rna.. O-1, 0.5 soaps.; all st 6/-.
tSTESTERX Electric Cor.densees. 250e. ssarlting, 1 ml..
VV 6d.; 2 osI., 1/-; 4 taL. 2/-; 400e. working. 1 ial..
1/-; 2 ml.. 1/6.
UTIRE-WÚUND Potentiametera, 1,000, 2,500. 50,000
VV 500,000. 2/- each; 1,000 ahm. semi nariable, corey
150 sta.. 2/..
'DLESSEY Pick-op and Arm, 15/-; Cosmocoed pick-sip,
J. wAh arm and colonie s'satinI, 10/6.
Inteenalee Teanslornieca, 2/-; MC. MaittRELIABLE
ras/a ostpot translormers, 2/6; 2-1 ne 1-1 output
trisnslormeaa, 2/6; taineophane trisastoemnrs, 50 and 100-1.
2/6..
,1AN-hVOX Sopee 66 Poseer. praterie and punta-polI
J. J. Iranslseusee. 2.000 ahnt Odd, £4/I; enero/aid loi
200/250 AC.,- £5.
SPOT 45 P.M. Speicher Mn/ti-ratio Tcanslnennor,
BLUE
handles 4 oattt; Dated 45/-, at 25/-; ne in /sandsoase
malnhlt cabinet, 35/-.
SPOT 99 P.M. Speaker Hiatt/-cat/n Teanslaemrr.
BLU
01-sndles,5 ssatts; listed 59/6, st 31/-.
'Pl/e advertisement coot/said is Iliad ea/otan.)
-

"Handbook

0/

IT'!

METAL-RECTIflER
Rect/fied Output.
200 y. at 60 rn/a
250v. at 60mb J "W.33 - H.T.9 - 300 y. at 60 rn/a 0W34 - H.T.I0 - 200 y, at 00 rn/a 'W,35 - H.T.I I - 400 y. at 120 rn/a .
500v. at 120m/aJ °Sopphed ,cith tuo 4 voIt. LT. uiod/og,.

W.30

Rectifier.

-

H.T.8

-

Pr/re.

-

-

32/6
34/-

52 6

VALVE TRANSFORMERS
rn/a

-

29/_

-

-

2+2v. amp, 2+2 y. 5/6 amps.,
350-250+250-350 y. 120 os/a
2+2 y. 2.5 amps, 2+2 y. 5 amps,
2+2 y. 2 amps.
I

805

-

806

-

49/6

-

500+500v.

2+2

y.

120 rn/a

2+2v.

59/-

OÑ-

cofa,uo.)

...

working, 4+4+2+0.1,

-

0

SUPPLY STORES Asuounce 6/se Puectoase
PREMIER
el the Coroplete Stoch ol a Woeld-famous Co,rtinentaf'
Valve Manufacture,-. all the lollnoiug st.acdard ma/on
typvs, lully goarant.eed, 4/6 each: HL., L., pouce, medium.
high, lou mag. ard vor/ahle mo seeeen griots, 1-, 3- and
4.oat4 AC. output, directly bested penSoSe,, 250o. 60'
ma., full soave rect/fier,, D.C. types, 20o. 18 amp,., filamenlo, screen good VSI., II., HL., power.
"T'mE Follosoing Typee. 5/6 each 350v., 120 ms., full
mace rectifier, 100v. 120 u.s., full wave reel/fier,
2',lrustt indirectly heated pnntovle.
Folfo,s/ng Americas Typos, 4/6 250, 112, 171,
s

HEAYBERD

TItE210,

s

245, 226, 47, 46, 24, 35, 51, 57, 58, 55, 37, 80,

tA7, 2A7. 27.

Send coupon together with 3d. in stamps for our
intent 1935 HANDBOOK "MAINS POWER

TIlE38,

Address- ........................................................

) A-22, High SI., Ciapham, S.W.u. 'Phone ittaraulay
SQ
2189. N cares t Statios
Clapham North (Usdergvonnd(.
17240

FOR YOUR RADIO."

u.0
te

r.

urAvDron

p

/e

clsohrv, 10-200 metres, 9d,

y. 516 amps.

2_amps.

INSiST

fierI

3/-; PhI/ps 6+4+2-51+1,
Logarithm/c Wire Wound Potentiometer,
RAllOPHONE
10,000 u/oms, scith majos svsitvh, 2/-; 8.5V. 11F.
300s'.

4/ 6.

-

-

--

24/3k amps, 2+2

riseS Icooss

;

Prier.

Oolpnl.

250+250v.75

c001

original retS; tend foe f/st.
FolIos/ng Lises 64. each, or 1/- Per Gocen;
T11EChassis salve solders, 5-, 6', or 7-pi eocrrened
screen-gr/d leads, any calan 1-oatS o-ireressst sorno . sv/ra
end conde users , 0.0001 to 0.1, 3 amp. main switches,
Cotrloñ capacitors, doable trimmers.
Ate/sl and Aoode Coil,, dual songe, complete
SCOrP
soLl, c/rcuit; 2/6 pev pair.
SPOT 29 D.C. MoVing Coil, trith nsult/-ratio
BLIJE
transformo,-, 7m. cose, 2,500 ohms, 9/il.
VLPHRO Volume Ccoteofv, 10,000, 12,000 or 11,000
ohms, complefr so/th nra/ns snitch; 1/-.
.'
Electrolytic CooS ensero , 8 ml., 440v. w'orlrisg 3/-;
TC.C.
4 ml., 440r. working, 3/-; 15 ml., 50v. svork/ng. 1/-;
50 ml., 12n. soorhing 1/-; 15 ml., 100v. ,vorkisg, t-03;
6 ob., 50v. ,visrking, Od. ; 2 ml., lOoc. working. 64. 8+4
mf., 450o. uorkiug, 4/-,
Dry Efectvolytio Cond esters , 12 mf., 20v.
DUBILIER
scoek/ng, Rd. , 50 ml., 50v, working, 1/9.
(1ONDENSER Blocks, 10.M.V., 400v, trorkiog, 4+2+5+
) 5+1+0.5, 3/9; 2+2+1+5+1±.0.5, 3/-; DubS/er

-

Model.
803 --

adscetia-os,, c,,t

IUPER Moo/nc Coil S praiser by Woeld Fa,cosv Radio
and Grumoso/tono Co., 10,000 ohm field 300v. 30
nsa.); 25/-; kaodleo 30 o-atto.
fl.T.51 Tcana former, 500c. 120 Oro., or 4505.
PREElER
510 ma., rectified, o/SIi 3 LT. osindiogs, 22/6; with
OVvsting/, coverer.'tiflee, 42/6.
Valses, 4 s'oIt hsttory type, HF., RC., L.F.,
pARlO
poorer, 5/6 each; 4v, directly heated ma/srs poner,
I sooft, 2/6.
tclect/oo sI Pedestal, tahle sod rad/ogram
ALARGE
cakiseto, Im tus tnsano Iacturersa s lrsctíoo of
L

TRANSFORMERS

5/_.

JJTILITY
tvissesoees,

(Thin

TRANSFORMER
ModeL

5

Components, Etc., for SaIe.-Contd.

USEA

.

27/6.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Following Types. 6/6 each 42, 77, 70, 25Z5, 36.
83. 39, 44, 53, tB7, 2A5, 2A6, 2B7, 5Z3, tC6,
tA4, 616. 6F?. 43, 59. Send for catalogue of aburo types.
PREMIER SUPPLY STORES,
s

:

:

efl
10, FINSBURY STREET,
uu., LONDON,
E.C.2.

RADIOS Wisless Bargaiss.
''
Oevam 4-salve (octuali sets, cern
RECEIVERS.-G.E.C.
piete with u Osvani salves, permaoeet macset Oiooisg
mii speakrr, magniijocut cedes/al cabinet, ready to nne
on ail collages AC., all Oseam peopvietuey rompoeents
in original sraicd csvtons; £6/ 15 tI/st £151151 an eseept.ional borgain,
3-salse Battery Seto, complete er/Ifs there
CROMWELL
ts.osor salves, permanent mognet moving cod spealser
Iuneagnilircstrsalrsstoonsoieeabmnel,hrand sees- us
seeginal sealed cartoon; £311216 Gist £81.
Clues
"B" Receivers, brand, noes,
BURGOYNE
in original sealed nartesees. roceaplete es/tb
3
Muliard salsee, Es/de butteeies and accaoosslotoe, P.M
maying coil speaker, contained in sotteactise robinet, magniitrentby finished with chromium fsttiogo; £3/19/6. ti/at
£6/SO).

S OUTHETON

;

s

2-oaise D.C. ltereieern, cempiete with valses.
in attract/se babel/te cabinet, ecady to week
02/19/6 Gist £7/71.
supeehet, sel nl four (i Ose., 2 LP.
CO3LS.-Igeonic
eoith pigtails. 1 L.F. pta/nl, 12/6 (list 50/-l; Linsen
sopertieb, 3-cuit kit, screened, ganged on base with soitch.
type L.N.518i 9/6; same desreiptios foe bond pass ne
any steaigb t cerca/I, type L.N.5162, 7/-; Voeley constant
square peak coils, B.P.S. complete esith ail arressoeiee in
scatenI racIone,
2/3; Lesens, O.S.C./126 iestesmel
TOS/It, all at 3/6 ench.
model E.2i 11930 issue). 21e
PICE-IJP.5-Maecseni
(list 32/kl.
3.gaug, 12/6; 2-gong. 8/6; sil
CONDENOEIOS,-1.setos
0.0005. inlly sneeenrd with te/ismeen, complete oith
diais, knobs and saeatcheons; speekol bargain I/ne, Plesney
4-cong rendenocrs, suprehet. type, Inlly screened with
trimmers less 4/cisl standard dial esilI OtI, 10/6 li/st
45/-l; Dub/bee bIset condencres. 4 mId. /2XiXI/, 1.000e,,
2/9; 4,5 mId. 12.2502.251, 31-; T.C.C. 105x0.011, i/3

LISSEN
opeukee

00

DOES YOUR SET
SUFFERFRÖM' "HUMMMM"?
There is nothing so annoying as "rna;no hum."
persistent, low-pstched "Hum-rn-rn-rn-rh " lust
worries you io the posnt of dsstroctson. You may
spend much time which might be spent in pleasarable, reluxsng lIstening, und steil not cure that
"Hum-m-m-m-m." --Also, -perhaps. waste much
This

There is u CLAUDE LYONS Hall-Crown
,Gadget which quale delinstely weil etere tisis trouble
in any AC-operated Radio, Radsograni or Amplifier.
Just walk into the nearest good Radio Dealr and
ask for a CLAUDE LYONS TYPE HD-30, 30Ohms "HUM-DINGER ' (Regd; Trade Mark No.
503.668-none genuine f this mark is not engraved
on il). Total cost 2/6, complgte with full instructions.
Qi If you have any difficultj in secunng this little
gadget, send our nearest office a P.O. for 2/6, and
we will despatch, pest free, per return.
Free
descriptive collet on request.

CLAUDE LYONS
76.OLDHALL
-

40,

ST.,

LTD.

UVERPOOL

LONDON OFFICES
BUOt-lNGHAM GATE,

S,W.1

Technical instruction for Wireless Telegraphists "

alI sultages D.C.;

Spot 66R.. no/te, brond new und
PEAKE0tS.-Blue
booed, it/k I/nt 35/-l' complete, oesnsteo3 on Blue
Spot chassis. 16/6 li/nt 451-).
T)LUE Spot Perneoses t Magnet Mor/sg Cs/t Speakeee.
un/neesal teansloesoee tor Clans °B," Sopee Pneser,
Poner, nr Pestode, ail brand seer 1935 series, is sealed
carteos; type 45P.M.. 261. (list 45/.); 99P.M.. 30/- li/st
59/61; t2P.M., in oeagoifiernt cabinet. 38/. list 67/61;
32P.M., in esquisitely tn/shed cabinet, 41/- 1/ist 87/cl.
ail brand ne/o.
1tIISCELLANEOUS.-Set nsannloctueer's sor plat akeleton
IVI type Westiaghaoaa metal rectifiera, H.T.6. 7, S, 9/3;
atorar tapping keys silts Oaah signal and baiser, complete with battery and bolS. 2/-; Lisses generol purpose
osstpot chokes. 20-28 henriro. 10.60 rna., L.N. 5301, 6/each; Lrsoeossoprrhet, dual vase learn r acriSolo, 9/.
utility nsìdget cand entert 0.0005, complete olth dial, knob
escutcheon, 2/6; BiSo staue cutouts, definitely cots nat
all electrical interlrrenre and all unisanted noises without
denreasing volante, liste9 at 12/6. nue. price 2/3 roch;
hrsnrl neo and booed, with simple instruction leaflet;
please state sokethee AC., D.C.. si batteny set; note price.
2/3 listed 12/61.
nl Bargains loe Call ers at our Vaeiooa
TIIOUSANDS
Shops.
Goode Goseanteed acri Sent Post Paìd.

e

J)

I

-

4LL

at 46, I.isle St., W.C.2; 16. Le/raster St..
BRANCHES
W.; 271.275, Stigli Rd., Willesden Green, N.W.50;
att mail nedrco ta 323, Bosteas Stat., N.W.1.
RADIO, 323,. Eustan Rd., London. N.W.l
SOUTHERN
near Waeeru St. Takel. 'Phone; Museons 6324.

-17224

-
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C0;i;ponents, Etc., for SaIe.-Contd.
UTOBUON lb\DlO Offer Following Bokrupt Stock end
Monsfarturees Soeplas
DRITISIL Rolioploone tuo.gong C denvero. .0005. 'udh
J- trimmers roscreened, 5/9; Ilenliop005e tlavee.gfrng
condensers. .0005, folly screened with trimmers streighi

Components, Etc., for SaIe.-Contd.

ScÙNbaISALÈ.S

Marconi

-

7yds., OsI,; .1.11. cosdecoecs. .0605 aie opened, ositis did,
roculcl,eon and lamp, 3/3; Rothermel Midget P.M
opeukero, Sin. cose, 12/6.
blocks o, last week; Formo I
CONDENSER4.-All
mId., 1/-; 2 ssld., 1/3; 4 mIsi., 213; T.C.C. electro.
lytirs, 6 mId. SOs-. "irking, 15 mIni. 000s, working, 25
solai., 25'. onorking, und 50 mId. 12o. working, all at
1/3; British insulated cables, dey eleetrolytiea, 8 mlol.
550u. corking, 3/-; 50 ¡oid. 50o. oorhing, 31-; lssb/iier
4 mId. 5005., 3f-; 8 mtd. 520o., 3!-; 50 mIst, OIs.. 3/-;
'2CC. tag condensers, types "S" and "M," .001, .0015,
003, .006, .0009, .0002, up to .0009, and .00000, ad. each;
tubular condensers, SVego .01. .02 aad 1, 6d.; Wegs .25,

\yOBU1lN Triekie

N.E'rude

L0

Chargees, 2e., 40., 6e.

5

amp., 12/6,

Non Ready; send hesdin; and stump.

Asoid Delay Send Orders Wilhoot Stones; we pap
Ires on orders nere 5/-.
UTOBURN RADIO Cs., 9, Sandlund St., Red Lion St..

TO cod.

(7219.
VVllssllxoec, \5(3j llotkorn 7209.
1bEILDMAY RADIO EXCII.\NGE Otters the Follosing.
'J.V.I. sound osd perfect, cash ailla order nr e.o.d.
Ultra Model 22, for D.C. mains, complete ssdb
1935
in sound and goarasteed corking order.
demonstration model; £818.
AC. or D.C.. complete
Stidget Recee
BELPIONT
vith salees. £4l10; Lotus 3-salse battery operated
reeeioee. complete ailla noIses snot npeakrr io
toined cabinet. 8.0.. det., pourer. £3/5.
CIOLLARO Type 32 Combined A.C. Plaies Gramophone
../ Ostotaro, complete oitls piek.op and somme control.
fitted sn/tb fully sta tomatic stop toot start, 12/s. turntable:
5O/ rae/i, listed £4.
Oser Telseo LP. chokes. to henry. breed
neo and in coaled hases; 1(6 each; limited nomber

SC'

Telscn sboetonfl coil Units, brand
neu anal in sealed hoses; 1/9 esca.
Unitune 3-gang 0.0005 Variable Condensers, tulle
J.B. screened, ailla trimusecn and compirly cit/i disse, n
neales.I boues; 01/6 each.
A.F.4, 7/6; A.F.3. lo/.; A.F.5. 19/-;
FERRANTI
A.F.6. 18/.; A.F.7, 10/6; Bl choke, 10/-: 112 claoko.
22/-: 03, 5/.; 115 cboks. lb(.
Osttpnt Transformers: OPt, 1.1 eolio. 7/6
FERRANTI
O.P.2. 25-1 ratio, 7(6; O.P.3C.. l-i V.P. oatpat.
8/6; O.P.M.1, 10/'; Q.l'.SI.2, 10/'; O.P.M.3, l0/O.P.M.5, 10/-.
7b,fETEI1S.-Feteonli 3-range snitmntee, O-tO, O-50. 0-250
.L .1. 22/6; Fereanti triple range. 0-7.5 colt. 0-150 cdl,
0-15mo., 22/6; Ferranti 0-100 ma., 18/-; lIants be-ad
Beot PLC.. 0-50 mu 15/-; Ayomins,e, 27/6.
TA5LEY B.l'.31 Coils. 6/' cacti; Feerocart (210. 014,
(118, 22/-; net 3 Ca,lrern EGO. coils, tO:.: oet
\'arlrt icore coite, 2B.1'.30. 1B.P.41. 17(6; N'corsIe
old Le ecos sUper set, coito, 4/. euch.
'UTRIGIIT Da Coster Senior Type AC. Mains Booing
Co/l Speaker, eilt handle 10 :eott'. complete a/tb
saatclsiog tranolormee. £4; Baker's P.M. 500010g ('0(1.
speaker. £3/IS essodel, 37/6; Epoch model D25 13m, eoae.

°PEC1AL

011er

-

-

£2/I 2/6,
:..[AffCoy(

1017 Square Beast Pk'k-upa. 18(6 roch:
Baeodept needle a rmatare pickap. 18/'; pair Stalls'
Ctoon B teonrtoysssess. 9/6; pair Rl. Q. t'.P. trans'
farmers, 15/' pair; %'aclai 0.P.42 coito, 10/..
All-poser ITo/to, 2 only, gicing HT., LT.. ond
LOTUS
(0.0., 22/6 each; 2 only 'I'annoy all-pacer units. as
per Lntoo. 20/.
Post or Carriage Paid.

I
tone
J.

each.-

TAboce
lAnE

ore Open Ail Day Thursday, and until
Saturdays.
'ptlO7iE Teemioss 6751.

6 'e.

9

o'clock
-

Pen/aneille Oid. (near The Angel) London, N.I (2
minutes teem Kiog's Ceoss und Esstoo). Collera

inriteol,

[7201
Amines), o terge quantity o) neep bercesy duty
JlIST
trassslnrssseea. chokes, SCentingisa se rectifies-s, t
saitling gene, Scslsssoid relays, Eoeeh,s se ire, 20-47 gauge,
ilk and esassetlesl. Mosconi diecetion findemo. charging
panels, etc.; tna lute tectasnily loe this sdtcrt.
'1ARCON1 PtO 60'uutt AC. Ansplilìer. complete mitts
rateen, £8110; ditto 30-matt. rsonptele witls catees,

£5110.

ISIPLION Osslisot Amldi0ern, 110.240v. AC..
A
me/a restiI/ce, noppiyissg HT. meter in
stage. osiog one L.S.6A; breaking up price, leso

Westiss-

I

output
cames,

£2s 5.
YMPLAPRONE TaR/n AC. Ansplifier, P.se,ssel:o coso.
funesto, %O'rsten meters, 0.0.60 in ass/put stage, -complete soitk naines, etc.; £12/10.
P.P.7d, tOs/e/u. Cone, complete sc/s/s nnieer.
CELESTION
sal co/put se:ssesloesesce, lint 77/6, my pr/ce, brisai
esca, 35/.; P.P.5/.79. io nah. saulout ser naslsogassy cahisseta,
list Lolo, my pe/se, its ocR/staI cae/onu, 45/-.
Eneeg/sed Spesskeen ans) 01/ser SGhes. 450
CELESTIO0/
ansI 2.000 ohms; 8/6 earls.
LYONS Struiglit Une 4-gang Condes/ser,.
0.0005, lint 23/-, my price, neo anI buscA, 5/6 earl,.
Output Teoustssemero, gluing 1 2, 1: 1,
INsThM'T
15.: 1, 2: 1, 3: 1; 5/11 each.
Equipmentn.-Souod heods, meters. empliflern.
components, etc., st knock-out peE-cs. cutters innited
stomp toe list,; termo, rosh ui/h order, cosi. c,serisoo
lormsrd.-1i. FresEs, 23, Percy St., Tsttenham Court Rd.,
WO. Museum 8585.
[7290

C8'

Dictionary

01

diste delivery.
LYSIPIC S.S. Six Coils, camplete to specification.
(J 45/-; atO, anal D.C. eliminators, first doso make.
(:slspingu

AU.

Pieno Electric Pick-ups.

ROTIIERMEL
mudel, soest, 30f-;

I(

'%TAIgD fus Unporsllelcd Bsegninn in Set Ma,,ulsctueees
Surplus; sil goods aro gosesnteed perfect; imme-

und ssper.het, 9/9.

ocx 2 gil/sea
K.25 pkk--ops. 21!Westera Electric osiseophoors, 2/3; sssicrsptuoone tras0tr'rooers loe same (ratio 05/1), 2/3.
'UTESTINGIIOtJSE Rcetilieeo, oct mano! cloeecu' surplus, skeleton type, lIT.8 ucd 9, 0/11; Icc only
lIT.5 od 6, 4/9; teosslor,sees tor 111.8 und 9, 'nub
LT. oeinding, 45. 4o., CT., 0,9; screened lles, 3d. yd.;
toggles, 6d.; chassis miso huidero, 4-5-pin, 1/3 IsolI dozen,
7-pin, ed.
T'STON leus Cored Coils, 2'6; L sscreee iron cared
,L.4 canoed coils. 2/6; Colombia 3/5
stasI
5/i LI".
trasslornoeeo, 219; Closs B driseo nod choke, 8/6 l'or
pair; oit!, nuise and 7-pin hslsler, 17!-; binoo-ular chaCra,
2/2; 11F. choies. looneyrosnb o,0000l, jod.; Sisto6rs,

DECEMBER 28TH,

This-fl

"Good Resolution"
Business
quite appreciate that it is a little eariy to make
Good Year Resolutions, but we are anxious not to be
late in wishing all our friends the finest possible
entertainment by means of perfect reproduction
for the New Year,
We

BETTER THAN THE
ADVERTISEMENTThis slogan is definitely first among our resolutions
for Ilse comisg year. In spite of esl(oying a reputatiun
oar utmost to
This silll
improve on our products wherevcr possible.
be difticult owsssg to the splendid test reports and
numeruas testimunials we have received appertaining
to oar SOUND SALES 4/12 WAlT "QUALITY"
AMPLIFIER to nay nothing of the Transformers aid
Chokes; thoononds of which have beco 50ld during
1934.
People say that all good resolutions are made
to be brokeo, and although it may be hard to improce
on our products, we shall endeovoor to try, and ss'ifl
escose ourselvca with the motto-" A rolltng stone
gathers 'no maso, but he that sits too long weareth
holes .in his paols." Suggested New'Year's resolution
for you-send far our latest catalooe.
which means everything to us, we shall do

SOUND
SALES
Contractors
the G.P.O.,

LTD.,

etc.
TREMLETT GROVE, JUNCTION ROAD,
LONDON, N.i9.
Teiephooe: Archway sOlai/a.
to

THE

THE

MECHANISM
OF
ELECTRONIC
OSCILLATIONS.
By W. Ii. Bese/asee.
PERMEABILITY
INCREMENTAL
AN!)
INDUCTANCE. By L. G.A.Sisesa, Ple.D.,3f.!.E.E.
NOTES ON THE THEORY OP DIODE
By Jeass Mee/pse.
RECTIFICATION.
SOSIE PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THE
DESIGN OF S OACED-AEIUAI. DIRECTIONAbs/cad o/o paper read beforel/ee
FINDERS.
Wireless Sec//assISE. By R. H. Thoe/eid, 3/Sc.

Ml. E.E.

Sosoe

Recce,ss

Pa/esta

32u.

25. 6d. NET
per annum, pout Ires

E.C.4.

R

tItT-I

'»

R
R ADIOMbRI'.,.TCC
2x1x1
4/6:
O.00OI. 0.0002.

toi.

mId,,

-

flOOr,

4x4x5 mid.. 2111;

Dub/lice

4

od

200o.

45045e

rlprtro.

12/0 cbobro. 25 by., 70 oea..
h6fART._l.isson
4/6;
32 by. ootput, 4/6; 3-1 Peotode ostpat Irons-

former, 4/o.

oIler: dozen nssoeted niro-endeol
RADtOMART._.Speeiaf
resostaoeea, Dahifics N.S.F., etc.. all different. oar
selertion; 2/6.
la/as efeetmlyltss, 50 mId. 12s..
RADIOPIART',_'I'.C.C.
21 mId. 25o., 1/3; 6 saId, 50v., 1/-; 15 mId. 100e.,
1/6.
.
transformers, 350-350s.
mn.,
RADIOPIART.-pfa/55
0e. 6 ansps.. 40, 2°. amps., Or. 2 amos., 120
primary, salice quality, made N'enleva ElectrIc, 8v.screened
Cram:oell uoperhet.; 12/6, nuotano ti.,
visual Ion/ro meter, 6 mc..
RAESIOMART-Edaeis'ioe
s:laolioatrd. 2iX5ibin. only, similar ROD.; 5(9.
logarithmic poteotionarter.
10,000 ohms, airo wooed, cilla moins auch; 2/-.
10/6 fall o/sien dials, oaseRADIOMART.-Clarion
lengtis ncwlcs, Soaring shot light, oaydised escutcheon;
2/9.
ear/able condensers: 0.0605.
RADIOMART.-A/ropzced
1/9; 0.0003, 1/3; reol quality /ob.
ieoecore dual range coils, c/Its
RAL)IO2IART.--Sceerned
reorlion e/renal. 2/11; laconia short s_aol iroocore.
doal eange, 3/3.
brand orlo DC, 25 ma. dim/n.
RADIC)MART.-lJheo
stern, tO/O; 'leIsen 28 n.a. AC., with rhorgee. 42Cc
-

R-bOT--'o°h0m

DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREET, LONDON,

£517/tI: 72/6.

1. lU,. 3 amp. lane,. 3d.; BeRing
termaoafs. ld.
'Class B." P.M. npeuknrs,
RADIOSIART.-Msgaasas
16/6: leras/e de/cee leans)sensees. 0/lt.
tesbulisen.
m/re.esded,
RAIiiOMART.-Noss.isadsetise
1.503°.. 0.1. 0.01. 0.02. 0.04, 0.05 mIsi., Id.;
Phi/i/st 0.0001. 0.001, 2d,

.RAb°R'r-33o'1
lev, plain kabelif.e

Igeanie.,

-

8/6; Parca 3'/

RADIO'OART.-Ts;snnisemees:
I 5/ti: Ericsson, 15/-, 0/3; Igesnsc De/ecc, 1/1.
29/6 musing ca/I. 2.500,
RADIO.SIART..-Sosscahordr
Lapped psues, Pcutode, makers hoses', 10/6.
relish) p gegr st

RADIOS/ART._sShaetssssespocin/ttt'
esmsnsen scosse prices,, dieect nu/eceolsian. (3,571.1.
ser/nl tratssposition Wuchs lar
RADlorsiAR'r.-Inotes
/n/.crlreeeee slim/saGes. Sd. set 10, 1/n.
Bec.ss ball.btaeist 100 misI. ebert mace
p/gtsil. no/selcts, 1/6: brans ban/spread or nestralis.
ins micesa ose/a/aleo, 1/.; estms.ion beacheD. 3d.
ment 06/6 pm/or/ned relays, broc.
RADIOMART.-Gsseets
sits) snstrssmcols, perlect, 8/6; Moras practice kmy,
1g'ADiOMABT.-Pee [oints shsrt:eooe ea Iso ho/deco, Osi.;
1./ein. ens/I /gemo, 4.peoog 1/3. 6-prong 1/6,
Elects/n 21/- nsleeoplsones, 2/9;
RADIOMART.-.5VC.,tOTn
Leansloeruser. 2/6: lOes-/sine stando/I inssslatos'n, Bd,

R"0-.
.'

fools nickel, 2/lI//n., 5/9,
RADIOMART._MiIl/ousmetees.
sspce; Es-3m.. 6/5: resd AC. oc D.C.. oli ranges.
I°nec/s:secn Oree Pee/scesl Slack Leading
RADIOMART
Continental Valse Ms/sor; nonce ssls'es; cento tiosat
tojees al 4/6; fl.F.Pen., lit.11,
J,ADgOMART._A.C.
MHO;.. V.M.4.IL, PTO. SOLA.. 8.G.H.A., 2-null:

2/lt.

) ADIO2IARI'..-.Amr;iros types st 4i6; U.X.25R,
Ih U.X.245. 51X.210. IJ.Y-35. U.V.224. U.Y.27, 45,

-

5.5.7. 6A.7. 80. 81, 56.

ILIFFE AND SONS LTD

Wireless Technical Te,nts"

London,

55-.

RADIOMART._Selcetion beasd
J3 II081iNt;3/,55y
perlent ronil,oneols; qnohly goods, speedy drllery.
geaeantecd satistaelins
ADIOMART,_Beitish Itadiophose 110 Le, IF. tras,)r'rmers. 2/0; Westsoghoaueubelec, type SOTtO. set
J) ADl(55I
g
I
It i
d g d
islreost, so'ls'!,rs, soakers' onopooed boses, complete
circuits hut 17/61: 5111.
AD1Ofi!'',_ Utility sopor 2.00ng sie-spsced bull.
bearing, Iolly usreeooed, with trimmers, 5/lt; :o-ith
dio dial 6/il,
ADtO7lAR'r,_L.tiIt5 stcaigbt line dials. woreIentIs.
lght mores 'otIs hoister, 3/6; UlUlI,5- bokelite,

[rom

MONTHLY
Subscription:

t.'r ÏsiOosIactucers
Surploo-Skelelon ti-pe Weshiothouse
rectifiers, 11.7.8 9/6, SLT.9 lo!-, H.T.1O, L.T,4, L.T.5.
10/9, teussIormo5 (Ilegentose) loe Ol.T,8 or Hi's. snub
4e. da L.'r., 7f-.
CAIORIAGE Paid, rash sitio once or cod.; send Isr

Il/ut

Principal Cerstenti in JANUARY Issue

ad

0.001 nudo., 6d.

las-

publlahed
in the interests of professional svireleoo
engineers, experimenters, and ail keen radio
enthusiasts, statt io snidely read by thoss
who arce intimately associated with wireless
dnveiopnsent.
A valuable nsonthiy feature consists of a
eulnlnssry, untier tite title of Abotracts and
Referoracco of isnporteorat articles appeosring
In technical wireicna publications througla'
ont tissa world.

Refee'gescea

L"OM

llottseimel pseso
electric, 30/-; Cnsesse-cord, 12/-; BTU. needle semu.
tam psck.oss, 29/.; 11.1,11, pick-up tone armS, 3/-; Cito
thouais type ruine koldes-s, 5-pin Od.. 7- 0e 9-pin 6d.;
T.0 C. type -- 51 -, fiord condensers, aup our ap ta

RADIO5IART.-Pasblaack.
o:abeco,srsdytiouodandulccsrd;Oyutdnsd.

\Vsisr.r.r.9s4 ENGINEeR" to

&

50 mIdo, r,r 200 ml,ls. lOo, pooh. 3/S.
K19 se K25 Pick-ups, 30f-;

R--°o-

The Journal of Wireless Research
and Progreso

Abeescesa

1SUUILIInR Resistances, 1-vatt type 7d., 2-oatt type
112. 3-natI type 1/9, Dakiiiee nr T.C.0 dry electro.
lytic euodensers, O mfds or 4 mIsts, SOOn, peak, SOs,.

It

AND

EXPERIMENTAL WIRELESS

(Esig(.,A

S-ti., deteetse sos! peore 1150e.. 25 mal;
nitb Westinghouse rectification, 20f-; D.0

typa Te/seo a-nmpunents, labo
RADIOMART.'-Laiest
irises, 1/9; olas- motion dials. 1(6.
7/0 Radiogoand trnsslormreo, 3-t
RADIOMAR'l'.-Tolsen
0e 51. 3/9: lapped Pentsdr chokrs, 3/0.
1,bOOo, tubular condensers. latI.;
RA0lOIalART.-Tofnea
earleidge, od.; Te/orn 1-watt wirs'cnded res/stOes, 6:1.
ART-TrIsen differentials, 0.0001. 0.00015.
RAIJIOToI
hukelite sari okle, 0.0001, 0.00015. tOd.; 0.0003. 1/-;
0.0005. 1/3.
1TADIO2fART.-BranoI nno condensers. em/sect asker.
5000. working, 4 mid. 3/6. 2 mId. 1/10. 0 m'd. 1/6.
cOrking. 4 misI. 2/9. 2 mIst. 1/4,
t md. 1/4; 230v. nOrbang, 4 mId. 2/3. 1 mid. 1/2.
0.5 mId. gd; 0(3-0.1 Pd.
1ko only out' renned
flac sot

WIRELESS
ENGINEER
"Tue

type
lype 12!..

SPI

Second Edition

.

89 ADIOMART.-Nooembre list gives chorocteristirs sod
Lt /,on.f,cols of qsso[itp borgo/ss; note. pk-,sse, stomp
moot 0500m Po flY onrjUieies.
sres 6!- post -free-The Sqsre
RADIOMART,-Ordees
t)eslero. 19, John l3rlgtst St.. Birmtngltam.
[7223
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Components,

Etc., tor

SaIe.-Contd.

/

DADIOCLEAIOANCE, 94, High Hoibeer, W.C.l, oiler
L the foliossing stope,sdous hoegoirs, iinsised quaot,tses
only; ta order over 5/. post free. 'Phone: Hoiboen 4531.
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LF. translarmee pick.uis, 216; output transformers, 4/-;
chaises, EF., 4'!-; postage cotos; maies trans[ocsseeco,

fd

fereie.s-

FLUXITE'

-

-

¡

-

ed 000, u

.

.

oid!
-

Special Offer of a Limited
_l.l Qaantity S.T.600 Dorchester Kits 1w Drsigner's Spocifliratiss, iselsoding Calvero coils. Pollard condrnsers, F.C.C.
fassi condensers, 10.1. HIpermita translornsec, sisotolisest
baseboard, ceady ddlrd panel and terminal strip; list
price £5117, oes price £3/il.
CLEARANCE Offeso l-watt Resistances, well
RAUlO
known make, ail sizes; 6d. each.
CLEARANCE Oilers Wegs 2 mId. Condensers.
RANO
canned type; 1/. each.
CLEARANCE Offers O mId. Dry' Electrolytic,
RALMO
500-cc.lt working, well known sosko; 2/f rack.
CLEARANCE Olees St hito Siroving, 3½ mas.;
RADIO
Sd. dsa. lengths.
CLEARANCE Olees Tnlsen 0.0001-0.00015 Re.
RADIO
silGan Condyosres and 0.0003 Tsniag Condensers;
7d. rack.
CLEARANCE Offers British Radisphsne 3-gang
RADiO
Condenser,, with 3 0.0005 srctisns. complete eitts
dial, escutcheon, pilnt haldee; 7/6 each.
CLEARANCE Olees l-25h.p. Motors (Gilbert),
RALMO
100-115salts AC. foc telreinion, suitable lar 200-250
salts il used scith 700-ohm resistance or 30-watt lamp;
price 10/6.
CLEARANCE Offecs Variable Poscec Resistances
RADIO
by SVehi Enarco Raker, 0-100 ohms; price 3/- each,
bI

exceptional calar.
CLEARANCE Offers Bcitis/s Boslispkonr Tripla
RADIO
Slang Condensera, 2X00005 and 110 ks's oscillator
se0tisn, complrte scith knob, 5lrioe, escutcheon; 7/6, lasst
CLEARANCE OIlers British Radioplione, 110
ADIO
ha's Intermediate Ferqaenry Trnnslsrmers; 3/.,
CLEARANCE Offers 8,000-ohm Volume CnnRADLO
trat, log, type. oith Q.M.B. switch, hy G.E.C.; 2/6.
CLEARANCE 011ero Set al Baud-Pans Coils.
JIAUTO
mahulaeturee'n type, soith circuit diagcam, sshitable
lnr toned grid or tuned anode; set nl 3 coils, 4/6.
CLEARANCE Offers Nains S'ranolwrsseeo, sinRADIO
shrouded, iaanulacturer'u type. lsrimary 200-200,
nerondarins 320-0-320e. at 70 m.a.. 2-0-2e. at 3 amps; 6/6,
pont. Irre.
Tcsnslormere,
1ADiO CLEARANCE Offers Ishins
200-250e..
terminals, prjmary
J-L shenaded,
with
eecand.ceaes 320-O-320 at 70 ma., 2-O-2 at 2i/a.. 2-O-2
at 4i/; 9J4, peaL free.
CLEARANCE Offers LP. Thnnataemera; 3:1
RADIO
and 5:1, nsanalactueee'n type; 1/6 each
CLEARANCE 011eca LP. Taanniaameea
RADIO
nlscended, 3 :1 seal 5 :2; price 2/9 each.
CLEARANCE 011era Steel Chasais, cadmium
plated, drilled ready 1er use. 3-calce, li-; 4-vals-e,

s always by yaw-so the house-garage-scorbslsop-aisyschcrcsehcrc simple, npeedy coldrrsng is seeded.
Used br 30 years io Goccrnasrnt works and uy the loading
Of all ironmongers-in
engiaerrs and manufactucers.
Ties 4o1., 8d., 1/4 and 2/8.

See lhat Fluxite

Ash ta see tisa

F'luxite Small-space Soldering

Set-

compact bat sobntastial-camplcte scith lull inutrsctiaios-'7/6.
Ash also tai- Leaflet ais Case Hardening Steel asid

Tempering Toolsagith Fluxitr.

THE FLUXITE GUN
)Regiolered)

is a handy and economical teel that enables you
(o put the Ficixite where you want it en the soldering

job, and is-clean and simple to use.
Always READY
ti-ouble.
used

Also

grease

projeCt

to

Nolhing to

TUITION.

MISCELLANEOUS.

tcosNDREDO

Projectors. screens and films of all kinds,
9 mm, 16 mao., and 35 mm.
k ENTERPRISES. 159, Woedosse St., Landen,
ILLTTSTR
W.l laying Film house, Oxford St. end). ])efinitefy
eaarehouae packed with eine eqaipmest.
nota shop, bola
f7279
Gre. 6889. Toue iosprrtisajsoitod.
TJIRELESS Industry Gilets \Veil Paid Pouts to Quali'
VV
fled Vies-By studyiag at honte o-itlo the V.1GB.,
the leading organisation far engiseeeing teaming by ost-erspondens'r, ynu too eon become qssalified: aeite ta-day
the £nginecr's Gnidc ta Sncocoo." 156 pages, fece.
for
containing macid's mident choice of wireless and engineeeing courses, ing)uding A.M1.E.E., A.M.i.W.T.. jitadA..
Cc ant! G., ate.; mention hoaych, post oc qnaiifieatisn'tlsat
Interests you tn 'filie Eesyonological lastitoste of Great
Beitain. 82, Temple Bac flouse. London, £0.4. li/mantled
[7129
1917. 19,000 sorcesses.)
of

PATENT AND TRADE MARK AGENTS.

IsIATHISEN, Chartered Patent Agent; patents, de.
4
ti..
signa and teade marks-First Aaenun House. High
Ilolhoen. London, OV.C.1. ilslboca 0950.
15284
and Co., psteets aod trade marks throughout Ike

free.[0001

GEEWacid

III. T. P.

Gee. Mem.R.8.G.B.,

,4.IcI.I.R.h4.,

etc.), 51.52. Chancery Lune, London, W.C.2 12 doors loom
Ganerement Palest Office)
'Phone; Ilolhorn 0525.
Handbook

ELECTRIC CLOCKS.

QIPECIAL Ofler.-Supeci/ce AC. mains eleeteie clock
saooements, 200.250e., 50 cycles, drice up to lOin.
fecondo; 16/6, post td.-Weitc details, Ebuey Bridge I0cdio
Cc., 33, Ehucy Bridge

JOd.

Sloane 0407.

1043G

EXCHANGE.
the Firm that Gioca

You the Highest
Allousnee in Eoehange, sets os components;
sod delieeeies.-Mildmsy Badin Enchante. 'Phone: Terminus 6751. 6. Pentonuille ltd..
Angel, Islington.
SVite

DEAL
Possible

pr mpt attention

N.j.(1985

EXTENOE0 PAYMENTS.

Payments-We supply you diceet, by easy pay.
components, accessories, and sets, any make;
105 dosa, hala ore spread over 11. months-Seed list-of

EASY
ment

requirements Is London Radio Supply Co.
1925), 11, Ost Lone, London, E.C.2.

(established
(0337

Alssaye u Demosel loe Qoalifled Rodio En-

Presb..10438

sento loe larsykurr describing Rome Study
COorse.-Notisoal Institat al Radio Engineeeisg, Guildkall St.,
'IADlO Ecgineering.-We sperialise in tesiuing men 1er
the radis industry; 150 sitaatiana obtained lar stai'
slentS since Juon al last year; rarrmpasidenre ro urne ea.
laies Oli evey and its prartical application-Apply British
Radio Engiorering College 179, Clspliam Rd., London,
S.W.9. (Collngo recognised by the radia msxulartuoees.(

ALL MECHANICS WILL

WANTED lar

ALL SOLDERING

FLOXITELTD. (Dept.

W.W.I, DRAGON WORKS.
BERSIOND5ICY STREET, 8.6.1.

1/6.

Pcinting.--1,000 hitlhradn, 3/6; samples Ieee.[6809
CIJlZAl'
Ceeteeay Petas, 18, Basted, Sasneo.
t ENTERPRISES Thank All Their Custnmeca
ILLIJSTR
lac Theic Continued Sappart and Kind Recamnsnnda.

-[7280
in
ThERE
gineers ;

R-°

CLEARANCE 011era Metal Chavain 2- a,.d Z.
RADIO
salve type, litted nut calce haldees and terminal
aleip; 2/-.
CLEARhNCE Offers "Ccntratab" PatrntiRADIO
meters, 59,000 ulema; price 1/6 each.
CLEARANCE Ohren TOC. Cendennera.-0.0
RADIO
asid., 800celt D.C. n-aching. 1/- each; T.C.C. condenaeea, 1 mid., 200-vOlt D.C. ancksng, 1/- each;
T.C.C- candenseea. 1 neId., 450-salt D.C. marking, 1/3
each; 'F.C.C. cousleasees. 1 mid., 800-cali D-C. warksn,
1/6
1/6 taels; T.C.C. candencres, 2 mId., 450-cali scoehing,
each; 'F.C.C. canslrnaera, 6 mId., 250-s-alt D.C. wecking,
21- each; 'F.C.C. canelrneern. 4 mid. black 0.5, 0.0, 0.5,
5.5,0.5, 0.5 ansI 1 aa,Id. 250-nett AC. macking, 2/6 each.
CLEARANCE. 94, High Haibeen, W.C.1.
[7241
RADIO
'Phane; Hatharn 4631.-

mosing coils, qoatotions gioco; rils/ossot Os trade-Phone:
SIc/aleo 2060.
Graham's Roba/rs. 194; 'l'oleoortlo Rise,
Xsngstan By-paso, Secrecy.
[7112
lb,[MTROPØLITAN RADIO SERVICE Co. loe GuarasJ. teed Repaies to Amneicac fmisfget and cts6ndaedl
and British Receivers.
ajad Majestic Service Depot, trannlsrmreseeCLAI0ION
'youssi.-Metrop'tlitss Radis Servire Co., 1021, PiscIsley hod.2 Gollevs Grecs, N.W.11. Speesfo-ell 3000. [0435
Tcanslormer Sereice. Repaies, rewiuils, or
MAINS
leactien to specifii'atians daisy type; compelitise
prsces aissh prompt sercice.-Stuedy Eleciric Ca.. Diptcn,
Newc'aotlr-os-'i'yce
[7000
4 LL Types British or Aiaerican Receiver Repsies, guar.29. anteed service; trausformeeseeoossnd- trade moPed.
-'Pirase: BaSes Park 2419. Radia Serriez cod Supplico,
317, High Rd., Wdssl Greco,- N.22.
[6042
RADIO SERVICE-Repaies in your osen howe
REGIS
byi1n-ahified eneincero t racelhing io l,oxdon axel
shintro-t daily; spei-/ahhsts
in Marconi, 11EV., and
Csilombia, D.C. to -'s.C. cancersicos, etc-Moldes 2271.
42, Raleigh Drive, Tal:coeth, Surrey. Keep Obis advert.
to Maoiilg Coil Speakers, cones and coils
REPAIRS
fitted or eewoaod, eliminators and teanstoemers.
'tainted lnr; loud aprakers, LP'. and speech teaoshaemers,
4/- carli, past Ieee; Oracle invited; satisla,tjou gsaeacteed;
pcsmpt errs-see-Laud-speaker Repair SParks, 5, Balkans
Grsae, London, S.W.12. Bottersea 1321.
[0394

-
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IT SIMPLIFIES

ENCINEERSI
256PA

LiSTEN...

at

Cat

Rce

nniee Calde, -. ENSINEERIOS 8PPORTIJNITIES,'t ciceeliceopialn, che Sep. coo
a toSi Rye are t,. roter ate nl the

t,tereedoa,c
IIAt4DBO0K

Amnng

nttr

thlnca, the bank axptnim

qsaliteaticse ach a, h.M.I.Sheah.E..
ABlER., A.14I.A.E.. A.tri.l.W.T rIe. The geld, sire gicea dehnte
nl arar 100 causee. in nl hcanehc, al CinC, tOrah., Eire.. Matar. RaSta.

aecn heme, lac all eaisiy-inereaeùt0

Cae cote ence at thin sulque Randbenk ta.dsy, F0100 and
iticest ahlinalian. The bath ciad bateht yes.

Red

I British

SERVICE.

RAHASI'S REPAIRS a,:d 141/WiNDING SERVICE

did:
-

he

AN CUAL PA RTF'[ ERSH UPS.

1xTAN'rlLs, active paetnreship, saaouiscturing or trade;
rope
s'o-si; go-sume proposstsoos o#lywil be consisleeed.-hh'rite Ros 2475, e/o The ff'i,-cÎeas (('aCid. [7267

0055g fellow

es

-

b

cabinet; £7110.
CLEARANCE (Jifero Dorchester 3-salve Screen
RAlIlO
G. ed, detector, 1009ev sr pentodo battery chasses, socinding ail first c-ices Compune055, brand new, completely
spe.e.ker sod

FI N

.

-

i

atosaed to moot/so, 7 tosed stages, delayed A.V.C. local
'listases switch, 7-he. separation, Mallard rois-es, A., 200-

25

ADVERTISEMENTS.

WANTED.

17154

Cash or Enchange.

111l21t-CLASS Radia Setn and Parta.
Iligheat Paanibla Allascnnce is Ohtainatale anlp
T11E
Pram lis.
Ohrelete Stach,. Purchaaed. tend av year
DEALERS'
gacdn, cash by rrturn.-Mildmay Rhdin Exchange.
6, Pcntanville 10cl., Angel. Iaiingtnn, Nl.
'Phone

Teeminna 6751.
[6519
TEW Menedial Supec Set, cc will ecehanga Olympic
.L
Single Span, peciret nciier.c.91, Cneinailila ltd., flac.
langten.
[7270
TITANTED, 1934 Liste nles Fceqaeneiet de Berne and
Raslia Seciety Amateuc Call Boob; 10/- and 4/:
altered-WI., 8, Waldegeacr Rd., Noccnaetl, SE.
[7279
IATANTEI.), gand class eadia eempnaeats, neta, saetees,
apeahera, etc., spat ensk paid; hciasg er tend to
SertIs Lrndea llaelie fleecier, S4, Ilanepeteasl list., N.bV.1.
'h'hane: Baseness 8893.
[7273
'b ODEION Parts er Seta Pacchaaed Inc Canh nr Pa (en
in Part Payment lar Bcand Nein; definite quatatiena
tiers pce pent; lull particulaca pleane; spat sank tu
caltera lar appeared parta.-ltyalls hacia. 44, Lamh's Candait St., Lnndan, W.C.1.
16846
Pnbtislseea are Perpaceci ta Pacehare at Face Value
TREpien
Pontage Copies at the iaaues at " The Wiretesa
Waetd" elated July Ztat. 1933. and May lotit, 1934.-Addneascapica ta. the Pahliahre, 1liRe and Sons Ltd., Derscl
¡Inane, Stamlard St., Landen.
UT 'tNTED, good aced rene-ire lean asarlo, lets, etc.; spot

S.E.t.[7192

institute ni Engineering Tenhnoiogy
W.

cavia ceaitini; higlsratc'echangeailnoance
rfd parts; being, scud or mili call; soc pay moee than any
Open 9-8.-Uoioersity RadIn, 142. lioum.
oCceo elector.
osean 3010. 16995
mond St.. Easton. N.\V.1. 'Phone:

GOOD RECEPTION MEANS

RIVATE Seevit-e Engmucee itrqnireo Technical Assist'
P
nl,; ftorm:one.tty Ioressrcgctie etats-Welle fac
poinf.taent. Le eerier. 300. Shooters lOiti Rd.. Wsoieeieh.

3h7.lhaaeroenee Haase. 29,31. OsierS herd, instan,

VV

SITUATIONS VACANT.

ay

ap-

V

17272

ON
INSULATED AERIAL CABLE
in the

ORANGE & BLUE CARTON

Receplicon' con be used eStee as on indoor or
outdoor scelsi or os nnenrth. [t'is arenen-strand
jesnlatesl scemi enble drawn teoso puer clectrolytte
espere sed peoterfesl with n weatheepeoof ofieeeing.
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DIRECTIQN FINDING

I

and

DIRECTIONAL RECEPTI N
By

'KEEN, B.Eng.

R.

SECOND EDITiON

(Hons.)
(1927)

This volume deals with the principles of the subject and the constructional details
of direction finding installations, and includes some information concerning
aircraft installation. It describes the principles of Direction and Position Finding
in such a way that the subject may be grasped easily by engineers tackling this
Nunerous photographs and diagrams
field of wireless work for the first time.
are included, and the book vill prove of the utmost use and value to. advanced
workers who are interested in. this aspect of wireless.
'..
By post 21/9
Price 21/- net
.'
.

:.i:

N

-

From leading booksellers or direct from the Publishers
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Audio-frequency response: 12 to
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Output.
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Telephone:
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IIF-

A
MIvIrLIFIL!

Conplete with Mullard Valves

to all makes of
sets. Specialists
with "Monodial," "Sinele Span
"Olympic" "Push-Pull . Quality
Amplifier," and building, overhauling, repairs, etc.
Eatlmates (,-er.
Seven years'
experience, qualified engineers,
,,e,rivalIrd service.
Send now1

i

A

I4%..

-

high.
Cash with order on 7 days' approval.
LIMITED NUMBER FOR IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL.
Manufactured by:
Dingley Place, City Rd., London, E.C.1.
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are seeking new markets, or desire to get figst-hand information about a trade or industry, you cannotgo to a surer or more
authoritative source than the trade and technical journals serving it.
The address of any paper inthis list will be furnished onrequest.
IF you
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TECHNICAL JOURNALS

Crushing, Grinding, Mining &

Quarrying

Journal.
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Drapers'
Organiser
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'Architects' Journal.
Architectural Review.
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THE ANNUAL REVIEW OF THE WORLD'S PICTORIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC WORK.

S

Edted by

t

S

S

-

F. J.

MORTIMER, Hon. F.R.P.S., Editor of

The Amateur Pflotographer and Cinematographer

'

s...
b

"Photograms of the Year," the new edition of which is now on
sale, makes an attractive volume for all who are interested in
pictorial art.

-

PRICES

Stift Paper Covers
5/- net
BY ROSt
Cloth Boards
By post
7/8 net

-.

-

-

8/-

Halt Bound Leather
l5Oißnet

BypostzI

Containing nearly eighty superb reproductions, selected fron the
best work of thè world's leading photographers, this volume
reveals the remarkably wide range of subject matter that comes
within the scope 9t the modern camera artist.
Still-life, landscape, p&traiture, posed figures, architecturé and the
artistic interpretation of apparently comnonplace detail,, are all
presented with consummate taste and iechnical skill.
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LTD.,

Reference Book
Combined Diary
for Every Keen Amateur

A

I,

i.

Obtainable from leading Booksellers, or direct from the Publishers

-

I

for

'T?
*

1935

Every wireless enthusiast should have this handy little diary.
In addition to the usual pages-one week at an opening-it
contains 79 pages of facts, formul and getferal information of
the kind that is always wanted but is difficult to memorise.
There Is a complete list of European Broadcasting Stations and
Short-Wave Stations of the World. In addition an important
section contains all the essential technical data relating to valves
on the British market, including the latest type of frequency
changers, pentodes and multi-electrode valves.
Fourteen pages of circuit diagrams of receivers, amplifiers
and rectifiers are also included, as well as useful information
on the prevention of mains interference, and Jata for
winding coils.
.
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31 by 4b
inches, 192 pages.
Bound leather cloth,
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